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Document
Viewing This document was specifically designed for on-line viewing, however, not all workstation

desktop area display settings are the same.  Therefore, it is recommended that you choose
one of the following desktop area display settings:

Minimal requirements
A desktop area display setting of 800 by 600 pixels with support for 256, or
more, colors.

Optimal recommendation
A desktop area display setting of 1024 by 768 pixels with support for 65536, or
more, colors.

When using the minimal requirements configuration, performance can be improved by
viewing the document using the Adobe® Acrobat® Reader in full screen mode.

When viewed using a web browser
with the Adobe Acrobat Reader plug
in.

When viewed using the Adobe
Acrobat Reader alone, in full screen.
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Prerequisites

This manual assumes that the reader has some knowledge pertaining to the operation and
usage of the platform upon which Novell Directory Services (NDS) is being used.  Further, it
is assumed that the reader has little, or no, knowledge pertaining to Novell Directory
Services.

However should the reader have some knowledge pertaining to Novell Directory Services;
it is recommended that the reader review all material presented in this manual to clarify
the advanced material which is presented in this document.

Preface
This manual is intended for use, as a training resource, by persons who will be providing
technical support for Novell Directory Services, regardless of the platform or operating
system used.  However, the information presented in this manual is specific to NDS versions
5.01 or higher.

Document
Conventions All numbers within this manual, unless otherwise noted, are decimal.  Hexadecimal numbers

are preceded by the notation ‘0x’ and trailed by the notation ‘h’.  Bit fields, within a byte,
have bit zero as the low-order bit.  Number fields, composed of more than one byte, unless
otherwise noted, are stored in the Intel 80x86 microprocessor low-high byte order format.
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Document
Organization This manual is divided into nine sections.  These sections, and their general topics of

discussion are:

Section I, Novell Directory Services Concepts
This section describes the concepts of Novell directory services as an operating system
and platform independent surface.

Section II, Novell Directory Services Background Processes
This section reviews the various background processes used by Novell Directory Services.

Section III, Novell Directory Services Background Process Operations
This section reviews the NDS requests that are sent between server, during the execution
of an NDS Background Process.

Section IV, Novell Directory Services Partition & Object Operations
This section reviews various partition operations which are performed by Novell
Directory Services Clients.

Section V, Resources for Supporting Novell Directory Services for NetWare and IntranetWare.
This section describes the resources which are available for supporting NDS on the
NetWare, or IntranetWare, operating systems.

Section VI, Identifying and Resolving Novell Directory Services Issues
This section describes the strategies, which may be used, to identifying and resolve
issues when supporting NDS on the NetWare, or IntranetWare, operating systems.

Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes
This section reviews the NDS error codes which are operating system and platform
independent.

Section VIII, NetWare Client & Operating System Error Codes for the NetWare, or
IntranetWare, Operating Systems

This section reviews the client and operating system error codes returned by Novell
directory services when running on the NetWare, or IntranetWare, operating system.
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Section IX, Appendixes
This section presents several appendixes which contain noteworthy information for
persons supporting NDS regardless of the platform or operating system.

Section X, Trademarks
This section presents Novell and third-party trademarks.

Section XI, Table of Contents
This section presents the Table of Contents.
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Directory
Services To begin our understanding of Novell® Directory Services™ (NDS™), let’s examine the

definitions for directory and service.

di • rec • to • ry (noun), 1.  One that directs.  2.  A book listing names, addresses, and
other data about a specific group of persons or organizations.  3.  A book of rules or
directions.  -adj Serving to direct.

serv • ice (noun), 1.  The occupation or duties of a servant.  2.  Employment in duties or
work for another, especially for a government. ... 11.  Contact of assistance or benefit to
another or others; favor. ... -ic • es 1.  To make fit for use; adjust, repair or maintain ... 2.
To provide services to.

This manual defines directory services as:

di • rec • to • ry serv • ic • es (noun), 1.  A database containing information about a
specific group of entities that is accessible over a network.

Overview
This section discusses the concepts and terms you must understand in order to use this
manual.

Historical Background on Directory Services

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU), formally known as the Consultative
Committee for International Telegraphy and Telephony (CCITT), is a standards-making body
for telecommunication operators.  This body is responsible for the Open Systems Interconnect
(OSI) conformance X-series of standards, including the X.500 standard.

The X.500 standard specifies an open, distributed, global on-line directory. This standard
is distinct from other OSI application standards in that it is a support for data
communications services specified by other OSI application standards.  NDS is an
implementation of the X.500 standard, however, with different objectives and goals.
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Novell
Directory
Services

NDS is an object-oriented database.

The entries in an NDS database represent network resources available on the network
and are referred to as “objects.”  An object contains  information that identifies,
characterizes, and locates information pertaining to its representative resource.

NDS is a global database.

An NDS database is global in that the representative objects encompass all servers
and resources in the network.

NDS is a distributed database.

An NDS database can be distributed or copied to servers represented in the database.

NDS is a partitioned database.

An NDS database can be divided into logical partitions according to business needs,
network use, geographical location, access time, and other factors.  These partitions
can be distributed to any server represented in the directory.

NDS is a replicated database.

When an NDS database is distributed to multiple servers, NDS maintains the equality
of the distributed logical partitions by distributing object information changes to the
appropriate servers.

NDS is a replicated nth-level hierarchical database.

The database provides the name space that defines the nth-level hierarchical structure.

http://www.novell.com/
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NDS Name Space

A “name space” is a set of rules that define how network users and resources are named or
identified.  NDS defines the name space for all objects in a database using an “nth-level
hierarchical name space,”  which is similar to the more familiar Filesystem name space
structure.

The following pages show similarities between the two naming structures.
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Hard Disk Drive “C:”
\
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Both hierarchical name spaces have a single root entry and neither supports more than one
root entry.

NDS Directory Tree “Phoenix”

Admin

[Root]

Phoenix

Research Temp Finance

FutureCurrentCompleted
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NDS Directory Tree “Phoenix”

Admin

[Root]

Phoenix

Research Temp Finance

FutureCurrentCompleted

Both hierarchical name spaces are comprised of two types of entries:  containers (such as
sub-directories) and non-container (such as files).

Hard Disk Drive “C:”
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Hard Disk Drive “C:”
\
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Container entries in both hierarchical name spaces can have other entries (such as sub-
directories) beneath them in the tree structure.  Furthermore, these subordinate entries
may be either containers or non-containers.

NDS Directory Tree “Phoenix”

Admin

[Root]

Phoenix

Research Temp Finance

FutureCurrentCompleted
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Hard Disk Drive “C:”
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Both hierarchical name spaces specify that non-container entries cannot provide support for
subordinate entries.

NDS Directory Tree “Phoenix”

Admin

[Root]

Phoenix

Research Temp Finance

FutureCurrentCompleted
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Hard Disk Drive “C:”
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In both hierarchical name space structures entries existing at the same level in the tree
structure must have unique names with regard to other entries on their level.

NDS Directory Tree “Phoenix”

Admin

[Root]

Phoenix

Research Temp Finance

FutureCurrentCompleted
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The nth-level hierarchical tree used by the Filesystem is similar to the nth-level hierarchical
tree used by NDS, with the only difference being the container and non-container entries
allowed.  In the nth-level hierarchical tree used by the file system, the operating system
determines the types of container and non-container entries supported.  In the NDS database,
the “NDS schema” defines the types of container and non-container entries that can exist.

NDS
Schema The NDS schema is an expandable set of rules that govern the NDS Directory tree structure

and specifies the following:

• The types of objects and attributes that can exist in the Directory tree
• The relationships between objects
• The relationship between an object and its attributes

These rules are specified through a data dictionary, which provides a set of definitions from
which objects and attributes can be created.  This dictionary is divided into two sections:

• Attribute definitions
• Object class definitions

The attribute definitions are constructed from established syntaxes and constraints.  The
attribute syntaxes define the data structure of the attribute, as well as the comparison rules
used when managing or using the attribute.  The attribute constraints define the limitations
and restrictions placed on the attribute or the value held by the attribute.

The object class definitions designate the characteristics and requirements that objects of a
class will have.  Object class definitions are constructed using the schema attribute definitions.
The object class definitions can be viewed as templates that define the following:

• The object class’ super class
• The subordination between objects in the NDS Directory tree
• The naming attribute used by objects of an object class
• The limitations and restrictions used by objects of an object class
• The attributes (if any) that must be associated with objects of an object class
• The attributes (if any) that may be associated with objects of an object class
• Default rights assigned to objects of an object class

http://www.novell.com/
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Attribute Constraints

The attribute definitions contained in an NDS schema are constructed from established
syntaxes and constraints.  Attribute constraints are notations in the definition of an attribute
that place restrictions and limitations on the usage and management of the attribute and its
value.

For example, the attribute definition for the attribute Surname restricts the data held by the
attribute to a single value with the maximum of 64 bytes and requires the data to be able
to be read by any user in the NDS Directory tree.

The attribute definition for the attribute SA (Street Address) restricts the data to a maximum
of 128 bytes per value.  The definition for the attribute SA does not indicate it must be a
single value.  Therefore, an object may have multiple values for the SA attribute  or only
one value.  Regardless of the number of values present, each value can be no more than
128 bytes in size.

For a complete list of attribute constraints, see Appendix B:  NDS Schema Attribute
Constraints.

Attribute syntaxes in the NDS schema establish the data structure used in the storage,
retrieval, and exchange of an attribute value.

For example, the attribute definition for CN (Common Name) states that the syntax of the
attribute’s value is Case Ignore String.  This informs NDS that the value of any CN attribute
should be handled as a continuous stream of alphanumeric information, without regard for
case.

Another example is the attribute Last Login Time.  The definition for this attribute states
that the syntax of the attribute’s value is Time.  This informs NDS that the value of any Last
Login Time attribute is a reference to a point in time providing the year, month, day, hour,
minute, and second.

For a complete list of attribute syntaxes, see Appendix C:  NDS Schema Attribute Syntaxes.

Attribute Syntaxes
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In addition to establishing the data structure of an attribute’s value, the attribute syntaxes
establish which comparison rules may be used when comparing values of the same attribute
type.  There are three primary comparison rules used in NDS:

• Equality
• Sub-String
• Ordering

There are two secondary comparison rules used in addition to the Equality primary
comparison rule:

• Approximate Equals
• Approximate Matching

A description of each attribute comparison rule follows.

Equality

The Equality primary comparison rule determines whether the values of two attributes of
the same syntax are identical.  This rule has the following guidelines:

• The comparison is case-insensitive
• Any leading spaces before the first printable character are omitted
• Any trailing spaces after the last printable character are omitted
• Any occurrences of multiple internal spaces are equated to one space
• If the attribute is Facsimile Telephone Number or Telephone Number, the hyphen

is omitted

For example, according to the Equality primary comparison rule, the value “Alphabet Soup”
is equivalent to the value “     ALPHABET   soup    “, while the value “Work phone 801-861-
7000” is equivalent to the value “WORK PHONE 801861700”.

Attribute Comparison Rules

http://www.novell.com/
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Sub-String

The Sub-String primary comparison rule determines whether the values of two attributes of
the same syntax are partially equal based on a wildcard comparison.  This rule has the
following guidelines:

• Any leading spaces before the first printable character are omitted
• Any trailing spaces after the last printable character are omitted
• Any occurrences of multiple internal spaces are equated to one space
• If the attribute is Facsimile Telephone Number or Telephone Number, the hyphen

is omitted

For example, the value “alpha” is partially equal to the value “My Alphabet Soup” according
to the Sub-String primary comparison rule.  Another example is  the value “clear”, which is
not  partially equal to the value “Understanding NDS”, according to the Sub-String primary
comparison rule.

Ordering

The Ordering primary comparison rule determines if two attribute values are less than,
greater than, or equal to each other.

For example, the value “100” is less than the value “200”, while the value “G” is greater
than the value “A”.

Approximate Equals

The Approximate Equals secondary comparison rule determines whether an “octet string”
is present in an “octet list.”  An octet string is an attribute syntax that provides for a data
value consisting of a data string not more than 64K in size.  An octet list is an attribute
syntax that is two or more octet strings placed together.

The following page shows an example of the Approximate Equals secondary comparison
rule.
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The figure below shows an example of the Approximate Equals secondary comparison rule.

This is a really long piece of data.  You
can take my word for it.O

C
TE

T
ST

RI
N

G

This is a really long piece of data, but
not the correct string.O

C
TE

T
ST

RI
N

G

This is a really long piece of data.  You
can take my word for it.O

C
TE

T
ST

RI
N

G

This one is longer than the others, but it
has numbers like, 123 within it.O

C
TE

T
ST

RI
N

G

This is all there is to this one.

O
C

TE
T

ST
RI

N
G

OCTET LIST

This octet string exists in
this octet list.

This octet list does not contain
this octet string.

This one won’t be found it that octet list,
so don’t bother looking.O

C
TE

T
ST

RI
N

G
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The two data structures below are not equivalent when using the Approximate Matching
secondary comparison rule.

Data Structure
with Three Fields

November
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th

*
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*

D
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Data Structure
with Three Fields
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Data Structure
with Three Fields
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Data Structure
with Three Fields
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D
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Approximate Matching

The Approximate Matching secondary comparison rule determines whether an equality
exists in a data structure using a wildcard comparison for undefined data fields.  The two
data structures below are equivalent when using this secondary rule.
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Schema
Class

Definitions
The NDS schema, in addition to providing attribute definitions, also provides object class
definitions.  Object class definitions act as templates that define the following information
about objects:

• Object Class Flags
• Super Class List
• Containment List
• Naming Attribute List
• Default Access Control List
• Mandatory Attribute List
• Optional Attribute List

Object Class Flags

Object class flags establish basic characteristics about objects utilizing a particular object
class.  There are five object class flags available:

• Effective Status.  Indicates that an object class can be used as the base definition
when creating objects in the Directory tree.

For example, when the User object class is an effective object class, User objects
can be created; whereas, when the Device object class is not an effective object
class, Device objects cannot be created.

• Container.  Indicates that objects of an object class are container objects.

For example, the Container class flag is set for the Organization object class,
indicating that it may have other objects subordinate to it in the hierarchical tree
structure.  The Container class flag is not set for the User object class, indicating
that it may not have other objects subordinate to it in the hierarchical tree
structure.

• Non-Removable.  Indicates that this object class cannot be removed from the
schema.  Only  schema object class definitions, which were installed when the
Directory tree was created, can be flagged as Non-Removable.

http://www.novell.com/
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• Ambiguous Container.  Indicates that neither a specified object class, nor any
of its “super class” object class definitions, can specify containment with regard
to the hierarchical tree structure.  This flag is handled internally by NDS and
cannot be set by an NDS client. (For more information on super classes, see
“Super Class List” below.)

• Ambiguous Naming.  Indicates that neither a specified object class definition,
nor any of its super class object class definitions, can specify naming attributes.
This flag is handled internally by NDS and cannot be set by an NDS client.  (For
more information on super classes, see “Super Class List” below.)

Super Class List

A super class is a reference to another object class whose definition can provide additional
information about the definition of the referencing object class.  All object classes, except
the “Top” object class, have at least one super class listed.

By combining an object class’ definition with the object class definition of its super class you
create the “expanded” object class definition.  When an object class that is being referenced
as a super class has its own super class, the object class definition is included in the
expanded object class definition.

An example of an object class definition whose super class has its own super class with its
own super class is the User object class.

The following page shows an example of an expanded object class.
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The expanded object class for the User
object class is determined by combining
the definitions of the User object class...

with the Organizational Person object class definition
(which is listed as the super class for the User object
class)...

then with the Person object class definition (which is
listed as the super class for the Organizational Person object class)...

and finally with the Top object class definition (which is listed as
the super class for the Person object class).

The figure below shows the expanded object class definition for the User object class and
the object class definitions from which it is formed.

=

+

+

+
USER

Object Class
Object Class Flags
Super Class List
Organizational Person

Containment List
Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List
Optional Attribute List

Organizational Person
Object Class

Object Class Flags
Super Class List
Person

Containment List
Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List
Optional Attribute List

Person
Object Class

Object Class Flags
Super Class List
Top

Containment List
Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List
Optional Attribute List

Top
Object Class

Object Class Flags
Super Class List

Containment List
Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List
Optional Attribute List

Expanded Object Class
for “User”

Object Class Flags
Super Class List

Containment List
Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List
Optional Attribute List
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Base and Expanded Classes

As stated previously, all objects in the NDS Directory tree must belong to an object class
defined in the schema.  This assigned object class is referred to the object’s “base object
class.”

An “expanded object class” is the combination of an object’s base object class with its super
class and any additional super classes of the base object class’ super class.

When working with an object, the actual schema object class definition is the expanded
object class of the base object class.

Containment List

The containment list is comprised of one or more object classes whose object class Container
flag is set.  These object classes are superior in the hierarchical tree structure to objects of
the object class with the containment list.

For example, the Organizational Unit object class in the figure below has the object class’
Locality, Organization, and Organizational Unit in its containment list.  Objects in the
Organizational Unit object class may exist only as subordinates to objects in the object
classes Locality, Organization, or Organizational Unit.

Object Class
“Organizational Unit”
Object Class Flags
Super Class List
Containment List

Locality,
Organization,
Organizational Unit

Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List
Optional Attribute List

=
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Since the User object class in the figure below is not listed on the containment list, objects
of the Organizational Unit object class are not allowed to be subordinate to objects of the
User object class.

Naming Attribute

The naming attribute list is comprised of schema attributes used in naming objects of an
object class.

For example, the Group object class indicates that its naming attribute is the schema attribute
CN (Common Name).  All objects in the Group object class will have the attribute CN,
whose value is the name of an object.

Default Access Control List

The default access control list (ACL) is comprised of Directory tree object “trustee assignments”
that are granted to newly-create objects of an object class.

For example, the User object class indicates an object of this object class will receive Read
and Write rights to its own Login Script and Print Job Configuration attributes.

For further information on object trustee assignments, see Trustee in “NDS Rights.”

=

Object Class
“Organizational Unit”
Object Class Flags
Super Class List
Containment List

Locality,
Organization,
Organizational Unit

Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List
Optional Attribute List
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Mandatory and Optional Attribute Lists

The “mandatory attribute list” is comprised of schema attributes that must have values
defined when creating an object in an object class.  The “optional attribute list” is comprised
of schema attributes that can be associated with objects of an object class.

The schema attributes in the mandatory attribute list must be defined when creating objects
of an object class, whereas definitions for the attributes in the optional attribute list are not
required when creating an object.

For example, the Profile object class shown below indicates the schema attributes CN
(Common Name) and Login Script are mandatory.  Description, Full Name, L (Locality
Name), O (Organization Name), OU (Organizational Unit Name), and See Also are optional.

While the administration utility does not appear to
provide the ability to define the mandatory attribute
Login Script, the utility itself assigns an empty script
when selecting the “Create” button; thereby fulfilling
the requirements of the mandatory attribute list in the
object class definition.

Object Class
“Profile”

Object Class Flags
Super Class List
Containment List
Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List

CN (Common Name),
Login Script

Optional Attribute List
Description,
Full Name,
L (Locality Name),
O (Organization
     Name),
OU (Organizational
        Unit Name),
See Also

By comparing the Object Class definition with the options presented by the administration
utility “NetWare™ Administrator”, when creating objects of the Object Class Profile, you
can understand the Mandatory Attribute list more clearly.
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Comparing the Object Class definition with the options presented by the administration
utility “NetWare Administrator”, when modifying objects of the Object Class Profile, we
can understand the Optional Attribute list more clearly.

Notice that there are no options to add attribute values which are not either on the Mandatory
Attribute List or the Optional Attribute List; such as the NDS Schema Attribute “Member (of
Group)”  This is due to the fact that any attempt to add an attribute (and its value) to an
object whose NDS Schema Object Class does not identify that attribute; will fail with an
NDS Error.

Object Class
“Profile”

Object Class Flags
Super Class List
Containment List
Naming Attribute List
Default ACL List
Mandatory Attribute List

CN (Common Name),
Login Script

Optional Attribute List
Full Name,
Description,
L (Locality Name),
OU (Organizational
        Unit Name),
O (Organization
     Name),
See Also
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Finally, notice the “Rights to Files and Directories” button (shown on the graphic below).
This button allows you to define values for the NDS Schema Attribute “ACL”, although it is
not listed as a mandatory or optional attribute within the “Profile” Object Class definition.
It’s usage here is possible because of the fact that the Expanded Object Class definition,
rather than the Base Object Class definition, is used to determine ALL of the mandatory
and optional attributes.

In this case, the Base Object Class is “Profile” which has the Object Class “Top” as it’s Super
Class .  Therefore the Expanded Object Class definition, which includes the “Top” Object
C l a s s
d e f i n i t i o n ,
i n c l u d e s
support for the
attribute ACL.

For more
information on
NDS Schema
Object Class
inheritance and
the Expanded
and Base
Object Class
concepts; see
“NDS Schema
C l a s s
Definitions -
Super Class
List” and “NDS
Schema Class
Definitions -
Base and
E x p a n d e d
C l a s s e s ”
earlier within
this section.
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NDS Objects
An NDS Directory tree is comprised of entries that represent network resources.  These
entries, referred to as “objects,” act as place holders for information pertaining to the
resources they represent.  There are two basic types of objects that may exist in the Directory
tree:

• Container Objects
• Leaf Objects

Container objects may have other objects subordinate to them in the hierarchical tree
structure, while leaf objects may not.  Whether an object is a container or a leaf is dependent
on whether the base object class’ Container object class flag is set.

The figure below shows several objects that are either container or leaf objects and that
have different base object classes .  Note that even if a container object has no subordinate
objects, it is still a container object (and not a leaf).

NDS Leaf Objects

No Subordinate Objects Allowed.

NDS Container Objects

Subordinate Objects Allowed.
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NDS Attributes
NDS attributes hold information that describe the properties of an object.  There are two
types of values that an attribute may hold:

• Data Reference
• Local Reference

A data reference contains user input or system-generated data as its value.

For example, if you assign the User object “MTaylor” the attribute “Description,” then the
NDS client utility used to make the assignment will take the input provided and use it as the
value for the attribute.

NDS Object
“MTaylor”

Object Class
User

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

Attributes assigned to this object

User Input used as the
value for the attribute
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NDS Object
“SSwanson”

Object Class
User

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“MTaylor”

Value
“A mild mannered reporter
for the local newspaper!”

NDS Attribute
Description

Assigned to Object
“SSwanson”

Value
Super Users.NDS.Support...

NDS Attribute
Security Equal

Assigned to Object
“SSwanson”

Value
Super Users.NDS.Support...

A local reference refers to the attributes of another object in the same Directory tree.

For example, if you assign the User object “SSwanson” a member of the Group object
“Super Users,” the following attributes are assigned:

• The attributes Group Membership and Security Equals are assigned to SSwanson,
with the value of each attribute set to the name of the Group object to which SSwanson
belongs (which in this case is Super Users).

• The attributes Member and Equivalent To Me are assigned to the object Super Users
(not shown), with the value of each attribute set to the name of the User object that
granted membership (which in this case is SSwanson).

An object’s expanded object class definition
determines which attributes can or must be
assigned to an object.

Please note that the author has truncated the
names shown in the “Value” field (on the right)

for easier reading.
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Object
Naming

Conventions
Each object in the NDS Directory tree has a name, which is determined by the value of the
NDS schema attribute specified  by the object’s base object class definition.

Naming Types

NDS has the following four name types that identify, to varying extents, objects in the
Directory tree.

• Relative Distinguished Name
• Name Context
• Fully Qualified Distinguished Name
• Partially Qualified Distinguished Name

A discussion of each name type follows.

Relative Distinguished Name

In a Directory tree each object’s name is referred to as its Relative Distinguished Name
(RDN).  The value of the RDN is equivalent to the value of the object’s naming attribute,
which is determined by the object’s expanded object class definition.

An object cannot be located based solely on the object’s RDN.  The object’s “name context”
is also required.  For more information on name context, see “Name Context.”

The following page shows an example of an RDN .
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The figure below shows the object JMehl has a base object class of User.  The expanded
object class definition for the object class User specifies the schema attribute CN (Common
Name) be used as the naming attribute.

For this particular object, the value for the attribute CN (Common Name) is JMehl; therefore,
the RDN for this object is JMehl.

The object JMehl, with the base object class of User, has the attribute
CN as its naming attribute.  The value of that attribute is JMehl;
therefore, the value of the RDN is JMehl.

The object Support, with the base object class of Organizational Unit,
has the attribute OU as its naming attribute.  The value of that at-
tribute is Support; therefore, the value of the RDN, which is equivalent
to the value of the naming attribute, is Support.

Name Context

Each object in the Directory tree exists in a specific name context.  The name context is
determined by the object’s location in the hierarchical tree structure and is comprised of
container object names.

The name context is obtained by combining the names of object’s “parent objects” (superior
objects) into one reference.  The ordering of the object names in the name context is
determined by the “naming syntax” chosen (the following examples use the “dot naming
syntax”).  To learn more about naming syntaxes, see “Naming Syntax.”

The name context does not include the name of the Directory tree, the RDN of the [Root]
object, or the RDNs of non-container objects.
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For example, the figure below shows the following:

• The User object JMehl is subordinate to the Container object NDS
• The Container object NDS is subordinate to the Container object Support
• The Container object Provo is subordinate to the Container object Provo
• And the Container object Provo is subordinate to the Container object Novell, Inc.

By combining the container names in the order described above, you can form the name
context for JMehl, which is NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.

NDS is subordinate to Support and superior to JMehl.  Notice that NDS is the
leaf-most (or closest to the leaf object) container within this name context

Support is subordinate to Provo and superior to NDS

Provo is subordinate to Novell, Inc. and superior to Support

Novell, Inc. is subordinate to the [Root] object and superior to Provo.  Notice
the Novell, Inc. is the [Root]-most (or closest to the [Root] object) in this sample

Directory tree.

Fully Qualified Distinguished Name

The Fully Qualified Distinguished Name (FqDN) is the only naming type that can fully
identify an object anywhere in the Directory tree.

An object’s FqDN is determined by combining the object’s RDN with the object’s name
context.  The “dot naming syntax” requires a period to precede an FqDN.  (To learn more
about dot naming syntax, see “Naming Syntax.”)

When a user enters an FqDN, the NDS client is instructed to disregard the object’s current
name context.
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FqDN is the naming type most commonly used by NDS clients.

The following figure shows two leaf objects with RDNs of John Smith.  While these objects
have the same RDN, they exist in different name contexts.

One object exists in the name context Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.  Its FqDN is
“.John Smith.Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.”.

The other object exists in the name context NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.  Its FqDN is
“.John Smith.NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.”.

This object exists in the name context
“NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.”

This object exists in the name context
“Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.”

Each object in the Directory tree must have a unique FqDN, regardless of the object’s base
object class.  Objects in different name contexts may have the same RDN; however, objects
in the same name context must have unique RDNs.
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For example, the following figure shows an object that has the RDN of Development and
that exists in the name context OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc.  If you attempt to create an
object with an RDN of Development in that name context, you will receive an error indicating
an object with that name already exists (see the purple text in the figure).

Note that the two leaf objects with RDNs of John Smith are allowed because they have
different name contexts and their FqDNs are different.

An object with the RDN “Development” currently
exists in the name context “Provo.Novell, Inc.”

You cannot create another object with the RDN of
“Development”, regardless of the object’s base
object class

These two objects are allowed to have the same
RDN because they exist within different name
contexts
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Partially Qualified Distinguished Name

Unlike an FqDN, a Partially Qualified Distinguished Name (PqDN) cannot, by itself, identify
an object in the Directory tree.

A PqDN is determined by combining input from the user with the current name context of
the user’s NDS client (workstation).

The following figure shows two leaf objects with the RDN of John Smith.  For this example,
assume the user’s NDS client has Orem.Novell, Inc. as its current name context.

If the user requests the object John Smith, the client will assume the user is submitting a
PqDN (due to the lack of a preceding period.)  The client then combines its current name
context, which is Orem.Novell, Inc., with the user input of John Smith.  The result is an
FqDN of “.John Smith.Orem.Novell, Inc.”.  The request is sent to the Directory tree, but,
since this object does not exist, the request results in an error.

This client’s current working name
context is Orem.Novell, Inc.
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If the current name context of the NDS client is Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc., then the
operation would be successful since the combination of the user input “John Smith” with the
client’s current name context is “.John Smith.Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.”, which exists.

This client’s current working
name context is
Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.

Add the user input of John Smith,
and you have success.

What if the user on this client intended to identify the John Smith object in the
NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc name context?  The user would then have to enter the
FqDN directly by specifying a preceding period, followed by the leaf object RDN, and the
RDN of each of its superior objects:  “.John Smith.NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”.

The user could also place a series of trailing periods on the input.  Trailing periods in a
PqDN instruct the client to use a modified version of the current name context when
calculating an FqDN.  This can be seen more clearly in the example on the next page.
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The “dot naming syntax” states that for each trailing period in a PqDN, the name context
used when calculating the FqDN will be equivalent to the client’s current name context
minus X of the leaf-most object RDNs, where X is equal to the number of trailing periods.

For example, in the following figure, the user’s client is using a current name context of
Orem.Novell, Inc, and the user requests the “John Smith.NDS.Support.Provo.” object (note
the single trailing period).

In this example, the client is instructed to remove the leaf-most object RDN from the
current name context, as shown below.

The user input specifies
John Smith.NDS.Support.Provo.

This causes the client to provide a modified
current name context of Novell, Inc

Remember, one trailing period means one of
the leaf-most RDN will be removed.

NDS client calculates the FqDN to be:
.John Smith.NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc

This client’s current name
context is
Orem.Novell, Inc.

Orem.Novell, Inc

Novell, Inc

John Smith.NDS.Support.Provo

Orem.Novell, Inc-
=

+

= .John Smith.NDS.Provo.Novell, Inc

The NDS client’s current name context:

Removing the leaf-most RDN due to the trailing
period:

The remaining name context is:

Add the user input (without the trailing period):

The FqDN:
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In the following figure a user’s client is using a current name context of
GroupWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc.  The user requests the object “KXP1024i.Directory
Services.Development.Provo...” (note the three trailing periods).

GroupWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc.

Novell, Inc.

KXP1024i.Directory Services.Development.Provo

 GroupWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc-
=

+

=KXP1024i.Directory Services.Development.Provo.Novell, Inc

The NDS client’s current name context:

Removing the three leaf-most RDNs due to the three
trailing periods:

The remaining name context is:

Add the user input (without the trailing periods):

The FqDN:

The user is attempting to capture their printer
port to the KXP1024i Print Queue object

This client’s current name context is
GroupWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc

The client removes the three leaf-most object RDNs from the current name context (three
trailing periods mean three removed RDNs) and creates an FqDN of “.KXP1024i.Directory
Services.Development.Provo.Novell, Inc”, as shown below.
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It is important to understand that any client, whether a workstation or an NCP file server,
can use either FqDNs or PqDNs.  However, the current name context used by an NCP file
server is, by default, the name context that its own object exists in.  Some NetWare Loadable
Modules running on NCP file servers have their own current name context or only accept
FqDNs.

Naming Syntax

NDS has two naming syntaxes that, when used in conjunction with the naming format,
define the structure of an object’s name type.  The naming syntaxes are:

• Dot
• Slashful

Dot Naming Syntax

The dot naming syntax requires a period between each RDN for an object (for example,
PRV-DMSMITH.Provo.Novell, Inc).  In addition, the ordering of the objects’ RDNs in the
name must be from the leaf-most (or most subordinate) object to the [Root]-most (or most
superior) object.  In other words, from the bottom up.

The dot naming syntax does not include the name of the Directory tree or the [Root] object.

This naming syntax can be used with the following naming types:

• Relative Distinguished Name (RDN)
• Name Context
• Partially Qualified Distinguished Name (PqDN)
• Fully Qualified Distinguished Name (FqDN)

The dot naming syntax has “features” used with FqDNs and PqDNs.  These features
appear as a period preceding an FqDN or a series of one or more periods following a
PqDN.  For more information on these features, see “Fully Qualified Distinguished
Names” and “Partially Qualified Distinguished Names.”

The dot naming syntax is the naming syntax most commonly used by NDS clients.
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In the following figure the FqDN of the object “PRV-DMSMITH” is
PRV-DMSMITH.Provo.Novell, Inc.

To build the FqDN for PRV-DMSMITH using the dot naming syntax,

1. Start with the leaf-most (at the bottom) object’s RDN: PRV-DMSMITH
separate with a period

2. Add its superior object’s RDN: Provo
separate with a period

3. Add its superior object’s RDN: Novell, Inc
separate with a period and keep adding the RDNs of the superior
objects until you...

4. Reach the [Root] object, which is not included in the name

PRV-DMSMITH.Provo.Novell, Inc

In the following figure, the RDN of the object PRV-DMSMITH_SYS is “PRV-DMSMITH_SYS”.
Since there is only one object RDN present in this naming type, there is no need to separate
anything.

To build the RDN for the object Admin using the dot naming syntax,

1. Start with the leaf-most (at the bottom) object’s RDN: Admin

Since the name is now complete, there is no need to do anything further

Admin
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Slashful Naming Syntax

The slashful naming syntax requires the name to begin with a double backslash (\\) and to
separate each of the object’s RDNs with a backslash (\). The ordering of the objects’ RDNs
in the name must be from the [Root]-most (or most superior) object to the leaf-most (or
most subordinate) object.  In other words, from the top down.

Unlike the dot naming syntax, the slashful naming syntax always has the name of the
Directory tree present; however, the [Root] object is left out.

The slashful naming syntax can be used with the following naming types.

• Name Context
• FqDN

The RDN and PqDN naming types are not supported by the slashful naming syntax  since
these naming types do not completely identify an object in a Directory tree.

The following figure shows an example of the slashful name context.

To build the name context for the object Support using the slashful naming syntax,
1. Start with a double backslash

Add the Directory tree name: Phoenix
separate with a backslash

2. Add its subordinate object’s RDN (skipping [Root]): Novell, Inc.
separate with a backslash

3. Add its subordinate object’s RDN: Provo
separate with a backslash and keep adding the RDNs of the subordinate
objects until you...

4. Reach the leaf object, which is not included in the indicated naming type,
so we remove the last backslash.

\\Phoenix\ Novell, Inc.\ Provo

NDS Directory Tree
Phoenix
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In the figure below, the FqDN for the object JMehl using the dot naming syntax is
“.JMehl.GroupWise®.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc.”.  The FqDN for the same object using the
slashful naming syntax is “\\Phoenix\Novell, Inc\Orem\Testing\GroupWise\JMehl”.

The slashful naming syntax is currently used internally by NDS and by the NDS diagnostics
tool, DSDiag.NLM (available for the IntranetWare™ operating system only).

To build the name context using the slashful naming syntax for the object Support,

1. Start with a double backslash
Add the Directory tree name: Phoenix
separate with a backslash

2. Add its subordinate object’s RDN (skipping [Root]): Novell, Inc.
separate with a backslash

3. Add its subordinate object’s RDN: Orem
separate with a backslash and keep adding the RDNs of the subordinate
objects (Testing and GroupWise) until you...

4. Reach the leaf object: JMehl

\\Phoenix\ Novell, Inc.\ Orem\ Testing\ GroupWise\ JMehl

NDS Directory Tree
Phoenix
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Naming Formats

The typed naming format provides hints about an object’s base object class.  This format
includes the name of the NDS schema attribute assigned by the object’s expanded object
class definition as the naming attribute.  The name of the naming attribute is listed prior to
the object’s relative distinguished name (RDN) and is followed by an equal sign (=).

For example, in the following figure, the object BRoss, with the base object class of User,
uses the schema attribute CN as its naming attribute.  By combining the name of the
naming attribute, an equal sign, and the RDN, you obtain the typed RDN CN=BRoss.

The base object class for BRoss is User.  The
expanded object class definition for User identifies
CN as the naming attribute.  The typed RDN is
CN=BRoss.

Typed Naming Format

NDS has three naming formats that, when used in conjunction with the naming syntaxes,
define the structure of an object’s name type.  The naming formats are:

• Typed
• Typeless
• Tuned

To obtain the object’s typed name context, apply the same logic to each of the object’s
superior containers:  OU=GroupWise.OU=Support.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc.
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To obtain the object’s typed fully qualified distinguished name (FqDN), combine the typed
RDN with the typed name context.

In the following figure, when you combine the typed RDN (below right) with the typed
distinguished name (below left) the result is:

.CN=BRoss.OU=GroupWise.OU=Support.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc.

The base object class for GroupWise is
Organizational Unit.  The expanded object class
definition for Organizational Unit identifies OU as
the naming attribute.  Therefore, the typed RDN is
OU=GroupWise.

The base object class for Novell, Inc. ‘s Organization.
The expanded object class definition for Organization
identifies O as the naming attribute.  Therefore, the
typed RDN is O=Novell, Inc.

The base object class for Support is Organizational
Unit.  The expanded object class definition for
Organizational Unit identifies OU as the naming
attribute.  Therefore, the typed RDN is OU=Support.

The base object class for Orem is Organizational
Unit.  The expanded object class definition for
Organizational Unit identifies OU as the naming
attribute.  Therefore, the typed RDN is OU=Orem.

The base object class for BRoss is User.  The
expanded object class definition for User identifies
CN as the naming attribute.  Therefore, the typed
RDN is CN=BRoss.
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Typeless Naming Format

The typeless naming format is used when no hints regarding the object’s base object class
are needed or supplied.  This format is based on the object’s relative distinguished name
(RDN) with no additional modifiers.

For example, the figure below shows the following.

• The object BRoss, with the User base object class, has the typeless RDN BRoss

• The typeless name context of BRoss is GroupWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc.

• The typeless fully qualified distinguished name (FqDN) of BRoss is
.BRoss.GroupWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc.

It is possible to intermix typed and typeless naming formats when stating a name context or
a distinguished name.  For example, the FqDN for BRoss would be
“.CN=BRoss.GroupWise.OU=Support.Orem.Novell, Inc”.

This naming format is most commonly used by NDS clients.
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Tuned Naming Format

The tuned naming format is used when greater accuracy in identifying an object is required.
This naming format is used exclusively with the fully qualified distinguished name (FqDN).

The tuned name includes the creation time with the relative distinguished name (RDN) for
each object in the FqDN.

For example, in the following figure, the tuned FqDN for the object Admin using the dot
naming syntax is “.[Created on 1/30/97 at 21:03:25 by Replica #2]Admin.[Created on
10/15/96 at 11:01:53 by Replica #1]Novell, Inc.”.

To obtain the tuned FqDN for Admin, combine Admin’s creation time and RDN with each of
its superior objects’ creation times and RDNs (as per the dot naming syntax).  The result is:

.[1/30/97 at 21:03:25 by Replica #2]Admin.[10/15/96 at 11:01:53 by Replica #1]Novell, Inc.

This naming format is used in NDS communications pertaining to NDS objects between
NCP™ file servers.  It is not commonly used by NDS clients and, therefore, is not available
as an option for user input.

Novell, Inc. was created Oct 15, 1996 at 11:01:53 by the
NCP file server holding Replica #1

Admin was created Jan 30, 1997 at 21:03:25 by the NCP
file server holding Replica #2
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Partitions
The Directory tree can be divided by forming logical groups of objects called “partitions.”
NDS partitions must adhere to four rules.

Rule One:  All partitions begin with a single container object that is the highest point in
the partition’s hierarchical tree, which is a sub-tree of the NDS Directory tree.

The figure below shows an example of this first rule.

This partition attempts to use both Container objects Provo and Orem as the
top of its partition, violating the first partition rule.

Note: if the partition had begun with the Novell, Inc object instead, it would
have been valid and would contain all subordinates, including Provo and Orem.

This partition begins with the Container object Orem, thereby complying with
the first partition rule.
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Rule Two:   All partitions must contain a connected sub-tree.  This rule includes the
following restrictions:

A.  All non-container objects must exist in the same partition as their “parent” (or
superior) object.

B. All container objects not designated as partitions must exist in the same partition
as their parent object.

Two of these partitions violate  the second partition rule.  The Provo partition
attempts to exclude the leaf object  KXP1024i, violating  Rule 2.A.  The Support
partition attempts to exclude the non-partition container object NDS, violating
Rule 2.B.

These partitions comply with the second partition rule.  They contain all non-
container subordinates and all subordinate container objects not designated
as partitions.
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The following figure shows an example of this rule.
The second rule also prevents partitions from skipping levels and including objects further
down the tree structure whose parent objects are in a different partition.

The figure below shows an example of this illegal partition arrangement.
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Rule Three:  A partition cannot overlap another partition.

The following figure shows an example of two partitions (outlined in the red dotted lines)
that attempt to contain the same object by overlapping one another.  This violates the third
partition rule.
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Rule Four:  The name of the partition is the fully qualified distinguished name (FqDN) of
the “partition root object.”

The partition root object is the container object that exists as the highest point in the
hierarchical tree, which is a sub-tree of the NDS Directory tree.

For example, in the figure below, the highest container object in the partition holding the
object Novell, Inc is the [Root] object.  Therefore, the partition root object for that partition
is [Root].

Since the partition name is the FqDN of the partition root object, the name of that partition
is also [Root].

Partition Root Object: Support.Orem.Novell, Inc
Partition Name: Support.Orem.Novell, Inc

Partition Root Object: Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc
Partition Name: Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc

Partition Root Object: [Root]
Partition Name: [Root]

Partition Root Object: Provo.Novell, Inc
Partition Name: Provo.Novell, Inc

Partition Root Object:
Support.Provo.Novell, Inc

Partition Name: Support.Provo.Novell, Inc
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Partition Boundaries

While the top of a partition is determined by the partition root object, the bottom of the
partition is identified by any subordinate partition root objects.

An NDS partition encompasses all objects subordinate to the partition root object, which
are not themselves partition root objects.  If a container object that is a partition root object
is encountered, then the partition’s bottom boundary is set there.  It does not include that
object or anything subordinate to it.

For example, in the following figure, the [Root] partition contains all objects subordinate to
the [Root] object.  This is due to the fact that there are no additional partition root objects in
the displayed NDS Directory tree.

The partition root object for
this partition is [Root].

All objects in this Directory
tree are subordinate to [Root].

No other container objects in
this Directory tree are
currently acting as partition
root objects; therefore, all
objects in this Directory tree
are part of the [Root] partition.
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The figure below shows partition boundaries in a Directory tree with multiple partitions.

This sample Directory tree shows the
following three partitions.

• The [Root] partition
• The Support.Provo.Novell, Inc partition
• The Orem.Novell, Inc partition

Given these three partition root objects, you can make the following observations:

1. The following container objects are not partition root objects, but are subordinate to the
[Root] object:

• Novell, Inc
• Provo.Novell, Inc
• Development.Provo.Novell, Inc
• Directory Services.Development.Provo.Novell, Inc
• Operating System.Development.Provo.Novell, Inc

These containers and their immediate subordinate leaf objects (such as KXP1024i) belong
to the [Root] partition.
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2. Support.Provo.Novell, Inc is a partition root object and, therefore, is in the
Support.Provo.Novell, Inc partition.

3. The following container objects are not partition root objects, but are subordinate to
the Support.Provo.Novell, Inc partition:

• Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc
• NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc
• Operating System.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc

Therefore, these containers and their immediate subordinate leaf objects (such as
BGarrett, MHendry, and TBuckley”) belong to the Support.Provo.Novell, Inc partition.
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[Root] Partition

Every NDS Directory tree must contain a [Root] partition.  This partition is created when the
Directory tree is installed.  While an Directory tree may contain more than one partition, all
Directory trees are guaranteed to contain a [Root] partition.

Understanding NDS Partitions

The concept of “parent”, “child,” and “sibling” objects or partitions may help you understand
partitions and their relationships with one another.  The definitions for these terms  in
relation to objects are:

• Child Object:  An object that is immediately subordinate to another object
• Parent Object:  An object that is immediately superior to another object
• Sibling Object: An object that shares the same name context with another object.

From the sample Directory tree  shown on the right
you can make the following observations.

1. PRV-DMSMITH is the child object of Provo, and
the KXP1024i is the child object of Directory
Services.

2. Client is the parent object of BGarrett, and
Testing is the parent object of GroupWise and
ManageWise®.  While Testing is superior to
JMehl and Everyone, it is not their parent object.

3. Provo and Orem are sibling objects with each
other, as are Marketing, Support, and Testing.
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The concept of “parent,” “child,” and “sibling,” when used with respect to partitions, take
on a slightly different meaning:

•Child Partition:  A partition that is immediately subordinate to another partition
•Parent Partition:  A partition that is immediately superior to another partition
•Sibling Partition:  A partition that has the same parent partition as another partition.

From the sample Directory tree  shown below you can make the following observations.

1. The [Root] partition has two child partitions:
Provo.Novell, Inc and Orem.Novell, Inc.

2. Support.Provo.Novell, Inc is a child partition
of Provo.Novell, Inc.

3. Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc is the child partition
of Orem.Novell, Inc.

4. The [Root] partition is the parent partition to
Provo.Novell, Inc. and Orem.Novell, Inc.

5. Provo.Novell, Inc is the parent partition to
Support.Provo.Novell, Inc.

6. Orem.Novell, Inc is the parent partition of
Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc.

7. Provo.Novell, Inc and Orem.Novell, Inc are
sibling partitions.

Notice the definitions used by this manual for parent and child partitions are similar to the
definitions used for parent and child objects.  In addition, the definition for sibling partition
differs from the definition for sibling object.  This is because objects that have the same
name context are sibling objects.  If two objects do not have the same name context, they
cannot be sibling objects.
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With NDS partitions, it is possible for two partitions to be sibling partitions (they share the
same parent partition); however, their partition root objects exist in different name contexts.
The following figure shows an example of sibling partitions.

In the figure above there are three partitions:

• [Root]
• Provo.Novell, Inc
• Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc

The [Root] partition is the parent partition of Provo.Novell, Inc and Testing.Orem.Novell,
Inc.  Since these two partitions share the same parent partition, they are sibling partitions.
However, since their partition root objects do not share the same name context, the partition
root objects are not sibling objects.

NDS partitions are logical groups of objects formed from a sub-tree in a Directory tree.
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NDS Partition Types

All entries in the NDS Database are stored in one of the following partition types:

• System
• Schema
• External References
• User Defined
• Bindery

Descriptions of each partition type follows.

System Partition

The System partition stores information specific to an NDS server, such as:

• The Typed, Fully Qualified Distinguished Name of the server.

• The location of the server in the Directory tree.

• Certain errors encountered by select NDS background processes (available only
for servers running on the NetWare 4.11 or IntranetWare operating systems).
See Section II for more information on background processes.

The information held by this partition is unique to the server and is not distributed to other
servers.

Schema Partition

The Schema partition contains a copy of the NDS schema, which includes both the schema
attribute definitions and the schema class definitions.

With the schema stored locally, a server is able to function even when the communications
link to other servers is down.  Every server requires a copy of the schema in order to
function.  Therefore, a Schema partition exists on every server.
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External References Partition

The External References partition stores the “external references” needed by a server.  An
external reference is a place holder used to store information regarding an object not
encompassed in a partition held by a server.

While this partition type exists on every server, only servers with external references will
populate this partition.  For more information on external references, see “External
References” presented later in this section..

When a server makes changes to the schema, the changes must be distributed to other
servers in the Directory tree, according to the Schema Synchronization Process.  For more
information on this process, see “Schema Synchronization“ in Section II.

User Defined Partition

The User Defined partition stores objects existing in the Directory tree.  As its name implies,
the User Defined partition contains objects defined by users.

Any server can hold a copy of a User Defined partition.  Changes to a User Defined
partition must be distributed to other servers holding a copy of the same User Defined
partition.  These changes, when they occur, are distributed according to the NDS Replica
Synchronization Process.  For more information on the Replica Synchronization process, see
“NDS Replica Synchronization” in Section II.

The sample Directory tree below has two User Defined partitions:

• The [Root] partition
• The Provo.Novell, Inc partition
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Bindery Partition

The information stored in the Bindery partition is comprised of two types of objects:

• Dynamic Bindery Objects

These objects are created using the “SAP information” received from the
network by the operating system.

These objects are dynamic in nature in that they are automatically
deleted when the NDS Database is initialized.  They are automatically
recreated as the operating system receives SAP updates.

A server that is on a SAP-filtered network will have fewer dynamic bindery objects
than a server on a non SAP-filtered network.

• Static Bindery Objects

The bindery Supervisor object and the bindery NCP™ File Server’s Type
4 SAP object.

These objects are static in nature in that they are non-removable.

The information held by the Bindery partition is unique to the NCP file server and is
not distributed to other NCP file servers.
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Replicas
A “replica” is a copy, or instance, of a User Defined partition that is distributed to an NDS
server.  Each server can store more than 65,000 NDS replicas; however, only one replica
of the same User Defined partition can exist on the same server.

Replica Type

There are four replicas types that can be stored on a server:

• Master
• Read-Write
• Read Only
• Subordinate Reference

The table below shows the differences between the four replica types.  A discussion of each
replica type follows.
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Master Replica

The Master replica is a writable replica type used to initiate changes to an object and/or
partition.

The Master replica manages NDS partition operations such as:

• Adding and removing replicas to and from servers
• Creating new partitions in the Directory tree
• Removing existing partitions from the Directory tree
• Relocating a partition in the Directory tree.

The Master replica is also used to perform NDS object operations such as:

• Adding new objects to the Directory tree
• Removing, renaming, or relocating existing objects in the Directory tree
• Authenticating objects to the Directory tree
• Adding new object attributes to the Directory tree
• Modifying or removing existing object attributes.

The Master replica is a readable replica type that reads information about objects in the
partition’s boundaries.  The Master replica encompasses all objects contained in a  partition’s
boundaries.

The Master replica can provide “bindery emulation.”  For more information on bindery
emulation, see  “NDS Bindery Emulation” later in this section.

Since the master replica is responsible for managing partition operations, such as removing
a replica from an server, you cannot remove a Master replica from a server.
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Read-Write Replica

The Read-Write replica is a writable replica type used to initiate object changes.

The Read-Write replica also performs object operations such as:

• Adding new objects to the Directory tree
• Removing, renaming, or relocating existing objects in the Directory tree
• Authenticating objects to the Directory tree
• Adding new object attributes to the Directory tree
• Modifying or removing existing object attributes.

The Read-Write replica is a readable replica type used to read information about all objects
in a partition’s boundaries.

The Read-Write replica can provide “bindery emulation.”  For more information on bindery
emulation, see  “NDS Bindery Emulation” later in this section.

The Read-Write replica provides Directory tree fault tolerance.  If the Master replica is
destroyed or damaged, the Read-Write replica can be promoted to become the new Master
replica.

Read Only Replica

The Read Only replica is a readable replica type used to read information about all objects
in a partition’s boundaries.

The Read Only replica cannot provide bindery emulation.  For more information on bindery
emulation, see  “NDS Bindery Emulation” later in this section.

Finally, the Read Only replica provides Directory tree fault tolerance.  If the Master replica
and all Read-Write replicas are destroyed or damaged, the Read Only replica can be promoted
to become the new Master replica.
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Subordinate Reference Replica

The Subordinate Reference replica is used primarily for Directory tree connectivity.  By
encompassing only the partition root object, a Subordinate Reference replica is able to
provide the identity of the servers that hold a readable replica of a partition.

The Subordinate Reference replica is a neither a readable, nor a writable replica type.

The Subordinate Reference replica cannot provide bindery emulation.  For more information
on bindery emulation, see  “NDS Bindery Emulation” later in this section.

The Subordinate Reference replica is added to and removed from a server by an NDS
process (and not by a user), and therefore cannot be removed from a server.

The Subordinate Reference replica cannot provide Directory tree fault tolerance.

Replica State

NDS replica states act as markers, or milestones, that track partition or replica operations.
The replica states, the values representing the states, and their basic meanings are described
below.

On (0)  Indicates the replica is not participating in any partition or replica operations.

New (0x1h)  Indicates the Master replica is currently placing the replica on the
server; therefore, the replica is not available.  This state is used by the NDS
partition operation Add Replica.

Dying (0x2h)  Indicates the replica is currently being removed from the server;
therefore, the replica is not available.  This replica state is used by the NDS
partition operation Remove Replica.
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Locked (0x3h)  Indicates another partition operation is currently using the replica
and no new partition operation can begin on the replica until the partition operation
is completed.

Change Replica Type Level 0 (0x4h) & Level 1 (0x5h)  Indicate the server
designated as holding the Master replica is currently being changed.

Transition On (0x6h)  Indicates the replica has recently been added to the server
using the partition operation Add Replica.

Split State Level 0 (0x30h) & Level 1 (0x31h)  Indicate the replica is currently
involved in the partition operation Split Partition, which is used to create partitions.

Join State Level 0 (0x40h), Level 1 (0x41h) & Level 2 (0x42h)  Indicate the
replica is currently involved in the partition operation Join Partition, which is used
to merge two partitions together and eliminate the child partition from the Directory
tree.

Move State Level 0 (0x50h), Level 1 (0x51h) & Level 2 (0x52h)  Indicate the
replica is currently involved in the partition operation Move Sub-Tree, which is
used to relocate a partition from its existing parent partition to a different parent
partition.

The operations and processes that  initiate, advance, and release replica states are
discussed in Sections II and III of this manual.

Replica Ring

Each partition root object has one or more replica attribute that holds information pertaining
to the servers holding replicas of the partition.  The collection of replica attributes on the
partition’s partition root object is referred to as the “replica ring.”
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In the figure below the partition root object Orem.Novell, Inc has three replica attributes.
These attributes identify the servers that hold replicas of this partition.  The servers listed in
the replica ring for this partition are:

PRV-CLABONTY
PRV-DMSMITH
PRV-DGREENE

Replica Attribute
PRV-DGREENE
Read/Write
New
3

NDS Server:
Replica Type:

Replica State:
Replica Number:

Replica Attribute
PRV-DMSMITH
Read/Write
On
2

NDS Server:
Replica Type:

Replica State:
Replica Number:

Replica Attribute
PRV-CLABONTY
Master
On
1

NDS Server:
Replica Type:

Replica State:
Replica Number:
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Replica Number

Each NDS replica is assigned a number used to identify the modifications made by the
server holding the replica.  Each replica number must be unique within the replica ring of
the partition; however, the replica numbers do not have to be unique across replica rings
from different partitions.  In addition, replica numbers do not have to be a continuous
sequence of numbers.

For example, the figure below shows a sample Directory tree that has three partitions (on
the right), the servers that hold the partitions (on the left), and the replica rings for the
three partitions (in the center).

PR
V-

D
M

SM
IT

H
PR

V-
D

M
SM

IT
H

2

NDS Server NDS Partition NameReplica Number

PRV-DMSMITH [Root] 1

PRV-DMSMITH2 [Root] 2

NDS Server NDS Partition NameReplica Number

PRV-DMSMITH Provo.Novell, Inc 3

PRV-DMSMITH2 Provo.Novell, Inc 2

NDS Server NDS Partition NameReplica Number

PRV-DMSMITH Orem.Novell, Inc 1

PRV-DMSMITH2 Orem.Novell, Inc 6
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The partition database file stores information specific to the partitions stored on the same
server.

The following page shows an example of a partition record in a Partition database file.

NDS
Database

Partition Database

The NDS database is comprised of four files, each storing a specific type of information.
These files are:

• Partition
• Object
• Attribute
• Block

Note:  The information in a record in a database file on a server has no direct correlation to
the information held in a database file on another server.
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The figure below shows a sample of a partition record from a Partition database file.

Object

Attribute

Block

Partition

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

4
[Root]
Master
On
0
10/03/97 12:43:44 2; 5

The fields in the Partition database file are “server centric,” meaning they have no correlation
with the data stored on another server’s database.  The fields used in a Partition database
record and their purposes include the following.

• Partition ID.  Specifies the number assigned to a replica.  This number is used
in the Object database to associate an object with its partition.

• Partition Root Object.  Points to an object designated as the partition root
object.  This value references an object in the Object database on a server.

• Replica Type.  Specifies the replica type held by a server.

• Replica State.  Indicates the replica state of the replica held by a server.

• Replica Flags.  Used by the NDS Replica Synchronization process.  For more
information on the NDS Replica Synchronization process, see “Replica
Synchronization” in Section II.

• Next Timestamp.  Represents the minimum value of the next timestamp the
server will issue to an object in the partition.  For more information on Timestamp,
see “Time” later in this section.
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The Object database file stores information specific to objects stored on the server.

The figure below shows a sample entry record from an Object database file.

Object Database

Partition

Attribute

Block

Object

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
4
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
0
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1

The fields in an Object database file entry record and their purposes include the following:

• Object Name.  Stores the Typed relative distinguished name for an object.  The
value for this field is based upon the value of the schema attribute designated
as the naming attribute by the expanded object class definition.

• Parent Object.  Points to an entry record in the Object database.   The referenced
object is the object’s parent object in the Directory tree.

• Partition ID.  Indicates the partition to which this object belongs.  This field
correlates to the Partition ID field used in the entry records of the Partition
database.

• Sibling Object.  Points to an entry record in the Object database.  The referenced
object is the object’s sibling object in the Directory tree.
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•  First Child Object.  Points to an entry record in the Object database.  The
referenced object is the object’s first child object in the Directory tree.

•  Last Child Object.  Points to an entry record in the Object database.  The
referenced object is the object’s last child object in the Directory tree.

• First NDS Attribute.  Points to an entry record in the Attribute database.  The
referenced attribute is the object’s first attribute.

• Base Object Class.  Points to an entry record in the Object database file.  The
referenced object is a schema object class definition, which is used as the object’s
base object class.

• Object Flags. Identifies certain characteristics about the object represented by
the entry record.  Possible values for this field include the following:

• Not Present.  This flag indicates the object represented by the entry record
is no longer considered present in the Directory tree.  However, the object
has not yet been purged from the database by the NDS Janitor Process.
For more information on the NDS Janitor Process, see “Janitor” in
Section II.

Partition

Attribute

Block

Object

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
4
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
0
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1
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• Present. This flag indicates the object represented by the entry record is
present in the Directory tree.

• Partition. This flag indicates the object has been designated as a partition
root object.

• Backlinked.  This flag indicates the object, which is an external reference,
has been successfully “backlinked.”  For more information on this field
see “Backlinker” in Section II.

• Alias.  This flag indicates the entry represents an object whose base object
class is Alias.

• Subordinate Count.  Identifies the number of entry records subordinate to the
object.

• Created On.  Indicates the timestamp of when this object was created.  For
more information on timestamps, see “Time” later in this section.

The contents of a database file can reference information contained either within itself or in
another database file on the server.

Partition

Attribute

Block

Object

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
4
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
0
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1
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The Attribute database stores the values of attributes used by objects on a server.  The
sample below shows an Attribute database record.

Attribute Database

Partition

Object

Block

Attribute

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

O=Novell, Inc
ACL
ACL
Object Class
None
Present
09/23/97 03:18:44 1;1
O=Novell, Inc
Login Script
Read

The fields used in an Attribute database record and their purposes include the following:

• Assigned to Object.  Points to an entry record in the Object database.  The
referenced object is the object to which this attribute is assigned or owned.

• Attribute.  Points to an entry record in the Object database.  The referenced
object is the schema attribute definition for this attribute.

• Next Value.  Points to an entry record in the Attribute database.  The referenced
attribute is the next value for this attribute type.

• Next Attribute.  Points to an attribute record in the Attribute database.  The
referenced attribute is the next attribute assigned to this object.

• First Block.  Points to a block record in the Block database.  The referenced
block record contains additional data that belongs to this attribute’s value.
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• Attribute Flag.  Identifies certain characteristics about the attribute represented
by the attribute record.  Possible values for this field include the following:

• Not Present. This flag indicates the attribute represented by the attribute
record is no longer considered to be present on this object.  However, the
attribute record has not yet been purged from the database by the NDS
Janitor Process.  For more information on the NDS Janitor Process, see
“Janitor” in Section II.

• Naming. This flag indicates the attribute value represented by the attribute
record is the value used as the relative distinguished name (RDN) for the
object to which the attribute record is assigned.  This is used to determine
the correct RDN value when working with a multi-valued naming attribute.

• Base Object Class.  This flag indicates the attribute value represented by
the attribute record is the value used as the base object class for the
object to which the attribute record is assigned.  This is used to determine
the correct base object class value on a multi-valued object class attribute.

• Present.  This flag indicates the attribute value represented by the attribute
record is presently assigned to, and in use by, the object to which the
attribute record is assigned.

Partition

Object

Block

Attribute

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

O=Novell, Inc
ACL
ACL
Object Class
None Used
Present
09/23/97 03:18:44 1;1
O=Novell, Inc
Login Script
Read
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• Modification Timestamp.  Indicates with a timestamp when the attribute
value was created or last modified.  For more information on timestamps, see
“Time” later in this section.

• Attribute Value.  Specifies the value or data assigned to the attribute.  The
Attribute database contains the first 16 bytes of an attribute’s value.  If the
value of the attribute is greater than 16 bytes, then the excess data is stored in
the “Block database.”  For additional information on the Block database, see
“Block Database” later in this section.

The contents of a database file can reference information contained either within itself or in
another database file on the server. With this in mind, view the following example of an
attribute record.  In this example all attributes are defined by the schema and assigned to
an object.

Partition

Object

Block

Attribute

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

O=Novell, Inc
ACL
ACL
Object Class
None Used
Present
09/23/97 03:18:44 1;1
O=Novell, Inc
Login Script
Read

The attribute is an “ACL” attribute; the value for this field is a pointer to an entry record in
the Object database file.  The attribute is assigned to the object O=Novell, Inc; the value
for this field is not the Unicode string for the name, but rather a pointer to an entry record
in the Object database.

For a complete definition of the schema attributes, see Appendix D.
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Block Database

The Block database is used to store the value of an object’s attribute that exceeds 16 bytes
in length.

The figure below shows a sample of an entry record from the Block database.

Partition

Object

Attribute
NDS Block Database Record

Property of
Attribute:

Value:

Replica
01000000 00000000
0C000000 0001FACE
00000000 00010451

None

Block

The fields used in a Block database file entry record and their purposes include the following:

• Assigned to Attribute.  Points to an entry record in the Attribute database.
The referenced attribute value is the attribute to which this block is assigned.

• Value.  Specifies the value, or data, assigned to the attribute.  The Attribute
database contains the first 16 bytes of an attributes value.  If the value of the
attribute is greater than 16 bytes, then the excess data is stored in the Block
database.  Each Block database contains the next 108 bytes of the attribute’s
value.  If the value is larger than 124 bytes (the combination of one attribute
record and one block record), then additional block records are allocated to hold
the data until the data is stored.

• Next Block.  Points to block record in the Block database.  The referenced block
record is the next block record used to contain the assigned attribute’s value.
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Examining NDS Database File Relationships

The following two examples show how the relationships between the database files work
together.

Object

Attribute

Block
NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

0

pseudo server

9/23/97 13:51:10 1;2

Partition

Example One:  Obtaining the Fully Qualified Distinguished Name of a Server

The first example is similar to the process performed by NDS to determine the fully qualified
distinguished name (FqDN) of a server, when initializing the NDS database.  This example
begins with the database files stored on the server whose FqDN you want to obtain.

The first partition record in the Partition database provides a reference to an object that
exists in the System partition.  We will refer to this object as the pseudo-server object.

The pseudo-server is not the actual object that represents the server, but rather an object
used to store the information contained in the System partition.  For information regarding
the types of information contained in the System partition, see Partition Types in “NDS
Partitions” presented earlier in this section.

The only information we are concerned about when examining this partition record is the
Partition ID and the replica type.  The Partition ID should read as zero, confirming that this
is the System partition record.  The Replica Type field is used in this partition record not as a
standard replica type, but as a reference to the object in the Object database, which is
acting as the pseudo-server.
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By jumping to the entry record in the Object database indicated by the Replica field in the
System partition’s partition record, you can find the pseudo-server object.  The pseudo-
server object is not part of any user-defined partition, therefore it is not visible through any
of the NDS administration utilities.  However, the virtual representation here allows you to
examine it.  The object is in the System partition (see the Partition ID field).

Notice that the Subordinate Count field is used abnormally on this entry record.  Because
this object is not part of any user defined partition, it does not have to conform to the
standard entry record definition.  The Subordinate Count field is used here as a reference
to another entry record in the Object database (see the Subordinate Count field).  The entry
record referenced by this field is the object that represents the server in the Directory tree.

Partition
NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Last Timestamp:

0

Pseudo Server

9/23/97 13:51:10 1;2

Attribute

Block

Object

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

Pseudo Server

0

Synchronized Up To

Present
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
0/0/0 0:0:0 0;0
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Therefore, if you jump to that entry record in the Object database, you will find yourself
examining the object CN=PRV-DMSMITH (see the Object Name field).  This entry record
represents the object that represents the server in the Directory tree.  You can confirm this
by reviewing the steps taken to locate this entry record.

The System Partition record in the Partition database always uses Partition ID 0.  The
partition record using Partition ID 0 referenced the pseudo-server object.

The pseudo-server object stores information specific to this server, including a reference to
the object that represents the server in the Directory tree.  The pseudo-server object
referenced this entry record.

This entry record represents the object that represents the server in the Directory tree.  The
name of the object is “CN=PRV-DMSMITH”.  This is the Typed relative distinguished name
(RDN); however, your goal is to obtain the FqDN of the server.

By examining the entry record, you can see the parent object of this object is OU=Provo
(see the Parent Object field).  The Parent Object field is a reference to another object in the
Object database, which is this object’s parent object.

Partition
NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Last Timestamp:

0

Pseudo Server

9/23/97 13:51:10 1;2

Attribute

Block

Object
NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

Pseudo Server

0

Synchronized Up To

Present
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
0/0/0 0:0:0 0;0

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Provo
4
CN=PRV-DMSMITH_SYS

ACL
NCP Server
Present
0
09/23/96 04:48:38 1;1
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By following that reference, you find yourself examining the object OU=Provo (see the
Object Name field).

This entry record represents the object that is the parent object of the server’s own object in
the Directory tree.  However, notice that the base object class of this object is “Organizational
Unit” (see the Base Object Class field).

To obtain the FqDN of the server, you need to identify each of the objects superior to the
server’s own object.  Since you have not yet reached an entry record with the base object
class “Top,” you have not found the [Root] object.  Therefore, you must once again follow
the parent object reference to another entry record.

Partition
NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Last Timestamp:

0

Pseudo Server

9/23/97 13:51:10 1;2

Attribute

Block

Object
NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

Pseudo Server

0

Synchronized Up To

Present
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
0/0/0 0:0:0 0;0

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=DMSMITH
OU=Provo
4
CN=PRV-DMSMITH_SYS

ACL
NCP Server
Present
0
09/23/96 04:48:38 1;1

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
4
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITh
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
0
09/22/96 23:29:45 1;2
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You are now examining the object O=Novell, Inc (see the Object Name field).  This entry
record is the parent object of “OU=Provo”, which is the parent object of the server’s own
object, “CN=PRV-DMSMITH”.  The base object class of this object is “Organization”, not
“Top;” therefore, this object is not the [Root] object of the Directory tree.

According to the schema object class definition for the object class Organization, an
“Organization” can be subordinate to an object whose base object class is one of the
following:

• Top
• Country
• Locality

Partition
NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Last Timestamp:

0

Pseudo Server

9/23/97 13:51:10 1;2

Attribute

Block

Object
NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

Pseudo Server

0

Synchronized Up To

Present
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
0/0/0 0:0:0 0;0

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=DMSMITH
OU=Provo
4
CN=PRV-DMSMITH_SYS

ACL
NCP Server
Present
0
09/23/96 04:48:38 1;1

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

O=Novell, Inc
Phoenix
4

OU=Provo
OU=Orem
ACL
Organization
Present
0
09/22/96 23:15:05 1;9

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
4
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
5
09/22/96 23:29:45 1;2
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Assuming the parent object of this object is not of the base object class “Top,” you can
follow the parent object reference to the object Phoenix (see the Object Name field).  This
entry record represents the parent object of O=Novell, Inc, which is the parent object of
“OU=Provo”.  OU=Provo is the parent object of the server’s own object, “CN=PRV-
DMSMITH”.

The base object class of this object is “Top.”  Because the [Root] object is the only object in a
Directory tree that can have a base object class of “Top,” you can conclude you have
identified the [Root] object for the Directory tree.  In the Object database, the name assigned
to the entry record that holds the [Root] object is the name of the Directory tree.

You have now determined the RDNs for each of the objects superior to the server’s own
object.  By combining these RDNs together you have the Typed name context.  You can then
combine the Typed RDN of the server with its Typed name context
to obtain the Typed FqDN for the server, which is
“CN=DMSMITH.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc”.  Remember, the
Directory tree name is not part of the FqDN.

Partition
NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Last Timestamp:

0

Pseudo Server

9/23/97 13:51:10 1;2

Attribute

Block

Object
NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

Pseudo Server

0

Synchronized Up To

Present
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
0/0/0 0:0:0 0;0

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=DMSMITH
OU=Provo
4
CN=PRV-DMSMITH_SYS

ACL
NCP Server
Present
0
09/23/96 04:48:38 1;1

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
4
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
5
09/22/96 23:29:45 1;2

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

O=Novell, Inc
Phoenix
4

OU=Provo
OU=Orem
ACL
Organization
Present
2
09/22/96 23:15:5 1;9

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

Phoenix

4

O=Novell, Inc
O=Novell, Inc
ACL
Top
Present
1
09/22/96 23:15:05 1;1
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The goal of example two is to determine which objects are members of the Group object
“CN=Everyone.OU=ManageWise.OU=Testing.OU=Orem.O=Novell”.

First, examine the entry record in Object database representing the Group object, shown
below.

Partition

Attribute

Block

Object

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=Everyone
OU=ManageWise
4

ACL
Group
Present
0
10/01/97 10:12:17 2;1

Example Two:  Listing Objects in Specified NDS Groups

According to the schema attribute definitions, the attribute “Member” identifies the objects
belonging to the group.  For a complete listing of schema attributes, see Appendix D.

You will need to examine the attributes assigned to this object.  To locate the first attribute,
follow the First NDS Attribute reference specified in the entry record  (see the First NDS
Attribute field in the figure above).
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The first attribute assigned to this entry record is the attribute ACL (see the Attribute field).
However, since you are attempting to locate the attribute “Member,” you need to follow the
Next Attribute reference, which is specified in the attribute record.

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
ACL
ACL
CN
None
Present
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;8
[Root]
Member
Read

Partition

Object NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=Everyone
OU=ManageWise
4

ACL
Group
Present
0
10/1/97 10:12:17 2;1

Block

Attribute
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Here you find the attribute CN (see the  Attribute field).  While this is not the attribute you
are searching for, let’s take a moment to examine it.

Notice that the Attribute Flag is set for Present and Naming.  These attribute flags indicate
the value of this attribute record is the RDN of the object, represented by the owning entry
record.  For additional information on attribute flags, see Attribute Flags in “Attribute
Database” earlier in this section.

Notice that the Attribute Value is in unicode.  The US English unicode translation is “Everyone.”

To continue your search for the CN attribute, use the Next Attribute reference to move to
the next attribute assigned to the entry record.

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
CN

Everyone

Present, Naming
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;5
45007600 65007200
79006F00 6E006500
0000Partition

Object NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=Everyone
OU=ManageWise
4

ACL
Group
Present
0
10/1/97 10:12:17 2;1

Block

Attribute

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
ACL
ACL
CN
None
Present
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;8
[Root]
Member
Read
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The figure below shows the attribute “Member,” which identifies the objects belonging to
an object with a base object class of “Group.”  The Attribute Value is a typed RDN and not
the Typed FqDN.  This is because the value of the data is a pointer to an entry record in the
Object database.  As you may recall from Example One, the name of an entry record is the
Typed RDN of the represented object.

You could use this reference to jump to the Object database and, as demonstrated in the
previous example, identify the object’s superior objects and, thereby, determine the FqDN
for the object.  However, for this example, you simply need to provide the referenced
object’s FqDN.

The FqDN of the first object identified as a member of the group “Everyone” is the object
“CN=BGarrett.OU=Client.OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc”.

Notice that the field Next Value is not empty.  This indicates there is an additional value for
this attribute type.  Rather than follow the Next Attribute reference (which would take you
to an attribute of a different type), you should follow the Next Value reference to identify
the next value for the attribute “Member.”

Partition

Object NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=Everyone
OU=ManageWise
4

ACL
Group
Present
0
10/1/97 10:12:17 2;1

Block

Attribute

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
ACL
ACL
CN
None
Present
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;8
[Root]
Member
Read

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
CN

Member

Present, Naming
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;5
45007600 65007200
79006F00 6E006500
0000

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
Member
Member
Object Class

Present
10/04/97 11:54:56 1;1
CN=BGarrett
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The figure below shows another value for the “Member” attribute assigned to the object
“Everyone” (see the Assigned to Object and Attribute fields).  The Attribute Value identifies
the object CN=MHendry as being a member of the group.  The FqDN for that object is
“CN=MHendry.OU=NDS.OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc”.

Notice the Next Value field contains another reference.  This indicates there is another
value for this attribute type.

Partition

Object NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=Everyone
OU=ManageWise
4

ACL
Group
Present
0
10/1/97 10:12:17 2;1

Block

Attribute

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
ACL
ACL
CN
None
Present
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;8
[Root]
Member
Read

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
CN

Member

Present, Naming
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;5
45007600 65007200
79006F00 6E006500
0000

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
Member
Member
Object Class

Present
10/04/97 11:54:56 1;1
CN=BGarrett

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
Member
Member
Object Class

Present
10/04/97 11:54:56 1;2
CN=MHendry

NDS Attribute Database Record
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By following the Next Value reference, you find another value for the Member attribute,
which is assigned to the object “Everyone.”

As you can see in the figure below, the Attribute Value for this attribute identifies the object
CN=TBuckley as being a member of the group.  The FqDN for that object is
“CN=TBuckley.OU=Operating System.OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc”.

Notice the Next Value field does not contain another reference.  This indicates there are no
more values for this attribute type; therefore, you have successfully identified the objects
that are members of the group “Everyone.”
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Next Value:
Next Attribute:
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Modification Timestamp:
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CN=Everyone
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In summary, the identities of the three object referenced by the Member attributes assigned
to the group object Everyone include:

• CN=BGarrett.OU=Client.OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc
• CN=MHendry.OU=NDS.OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc
• CN=TBuckley.OU=Operating System.OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc

The figure below shows how the same information appears when using an NDS administration
utility.
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External
References An external reference is a place holder that stores information regarding an object not in a

partition held by the server.

An external reference is a representation of an object existing in the Directory tree.  It is not
a copy of the object and its assigned attributes.  Before examining the conditions for creating,
modifying, and deleting an external reference, let’s examine the differences between an
external reference and the object it represents.

External Reference Partition vs. User Defined Partition

When a server holds a replica of a User Defined partition, the objects encompassed by that
partition are stored in the Object database.  The database entry records representing the
objects are associated with the partition through the Partition ID field.  For more information
on the NDS Database files and their structures, see "NDS Database" earlier in this section.

External references, however, are encompassed in the External Reference partition instead
of a User Defined partition.  As with an object in a User Defined Partition, an externally
referenced object is stored in the Object database.

To begin understanding the differences between external references and the objects they
represent, you should examine how external references are stored in the Object database.
By comparing the partition records of a User Defined partition with the External Reference
partition you can see several differences.
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The first difference is the Partition ID assigned to the partition record.  On every server,
Partition ID 2 represents the External Reference partition (see the Partition ID field on the
lower left figure).  Because more than one replica of a User Defined partition may exist on
an server, the Partition ID assigned to a User Defined Partition is always a number equal to
or higher than four (see the Partition ID field on the lower right figure).  In the User Defined
partition the first replica receives Partition ID 4, the second Partition ID 5, and so on.

Another difference between the two partition records is the partition root object.  The
External Reference partition always references the top of the Directory tree--the [Root]
Object (see the Partition Root Object field on the lower left figure).  This is the case even
when a replica of the [Root] partition exists on the server.  This is due to the fact that all
externally referenced objects are stored in the Object database based on their location in
the Directory tree in relation to the [Root] object.  The partition record for a User Defined
partition always references the NDS partition's partition root object (see the Partition Root
Object field on the lower right figure).

The two partition records handle the Replica Type, Replica State, and Replica Flags fields
differently.  On a User Defined partition these fields indicate the Replica Type, State, and
Flags of the replica held by the server (see the aforementioned fields on the lower right
figure).  Whereas, these fields are not used on the External Reference partition because
their representing concepts do not apply (see the aforementioned fields on the lower left
figure).

The final field in a partition record is the Next Timestamp field.  On both the External
Reference partition and the User Defined partition types, this field represents the minimum
value of the next timestamp to be issued on an object in the partition by the server (see the
Next Timestamp field on both the figures below).  For more information on Timestamp, see
“Time” later in this section.

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

2 (External Reference)
[Root]

10/02/97 20:33:17 1;3

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

4 (User Defined)
[Root]
Master
On
0
10/03/97 20:29:37 2; 1
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Let's examine how an external reference, in comparison with an object in a User Defined
partition, is stored in the Object database.

As you can see in the figures below, the first difference is the partition to which an object
represented by an entry record is assigned (see the Partition ID field).

The object in the User Defined partition (lower right figure) has the same Partition ID as the
partition record that identifies the NDS partition's partition root object (upper right figure).
Objects in the External Reference partition (lower left figure) have the same Partition ID as
the partition record identifying the External Reference partition (upper left figure).  As
previously mentioned, the Partition ID for an External Reference partition is always 2.

External References in Object Database vs. Objects in Object Database

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

4 (User Defined)
[Root]
Master
On
0
10/03/97 20:29:37 2; 1

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
7
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
CN=CyRogers
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
37
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

2 (External Reference)
[Root]

10/02/97 20:33:17 1;3
NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
2
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present, Backlinked
2
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1
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Another difference is in the Object Flags field.  For objects in the External Reference partition
(lower left figure) an additional flag is added when the NDS Backlinker Process successfully
backlinks an external reference.  The Backlinked flag is not used with objects in a User
Defined partition (lower right figure).  For more information on the NDS Backlinker Process,
see “Backlinker” in Section II.

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

4 (User Defined)
[Root]
Master
On
0
10/03/97 20:29:37 2; 1

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
7
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
CN=CyRogers
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
37
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

2 (External Reference)
[Root]

10/02/97 20:33:17 1;3
NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
2
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present, Backlinked
2
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1
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A third difference can be found in the Subordinate Count field.  Container objects in a User
Defined partition (lower right figure) have copies of each of the container's child objects,
while container objects in the External Reference partition (lower left figure) have external
references of the container's child objects only if the server requires them.

Externally referenced objects and objects in a User Defined Partition are represented
essentially the same way in the Object database; however, the differences broaden
considerably when examining which of the objects’ attributes are stored in the Attribute
database.  An object in a User Defined partition has all of its attributes stored in the
Attribute database, while an object in the External Reference partition does not.

An external reference has only the attributes of the represented object that are required to
verify the identity of NDS clients posing as the object.  In addition, attributes that establish
communication with the NDS Object may be stored.  The base object class of the represented
object determines which attributes are stored.

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
2
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
OU=Development
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present, Backlinked
2
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

OU=Provo
O=Novell, Inc
7
OU=Orem
CN=PRV-DMSMITH
CN=CyRogers
ACL
Organizational Unit
Present
37
09/23/96 14:47:57 1;1
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For example, a server with an external reference of an object with a base object class of
User will store the object's Public Key attribute (see the left figure below).  This enables the
server to verify the identity of an NDS client posing as the object.  A server that has a
replica of the partition encompassing the same object will store the object’s Public Key
attribute, as well other attributes assigned to the object (see the right figure below).

A server with simply an external reference of an object cannot authenticate the object upon
its initial login into the Directory tree.  A server holding a writable replica of the object's
partition is needed for that operation.  External references simply use the attribute to
confirm the object's identity when receiving communication from the NDS client posing as
the object.

Another example is a server with an external reference of an object whose base object
class is NCP server.  This server will store the object's DS Revision attribute, enabling the
server to know the version of NDS used by the externally-referenced NCP server without
having to request the version each time it communicates with that server.  A server
that has a replica of the partition encompassing the same NCP server object will
store the DS Revision attribute, as well as other attributes assigned to the object.

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=NNasser
OU=NDS
2
CN=NRupp

Public Key
User
Present
0
8/12/93 08:42:04 2;1NDS Attribute Database Record

NDS Attribute Database Record
NDS Attribute Database Record

NDS Attribute Database Record
NDS Attribute Database Record

NDS Attribute Database Record
NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
ACL
ACL
CN
None
Present
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;8
[Root]
Member
Read

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=NNasser
OU=NDS
2
CN=NRupp

Public Key
User
Present
0
8/12/93 08:42:04 2;1

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=NNasser
Public Key

Reference
0001D380
Present
9/28/97 8:12:32 3;1
Encrypted
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Now that we have examined the differences between external references and the objects
they represent, let's examine conditions in which a server creates an external reference.

A server creates an external reference of an object when one of the
following conditions exists:

File System Rights.  If an object is assigned rights to the file system
of a server and that server does not hold a replica of the partition
encompassing the object, then an external reference is created in the
server's database for use as a reference by the volume’s “Directory
Entry Table.”

For example, examine the sample Directory tree shown on the right
and the following facts:

• The server PRV-DMSMITH holds the Master replica of the partition
OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc

• The server PRV-DMSMITH does not hold any replicas of the
partition [Root].

From the facts listed above, you know that the server PRV-DMSMITH
does not hold a complete copy of the object
“CN=JMehl.OU=GroupWise.OU=Testing.OU=Orem.O=Novell,
Inc”;  however, the server does hold an external reference of that
object since the object has been granted file system rights to the
NW411 volume, which exists on the server PRV-DMSMITH.

By creating an external reference of the object that was granted the
rights, the server was able to provide a reference in the Object
database, which is required by the volume’s Directory Entry Table.

Creating External References
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Connection Table.  If an NDS client authenticated to the Directory tree is attached
to a server that does not hold a replica of its object, then an external reference of
the object is created.  This is due to the server requiring a reference to an entry
record in the Object database for each client that appears in its connection table.

An example of this occurs when an NDS client browses the Directory
tree and "walks" into a partition stored on the server that is responding
to the client’s tree-walking requests.

Using the sample Directory tree shown on the right and the facts established
on the previous page, you know that the server PRV-DMSMITH does not
hold a complete copy of the object CN=Admin.O=Novell, Inc.  However,
the server does hold an external reference of that object since the client,
which is authenticated to the Directory tree as the object
CN=Admin.O=Novell, Inc, is listed in the server’s connection table as
shown in the figure below.
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Fully Qualified Distinguished Name.  If a child partition is stored on a server
that does not hold the parent partition, the server will create external references
of the container objects superior to the child partition’s partition root object.

Additionally, when creating an external reference of an object, the
server will create external references of any of the object’s superior
container objects.  This  due to the fact that all objects represented in
the Object database must be stored according to the object’s location
in the hierarchical structure of the Directory tree relative to the [Root]
object.  In doing so, the server can determine the Fully Qualified
Distinguished Name (FqDN) of each object represented in the Database.

For example, given the sample Directory tree shown on the right and the
facts established on the previous pages, you know that the server does
not hold a replica of the [Root] partition; however, the server does hold
the OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc partition.

Therefore, the server must create external references of the objects
O=Novell, Inc and [Root] to properly represent the location in the
hierarchical structure of the Directory tree of the objects it holds in its
replica of the OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc partition.

The server PRV-DMSMITH does not hold a complete copy of the object
CN=JMehl.OU=GroupWise.OU=Testing.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc;
however, you have previously established that the server holds an external
reference of that object.  Therefore, the server must create external
references for each of the “JMehl” object’s superior container objects,
thereby allowing it to properly represent the object’s location in the Directory
tree.
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Local References.  The value of an attribute references another entry record in
the Object database.

When the referenced object is in a partition not held by a replica on the server, an
external reference of the object is created.

The following attribute syntaxes contain a local reference:

• Backlink
• Class Name
• Distinguished Name
• Hold
• Object ACL
• Path
• Replica Pointer
• Typed Name

For a complete list of the schema attributes and their syntaxes, see
Appendix B & Appendix D.

Given the Directory tree shown on the right and the facts established on
previous pages, you know the server does not hold a copy of the object
CN=Everyone.OU=ManageWise.OU=Testing.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc;
however, it does hold an external reference of that object.  This is due to
the fact the base object class of the object represented by the external
reference is Group and the objects BGarrett.Client, MHendry.NDS, and
TBuckley.Operating System (relative to the name context
OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc) are members of the group.

Each of the aforementioned user objects will have an occurrence of the
attribute Group Membership, which identifies the groups to which the
assigned object belongs.  The attribute syntax of this attribute is
Distinguished Name (as per the schema).  The value of this attribute is a
reference to the entry record representing the external reference of the
CN=Everyone.OU=ManageWise.OU=Testing.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc
object.
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Backlinking External References

After NDS creates an external reference, it notifies the server holding a replica of the
partition encompassing the object that it has created.  This creates a reference from the
“real” copies of the object back to the externally-referenced copy of the object.  This reference
is known as a “Backlink.”

The process of creating the Backlink reference  is performed by the NDS Backlinker Process.
The following is a brief review of the Backlink Process.  For a more detailed examination,
see “Backlink” in Section II.

To notify the Backlinker Process that the Backlink needs to be created, the server sets the
object flags on the entry record representing the external reference to include the Present
flag, but not the Backlinked flag.  External references that do not have the Backlinked flag
set are called “un-backlinked” external references.

The Backlinker Process, upon encountering an un-backlinked external reference, locates
the server holding the replica of the partition encompassing the object being externally
referenced.  It then notifies the server that an external reference of the object has been
created on the server running the Backlinker Process.

A server receives this type of notification adds the attribute "Backlink" to the object in its
object database.  The attribute "Backlink" identifies the servers holding external references
of an object.

Once the “Backlink” attribute has been added to a server holding a replica of the partition
encompassing an externally-referenced object, the process of creating an external reference
is completed.

The following page shows an example of the Backlinker Process.
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CN=GEvans
OU=Support
6
CN=PCreer

ACL
User
Present
0
8/12/93 08:42:04 2;1

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:NDS Attribute Database Record
NDS Attribute Database Record

NDS Attribute Database Record
NDS Attribute Database Record

NDS Attribute Database Record
NDS Attribute Database Record

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=GEvans
Backlink
ACL
CN
None
Present
10/01/97 14:08:22 2;8
Hood

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

NDS Object Database Record

CN=GEvans
OU=Support
2
CN=PCreer

Public Key
User
Present
0
8/12/93 08:42:04 2;1

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=GEvans
Public Key

Reference
00030100
Present
10/8/97 7:10:10 1;1
Encrypted

In the following figure, the server “Hood” (on the left) has just created an external reference
of the object “CN=GEvans.OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc”.

After the Backlinker Process runs on this server, it locates a server holding a replica of the
partition encompassing the externally referenced object, that is, the server “Robin” (on the
right).  The Backlinker Process then notifies the server “Robin” that the server “Hood” has
created an external reference of the object.

The server “Robin” then adds a “Backlink” attribute to the object (see the Attribute
records shown below).  The Backlink attribute references the server “Hood”.

The external reference creation process is now complete.  The server “Robin”, by
using the Backlink attribute on the object, will know the server that needs to be
informed should the identity of the object be modified or should the object be deleted
from the Directory tree.

Master

NDS Server “Hood”

NDS Server
“Robin”
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An external reference may be modified for the following reasons.

• A change to the Fully Qualified Distinguished Name (FqDN).

For example, if an object is moved to another name context or its
relative distinguished name (RDN) is modified.

• The object is removed from the Directory tree.

• A change to the value of an attribute held by external references.

For example, changing the version of NDS used by an NCP server will
modify the "DS Revision" attribute on the NCP server's object.  Since
this attribute can be held by an external reference, the external reference
will have to be modified.

These changes always initiate on a server holding a replica of the partition encompassing
the object being externally referenced.  These changes will not initiate on the server holding
an external reference of the object.  For more information regarding object operations, see
Section IV of this manual.

Before identifying the NDS background processes responsible for dealing with external
references, let's review the terms "notifying" and "discovering."

• The process of notifying a server holding an external reference falls upon the
server holding the Master replica of the partition encompassing the affected
object.

• The process of discovering a change to an object being externally referenced
falls upon the server holding the external reference.

Modifying External References
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The following NDS background processes are involved in either notifying or discovering the
aforementioned changes.

• Janitor Process

This process performs the following functions:

• Notifies the servers holding external references of an object of
changes to the object's FqDN when running on a server holding a
replica of the object’s partition.

• Notifies the servers holding external references of an object if the
object is deleted from the Directory tree when running on a server
holding a replica of the object’s partition.

• Discovers any changes to the attribute DS Revision stored on any
external reference when running on a server that holds an external
reference of the object.

• Backlinker Process

This process discovers changes to the attribute Public Key stored on any external
reference when running on a server holding an external reference.

For more information on the NDS background processes, see Section II.
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The following example shows how an externally-referenced object  is modified.
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If the DS.NLM version used by the “PRV-
DMSMITH2” file server is upgraded to a
new version, the value of the attribute DS
Revision changes.  No external references
are notified.

The Janitor Process running on the “PRV-
DMSMITH” file server discovers the value
of DS Revision has changed.  The external
reference on this file server is updated.

If the the object “TBuckley” (right) is deleted, the Janitor
Process on the PRV-DMSMITH server notifies all servers
holding external references to the object (left).

If the RDN of the object “BGarrett” (right) changes, the
Janitor Process on the PRV-DMSMITH server notifies all
servers holding external references to this object (left).

If the attribute Public Key on object “JMehl”
(left) changes, the value of the attribute
changes here.  No external references are
notified.

If the attribute Public Key on object “JMehl”
(left) changes, the value of the attribute is
changed here.  No external references are
notified.
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Deleting External References

The NDS Janitor Process notifies a server holding an external reference of an object deleted
from the Directory tree.  However, it is possible that the server holding the external reference
no longer requires it.  In that event, the external reference of the object, not the object
itself, is deleted.

An external reference can be removed from a server when all the following conditions have
been confirmed, seven times, by the NDS Backlinker Process:

• The object, represented by the external reference, has no File System Rights
assignments to a volume on the server.

• The object, represented by the external reference, is not listed on the connection
table of the server.

• The object, represented by the external reference, is not required to complete
the Fully Qualified Distinguished Names (FqDNs) of any subordinate objects.

• The object, represented by the external reference, is not used as a local reference
by an attribute stored in the attribute database.

For more information on the NDS Backlinker Processes, see Section II.
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Bindery
Emulation Previous versions of NetWare did not use a distributed directory to store information regarding

the resources available from an NCP server.  Instead, each server in the network had its
own database containing this information.

This database, unlike the hierarchical structure of the Directory tree, used a flat structure
with information specific to the server holding the database.  To provide compatibility for
use by bindery clients, NDS emulates the flat structure by presenting the child objects of a
container object as bindery objects.

Setting a Bindery Context

Containers whose leaf objects are to be emulated are identified through
the "Bindery Context" NCP server console set parameter.  This parameter
can be set at the console of an NCP server.

A minimum of one name context must be specified to enable bindery
emulation on an NCP server.  No more than 16 name contexts can be
emulated by an NCP server.

If multiple name contexts are used, each must be separated by a semicolon
(;).  The name contexts can be entered as either Typed or Typeless.

For example, given the sample Directory tree on the right, you can set the
bindery context at the console of the NCP server "PRV-DMSMITH" using
the command "SET BINDERY CONTEXT=Name Context 1;Name Context
2;Name Context 3" (see the figure below).
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To read the current value of the bindery context, use the console command "SET BINDERY
CONTEXT" (notice there is no trailing "=").  This command displays the value of the set
parameter and will identify the name contexts that should be emulated.

The sample Directory tree on the right shows the current setting of the
bindery context set parameter on the NCP server “PRV-DMSMITH” using
the command "SET BINDERY CONTEXT" (see the figure below).

Notice the “BINDERY CONTEXT” currently has three name contexts
identified:

• PROVO.NOVELL,_INC
• OREM.NOVELL,_INC
• NOVELL,_INC

When specifying a name context that has a container object whose RDN
contains a space (“ “), you may substitute an underscore (“_”).  NDS treats
the two characters as one character.

Reading a Previously Set Bindery Context
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Use the CONFIG console command to identify name contexts currently emulated by an
NCP server, .  This command identifies the Fully Qualified Distinguished Names (FqDN) of
an emulated name context.

For example, given the sample Directory tree below, the console command CONFIG identifies
the emulated name contexts on the NCP server “PRV-DMSMITH” (see the figure on the
left).

The name of the Directory tree

The three name contexts currently being bindery emulated.

Reading an Active Bindery Context
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To clear the value of the set parameter, use the console command "SET BINDERY CONTEXT="
(notice the trailing "="), however, no name contexts have been provided).  This command
will clear the setting of the "BINDERY CONTEXT" set parameter and, therefore, disable
bindery emulation on the NCP server.

For example, on the NCP server “PRV-DMSMITH”, you can clear the current active bindery
context by issuing the command “SET BINDERY CONTEXT=” (see the following figure ).

Disabling Bindery Emulation
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Valid NDS Replica Types

For a name context to be used for bindery emulation by an NCP server, the server must
hold a replica of the name context’s partition.  In addition, the replica type must be either
Master or Read-Write.  It is not possible to use either a Read Only or a Subordinate
Reference replica for bindery emulation.

For example, on the NCP server “PRV-DMSMITH” the attempt to use the name context
“OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc” fails due to the error “Illegal Replica Type”.

This NCP server received the error because it holds a Read Only replica of that NDS
partition.  This same error would have been received if the NCP server held a subordinate
reference replica or no replica of the name context’s partition.

Notice the BINDERY CONTEXT set parameter retained the entire value specified and not
just the valid name contexts.  This provides a hint to the NCP server’s administrator as to
which name contexts are not being used.

If the warning scrolls off of the NCP server’s console screen, the administrator can examine
the active name contexts being emulated using the CONFIG console command.

By comparing that list with the name contexts set in the SET BINDERY CONTEXT set
parameter, you can identify missing name contexts and any potential problems.
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The following figure shows the comparison between the value of the BINDERY CONTEXT
set parameter and the name contexts that actually used.

The set parameter includes the name context “Provo.Novell, Inc”, while the list of name
contexts being bindery-emulated does not.
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Eclipsing Objects

Two leaf objects in a Directory tree can have the same Relative Distinguished Name (RDN),
while existing in two different name contexts.  However, if both name contexts are used
when setting the bindery context, the bindery emulator will see only one of the objects.  The
second object will be eclipsed, or masked, by the first object.

For example, in the Directory tree below there are two leaf objects with RDNs of "NRupp" in
different name contexts.  When both of these name contexts are bindery emulated by an
NCP server using a bindery context of "OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc;OU=Provo.O=Novell,
Inc", the bindery client sees only one object with the name NRupp.

The object seen depends upon the ordering of the name contexts in the bindery context set
parameter.  Given the aforementioned bindery context string, any bindery client attempting
to use Object NRupp uses the object existing in the name context "OU=Orem.O=Novell,
Inc".

If the bindery context is set as "OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc;OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc", then
the bindery client uses the object existing in the name context "OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc".

Eclipsed objects can also occur when the RDN of an object contained in the dynamic bindery
matches the RDN of an object contained in a name context used by the bindery
context set parameter.  Although this is a rare occurrence, the object contained in a
name context always eclipses the object contained in the dynamic bindery.
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Emulating Objects

Not all objects can be emulated by the bindery emulator.  The hierarchical nature of the
Directory tree allows container class objects to exist.  The bindery, however, is not hierarchical
and does not allow objects to exist as subordinate to another object.  Therefore, the bindery
emulator does not emulate objects whose expanded object class identifies the object as a
container object.

Additionally, the bindery emulator does not emulate any of the objects subordinate to a
child object contained in a name context listed in the bindery context set parameter.  Only
the child objects that are specific types of leaf objects are emulated by the bindery emulator.

For example, in the sample Directory tree below on the right, if an NCP server uses a
bindery context of "OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc", the bindery emulator will have
no objects to emulate because each child object of the specified name context is a container
object.

The objects “BGarret”, “MHendry”, and “TBuckley” are each subordinate of the name
context "OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc"; however, they are not child
objects of that context.  They are child objects of the container objects
"OU=Client", "OU=MHendry" and "OU=Operating System", respectively.

In the sample Directory tree on the left, an NCP server using a bindery
context of “OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc” will have three objects to emulate.

As with our previous example, the child objects of the name context
“OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc”, which are container objects, will not be
emulated.  However, the objects “BSoutham”, “NRupp”, and “RSteele” are
child objects of that name context and can be emulated.
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The bindery emulator can emulate only the following leaf objects:

• User
• Group
• Queue
• Print Server
• Profile
• Bindery Object

Other leaf objects whose parent object is listed in the bindery context set parameter will not
be visible to a bindery client.

When a bindery client working with an NCP server that is providing bindery emulation
creates a new object, the bindery emulator will create the object in the first name context
listed in the bindery context set parameter.

When first created, the new object will have a base object class of “Bindery Object”.  However,
if the bindery object type of the new object has a corresponding schema object class, then
the bindery emulator will convert the object to that class.

Currently, the following bindery object types can be converted to a corresponding schema
object class, if the bindery client has defined values for each of the expanded object classes
mandatory attributes:

Bindery Object Type NDS Schema Object Class

1 User
2 Group
3 Queue
7 Print Server
309 Profile

Other bindery object types will not be converted and will remain in the Directory tree as an
object with a base object class of “Bindery Object”.
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For example, in the sample Directory tree below, an NCP server with a bindery context of
“OU=Orem.O=Novell” has the following leaf objects visible to a bindery client.

• “Everyone”, which has a base object class of “Group” that corresponds to bindery
object type 2.

• “Common Login Script”, which has a base object class of “Profile” that corresponds
to bindery object type 309.

• “Laser Printer”, which has a base object class of “Queue” that corresponds to
bindery object type 3.

• “BSoutham”, which has a base object class of “User” that
corresponds to bindery object type 1.

• “NRupp”, which has a base object class of “User” that
corresponds to bindery object type 1.

• “RSteele”, which has a base object class of “User” that
corresponds to bindery object type 1.

The remaining leaf objects, which are not visible to the bindery
client, include the following:

• “Sys Volume Directory Map”, which has a base object class
of “Directory Map” that does not correspond to a bindery
object type.

• “New User Template”, which has a base object class of
“Template” that does not correspond to a bindery object
type.

• “Alias of Admin”, which has a base object class of “Alias”
that does not correspond to a bindery object type.
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Not all attributes are visible to a bindery client.  However, all bindery properties that can be
stored as attributes assigned to an object are visible to the bindery client.

Bindery object properties can be grouped into the following categories based on the way
the bindery emulator handles them.

• Canonized Properties
• Attribute Properties
• Undifferentiated Properties

Emulating Attributes

Canonized Properties

Canonized Properties are commonly-used bindery properties that have a well-known data
structure.  While these properties do not map directly to an attribute, they can be correlated
with one or more attributes.

The following table lists bindery properties and their corresponding attributes:

Bindery Properties Attributes

GROUP_MEMBERS Members
GROUPS_I'M_IN Group Membership
HOME_DIRECTORY Home Directory
MANAGERS ACL (Add Entry Rights)
MISC_LOGIN_INFO Last Login Time
NET_ADDRESS Network Address
NODE_CONTROL Network Address Restriction
OBJ_SUPERVISORS ACL (Supervisor Entry Rights)
OPERATORS Operator
PROFILES_I'M_IN Profile Membership
PS_OPERATORS Operator
PS_USERS User
Q_DIRECTORY Queue Directory
Q_OPERATORS Operator
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Bindery Properties    Attributes
      (continued)   (continued)

Q_SERVERS Server
SECURITY_EQUALS Security Equals
USERS ACL (Read All Attribute Rights)
LOGIN_CONTROL Login Expiration Time

Login Disabled
Password Expiration Time
Login Grace Remaining
Password Expiration Interval
Login Grace Limit
Password Minimum Length
Login Maximum Simultaneous
Login Allowed Time Map
Login Time
Password Allow Change
Password Unique Required
Login Intruder Attempts
Login Intruder Reset Time
Login Intruder Address

ACCOUNT_BALANCE Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Minimum Account Balance

ACCOUNT_HOLD Server Holds
Bindery Property

ACCT_LOCKOUT Login Intruder Limit
Intruder Attempt Reset Interval
Intruder Lockout Reset Interval

DEFAULT_PROFILE Profile
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Attribute Properties

Attribute properties are commonly-used bindery properties that have a well-known data
structure.  These properties map directly to an attribute with similar, if not identical, data
structures.

The following table lists bindery properties and their corresponding attributes:

Bindery Properties Attributes

DELIVERY_OFFICE Physical Delivery Office Name
EQUAL_TO_ME Equivalent To Me
FAX_NUMBER Facsimile Telephone Number
HOST_RESOURCE Host Resource Name
IDENTIFICATION Full Name
PAGE_LANGUAGE Page Description Language
PHONE_NUMBER Telephone Number
POST_OFFICE_BOX Postal Office Box
RESTRICTION Bindery Object Restriction

Undifferentiated Properties

Undifferentiated properties are bindery properties that have no direct equivalence to an
attribute.  Undifferentiated properties are stored as values of the attribute "Bindery Property".

The following bindery properties are undifferentiated properties:

BLOCKS_READ
BLOCKS_WRITTEN
CONNECT_TIME
DISK_STORAGE
DOMAIN_NAME
REQUESTS_MADE
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Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

NDS Object Database Record

CN=BWoodcox
OU=Support
5
CN=NRupp

ACL
User
Present
0
3/2/95 16:33:30 8;2

NDS Rights
NDS provides the following levels of security for the objects and servers in a Directory tree.
They are:

• File System Security
• Access Control

File System Security

Any object in a Directory tree can be assigned rights to the file system of a volume on any
NCP server in the same Directory tree.

When an object is granted rights to the file system of a volume on an NCP server, the
assignment is stored in the “directory entry table” of the volume.  The directory entry table
references the entry record in the object database file that represents the object.

The actual assignment is not simply stored as an assigned attribute of an object, but as a
reference in the directory entry table of the volume where the rights have been granted.

For example, the volume “APPS” resides on the NCP server “Phoenix”, represented by the
figure on the right.  The user object “BWoodcox” has been granted Read and Write rights to
the file system directory “\NDS\Tools” on the volume “Apps”.  The file system security
trustee information representing the assignment is stored in the directory entry table on the
volume holding the affected directory, which is the “Apps” volume.

Directory Entry Table for “APPS”
Directory Entry

\NDS\Tools

Rights Assigned

Read, Write Entry Record 320003E1

Granted To
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NDS uses access control to determine the operations that an object can perform.  These
operations include creating and deleting objects and  adding, modifying, and deleting
attributes from an object and partition operations.

Before proceeding, you should be familiar with the following terms:

• Protected Object.  An object that has received a rights assignment.  The object
is either "protected" by the restriction of rights or by the granting of object rights.

• Privilege.  A rights assignment granting a “trustee” subject rights to a protected
object.

• Trustee.  An object in the Directory tree, including the object "[Root]", that has
been granted rights.

Additionally, there is a virtual object that can act as a trustee.  This object is
referred to as the "[Public]" object.  The [Public] object does not actually exist in
the hierarchical Directory tree; rather, it is a virtual object that can be best
represented as residing as the parent object of the [Root] object.

When the object “BWoodcox” is granted the right to create objects subordinate to the object
“OU=Support”, these terms apply in the following manner:

• The object “OU=Support” is the protected object
• The Create NDS Objects right is the privilege
• The object “CN=BWoodcox” is the trustee

The following types of privileges can be granted:

• [Object Rights]
• [All Attribute Rights]
• Specific Attribute Rights

Access Control
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The [Object Rights] privilege grants a trustee rights that affect the protected object.  Only
the Supervisor right of the [Object Rights] privilege grants a trustee rights to the protected
object as well as its attributes.

The rights granted with the [Object Rights] privilege include:

• Browse.  Allows the trustee to discover the relative distinguished name (RDN)
of the protected object.

• Create.  Allows the trustee to create child objects of the protected object, provided
the protected object's expanded object class definition identifies the object as a
container class object.

• Delete.  Allows the trustee to remove the protected object from the Directory
tree.

• Rename.  Allows the trustee to modify the RDN of the protected object.

• Supervisor.  Gives the trustee the equivalence of the Browse, Create, Delete
and Rename [Object Rights] privileges.  This right gives the trustee the equivalence
of the Supervisor [All Attribute Rights] privilege.

[Object Rights] Privilege
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The [All Attribute Rights] privilege grants the trustee rights that affect all attributes existing
on the protected object.  The expanded object class definition for the protected object
determines which attributes may exist.

The rights granted with the [All Attributes] privilege include:

• Compare.  Allows the trustee to compare the value of any attribute existing on
the protected object.

• Read.  Allows the trustee to read the value of any attribute existing on the
protected object.  This right also gives the trustee the equivalence of the Compare
[All Attribute Rights] privilege.

• Write.  Allows the trustee to add, delete, or modify the value of any attribute
existing on the protected object.  This right also gives the trustee the equivalence
of the Add or Delete Self [All Attribute Rights] privilege.

• Add or Delete Self.  Allows the trustee to add or delete any attribute existing
on the protected object whose value matches the fully qualified distinguished
name of the object represented by the trustee.

• Supervisor.  Gives the trustee the equivalence of the Compare, Read, Write,
and Add or Delete Self [All Attribute Rights] privilege.

[All Attribute Rights] Privilege
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The Specific Attribute Rights privilege grants the trustee rights that affect only the specified
attribute.

The rights granted with the Specific Attribute Rights privilege are the same as the rights
granted with the [All Attribute Rights] privilege; however, they affect only the specified
attribute.

The rights granted with the Specific Attribute Rights privilege include:

• Compare.  Allows the trustee to compare the value of the specified attribute on
the protected object.

• Read.  Allows the trustee to read the value of the specified attribute on the
protected object.  This right also gives the trustee the equivalence of the Compare
[All Attribute Rights] privilege.

• Write.  Allows the trustee to add, delete, or modify the value of the specified
attribute on the protected object.  This right also gives the trustee the equivalence
of the Add or Delete Self [All Attribute Rights] privilege.

• Add or Delete Self.  Allows the trustee to add or delete the specified attribute
on the protected object, provided the value matches the fully qualified
distinguished name of the object represented by the trustee.

• Supervisor.  Gives the trustee the equivalence of the Compare, Read, Write,
and Add or Delete Self [All Attribute Rights] privilege.

Specific Attribute Rights Privilege
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The access control list (ACL) is the key in defining access control.  The ACL is an attribute
assigned to the protected object and identifies the trustee, privileges, and privilege rights
granted to the trustee on the protected object.

Whenever a rights assignment is made, an ACL attribute is added to the protected object.

For example, in the sample Directory tree below the object “Admin.Novell, Inc” is granted
[Object Rights] of Supervisor to the object “[Root]”, and an “ACL” attribute is assigned to the
[Root] object (see the figure below.)

The following is the value of that ACL:

• Trustee: “Admin.Novell, Inc”
• Privilege: [Object Rights]
• Privilege Rights: Supervisor

Access Control List (ACL)

[Root]

4

O=Novell, Inc
O=Novell, Inc
ACL
Top
Present
0
1/1/93 08:00:00 1;1

NDS Object Database Record

Object Name
Parent Object:

Partition ID:
Sibling Object:

First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

[Root]
ACL
ACL
Backlink
None
Present
1/1/93 08:00:01 1;38
“Admin.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor
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Management rights are the rights that allow a trustee to grant rights to other objects in a
Directory tree.  A trustee has Management rights when it is able to modify a protected
object's ACL attribute.

The following rights can grant a trustee Management rights:

• Write or Supervisor on the ACL attribute using the Specific Attribute Rights privilege
• Write or Supervisor on [All Attribute Rights] privilege
• Supervisor on [Object Rights] privilege

When a trustee has Management rights to an NCP server object, the trustee receives
Supervisor file system security rights to any volume held by the NCP server.  This is the one
area in which access control and file system security overlap with one another.

For example, given the sample Directory tree shown, the object
“Admin.Novell, Inc” is granted the [Object Rights] privilege
with the right of Supervisor on the NCP server object “PRV-
DMSMITH”.

The “Admin.Novell, Inc” object is not granted any file system
security assignments that revoke or grant rights to the volumes
belonging to NCP server “PRV-DMSMITH”.

The “Admin.Novell, Inc”, therefore, has Management rights
on the NCP server (due to its rights assignment) and receives
supervisor rights to any volume on the NCP server “PRV-
DMSMITH”.

Management Rights
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Security Equivalence

Security equivalence occurs when, through an association, an object receives the same
rights granted to another object.

While the object does not actually receive any ACL attributes that grant it equivalent rights,
it does receive the attribute "Security Equals".  The value of the Security Equals attribute is
the fully qualified distinguished name (FqDN) of the object that has the rights.

Conversely, the object identified in the Security Equals attribute receives the attribute
“Equivalent To Me".  The value of the "Equivalent To Me" attribute is the FqDN of the object
receiving the "Security Equals" attribute.

In the sample Directory tree below, the object “Admin.Novell, Inc” is granted an [Object
Rights] privilege with the right of Supervisor to the object [Root].  This assignment gives the
“Admin.Novell, Inc” object all privileges to the [Root] object and its subordinates.

If the object “NRupp.Provo.Novell, Inc” is given a security
equivalence to the “Admin.Novell, Inc”, then NDS assumes
the “NRupp.Provo.Novell, Inc” object has the same rights as
the “Admin.Novell, Inc” object.

Therefore, the “NRupp.Provo.Novell, Inc” object has all
privileges to the [Root] object and its subordinates because
the “NRupp.Provo.Novell, Inc” object is equivalent to the
“Admin.Novell, Inc” with regards to security.
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Each object in the Directory tree is security equivalent to the following:

• The [Public] object, regardless of the authentication state of the object

• The [Root] object, once authenticated to the Directory tree

• Each container object in its name context, once authenticated to the Directory t
tree.

• Each object listed on its "Security Equals" attribute

In the sample Directory tree below, the object
"CN=BRoss.OU=GroupWise.OU=Support.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc" is always equivalent
to the following objects:

• [Public]
• [Root]
• O=Novell, Inc
• OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc
• OU=Support.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc
• OU=GroupWise.OU=Support.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc

any Security Equals attributes  assigned to the object "BRoss"

Rights granted to any of these objects is assumed by the
"CN=BRoss.OU=GroupWise.OU=Support.OU=Orem.O=Novell, Inc" object.
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The security equivalence vector (SEV) for an object is a table calculated when an NDS
Client authenticates to the Directory tree as the object.

The SEV table contains information regarding the security equivalences of the authenticated
object.  Once calculated, the SEV table is stored on the connection table of the server.

Security Equivalence Vector (SEV)

Inheritance

NDS [All Attribute Rights] and [Object Rights] privileges flow down the hierarchical structure
of the Directory tree.  The rights are "inherited" by all of a protected object's subordinate
objects, not just its child objects.  The Specific Attribute Rights privilege is not inherited by
any of the protected object's subordinates.

For example, given the sample Directory tree
on the left, the object "Admin.Novell, Inc" is
granted an [Object Rights] privilege of Supervisor
to the [Root] object.

This privilege flows from the protected object
[Root] to the object "O=Novell, Inc".  The
"Admin.Novell, Inc" object has the [Object Rights]
privilege of Supervisor to the "O=Novell, Inc"
and  [Root].

This privilege continues to flow from the
"O=Novell, Inc" object to all its subordinate
objects.  Therefore, the "Admin.Novell, Inc"
object has the [Object Rights] privilege of
Supervisor to all the objects in the sample
Directory tree.

“Admin.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]

 Supervisor
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It is possible to restrict the rights that an object inherits from its superior objects by placing
an inherited rights filter on the object.

An inherited rights filter restricts both the [Object Rights] and [All Attribute Rights] privileges.
Once an inherited right encounters an inherited rights filter, only the rights that "pass"
through the filter apply to the protected object.  The "filtered rights" are inherited by all the
protected object's subordinates, provided the protected object is a container.

It is possible for rights to pass through successive inherited rights filters on different objects
subordinate to one another.

In the sample Directory tree on the left, the object
"Admin.Novell, Inc" is granted [Object Rights]
privileges of Supervisor to the object [Root].

This assignment is inherited by the subordinate
objects of the protected object [Root].  However,
the object "Orem.Novell, Inc" has an inherited
rights filter restricting [Object Rights] privileges
of All Privilege Rights.

Therefore, the rights granted to the [Root] object
are not inherited by the object "Orem.Novell,
Inc" or any of its subordinate objects.

Inherited Rights Filter

“Admin.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]

 Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]

All Privilege Rights
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The Supervisor right for the [Object Rights] and the [All Attribute Rights] privileges grant the
trustee the equivalence of all of the privilege rights.

Therefore, when the Supervisor right of either privilege type is restricted by an inherited
rights filter, the trustee loses the Supervisor right and the equivalence of all the privilege
rights.  That is, unless the superior rights assignment specifically includes all privilege rights
and the inherited rights filter doesn't restrict them.

In the sample Directory tree on the left, the
object "Admin.Novell, Inc" is granted an [Object
Rights] privilege of Supervisor to the [Root] object.
This assignment is inherited by the subordinate
object of the protected object, [Root].

The object "BSoutham.Orem.Novell, Inc" has an
inherited rights filter restricting [Object Rights]
privileges of Delete and Rename.  This filter
restricts the [Object Rights] privileges of Delete
and Rename.

However, the "Admin.Novell, Inc" object's
inherited right is not affected by the inherited
rights filter because the assignment that
"Admin.Novell, Inc" has is an [Object Rights]
privilege of Supervisor.  While this gives the
"Admin.Novell, Inc" object the equivalence of the
[Object Rights] privileges of Browse, Create,
Rename, and Delete, the object does not actually
have them assigned.

Therefore, the rights inherited by “Admin.Novell,
Inc” are not affected.

“Admin.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]

 Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[All Attribute Rights]
All Privilege Rights

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]

Delete, Rename

These Inherited
Rights Filters have no

effect on Admin’s
inherited rights.
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In addition, multiple inherited rights filters can be placed on an object.  For example, in the
sample Directory tree below, the object "Admin.Novell, Inc" is granted an [Object Rights]
privilege of Create, Delete, Rename, and Supervisor to the "[Root]" object.  This assignment
is inherited by the subordinate objects of the protected object "[Root]".

However, the object "Orem.Novell, Inc", which is a subordinate object of the “[Root]” object,
has an inherited rights filter restricting [Object Rights] privileges of Supervisor.  This filter
restricts the inherited rights of "Admin.Novell, Inc" to [Object Rights] privileges of Create,
Delete, and Rename.

This "filtered right" is inherited by the subordinate objects of the object "Orem.Novell, Inc".
However, the object "BSoutham.Orem.Novell, Inc" has an inherited rights filter restricting
[Object Rights] privileges of Delete and Rename.

This filter restricts the inherited rights of
"Admin.Novell, Inc" to [Object Rights] privileges
of Create.  Unfortunately, the object
"Admin.Novell, Inc", having the [Object Rights]
privileges of Create on a leaf object, is
meaningless.

“Admin.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]

 Create, Delete,
Rename,

Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]

Delete,  Rename

“Admin.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]

None

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]

Supervisor

“Admin.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]

Create, Delete,
Rename
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Effective rights are the sum of all the rights a trustee has on a protected object, including
privileges, inherited rights,  and security equivalences of the trustee.

For example, given the Directory tree below the object “BGarrett.Client.Support.Provo.Novell,
Inc” has effective rights of  [All Attribute Rights] privileges of Supervisor to its own object.

The Attribute Control List (ACL) on the “[Root]” object grants the “O=Novell, Inc” object an
[Object Rights] privileges of Supervisor to the [Root].  This assignment is inherited downward,
giving “O=Novell, Inc” these same rights to the subordinates.

However, there is an inherited rights filter on the object “Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”.  This
filter does not restrict the [Object Rights] privilege of Supervisor.  Therefore, the assignment
flows downward, giving “O=Novell, Inc” the [Object Rights] privilege of Supervisor to
“BGarrett.Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”.

Effective Rights

OU=Provo
Specific Attribute Right “Login Script”
Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
All Privilege Rights

O=Novell, Inc
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

NDS Attribute Assigned
“Equivalent To Me”
“SJones.ManageWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc”

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
Browse, Create, Rename, Delete
[All Attribute Rights]
Supervisor

NDS Attribute Assigned
“Security Equals”
MHendry.NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”
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O=Novell, Inc
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
Browse, Create, Rename, Delete
[All Attribute Rights]
Supervisor

With the “O=Novell, Inc” object having an [Object Rights] privilege of Supervisor on the
leaf object “BGarrett”, the “O=Novell, Inc” object gives the equivalence of an [All Attribute
Rights] privilege of Supervisor.

Since every object is security equivalent to the container objects in its name context, the
“BGarrett.Client.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc” object is, therefore, security equivalent to the
“O=Novell, Inc” object.

The object “SJones.ManageWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc” does not have effective rights
of the [All Attribute Rights] privilege of Supervisor to
“Common.GroupWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc”.

The ACL on the “[Root]” object grants the “O=Novell, Inc” object an [Object Rights] privileges
of Supervisor to the [Root].  This assignment is inherited downward, giving “O=Novell, Inc”
the same rights to the subordinates.

OU=Provo
Specific Attribute Right “Login Script”
Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
All Privilege Rights

NDS Attribute Assigned
“Equivalent To Me”
“SJones.ManageWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc”

NDS Attribute Assigned
“Security Equals”
MHendry.NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”
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The Specific Attribute right on “Orem.Novell, Inc” does not affect the rights granted to
“O=Novell, Inc”.  However, there is an inherited rights filter on the object
“Support.Orem.Novell, Inc” that restricts [Object Rights] privilege of anything, including
Supervisor.  Therefore, the assignment is not applied to the protected object or any of its
subordinates.

Thus, no object in the sample Directory tree has [Object Rights] privileges to the object
“Support.Orem.Novell, Inc” or to any of its subordinates.  Additionally, there is no effective
[All Attribute Rights] privilege due to lack of an [Object Rights] privilege of Supervisor.

OU=Provo
Specific Attribute Right “Login Script”
Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
All Privilege Rights

O=Novell, Inc
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

NDS Attribute Assigned
“Equivalent To Me”
“SJones.ManageWise.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc”

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
Browse, Create, Rename, Delete
[All Attribute Rights]
Supervisor

NDS Attribute Assigned
“Security Equals”
MHendry.NDS.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”
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An inherited access control list (ACL) is an attribute assigned to a partition root object
identifying effective rights inherited by trustees to the partition root object.

The rights granted by an inherited ACL attribute are calculated by the NDS Janitor Process.
For more information on the NDS Janitor Process, see Section II.

The NDS Janitor Process calculates the inherited ACL attribute by starting at the partition
root object of an partition and performing the following tasks:

1. Searching each of the subordinate container objects for privilege assignments.

2. Replacing the subordinate privilege assignment with the superior privilege
assignment whenever a duplicate privilege assignment for a trustee is
encountered.

3. Applying an inherited rights filter found on a subordinate container object to all
privilege assignments inherited by that subordinate container.

Once the NDS Janitor Process has reached the lower boundary of the partition, the
process adds inherited ACL attributes to child partition's partition root objects.

An example of inherited ACLs can be found on the next page.

Inherited Attribute Control List
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The sample Directory tree below has four partitions outlined in blue, green, orange, and
purple.  The three initial ACL assignments are shown in blue Text.

When the Janitor Process begins calculating the inherited ACLs, it begins with the [Root]-
most partition, which in this example is the partition “[Root]”.

Because the “[Root]” partition cannot have a parent partition, you do not need to check for
inherited ACL attributes generated elsewhere and sent to this partition.

“Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“JMehl.GroupWise.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor
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The Janitor process first gathers all ACLs on the partition root object (shown below in red).

It then moves to the first child, which is a container object, and gathers additional ACL
attributes.

If the Janitor Process finds an ACL whose trustee is already on a superior container object
and whose privilege type is the same, the subordinate ACL replaces the superior ACL.

If the Janitor finds an inherited rights filter, it will apply the filter to each ACL found.

“Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“JMehl.GroupWise.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor
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After examining the child objects that are containers, the process continues downward until
all subordinate containers in the partition are examined and a virtual list of ACL attributes
compiled.

The Janitor adds the inherited ACL attribute to each child partition’s partition root object
(see the green text below).

The process then repeats itself, proceeding through the same steps with each child partition
until all partitions on the server have been processed and no additional partitions exist.

“Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[All Attribute Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“JMehl.GroupWise.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited ACL
“JMehl.GroupWise.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited ACLs
“Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[All Attribute Rights]
Supervisor
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The inherited ACL attributes are distributed to other servers holding replicas of the partition.
In doing so, the servers that hold the child partitions, but do not hold the parent partition,
determine the proper rights for objects without having to communicate with other servers.

“Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[All Attribute Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited Rights Filter
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“JMehl.GroupWise.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited ACL
“JMehl.GroupWise.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

“Support.Provo.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited ACLs
“Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[All Attribute Rights]
Supervisor

Inherited ACL
“JMehl.GroupWise.Testing.Orem.Novell, Inc”
[Object Rights]
Supervisor
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The schema object class definitions state the rights assignments assigned to an object
utilizing the object class.

These assignments grant either the newly-created object rights to itself, or other objects’
rights to the newly-created object.

For example, the schema object class definition for the object Class User indicates each
User object is assigned the following attribute control lists (ACLs):

• Specific Attribute Rights privilege for [Public] to read the object’s “Message Server”

• [Object Rights] privilege for [Root] to browse the object

• Specific Attribute Rights privilege for [Root] to read the object’s “Group Membership”

• Specific Attribute Rights privilege for [Root] to read the object’s “Network Address”

• [All Attribute Rights] privilege for the object to read its own attributes

• Specific Attribute Rights privilege for the object to read and write its own “Login
Script”

• Specific Attribute Rights privilege for the object to read and write its own “Print Job
Configuration”

Only the default ACLs, which are not part of the object's Effective Rights, are granted.

For example, by default, the virtual object [Public] has an [Object Rights] privilege to Browse
the [Root] object.  This assignment is inherited by all objects by default.

There is no need to grant the second assignment listed above.  By default, the [Root] object
already has effective rights of [Object Rights] privilege to browse all objects in the Directory
tree.

Default Attribute Control List
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Write Managed attributes are those attributes whose schema attribute syntax is the relative
distinguished name and whose schema attribute definition constrains the attribute as being
“Write Managed.”

In order to add or delete an attribute value of a Write Managed attribute, the trustee
requires an [Object Rights] privilege of Browse on the object receiving the Write Managed
attribute.  The trustee requires Management rights on the object whose fully qualified
distinguished name (FqDN) is added or deleted for that attribute value.

Currently, the schema defines the following attributes as being Write Managed:

• Security Equals
• Group Membership
• Higher Privileges
• Profile Membership

For example, to add the attribute Group Membership to an object with a base object class
of User the following is required:

• An [Object Rights] privilege of Browse on the User object receiving the attribute

• Management Rights on the Group object whose FqDN is added to the Group
Membership attribute value

(An example of this can be found on the next page ...)

Write Managed Attributes
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For example, the object “BSoutham.Orem.Novell, Inc” has an [Object Rights] privilege of
Supervisor and Browse to the “[Root]” object.

Furthermore, there is an inherited rights filter on the object “OU=Provo.O=Novell, Inc”.

Therefore, the effective rights of “BSoutham.Orem.Novell, Inc” at the “Provo.Novell, Inc”
object is an [Object Rights] privilege of Browse.  This also applies to the object’s effective
rights to the subordinates of “Provo.Novell, Inc”.

However, since the “BSoutham.Orem.Novell, Inc” object has Management Rights to the
“Everyone.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc”, “BSoutham” can add the object
“NRupp.Support.Provo.Novell, Inc” as a member of the Group object
“Everyone.Support.Orem.Novell, Inc”.

For more information on Management rights, see “NDS Rights”.

The object “BSoutahm” has an
[Object Rights] privilege of
Supervisor and Browse to the
“[Root]” object.

The assignment is inherited by
each of the subordinates of [Root]
except “Provo.Novell, Inc” and its
subordinates.

“BSoutham” can still add
“NRupp.Provo.Novell, Inc” as a
member of the group
“Everyone.Support.Orem.Novell,
Inc” because “BSoutham” has
Management Rights to the group
“Everyone”.  “Group Membership”
is a Write Managed attribute.

The inherited rights mask
the [Object Rights]
Supervisor

The effective rights of
“BSoutham.Orem.Novell, Inc” to the
“NRupp.Provo.Novell, Inc” object are
the [Object Rights] privilege of Browse
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Time
NDS Time ensures all servers in the Directory tree report a consistent Universal Time
Coordinated (UTC) Time.  NDS Time does not guarantee that the servers have the correct
time of day, but it does ensure the servers maintain a consistent, synchronized time.

Because NDS is an object-oriented, global, distributed, partitioned, and replicated nth-level
hierarchical database, multiple servers can modify the same or different objects at relatively
the same time.  In using a consistent, synchronized time, NDS can determine the correct
order in which modifications occur.

NDS does not calculate, maintain, or synchronize time.  This functionality is provided by a
separate service.

NetWare & IntranetWare TimeSync.NLM

On the NetWare and IntranetWare operating systems the server that calculates, maintains,
and synchronize time for NDS is the NetWare Loadable Module™ TimeSync.NLM.  The
following information pertaining to TimeSync.NLM is specific to the NetWare and
IntranetWare operating systems.

To calculate the correct time, a NetWare or IntranetWare file server must provide the
following information for use by the TimeSync.NLM.

• Time Zone
• Daylight Savings Time
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A NetWare, or IntranetWare file server's time zone is defined using the console set parameter
"Time Zone".  The Time Zone set parameter provides the following information:

• The abbreviated name of the time zone in which the NCP server physically
exists

• The offset, in hours, from UTC time

• The alternate abbreviated time zone name used when Daylight Savings Time is
in effect.

For example, the Time Zone for an IntranetWare file server physically located in Provo,
Utah would be:

Time Zone

MST7MDT

The alternate abbreviated time zone name used when Daylight
Savings Time is in effect; in this case it is “MDT” (Mountain
Daylight Time)

The offset, in hours, from UTC Time

The abbreviated name of the time zone for Provo, Utah is “MST”
(Mountain Standard Time)
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A NetWare or IntranetWare file server's Daylight Savings Time information is also defined
using console set parameters.  The following parameters define Daylight Savings Time:

• Start of Daylight Savings Time.  Specifies the local date and time when the
NCP server should start using Daylight Savings Time.

• Daylight Savings Time Offset.  Specifies a value used when calculating UTC
time from Local Time in Hours:Minutes:Seconds .

• End of Daylight Savings Time.  Specifies the local data and time when the
NCP server should stop using Daylight Savings Time.

For additional information pertaining to defining these set parameters, see the documentation
provided with your operating system.

Daylight Savings Time

Calculating UTC Time

The TimeSync.NLM, as used on a NetWare or IntranetWare file server, calculates the UTC
time using the server's local time, time zone settings, and Daylight Savings Time information
provided by the file server.

The UTC time is derived using the following formula.

UTC=Local Time + Time Zone Offset - (Daylight Savings Time Offset)

The Daylight Savings Time offset is used only when Daylight Savings Time is in effect.

For example, using Provo, Utah (with Daylight Savings time in effect), the formula read as:

23:00:00 = 17:00:00 + 7:00:00 - (1:00:00)
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The following information is specific to the NetWare and IntranetWare operating systems.

There are four types of time servers that a NetWare or IntranetWare file server can be
configured as:

• Secondary time servers
• Primary time servers
• Reference time servers
• Single Reference time servers

The Primary, Reference, and Single Reference time servers are referred to as “time source
providers,”  and establish the network time.

Time Server Types

Synchronizing Time

The following information specific to the NetWare and IntranetWare operating systems.

Each NetWare or IntranetWare file server running the TimeSync.NLM performs  the following:

• Maintains UTC time synchronization as determined by the time server type.

• Provides time synchronization status.

When a time server determines its time and the network time are within the
defined synchronization radius, the server indicates that its time is synchronized
to the network time.

• Provides UTC time to NDS clients or servers.

Primary, Reference, and Single Reference time servers are considered to be
time source providers.  Once a time source provider determines its time is
synchronized to the network time, it advertises that time using the Service
Advertising Protocol (SAP).  A client or server, rather than using the SAP
information, can request the time from a time source provider.
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The following information is specific to the NetWare and IntranetWare operating systems.

Secondary time servers attempt to synchronize their time with a time source provider.  The
time source provider can either be configured, or it can be determined using the Service
Advertising Protocol information available on the local file server.

By default, all NetWare or IntranetWare file servers are configured as secondary times
servers.

When a secondary time server is not synchronized with its time source provider, it adjusts
its time to correct the difference.

A secondary time server will indicate it is synchronized with its time source provider once
the difference between its time and the time source provider’s time is less than the value of
the set parameter "TIMESYNC Synchronization Radius".

For a secondary time server to synchronize its time, one of the following is required:

• Multiple primary time servers
• One reference time server and one or more primary time servers
• One single reference time server

For additional information on specifying the time source provider used by a secondary time
server, or on defining the "TIMESYNC Synchronization Radius" set parameter; see the
documentation provided with your operating system.

Secondary Time Server
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The following information is specific to the NetWare and IntranetWare operating systems.

Primary time servers are time source providers.  A primary time server will:

• Poll other primary time servers or the reference time server to determine the
network time

• Adjust its time, if necessary, to correct its time

• Advertise the network time using the Service Advertising Protocol, when
synchronized

• Provide fault tolerance so that when a time source provider fails, servers can
obtain the network time from another source.

A primary time server will poll another primary time server or reference time server to
determine if their time matches its time. If the difference is less than the value of the
"TIMESYNC Synchronization Radius" set parameter, the primary time server will indicate
that its time is synchronized.

If the difference is greater than the value of the "TIMESYNC Synchronization Radius" set
parameter, the primary time server will adjust its local time by one-half the difference.  This
allows the primary time servers to converge on a correct network time.

The following is required to synchronize time on network using primary time servers:

• At least one other primary time server or a reference time server
• No single reference time servers

For additional information on specifying the time source provider used by a primary time
server or on defining the "TIMESYNC Synchronization Radius" set parameter, see the
documentation provided with your operating system.

Primary Time Server
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The following information is specific to the NetWare and IntranetWare operating systems.

Reference time servers are time source providers.  A reference time server will:

• Poll primary time servers to read their time
• Advertise the network time using the Service Advertising Protocol

A reference time server will not adjust its time to match the time obtained from a primary
time server.  Instead, the primary time server will adjust their time to converge on the time
specified by the reference time server.

Having a reference time server is useful when the server’s time is set by an accurate,
external time source device, such as a radio, clock, or modem.  However, a network can
have only one reference time server type.

The following is required to synchronize time on a network using a reference time server:

• At least one primary time server
• No single reference time servers

For additional information on specifying the primary time server used by a reference time
server, see the documentation provided with your operating system.

Reference Time Servers
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The following information is specific to the NetWare and IntranetWare Operating Systems.

Single reference time servers are time source providers.  A single reference time server
will perform the following:

• Set its time as synchronized regardless of the time on any other server

• Advertise the network time using the Service Advertising Protocol

A single reference time server will not adjust its time to match other time server types.
Therefore, it is incompatible with primary and reference time server types and should not
be used in a Directory tree that has either primary or reference time servers.

Single Reference Time Server
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Reference Time Server

• Updates time by a modem after each power cycle;
hence, highly accurate.  If a reference time serve’s
time differs from the primary time servers, the
primary time servers adjust their time.  A
reference time server will not adjust its time.

• Advertises its time

• Maintains network time if primary time server
fails.   The reference time server will maintain
network time by working with the remaining
primary time server.

Primary Time Server

• Maintains time with the reference time server

• Advertises its time

• Maintains network time if the reference time server
fails

Secondary Time Server
Requires a time source provider to provide the time.

Secondary Time Server
Requires a time source provider to provide the time.

Secondary Time Server
Requires a time source provider to provide the time.

Primary Time Server

• Maintains time with the reference time server

• Advertises its time

• Maintains network time if the reference time server
fails
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By using a consistent, synchronized time, NDS can determine the correct order in which
modifications from servers have occurred.  This is accomplished through  “timestamps.

Each NDS timestamp is comprised of the following fields:

Time.  This field denotes the date and time when the timestamp was issued.  The
value of this field is in seconds, specifically, the number of seconds which have
occurred since January 1, 1970.

Replica Number.  This field holds the replica number assigned to the server
issuing the timestamp.  For more information on replica numbers, see "Replica
Number" earlier in this section.

Event.  This field holds the value of the “event counter” on the server issuing the
timestamp.  The event counter identifies the order in which timestamps occurring
in the same second were issued.

The event counter increments each new timestamp issued until a second has
advanced or 65,535 events have been issued.  Once the maximum number of
events has occurred, the system advances to the next second.  Once the second
has advanced, the event counter returns to a value of 1.

For example, consider the following sample timestamps.

10/14/91 08:23:05, 3; 1

7/5/93 16:03:22 4; 3

10/13/97 8:00:00 1; 29

Timestamps

This timestamp was issued on October 14, 1991
at 8:23:05 am. UTC

This timestamp was issued on July 5, 1993 at
4:03:22 PM. UTC

This timestamp was issued on October 13, 1997
at 8:00:00 AM. UTC

The server holding Replica #3 issued this
timestamp.  It was the first event during that
second.

The server holding Replica #4 issued this
timestamp.  It was the third event during that
second.

The server holding Replica #1 issued this
timestamp.  It was the 29th event during that
second.
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Timestamp Types

A server can issue two types of timestamps:

• Creation Timestamp.  Issued when an object is created.  It is used to identify
an object; therefore, no two sibling objects can have the same creation timestamp.

• Modification Timestamp.  Issued when an attribute is added, modified, or
removed from an object.  Every attribute has a modification timestamp denoting
the date and time the attribute was created or last modified.

When a timestamp is issued, the Next Timestamp field in the partition record representing
the partition encompassing a modified object is updated.  The value placed in the Next
Timestamp field is equivalent to the timestamp just issued; however, the event counter is
incremented by one event.  This allows NDS to identify the minimum value for the next
timestamp to be issued.

For example, in the sample below, the server “TIMING” holds a replica of the partition
“[Root]”.  The server adds a new member to the Group object “Everyone.Novell, Inc” and
issues the modification timestamp  “10/13/97 12:08:22 1;3”.  The value placed as the
Next Timestamp on the partition record representing the object’s
encompassing partition is “10/13/97 12:08:22 1;4”

Notice the Date, Time, Replica Number fields are identical; however,
the Event field has been incremented by one event.

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=Everyone
O=Novell, Inc
4

ACL
Group
Present
0
10/01/97 10:12:17 2;1

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
Member

Everyone

Present
10/13/97 12:08:22 1;3
CN=TBest.O=Novell, Inc

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

4 (User Defined)
[Root]
Read Write
On
0
10/13/97 12:08:22 1;4
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When a new timestamp is needed, the server obtains the next timestamp from the partition
record representing the partition encompassing the object being modified and the current
time from the operating system.  The server will perform one of the following tasks:

• If the time obtained from the operating system is higher, the server issues a new
timestamp using the time provided by the operating system, its replica number,
and an event of 1.

• If the time obtained from the operating system is equal, the server uses the next
timestamp.

• If the time obtained from the operating system is less, the server uses the next
timestamp and alerts the operating system console it is using “synthetic time.”

Synthetic time is the condition where the time provided by the operating system
is older than the time fields of the timestamps already issued.

For example, the server “TIMING” needs to add another member to the Group object
“Everyone.Novell, Inc”.  However, the time returned by the operating system is “March 3,
1985 17:30:00”.  This time is lower than the time indicated in the partition record’s Next

Timestamp field.

Therefore, the server will issue the timestamp specified by the
partition record and display a warning on the server’s console

that synthetic time is being issued.

NDS Partition Database Record

Partition ID:
Partition Root Object:

Replica Type:
Replica State:
Replica Flags:

Next Timestamp:

4 (User Defined)
[Root]
Read Write
On
0
10/1/97 1:11:03 1; 911

NDS Object Database Record
Object Name

Parent Object:
Partition ID:

Sibling Object:
First Child Object:
Last Child Object:

First NDS Attribute:
Base Object Class:

Object Flags:
Subordinate Count:

Created On:

CN=Everyone
O=Novell, Inc
4

ACL
Group
Present
0
10/01/97 10:12:17 2;1

NDS Attribute Database Record

Assigned to Object:
Attribute:

Next Value:
Next Attribute:

First Block:
Attribute Flag:

Modification Timestamp:
Attribute Value:

CN=Everyone
Member

Everyone

Present
10/1/97 1:11:03 1;911
CN=RNortz.O=Novell, Inc
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Miscellaneous
Terms In addition to the various concepts and terminology which have been introduced within this

section, the following concepts and terms apply to various NDS Background Processes and
Operations which are presented later within this document.

Source NDS Server

Any NDS Server which is executing an NDS Background Process or processing an NDS
Request is referred to, within this manual, as the source server.

For example, in the graphic shown below, the NDS Replica Synchronization background
process is being executed on the NDS Server “FS1”.  This process is sending updates
regarding the NDS Object “CN=Aaron” to the NDS Server “FS2”.

Therefore, the NDS Server “FS1” is referred to as the source server for the background
process being executed.

NDS Server FS1

Sending to FS2

CN=Aaron

NDS Server FS2

Source server “FS1” sending updates to
the NDS Server “FS2”.
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NDS Server FS1

Target NDS Server

While an NDS Server which is executing an NDS Background Process, or processing a
request, is referred to as the source server; the NDS Servers that receive requests from the
source server are referred to as the target server within this manual.

For example, continuing with the previous example, the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process on the NDS Server “FS1” has sent an update regarding the NDS
Object “CN=Aaron” to the NDS Server “FS2”.

Therefore, the NDS Server “FS1” is referred to as the source server and the NDS Server
“FS2” is referred to as the target server.

NDS Server FS2

Target server FS2 sending a reply to
the source server FS1. Received object

CN=Aarron.
Reply to FS1
Update Succesful!
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Inbound and Outbound

NDS servers can both send and receive information to and from other NDS servers.  The
information which is being sent to other NDS servers is referred to as outbound information
while the information which is being received from another NDS server is referred to as
inbound information.

In the example shown below,  we can see that:

• The NDS server FS1 is sending  an outbound request (information) to the NDS
server FS2.

• This request will be received by the NDS Server FS2 as an inbound request from
FS1.

• The reply to the request will be send by the NDS server FS2 as an outbound
request to FS1.

• The NDS Server FS1 will be received as an inbound reply from FS2.

NDS Server FS1 NDS Server FS2

NDS server FS2 receives the inbound
request from the source server FS1.

NDS server FS1 sends an outbound
request to the target server FS1.

Target server FS2 sending a reply to
the source server FS1.

NDS server FS2 sending a reply to
the source server FS1.
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The replica depth of an NDS Partition is determined by the location of it’s partition root
object within the hierarchical structure of the NDS tree.  Each object which is superior to it’s
partition root object, within the hierarchical structure of the NDS tree, will increase the
replica depth of the partition by one.

For example, in the figure shown below,  we can see that only the [Root] object is superior
to the partition root object O=Novell, Inc.; therefore, the replica depth of that partition is
one.

Replica Depth

O=Novell has a Replica
Depth of 1.

OU=Provo.O=Novell has a
Replica Depth of 2.

OU=Orem.O=Novell has a
Replica Depth of 2.

OU=Testing.OU=Orem.O=Novell
has a Replica Depth of 3.
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[Root] Most Replica

The [Root]-most replica held by an NDS server is the replica, on that server, with the lowest
replica depth.  In the event that two different replicas, held by the same server, have the
same replica depth, then the replica that occurs first within that server's NDS Partition
database is used as the server's [Root]-most replica.

For example, in the figure shown below on the right, we can see the replica’s which are
held by the NDS Server “FS1”.  This server holds writable replicas of the following NDS
partitions:

• OU=Provo.O=Novell (Replica Depth of 2)
• OU=Support.OU=Provo.O=Novell (Replica Depth of 3)
• OU=Testing.OU=Orem.O=Novell (Replica Depth of 3)

Based on this example, the [Root]-most replica held
by this server is the replica of the NDS Partition
OU=Provo.O=Novell.
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Partition Control Information

During the processing of an NDS Partition Operation, NDS will store the following information
on the partition root object for each of the partitions which are involved with the operation.

Operation The NDS Partition Operation that this partition is involved in.
State The current state of this replica.

Partner Partition The partition root object of any other NDS Partitions which are also
involved in this operation.

For example, during a merge partition operation, the parent
partition, of the partition being merged, has the child partition
listed as it’s partner partition. while the child partition has the
parent partition listed as it’s partner partition.
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Purge Time

The purge time is used by NDS to determine when records within the NDS Database files
may be flagged as being available for reuse.  The purge time contains one timestamp for
each replica number which has issued modifications to objects encompassed by the
corresponding partition.  Therefore, each replica held by an NDS server has it's own purge
time that is specific to that replica as held by that server.

The values within a purge time are obtained differently for different versions of NDS.

• For NDS versions prior to version 5.95, the purge time is equivalent to the
timestamps provided within the synchronized up to attribute values that are
assigned to the partition root object for the replica.

• For NDS versions after version 5.94, the purge time is equivalent to the
timestamps provided within the transitive vector attribute values that are
assigned to the partition root object for the replica.

For example, the login script for the NDS object "CN=Savanna" was flagged as being
deleted on March 15, 1997 at 22:39 as event 12 which was issued by replica 3.  During
the execution of the NDS Flat Cleaner background process, on an NDS server which holds
a replica of that object, the process will attempt to flag the attribute record that represents
the login script, as be purged (available for reuse).

The attribute record will be purged if the timestamp, within the purge time, whose replica
number matches the replica number specified within the modification timestamp, is higher
than the modification timestamp of the attribute value.

However, if the corresponding purge time is lower, then the attribute will not be purged at
this time.

Note: As the updates for the replica are synchronized throughout the replica ring then
the synchronized up to timestamps will advance and therefore the purge time
will advance.
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Obituary Types

Novell Directory Services uses the NDS Obituary Attribute to identify, and control, changes
which are occurring to an object's identity.  There are eleven different obituaries which can
be used.  These obituaries, and their definitions, are:

Title Number Description
Restored 0 This obituary type is used to designate an object which

has been restored from a backup system.  This
obituary is assigned to the object that was restored.

Dead 1 This obituary type is used to designate an object which
is being deleted.  This obituary is assigned to the
object that is being deleted.

Moved 2 This obituary type is used to designate an object which
is being moved to another name context.  This
obituary is assigned to a non-present version of the
object that exists in the original name context.

Inhibit Move 3 This obituary type is used to designate an object which
has been moved from another name context.  This
obituary is assigned to the relocated object in it's new
name context.

Old RDN 4 This obituary type is used to designate an object
whose Relative Distinguished Name has been
changed.  This obituary is assigned to the renamed
object which has the new RDN.

New RDN 5 This obituary type is used to designate an object
whose Relative Distinguished Name has been
changed.  This obituary is assigned to the non-present
object which has the original RDN.
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Title Number Description
Backlink 6 This obituary type is used to identify an NDS Server

which holds either an external reference, or a replica,
of the object.  This obituary is assigned to the object
which has been assigned the primary obituary.

Tree Old RDN 7 This obituary type is used to designate a partition root
object whose Relative Distinguished Name has been
changed.  This obituary is assigned to the renamed
partition root object which has the new RDN.

Tree New RDN 8 This obituary type is used to designate a partition root
object whose Relative Distinguished Name has been
changed.  This obituary is assigned to the non-present
object which has the original RDN.

Purge All 9 This obituary type is used internally, within NDS, to
identify an object whose attribute values should be
purged.

Move Sub-Tree 10 This obituary type is used to designate a partition root
object which is being moved to another name context.
This obituary is assigned to the partition root object
that is being moved.

All NDS obituaries are processed according to the obituary type.  Currently, there are four
types of obituaries.  These types, their definitions and the obituaries associated with the
type; are:

Primary These obituaries represent the basic action which is being
performed on an NDS Object.  These obituaries are assigned to an
object by an authenticated NDS Client which has the appropriate
rights.  Finally, these obituaries are processed by the NDS Replica
Purger background process.

• Restored
• Dead
• Moved
• New RDN
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Secondary These obituaries represent the NDS Servers which must be notified
of the primary obituary.  These obituaries are assigned to an object
by NDS and cannot be assigned by an NDS Client.  There will be
one secondary obituary for each NDS server which holds a replica
of the partition which encompasses the object and one for each
NDS server which holds an external reference of the obituary.
Finally, these obituaries are removed by the NDS Replica Purger
background process.

• Backlink

Informational These obituaries are used to identify an object whose identity has
been changed due to the placement of a primary obituary.  These
obituaries are assigned to an object by NDS and cannot be
assigned by an NDS Client.  Finally, these obituaries are removed
by the NDS Replica Purger background process.

• Inhibit Move
• Old RDN
• Tree Old RDN

Special Case These obituaries represent partition, or internal, operations which
are being performed on an NDS Object.  These obituaries are
assigned to an object by an authenticated NDS Client which has
the appropriate rights, or by NDS.  Finally, these obituaries are
processed by the NDS Replica Purger background process.

• Tree New RDN
• Purge All
• Move Sub-Tree
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Obituary States

Novell Directory Services uses four different states, or stages, which occur during the
processing of an NDS Obituary.  These states, and their definitions are:

State Number Description
Issued 0 This is the initial state which is assigned to the obituary

when it is issued.

Notified 1 This state is used on secondary obituaries to indicate that
the NDS Server specified within the obituary has been
notified of the primary obituary.

For all other obituary types, this state is used to indicate
that the servers specified within the corresponding
secondary obituaries have been notified of the primary
obituaries.

OK to Purge 2 This state is assigned to the obituary to indicate that it has
reached the second stage of processing.

Purgeable 4 This state is used on secondary obituaries to indicate that
the NDS Server specified within the obituary has been
notified that the obituary is purgeable.

For all other obituary types, this state is used to indicate
that the servers specified within the corresponding
secondary obituaries have all been notified that the
obituary is purgeable.
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Step 1
Tanner will request a piece of Tori’s candy.

Ø If the reply from Tori indicates that he may have a piece of candy, then Tanner will continue with
Step 4.

Ø However, if the reply from Tori indicates that Tanner may NOT have a piece of candy, then
Tanner will continue with Step 3.

Ø Otherwise, having received no reply from Tori, Tanner will continue with the next step.

Step 2
Tanner will prepare to reissue the request by increasing his volume and will then continue with Step 1.

Step 3
Tanner will submit an appeal to Karen requesting a piece of Tori’s candy.

Ø If the reply from Karen indicates that he must request the candy from Tori, then Tanner will
continue with Step 1.

Ø Otherwise, having received parental authorization, Tori will modify his request to include a
reference to his new authorization and will continue with Step 1.

Step 4
Tanner will eat the candy.

This section will review the logic used within NDS™ during the execution of various NDS
Background Processes.

Before continuing, however, the sample shown below shows the format used to represent
the logic of the background process.

The individual steps
which comprise the logic
are separated and
enumerated for easy
reference.

Conditionals within the
logic, which determine
the logic branches (steps)
that are taken, are
tagged with this symbol:

Ø

Branches within the logic
are presented as
hyperlinks to the
destination step.

Hyperlinks to steps which
are on the same page
are blue, while the
hyperlinks to steps which
are on different pages
are red.

These hyperlinks are not
active and are colored
for reference only.
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Replica
Synchronization The primary purpose of the Replica Synchronization background process (referred to as “Replica Sync”) is to:

• Distribute modifications made to objects encompassed in partitions held by the source server
• Process partition operations involving partitions held by the source server.

Replica Sync is initially scheduled to execute two minutes after successfully initializing the source server’s database
(see “Database Initialization” later in this section for more information).

Subsequent executions are scheduled upon conclusion of the process.  In addition, Replica Sync can be rescheduled
using Diagnostic Trace (DSTrace).  For information on using DSTrace, see Section V.

To better understand Replica Sync, you should use use DSTrace on the source server with the Replica Synchronization,
Backlinker, Miscellaneous, and Partition Control flags set.  Also, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager,
set the WANMAN flag.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flags mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.
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Step 1
Replica Sync begins by initializing several variables that it uses.  These variables include the following:

• All Processed Flag.  Indicates whether servers holding replicas of partitions held by the source server
were contacted and successfully updated by the source server.  This flag will be adjusted during the
execution of Replica Sync.

• Next Execution Time Variable.  Indicates the time when Replica Sync should be next scheduled to run.
Initially, this time is equal to the current time on the source server plus a random number of minutes.
This random number is between 6 and 132.

Note: The value for Next Execution Time may be recalculated during the execution of the
process.

Step 2
Replica Sync verifies the source server’s NDS database is available.

Ø If the local database is not available, Replica Sync reschedules itself to run at the Next Execution Time and
then terminates this execution of the process.

Ø Otherwise, if the database is available, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 3
Before beginning the normal replica synchronization, Replica Sync verifies if any synchronization action requests
have been received from other servers.  This request indicates the requesting server wants the source server to
synchronize a specific partition with it.  Upon receiving a request, the requesting server and the requested
partition are placed in the source server’s synchronization action queue.

Ø If there are no requests of this type received, Replica Sync continues with Step 114.

Ø Otherwise, if synchronization action requests have been received, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.
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Step 4
To begin processing the synchronization action queue, Replica Sync attempts to initialize information specific to
this process.

Ø If an error occurs, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: ProcessSkulkActionQueue could not create context, error ErrorCode.

Note: The background process identifier used in the DSTrace message above is “SAQ”.  SAQ
indicates the message occurred during the processing of the synchronization action
queue.

Replica Sync continues with Step 114.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 5
Since multiple synchronization action requests may have been received from other servers, Replica Sync begins
with the partition and server specified in the first synchronization action request received.

Step 6
Replica Sync ensures the object specified in the synchronization action request is still a partition root object on
the source server.

Ø If the object is no longer a partition root object, Replica Sync continues with Step 113.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 7
Replica Sync places a synchronization lock on the partition root object to indicate it is being synchronized with
another server.
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Step 8
The following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— Begin Skulk Replica ——-

Step 9
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the following information from the source server’s NDS database:

• Replica Ring and Synchronized Up To attributes on the partition root object
• Partition control information, if any, for the partition root object

Replica Sync then requests the use of the source server’s operating system’s transaction services.

Ø If an error occurs, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 10
Replica Sync checks the replica ring of the specified partition to ensure the source server is listed in it.

Ø If the source server is not listed in the replica ring, the following DSTrace messages display:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> This server’s replica not in ring.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = -699

Note:  The NDS error code displayed is ERR_FATAL (-699).

Replica Sync then continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 11
Replica Sync checks to ensure the replica state of the source server’s replica is On.

Ø If the source server’s replica state is Transition On, New Replica, or Dying Replica, the following DSTrace
message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = -641

Note:  The NDS error code displayed is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST (-641).

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 12
Replica Sync checks the replica ring of the specified partition to ensure the target server is listed in it.

Ø If the target server is not listed in the replica ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = -699

Note:  The NDS error code displayed is ERR_FATAL (-699).

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 13
Replica Sync will only synchronize with the target server if the Replica attribute value in the replica ring for the
target server indicates the replica state is Transition On.

Ø If the target server’s replica state, as specified in the source server’s replica ring, is not Transition On, the
following DSTrace messages display:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> replica on <TargetServerObjectName> is in state [ReplicaState],
Skulk aborted.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = -641

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST (-641).

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 14
The following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> Start outbound sync with (TargetServersReplicaNumber)
<TargetServersObjectName> state=[TargetServersReplicaState], type=[TargetServersReplicaType]
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Step 15
Replica Sync attempts to connect to the target server in order to synchronize the source server’s replica of a
specified partition.

Ø If an error occurs, the following  DSTrace messages display:

CurrentTime SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> failed to communicate with server
<TargetServersObjectName>, err = ErrorCode.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 16
Having successfully established an NCP™ connection to the target server, Replica Sync sends that server an NDS
Start Update Replica Request.

Ø If the reply from the target server is successful, Replica Sync continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply from the target server indicates an error, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 17
Replica Sync examines the error.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is received, Replica Sync retries the request using older
synchronization protocol versions still supported by the version of NDS on the source server.  Replica Sync
then continues with Step 16.

Ø If Replica Sync has already retried the request using older synchronization protocol versions, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = -683

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683).

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, if any error code other than ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is received, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Step 18
The following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: Using version SynchronizationProcotolVersion on server [LocalEntryIDofTargetServer]
<TargetServersObjectName>
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Step 19
Replica Sync examines the information received in the reply from the target server and ensures the replica ring
on the target server indicates the following:

• The target server’s replica of the partition has a replica state of Transition On.

• The target server’s replica type matches the replica type specified in the source server’s replica ring
for the target server.

Ø If either of the conditions above is false, Replica Sync submits an NDS End Replica Update Request to the
target server.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— failed, error = -641

Note:  The NDS error code displayed is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST (-641).

Replica Sync continues with Step 112.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 20
Replica Sync checks if the specified partition’s partition root object has been placed on the “Send All Objects” list
using DSRepair.NLM or the appropriate DSTrace command on the source server.

Ø If the partition root object has been placed on the list, the values of the Synchronized Up To attributes
received from the target server are replaced with zeros.  This allows the source server to send all objects
and their values in the specified partition.
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Step 21
The following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> TIMEVECTORS FOR SourceServersObjectName
AND TargetServersObjectName

     PartitionTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber
  LOCAL:
SyncUpToTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber
  REMOTE:
SyncUpToTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber

Note: The Synchronized Up To information displayed above was obtained locally for the source
server and from the reply received from the target server.  This is an example
representation.  Your server may have more timestamps displayed.

Step 22
Using the values of the Synchronized Up To attributes received from the target server, Replica Sync determines if
updates need to be sent to the target server.  Object updates are made if one of the following conditions is true:

• The source server has more Synchronized Up To attribute values than the target server.

• Any of the Synchronized Up To attribute values received from target server are older than the
corresponding value on the source server.

Ø If neither of the conditions above exist, Replica Sync continues with Step 108.

Ø If one of the conditions above exist, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 23
Replica Sync examines the replica type held by the target server.

Ø If the replica type is not a Subordinate Reference, Replica Sync continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica type is a Subordinate Reference, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 24
The following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> SENDING TO ———> (SUBREF)

Step 25
Replica Sync attempts to read the partition root object from the source server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the object, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continue with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 26
Before sending the target server any updates, Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database
to ensure it is available.

Ø If the source server’s database is no longer available, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ERR_DS_LOCKED

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 27
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 28
Replica Sync ensures it has not been disabled on the source server in the time that has elapsed since the
execution of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = -701

Note:  The NDS error code displayed is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare™ or the NetWare® v4.11™ operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The
following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  (no activity tag reported)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync then continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 29
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s NDS database.

Note: The first updates sent to the target server regarding the partition root object are the Obituary attribute
values existing on the object.  The target server sends only the Obituary attribute values that have
modification timestamps higher than the corresponding Synchronized Up To timestamps.

Ø If an error occurs while Replica Sync attempts to read the Obituary attribute values, the following error
message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error =
ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø However, if the obituary attribute values are read successfully and an error occurs in the reply to the
update request sent to the target server, the following error messages display:

SYNC: [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for PartitionRootObjectsName

    valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync then continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 30
Replica Sync checks for attribute values whose modification timestamps are higher than the timestamp in the
Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the partition root object has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 31
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation of
sending the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values, the following DSTrace message displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, if the attributes are retrieved, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 32
Replica Sync sends the target server the retrieved attribute values as an NDS Update Replica Request.  The
following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreatation Timestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectsName (ObjectsBaseClass)

Note:  This message indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved successfully from
the source server’s local database.

Ø If no errors are received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, Replica Sync continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 33
Replica Sync examines the error received in reply to the request sent to the target server.

Ø If the error is ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699), Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Note: These errors indicate the target server does not hold an instance of the object.

Ø Otherwise, if the error is not ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699), one or more of the following
DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: This message indicates an error was received from the target server in reply to the
update request.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: This message displays only if one or more object update is sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.
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Step 34
The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>

Step 35
Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of its attribute values.

Ø If an error is received, one or more of the following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: This DSTrace message indicates an error occurred in reply to the update request from the
target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

SAQ: Objects: 1, total changes: AttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.
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Step 36
The following DSTrace messages display:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: 1, total changes: AttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Step 37
Replica Sync attempts to read the partition root object from the source server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 38
Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database to ensure it is available.

Ø If the source server’s database is not available, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = -663

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 39
Replica Sync attempts to check whether it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø If processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing is not needed, Replica Sync continues with
the next step.
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Step 40
Replica Sync ensures it has not been disabled on the source server in the time that has elapsed since the
execution of the process.

Ø If Replica Sync has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = -701

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  (no activity tag reported)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 41
The obituary attribute values existing on the partition root object are sent to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs while Replica Sync attempts to read the attribute values from the source server’s NDS
database, the following error message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error =
ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø However, if the Obituary attribute values are read successfully and an error occurs in the reply to the NDS
Update Replica Request sent to the target server, the following error messages display:

SYNC: [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for PartitionRootObjectsName

    valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Ø However, if any obituaries exist on the partition root object being synchronized, they are retrieved from the
source server’s local database and sent to the target server as an NDS Update Replica Request.  Replica
Sync then continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 42
Replica Sync checks if the partition root object has any attribute values whose modification timestamps are
higher than the timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the partition root object has no attribute values to send to the target server, Replica Sync continues with
Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 43
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation of
sending the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 44
Replica Sync sends the target server the retrieved attribute values as an NDS Update Replica Request.  The
following DSTrace message displays:

   SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: This DSTrace message indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.

Ø If no error is received in reply, Replica Sync continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 45
Replica Sync examines the error received from the target server.

Ø If the error was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) nor ERR_FATAL (-699), then one or more of the following
DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare, or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 46
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold
in its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>

Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of the object’s attribute values.

Step 47
Replica Sync examines any error received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted request, one or more of the following DSTrace messages
may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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SAQ: Objects: 1, total changes: AttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 48
Replica Sync begins synchronizing each of the objects that are subordinate to the partition root object and that
are contained in the partition’s boundaries.

Note: During this process Replica Sync utilizes a list that identifies the container objects that have already
been sent.  This list is referred to as the “Parents Sent list.”  The Parents Sent list is empty at this
point in the process.

The process of synchronizing the partition root object’s subordinate objects begins with the partition root object
used as the object being synchronized.
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Step 49
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve from the source server’s NDS database the first subordinate object of the
specified object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the object information and the error received is not the NDS
error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601), the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 50
Replica Sync examines any error received in response to the attempt to retrieve the information from the source
server’s local database.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601) is received and the specified object is the partition
root object of the partition being synchronized, the following DSTrace message displays:

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates there are no subordinate objects of the partition root
object.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø However, if the specified object is not the partition root object, Replica Sync continues with Step 64.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 51
Having successfully retrieved the object information from the source server’s local database, Replica Sync uses
this object as the one being synchronized and places it in the Parents Sent list.

Step 52
Replica Sync checks to ensure the object being synchronized exists within the partition boundaries of the partition
being synchronized.

Ø If the specified object does not exist within the partition boundaries, Replica Sync continues with Step 78.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 53
Before sending the target server the updates regarding the object being synchronized, Replica Sync checks the
state of the source server’s local database to ensure it is available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = -663

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 54
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 55
The final check in preparing to send the updates to the target server of the object being synchronized is to
ensure the NDS Replica Synchronization background process has not been disabled on the source server in the
time that has elapsed since the execution of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = -701

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 56
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the object being synchronized are the object’s Obituary
attribute values.  If any Obituary attribute values exist on the object being synchronized, they are retrieved from
the source server’s local database and sent to the target server as an NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s database or in
reply to the request sent to the target server, one or more of the following DSTrace messages displays:

SYNC: [ObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for ObjectName

valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace messages above indicate the Obituary attribute values were read
successfully from the source server’s NDS database.  However, when the DSTrace
messages above occur in addition to the DSTrace message shown below, the error is
received in reply to the update request sent to the target server.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message shown immediately above, without any of the other DSTrace
messages, indicates an error occurred while attempting to read the Obituary attribute
values from the source server’s NDS database.

Replica Sync then continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 57
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has any attribute values with modification timestamps
higher than the corresponding timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the object being synchronized has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica
Sync continues with Step 63.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 58
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation to
send the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s local database,
one or more of the following DSTrace messages may be display:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 59
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreate Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber] ObjectName
(ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.

Replica Sync sends the retrieved attribute values of the object being synchronized to the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, Replica Sync continues with Step 63.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received from the target server, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 60
Replica Sync examines the error received.

Ø If the error was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) nor ERR_FATAL (-699), then one or more of the following
DSTrace messages displays:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 61
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold
in its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>

Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of the object’s attribute values.

Step 62
Replica Sync examines the reply from the target server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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SAQ: Objects: 1, total changes: AttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 63
Replica Sync checks if the object just synchronized with the target server is flagged as a deleted object.

Ø If the object is flagged as a deleted object, Replica Sync continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 64
Replica Sync examines the following conditions, with regard to the object just synchronized or just attempting to
be synchronized:

• The object has at least one subordinate object.
• The object belongs to the same partition as the partition being synchronized.

Ø If both of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 65
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has a sibling object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate a sibling or if the object has no siblings, Replica Sync
continues with Step 85.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 66
Replica Sync checks to ensure the object being synchronized exists within the partition boundaries of the partition
being synchronized.

Ø If the specified object does not exist within the partition boundaries, Replica Sync continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 67
Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database to ensure it is still available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = -663

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 68
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø If processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.
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Step 69
The final check in preparing to send the updates to the target server of the object being synchronized is to
ensure the Replica Sync has not been disabled on the source server in the time that has elapsed since the
execution of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = -701

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 70
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the object being synchronized are the object’s Obituary
attribute values.  If any Obituary attribute values exist on the object being synchronized, they are retrieved from
the source server’s local database and sent to the target server as an NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s database or in
reply to the request sent to the target server, one or more of the following DSTrace messages displays:

SYNC: [ObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for ObjectName

valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace messages above indicate the Obituary attribute values were read
successfully from the source server’s NDS database.  Additionally, when the DSTrace
messages above occur with the DSTrace message below, the error received is in reply to
the update request sent to the target server.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Note: An occurrence of the DSTrace message shown immediately above, without any of the
other messages above, indicates an error occurred while attempting to read the Obituary
attribute values from the source server’s NDS database.

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 71
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has any attribute values with modification timestamps
higher than the corresponding timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the object being synchronized has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica
Sync continues with Step 77.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 72
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation to
sending the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values, one or more of the following DSTrace
messages displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 73
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.

Replica Sync sends the retrieved attribute values of the object being synchronized to the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 77.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 74
Replica Sync examines the error received.

Ø If the error was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) nor ERR_FATAL (-699), one or more of the following
DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note:  The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 75
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold
in its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>

Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of its attribute values.

Step 76
Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, one or more of the

following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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SAQ: Objects: 1, total changes: AttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 77
Having successfully synchronized the object to the target server, Replica Sync ensures the object is not flagged as
a deleted object on the source server’s local database.

Ø If the object just synchronized is flagged as a deleted object, Replica Sync continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with Step 49.

Step 78
Because the object being synchronized is a partition root object on the source server and it is not the partition
root object of the partition currently being synchronized, Replica Sync determines if the source server should
instruct the target server to create a Subordinate Reference replica of the child partition.  Replica Sync examines
the following conditions:

• The object being synchronized is not flagged as a deleted object.
• The source server does not hold the Master replica of the partition root object.
• The source server’s replica state is not On and is not Join State 1.

Ø If any of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync cannot use the source server to instruct the target
server to create a Subordinate Reference replica.  Replica Sync continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 79
Because the object being synchronized is a partition root object and the source server holds the Master replica
with a replica state of either On or Join State 1, Replica Sync ensures the target server already holds a replica of
the partition.

Ø If the target server already holds a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica Sync continues
with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server does not already hold a replica of the partition root object’s partition,
Replica Sync submits an NDS Create Subordinate Reference Request to the target server.  The following
DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>,
 remote parent id is [PartitionRootObjectsParentObjectsLocalEntryID]

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 80
Ø If no error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace message

displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
succeeded.

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace
message displays and Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error=ErrorCode

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above only displays if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync then continues with Step 65.

Step 81
Because the object that Replica Sync is attempting to synchronize does not exist in the partition boundaries of the
partition being synchronized, Replica Sync determines if the object is the partition root object of a child partition.

Ø If the object is not a partition root object or the object is flagged as a deleted object in the source server’s
local database, Replica Sync continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 82
Having confirmed the object is a partition root object on the source server, Replica Sync determines if the source
server should instruct the target server to create a Subordinate Reference replica of the child partition.  Replica
Sync checks for the following conditions:

• The source server does not hold the Master replica of the partition root object.
• The source server’s replica state is not On and is not Join State 1.

Ø If any of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync cannot use the source server to instruct the target
server to create a Subordinate Reference replica.  Replica Sync continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 83
Replica Sync checks to ensure the target server already holds a replica of the partition.

Ø If the target server already holds a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica Sync continues
with Step 65.

Ø If the target server does not already hold a replica of the partition for which the object is the partition root
object, Replica Sync submits an NDS Create Subordinate Reference Request to the target server.  The
following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>,
 remote parent id is [PartitionRootObjectsParentObjectsLocalEntryID]

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 84
Replica Sync examines the reply from the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 succeeded.

Replica Sync continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace
message displays and Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error=ErrorCode

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 65.
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Step 85
Because the object being synchronized has no sibling objects, Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the object’s
parent object from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s parent, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes:
TotalAttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed, error =
ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 86
Having retrieved the parent object, Replica Sync checks if the object is actually the partition root object of the
partition  being synchronized.

Ø If the object is the partition root object, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes:
TotalAttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 87
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the sibling object of the object being synchronized.  If the sibling object is
retrieved successfully, then it is used as the object being synchronized.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s sibling or if the object does not have a sibling,
Replica Sync continues with Step 105.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 88
Replica Sync checks to ensure the object being synchronized exists within the partition boundaries of the partition
being synchronized.

Ø If the object does not exist within the partition boundaries, Replica Sync continues with Step 100.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 89
Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database to ensure it is still available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes:TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = -663

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 90
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 91
The final check in preparing to send the updates to the target server of the object being synchronized is to
ensure the Replica Sync has not been disabled on the source server in the time that has elapsed since the
execution of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error= -701

Note: The NDS error code displayed is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

Ø If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 92
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the object being synchronized are the object’s Obituary
attribute values.  If any Obituary attribute values exist on the object being synchronized, they are retrieved from
the source server’s local database and sent to the target server as an NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s database or in
reply to the request sent to the target server, one or more of the following DSTrace messages displays:

SYNC: [ObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for ObjectName

valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace messages above indicate the Obituary attribute values were read
successfully from the source server’s NDS database.  When the DSTrace messages above
occur in addition to the DSTrace message shown below, the error received is in reply to
the update request sent to the target server.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Note: An occurrence of the DSTrace message shown immediately above, without any of the
additional DSTrace messages, indicates an error occurred while attempting to read the
Obituary attribute values from the source server’s NDS database.

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 93
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has any attribute values with modification timestamps
higher than the corresponding timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the object being synchronized has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica
Sync continues with Step 99.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 94
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation of
sending the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values, one or more of the following DSTrace
messages may display:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 95
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreateTimestampSeconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.

Replica Sync sends the retrieved attribute values of the object being synchronized to the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 99.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 96
Because an error was received in reply to the request sent to the target server, Replica Sync examines the error.

Ø If the error was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) nor ERR_FATAL (-699), one or more of the following
DSTrace messages displays:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes:
TotalAttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed, error =
ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 97
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold
in its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>

Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of the object’s attribute values.

Step 98
Replica Sync examines the reply received from the target server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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SAQ: Objects: 1, total changes: AttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 99
Having successfully synchronized the object to the target server, Replica Sync checks to ensure the object is not
flagged as a deleted object on the source server’s local database.

Ø If the object just synchronized is flagged as a deleted object, Replica Sync continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with Step 49.

Step 100
Because the object that Replica Sync is attempting to synchronize does not exist within the partition boundaries of
the partition being synchronized, Replica Sync determines if the object is the partition root object of a child
partition.

Ø If the object is not a partition root object or if the object is flagged as a deleted object in the source
server’s local database, Replica Sync continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 101
Having confirmed the object is a partition root object on the source server, Replica Sync determines if the source
server should instruct the target server to create a Subordinate Reference replica of the child partition.  Replica
Sync checks for the following conditions:

• The source server does not hold the Master replica of the partition root object.
• The source server’s replica state is not On and is not Join State 1.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync cannot use the source server to instruct the target
server to create a Subordinate Reference replica.  Replica Sync continues with Step 87

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 102
Because the object being synchronized is a partition root object and the source server holds the Master replica
with a replica state that is either On or Join State 1, Replica Sync checks to ensure the target server already
holds a replica of the partition.

Ø If the target server already holds a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica Sync continues
with Step 87.

Ø However, if the target server does not already hold a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica
Sync submits an NDS Create Subordinate Reference Request to the target server.  The following DSTrace
message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>,
 remote parent id is [PartitionRootObjectsParentObjectsLocalEntryID]

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 103
Replica Sync examines the reply from the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
succeeded.

Replica Sync continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 104
The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error=ErrorCode

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.
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Step 105
Because the object being synchronized does not have a sibling object in the local database of the source server,
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the object’s parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s parent, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 106
Having retrieved the parent object, Replica Sync checks if the object is actually the partition root object of the
partition being synchronized.

Ø If the object is the partition root object, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

Note: The DSTrace message above displays only if at least one object update was sent.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServerObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 107
Using the parent object just retrieved as the object being synchronized, Replica Sync continues with Step 87.

Step 108
Replica Sync does not send updates to the target server because the Synchronized Up To attribute values
provided by the target server indicate the source server has no updates needed by the target server.

Step 109
Having completed synchronization with the target server, Replica Sync sends the target server an NDS End
Replica Update Request.

Ø If the reply from the target server indicates an error, the following DSTrace message displays:

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> error ErrorCode trying to end update to <TargetServersObjectName>.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 110
Replica Sync removes the partition root object of the partition just synchronized from the Send All Objects list,
provided each of the following conditions is true:

• No errors have occurred during the attempt to synchronize the partition with the target server.
• The partition is currently on the Send All Objects list.

Step 111
The following DSTrace message displays to indicate the source server has completed synchronizing the partition with
the target server.

SAQ: <PartitionRootObjectName> —— End Skulk Replica —— succeeded
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Step 112
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition to indicate it is no longer being synchronized with
another server and is available for synchronization to or from other servers.

Step 113
Replica Sync checks if any other requests for the synchronization of specific partitions have been received by the
source server.  If any such requests exist, Replica Sync continues with Step 6.

Step 114
Having completed the synchronization of the partitions as requested by other servers, Replica Sync begins the
synchronization of all partitions held by the source server.
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Step 115
Replica Sync sets a flag in NDS to indicate the source server’s Replica Synchronization background process is
active and no replica synchronization requests from other servers can be accepted by the source server.

Step 116
Replica Sync begins the synchronization process with the first partition held by the source server, as listed in the
partition database file.

Step 117
Replica Sync ensures the following:

• No updates on objects existing in the partition’s boundaries have been received from other servers.

• No modifications to objects existing in the partition’s boundaries have been made by clients.

• The partition has been synchronized at least once in the source server’s “High Convergence Heartbeat
Interval.”  The default value for this interval is 30 minutes; however, you can change the interval using
a DSTrace command (see Section V for more information).

Ø If all the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with Step 477.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 118
Replica Sync ensures the source server’s Replica Synchronization background process has been disabled since
the process began execution.

Ø If the process has been disabled using DSTrace, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED

Replica Sync continues with Step 478.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 119
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve, from the source server’s partition database, file information regarding the
partition being synchronized.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition information, Replica Sync aborts the attempt
to synchronize the partition and continues with Step 477.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 120
Replica Sync retrieves the replica ring for the partition root object of the partition being synchronized.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring,  Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute
at the ”Next Execution Time” and aborts the attempt to synchronize the partition.  Replica Sync continues
with Step 477.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 121
Having retrieved the replica ring, Replica Sync recalculates the value of the Next Execution Time variable.  The
minimum value is 61 and the maximum value varies depending on the total number of Replica attribute values
in the partition’s replica ring.

Step 122
The following DSTrace message displays:

CurrentTime
SYNC: Start sync of partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]

 type:[SourceServersReplicaType]

This message indicates the source server has begun the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the
partition being synchronized.

Step 123
Replica Sync ensures the partition being synchronized is not currently receiving updates from another server.

Ø If the current partition is receiving updates from another server’s NDS Replica Synchronization background
process, Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute again at the Next Execution Time.  Replica Sync then
aborts the attempt to synchronize the partition and continues with Step 477.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 124
Replica Sync places a synchronization lock on the partition root object of the partition being synchronized,
indicating the partition is being synchronized with another server.
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Step 125
To begin synchronizing the partition, Replica Sync requests the use of the transaction services of the source
server’s operating system.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request for the use of the transaction services, Replica Sync release
the synchronization lock on the partition and displays the following DSTrace messages:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 126
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the Synchronized Up To timestamps and replica ring for the partition being
synchronized.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server’s database,
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition and displays the following DSTrace
messages:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 127
Replica Sync examines the replica ring of the partition being synchronized.

Ø If the partition being synchronized has no replica ring, Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the
partition and displays the following DSTrace messages:

SYNC: PartitionRootObjectsName. has no Replica Ring.

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 128
Replica Sync ensures the source server has an entry in the replica ring.

Ø If the source server exists in the replica ring, Replica Sync continues with Step 134.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 129
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition information from the source server’s partition database file.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, Replica Sync releases the synchronization
lock on the partition and displays the following DSTrace messages:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 130
Replica Sync checks if the source server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the partition being
synchronized.

Ø If the source server’s replica type is not Subordinate Reference, Replica Sync continues with Step 133.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 131
Replica Sync uses the information in the partition root object’s replica ring to locate the server holding the
Master replica.

Ø If the source server cannot locate the server holding the Master replica, Replica Sync releases the
synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace messages display:

Orphan subref cannot find master. Contacted server <SuspectedNDSServerHoldingAnyReplicaType>.

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø However, if the source server identifies the server holding the Master replica and an error occurs during
the attempt to add the source server to the replica ring, Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on
the partition and displays the following DSTrace messages:

Orphan subref trying master on SuspectedNDSServerHoldingTheMasterReplica

Adding orphan subref, server contacted <SuspectedNDSServerHoldingTheMasterReplica> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

This step is continued on the next page.
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SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply is received from the target server, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.

Step 132
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition and displays the following DSTrace messages:

Added orphan subref to ring.

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Step 133
Ø If the source server does not exist in the partition root object’s replica ring and the source server’s replica

type is not Subordinate Reference, Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition.  The
following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: PartitionRootObjectsName has no replica pointer for this server.

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Step 134
Replica Sync checks the source server’s replica state.

Ø If the replica state is not Transition On, Replica Sync continues with Step 138.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s replica state is Transition On, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 135
Replica Sync attempts to contact each of the other servers listed in the replica ring of the partition being
synchronized and submits an NDS Synchronization Action Request.

For each successful reply from a server, the following DSTrace messages display:

CNTL: WakeSkulker for <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType] sent to <TargetServersObjectName> succeeded

For each error received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

CNTL: WakeSkulker for <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType] sent to <TargetServersObjectName> failed,
 error = ErrorCode

Step 136
Replica Sync checks the source server’s replica state.

Ø If the replica state remains in a Transition On state, Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the
partition and displays the following DSTrace messages:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 137
Ø If the source server’s replica state has advanced to an On state, Replica Sync requests the use of the

transaction services of the source server’s operating system.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request for the use of the transaction services, Replica Sync releases
the synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 138
Replica Sync checks for either of the following conditions:

• The source server’s replica ring has more than one server listed.
• The source server does not hold the Master replica.

Ø If either of the following conditions is true, Replica Sync continues with Step 143.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 139
Replica Sync determines if the partition being synchronized is involved in any of the following partition
operations:

• Merge Partition (Join)
• Split Partition
• Move Partition (Move SubTree)
• Repair Timestamps

Ø If the partition being synchronized is involved in any of the partition operations above, Replica Sync
continues with Step 143.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 140
Replica Sync ensures no objects are being moved into or out of the partition being synchronized.

Ø If any Move Object operations involve the partition being synchronized, Replica Sync continues with Step
143.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 141
Because the source server holds the only replica of the partition and no partition operations or Object Move
operations currently in progress involve the partition being synchronized, there is no need for Replica Sync to
send updates to other servers.

Therefore, Replica Sync pauses execution of the NDS Replica Synchronization background process and allows the
NDS Replica Purger background process to execute.  Replica Sync will resume after the completion of the NDS
Replica Purger background process.  (For information on the  NDS Replica Purger background process, see
“Replica Purger” later in this section.)
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Step 142
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Step 143
Replica Sync ensures the partition should be synchronized by checking the following:

• The source server’s replica state is New Replica.
• The partition being synchronized is involved in a partition operation.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica and either of the conditions above is true, Replica
Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: <PartitionRootObjectsName> ****** Synchronization temporarily suspended ******

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 144
Replica Sync checks if the source server holds the Master replica of the partition being synchronized.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, Replica Sync continues with Step 149.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 145
Ø If the source server holds the Master replica, Replica Sync ensures the partition being synchronized is not

involved in a Merge partition operation.

Ø If the partition is being merged with its parent partition and the source server’s replica state is either Join
State 0 or Join State 1, Replica Sync continues with Step 149.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 146
Ø If the source server holds the Master replica and the partition is being merged with its parent and the

source server’s replica state is Join State 2, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: <PartitionRootObjectsName> is waiting to Join, Sync. suspended temporarily.

Step 147
Replica Sync attempts to contact the server holding the Master replica of the parent partition for the partition
being synchronized.  Replica Sync informs the server the source server’s replica state is Join State 2.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the notification sent to the server holding the Master replica, Replica Sync
releases the synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 148
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Step 149
Replica Sync checks the replica type of the source server.

Ø If the type is Read-Only, Read Write, or Master, Replica Sync continues with Step 158.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 150
Because the source server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the partition being synchronized, Replica
Sync determines whether the source server needs to retain the replica.

Ø If the source server’s replica of the partition being synchronized is not at a replica state of On, then the
source server retains the replica.  Replica Sync continues with Step 158.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 151
The following DSTrace message displays indicating Replica Sync is determining if the source server’s Subordinate
Reference replica is still required by the source server.

SYNC: Checking if SUBREF <PartitionRootObjectsName> is necessary.
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Step 152
Replica Sync checks the following conditions to determine if the source server’s Subordinate Reference replica
should be retained:

• If the source server’s replica is at a replica state of New Replica.

• If the source server holds a replica of the parent partition of the partition being synchronized.  The
replica type of the parent partition is not Subordinate Reference.

Ø If either of the conditions above exist, Replica Sync retains the Subordinate Reference replica.  Replica Sync
continues with Step 158.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine whether the source server’s replica should be retained,
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continue with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 153
Ø If Replica Sync determines the source server’s Subordinate Reference replica of the partition being

synchronized is no longer needed, the following DSTrace message displays:

 SYNC: SUBREF <PartitionRootObjectsName> removed.
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Step 154
To successfully remove the source server’s replica, Replica Sync  performs the following tasks:

• Identifies the Master replica in the replica ring of the partition being synchronized
• Notifies the server holding the Master replica that the source server’s replica is being removed

Ø If an error occurs during either of these tasks, Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the
partition.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: If Replica Sync cannot identify the server holding the Master replica of the partition being
synchronized, the error code ERR_FATAL displays.

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø If the target server is notified of the removal of the replica, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 155
Replica Sync requests the use of the operating system’s transactions services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, Replica Sync notifies the server holding the Master replica
that the source server’s Subordinate Reference replica will be retained.  The synchronization lock on the
partition being synchronized is released.

The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 156
Replica Sync converts the partition root object into an external reference object on the source server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to convert the partition root object locally into an external reference,
Replica Sync notifies the server holding the Master replica that the source server’s Subordinate Reference
replica will be retained.  The synchronization lock on the partition being synchronized is released.

The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 157
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.
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Step 158
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition information from the source server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server’s local database,
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition.

The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 159
In preparation of synchronizing the partition with the other servers listed in the replica ring, Replica Sync sets the
All Servers Processed flag to True.

Step 160
Replica Sync performs the following tasks:

• Defines a “Target Server Retries” counter for each server listed in the replica ring of the partition being
synchronized.  The Target Server Retries counter controls the number of re-attempts that Replica Sync
makes to synchronize with the corresponding target server.  The initial value for this count is 10.

• Sets the last server in the replica ring as the target server used.
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Step 161
Replica Sync ensures the target server is not the source server.

Ø If the target server and the source server are the same, Replica Sync skips the server and continues with
Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 162
Replica Sync checks for the following conditions:

• If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the partition being synchronized

• If the target server’s replica state is New Replica or if its Replica attribute value contains incomplete
information

Ø If both of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync waits for the server holding the Master replica to
handle the target server’s replica.  Replica Sync clears the All Servers Processed flag and continues with
Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 163
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the source and target servers’ object information from the source server’s local
database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, Replica Sync clears the All Servers
Processed flag and continues with Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 164
The following DSTrace message displays, indicating outbound replica synchronization is beginning with the target
server.

SYNC: Start outbound sync with (#=TargetServersReplicaNumber, state=TargetServersReplicaState,
 type=TargetServersReplicaType) [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>

Step 165
Ø If the WAN Traffic Manager is being used on the source server, Replica Sync checks with it to determine if

the NDS Replica Synchronization background process is restricted from synchronizing with the target server.

Ø If the process is restricted, Replica Sync clears the All Servers Processed flag.  The following DSTrace
messages display:

SYNC: failed to communicate with server <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -720

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_CONNECTION_DENIED
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 166
Replica Sync attempts to establish an NCP connection and authenticate to the target server.

Ø If an error is received during the attempt to establish a connection with the target server, the All Servers
Processed flag is cleared.  The following DSTrace message displays:

 SYNC: failed to communicate with server <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version
5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information is
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, if an NCP connection is established with the target server, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.
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Step 167
Replica Sync submits an NDS Start Replica Synchronization Request to the target server.

Ø If the reply from the target server indicates success, Replica Sync continues with Step 174.

Ø If the error ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION occurs, Replica Sync continues with Step 168.

Ø If the error ERR_OLD_EPOCH occurs, Replica Sync continues with Step 169.

Ø If the error ERR_REPLICA_IN_SKULK occurs, Replica Sync continues with Step 170.

Ø If the error ERR_NEW_EPOCH occurs, Replica Sync continues with Step 171.

Ø If the error ERR_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS occurs, Replica Sync continues with Step 172.

Ø If any other error occurs, Replica Sync continues with Step 173.

Step 168
The reply received from the target server indicates it does not support the version of the synchronization
protocols used by the source server.  The source server changes to an older version of the synchronization
protocol and continues with Step 167.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server has attempted using all versions of the synchronization protocol supported
by the source server, Replica Sync clears the All Servers Processed flag and continues with Step 290.
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Step 169
The reply received from the target server indicates it has an older NDS epoch on its replica of the partition being
synchronized.  Therefore, the source server needs to send all objects and object attribute values existing in the
boundaries of the partition being synchronized.

To accomplish this, Replica Sync clears the Synchronized Up To timestamps received from the target server.  The
following DSTrace message displays:

BEGINNING NEW EPOCH ON <TargetServersObjectName>.

Replica Sync continues with Step 182.

Step 170
The reply received from the target server indicates the server is currently synchronizing the same partition with
another server.  Replica Sync checks the value of the target server’s Target Server Retries counter.

Ø If the counter’s value is greater than 1, Replica Sync decrements the counter and continues with Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, if the counter’s value is 0, Replica Sync clears the All Servers Processed flag.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_REPLICA_IN_SKULK (-698)
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 290.
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Step 171
The reply received from the target server indicates the server has a newer NDS epoch on its replica of the
partition being synchronized.  Therefore, no updates are accepted from the source server.

Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace messages:

SYNC: <TargetServersObjectName> has newer epoch. Delaying sync

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_NEW_EPOCH (-665)
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.
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Step 172
The reply received from the target server indicates the target server’s object is being moved using a Move
Object operation.  Replica Sync clears the Target Server Retries counter and clears the All Servers Processed
flag.  The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: move in progress on server <TargetServersObjectName>

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error.  The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS (-685)
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 290.
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Step 173
Replica Sync receives an unexpected reply from the target server.  Therefore, Replica Sync clears the Target
Server Retries counter and clears the All Servers Processed flag.  The following DSTrace message displays:

StartUpdateReplica ERROR ErrorCode to server <TargetServersObjectName>.

SYNC: unable to sync with server <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 290.
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Step 174
Having received a successful reply from the target server, Replica Sync clears the Target Server Retries counter
and displays the following DSTrace message:

SYNC: Using version SynchronizationProcotolVersion on server <TargetServersObjectName>

Step 175
Replica Sync ensures the information in the source server’s replica ring of the partition being synchronized is
complete.

Ø If the replica attribute value contains incomplete information, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica attribute value contains complete information, Replica Sync continues with Step
179.

Step 176
Replica Sync requests the use of the operating system’s transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition
being synchronized.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 177
Replica Sync attempts to update the attribute value as stored locally on the source server.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to update the attribute value, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared
and the synchronization lock on the partition being synchronized is cleared.  The following DSTrace
message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 178
Replica Sync clears the All Servers Processed flag and continues with Step 290.

Step 179
Replica Sync compares the target server’s replica type listed in the source server’s replica ring against the
replica type received from the target server.

Ø If the replica types do not match, the following DSTrace message displays:

Replica transition. LOCAL = TargetServersReplicaTypeOnSourceServer
 <TargetServersObjectName> = TargetServersReplicaTypeOnTargetServer

Additionally, if the target servers claims to hold a Subordinate Reference replica type and the source server
does not hold the Master replica, Replica Sync allows the server holding the Master replica to resolve this
condition and continue with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 180
Replica Sync examines the Synchronized Up To timestamps received from the target server.

Ø If the timestamp values are zero, Replica Sync continues with Step 182.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 181
Replica Sync determines whether the source server should send all objects and object attribute values existing
within the boundaries of the partition being synchronized by examining the following conditions:

• If the target server and the partition being synchronized have been placed on the Send All Objects list
using DSRepair.NLM or the appropriate DSTrace command

• If the target server’s replica state is New Replica

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync sends all information by zeroing the values of the
Synchronized Up To timestamps received from the target server.  Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 182
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace messages (which include both the source and target’s server
Synchronized Up To timestamps):

  TIMEVECTORS FOR SourceServersObjectName AND TargetServersObjectName
PartitionTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber

   LOCAL:
SyncUpToTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber
   REMOTE:
SyncUpToTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber

Note: The Synchronized Up To information displayed above was obtained locally for the source
server and from the reply received from the target server.  Your server may have more
timestamps displayed.
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Step 183
Replica Sync compares the values of the source server’s Synchronized Up To timestamps against the target
server’s Synchronized Up To timestamps and determines if any updates need to be sent to the target.  The
decision to send updates is made if any of the following conditions are true:

• The source server has more Synchronized Up To timestamps than the target server.

• Some of the timestamps received from target server are older than the corresponding timestamp on
the source server.

Ø If neither of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with Step 276.

Ø If at least one of the conditions is true, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 184
Before beginning synchronization with the target server, Replica Sync determines if the source server’s NDS
Replica Purger background process should be executed upon successfully completing the synchronization of the
partition.  (For more information on the Replica Purger background process, see “Replica Purger” later in this
section.)

Replica Sync checks for the following conditions:

• The partition being synchronized is involved in a Split Partition operation and the state has advanced
beyond Split State 0.

• The replica on the target server is in a Move State 0.

Ø If neither of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync notes the NDS Replica Purger background process
should not be executed for the partition being synchronized.  Replica Sync continues with Step 186.
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Step 185
Replica Sync checks the target server’s replica state.

Ø If the replica on the target server is in a Dying replica state, Replica Sync notes the NDS Replica Purger
background process should not be executed for the partition being synchronized.

Step 186
Replica Sync checks for the following conditions:

• The target server holds a Read-Only, Read/Write, or Master replica.

• The partition being synchronized is involved in a Split partition operation and the operation state has
advanced beyond Spilt State 0.

• The replica on the target server is in a Move State 0.

Ø If neither of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø If any of the conditions above is true, Replica Sync continues with Step 201.

Step 187
Because the target server holds a Subordinate Reference replica type, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SENDING TO (SUBREF)———> TargetServersObjectName
  SYNC: sending updates to server <TargetServersObjectName>
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Step 188
Replica Sync attempts to read the partition root object from the source server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the object from the source server’s local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, the Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.  (For more information on the Schema Synchronization
process, see “Schema Synchronization” later in this section.)

In addition, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 189
Before sending the target server any updates, Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database
to ensure it is still available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available for use by Replica Sync, the following DSTrace
message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -663

Note:  The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.  The NDS error code displayed above is
ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 190
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

In addition, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 191
The final check in preparing to send updates to the target server is to ensure the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process has not been disabled on the source server in the time that has elapsed since the execution
of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -701

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: (no activity tag reported)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 192
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the partition being synchronized are Obituary attribute
values that exist on the partition root object.  If any obituaries exist on the partition root object being
synchronized, they are retrieved from the source server’s local database and sent to the target server as an
NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s database or in
reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, then one or more of the following DSTrace messages displays:

   SYNC: [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for PartitionRootObjectsName

    valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Additionally, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 193
Replica Sync checks if the partition root object has any attribute values with modification timestamps higher than
the timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the partition root object has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 200.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 194
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation to
send the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values, the following DSTrace message displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 195
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

   SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreateTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,Event]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.
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Step 196
Replica Sync sends the target server the retrieved attribute values of the partition root object in an NDS Update
Replica Request.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, Replica Sync continues with Step 200.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 197
Replica Sync examines the error received.

Ø If the error was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) nor ERR_FATAL (-699), then one or more of the following
DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating
system with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the
error. The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 198
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold
in its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
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Step 199
Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of its attribute values.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, then one or more of the
following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The
following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS Error Code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process
is scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 200
Having successfully sent the updates of the partition root object to the target server, the following DSTrace
messages display:

  SYNC: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes:
 TotalAttributeValuesSent, sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

 SYNC: <PartitionRootObjectsName> Update to server <TargetServersObjectName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 276.

Step 201
Since the target server holds a readable replica type, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SENDING TO ———> TargetServersObjectName
  SYNC: sending updates to server <TargetServersObjectName>
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Step 202
Replica Sync attempts to read the partition root object from the source server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process
is scheduled to execute immediately.

The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 203
Before sending the target server any updates, Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database
to ensure it is still available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available for use by Replica Sync, the following DSTrace
message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -663

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 204
Replica Sync attempts to check if the background process should relinquish the source server’s processor to
another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process
is scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 205
The final check in preparing to send updates to the target server is to ensure the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process has not been disabled on the source server in the time that has elapsed since the execution
of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -701

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 206
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the partition being synchronized are Obituary attribute
values that exist on the partition root object.  If any obituaries exist on the partition root object being
synchronized, they are retrieved from the source server’s local database and sent to the target server as an
NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values or in reply to the NDS Update Replica
Request sent to the target server, one or more of the following DSTrace messages display:

   SYNC: [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for PartitionRootObjectsName

    valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process
is scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 207
Replica Sync checks if the partition root object has any attribute values with modification timestamps higher than
the timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the partition root object has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 214.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 208
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation to
send the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values, the following DSTrace message displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 209
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreateTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.
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Step 210
Replica Sync sends the target server the retrieved attribute values of the partition root object as an NDS Update
Replica Request.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, Replica Sync continues with Step 214.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 211
Replica Sync examines the error received.

Ø If the error received was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) nor ERR_FATAL (-699), then one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating
system with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the
error. The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process
is scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 212
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold
in its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
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Step 213
Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of its attribute values.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update
request from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating
system with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the
error. The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process
is scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 214
Replica Sync begins synchronizing each of the objects that are subordinate to the partition root object and that
are contained within the partition’s boundaries.

Note: The process of synchronizing the partition root object’s subordinate objects begins below, with the
partition root object being used as the object being synchronized.
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Step 215
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the first subordinate object of the specified object from the source server’s
NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the object information from the source server’s local database
and the error received is not the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601), the following DSTrace
message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø However, if the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601) was received, Replica Sync continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if no error was received, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 216
Replica Sync reexamines any error received.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601) is received and the specified object is the partition root
object of the partition being synchronized, then the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SYNC: update to server <TargetServersObjectName> successfully completed

Note: An occurrence of the aforementioned error, in the instance described above, indicates there are no
subordinate objects of the partition root object.

Replica Sync continues with Step 276.

Ø However, if no error was received and if the specified object is not the partition root object, Replica Sync
continues with Step 231.

Ø Otherwise, if no error was received, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 217
Having successfully retrieved the object information from the source server’s local database, Replica Sync uses this
object as the one being synchronized.

Step 218
Replica Sync checks to ensure the object being synchronized exists within the partition boundaries of the partition
being synchronized.

Ø If the specified object does not exist within the partition boundaries, Replica Sync continues with Step 246.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 219
Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database to ensure it is still available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available for use by Replica Sync, the following DSTrace
message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -663

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 220
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent, sent to server
<TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Ø If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the
NDS Schema Synchronization background process is scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 221
Replica Sync ensures the NDS Replica Synchronization background process has not been disabled on the source
server in the time that has elapsed since the execution of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -701

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS
version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information
is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 222
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the object being synchronized are the object’s Obituary
attribute values.  If any obituaries exist on the object being synchronized, they are retrieved from the source
server’s local database and sent to the target server as an NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values or in reply to the NDS Update Replica
Request sent to the target server, one or more of the following DSTrace messages displays:

   SYNC: [ObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for ObjectName

    valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 223
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has any attribute values whose modification timestamps are
higher than the corresponding timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the object being synchronized has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 230.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 224
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation to
send the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values, the following DSTrace message displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 225
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

   SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreateTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.
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Step 226
Replica Sync sends the target server the retrieved attribute values of the object being synchronized as an NDS
Update Replica Request.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, Replica Sync continues with Step 230.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 227
Replica Sync examines the error received.

Ø If an error was received and the error was either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699), Replica Sync
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the error was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699), then one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error.
The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent, sent to server
<TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Step 228
The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [ObjectsLocalEntryID]<ObjectName>
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Step 229
Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of its attribute values.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, then one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error.
The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 230
Replica Sync checks whether the object just synchronized with the target server is flagged as a deleted object.

Ø If the object is flagged as a deleted object, Replica Sync continues with Step 232.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 231
Replica Sync examines the following conditions, with regard to the object that was just synchronized or was just
attempted to be synchronized:

• The object has one or more subordinate objects.
• The object belongs to the same partition as the partition being synchronized.

Ø If both of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with Step 215.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 232
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has a sibling object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the sibling of the object being synchronized or if the object
being synchronized has no siblings, Replica Sync continues with Step 253.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 233
Replica Sync checks to ensure the object being synchronized exists within the partition boundaries of the partition
being synchronized.

Ø If the specified object does not exist within the partition boundaries, Replica Sync continues with Step 249.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 234
Replica Sync checks the state of the source server’s local database to ensure it is still available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available for use by Replica Sync, the following DSTrace
message displays:

SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server<TargetServersObjectName>

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -663

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 235
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 236
The final check in preparing to send the updates to the target server of the object being synchronized is to ensure
the NDS Replica Synchronization background process has not been disabled on the source server in the time that
has elapsed since the execution of the process.

Ø If the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -701

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS
version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information
is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 237
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the object being synchronized are the object’s Obituary
attribute values.  If any obituaries exist on the object being synchronized, they are retrieved from the source
server’s local database and sent to the target server as an NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values or in reply to the NDS Update Replica
Request sent to the target server, one or more of the following DSTrace messages displays:

   SYNC: [ObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for ObjectName

    valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 238
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has any attribute values with modification timestamps higher
than the corresponding timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the object being synchronized has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 245.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 239
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database in preparation to
send the update to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 240
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreateTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.
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Step 241
Replica Sync sends the target server the retrieved attribute values of the object being synchronized in an NDS
Update Replica request.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, Replica Sync continues with Step 245.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 242
Replica Sync examine the error.

Ø If the error was either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699), Replica Sync continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the error was neither ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699), then one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error.
The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Step 243
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold in
its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [ObjectsLocalEntryID]<ObjectName>
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Step 244
Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with all of its attribute values.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, then one or more of the
following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error.
The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Step 245
Having successfully synchronized the object to the target server, Replica Sync checks to ensure the object is not
flagged as a deleted object on the source server’s local database.

Ø If the object is flagged as a deleted object, Replica Sync continues with Step 232.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with Step 215.

Step 246
Because the object being synchronized is a partition root object on the source server and it is not the partition root
object of the partition currently being synchronized, Replica Sync determines if the source server should instruct the
target server to create a Subordinate Reference replica of the child partition.  Replica Sync examines the following
conditions:

• The object being synchronized is not flagged as a deleted object.
• The source server does not hold the Master replica of the partition root object.
• The source server’s replica state is not On and is not Join State 1.

Ø If any of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync cannot use the source server to instruct the target server
to create a Subordinate Reference replica.  Replica Sync continues with Step 232.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 247
Replica Sync checks to ensure the target server already holds a replica of the partition.

Ø If the target server already holds a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica Sync continues with
Step 232.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync submits an NDS Create Subordinate Reference Request to the target server and the
following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>,
 remote parent id is [PartitionRootObjectsParentObjectsLocalEntryID]

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 248
Replica Sync examines the reply received from the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
succeeded.

Replica Sync continues with Step 232.

This step is continued on the next page.
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Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error=ErrorCode

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Step 249
Since the object Replica Sync is attempting to synchronize does not exist within the partition boundaries of the
partition being synchronized, Replica Sync checks to determine if the object is the partition root object of a child
partition.

Ø If the object is not a partition root object or the object is flagged as a deleted object in the source server’s
local database, then Replica Sync continues with Step 232.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 250
Having confirmed the object is a partition root object on the source server, Replica Sync determines if the source
server should instruct the target server to create a Subordinate Reference replica of the child partition.  Replica
Sync examines the following conditions:

• The source server does not hold the Master replica of the partition root object.
• The source server’s replica state is not On and is not Join State 1.

Ø If either of the conditions shown are true, Replica Sync cannot use the source server to instruct the target
server to create a Subordinate Reference replica.  Replica Sync continues with Step 232

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 251
Replica Sync checks to ensure the target server already holds a replica of the partition.

Ø If the target server already holds a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica Sync continues with
Step 232.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync submits an NDS Create Subordinate Reference Request to the target server, and the
following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>,
 remote parent id is [PartitionRootObjectsParentObjectsLocalEntryID]

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 252
Replica Sync examines the reply received from the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
succeeded.

Replica Sync continues with Step 232.

Ø However, if an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error=ErrorCode

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.
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Step 253
Because the object being synchronized has no sibling objects, Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the object’s parent
object from the source server’s local database.

Ø If no error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s parent, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s parent, the following DSTrace
message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.
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Step 254
Having retrieved the parent object, Replica Sync checks if the object is actually the partition root object of the
partition being synchronized.

Ø If the object is not the partition root object for the partition being synchronized, Replica Sync continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is the partition root object, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

 SYNC: update to server <TargetServersObjectName> successfully completed

Replica Sync continues with Step 276.

Step 255
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the sibling object of the object being synchronized.

Ø If the sibling object is retrieved successfully, then this object is used as the object being synchronized.   Replica
Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s sibling or if the object does not have
a sibling object, Replica Sync continues with Step 273.

Step 256
Replica Sync checks to ensure the object being synchronized exists within the partition boundaries of the partition
being synchronized.

Ø If the object does not exist within the partition boundaries, Replica Sync continues with Step 269.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 257
Before sending the target server updates regarding the object being synchronized, Replica Sync checks the state of
the source server’s local database to ensure it is still available.

Ø If the source server’s NDS database is no longer available for use by Replica Sync, the following DSTrace
message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -663

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 258
Replica Sync attempts to check if it should relinquish the source server’s processor to another service.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if processor control should be relinquished, the following
DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, if processor control is successfully relinquished or if relinquishing the processor is not needed,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 259
The final check in preparing to send the updates to the target server of the object being synchronized is to ensure
the NDS Replica Synchronization background process has not been disabled on the source server in the time that
has elapsed since the execution of the process.

Ø If the process has not been disabled, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the process has been disabled, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: -701

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

The NDS error code displayed above is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701).

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS
version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information
is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  (no activity tag reported)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.
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Step 260
The first updates sent to the target server regarding the object being synchronized are the object’s Obituary
attribute values.  If any obituaries exist on the object being synchronized, they are retrieved from the source
server’s local database and sent to the target server as an NDS Update Replica Request.

Ø If no error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute values, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s
database or in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request sent to the target server, one or more of the
following DSTrace messages display:

   SYNC: [ObjectsLocalEntryID] obituary for ObjectName

    valueTime=ModificationTimestamp Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber type=ObituaryType,
 flags=ObituaryFlags, oldCTS=ObituariedObjectsCreationTimestamp
 Seconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.
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Step 261
Replica Sync checks if the object being synchronized has any attribute values with modification timestamps higher
than the corresponding timestamp in the Synchronized Up To values received from the target server.

Ø If the object being synchronized has no attribute values that should be sent to the target server, Replica Sync
continues with Step 268.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 262
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the attribute values from the source server’s local database with modification
timestamps higher than the corresponding timestamp in the Synchronized Up To

Ø If the values are retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to read the attribute values from the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

GEC: err ErrorCode EID[ObjectEntryID] VID[AttributeValueID] VSELF[AttributeValueOffset]

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Step 263
Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

   SYNC:[ObjectEntryID][ObjectsCreateTimestampSeconds,ReplicaNumber,EventNumber]
 ObjectName (ObjectBaseClass)

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the object and its attribute values were retrieved
successfully from the source server’s local database.
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Step 264
Replica Sync sends the target server the retrieved attribute values of the object being synchronized in an NDS
Update Replica Request.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the NDS Update Replica Request, Replica Sync continues with Step 268.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 265
Replica Sync examines the error.

Ø If the error received was either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699), Replica Sync continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, one or more of the following DSTrace messages may display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error.
The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

This step is continued on the next page.
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  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Step 266
An occurrence of either ERR_LOST_ENTRY (-694) or ERR_FATAL (-699) indicates the target server does not hold in
its local database an instance of the object being updated.  The following DSTrace messages displays:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode (remote lost entry).

SYNC: Resending [ObjectsLocalEntryID]<ObjectName>
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Step 267
Replica Sync attempts to resend the object with its attribute values.

Ø If no error is received from the target server, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in reply to the resubmitted NDS Update Replica Request, then one or more
of the following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: DCRequest err: ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates an error was received in reply to the update request
from the target server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system
with NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error.
The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent, sent to server
<TargetServersObjectName>

This step is continued on the next page.
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SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Step 268
Replica Sync checks to ensure the object is not flagged as a deleted object on the source server’s local database.

Ø If the object is flagged as a deleted object, Replica Sync continues with Step 232.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with Step 215.

Step 269
Because the object that Replica Sync is attempting to synchronize does not exist within the partition boundaries of
the partition being synchronized, Replica Sync checks to determine if the object is the partition root object of a child
partition.

Ø If the object is not a partition root object or if the object is flagged as a deleted object in the source server’s
local database, Replica Sync continues with Step 255.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 270
Having confirmed the object is a partition root object on the source server, Replica Sync checks to determine if the
source server should instruct the target server to create a Subordinate Reference replica of the child partition.
Replica Sync examines the following conditions:

• The source server does not hold the Master replica of the partition root object.
• The source server’s replica state is not On and is not Join State 1.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync cannot use the source server to instruct the target
server to create a Subordinate Reference replica.  Replica Sync continues with Step 255

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 271
 Replica Sync checks to ensure the target server already holds a replica of the partition.

Ø If the target server already holds a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica Sync continues with
Step 255.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server does not already hold a replica of the partition root object’s partition, Replica
Sync submits an NDS Create Subordinate Reference Request to the target server, and the following DSTrace
message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>,
 remote parent id is [PartitionRootObjectsParentObjectsLocalEntryID]
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Step 272
Replica Sync examines the reply received from the target server.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
succeeded.

Replica Sync continues with Step 255.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace
message displays:

SYNC: RemoteCreateSubRef for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error=ErrorCode

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.
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Step 273
Because the object being synchronized does not have a sibling object in the local database of the source server,
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the object’s parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s parent, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

  SYNC: error sending updates to <TargetServersObjectName> ERROR: ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

If the NDS error code received is either ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE, then the NDS Schema Synchronization background process is
scheduled to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 274
Having retrieved the parent object, Replica Sync checks if the object is actually the partition root object of the
partition being synchronized.

Ø If the object is the partition root object, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: Objects: TotalObjectsSent, total changes: TotalAttributeValuesSent,
 sent to server <TargetServersObjectName>

 SYNC: update to server <TargetServersObjectName> successfully completed

Replica Sync continues with Step 276.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 275
Using the parent object just retrieved as the object being synchronized, Replica Sync continues with Step 255.

Step 276
Replica Sync checks if the replica held by the target server is a Read-Only, Read/Write, or Master replica.

Ø If the replica is one of the replica types stated above and the target server’s replica state is On, then Replica
Sync notes that at least one server in the replica ring has been successfully updated.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 277
Replica Sync sends the target server an NDS End Replica Synchronization Request to indicate no additional updates
are being sent.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: error ErrorCode trying to end update

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS
version 5.95 (or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following information
tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Remote Error (REMOTE_ERROR)
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Debug Code Line: Number

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 278
Replica Sync determines if the source server’s Transitive Vector attribute value for the partition just synchronized
should be updated to reflect the successful synchronization with the target server.  The following conditions are
examined:

• An error occurred or was received during the synchronization attempt with the target server.

• It is determined that the NDS Replica Purger background process should not be executed on the partition
being synchronized.

Ø If both of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if only one of the conditions above is true, Replica Sync continues with Step 280.

Step 279
Replica Sync attempts to update the attribute value on the source server’s local database.

Ø If the attribute value is updated successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

 Merged transitive vector for [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to update the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

 Merged transitive vector for [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 280
Replica Sync checks if the target server and the partition root object of the partition just synchronized are both on
the Send All Objects list.

Ø If both objects are on the Send All Objects list, then the target server is removed from the list and the
following DSTrace message displays:

REMOVED server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName> from
 send all list for [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 281
Replica Sync determines if the target server’s replica state needs to be advanced from the replica state of New
Replica to either Transition On or On.  The following conditions are examined:

• If an error occurred or was received during the synchronization attempt with the target server

• If Replica Sync determined the source server’s Transitive Vector attribute value of the partition root
object for the partition synchronized was not updated

• If the source server does not hold the Master replica.

Ø If any of the conditions listed above are true, Replica Sync will not adjust the target server’s replica state at
this time.  Replica Sync then continues with Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 282
Replica Sync examines the replica state of the target server.

Ø If the target server’s replica is not in a replica state of New Replica, Replica Sync continues with Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 283
Having concluded the source server should adjust the target server’s replica state in the source server’s replica
ring,  Replica Sync schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to execute again in two seconds.

Step 284
Replica Sync examines the target server’s replica type.

Ø If the target server’s replica type is not Subordinate Reference, Replica Sync continues with Step 286.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 285
Because the target server’s replica type is Subordinate Reference, Replica Sync attempts to change the replica
state to On.

Ø If the attempt to update the replica attribute value for the target server in the source server’s replica ring
succeeds, Replica Sync continues with Step 290.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to change the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Attempt to turn replica [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName> ON on server
[TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName> failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 290.
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Step 286
Replica Sync examines each of the partitions on the source server to determine if they are child partitions of the
partition just synchronized.

Ø If no child partitions are found, Replica Sync continues with Step 289.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 287
For each child partition found, Replica Sync checks if the target server exists in that child partition’s replica ring.

Ø If the target server exists in each of the child partitions found, Replica Sync continues with Step 289.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 288
Having identified the child partitions not held by the target server, Replica Sync sends an NDS request to the target
server indicating it should create a Subordinate Reference replica of the specified child partition.

Note: One request is sent for each child partition for which the target server does not exist in the replica ring.

Ø If no error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Creating subref for <PartitionRootObjectsName> on <TargetServersObjectName> err =

After sending one request for each identified child partition, Replica Sync continues with Step 289.

Ø However, if an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace messages display:

Creating subref for <PartitionRootObjectsName> on <TargetServersObjectName> err = ErrorCode

Attempt to turn replica [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootsObjectName> ON
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Replica Sync continues with Step 290.
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Step 289
Having confirmed the target server holds the required replicas of the child partitions, Replica Sync attempts to
change the replica state to Transition On.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the attribute value, the following DSTrace message displays:

Attempt to turn replica [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName> ON
 on server [TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Note: The All Servers Processed flag is cleared.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 290
Replica Sync checks if any additional servers are specified in the partition’s replica ring.

Ø If there are additional servers listed, Replica Sync uses the next server in the replica ring as the target server
and continues with Step 161.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 291
Because Replica Sync has attempted to synchronize with each server in the partition’s replica ring, Replica Sync
checks if any servers have been missed.

Ø If the Target Server Retries counter for any server in the partition’s replica ring has a value higher than zero,
Replica Sync re-attempts to synchronize with that server.  This is accomplished by using that server as the
target server and continuing with Step 160.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 292
Having completed synchronization, either successfully or unsuccessfully, Replica Sync checks for the following
conditions:

• The source server’s replica state is not Dying.
• Replica Sync failed to note at least one server in the replica ring that was successfully updated.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with Step 298.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 293
Because the source server’s replica state is Dying and Replica Sync noted that at least one server in the replica ring
was successfully updated, Replica Sync attempts to clear the partition flags for the child partitions with Subordinate
Reference replicas.

Note: This allows the Subordinate Reference replica to be removed during subsequent executions
of this process.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the local server’s partition database file, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica failed <PartitionRootObjectsName> error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 298.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 294
Having successfully prepared the child partitions that are Subordinate Reference replicas, Replica Sync displays the
following DSTrace messages to indicate the partition just synchronized is being removed from the source server.

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica - Start <PartitionRootObjectsName>

Step 295
Replica Sync determines is the partition should be removed or if the partition should be converted into a Subordinate
Reference replica.

Ø If the partition is the [Root] partition or if the source server does not hold the partition’s parent partition, the
following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica - Converting <PartitionRootObjectsName> to EXTREF.

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the partition is being removed.

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the partition’s parent partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica - Converting <PartitionRootObjectsName> to a SUBREF.

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the partition is being converted into a subordinate
reference partition

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 296
To successfully remove or convert the source server’s replica, Replica Sync notifies the server holding the Master
replica that the source server’s replica is being removed or converted.  To accomplish this, Replica Sync:

• Attempts to identify the Master replica in the replica ring of the partition being synchronized, as held by
the source server

• Sends the server holding the Master replica of the partition being synchronized a notification that the
source server’s replica is being modified.

Ø If an error occurs during either of the actions above, two of the following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica - LinkReplica for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message displayed above is shown only if the partition is being removed.

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica - <PartitionRootObjectsName>. Master not found in local ring.

Note: The DSTrace message displayed above is shown only if the source server’s replica is being
converted into a Subordinate Reference replica.

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica failed <PartitionRootObjectsName> error = ErrorCode

Note: If Replica Sync cannot identify the server holding the Master replica of the partition being
converted, the NDS error code ERR_FATAL displays in the DSTrace message shown above.

Replica Sync continues with Step 298.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 297
Replica Sync converts the objects existing in the partition into external reference objects on the source server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to convert the objects locally into external references, then Replica Sync
notifies the server holding the Master replica that the source server’s partition has been retained.

Additionally, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica failed <PartitionRootObjectsName> error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 298
Having completed the synchronization of the partition, Replica Sync determines whether the NDS Replica Purger
background process should be executed on the partition.

Ø If the NDS Replica Purger background process should not be executed on the partition, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

However, if no conditions occurred that caused Replica Sync to note that the process should not be executed
on the partition, then Replica Sync pauses execution of the NDS Replica Synchronization background process
and allows the NDS Replica Purger background process to execute (see “Replica Purger” later in this section
for more information).  The NDS Replica Synchronization background process will resume execution after the
completion of the NDS Replica Purger background process.

Step 299
Replica Sync checks if the All Servers Processed flag is still set as True.

Ø If at any point during the synchronization of this partition the All Servers Processed flag was cleared, Replica
Sync continues with Step 465.

Ø However, if the flag is still set as True, then Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 300
Ø If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version 5.95

(or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the successful completion of the process. The
following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Successful Synchronization (COMPLETE_SYNC)
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Error Code Received:
Debug Code Line: Number

Step 301
Replica Sync checks if the partition just synchronized is involved with a partition operation.

Ø If the partition is not involved in a partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 463.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 302
To process a partition operation, Replica Sync attempts to read the partition’s replica ring.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring from the source server’s local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 303
Using the partition control information from the local server’s database, Replica Sync identifies the partition
operation that is occurring.

Ø If the partition operation is an NDS Split partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 304.

Ø If the partition operation is an NDS Merge partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 318.

Ø If the partition operation is an NDS Repair Timestamps operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 396.

Ø If the partition operation is an NDS Move partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 398.

Ø If the partition operation is an NDS Change Replica Type partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step
440.

Ø If the partition is locked because the partition’s parent partition or one of its child partitions is involved in a
partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 448.

Ø Otherwise, because Replica Sync is unable to identify the partition operation that is occurring, Replica Sync
continues with Step 449.

Step 304
Ø If the partition root object is the new partition being formed, Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace

message:

CHILD SPLITTING, WAITING FOR PARENT TO FINISH!

Replica Sync continues with Step 450

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 305
Replica Sync examines the partition control state.

Ø If the partition control state is not Split State 0, Replica Sync continues with Step 309.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 306
Replica Sync examines the partition root object of the partner partition in an attempt to locate Obituary attribute
values.

Note: The partner partition of the original partition root object is the partition root object  being created.  The
partner partition of the partition root object being created is the original partition root.

Ø If no obituary attribute values are found, Replica Sync continues with Step 308.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 307
Replica Sync examines the attribute values that were found.

Ø If all obituaries are the obituary type Dead and all the obituaries are flagged as Purgeable, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.

Ø However, if any other obituary type is found or if any obituary type Dead is found with its obituary not flagged
as Purgeable, then the following DSTrace message displays:

SPLITTING: Partition [PartitionRootsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName> with
 [PartnerPartitionRootsLocalEntryID]<PartnerPartitionRootObjectsName>
 Waiting to cleanup obituaries.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ERR_PARTITION_BUSY

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 308
Because the partner partition root object has no Obituary attributes that require processing, Replica Sync attempts
to advance the partition control state to the next level.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to advance the partition control state, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 309
Because the Split partition operation has advanced beyond the state Split State 0, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SPLITTING — BEGIN STATE 0

Step 310
Replica Sync determines if more than one readable replica of the partition exists.

Ø If only one readable replica exists, Replica Sync permits the Split partition operation to occur and continues
with Step 312.

Ø However, if more than one readable replica exists, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 311
Replica Sync attempts to establish an NCP connection and authenticates to each of the servers holding a
readable replica.  Replica Sync then compare the creation timestamp of the servers just authenticated with
the source server’s creation timestamp for the partition root being created.

Ø If the creation timestamps on all the servers holding readable replicas are the same, Replica Sync permits the
Split partition operation to continue.

Ø However, if the creation timestamps on the servers differ, Replica Sync displays the following DSTrace message:

Auto-aborting split partition.

Replica Sync continues with Step 314.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to establish a connection or during the attempt to authenticate,
the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 312
Replica Sync attempts to inform each of the servers that hold a readable replica to perform the split.

Ø If an error occurs or is received in reply from a server, one or more of the following DSTrace messages
display:

WARNING: Create Partition is having trouble with server TargetServersObjectName!!!
 error = ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the error was returned by the specified target server.

SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Ø Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 313
The following DSTrace message displays to indicate all servers successfully split the partition.

Successfully split all partitions in ring.

Step 314
Replica Sync attempts to advance the replica states to On and to clear the partition control information from the
partition root object.

Ø If an error occurs during this attempt, the following DSTrace messages display:

1Error ErrorCode splitting partitions.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 315
Replica Sync recalculates only the Inherited ACL attribute values for the new partition root object, if the Split
partition operation was not aborted.

Ø If the Split partition operation was aborted, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to recalculate the Inherited ACL values, the following DSTrace
messages display:

Error ErrorCode splitting partitions.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 316
Replica Sync adds both partition root objects, along with the servers that hold the readable replicas, to the Send All
Objects list.

Ø If the attempt to add the specified objects to the Send All Objects list is successful, the following DSTrace
messages display:

ADDED PartitionRootsLocalEntryID and PartnerPartitionRootsLocalEntryID to partition busy list.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the partition root objects or server objects to the Send All Objects
list, the following DSTrace message displays:

Error ErrorCode adding ID’s to partition busy list.
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Step 317
The following DSTrace message displays:

SPLITTING — END STATE 0

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 318
Ø If the partition that was just synchronized is the child partition that is merging into the parent partition, Replica

Sync continues with Step 357.

Step 319
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition control information for the child partition from the server that holds
the Master replica of that partition.

Ø If no error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information and the error is not ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
(-603) or ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602), the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Note If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the child partition, Replica Sync will
have to locate the server that holds the Master replica of the child partition.

Additionally, after identifying the appropriate server, Replica Sync attempts to establish an
NCP connection to that server and then attempts to authenticate to that server.  Any error
that occurs during these attempts will be reflected above.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, if either the error ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE (-603) or ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602) occurred,
Replica Sync aborts this partition operation by continuing with Step 322.
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Step 320
Replica Sync examines the partition control information retrieved from the partition root object of the child partition
to ensure it is involved in the NDS Merge partition operation that is occurring.  The following conditions are
checked:

• The child partition is NOT involved in a partition operation.

• The child partition is involved in a partition operation; however, the partition operation is not an NDS
Merge partition operation.

• The child partition’s partner partition is not the partition that was just synchronized.

Ø If any of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync aborts this partition operation by continuing with Step
322.

Ø However, if none of the conditions above are true, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 321
Using the partition control information retrieved from the child partition’s partition root object, Replica Sync checks
for the following conditions:

Ø If the partition control state is Join State 0, Replica Sync continues with Step 323.

Ø If the partition control state is Join State 1, Replica Sync continues with Step 343.

Ø If the partition control state is Join State 2, Replica Sync continues with Step 356.

Ø Otherwise, if Replica Sync is unable to identify the partition control state, Replica Sync continues with Step
449.
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Step 322
Ø If the partition operation should be aborted, Replica Sync clears the source server’s partition control information

and sets the replica state of each server in the replica ring to On.

Ø If the attempt to change the information on the source server’s local database is successful, the following
DSTrace message displays:

JOINING DOWN — [PartitionRootsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 with [PartnerPartitionRootsLocalEntryID]<PartnerPartitionRootObjectsName>
 ABORTED !!!! err =

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to clear the source server’s partition control information or to
advance the replica states to On, the following DSTrace messages display:

JOINING DOWN — [PartitionRootsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 with [PartnerPartitionRootsLocalEntryID]<PartnerPartitionRootObjectsName>
 ABORTED !!!! err = ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 323
The following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING DOWN — BEGIN STATE 0
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Step 324
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the child partition.

Ø If the attempt to retrieve the replica ring was successful, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 325
Replica Sync compares each of the replica attribute values of the child partition’s replica ring with the parent
partition’s replica ring.  This is done to ensure the servers that hold a replica of the child partition also hold a replica
of the parent partition.

Ø If each server in the child partition’s replica ring also exists in the replica ring of the parent partition, Replica
Sync continues with Step 328.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 326
Replica Sync attempts to establish an NCP connection and authenticate with each server that holds a replica of the
child partition but does not hold a replica of the parent partition.

Ø If the source server is able to connect to  and authenticate with all qualifying servers, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to establish a connection or in reply to the authentication
attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 327
Replica Sync sends a request to each of the qualifying servers indicating they should create a Subordinate Reference
replica of the parent partition.

Ø If a successful reply is received from each of server sent a request, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error is received in reply to any of the requests sent, the following DSTrace message displays:

Creating subref for <ParentPartitionsObjectName> on <TargetServersObjectName> err = ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 328
Replica Sync examines the replica ring of the parent partition to determine if any Read-Only replicas exist.

Ø If any Read-Only replicas exist, Replica Sync continue with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if no Read-Only replicas of the parent partition exist, Replica Sync continues with Step 331.
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Step 329
Replica Sync ensures that each server holding a Read-Only replica of the parent partition does not hold a Read/
Write replica of the child partition.

Ø If no server is found that holds a Read-Only replica of the parent partition and a Read/Write replica of the
child partition, Replica Sync continues with Step 331.

Ø Otherwise, if a server is found that holds a Read-Only replica of the parent partition and a Read/Write of the
child partition, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 330
Replica Sync attempts to change each qualifying server’s replica type of the parent partition to a Read/Write
replica.

Ø If the modification for each qualifying server is successful, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to apply the modification to the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 331
Replica Sync attempts to locate a server that holds a Subordinate Reference replica by examining each of the
replicas that exist in the parent partition’s replica ring.

Ø If no server that holds a Subordinate Reference replica is found in the replica ring, Replica Sync continues with
Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if a server is found that holds a Subordinate Reference replica, Replica Sync continues with the
next step.
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Step 332
Replica Sync examines the replica ring of the child partition to determine if the server that holds a Subordinate
Reference replica of the parent partition holds a replica, of any type, of the child partition.

Ø If the server that holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the parent partition is not found in the replica ring
of the child partition, Replica Sync continues with Step 334.

Ø Otherwise, if the server exists in the replica ring of the child partition, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.

Step 333
Because the server that holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the parent partition also holds a replica of the
child partition, Replica Sync attempts to convert that server’s replica into a Read/Write replica.

Ø If an error is received during the attempt to convert the replica type, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, if no error is received, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Note: By continuing with Step 450, Replica Sync is allowing time to convert the replica.

Step 334
Replica Sync prepares to examine the replica ring of the child partition to determine if each server that exists in the
replica ring also exists in the replica ring of the parent partition.

Note: The first server specified in the replica ring of the child partition is first examined.

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 335
Replica Sync checks if the specified server also exists in the replica ring of the parent partition.

Ø If the specified server exists in the replica ring of the parent partition, Replica Sync continues with Step 338.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 336
Replica Sync determines the replica type that should be added to the specified server.  If the specified server’s
replica type of the child partition is:

• Master, then Replica Sync proposes a replica type of Read/Write.

• Read/Write, then Replica Sync proposes a replica type of Read/Write.

• Read-Only, the Replica Sync proposes a replica type of Read-Only.

• Subordinate Reference, then Replica Sync proposes a replica type of Read-Only.

Step 337
Replica Sync attempts to add a new entry into the source server’s replica ring of the parent partition.  The new
replica attribute value will be for the specified server with the proposed replica type and a replica state of New.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the source server’s local database, the following DSTrace
message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, if the attempt is successful, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 338
Replica Sync checks if another server that has not already been examined exists in the replica ring of the child
partition.

Ø If another server exists in the child partition’s replica ring, Replica Sync continues with Step 335.

Ø Otherwise, if all servers in the child partition’s replica ring have been checked, Replica Sync continues with
the next step.

Step 339
Replica Sync determines if any replicas of the parent partition were added to a server that holds a replica of the
child partition.

Ø If Replica Sync modified the source server’s replica ring, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Note: By continuing with Step 450, Replica Sync allows time for the new replicas of the parent partition to
be added.

Ø Otherwise, if all servers that hold a replica of the child partition also hold a replica of the parent partition,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 340
To ensure each entry has a replica state of Join State 0, Replica Sync checks the replica states of the entries in the
replica ring of the parent partition.

Ø If every entry in the replica ring has a replica state of Join State 0, Replica Sync continues with Step 342.

Ø Otherwise, if a replica attribute value is found that does not have a replica state of Join State 0, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.
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Step 341
Replica Sync attempts to change the replica state of Replica attribute value to a replica state of Join State 0.

Ø If no errors are encountered during the attempt, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Note: By continuing with Step 450, Replica Sync allows time for the new replica states of the parent
partition to synchronized with the servers identified by the Replica attribute values.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the Replica attribute values on the source server’s
local database, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 342
Replica Sync attempts to advance the partition control state to Join State 1.  Regardless of the results of the attempt
to modify the partition control information on the source server’s local database, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JOINING DOWN — END STATE 0

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 343
The following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING DOWN — BEGIN STATE 1
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Step 344
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition control information for the child partition from the source server’s
local database.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to retrieve the partition control information, the following
DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 345
Replica Sync examines the partition control information for the child partition.

Ø If the partition operation listed is not a Merge partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø If the partition control state listed is not Join State 2, the following DSTrace message displays:

PARENT REPORTING CHILD IS STILL IN STATE PartitionControlStateNumber

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø However, if the partition operation listed is a Merge partition operation and the partition control state listed is
Join State 2, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 346
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the replica ring of the child partition from the source server’s local database.

Ø If the replica ring is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the following DSTrace message
displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 347
Replica Sync ensures each server in the replica ring of the child partition also exists in the replica ring of the parent
partition.

Ø If all servers that exist in the replica ring of the child partition are found in the parent partition’s replica ring,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a server exists in the replica ring of the child partition and does not exist in the replica ring of the
parent partition, Replica Sync continues with Step 349.

Step 348
Replica Sync ensures each of the servers that hold replicas of the child partition also hold, at minimum, a readable
replica of the parent partition.

Ø If all servers that hold replicas of the child partition also hold readable replicas of the parent partition, Replica
Sync continues with the Step 351.

Ø Otherwise, if a server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the parent partition, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.
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Step 349
The following DSTrace message displays:

PARENT’S RING DID NOT MATCH CHILD’S.  Going back to RS_JS_0 state.!!!

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates a server was found in the replica ring of the child
partition that either does not exist in the replica ring of the parent partition or that holds a
Subordinate Reference replica of the parent partition.

Step 350
Replica Sync attempts to modify the partition control information for the parent partition on the source server’s
local database.  The partition operation and partner partition information remain unchanged while the partition
control state downgrades to Join State 0.

Ø If the modification is successful, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the source server’s partition control information in
its NDS database, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 351
Replica Sync attempts to establish an NCP connection with each of the servers listed in the parent partition’s replica
ring.  Additionally, Replica Sync requests each server merge the parent and child partitions in their local NDS
database.

Ø If no errors are received during the connection attempts or in reply to the request that the servers merge the
parent and child partitions, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received during either the connection attempt or in reply to the merge request, the
following DSTrace messages display:

WARNING: Merge Partitions is having trouble with server TargetServersObjectName!!!
 error = ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 352
Replica Sync attempts to merge the parent and child partitions in the source server’s local database.

Ø If no error occurs during the attempt to merge the partitions locally, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is encountered during the attempt to merge the parent and child partitions in the
source server’s NDS database, the following DSTrace messages display:

WARNING: Merge Partitions is having trouble with this server!!! error = ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 353
Replica Sync attempts to clear the partition control information for the parent partition and to set each replica of the
parent partition to a replica state of On.

Note: Because the parent and the child partitions were merged successfully, the child partition no longer exists.

Ø If the attempt to clear the partition control information and to advance the replica states is successful, Replica
Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to clear the partition control information or while attempting
to advance the replica states on the source server’s local database, the following DSTrace message displays:

JoinPartitions is having problems!!! err = ErrorCode

JOINING DOWN — END STATE 1

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 354
Ø If more than one server exists in the parent partition’s replica ring, Replica Sync attempts to add the partition

root object of the parent partition and the servers listed in the replica ring of the parent partition to the source
server’s Send All Objects list.

Ø If only one server exists in the replica ring, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the partition root object and the servers listed in the replica ring were successfully added to the
source server’s Send All Objects list, the following DSTrace message displays:

ADDED PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID to partition busy list.

Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute in two seconds and continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to add the partition root object or the servers listed in the
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replica ring to the source server’s Send All Objects list, the following DSTrace messages display:

Error  adding id to partition busy list.

JOINING DOWN — END STATE 1

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute in two seconds and then continues with Step 460.

Step 355
The following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING DOWN — END STATE 1

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 356
The following DSTrace message displays:

PARENT ENTERED JOIN STATE 2

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.
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Step 357
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition control information for the parent partition from the server that holds
the Master replica of that partition.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information and the error is not
ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE (-603) or ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602), the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Note: If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the parent partition, Replica Sync
has to locate the server that holds the Master replica of the parent partition.

Additionally, after identifying the appropriate server, Replica Sync attempts to establish an
NCP connection to that server and then attempts to authenticate to that server.  Any error
that occurs during these attempts will be reflected above.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync aborts this partition operation by continuing with Step 361.

Step 358
Replica Sync examines the partition control information retrieved from the partition root object of the parent
partition.

Ø If the parent partition is reporting that it is involved in a Merge partition operation, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the parent partition is reporting that it is not involved in a Merge partition operation, Replica
Sync aborts the partition operation on the source server’s replica of the child partition by continuing with Step
361.
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Step 359
Replica Sync continues examining the partition control information retrieved from the partition root object of the
parent partition.

Ø If the parent partition is reporting that the partner partition is the partition root object of the child partition;
Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the parent partition is reporting that the partner partition root object is not the partition root
object of this child partition, Replica Sync aborts the partition operation on the source server’s replica of the
child partition by continuing at Step 361.
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Step 360
Replica Sync finishes examining the partition control information retrieved from the partition root object.

Ø If the partition control state is Join State 0, Replica Sync continues with Step 362.

Ø If the partition control state is Join State 1, Replica Sync continues with Step 378.

Ø If the partition control state is Join State 2, Replica Sync continues with Step 394.

Ø Otherwise, if Replica Sync is unable to identify the partition control state, Replica Sync continues with Step
449.

Step 361
Replica Sync attempts to abort the partition operation by setting the replica states of the child partition replicas to
On and then clearing the partition control information for the child partition.

Ø If the information is cleared successfully and the replica states are set to On, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JOINING UP — [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 with [PartnerPartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 ABORTED !!!! err =

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to set the replica states to On or to clear the partition control
information from the source server’s NDS database, the following DSTrace messages display:

JOINING UP — [PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 with [PartnerPartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectsName>
 ABORTED !!!! err = ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 362
The following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING UP — BEGIN STATE 0

Step 363
Replica Sync prepares to examine each entry in the child partition’s replica ring, beginning with the first Replica
attribute value.

Step 364
Replica Sync examines the replica type of the entry in the replica ring to determine if it is a Subordinate Reference
replica.

Ø If the replica type is Subordinate Reference, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica type is Read-Only, Read/Write, or Master, Replica Sync continues with Step 367.

Step 365
Replica Sync attempts to establish an NCP connection with the server specified in the replica attribute value and
then attempts to authenticate to the server.

Ø If Replica Sync is able to establish a connection with the target server and then authenticate to it, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received during the attempt to establish a connection with the target server or while
attempting to authenticate to it, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 366
Replica Sync requests the target server create a Subordinate Reference replica for each of the child partition’s
sibling partitions.

Ø If no error is received in the reply from the target server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Creating subref for <SiblingPartitionsObjectName> on <TargetServersObjectName> err =

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in the reply from the target server, the following DSTrace messages display:

Creating subref for <SiblingPartitionsObjectName> on <TargetServersObjectName> err = ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 367
Replica Sync checks if any additional replica attribute values exist in the child partition’s replica ring.

Ø If no additional values exist in the replica ring, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another value exists, Replica Sync examines the next value by continuing with Step 363.

Step 368
Replica Sync once again examines the replica ring of the child partition in an attempt to locate servers that hold
Subordinate Reference replicas of the child partition.

Ø If no servers in the child partition’s replica ring hold a Subordinate Reference replica, Replica Sync continues
with Step 367.

Ø Otherwise, if servers that hold Subordinate Reference replicas of the child partition are found, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.
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Step 369
Replica Sync attempts to modify each replica attribute value on the child partition’s partition root object that
identifies a server holding a Subordinate Reference replica.  The modification will change the replica type from
Subordinate Reference to Read-Only, and the replica state from Join State 0 to New.

Ø If the modification of the appropriate Replica attribute values is successful, Replica Sync continues with Step
450.

Note: By continuing with Step 450, Replica Sync allows time for the Read-Only replicas of the child
partition to be added to the corresponding servers.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the values in the source server’s local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 370
Replica Sync checks the replica state of each entry in the replica ring of the child partition.

Ø If all the replica attribute values in the replica ring have a replica state of Join State 0, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any of the replica attribute values in the replica ring do not have a replica state of Join State 0,
Replica Sync continues with Step 374.
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Step 371
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the parent partition from the server that holds the Master
replica of that partition.

Ø If the replica ring of the parent partition is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message
displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Note: If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the parent partition, Replica Sync
will have to locate the server that holds the Master replica of the child partition.

Additionally, after identifying the appropriate server, Replica Sync attempts to establish an
NCP connection to that server and then attempts to authenticate to that server.  Any error
that occurs during these attempts will be reflected above.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 372
Replica Sync compares the replica rings of the parent and child partitions to ensure each server that holds a
readable replica of the parent partition also holds a replica of the child partition.

Ø If each server that holds a readable replica of parent partition also holds a replica of the child partition,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any server in the parent partition’s replica ring is not found in the child partition’s replica ring,
the following DSTrace message displays:

CHILD’S RING DOES NOT MATCH PARENT’S.

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.
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Step 373
Replica Sync attempts to modify the partition control information for the child partition on the source server’s local
database.  The partition operation and partner partition information remain unchanged, while the partition control
state is advanced to Join State 1.

Ø If the information is updated successfully on the source server’s NDS database, Replica Sync continues with
Step 375.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition control information for the child
partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 374
Replica Sync attempts to change the replica state of any server listed in the replica ring of the child partition that
has a replica state of On.  The replica state is changed to Join State 0.

Ø If the attempt to modify the replica attribute values on the source server’s local database is successful,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the values, the following DSTrace message
displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 375
The following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING UP — END STATE 0
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Step 376
Replica Sync counts the number of replicas of the child partition that exist.

Ø If only one replica exists, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of
the parent partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on that
server to execute immediately.

Step 377
Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 378
The following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING UP — BEGIN STATE 1

Step 379
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the object information from the source server’s local database for the partition
root object of the parent partition.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server’s NDS
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 380
Replica Sync examines the object information retrieved to determine if the object is a partition root object on the
source server.

Ø If the object is identified as a partition root object, Replica Sync continues with Step 382.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not a partition root object on the source server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JOINING UP — BEGIN STATE 1 (waiting for parent replica)

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 381
Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the parent
partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on that server to execute
immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 382
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition control information for the parent partition from the source server’s
local database.

Ø If the partition control information is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message
displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 383
Replica Sync examines the partition control information retrieved to ensure the identified partner partition is the
child partition.

Ø If the child partition is listed as the partner partition in the partition control information of the parent partition,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the child partition is not listed as the partner partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error -699

Note: The NDS error code shown in the DSTrace message above is ERR_FATAL.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 384
Replica Sync continues examining the partition control information of the parent partition to ensure the parent
partition has a partition control state of Join State 1.

Ø If the partition control state of the parent partition is Join State 1, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control state is not Join State 1, the following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING UP — BEGIN STATE 1 (waiting for parent to enter RS_JS_1 )

Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the parent
partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on that server to
execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.
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Step 385
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the replica ring of the parent partition.

Ø If the replica ring is retrieved from the source server’s local database successfully, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the following DSTrace message
displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 386
Replica Sync compares the replica rings of the parent and child partitions to ensure each server that holds a
readable replica of the parent partition also holds a replica of the child partition.

Ø If each server that holds a readable replica of parent partition also holds a replica of the child partition,
Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any server in the parent partition’s replica ring holds a readable replica of the parent partition is
not found in the child partition’s replica ring, the following DSTrace messages displays:

JOINING UP: <ChildPartitionRootObjectsName> Child’s ring did not match parent’s.Wait for parent
replica.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error -699

Note: The NDS error code shown in the DSTrace message above is ERR_FATAL.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 387
Replica Sync examines each entry in the replica ring of the child partition to ensure there are no Subordinate
Reference replicas of the partition.

Ø If no Subordinate Reference replicas of the child partition are found in the partition’s replica ring, Replica Sync
continues with Step 389.

Ø Otherwise, if any Subordinate Reference replicas of the child partition are found, the following DSTrace
message displays:

CHILD IS NOT DONE REPLICATING.  Going back to RS_JS_0 state.!!!

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 388
Replica Sync attempts to modify the partition control information for the child partition on the source server’s local
database.  The partition operation and partner partition information remain unchanged, while the partition control
state is downgraded to Join State 0.

Ø If the information is updated successfully on the source server’s NDS database, Replica Sync continues with
Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition control information for the child
partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 389
Replica Sync examines each entry in the replica ring of the child partition to ensure each entry’s replica state is Join
State 0.

Ø If each replica of the child partition has a replica state of Join State 0, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if any replica of the child partition has a replica state other than Join state 0, the following
DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error -699

Note: The NDS error code shown in the DSTrace message above is ERR_FATAL.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 390
Replica Sync attempts to change the replica states for each entry in the replica ring to the replica state Join State 2.
Additionally, Replica Sync attempts to modify the partition control state for the child partition to Join State 2.

Ø If the information is updated successfully on the source server’s NDS database, Replica Sync continues with
Step 392.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the replica state or partition control information for
the child partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING UP — END STATE 1

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the parent
partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on that server to
execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 391
Replica Sync requests the partition control state for the parent partition be advanced to Join State 2.

Ø If the parent partition’s partition control information is updated successfully, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SYNC: Setting State to RS_JS_2 for <ChildPartitionRootObjectName> On Control Channel, succeeded

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received while attempting to update the partition control information, the following
DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: Setting State to RS_JS_2 for <ChildPartitionRootObjectName> On Control Channel,
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Note: If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the parent partition, Replica Sync
has to locate the server that holds the Master replica of that partition.

Additionally, after identifying the appropriate server, Replica Sync attempts to establish an
NCP connection to that server and then attempts to authenticate to the server.  Any error
that occurs during these attempts will be reflected above.

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 392
The following DSTrace message displays:

JOINING UP — END STATE 1
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Step 393
Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the parent
partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on that server to execute
immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 394
The following DSTrace message displays:

CHILD WAITING FOR PARENT TO EXECUTE JOIN!!!

Step 395
Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the parent
partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on that server to execute
immediately.

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 396
Replica Sync attempts to conclude the NDS Repair Timestamps partition operation by clearing the partition control
information.

Ø If the partition control information is cleared successfully on the source server’s NDS database, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the replica state or partition control information for
the child partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

unable to idle partition control. err = ErrorCode.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 397
Ø If more than one server exists in the partition’s replica ring, Replica Sync attempts to add the partition root

object and the servers listed in the partition’s replica ring to the source server’s Send All Objects list.

Ø If only one server exists in the replica ring, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø However, if more than one server exists in the replica ring and if Replica Sync successfully adds the partition
root object and the servers listed in the replica ring to the source server’s Send All Objects list, Replica Sync
reschedules itself to execute in two seconds and continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, an error occurs during the attempt to add the partition root object or the servers listed in the
replica ring to the source server’s Send All Objects list.  The following DSTrace messages display:

REPAIRTIMESTAMPS: Error ErrorCode adding id PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID to partition busy list.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 398
Replica Sync examines the name context for the partition root object of the partition just synchronized to determine
if it is currently located in either the source or destination contexts.

Note: There are three partition root objects involved in an NDS Move partition operation.  They are referred to
in this manual as the following:

• Source Partition:  The partition that is being moved.

• Source Parent Partition:  The partition that was the parent partition of the partition being moved.

• Destination Parent Partition: The partition that will be the new parent partition to the partition
being moved.

Ø If the partition root object is located in the destination context, Replica Sync continues with Step 437.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is located in the source context, Replica Sync continues with the next
step.

Step 399
Replica Sync checks to ensure the partition control state is Move State 0.

Ø If the partition control state is Move State 0, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control state is not Move State 0, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error -641

Note: The NDS error code shown in the DSTrace message above is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 400
The following DSTrace message displays:

MoveTree: Start Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]
<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>

Step 401
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the replica ring of the source partition from the source server’s local database.

Ø If the information was retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring from the source server’s NDS
database, the following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: End Notify for[SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 402
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition control information for the destination and source parent partitions.

Ø If the information was retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to retrieve the partition control information for either the
destination or parent partitions, the following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 403
Replica Sync examines the replica ring of the source partition to verify that a server is identified as holding the
Master replica.

Ø If a server that holds the Master replica of the source partition is found in the replica ring, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if no server holding the Master replica was found, the following DSTrace message displays:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error -699

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error -699

Note: The NDS error code shown in the DSTrace message above is ERR_FATAL.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 404
Replica Sync examines the replica attribute value in the source partition’s replica ring to verify the source server is
the server listed as holding the Master replica.

Ø If the source server is the server identified in the replica ring as holding the Master replica, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another server is identified as holding the Master replica, the following DSTrace message
displays:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error -631

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error -631

Note: The NDS error code shown in the DSTrace message above is ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 405
Replica Sync clears the Unprocessed Move Tree obituary flag.

Note: The source server uses various internal flags during this portion of the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process to identify specific conditions.  Some of these flags include the following:

Flag Description

Unprocessed Move Tree Obituary flag Indicates an unprocessed NDS Move Partition
(SubTree) obituary was found on a partition root
object

Non-Purgeable Move Tree Obituary flag Indicates an NDS Move Partition (SubTree) obituary
was found on a partition root object with an obituary
state other than Purgeable
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Step 406
Replica Sync examines the partition root object of the source partition to locate any Obituary attributes.

Ø If no Obituary attribute values are found on the source partition’s partition root object, Replica Sync continues
with Step 419.

Ø Otherwise, if an Obituary attribute value is found, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 407
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the Obituary attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value from the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 408
Replica Sync examines the obituary value to determine if it is a Move Partition (SubTree) obituary.

Ø If the obituary is not a Move Partition (SubTree) obituary, Replica Sync continues with Step 417.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is a Move Partition (SubTree) obituary, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 409
Replica Sync examines the obituary state to determine if an attempt to process the obituary has been made.

Ø If the obituary is flagged as Notified, OK to Purge, or Purgeable, the obituary has been partially processed
and Replica Sync continues with Step 417.

Ø However, if the obituary’s flag is zero (indicating that the obituary has not been processed), Replica Sync
continues with the next step.

Step 410
Replica Sync compares the source partition’s partition root object’s creation timestamp with the creation timestamp
noted in the obituary value.

Ø If the creation timestamps are the same, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps differ, Replica Sync continues with Step 417.

Step 411
Replica Sync sets the Unprocessed Move Tree obituary flag as True to indicate an unprocessed Move Partition
(SubTree) obituary was found.

Step 412
The following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: Move [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 moving to [DestinationParentPartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]
<DestinationParentPartitionRootObjectsName>

 MoveTree: Contacting server [TargetServerLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
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Step 413
Replica Sync attempts to perform the following operations:

• Allocate memory from the operating system to hold the Move Partition (SubTree) obituary information
• Establish an NCP connection with the target server
• Authenticate with the target server
• Send the NDS Move Partition (SubTree) obituary to the target server

Ø If no error occurs during the attempt to perform the operations above or in reply from the target server to the
requests generated by the operations shown above, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs or is received from the target server, the following DSTrace message displays:

MoveTree: Move for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>,
 contacted server [TargetServerLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 417.
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Step 414
Replica Sync examines the reply from the target server to determine if that server requires a Subordinate Reference
replica of the source partition.

Ø If the reply from the target server indicates the target server requires a Subordinate Reference replica of the
source partition because it holds a readable replica of the destination parent partition, the following DSTrace
messages display:

MoveTree: Move for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>,
 server [TargetServerLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>, Created SUBREF

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the reply from the target server does not request a replica of the source partition, the following
DSTrace message displays:

MoveTree: Move for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>,
 contacted server [TargetServerLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
 succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 416.
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Step 415
Replica Sync attempts to add to the source partition’s replica ring a Replica attribute value for the target server.
The replica type will be Subordinate Reference and the replica state will be New.

Ø If the attempt to add a Replica attribute value to the source server’s local database was successful, the
following DSTrace message displays:

MoveTree: Move for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>,
 contacted server [TargetServerLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
 succeeded

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to add the value to the source server’s local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

MoveTree: Move for[SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>,
 contacted server [TargetServerLocalEntryID]<TargetServersObjectName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 417.

Step 416
Replica Sync attempts to change the obituary state for this obituary from zero to one (Notified).  This modification
is made to the source server’s NDS database.

Step 417
Replica Sync checks if any additional Obituary attribute values exist on the partition root object for the source
partition.

Ø If no additional obituaries are found on the partition root object of the source partition, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another obituary attribute value is found, Replica Sync continues with Step 407.
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Step 418
Replica Sync checks the state of the Unprocessed Move Tree Obituary flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to True, the following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has not been set to True, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 419
Replica Sync examines the partition root object of the source partition to locate any Obituary attributes.

Ø If no Obituary attribute values are found on the source partition’s partition root object, Replica Sync continues
with Step 426.

Ø Otherwise, if an Obituary attribute value is found, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 420
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the Obituary attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value from the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 421
Replica Sync examines the obituary value to determine if it is an NDS Move Partition (SubTree) obituary.

Ø If the obituary is not a Move Partition (SubTree) obituary, Replica Sync continues with Step 425.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is a Move Partition (SubTree) obituary, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 422
Replica Sync compares the source partition’s partition root object’s creation timestamp with the creation timestamp
noted in the obituary value.

Ø If the creation timestamps are the same, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps differ, Replica Sync continues with Step 425.

Step 423
Replica Sync sends an NDS End Move Tree Request to the target server for the source partition.

Ø If a successful reply is received from the target server, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to send the request or in reply to the request, Replica Sync
continues with Step 426.

Step 424
Replica Sync attempts to change the obituary state for this obituary to Four (Purgeable).  This modification is made
to the source server’s NDS database.
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Step 425
Replica Sync checks if any additional Obituary attribute values exist on the partition root object for the source
partition.

Ø If no additional obituaries are found on the partition root object of the source partition, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another obituary attribute value is found, Replica Sync continues with Step 420.

Step 426
Replica Sync clears the Non-Purgeable Move Tree Obituary flag.

Step 427
Replica Sync examines the partition root object of the source partition to locate any Obituary attributes.

Ø If no Obituary attribute values are found on the source partition’s partition root object, Replica Sync continues
with Step 434.

Ø Otherwise, if an obituary attribute value is found, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 428
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the Obituary attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value from the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 429
Replica Sync examines the obituary value to determine if it is an NDS Move Partition (SubTree) obituary.

Ø If the obituary is not a Move Partition (SubTree) obituary, Replica Sync continues with Step 432.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is a Move Partition (SubTree) obituary, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 430
Replica Sync compares the source partition’s partition root object’s creation timestamp with the creation timestamp
noted in the obituary value.

Ø If the creation timestamps are the same, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps differ, Replica Sync continues with Step 432.

Step 431
Replica Sync examines the obituary state to determine if the state is Purgeable.

Ø If the obituary state is not Purgeable, Replica Sync sets the Non-Purgeable Move Tree Obituary flag to True
and then continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is Purgeable, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 432
Replica Sync checks if additional Obituary attribute values exist on the partition root object for the source partition.

Ø If no additional obituaries are found on the partition root object of the source partition, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another obituary attribute value is found, Replica Sync continues with Step 428.
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Step 433
Replica Sync checks the Non-Purgeable Move Tree Obituary flag to ensure it has not been set to True.

Ø If the flag has been set to True, the following DSTrace message displays:

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has not been set to True, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 434
Replica Sync attempts to release the destination parent partition from the NDS Move Partition (SubTree) operation.
This action also removes the partition control information from the partition root object for the source parent
partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to unlock the partition or in reply to the request to unlock the partition;
the following DSTrace messages display:

CNTL:
UnLocking <DestinationParentPartitionRootObjectsName>

 on <DestinationParentPartitionsMasterReplicaServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Note: If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the destination parent partition,
Replica Sync will have to locate the server that holds the Master replica of that partition.

Additionally, after identifying the appropriate server, Replica Sync attempts to establish an
NCP connection to the server and then authenticates to the server.  Any error that occurs
during these attempts will be reflected above.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, if the attempt to release the destination parent partition was successful, the following DSTrace
message displays:

CNTL:
UnLocking <DestinationParentPartitionRootObjectsName>

 on <DestinationParentPartitionsMasterReplicaServer> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 435
Replica Sync attempts to release the source parent partition from the NDS Move Partition (SubTree) operation.
This action also removes the partition control information from the partition root object for the source parent
partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to unlock the partition or in reply to the request to unlock the partition;
the following DSTrace messages display:

CNTL:
UnLocking <SourceParentPartitionRootObjectsName>

 on <SourceParentPartitionsMasterReplicaServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Note: If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the source parent partition, Replica
Sync will have to locate the server that holds the Master replica of that partition.

Additionally, after identifying the appropriate server, Replica Sync attempts to establish an
NCP connection to the server and then authenticates to the server.  Any error that occurs
during these attempts will be reflected above.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, if the attempt to release the source parent partition was successful, the following DSTrace message
displays:

CNTL:
UnLocking <SourceParentPartitionRootObjectsName>

 on <SourceParentPartitionsMasterReplicaServer> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 436
Replica Sync attempts to perform the following operations:

• Clear the partition control information from the partition root object of the source partition

• Set the replica states for each entry in the source partition’s replica ring to On

• Purge the NDS Move Partition (SubTree) Obituary attribute values from the partition root object of the
source partition

• Add the source partition and each of the servers listed in the source partitions replica ring to the source
server’s Send All Object list

Ø If each of the operations listed above is completed successfully, the following DSTrace messages display:

MOVE: Added id [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID] to partition busy list.

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to complete any of the operations above, the following
DSTrace messages display.

MoveTree: End Notify for [SourcePartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID]<SourcePartitionRootObjectsName>
 failed, error ErrorCode

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 437
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the partition control information for the source partition from the server that holds
the Master replica of that partition.

Ø If no error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information or in reply to the request to retrieve
the information, and the error is not ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE (-603) or ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602),
the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Note: If the source server does not hold the Master replica of the source partition, Replica Sync
will have to locate the server that holds the Master replica of that partition.

Additionally, after identifying the appropriate server, Replica Sync attempts to establish an
NCP connection to the server and authenticates to the server.  Any error that occurs during
these attempts will be reflected above.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Ø Otherwise, if either ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE (-603) or ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602) occurred, Replica
Sync aborts this partition operation by continuing with Step 439.

Step 438
Replica Sync examines the partition control information for the source server to ensure the destination parent
partition is listed as its partner partition.

Ø If the destination parent partition is listed as the partner partition, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if the destination parent partition is not the partner partition listed in the partition control information
for the source partition, Replica Sync aborts the partition operation by continuing with the next step.
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Step 439
Replica Sync attempts to perform the following operations:

• Clear the partition control information from the partition root object of the destination parent partition

• Set the replica states for each entry in the destination parent partition’s replica ring to On

• Add the destination parent partition and each of the servers listed in the destination parent partition’s
replica ring to the source server’s Send All Object list

Ø If each of the operations listed above is completed successfully, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to complete any of the operations above, the following
DSTrace message displays.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 440
Replica Sync examines the partition control information to verify an object’s local entry ID is listed.

Note: During an NDS Change Replica Type partition operation, the partner partition is used to identify the local
entry ID of the server that will be assigned the Master replica.

Ø If the partner partition is a valid local entry ID, Replica Sync continues with Step 444.

Ø Otherwise, if the partner partition is not a local entry ID in the source server’s local database, Replica Sync
continues with the next step.
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Step 441
Replica Sync attempts to abort the NDS Change Replica Type partition operation by clearing the partition control
information and advancing the replica state for each entry in the partition’s replica ring to On.

Ø If the partition control information is cleared successfully and the replica states of each replica were set to On
in the source server’s NDS database, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to modify the replica state or partition control information,
the following DSTrace messages display:

unable to idle partition control. err = ErrorCode.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 442
The following DSTrace message displays:

Turning replicas on after changing replica type.

Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute in two seconds and continues with the next step.
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Step 443
Replica Sync attempts to add the partition root object and the servers that hold replicas of the partition to the
source server’s Send All Objects list.

Ø If the attempt to add the partition and the servers holding replicas of the partition to the Send All Objects list
was successful, Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to add the partition root objects or the server objects to
the Send All Objects list, the following DSTrace messages display:

CHANGEREPLICATYPE: Error ErrorCode adding id PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID to partition busy
list.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 444
Replica Sync examines the partition’s replica ring on the source server to verify the server receiving the Master
replica exists in the ring.

Ø If the specified server is found in the replica ring, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server is not found with the partition’s replica ring, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Target server of ChangeReplicaType is not in ring.

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.
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Step 445
Replica Sync attempts to perform the following operations:

• Establish an NCP connection with the specified server

• Authenticate with the specified server

• Send the specified server an NDS Set New Master Request, indicating it should change its replica type
on the partition to Master

Ø If the operations above are completed successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during an operation above or if it is received in reply to an operation above, the
following DSTrace messages display:

Error ErrorCode connecting or setting new master on remote server.

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 446
Replica Sync attempts to change the source server’s replica type from Master to Read/Write.  Additionally, the
source server’s replica state is set to Change Replica Type 1.

Ø If the attempt to modify the source server’s replica information in its NDS database was successful, Replica
Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to modify the information, the following DSTrace message
displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 447
Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute immediately and then continues with Step 450.

Step 448
The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: Partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> locked with <PartnerPartitionRootObjectsName>

Replica Sync continues with Step 450.

Step 449
The following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error -699

Note: The NDS error code in the DSTrace message above is ERR_FATAL.

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.

Step 450
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the partition just synchronized from the source server.

Ø If the replica ring is retrieved successfully, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition’s replica ring from the source
server’s local database, the following DSTrace message displays:

  SYNC: SetCntlState failed with error ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 460.
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Step 451
Replica Sync prepares to examine each of the entries in the partition’s replica ring, beginning with the first entry.

Step 452
Replica Sync examines the Replica attribute value to determine if the replica state of this value is New and if the
replica type is Read-Only, Read/Write, or Master.

Ø If the replica state specified in this replica attribute value is not New or if the replica type is Subordinate
Reference, Replica Sync continues with Step 455.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is New and the replica type is a readable replica type, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Step 453
Replica Sync attempts to establish an NCP connection with the server specified in the replica attributes value and
then attempts to authenticate to it.

Ø If the attempt to connect with and authenticate to the specified server is successful, Replica Sync continues
with the next step.

Ø However, if one of the following events occurs:

• An error occurs during the attempt to connect with the specified server,
• An error is received in reply to the attempt to connect with the specified server, or
• An error occurs during the attempt to authenticate with the specified server,

then the following DSTrace message displays:

SetCntlState: error ErrorCode connecting to referral.

Replica Sync continues with Step 455.
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Step 454
Replica Sync requests that the specified server create a Subordinate Reference replica for each of this partition’s
sibling partitions.

Ø If no error is received in the reply from the target server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Creating subref for <SiblingPartitionsObjectName> on <TargetServersObjectName> err =

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in the reply from the target server, the following DSTrace messages display:

Creating subref for <SiblingPartitionsObjectName> on <TargetServersObjectName> err = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 455
Replica Sync checks if additional Replica attribute values are listed in this partition’s replica ring.

Ø If an additional value is listed, Replica Sync examines that value by continuing with Step 452.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional entries in the replica ring, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 456
Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute immediately.
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Step 457
Replica Sync checks if the All Servers Processed flag is still set as True after completing the synchronization of this
partition.

Ø If at any point during the synchronization of this partition the All Servers Processed flag was cleared, Replica
Sync continues with Step 468.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag is still set as True, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 458
Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the partner
partition, as listed in the partition control information for this partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process on that server to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 459
The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Step 460
Replica Sync checks if the All Servers Processed flag is still set as True after completing the synchronization of this
partition.

Ø If at any point during the synchronization of this partition the All Servers Processed flag was cleared, Replica
Sync continues with Step 468.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag is still set as True, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 461
Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the partner
partition, as listed in the partition control information for this partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process on that server to execute immediately.

Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 462
The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Step 463
Replica Sync checks if the partition is listed in the Send All Objects list.

Ø If the partition root object exists in the Send All Objects list, the partition root object is removed from the list
and the following DSTrace message displays:

REMOVED PartitionRootObjectsLocalEntryID from partition busy list.

Step 464
The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> succeeded

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.
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Step 465
Ø If the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with NDS version 5.95

(or higher), Replica Sync uses the server status features to track the failure of the process to complete
successfully. The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Replica Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Notation Time: NDSReplicaSynchronizationExecutionTime
Error Code Received:
Debug Code Line: Number

Step 466
Replica Sync attempts to retrieve any partition operation control information from the partition root object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server’s local database,
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition and the following DSTrace messages display:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

SYNC: End sync of partition PartitionRootObjectsName ERROR: ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 471.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 467
Replica Sync examines the partition control information retrieved to determine if the partition is involved in an NDS
Move partition operation.

Ø If the partition is not involved in a Move partition operation, the following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.

Ø However, if the partition is involved in a Move partition operation, Replica Sync continues with Step 302.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 468
Replica Sync sends a synchronization action request to the server that holds the Master replica of the partner
partition, as listed in the partition control information for this partition.  The request reschedules the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process on that server to execute in five minutes.

Step 469
Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute again in five minutes.

Step 470
The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: SkulkPartition for <PartitionRootObjectsName> failed, error = ErrorCode

Replica Sync continues with Step 475.
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Step 471
Replica Sync checks if the source server’s NDS database is still available.

Ø If the source server’s local database is not available, Replica Sync continues with Step 478.

Ø Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 472
Replica Sync reschedules itself to execute using the Next Execution Time variable.

Step 473
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition to indicate it is no longer being synchronized with
another server and is available for synchronization to or from other servers.

Step 474
The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: End sync of partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> All processed = NO

Replica Sync continues with Step 477.

Step 475
Replica Sync releases the synchronization lock on the partition to indicate it is no longer being synchronized with
another server and is available for synchronization to or from other servers.

Step 476
The following DSTrace message displays:

SYNC: End sync of partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> All processed = YES
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Step 477
Replica Sync checks if the source server holds another partition.

Ø If the source server holds another partition that has not yet been synchronized, Replica Sync  synchronizes
that partition by continuing with Step 117.

Otherwise, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 478
Replica Sync clears the flag in NDS that indicates the source server’s NDS Replica Synchronization background
process is active and that no replica synchronization requests from other servers should be accepted by the source
server.

Step 479
Replica Sync terminates this execution of the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.
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Janitor
The primary purpose of the NDS Janitor background process (referred to as “Janitor”) is to ensure:

• The Status attribute value on the object representing the source server has the correct NCP server
status.

• The global variable, used by NDS to identify the [Root]-most partition held by the source server and the
replica depth of the source server, is correct.

• If the source server does not hold a replica of any partition, it is registered with another server to receive
schema updates.

• The NDS Flat Cleaner background process is executed at defined intervals.

• Periodic optimizations of the source server's NDS database are performed.

• Notification alerts to the operating system are provided when synthetic time is being issued on a partition
replica held by the source server.

• The Inherited ACL attributes of the partition root objects held by the source server are updated.

Janitor is initially scheduled to execute immediately after successfully initializing the source server's NDS database
(see “Database Initialization” later in this section for more information).

 Subsequent executions of this process are scheduled upon conclusion of the NDS Janitor background process.  In
addition Janitor can be rescheduled using DSTrace.  For information on using of DSTrace, see Section V.
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To better understand the NDS Janitor background process, you should use DSTrace on the source server with the
Janitor flag set.  Also, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, set the WANMAN flag.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flag mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.
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Step 1
The NDS Janitor background process does not display DSTrace messages upon execution.

Note: The Janitor background process utilizes the following variables and flags during its execution:

• Flat Cleaner Interval
The default value for this variable is two hours.  However, the value can be adjusted using a
DSTrace command.  For information on DSTrace, see Section V.

• Next Flat Cleaner Start Time
This variable determines if the NDS Flat Cleaner background process should be executed.  The
value of this variable is the date and time Flat Cleaner should execute.

The date and time used calculated when the source server’s NDS database is initialized and may
be recalculated during the execution of the NDS Janitor background process.

• Force Flat Cleaner Flag
This flag determines if the process should execute the NDS Flat Cleaner background process,
regardless of the value of the Next Flat Cleaner Start Time.  This flag is set using a DSTrace
command on the source server.  For information on DSTrace, see Section V.

• Janitor Execution Count
This variable tracks the number of times the NDS Janitor background process has been executed
on the source server since the NDS database was last initialized or the variable was last reset.

• Schema Poll List
This list is used during the execution of the NDS Schema Synchronization background process (see
“Schema Synchronization” later in this section for additional information).
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Step 2
Janitor determines if it is restricted from running at this time by the WAN Traffic Manager.

Ø If this process is restricted from running and the WAN Traffic Manager is used on the source server along
with DSTrace (with the Janitor and WANMAN flags set), the following DSTrace messages display:

WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR returns DONT SEND (policy)

Janitor continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the process is not restricted from running at this time, the following DSTrace message
displays (if the source server is using DSTrace with the WANMAN flag set):

WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR returns SEND NOW (policy)

Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 3
Janitor examines the value of the Janitor Execution Count.

Ø If the value of the variable is less than three, Janitor continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the value of the variable is three, Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 4
Janitor attempts to locate a server that holds a writable replica of the partition encompassing the source server’s
object.

Note: The resolve name attempt will return the source server if it holds a writable replica or better of the
specified partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the specified server, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: initialization failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 17.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 5
Janitor attempts to establish an NCP connection to the identified server and to authenticate with it.

Ø If an error occurs during or in reply to the attempt to connect to or authenticate with the target server, the
following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: initialization failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 17.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 6
Janitor determines if the value of the Status attribute for the source server’s own object needs to be updated on
the target server.

Ø If the value of the attribute needs to be updated, Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with Step 8.
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Step 7
Janitor requests the target server change the attribute’s value to Up.

Ø If an error occurs in reply to the request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: initialization failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 17.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor sets the value of the Janitor Execution Count variable to zero and continues with the
next step.

Step 8
Janitor attempts to establish the source server’s [Root]-most replica and the value for its replica depth.

Note: The [Root]-most replica and the replica depth are used by various NDS background processes.

Ø If an error occurs during this attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: initialization failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 17.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 9
Janitor examines the following conditions:

• If the start time of this execution of the Janitor background process is higher than the time set as the
Next Flat Cleaner Start Time

• If the Force Flat Cleaner flag is set to True.  This flag can be manipulated using DSTrace commands
(seeSection V for additional information on DSTrace).

Ø If neither of the conditions above are true, Janitor continues with Step 17.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 10
Janitor determines if the source server holds any replicas of the Directory tree.

Ø If the source server does not hold any replicas, Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica, Janitor continues with Step 14.

Step 11
Janitor attempts to locate a server that holds a writable replica of the partition encompassing the source server’s
object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the specified server, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: CheckForNewSchema failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 14.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 12
Janitor attempts to establish an NCP connection to the target server and to authenticate with it.

Ø If an error occurs during or in reply to the attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: CheckForNewSchema failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 14.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 13
Janitor requests the source server be added to the target server’s Schema Poll List.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: CheckForNewSchema failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø If the Janitor receives a successful reply from the target server, Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 14
Janitor examines the following conditions to determine if the NDS Flat Cleaner background process should be
executed.

• If the start time of the execution of the Janitor background process exceeds the time set as the Next
Flat Cleaner Start Time

• If the Force Flat Cleaner flag is set to True.  This flag can be manipulated using DSTrace commands
(see  Section V for additional information on DSTrace).

Ø If neither of the conditions above are true, Janitor continues with Step 17.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 15
Janitor performs each of the following actions:

• Clears the Force Flat Cleaner flag
• Executes the NDS Flat Cleaner background process

Once Flat Cleaner has completed execution, the NDS Janitor background process will resume with the next step.
To review the NDS Flat Cleaner background process, see “Flat Cleaner” later in this section

Step 16
Janitor calculates the value for the Next Flat Cleaner Start Time.  The value is the date and time when the
execution of Flat Cleaner begins, plus the current value of the Flat Cleaner Interval.
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Step 17
Janitor examines the following conditions:

• If the source server’s object database has had more than 1000 records added since the last execution
of the Janitor background process.

• If the start time of this execution of Janitor was more than three minutes after the last time an object
was modified.

Ø If neither of the conditions above are true, Janitor continues with Step 25.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 18
Janitor determines if the source server’s NDS database is currently available for use.

Ø If the source server's database is closed, Janitor continues with Step 25.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor begins performing maintenance and optimization tasks on the source server's NDS
database by continuing with the next step.

Step 19
Janitor determines if the size of the source server’s object database has increased significantly since the last time
it was executed.

Ø If the source server's object database has increased significantly, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: forcing rehash because we couldn't wait any longer.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The following DSTrace message display:

Janitor: Begin Rehash

Ø If the source server is using DSTrace with the Record Manager flag set, the following DSTrace message also
displays:

Start Rehash

Step 21
Janitor attempts to allocate sufficient memory for use while manipulating the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to allocate memory, the following DSTrace messages display (the source
server must be using DSTrace with the Record Manager flag set):

Insufficient memory to rehash namebase

Janitor: Could not rehash name base, error -150

Note: An occurrence of the DSTrace message above indicates the out-of-memory condition
occurred while preparing for the NDS database optimization.

The operating system error code shown above is ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY.

Janitor continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 22
Janitor attempts to allocate sufficient memory to store various statistics (the source server must be using DSTrace
with the Record Manager flag set).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to allocate memory, the following DSTrace message displays:

Insufficient memory to show rehash statistics.

Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 23
Janitor attempts to truncate each of the source server’s NDS database files, with the exception of the object
database file.

Note: The source server’s local database files can be truncated only if the records at the end of the files have
been purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine if the source server’s local database files should be
truncated or during the attempt to truncate a file, the following DSTrace messages display:

Unable to rehash namebase, error ErrorCode

Janitor: Could not rehash name base, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: End Rehash

Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 24
Janitor attempts to re-initialize the source server’s object cache table.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to re-initialize the entry cache, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Janitor: Unable to open entry cache. error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø If the entry cache is successfully initialized, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 25
Janitor prepares to determine if any of the partitions held by the source server have issued a timestamp that is
ahead of the time provided by the operating system's time service.  The first partition held by the source is the
first partition examined.

Note: For the NetWare 4 and the IntranetWare operating systems, time is provided by TIMESYNC.NLM.

Step 26
Janitor attempts to retrieve, from the source server’s partition database, the last timestamp issued for the
partition being examined.

Ø If Janitor encounters an error while attempting to retrieve the last timestamp, the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: CheckForSyntheticTime failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.
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Step 27
Janitor compares the last timestamp against the current time provided by the operating system.

Ø If Janitor determines future timestamps are being issued for objects in the specified partition, an alert is
sent to the operating system.

Note: For the NetWare 4 or the IntranetWare operation systems, this alert displays on the file server's
console.  The following alert message displays:

Synthetic Time is being issued on partition PartitionRootObjectName

Ø Otherwise, if the last timestamp issued is older than the current time provided, Janitor continues with the
next step.

Step 28
Janitor determines if the source server holds additional replicas of partitions.

Ø If the source server holds a replica of another partition, that partition is used as the partition being
examined and Janitor continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds no additional replicas of partitions, Janitor continues with the next
step.
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Step 29
Janitor attempts to determine if the credentials being used by the source server are still accurate.  These
credentials are used in the NDS Authentication background process.

Ø If the source server’s credentials are still valid, Janitor continues with Step 32.

Ø However, if Janitor encounters an error while validating the credentials, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: CheckAgentCredentials failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor then continues with Step 32.

Ø Otherwise, if the credentials are no longer valid, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 30
The following DSTrace message displays if the source server is using DSTrace with the Miscellaneous or
Initialization flags set:

Resetting server credentials:
    old name: SourceServersOldDistinguishedName
    new name: SourceServersCurrentDistinguishedName
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Step 31
Janitor attempts to reset the source server’s credentials.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to reset the source server’s credentials, the following DSTrace
messages displays:

OpenAgentIdentity failed, error ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above only displays if the source server is using DSTrace with the
Authentication flag set.

JANITOR: CheckAgentCredentials failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s credentials are successfully reset, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 32
The Janitor determines if the following ACL attribute values have been modified on objects encompassed in a
partition held by the source server.

• [Object Rights] Privilege
• [All Attribute Rights] Privilege
• [SMS] Privilege

Ø If no changes to any of the ACL attribute values above have occurred, Janitor continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if any of the ACL attribute values shown above have been modified on any of the source
server’s readable replicas, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 33
The following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Start updating inherited ACLs
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Step 34
The Janitor recalculates the Inherited ACL attribute values, beginning with the first partition existing in the source
server's partition database.

Step 35
Janitor uses the partition root object’s parent as the parent object being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 36
Janitor ensures the parent object being examined is not an external reference in the source server’s local
database.

Ø If the parent object being examined is an external reference, Janitor continues with Step 41.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 37
Janitor examines any ACL and Inherited ACL attribute values for the specified parent object to determine if they
have been modified.

Ø If any of the attribute values have been modified, Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the ACLs and the Inherited ACLs (if any) of the parent object being examined have not been
modified, Janitor continues with Step 40.
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Step 38
Janitor attempts to retrieve the ACL and inherited ACL attribute values existing on each container object
subordinate to the parent object being examined and superior to the partition being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute values, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Janitor: Updating inherited ACLs failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor continues with the next step.

Step 39
Janitor performs the following actions:

• Using the attribute values retrieved, Janitor recalculates the values for the Inherited ACL attributes on
the partition being examined.

• Janitor attempts to modify the partition root object of the partition being examined with the
recalculated Inherited ACL attribute values.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to update the partition root object, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Janitor: Updating inherited ACLs failed, error ErrorCode

Janitor continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the updates to the source server’s local database are successfully applied, Janitor continues
with the next step.
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Step 40
Janitor determines if the parent object being examined is the partition root object for the parent partition of the
partition being examined.

Ø If the parent object being examined is the parent partition of the partition being examined, Janitor
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor uses the parent of the parent object being examined as the new parent object being
examined.  Janitor then continues with Step 36.

Step 41
Janitor checks the partition database to determine if any additional partitions are held by the source server.

Ø If another partition is found, Janitor uses this partition as the partition being examined and continues with
Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if no additional partitions are held by the source server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Janitor: End updating inherited ACLs

Step 42
Janitor determines if it has modified any Inherited ACL attribute values for partitions held by the source server.

Ø If no attribute values were modified, Janitor continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an Inherited ACL attribute value has been updated, Janitor continues with Step 34.

Note: This loop is performed to ensure a child partition’s inherited ACL attribute values are recalculated,
given the fact that its parent partition’s Inherited ACL attribute values may have been recalculated
after the child partition’s Inherited ACL attribute values were calculated.
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Step 43
Janitor attempts to reschedule itself.

Ø If the WAN Traffic Manager is being used on the source server, Janitor reschedules itself to run again,
based upon the information provided by the WAN Traffic Manager.

Ø Otherwise, Janitor reschedules the process to run again at the next Janitor Interval.

Note: The default interval for the Janitor background process is one hour.  However, this interval can be
adjusted using DSTrace.  For information on DSTrace, see Section V.
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Flat Cleaner
The primary purpose of the NDS Flat Cleaner background process (referred to as “Flat Cleaner”) is to:

• Purge any unused objects and/or attributes that exist in the NDS Dynamic Bindery Partition or the NDS
External Reference Partition.

• Ensure that any object existing in a user defined partition has either an NDS Public Key or CA Public Key
attribute.

• Ensure that any obituaries held by external references with an obituary state of Purgeable are purged.

• Ensure the accuracy of the Status and Version attributes of NCP servers in partitions to which the source
server holds the Master replica.

Flat Cleaner is scheduled to execute by the NDS Janitor background process.  However, Flat Cleaner can be forced to
execute using DSTrace.  For additional information on the use of DSTrace, see Section V.

To better understand Flat Cleaner, you should use DSTrace on the source server with the Janitor and the Miscellaneous
flags set.  Also, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, set the WANMAN flag.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flags mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.
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Step 1
Upon execution of the NDS Backlinker background process, the following DSTrace message displays:

CurrentTime Janitor: Starting flat cleaner

Step 2
Flat Cleaner initializes the purge time used by this execution of the NDS Flat Cleaner background process to
equal the current time provided by the operating system’s time service.

Note: For the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare operating systems, the time service is provided by the
TIMESYNC.NLM.

Flat Cleaner reviews each object database record, beginning with the last record and moving backwards through
the database file until the first record is reached.  Therefore, the first specified record examined is the last record
in the object database.

Flat Cleaner tracks the number of object and attribute database records that it purges or that are not currently
used.

Step 3
Flat Cleaner requests a pair of Certificate Authority RSA keys be generated for use later in the process.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode generating CA key pair, aborting flat cleaner.

Flat Cleaner terminates and control is returned to the NDS Janitor background process.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 4
Flat Cleaner requests the use of the operating system’s transaction services.

Note: On the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare Operating Systems this service is provided by the Transaction
Tracking Service.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode starting transaction, aborting flat cleaner.

Flat Cleaner terminates and control is returned to the NDS Janitor background process.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 5
Flat Cleaner reads the specified object database record.

Ø If an error occurs while reading the record and the error is ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601), Flat Cleaner
continues with Step 84.

Note: This error indicates the specified record is not currently in use; therefore, Flat Cleaner simply
moves on to the next record.

Ø However, if any other error occurs, the following DSTrace Message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified record is successfully retrieved, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 6
Flat Cleaner examines the specified record to determine if the object represented by the record exists in either
the dynamic bindery or the external reference’s partitions.

Ø If the object does not exist in either of the partitions, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is either a bindery object or an externally-referenced object in the source server’s
local database, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 7
Flat Cleaner determines if any of the attribute values associated with the object represented by the specified
record can be purged.  The first attribute value associated with the object is the attribute value being examined
in the subsequent steps.

Step 8
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve from the source server’s NDS database the value for the attribute being
examined .

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved successfully, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 9
Flat Cleaner determines if the attribute being examined is a Reference attribute.

Ø If the attribute is an Reference attribute, Flat Cleaner skips it and continues with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 10
Flat Cleaner examines the modification timestamp of the attribute being examined.

Ø If the value of the modification timestamp is higher than the purge time, Flat Cleaner skips this attribute
and continues with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, if the value of the timestamp is older than the purge time, Flat Cleaner continues with the next
step.

Note: This step prevents an object’s deleted attributes from being purged before the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process distributes the modification to each of the servers that hold
readable replicas of the partition encompassing the object.

Step 11
Ø If the attribute is a Backlink attribute, Flat Cleaner confirms the following conditions:

• The attribute value is flagged as Present.

• The server specified in the attribute value is the source server.

• The object ID specified in the attribute value is the same as the source server's object ID in the source
server's own database.

Ø If any of the conditions above are not true, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 13.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 12
Flat Cleaner attempts to purge  from the source server’s local database the attribute being examined.

Note: Flat Cleaner assumes that, under the conditions identified in the previous step, the source server has
an external reference of itself and that the external reference has a Backlink attribute value identifying
the source server as having an external reference of its own object.

This condition is not permitted by NDS; therefore, the attribute value is purged from the external reference.

Ø If an error is received by Flat Cleaner while attempting to purge the attribute value, the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged successfully, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 22.

Step 13
Flat Cleaner determines if the attribute being examined is an Obituary attribute.

Ø If the attribute is not an Obituary attribute, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 21.

Ø Otherwise, if it is an Obituary attribute, Flat Cleaner continue with the next step.

Step 14
Flat Cleaner examines the attribute flags on the Obituary attribute.

Ø If the Obituary attribute is flagged as either Valueless or Purged, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 16.
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Step 15
Flat Cleaner attempts to purge the attribute being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the attribute being examined, the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged successfully, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 22.

Step 16
Flat Cleaner confirms the following conditions:

• The source server holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the object to which this
attribute is assigned.

• The obituary type is Move.

• The obituary state is Notified.

Ø If all the conditions above are true, the object to which this attribute is assigned is added to the “Release
Move Entries” list.  The Release Move Entries list is used by other background processes to identify objects
whose Inhibit Move obituary should be removed.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 17
Flat Cleaner examines the following conditions:

• The obituary state is at Purgeable.
• The obituary type is Tree New RDN.
• The obituary type is Tree Old RDN.

Ø If none of the conditions above is true, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, if any of the conditions above are true, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 18
Flat Cleaner examines the obituary type of the attribute value being examined.

Ø If the obituary type is New RDN, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Note: The obituary type must be New RDN, not Tree New RDN.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 21.
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Step 19
Flat Cleaner attempts to locate the sibling of the object whose relative distinguished name (RDN) matches the
name specified in the New RDN Obituary attribute.

Ø If a sibling object is found that matches the RDN specified, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the error ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received (indicating no sibling object was found with the
specified name), Flat Cleaner continues with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to locate a matching sibling object and the error was not
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601), the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Ø Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Step 20
Flat Cleaner attempts to purge the corresponding Old RDN Obituary attribute value from the sibling object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the specified Obituary attribute on the sibling object, the
following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Ø Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged successfully, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 22.
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Step 21
Flat Cleaner attempts to purge the attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to purge the attribute value, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value was successfully purged, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Note: If the attribute that was purged successfully was an Obituary attribute with an obituary
type of either Move or Inhibit Move, Flat Cleaner also removes the objects from the
“Outstanding Move Obituary Inhibitor” list.

The Outstanding Move Obituary Inhibitor list is used in certain NDS background
processes, partition operations, and object operations to prevent operations from
initiating due to an incomplete Move obituary.

Step 22
Flat Cleaner attempts to obtain the next attribute value with the same attribute type assigned to the object
represented by the specified record.

Ø If there is an additional attribute value, Flat Cleaner uses that attribute value as the attribute being
examined and continues with Step 8.

Ø However, if there are no additional attribute values, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs while attempting to verify the existence of another value for this attribute, the
following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.
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Step 23
Flat Cleaner attempts to obtain the next attribute assigned to the object being represented by the specified
record.

Ø If there is an additional attribute type, that attribute is used as the attribute being examined and Flat
Cleaner continues with Step 8.

Ø However, if there are no additional attributes, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs while attempting to verify the existence of additional attributes, the following
DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Step 24
Flat Cleaner determines if the following conditions are true:

• The specified object has no subordinate objects, either Present or Not Present.
• The specified object has no attributes assigned to it.
• The specified object's object database record is flagged as Not Present

Ø If any of the conditions above are not true, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if all the conditions above are true, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 25
Flat Cleaner attempts to purge the specified object.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to purge the specified object, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continue with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified object is successfully purged, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 23.

Step 26
Flat Cleaner examines the object to determine if it has fewer than the defined maximum number of revision
attribute values.

The value of the Maximum Number of revision attribute values variable differs between versions of NDS.  The
possible versions of NDS and the value for this variable are shown below:

NDS Version Revision Attribute
Values

NetWare v4.10 DS.NLM v4.63 - v5.00 No Limit
NetWare v4.10 DS.NLM v5.01 (or higher) 100
IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 DS.NLM v5.73 (or higher) 100

Ø If the object has more than the defined Maximum Number of revision attribute values, Flat Cleaner
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 28.
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Step 27
Flat Cleaner attempts to purge the existing values and adds a new revision attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to purge the revision attribute values, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 28
Flat Cleaner determines if the specified object exists in a user defined partition

Ø If the object does not exist in a user defined partition, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the object exists in a user defined partition, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 29
Flat Cleaner checks to ensure the object has both a Public Key attribute value and a CA Public Key attribute
value.

Ø If the object has neither attributes assigned to it, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 32.

Ø Otherwise, if the object has one of attributes assigned to it, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 30
The following DSTrace message displays:

Generating CA keys for SpecifiedObjectName
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Step 31
Flat Cleaner attempts to assign the CA Public Key and CA Private Key attribute values generated earlier to the
specified object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to assign the certificate authority keys to the object, the following
DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values to the specified object are successfully assigned, Flat Cleaner continues
with Step 34.

Step 32
Flat Cleaner attempts to generate new Public Key and CA Public Key attribute values for the specified object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to generate the new key values, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays once for each key generated:

Janitor: Recertifying public key for SpecifiedObjectName

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 33
Flat Cleaner attempts to assign the new Public Key and CA Public Key attribute values to the specified object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to assign the new keys to the specified object, the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: error ErrorCode cleaning entryID SpecifiedObjectDatabaseRecord

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the new attribute values to the specified object are successfully assigned, Flat Cleaner
continues with the next step.

Step 34
Flat Cleaner examines each of the following conditions to determine if they are true.

• The specified object has not been purged.
• No errors have occurred while examining the object.
• The source server is using DSTrace with the Inspector flag set.

Note: The DSTrace Inspector flag generates a heavier than normal load on the source server during the
execution of Flat Cleaner.  For more information on the DSTrace Inspector flag, see Section V.

Ø If all the conditions above are true, Flat Cleaner submits an NDS Inspect Entry Request on the specified
object's object database record.

Note: Issuing an inspect entry request will subsequently issue an inspect values request.

Ø Otherwise, if any of the conditions above are false, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.
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Step 35
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve the specified object from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified object is successfully retrieved, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 36
Flat Cleaner checks to ensure the specified object is either an external reference or an object encompassed in a
partition held by the source server.

Ø If the specified object is a schema definition, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø If the specified object is a dynamic bindery object, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø If the specified object exists in the source server's System partition, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø If the object exists in a user defined partition, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is an external reference, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 37
Flat Cleaner prepares to ensure that the specified object's immediate subordinate objects are identifying it as
their parent object and that they exist in the same partition as the specified object.

Note: The specified object will be referred to as the parent object in the subsequent steps.

The first child object of the specified object will be used as the child object in the subsequent steps.

In addition to examining the subordinate objects, Flat Cleaner uses the Subordinate Object Count
variable to determine the number of child objects present.
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Step 38
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve the child object from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the child object is successfully retrieved, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 39
Flat Cleaner checks to determine if the child object is a partition root object.

Ø If it is not a partition root object, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the child object is a partition root object, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 41.

Step 40
Flat Cleaner checks to determine if the child object claims to be encompassed in the same partition as the parent
object.

Ø If the child object does not claim to exist in the same partition as the parent object, the following DSTrace
message displays:

INSPECTOR: partitionID of entry ChildObjectsLocalEntryID is invalid

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 41
Flat Cleaner checks to determine if the child object claims the parent object as its parent.

Ø If the child object specifies an object other than the parent object as its parent, the following DSTrace
message displays:

INSPECTOR: parentID of entry ChildObjectsLocalEntryID is invalid

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 42
Flat Cleaner checks the child object to determine if it is flagged as a deleted object.

Ø If the child object is a deleted object, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner increments the value of the subordinate object count and continues with the next
step.

Step 43
Flat Cleaner attempts to determine if this child object has any sibling objects.

Ø If this child object has a sibling object, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional subordinate objects of the specified object, Flat Cleaner continues
with Step 45.
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Step 44
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve the sibling object from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the sibling object is successfully retrieved , Flat Cleaner uses that object as the child object
and continues with Step 39.

Step 45
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve the parent object from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the parent object is successfully retrieved, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Note: The parent object will again be referred to as the specified object in the subsequent steps.

Step 46
Flat Cleaner compares the specified object's subordinate count with the value of the Subordinate Object Count
variable.

Ø If the two values are not the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: Bad subordinate count on entry SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID,
 is AssumedSubordinateObjectCount, should be ActualSubordinateObjectCount

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the subordinate count is correct, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 47
Flat Cleaner checks to determine if the specified object is flagged as a deleted object.

Ø If the specified object is not flagged as a deleted object, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is a deleted object, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 48
Flat Cleaner checks to determine if the object is an external reference.

Ø If the object is an external reference in the source server's local database, the following DSTrace message
displays:

INSPECTOR: not present external reference SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID failed to be purged

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified object is not an external reference, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Step 49
Flat Cleaner determines whether the object is an external reference.

Ø If the object is an external reference in the source server's local database, Flat Cleaner continues with Step
68.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified object is not an external reference, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 50
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve the value of the specified object's naming attribute, its base class, and its last
modification time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server's local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 51
Flat Cleaner compares the value of the specified object's naming attribute with the relative distinguished name
stored in its object database record.

Ø If the values do not match, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName RDN does not match values

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 52
Flat Cleaner compares the date and time of the last modification to an attribute value assigned to the specified
object against the last modification time stored in its object database record.

Ø If the two timestamps are not the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName modification time is not current

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 53
Flat Cleaner compares the specified object's base class with the base class stored in its object database record.

Ø If the two values are different, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName base class is incorrect

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 54
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve the Mandatory Attributes list from the source server's local database for the
specified object's base class’ expanded class definition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the list is successfully retrieved, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 55
Flat Cleaner checks to ensure the specified object has at least one attribute value for each attribute listed in the
Mandatory Attributes list.

Ø If the specified object is missing any of the required attributes, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName missing a mandatory

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 56
Flat Cleaner prepares to inspect all values of each attribute assigned to the specified object.  Flat Cleaner uses
the first value of the first attribute as the attribute value being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 57
Flat Cleaner attempts to determine the syntax for the attribute value by examining the schema attribute
definition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to identify this attribute value’s syntax, the following DSTrace
message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, value AttributeValueRecord, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 58
Flat Cleaner examines the attribute value’s flags to determine if the value is flagged as Purged or Valueless.

Ø If this attribute value is flagged as either Purged or Valueless, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 66.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 59
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve the attribute value from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, value AttributeValueRecord, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 60
Flat Cleaner examines the attribute value’s flags to determine if this value is flagged as deleted.

Ø If this attribute value is flagged as a deleted value, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 63.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 61
Flat Cleaner examines the data contained in the attribute's value to ensure the data fits with the defined syntax
for the attribute value.

Ø If the attribute value's data violates the defined syntax, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName syntax violation

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs while attempting to validate the data syntax, the following DSTrace message
displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, value AttributeValueRecord, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the data matches the defined syntax for the attribute value, Flat Cleaner continues with the
next step.
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Step 62
Flat Cleaner examines the specified object's base class’ expanded class definition to determine if the attribute for
the attribute value is listed is either optional or mandatory.

Ø If this attribute value is not listed as optional or mandatory, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName illegal attribute

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify this information, the following DSTrace message
displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, value AttributeValueRecord, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 63
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve any local entry IDs contained in the attribute value.

Ø If there are no local entry IDs contained in the attribute value’s data, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 66.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve a local entry ID, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, value AttributeValueRecord, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 64
Flat Cleaner attempts to retrieve from the source server's database the reference attribute values assigned to
the object being referenced by the attribute value.

Note: The condition where an attribute value's data contains a local entry ID for another object is referred to
as a "local reference."  The object whose local entry ID is contained in a local reference is referred to as
the "referenced object."

Ø If the referenced object has no reference attribute values, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName missing value opposite this reference

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 66.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the reference attribute values, the following
DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, value AttributeValueRecord, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 65
Flat Cleaner examines the attribute values retrieved from the referenced object to determine if the specified
object's local entry ID is used as a local reference in one of the reference attribute values.

Ø If an error occurs while examining the reference attribute values, the following DSTrace message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, value AttributeValueRecord, error ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 68.

Ø However, if the specified object is not locally referenced by the referenced object, the following DSTrace
message displays:

INSPECTOR: SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID SpecifiedObjectsName missing reference opposite this value

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if one of the reference attribute values contains a local reference to the specified object, Flat
Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 66
Flat Cleaner attempts to determine if another value for this attribute exists.

Ø If no additional attribute values for this attribute type exist, Flat Cleaner continue with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurred during the attempt to identify any additional attribute values, Flat Cleaner
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner uses the next attribute value as the attribute value to be examined and continues
with Step 57.
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Step 67
Flat Cleaner attempts to determine if the specified object has any other attributes.

Ø If no additional attributes exist, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to identify any additional attributes, the following DSTrace
message displays:

INSPECTOR: entryID SpecifiedObjectsLocalEntryID, error ErrorCode getting value

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner uses the first value of the next attribute as the attribute value to be examined and
continues with Step 57.

Step 68
Flat Cleaner examines each of the following conditions to determine if they are true:

• The object has not been purged.
• No errors have occurred while examining the object.
• The object's base class is NCP Server.

Ø If any of the conditions above are not true, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 84.

Ø Otherwise, if each of the conditions above is true, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 69
Flat Cleaner attempts to determine if the replica type held by the source server of the partition encompasses the
specified object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to read the replica type from the source server's local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

UpdateServerStatus: error ErrorCode getting partition type

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 84.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 70
Flat Cleaner confirms each of the following conditions:

• The replica type held by the source server is Master.
• The replica state is not New.
• The replica state is not Dying.

Ø If any of the conditions above are not true, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 84.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the specified NCP
server object, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 71
The following DSTrace message displays:

Checking server status of NCPServerObjectName
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Step 72
Flat Cleaner attempts to establish an NCP connection to the specified server and submits an NDS Ping Request
to that server.

Ø If the attempt to connect and the reply to the NDS Ping Request are both successful, Flat Cleaner continues
with Step 74.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to establish an NCP connect or in reply to the NDS Ping
Request, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 73
Flat Cleaner examines the error that occurred or that was received.

Ø If the error is ERR_REQUEST_UNKNOWN (-251), Flat Cleaner continues with Step 75.

Ø If the error is ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625), Flat Cleaner continues with Step 76.

Ø If the error is ERR_DIFFERENT_TREE (-630), Flat Cleaner continues with Step 77.

Ø If the error is ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683), Flat Cleaner continues with Step 78.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays:

UpdateServerStatus connection err = ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 84.
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Step 74
The following DSTrace messages displays:

  TargetServerName: status = UP
  TargetServerName: In my tree

Note: Having successfully established an NCP connection with the specified server, Flat Cleaner knows the
target server's status should be Up.

Additionally, using the Directory tree name information received in reply to the NDS Ping Request, Flat
Cleaner knows the target server and the source server belong to the same Directory tree name.

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 79.

Step 75
The following DSTrace messages display:

  TargetServerName: status = UP
  TargetServerName: Not in my tree

Note: Having successfully established an NCP connection with the specified server, Flat Cleaner knows the
target server's status should be Up.

However, if the target server replied with the operating system error code ERR_REQUEST_UNKNOWN
(-251), Flat Cleaner assumes the target server is not an NDS server and is therefore not in the source
server's tree.

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 79.
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Step 76
The following DSTrace message displays:

  TargetServerName: status = DOWN

Note: Because the attempt to establish an NCP connection with the specified server failed and the NDS error
code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE was received, Flat Cleaner knows the target server's status should be
Down.

Without further information, no assumptions can be made regarding which Directory tree, if any, the specified
server exists in.

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 79.

Step 77
The following DSTrace messages displays:

  TargetServerName: status = UP
  TargetServerName: Not in my tree

Note: Having successfully established an NCP connection with the specified server, Flat Cleaner assumes the
target server's status should be Up.

Additionally, using the Directory tree name information received in reply to the NDS Ping Request, Flat
Cleaner assumes the target server and the source server both exist in a different Directory trees.

Flat Cleaner continues with Step 79.
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Step 78
The following DSTrace messages display:

  TargetServerName: status = UP
  TargetServerName: Not in my tree

Note: Having successfully established an NCP connection with the specified server, Flat Cleaner assumes the
target server's status should be Up.

However,  because the target server replied with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_API (-684), Flat
Cleaner assumes that, although the target server is a server, it cannot confirm that the target server
exists in the same Directory tree as the source server.

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 79
Flat Cleaner compares the value of the Status attribute on the target server's object in the source server local
database with the status that has been determined.

Ø If the value of the attribute is different than what Flat Cleaner has determined it should be, the following
DSTrace message displays:

  TargetServerName: updating status

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 80
Flat Cleaner checks the reply received from the target server.

Ø If an error was received in the reply to the NDS Ping Request previously sent, Flat Cleaner continues with
Step 82.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 81
Flat Cleaner compares the value of the Version attribute on the target server's own object in the source server
local database with the version received in the reply from the target server.

Ø If the value of the attribute is different than what Flat Cleaner has determined it should be, the following
DSTrace message displays:

  TargetServerName: updating version string

Note: An occurrence of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE during Step 28 prevents Flat
Cleaner from updating the Version attribute of the target server's object held locally by the source
server.

The version attribute value identifies the version of the operating system on an NCP server.  If the target
server has been determined to be a server, the update made by Flat Cleaner is to add the suffix "[DS]" to
the existing version string.  Additionally, if the existing value already has the suffix and the Flat Cleaner
discovers the target server is not running NDS, the suffix is removed.

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 82
Flat Cleaner examines the results of the comparisons made previously regarding the values of the Status and
Version attributes.

Ø If Flat Cleaner determines the values of either attribute need to be updated, Flat Cleaner continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if both attribute values are already correct, Flat Cleaner continues with Step 84.
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Step 83
Flat Cleaner attempts to apply the updates to the Status and/or Version attribute values to the source server’s
local database.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting the updates, the following DSTrace message displays:

UpdateServerStatus: ApplyAVA failed. err = ErrorCode

Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values on the source server’s local database are successfully updated, Flat
Cleaner continues with the next step.

Step 84
Flat Cleaner checks if the object database record currently examined is the first record in the database.

Ø If it is not the first record, Flat Cleaner uses the previous record in the database as the specified record and
continues with Step 6.

Ø Otherwise, if all the object database records have been examined, Flat Cleaner continues with the next
step.

Step 85
Flat Cleaner determines if an object or attribute value record was purged or flagged as Purged.

Ø If an object or attribute record was purged, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: purged ObjectRecords entries and AttributeRecords values

Ø Otherwise, Flat Cleaner continues with the next step.
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Step 86
The following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: End flat cleaner

The NDS Flat Cleaner background process has completed execution and returns to the NDS Janitor background
process to allow it to resume.
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Limber
The primary purpose of the NDS Limber background process (referred to as “Limber”) is to ensure that the
following is correct:

• The network address referral information for the replica attribute values representing a server are
correct for each partition held by the server.

• The server holding the Master replica of the partition encompassing a server has the correct relative
distinguished name of the server.

• The Version attribute on a server's object has correctly specified the operating system version.

• The Network Address attribute on a server's object has the correct network address specified.

The secondary purpose of Limber is to ensure the following:

• The name of the Directory tree in which a server exists is correct.

• The external reference of a source server holding an external reference of its own object is accurate.
Limber also ensures that the server holds a writable replica of the partition encompassing the server
has a Backlink attribute identifying it.

• The source server's credentials are correct.

Limber is initially scheduled after successfully initializing the NDS database to execute in five seconds (see
“Database Initialization” later in this section for additional information).

Subsequent executions of this process are scheduled upon conclusion of the Limber background process.  In
addition, Limber can be rescheduled using Diagnostics Trace (DSTrace).  For information on using DSTrace, see
Section V.
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To better understand the NDS Replica Synchronization background process, you should use DSTrace on the source
server with the Limber flag set.  Also, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, set the WANMAN flag.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flags mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.
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Step 1
Upon execution of Limber, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: start connectivity check

Step 2
Ø If the WAN Traffic Manager is used on the source server, Limber checks with it to determine if it is

restricted from running at this time.

Ø If Limber is restricted from running and if the source server is using DSTrace with the WANMAN flag set,
the following DSTrace messages display:

WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER returns DONT SEND (policy)

Limber: error -720 initializing server name and address

Limber reschedules itself, based on the criteria set forth previously, and then terminates.

Ø If the process is not restricted from running and if the source server is using DSTrace with the WANMAN
flag set, the following DSTrace message displays:

WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER returns SEND NOW (policy)

Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 3
Limber ensures the source server has the correct Directory tree name by finding the Master replica of the source
server's [Root]-most partition and comparing the server's Directory tree name to the source server's tree name.

Note: The process identifier used in DSTrace messages changes from Limber to “Lumber” when Limber
verifies and changes a Directory tree name.  Although the identifier changes, you are still in the NDS
Limber background process.

Limber utilizes the following variables:

Variable Description

Preferred Server Holds the identity of the target server with the lowest replica
depth found by Limber.  This variable defaults to a blank value.

Preferred Server’s Replica Depth Holds the [Root]-most replica depth of the preferred server.
This variable defaults to a value of -1.

Step 4
Limber checks the state of the local database to ensure its availability.

Ø If the database is closed or unavailable, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error -663

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the database is available, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 5
Limber examines the local database to see if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, Limber continues with Step 19.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the replica, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 6
Limber attempts to obtain the replica ring from the [Root] object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt or if Limber is unable to locate the expected information in the replica
ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

ErrorCode may be equal to one of the following NDS error codes:

NDS Error Code Explanation of Error

ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION The [Root] object's entry record is not flagged as a partition
root object. This error, in this instance, should be resolved
using the "Repair local database" option provided by DSRepair
(see Section V for more information).

ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY An attempt to allocate memory failed.

ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE The [Root] object did not have any replica attributes.

ERR_NO_MASTER_REPLICA No server is identified as holding the Master replica in the
replica ring of the [Root] partition.

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 7
Limber checks if the source server holds the Master replica.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, the following DSTrace messages display:

Lumber: this server has a replica of the root, go to master for tree name

Lumber: Checking at X of TotalReferrals, type=ReferralsReplicaType, len=ReferralAddressLength
Address: ReferralAddress

Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: this server has the master of the root, no need to look for trees

Limber continues with Step 38.

Step 8
Limber attempts to establish an NCP connection with the target server.

Ø If an error is received during the attempt to connect with the target server or in reply to the connection
attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is successfully connected, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 9
Limber requests the Directory tree name used by the target server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the Directory tree name is retrieved, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 10
Limber compares the target server's Directory tree name with the source server’s Directory tree name.

Ø If the Directory tree names are the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: referral was in the same tree: CurrentNDSTreeName

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the tree names are different, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 11
Limber confirms the target server and the source server have the same RSA Public Keys for the source
server's object.

Ø If the keys are not the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: keys do not match tree: <ReferralNDSTreeName>

Note: The source server's Directory tree name will not be changed.

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the keys are the same, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 12
Limber clears each of the source server’s incoming NCP connections.

Step 13
The following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: moving to another tree named: <ReferralNDSTreeName>
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Step 14
Limber attempts to change the name of the source server's Directory tree to match the name provided by the
target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the source server’s Directory tree name, the following
DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s Directory tree name changes, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 15
Limber attempts to re-authenticate to the target server and sets the value of the Status attribute on the source
server's own object to Up.  This change is made to the object on the target server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request to modify the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Lumber: could not set server state DS_UP

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is changed, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 16
The following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: Updating Root Creation time
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Step 17
Limber attempts to update the creation timestamp of the [Root] object on the source server’s local database to
match the creation timestamp of the [Root] object on the target server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the modification, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the modification is made successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: Successfully updated Root Creation time

Limber continues with Step 38.

Step 18
Limber checks if the source server holds a replica of any partitions.

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of a partition, Limber continues with Step 38.

Note: If the source server does not hold a replica of a partition, then Limber relies on the servers that
holds replicas of the partition encompassing the source server’s own object to notify the source
server if the Directory tree name is changed.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of a partition, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 19
Limber attempts to retrieve the replica ring from the [Root]-most partition root object on the source server’s local
database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt or if Limber is unable to locate the expected information in the replica
ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

ErrorCode may be equal to one of the NDS errors codes below.

NDS Error Code Explanation of Error

ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION The [Root] object's entry record is not flagged as a partition
root object. This error, in this instance, should be resolved
using the "Repair local database" option provided by DSRepair
(see Section V for more information).

ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY An attempt to allocate memory failed.

ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE The [Root] object did not have any replica attributes.

ERR_NO_MASTER_REPLICA No server was identified as holding the Master replica in the
replica ring of the [Root] partition.

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 20
Limber determines which of the servers in the replica ring has the lowest replica depth.
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Step 21
Limber attempts to connect to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect to the target server or in reply to the request to connect to
the target server, Limber continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is successfully connected, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 22
Limber requests the target server’s replica depth and [Root]-most replica type.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, Limber continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if Limber successfully connects with the target server and if the information required from the
target server is retrieved, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 23
Limber examines the current value of the Preferred Server’s Replica Depth variable.

Ø If the current value of the variable is -1, then the target server’s name is placed in the Preferred Server
variable and that server’s replica depth is placed in the Preferred Server’s Replica Depth variable.  Limber
then continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 24
Limber compares the value of the Preferred Server’s Replica Depth variable with the target server’s replica
depth.

Ø If the target server’s replica depth is higher than the current value of the Preferred Server’s Replica Depth
variable, Limber continues with Step 26.

Ø However, if the target server replica depth has a lower value, the target server’s name is placed in the
Preferred Server variable and that server’s replica depth is placed in the Preferred Server’s Replica Depth
variable.  Additionally, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: depth TargetServersReplicaDepth on TargetServersReferralReplicaType
 server <TargetServerName>

Limber continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server’s replica depth is equal to the Preferred Server’s Replica Depth, Limber
continues with the next step.

Step 25
Limber checks the target server’s [Root]-most replica type.

Ø If the target server does not hold the Master replica of its [Root]-most partition, Limber continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server holds the Master replica of its [Root]-most partition, the target server’s
name is placed in the Preferred Server variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: prefer the master at depth ReferralReplicaDepth on server <ReferralServerName>

Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 26
Limber checks if there are any additional servers listed in the replica ring.

Ø If there are no additional servers, Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if there are additional servers, Limber sets the next server as the target server and continues
with Step 21.

Step 27
Limber examines the value of the Preferred Server variable.

Ø If the value is blank, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: Could not find any trees

Note: This message indicates Limber was unable to successfully connect with any of the servers
existing in the replica ring.

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if Limber is able to connect with at least one server in the replica ring, it continues with the next
step.

Step 28
Limber attempts to establish an NCP connection with the server specified in the Preferred Server variable.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect to the preferred server or in reply to the request to connect
with the preferred server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the preferred server is successfully connected, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 29
Limber requests the Directory tree name used by the target server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request sent to the preferred server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 30
Limber compares the target server’s Directory tree name with the source server’s Directory tree name.

Ø If the Directory tree names are the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: referral was in the same tree: CurrentNDSTreeName

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the tree names are different, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 31
Limber confirms the target server and the source server have the same RSA Public Keys for the source server's
object.

Ø If the keys are not the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: keys do not match tree: <ReferralNDSTreeName>

Note: The source server’s Directory tree name will not be changed.

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the keys are the same, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 32
Limber clears each of the source server’s incoming NCP connections.

Step 33
The following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: moving to another tree named: <ReferralNDSTreeName>
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Step 34
Limber attempts to change the name of the source server’s Directory tree to match the name provided by the
preferred server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the source server’s Directory tree name, the following
DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s Directory tree name changes, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 35
Limber attempts to re-authenticate to the target server and then sets the value of the Status attribute on the
source server's own object to Up.  This change is made to the source server’s object on the target server’s
database.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request to modify the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Lumber: could not set server state DS_UP

Limber continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is updated, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 36
The following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: Updating Root Creation time
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Step 37
Limber attempts to update the creation timestamp of the [Root] object on the source server’s local database to
match the creation timestamp of the [Root] object on the target server’s database.

Ø If an error occurs during the modification, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: error ErrorCode

Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the modification is made successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

Lumber: Successfully updated Root Creation time

Limber continues with the next step.

Step 38
Limber checks if the source server holds an external reference of its own object.

Ø If the source server holds an external reference of its own object, Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a readable replica of its own object, Limber continues with Step 44.

Step 39
Limber checks if the external reference of the source server’s object has a copy of the source server's Public Key
attribute.

Ø If the source server does not hold a copy of its own public key, Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute exists on the source server’s externally-referenced object, Limber continues with
Step 44.
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Step 40
Limber attempts to locate a server holding a writable replica of the partition encompassing the source server's
own object

Ø If no server holding a writable replica of the source server’s object’s partition is located, the following
DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [SourceServerLocalEntryID]SourceServerObjectName failed, error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 44.

Ø Otherwise, if a server holding a replica of the partition encompassing the source server’s object is located,
Limber continues with the next step.

Step 41
Limber requests the target server create a Backlink attribute for the source server’s own object whose value
references the source server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request sent to the target server, one or more of the following
DSTrace messages may display:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [SourceServerLocalEntryID]SourceServerObjectName failed, error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 44.

Ø Otherwise, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 42
Limber verifies the external reference of its object in its local database has the same base class and creation
timestamp as the source server’s object on the target server’s database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the external reference’s base class or creation timestamp,
the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [SourceServerLocalEntryID]SourceServerObjectName failed, error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 44.

Ø Otherwise, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 43
Limber verifies the external reference was not overwritten during the attempt to backlink the source server’s
object.

Ø If the source server’s object was backlinked successfully and was not overwritten by an incoming replica,
the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [SourceServerLocalEntryID]SourceServerObjectName extref
 marked as backlinked

Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server has received a new replica of the partition encompassing its object, the
following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [SourceServerLocalEntryID]SourceServerObjectName succeeded
 for inaccessible entry

Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 44
Limber begins working towards completing its primary purpose.

Step 45
Limber ensures the source server holds one or more replicas of the partitions.

Ø If the source server does not hold any replicas, Limber continues with Step 60.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds at least one replica, Limber uses the first partition as the partition
being examined.

Note: Limber examines each partition held by the source server to verify the referral information
(network addresses) in the partition’s replica ring is correct.

Step 46
Limber attempts to retrieve the replica ring of the partition being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition’s replica ring is retrieved, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 47
Limber searches the entries in the replica ring in an attempt to locate the Replica attribute value that identifies
the source server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the source server’s attribute value or if there is no value
identifying the source server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: got
 error ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s entry in the replica ring is loaded, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 48
Limber compares the source server’s current network address information with the referral information that is
part of the replica attribute’s value.

Ø If the addresses are not the same, Limber continues with Step 53.

Ø Otherwise, if the addresses are the same, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 49
Limber attempts to locate the entry in the replica ring for the server holding the Master replica.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the Replica attribute value for the Master replica or if the
entry for the Master replica is not found, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the Replica attribute value for the Master replica is located, Limber continues with the next
step.
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Step 50
Limber attempts to retrieve the replica ring from the server holding the Master replica of the partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate or retrieve the replica ring from the target server, the
following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 51
Limber searches the entries in the replica ring in an attempt to locate the Replica attribute value identifying the
source server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the source server’s attribute value in the replica ring
retrieved from the target server or if no replica attribute value for the source server is found in the replica
ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s entry in the replica ring is located, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 52
Limber compares the source server’s current network address information with the referral information that is
part of the Replica attribute’s value from the replica ring retrieved from the target server.

Ø If the addresses are not the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootOjbectName: ** Needed update!

Limber continues with Step 55.

Ø Otherwise, if the addresses are the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: OK!

Limber continues with Step 59.

Step 53
Limber checks if the source server holds the Master replica for the partition.

Ø If Limber does not hold the Master replica for the partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootOjbectName: ** Needed update!

Limber continues with Step 55.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica for the partition, Limber continues with the next
step.
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Step 54
Limber attempts to update the Replica attribute value information in the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the attribute’s value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica is successfully updated, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: checking address of replica PartitionRootObjectName: OK!

Limber continues with Step 59.

Step 55
Limber attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the partition from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: attaching replica PartitionRootObjectName: error= ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is successfully retrieved, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 56
Limber attempts to locate the Replica attribute value for the server holding the Master replica of the partition.

Ø If the Replica attribute value for the Master replica is not found in the partition’s replica ring, the following
DSTrace message displays:

Limber: attaching replica PartitionRootObjectName: error= ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the Master replica is found in the partition’s replica ring, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 57
Limber attempts to establish an NCP connection with the server holding the Master replica of the partition and
then authenticates with it.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect to or authenticate with the target server, the following
DSTrace message displays:

Limber: attaching replica PartitionRootObjectName: error= ERR_ALL_REFERRALS_FAILED

Limber continues with Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is successfully connected, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 58
Limber requests the target server modify the Replica attribute value in this partition’s replica ring for the source
server’s entry.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: attaching replica PartitionRootObjectName: error= ERR_ALL_REFERRALS_FAILED

Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the referral information on the target server is successfully updated, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Limber: attaching replica PartitionRootObjectName: Success

Limber continues with the next step.

Step 59
Limber attempts to determine if the source server holds additional partition replica rings that should be
examined.

Ø If there are no additional partition replica rings to check, Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another partition exists whose replica ring should be examined, Limber uses that partition as
the partition being examined and continues with Step 46.

Step 60
Limber attempts to determine if the source server's relative distinguished name (RDN) has changed.

Ø If the source server’s RDN has not changed, Limber continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s RDN has changed, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 61
Limber checks if the source server has already notified the server holding the Master replica of the partition
encompassing the source server's object that the source server’s RDN has changed.

Ø If Limber has already successfully notified the server of the change, Limber continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, if the server has not been notified of the change, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 62
Limber attempts to locate the server holding the Master replica of the partition encompassing the source
server’s object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: ModifyRDN got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, if the server is successfully located, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 63
Limber attempts to establish an NCP connection to the target server and then authenticates with it.

Ø If an error occurred or is received in reply to the attempt to connect to and authenticate with the target
server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: ModifyRDN got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 65.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is successfully connected to and authenticated with, Limber continues with
the next step.
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Step 64
Limber requests the target server to modify the relative distinguished name (RDN) of the source server’s object
on the target server’s local database.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the modification request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Limber: ModifyRDN got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server’s reply indicates the update was made successfully, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Limber: ModifyRDN Successful

Limber continues with the next step.

Step 65
Limber attempts to determine if the source server's operating system version has changed.

Ø If the operating system version has not changed, Limber continues with Step 70.

Ø If the operating system version has changed, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 66
Limber checks if the source server has already notified a server holding a writable replica of the partition
encompassing the source server's object that the operating system version has changed.

Ø If the server has not been notified of the change, Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if Limber has already notified a server of the change, Limber continues with Step 70.
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Step 67
Limber attempts to locate a server holding a writable replica of the partition encompassing the source server’s
object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: ModifyNCPServerVersion got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 70.

Ø Otherwise, if the server is successfully located, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 68
Limber attempts to establish an NCP connection to the target server and then authenticates with it.

Ø If an error occurred or is received in reply to the attempt to connect to and authenticate with the target
server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: ModifyNCPServerVersion got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with Step 70.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is successfully connected to and authenticated with, Limber continues with
the next step.
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Step 69
Limber requests the target server modify the value of the Version attribute for the source server’s object on the
target server’s local database.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the modification request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Limber: ModifyNCPServerVersion got error ErrorCode

Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply received from the target server indicates the update was made successfully, the
following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: ModifyNCPServerVersion Successful

Limber continues with the next step.

Step 70
Limber attempts to determine if the source server's network address has changed.

Ø If the network address has not changed, Limber continues with Step 75.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s network address has changed, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 71
Limber checks if the source server has already notified a server holding a writable replica of the partition
encompassing the source server's object, that the network address has changed.

Ø If Limber has already successfully notified the server of the change, Limber continues with Step 75.

Ø However, if the server has not been notified of the change, Limber continues with the next step.
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Step 72
Limber attempts to locate a server holding a writable replica of the partition encompassing the source server’s
object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: error ErrorCode initializing server name and address

Limber continues with Step 75.

Ø Otherwise, if the server is located, Limber continues with the next step.

Step 73
Limber attempts to establish an NCP connection to the target server and then authenticates with the target
server.

Ø If an error occurred or is received in reply to the attempt to connect to and authenticate with the target
server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Limber: error ErrorCode initializing server name and address

Limber continues with Step 75.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is successfully connected to and authenticated with, Limber continues with
the next step.
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Step 74
Limber requests the target server modify the value of the Network Address attribute for the source server’s
object on the target server’s local database.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the modification request sent to the target server, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Limber: error ErrorCode initializing server name and address

Limber continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply received from the target server indicates the update was made successfully, Limber
continues with the next step.

Step 75
The following DSTrace messages may display:

• To indicate an error occurred during the Limber background process:

Limber: error ErrorCode initializing server name and address

• To indicate an error occurred that prevents Limber from completing its primary purpose:

Limber: end connectivity check, rescheduling ...

• To indicate the Limber background process completed successfully:

Limber: end connectivity check, all OK!
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Step 76
Limber attempts to reschedule itself.

Ø If the WAN Traffic Manager is being used on the source server, Limber reschedules itself to run again
based upon the information provided by the WAN Traffic Manager.

Ø Otherwise, if the WAN Traffic Manager is not being used, Limber reschedules itself using the following
criteria:

• If the primary purpose of Limber has been met, Limber reschedules to run again in three hours.

• If the primary purpose has not been met or if an error occurred during the execution of Limber,
Limber reschedules to run again in five minutes.

To review the primary purpose of Limber, see “Limber” earlier in this section.
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Backlinker
The primary purpose of the NDS Backlinker background process (referred to as “Backlinker”) is to ensure:

• All external references held by the source server are still required.

• Required external references are correctly backlinked to a server that holds a replica of the partition
encompassing the external reference.

• External references no longer required by the source server are removed from the source server.  In
addition, Backlinker ensures a server that holds a replica of the partition encompassing the external
reference is notified that the external reference has been removed from the server.

Backlinker is initially scheduled after successfully initializing the source server's NDS database (see “Database
Initialization” later in this section for more information).

Subsequent executions of this process are scheduled upon conclusion of the NDS Backlinker background process.  In
addition, Backlinker can be rescheduled using DSTrace.    For information on using DSTrace, see Section V.

To better understand Backlinker, you should use DSTrace on the source server with the Backlinker flag set.  Also, if the
source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, set the WANMAN flag.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flag mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.

Finally, Backlinker is initially scheduled after successfully initializing the NDS database to execute in two minutes.
Subsequent executions of this process are scheduled upon conclusion of the NDS Limber background process, or can
be rescheduled by using DSTrace.
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Step 1
Upon execution of Backlinker, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Checking Backlinks

Step 2
Ø If the WAN Traffic Manager is being used on the source server, Backlinker checks with it to determine if

Backlinker is restricted from running at this time.

Ø If Backlinker is restricted from running at this time and the source server is using DSTrace with the
Backlinker and WANMAN flags set, the following DSTrace messages display:

WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINKS returns DONT SEND (policy)

Backlink: Finished checking backlinks, err = -720

Backlinker continues with Step 63.

Ø However, if the process is not restricted from running at this time and the source server is using DSTrace
with the WANMAN flag set, the following DSTrace message displays:

WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINKS returns SEND NOW (policy)

Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 3
Backlinker uses the following global lists to identify specific information:

List Description

NDS Servers Holding External References list Holds the entry IDs of the server that holds external
references of objects encompassed in a partition held
by the server, provided the source server holds the
Master replica of the partition.  Additionally, for the
qualifying servers, the lists holds the local entry ID of
the object being externally referenced and the entry
ID for object on the target server.

UnUsed Local External References list Holds the local entry ID of any external reference on
the source that is no longer needed by NDS on the
source server.

Step 4
Backlinker prepares to examine each of the objects in the source server's object database using the first
subordinate object to the [Root] object.

Note: Backlinker examines all objects existing in the object database file, not just those objects existing in
partitions.

Step 5
Backlinker examines the object's entry flags to confirm the object being examined is not flagged as a deleted
object.

Ø If the object is being deleted locally, Backlinker ignores the object and continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 6
Backlinker determines if the object being examined is an external reference.

Ø If the object is an external reference, Backlinker continues with Step 12.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 7
Backlinker confirms the source server holds a replica of the partition to which the object being examined claims
to be encompassed.

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica encompassing the object being examined, Backlinker continues
with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 8
Backlinker examines the replica type for the partition encompassing the object being examined.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 9
Backlinker examines the replica state of the partition encompassing the object being examined.

Ø If the replica state is either New or Dying, Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 10
Backlinker examines the object to determine if it has any Backlink attribute values.

Ø If the object does not have any Backlink attribute values, Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Note: Because this object does not have any Backlink attribute values, Backlinker assumes this object is
not being externally referenced by another server.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 11
Backlinker adds the following information to the "NDS Servers Holding External References" list, as provided by
each of the Backlink attribute values assigned to the object being examined:

• The name of the server, if it has not been added previously by this step

• The entry ID of the object being examined, as it exists on the specified server (this is commonly
referred to as the remote entry ID)

• The entry ID of the object being examined, as it exists on the source server (this is commonly referred
to as the local entry ID).

Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Step 12
Backlinker determines if the object being examined, which is an external reference, is still required by the source
server.  This determination is partially made using the value of the source server’s “External Reference Life
Span” variable.

Note: The default value for the External Reference Life Span is 8 days and 30 minutes.  This value is
initialized during the NDS Database Initialization background process (see “Database Initialization”
later in this section for more information).  The value for this variable can be adjusted on an individual
server basis using the appropriate DSTrace commands (see Section V for more information).
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Step 13
Backlinker ensures the object being examined is not the source server’s own object.

Ø If the externally-referenced object is the source server's own object, Backlinker continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 14
Backlinker ensures the object being examined has no subordinate objects.

Ø If the externally-referenced object has any subordinate objects, Backlinker continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 15
Backlinker checks to ensure the object being examined does not have any Reference attributes.

Note: The existence of Reference attribute values on an externally-referenced object indicates other objects
existing on the source server have attributes values that reference this object.

Ø If the externally-referenced object has one or more Reference attribute values, Backlinker continues with
Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 16
Backlinker checks to ensure the object being examined has not been used in the current value of the External
Reference Life Span variable.

Ø If the object has not been used, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the externally-referenced object has been used, Backlinker continues with Step 18.
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Step 17
Backlinker adds the local entry ID of the externally-reference object to the source server’s “Unused Local
External References” list and continues with Step 29.

Step 18
Backlinker determines if the object being examined exists in the source server’s Directory tree by issuing an NDS
Resolve Name Request for the object being examined.  This request identifies a server holding a writable replica,
or better, of the partition encompassing the externally-referenced object.

Step 19
Backlinker examines the reply received from the NDS Resolve Name Request.

Ø If an error was received in reply to the request, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the resolve name attempt was successful, Backlinker continues with Step 24.

Note: Because the resolve name process succeeded, Backlinker assumes the object still exists in the
Directory tree.

Step 20
Backlinker examines the error received in reply to the NDS Resolve Name Request.

Ø If the resolve name attempt returned the NDS error code -601 (ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY), Backlinker
continues with Step 22.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the resolve name attempt was successful in locating a server
that holds the partition encompassing the object's name context.  However, the server that holds
the replica replied that the object being examined does not exist in that name context in its local
database.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The following DSTrace message displays:

CleanBacklinks: failed on [localEntryIDofXRef] XRefObjectName err: ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or higher),
Backlinker uses the server status features to track errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: External Reference Resolve Name (EXTREF_RESOLVE_NAME)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: ExternallyReferenceObjectBeingExamined

Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Step 22
Backlinker checks to ensure no changes have occurred on the externally-referenced object.

Ø If the object's entry is still flagged as Present and as being externally referenced, Backlinker continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with Step 29.
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Step 23
Backlinker attempts to perform the following operations:

• Remove any attributes from the source server's local database attributes whose values reference this
externally-referenced object.

• Remove any attributes from the source server's local database attributes whose values reference an
object subordinate to this externally-referenced object.

• Remove any objects from the source server's local database objects that are subordinates of the
externally-referenced object.

• Remove the externally-referenced object from the source server's local database.

Ø If the operations above are completed successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Deletion of orphan extref ExternallyReferencedObjectName succeeded

Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during one of the operations above, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Deletion of orphan extref ExternallyReferencedObjectName failed, error ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or
higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: External Reference Local Delete (EXTREF_LOCAL_DELETE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: ExternallyReferenceObjectBeingExamined

Backlinker continues with Step 29.
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Step 24
Backlinker verifies the server that holds a replica of the partition encompassing the object has a Backlink
attribute value that identifies the source server as holding an external reference of the object being examined.

Ø If the server does not have an attribute value identifying the source server, Backlinker continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a Backlink attribute value exists that identifies the source server as holding an external
reference of the object, Backlinker continues with Step 26.

Step 25
Backlinker requests a Backlink attribute value, which identifies the source server, be assigned to the object on the
server holding a replica of its encompassing partition.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request to create a Backlink attribute value, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName
 failed, error ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or
higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track the errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Ext. Reference Create Backlink (EXTREF_CREATE_BACKLINK)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: NotSpecified
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply to the request is received, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 26
Backlinker checks to ensure the external reference on the source server has the same base class and creation
timestamp as the object on the server that holds a replica of the partition encompassing the object being
examined.

Ø If the base class and the creation timestamp are the same, Backlinker continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the base class or the creation timestamp are different, Backlinker continues with the next
step.

Step 27
Backlinker attempts to update the external reference of the object being examined in the source server’s local
database.  Backlinker matches the creation timestamp and base class on the server that holds a replica of the
partition that encompasses the object.

Ø If an error is encountered while attempting to update the object in the source server’s local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName
failed, error ErrorCode

Additionally, if an error occurred and if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track errors.  The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: External Reference Create (EXTREF_CREATE_BACKLINK)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: NotSpecified
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Backlinker continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if the information was updated successfully, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 28
Backlinker checks to ensure the object being examined is still an external reference in the source server’s local
database.

Ø If the object being examined remains an external reference, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject’sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName extref
marked as backlinked

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined is no longer an external reference, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject’sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName
succeeded for inaccessible entry

Note: An occurrence of the DSTrace message above indicates the external reference was
overwritten by an incoming replica.

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 29
Backlinker determines if the object being examined has any subordinate objects.

Ø If the object has a subordinate object, Backlinker uses that object as the object being examined and
continues with Step 5.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has no subordinate object, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 30
Backlinker determines if the object being examined has a sibling object.

Ø If the object has a sibling object, Backlinker uses that object as the object being examined and continues
with Step 5.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has no siblings, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 31
Backlinker determines if the parent object of the object being examined is the [Root] object for the source
server’s Directory tree.

Ø If the object is not the [Root] object, Backlinker uses the object as the object being examined and continues
with Step 30.

Note: This prevents Backlinker from looping on a parent object and its first subordinate object.

Ø However, if that object is the [Root] object, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 32
Backlinker prepares to process the server’s NDS Holding External References list by using the first server
specified in the list as the target server in the subsequent steps.
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Step 33
Backlinker attempts to establish an NCP connection to the target server.

Ø If the target server is successfully connected, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: ServiceBacklinksByServer failed to connect to [LocalEntryIDofTargetServer]
 <TargetServerName>

Furthermore, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or
higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track the errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: External Reference Create (EXTREF_CREATE_BACKLINK)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: NotSpecified
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Backlinker continues with Step 40.

Step 34
Backlinker prepares to ensure the target server still holds the expected external references by using the first
externally-referenced object specified in the NDS Servers Holding External References list as the first externally-
referenced object checked in the subsequent steps.
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Step 35
Backlinker submits an NDS Resolve Name Request to the target server for the externally-referenced object.

Ø If the reply from the target server indicates the externally-referenced object is still an external reference in
the target server’s database, Backlinker continues with Step 37.

Ø However, if the reply indicates the externally-referenced object no longer exists in the target server’s local
database, Backlinker continue with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an unexpected error is received from the target server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Backlink: CheckExternalReference ObjectDNBeingExternallyReferenced failed, error = ErrorCode

Backlinker continue with Step 39.

Step 36
Backlinker attempts to flag the Backlink attribute value on the object reportedly externally-referenced by the
target server as Not Present.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the attribute value to Not Present, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Backlink: CheckExternalReference ObjectDNBeingExternallyReferenced failed, error = ErrorCode

Backlinker continues with Step 39.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with Step 39.
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Step 37
Backlinker ensures the Backlink attribute value for the object being externally-referenced by the target server has
the correct identifying information in the source server’s local database.

Note: The entry ID stored in a Backlink attribute value is the local entry ID for the external reference in the
target server’s object database file.

Ø If the attribute value has the correct entry ID, Backlinker continues with Step 39.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID is incorrect, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 38
Backlinker attempts to update the remote entry ID in the attribute value to match the entry ID obtained from the
target server as part of the reply to the resolve name request.

Ø If the attribute value was updated successfully, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to update the attribute value in the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CheckExternalReference ObjectDNBeingExternallyReferenced failed, error = ErrorCode

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 39
Backlinker checks the NDS Servers Holding External References list for additional objects reported as externally
referenced by the target server.

Ø If an additional object is being externally referenced by the target server, Backlinker uses this next object as
the externally-referenced object checked and continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional objects specified in the list, Backlinker continues with Step 40.
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Step 40
Backlinker checks the NDS Servers Holding External References list to determine if another server is listed as
holding external references.

Ø If another server is listed, Backlinker uses this server as the target server and continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, if no additional servers are specified in the list, Backlinker clears the list for reuse during the
next NDS Backlinker background process interval and continues with the next step.

Step 41
The following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Checking volumes for unused objects:

Step 42
Backlinker passes the Unused Local External References list to the source server’s operating system and requests
the local file system be examined to determine if any of the objects specified in the list are referenced.

Note: The source server’s operating system determines whether any of the objects specified in the list are
being referenced by:

• File or directory rights assignments
• File or directory ownership

The operating system modifies the list to indicate which objects should be retained due to file system references.

Ø If the source server’s operating system returns an error, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CheckForObjectID failed, error ErrorCode

Backlinker clears the Unused Local External References list for reuse during the next execution of Backlinker
and continues with Step 63.

Ø Otherwise, if no error is received from the operating system, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 43
The following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Done checking for unused objects:

Step 44
Backlinker prepares to process the UnUsed Local External References list, beginning with the first external
reference specified in the list.

Step 45
Backlinker ensures the object is still a present external reference in the source server’s local database.

Ø If the object is no longer an external reference or if it has been flagged as being a deleted object,
Backlinker continues with Step 62.

Note: This situation can indicate the external reference was overwritten by an incoming replica or was
deleted by an incoming request.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is still an external reference, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 46
Backlinker examines the UnUsed Local External References list to determine if this external reference is required
by the operating system due to a file system reference.

Ø If the external reference is not required, Backlinker continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the external reference is required, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 47
Backlinker attempts to update the external reference’s modification time on the entry record in the source
server’s object database file.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to update the modification time, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Backlink: RemoveUnusedExtRefs ExternallyReferencedObjectName failed error ErrorCode

Backlinker continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the modification time is successfully updated, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: RemoveUnusedExtRefs ExternallyReferencedObjectNamesucceeded

Backlinker continues with Step 52.

Step 48
Backlinker attempts to flag the external reference in the source server’s local database as a deleted object.

Ø If the externally-referenced object’s flags were modified successfully, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Backlink: RemoveUnusedExtRefs <missing entry ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID>succeeded

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to modify the object’s flags, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Backlink: RemoveUnusedExtRefs ExternallyReferencedObjectName failed error ErrorCode

Backlinker continues with Step 62.
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Step 49
Backlinker attempts to locate the server that holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the object
being externally referenced by the source server.

Ø If the server that holds the Master replica of the specified partition is located, Backlinker continues with
Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 50
Backlinker attempts to locate a server that holds a writable replica of the partition encompassing the object being
externally referenced by the source server.

Ø If a server holding a writable replica of the specified partition is located, Backlinker continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with Step 62.

Step 51
Backlinker requests the target server remove the Backlink attribute value, identifying the source server for the
object being externally referenced.

Ø If the reply to the request indicates the attribute value was removed successfully, Backlinker continues with
Step 62.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in reply to the request, Backlinker continues with Step 62.

Note: Backlinker relies on the NDS Backlinker background process executed on the server that holds the
Master replica of the partition encompassing the object to determine if the object is no longer
being externally referenced by the source server.
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Step 52
Backlinker issues an NDS Resolve Name Request to determine if the object being externally referenced by the
source server still exists in the Directory tree.

Ø If the reply to the resolve name attempt indicates success, Backlinker continues with Step 57.

Note: Because the resolve name attempt succeeded, Backlinker assumes the object still exists in the
Directory tree.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 53
Backlinker examines the error received in reply to the resolve name request.

Ø If the reply received the NDS error code -601 (ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY), Backlinker continues with Step 55.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the resolve name process was successful in locating a server
that holds the partition encompassing the object’s name context.  However, the server that holds
the replica replied that the object being searched for does not exist in that name context in its local
database.

Ø Otherwise, if an unexpected error was received, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 54
The following DSTrace message displays:

CleanBacklinks: failed on [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID] ExternallyReferencedObjectName
 err: ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or
higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: External Reference Resolve Name (EXTREF_RESOLVE_NAME)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: ExternallyReferenceObjectBeingExamined

Backlinker continues with Step 62.

Step 55
Backlinker checks to ensure no changes have occurred on the externally-referenced object.

Ø If the object is still flagged as a present external reference, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Note: Because the attempt to locate a server that holds a replica encompassing the externally-
referenced object has failed with the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY, Backlinker assumes
the object no longer exists in the Directory tree and should be removed from the source server.

Ø Otherwise, if an unexpected change has occurred on the external reference, the following DSTrace
message displays:

CleanBacklinks: failed on [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID] ExternallyReferencedObjectName
 err: ErrorCode

Backlinker continues with Step 62.
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Step 56
Backlinker attempts to perform the following operations:

• Remove any attributes from the source server's local database attributes whose values reference the
externally-referenced object.

• Remove any attributes from the source server's local database attributes whose values reference an
object subordinate to this externally-referenced object.

• Remove any objects from the source server's local database objects that are subordinates of the
externally-referenced object.

• Remove the externally-referenced object from the source server's local database.

Ø If the operations above are completed successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Deletion of orphan extref ExternallyReferencedObjectName succeeded

Backlinker continues with Step 62.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurs during one of the operations above, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Deletion of orphan extref ExternallyReferencedObjectName failed, error ErrorCode

Furthermore, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or
higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: External Reference Local Delete (EXTREF_LOCAL_DELETE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: ExternallyReferenceObjectBeingExamined

Backlinker continues with Step 62.
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Step 57
Backlinker verifies the server that holds a replica of the partition encompassing the externally-referenced object
has a Backlink attribute value that identifies the source server.

Ø If that server does not have an attribute value identifying the source server, Backlinker continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a Backlink attribute value exists that identifies the source server, Backlinker continues with
Step 59.

Step 58
Backlinker requests a Backlink attribute value be created on the object being externally referenced by the source
server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request to create the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName
 failed, error ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or
higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Ext. Reference Create Backlink (EXTREF_CREATE_BACKLINK)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: NotSpecified
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Backlinker continues with Step 62.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply to the request is received, Backlinker continues with the next step.
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Step 59
Backlinker checks to ensures the external reference on the source server has the same base class and creation
timestamp as the object on the target server.

Ø If the base class and the creation timestamp are the same, Backlinker continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if either the base class or the creation timestamp are different, Backlinker continues with the
next step.

Step 60
Backlinker attempts to update the externally-referenced object in the source server’s local database to match the
creation timestamp and base class of the object in the target server’s NDS database.

Ø If the information was updated successfully, Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error was encountered while attempting to update the object in the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName
 failed, error ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11 with NDS version 5.95 (or
higher), Backlinker uses the server status features to track errors.  The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Backlinker
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Ext. Reference Create Backlink (EXTREF_CREATE_BACKLINK)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
NDS Object: NotSpecified
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Backlinker continues with Step 62.
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Step 61
Backlinker checks to ensure the object is still an external reference in the source server’s local database.

Ø If the object is still an external reference, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName
 extref marked as backlinked

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is no longer an external reference, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: CreateBacklink [ExternallyReferencedObject'sEntryID]ExternallyReferencedObjectName
 succeeded for inaccessible entry

Note: An occurrence of the DSTrace message above indicates the external reference was overwritten by
an incoming replica.

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 62
Backlinker determines if another external reference is listed in the UnUsed Local External References list.

Ø If another external reference is specified, Backlinker uses that external reference as the externally-
referenced object being examined and continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional external references specified by the list, Backlinker clears the UnUsed
Local External References list for the next NDS Backlinker background process interval.  Backlinker
continues with the next step.
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Step 63
Backlinker determines if this execution of Backlinker was terminated due to an error.

Ø If no errors occurred during this execution of the process, the following DSTrace message displays:

Backlink: Finished checking backlinks successfully

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during this execution of the process, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Backlink: Finished checking backlinks, err = ErrorCode

Backlinker continues with the next step.

Step 64
Backlinker attempts to reschedule itself.

Ø If the WAN Traffic Manager is being used on the source server, Backlinker reschedules itself to run again
based upon the information provided by the WAN Traffic Manager.

Ø Otherwise, Backlinker reschedules itself to run again at the next Backlink Interval.

The default interval for Backlinker is 13 hours; however, this interval can be adjusted using DSTrace.  For
information on using DSTrace, see Section V.
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Schema
Synchronization The primary purpose of the NDS Schema Synchronization background process (referred to as “Schema Sync”) is to

synchronize the source server's schema updates to the appropriate servers.

Schema Sync is initially scheduled to execute 15 seconds after successfully initializing the source server's NDS
Database (see “Database Initialization” later in this section for more information).

Subsequent executions of this process are scheduled upon conclusion of the NDS Schema Synchronization
background process, or can be rescheduled using DSTrace (for additional information on the use of DSTrace, see
Section V.)

To better understand Schema Sync, you should use DSTrace on the source server with the Schema Synchronization flag
set.  Also, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, set the WANMAN flag.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flag mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.
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Step 1
Schema Sync ensures the process is enabled on the source server.

Ø If outbound schema synchronization has been disabled on the source server, the following DSTrace
message displays:

SCHEMA: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED!

Schema Sync then terminates this execution of the NDS Schema Synchronization background process.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync then continues with the next step.

Step 2
Schema Sync determines if the source server’s NDS database is available for use at this time.

Ø If the local database is not available, Schema Sync continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 3
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSTime
SCHEMA: Beginning Schema Synchronization.

The All Servers Processed flag is set to True.  If Schema Sync is unable to successfully synchronize with another
server, this flag is set to False.
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Step 4
Schema Sync determines if more than 25 hours have elapsed since the last time the source server’s schema was
synchronized successfully

The Schema Sync All Servers flag indicates this process should attempt to synchronize with the appropriate
servers, regardless of previous successful synchronization attempts.

Ø If more than 25 hours have elapsed, Schema Sync sets the Schema Sync All Servers flag to True.

Ø Otherwise, the Schema Sync All Servers flag remains with its current setting.

Note: This flag can be manually set to True using the appropriate DSTrace command.  For information
on using DSTrace, see Section V.

Step 5
Schema Sync checks if the WAN Traffic Manager is being used on the source server.

Ø If the WAN Traffic Manager is being used on the source server, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with Step 7.
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Step 6
Schema Sync checks with the WAN Traffic Manager to determine if it is restricted from running at this time.

Ø If Schema Sync is restricted from executing at this time and the source server is using DSTrace with the
Schema Synchronization and WANMAN flags set, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the
following DSTrace messages displays:

WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC returns DONT SEND (policy)
SCHEMA: SkulkSchema error -720

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_CONNECTION_DENIED.

Schema Sync continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, if this process is not restricted from executing at this time and the source server is using
DSTrace with the WANMAN flag set, the following DSTrace message displays:

WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC returns SEND NOW (policy)

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 7
Schema Sync examines the state of the source server's schema to ensure the server has not begun receiving a
new schema epoch.

Ø If the source server is receiving a new schema epoch, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the
following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SkulkSchema error -654

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY

Schema Sync continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 8
Schema Sync requests the use of the operating system’s transaction services.

Note: On the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare Operating System, this service is provided by the Transaction
Tracking Service.

Ø If an error is received by Schema Sync in reply to the request, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and
the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SkulkSchema error ErrorCode

Schema Sync continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 9
Schema Sync attempts to retrieve the Synchronized Up To attribute values for the source server’s NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs while attempting to retrieve the information, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and
the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SkulkSchema error ErrorCode

Schema Sync continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Note: Schema Sync uses a list of servers, which is referred in this manual as the “Target Schema Sync
list,” to determine with whom the process should synchronize.  This list is maintained globally by
NDS.

The Target Schema Sync list includes:

• Any server that has requested to be placed on the source server's Target Schema Sync list

• All servers that hold a readable, writable, or Master replica of a partition also held by the
source server.

In addition to the server name, the list provides an indicator to show the corresponding server has
been successfully synchronized during a previous execution of  Schema Sync.  This manual calls
the indicators “Schema Synchronized Successfully indicators.”
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Step 10
Schema Sync checks to ensure the Target Schema Sync list has an entry for each of the servers that hold a
replica of a partition also held by the source server, provided the replica type held by these servers is one of the
replica types shown below.

• Read-Only
• Read/Write
• Master

Servers holding a replica of a partition also held by the source server, but not currently listed in the Target
Schema Sync list are added.

Note: Any server added to the list will have its corresponding Schema Synchronized Successfully indicator
cleared to indicate it has not been successfully synchronized.

Step 11
Schema Sync prepares to ensure the existence of local referral information for each server existing in the Target
Schema Sync.  The first target server to be validated in the subsequent steps is the first server in the list.

Step 12
Schema Sync attempts to ensure the target server still exists as a present object in the source server’s NDS
database .

Ø If the target server is flagged as a deleted object or is not found in the source server’s local database, the
target server is removed from the Target Schema Sync list and Schema Sync restarts the validation of the
servers in that list by continuing with Step 11.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server still exists as a present object, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 13
Schema Sync attempts to locate a server that holds a readable, or better, replica of the partition encompassing
the target server.  This attempt is performed by issuing an NDS Resolve Name Request.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the following
DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: error ErrorCode trying to read address for TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 16.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 14
Schema Sync attempts to retrieve the referral information for the target server from the server that replied to
the resolve name request.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the following
DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: error ErrorCode trying to read address for TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 16.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 15
Schema Sync attempts to copy the retrieved referral information into the Target Schema Sync list.

Ø If an error occurs while copying the information to the list, the All Servers Processed flag is clear and the
following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SkulkSchema error -150

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY.

Schema Sync continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 16
Schema Sync determines if other servers are specified in the Target Schema Sync list.

Ø If an additional server exists in the list, Schema Sync continues with Step 12.

Ø Otherwise Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 17
Schema Sync determines if the Schema Sync All Servers flag has been set to True.  The Schema Sync All Servers
flag is set at the execution of Schema Sync.  It can also be set using DSTrace.  For additional information on
using DSTrace, see Section V.

Ø If this flag has been set to True, each of the Schema Synchronized Successfully indicators in the Target
Schema Sync list is cleared.

Schema Sync then continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the step.
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Step 18
Schema Sync makes a copy of the Target Schema Sync list to use during its execution.  The type of copy made is
determined by the All Schema Sync Targets flag.

Ø If the All Schema Sync Targets flag has been set on the source server, a copy of the entire list is made and
each Schema Synchronized Successfully indicator in the copy of the list is cleared.

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, only those servers with corresponding Schema Synchronized Successfully indicators not set are
copied to the list.

Step 19
Schema Sync prepares to begin synchronizing the source server’s schema using the first server in the Target
Schema Sync list as the target server in the subsequent steps.

Step 20
Schema Sync determines if the source server's NDS Schema Synchronization background process has been
disabled from the beginning of its execution.

Ø If outbound synchronization has been disabled on the source server, then the All Servers Processed flag is
cleared and the following DSTrace messages displays:

SCHEMA: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED!
SCHEMA: SkulkSchema error -720

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED.

Schema Sync continues with Step 80.
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Step 21
The following DSTrace message displays:

-----> START schema update to <TargetServer>.

Step 22
Schema Sync attempts to establish an NCP connection to the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with the target server, the All Servers Processed flag is
cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: failed to connect err: ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare, or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Connect (SCHEMA_CONNECT)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is successfully connected, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 23
Schema Sync issues an NDS Ping Request to the target server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the ping request, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the
following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: error ErrorCode pinging server.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Ping (SCHEMA_PING)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply to the request is received, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 24
Schema Sync uses the information received from the target server to ensure the replica depth of the target
server is higher than, or equal to, the replica depth of the source server (for information on the concept of the
[Root]-most replica or replica depth, see Section I).

Ø If the target server's replica depth is lower than the source server’s replica depth and the target server
holds one or more replicas, Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server’s replica depth value is higher than the source server’s, Schema Sync
continues with the next step.
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Step 25
Schema Sync checks to ensure the specified server has not been removed from the original Target Schema Sync
list since a copy of that list was made.  A copy of the list is now being used by this process.

Ø If the target server has been removed from the original Target Schema Sync list, it is also removed from
the copy of the list being used.  Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is still present in the list, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 26
Schema Sync examines the state of the source server's schema to ensure the server has not begun receiving a
new schema epoch.

Ø If the source server's schema has been locked due to an incoming schema epoch, the All Servers Processed
flag is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: StartUpdateSchema err -654

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare, or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Start Update (SCHEMA_START_UPDATE)
Error Code Received: ERR_PARTITION_BUSY
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 27
Schema Sync submits an NDS Start Schema Update Request to the target server (see Section III for information
on this request).

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the following
DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: StartUpdateSchema err ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Start Update (SCHEMA_START_UPDATE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Step 28
The following DSTrace message displays:

 SCHEMA LOCAL:
SyncUpToTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber

 SCHEMA REMOTE:
SyncUpToTimestamp DateTime, ReplicaNumber, EventNumber

Note: The Synchronized Up To timestamps displayed above were obtained from the source server’s local
database (Schema Local) and from the reply received from the target server (Schema Remote).  This is
an example representation, your display may have more timestamps.
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Step 29
Schema Sync uses the Synchronized Up To timestamps received from the target server to examine the following
conditions:

• If the source server has more Synchronized Up To timestamps than the target server

• If the timestamps received from target server are older than the corresponding timestamp on the source
server.

Note: Determining which Synchronized Up To timestamps are newer is accomplished by sorting the
timestamps based upon the replica number in the value and then comparing the corresponding values.

Ø If any of the conditions above are true, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues the process at 57.
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Step 30
Schema Sync requests, from the operating system, memory used to hold the updates sent to the target server.
This memory is referred to hereafter as the “update buffer.”

Ø If the attempt to allocate memory fails, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the following DSTrace
message displays:

SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err -150

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare, or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Updates (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATES)
Error Code Received: ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Step 31
Schema Sync clears the Schema Class Definitions Previously Sent list and sets the Schema Class Definition
Skipped flag to False.

Note: The Schema Class Definition Skipped flag indicates a schema class definition was skipped.

The Schema Class Definitions Previously Sent list holds the names of schema class definitions sent to
the target server.
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Step 32
Schema Sync examines the state of the source server's schema to ensure the server has not begun receiving a
new schema epoch.

Ø If the source server's schema has been locked by an incoming schema epoch, the All Servers Processed
flag is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err -654

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: End Update (SCHEMA_END_UPDATE)
Error Code Received: ERR_PARTITION_BUSY
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 33
Schema Sync adds the schema updates in the following order:

• Schema class definitions that are to be deleted
• Schema attribute definitions that are to be deleted
• Schema attribute definitions that are new or are being updated.
• Schema class definitions that are new or are being updated

Note: Schema Sync “passes” through the source servers multiple times in the subsequent steps.  Each pass
searches for definitions that fit the requirements provided in the subsequent steps.

Step 34
Schema Sync prepares to determine which definitions need to be sent as an update, based on the following
criteria:

Ø If searching for any deleted, new, or updated attribute definitions during this pass, Schema Sync uses the
first schema attribute definition as the specified definition in the subsequent steps.

Ø If Schema Sync searches for deleted, new, or updated class definitions during this pass, the first schema
class definition is used as the specified definition in the subsequent steps.
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Step 35
One of the following DSTrace messages display, indicating the type of information searched for during this pass
through the source server’s schema.

Ø If Schema Sync sends deleted class definitions, the following DSTrace message displays:

Sending DELETED CLASSES . . .

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if Schema Sync sends deleted attribute definitions, the following DSTrace message displays:

Sending DELETED ATTRIBUTES . . .

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø However, if Schema Sync sends new or updated attribute definitions, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Sending PRESENT ATTRIBUTES . . .

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if Schema Sync sends new or updated class definitions, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Sending PRESENT CLASSES . . .

Note: The Schema Class Definition Skipped flag is set to False.

Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 36
Schema Sync attempts to retrieve the specified definition from the source server's NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the definition, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and
the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare, or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Updates (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATES)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise,  if the specified definition is retrieved, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 37
Schema Sync determines if it is currently searching for new or updated schema class definitions.

Ø If Schema Sync is not searching for new or updated class definitions during this pass, it continues with Step
40.

Ø Otherwise, if Schema Sync is searching for new or updated class definitions, it continues with the next step.
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Step 38
Schema Sync determines if the specified definition has been previously sent to the target server during this
execution of the NDS Schema Synchronization background process.

Ø If the specified definition is found in the Schema Class Definitions Previously Sent list, Schema Sync skips
this definition and continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if this definition has not already been sent to target server, Schema Sync continues with the
next step.

Step 39
Schema Sync checks the specified definition’s super class, containment, and default ACL lists to determine if they
reference another schema class definition that has not been placed in the update buffer.

Note: This check prevents a class definition that references another class definition from being placed into
the update buffer before the referenced definition.  This ensures that as the target server applies the
definitions to its schema, it already has applied the referenced definition.

Ø If the specified definition references another schema class definition that has not been placed in the update
buffer, Schema Sync sets the Schema Class Definition Skipped flag to True and continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified class definition does not reference other class definitions or if it references other
definitions that have been placed in the update buffer, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 40
Schema Sync examines the Specified Definitions Modification timestamp to determine if it should be placed in
the update buffer.

Ø If the modification timestamp is older than the corresponding Synchronized Up To timestamp received
earlier from the target server, the definition is not placed in the update buffer.  Schema Sync continues with
Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if the modification timestamp is newer, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 41
Schema Sync attempts to copy the specified definition into the update buffer.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to copy the definition, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the definition is copied successfully, Schema Sync continues with Step 49.

Step 42
Schema Sync examines the error that occurred during the attempt to copy the specified definition into the update
buffer.

Ø If the error received was ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER (-649), Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the update buffer did not have sufficient space available to
hold the specified definition.

Ø Otherwise, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare, or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Updates (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATES)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.
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Step 43
Schema Sync determines if the update buffer currently holds any updates.

Ø If one or more schema update have been placed in the update buffer successfully, Schema Sync continues
with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the update buffer is empty, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 44
Schema Sync discards the current update buffer and attempts to allocate a new update buffer that is 4K larger
than the previous one.

Ø If the request for a larger update buffer is successfully met, Schema Sync continues with Step 41.

Ø Otherwise, if an error is received in reply to the request for a larger update buffer, the All Servers
Processed flag is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err -150

Note: The operating system error code above is ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Updates (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATES)
Error Code Received: ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.
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Step 45
The following DSTrace message displays:

Multiple packet send of Schema . . .

Step 46
Schema Sync sends the update buffer and its current contents to the target server as an NDS Schema Update
request.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the update request sent to the target server, the All Servers Processed
flag is cleared and the following DSTrace messages displays:

RemoteRequest err sending schema ErrorCode
SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Updates (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATES)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply is received from the target server, Schema Sync continues with the next
step.
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Step 47
Schema Sync clears the contents of the update buffer and prepares to resume by resetting various process
information.  Schema Sync attempts to retrieve the specified definition that was not successfully placed into the
update buffer.

Note: The specified definition was not placed into the update buffer due to the NDS error code
ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to reset Schema Sync or during the attempt to retrieve the specified
definition, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

Error ErrorCode restoring schema state.
SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Updates (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATES)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, if Schema Sync successfully resets itself and retrieves the specified definition, it continues with
the next step.
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Step 48
Schema Sync examines the state of the source server's schema to ensure the server has not begun receiving a
new schema epoch.

Ø If the source server has not begun receiving a new schema epoch, Schema Sync continues with Step 37.

Ø If the source server's schema has been locked by an incoming schema epoch, the All Servers Processed
flag is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: StartUpdateSchema err -654

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Update (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATE)
Error Code Received: ERR_PARTITION_BUSY
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.
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Step 49
Schema Sync examines the specified definition’s type that was just placed in the update buffer.

Ø If the specified definition is a schema class definition, the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: Sending class ClassDefinitionName

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified definition was a schema attribute definition, the following DSTrace message
displays:

SCHEMA: Sending attribute AttributeDefinitionName

Schema Sync continues with Step 51.

Step 50
Schema Sync examines the specified definition to determine if it is a present or deleted definition.

Ø If the definition is a present definition, the name of the specified definition is placed on the Schema Class
Definitions Previously Sent list, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 51
Schema Sync determines if another schema definition of the type in the specified definition exists in the source
server’s schema.

Ø If another definition exists, Schema Sync uses that definition as the specified definition and continues with
Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if each of the definitions for this pass have been examined, Schema Sync continues with the
next step.
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Step 52
Schema Sync determines which definitions should be searched for in the next pass.

Ø If it has just finished searching for deleted class definitions, Schema Sync begins searching for deleted
attribute definitions by continuing with Step 34.

Ø However, if it has just finished searching for deleted attribute definitions, Schema Sync begins searching for
present attribute definitions by continuing with Step 34.

Ø However, if it has just finished searching for present attribute definitions, Schema Sync begins searching for
present class definitions by continuing with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if Schema Sync has just finished searching for present class definitions, it continues with the
next step.

Step 53
Schema Sync checks the Schema Sync Skipped Class flag.

Ø If the flag is set to True, Schema Sync sets the flag to False and then begins searching for present class
definitions by continuing with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if no class definitions were skipped, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 54
Schema Sync sends the updated buffer to the target server as an NDS Schema Update Request.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the update request, the All Servers Processed flag is cleared and the
following DSTrace messages display:

SCHEMA: SendSchemaUpdates err ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Updates (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATES)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply is received from the target server, Schema Sync continues with the next
step.
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Step 55
Schema Sync examines the state of the source server's schema to ensure the server has not begun receiving a
new schema epoch.

Ø If the source server's schema has been locked by an incoming schema epoch, the All Servers Processed
flag is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: StartUpdateSchema err -654

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Send Update (SCHEMA_SEND_UPDATE)
Error Code Received: ERR_PARTITION_BUSY
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with Step 57.
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Step 56
Schema Sync sends an NDS Schema End Update Request indicating the source server has no additional schema
updates.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the update request sent to the target server, the All Servers Processed
flag is cleared and the following DSTrace messages display:

SCHEMA: EndUpdateSchema err ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: End Update (SCHEMA_END_UPDATE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServerLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServerName

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply is received from the target server, Schema Sync continues with the next
step.

Step 57
Schema Sync adjusts the target server’s Schema Synchronized Successfully indicator in the Target Schema Sync
list, based on the results from this attempt to synchronize with the server.

Ø If the synchronization attempt was successful, the indicator is set to True indicating the target server was
updated successfully.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the synchronization attempt or if an error was received during the
attempt, the indicator is set to False, indicating the corresponding server was not updated successfully.
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Step 58
The following DSTrace message displays indicating Schema Sync is finished working with the target server.

-----> END schema update.

Step 59
Schema Sync determines if any servers remain on the copy of the Target Schema Sync list used during this
execution.

Ø If an additional server exists in the list, Schema Sync uses that server as the target server and continues
with Step 20.

Ø Otherwise, if each of the servers on the list is synchronized with the source server’s schema, Schema Sync
continues with the next step.

Step 60
Schema Sync confirms the All Servers Processed flag has not been cleared and is still set to True.

Ø If the All Servers Processed flag has been cleared, Schema Sync continues with Step 79.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag is still set to True, Schema Sync attempts to purge any deleted schema definitions in
the source server’s schema by continuing with the next step.

Step 61
The following DSTrace message displays:

CurrentTime SchemaPurger: Processing deleted Classes
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Step 62
Schema Sync checks to ensure the source server’s NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server’s local database is not open, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords classes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge failed, error = -663

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_DS_LOCKED.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Local Purge (SCHEMA_LOCAL_PURGE)
Error Code Received: ERR_DS_LOCKED

Schema Sync continues with Step 79.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 63
Using the first class definition in the source server’s schema as the specified definition used in the following
steps, Schema Sync begins searching for schema class definitions that are flagged as being deleted.
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Step 64
Schema Sync attempts to retrieve the specified definition from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to retrieve the specified definition, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords classes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Local Purge (SCHEMA_LOCAL_PURGE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Schema Sync continues with Step 79.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified definition was successfully retrieved, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 65
Schema Sync examines the specified definition to determine if it is flagged as a deleted definition.

Ø If the definition is flagged as being deleted, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with Step 68.
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Step 66
Schema Sync examines the specified definitions modification timestamp to determine if this definition should be
purged.

Ø If the modification timestamp is older than the corresponding purge time, Schema Sync continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the definition’s modification timestamp is newer than the corresponding purge time, Schema
Sync  continues with Step 68.

Step 67
Schema Sync attempts to purge the schema definition from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to purge the definition, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords classes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Local Purge (SCHEMA_LOCAL_PURGE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Schema Sync continues with Step 79.

Ø Otherwise, if the definition was purged successfully, Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 68
Schema Sync determines if an additional definition of the same type as the specified definition exists in the
source server’s schema.

Ø If no additional definitions exist, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another definition exists, Schema Sync uses that definition as the specified definition and
continues with Step 64.

Step 69
The following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords classes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge succeeded

Step 70
The following DSTrace message displays:

CurrentTime SchemaPurger: Processing deleted Attributes
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Step 71
Schema Sync ensures the source server’s NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server’s local database is not open, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords attributes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge failed, error = -663

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_DS_LOCKED.

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Local Purge (SCHEMA_LOCAL_PURGE)
Error Code Received: ERR_DS_LOCKED

Schema Sync continues with Step 79.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 72
Schema Sync begins searching for schema attribute definitions flagged as being deleted by using the first
attribute definition in the source server’s schema as the specified definition used in the subsequent steps.
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Step 73
Schema Sync attempts to retrieve the specified definition from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified definition, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords attributes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Local Purge (SCHEMA_LOCAL_PURGE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Schema Sync continues with Step 79.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified definition is successfully retrieved, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Step 74
Schema Sync examines the specified definition to determine if it is flagged as a deleted definition.

Ø If the definition is flagged as deleted, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Schema Sync continues with Step 77.
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Step 75
Schema Sync examines the specified definition’s modification timestamp to determine if this definition should be
purged.

Ø If the modification timestamp is older than the corresponding purge time, Schema Sync continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the definition’s modification timestamp is newer than the corresponding purge time, Schema
Sync continues with Step 77.

Step 76
Schema Sync attempts to purge the schema definition from the source server’s local database.

Ø If the definition was purged successfully, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error occurred during the attempt to purge the definition, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords attributes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Schema Sync uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Schema Synchronization
NDS Background Process Activity Tag: Local Purge (SCHEMA_LOCAL_PURGE)
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Schema Sync continues with Step 79.
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Step 77
Schema Sync determines if an additional definition of the same type as the specified definition exists in the
source server’s schema.

Ø If no additional definitions exist, Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if another definition exists, Schema Sync uses that definition as the specified definition and
continues with Step 73.

Step 78
The following DSTrace messages display:

Purger: purged PurgedObjectRecords attributes and PurgedAttributeRecords values
Purger: End schema purge succeeded

Step 79
Schema Sync examines the All Servers Processed flag.

Ø If the flag is set as True, the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: All Processed = YES

Note: Schema Sync notes the current time that all servers were synchronized successfully.

Schema Sync continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag is set to False, the following DSTrace message displays:

SCHEMA: All Processed = NO

Schema Sync continues with the next step.
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Step 80
The Schema Sync is schedule to execute again.

Any of the following events can trigger Schema Sync to be scheduled to execute again:

• Another server requests to be added to the source server’s Target Schema Sync list.  This event clears
the Schema Sync All Servers flag and schedules Schema Sync to execute immediately.

• The source server receives a schema update from another server.  This event sets the Schema Sync All
Servers flag to True and schedules Schema Sync to execute immediately.

• The source server receives a new schema epoch from another server.  This event sets the Schema Sync
All Servers flag to True and schedules Schema Sync to execute in 10 seconds.

• The source server receives the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS or ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
during the execution of its NDS Replica Synchronization background process.  This event clears the
Schema Sync All Servers flag and schedules Schema Sync to execute immediately.

• Or through the use of the following DSTrace commands (see Section V for more information):

H This event clears the Schema Sync All Servers flag and schedules the process to execute in
the default “Schema Heart Beat Interval.”  The default value for this interval is four hours;
however, the interval can be changed using DSTrace.

SS This event clears the Schema Sync All Servers flag and schedules the process to execute
immediately.

SSA Scheduling the process in this manner sets the Schema Sync All Servers flag to True and
schedules the process to execute in the default Schema Heart Beat Interval.

Ø If an error occurred during this execution of the process or if the All Servers Processed flag is cleared,
Schema Sync is rescheduled to start in a random whole number of seconds, where the random number is
between 61 and 123.

Ø Otherwise, if no error occurred during this execution and the All Servers Processed flag is set to True,
Schema Sync is not rescheduled to execute.
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Database
Initialization The primary purpose of the NDS Database Initialization process (referred to as “DB Init”) is to:

• Verify the general usability of the source server's NDS database files

• Schedule various NDS background processes to execute

• Initialize various tables and variables used globally by NDS

• Open the source server's NDS database files for use by the version of NDS in use on the source server.

DB Init is automatically executed whenever the source server’s SYS volume is mounted.  Subsequent executions of this
process are triggered by a request to open the source server’s NDS database.  This request can be generated by a
client or by unloading and then reloading NDS on the source server.

To better understand DB Init, you should use DSTrace on the source server with the Initialization, Miscellaneous, and
Janitor flags set.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flags mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.
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Step 1
DB Init determines if NDS is currently being unloaded from the source server.

Ø If it is being unloaded from the source server, then DB Init reports the NDS error code ERR_DS_LOCKED.
DB Init then continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 2
DB Init verifies the source server's local database is being initialized or re-initialized.

Ø If the source server's local database is being initialized because the source server has just been started or
because NDS (DS.NLM) is being loaded (after being unloaded), the following DSTrace message displays:

Begin DSAgentOpenLocal

DB Init continues with Step 4.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is being re-initialized, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 3
DB Init attempts to initialize NDS Auditing for use by NDS on the source server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to initialize NDS Auditing, DB Init continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays:

Begin DSAgentOpenLocal

DB Init continues with the next step.
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Step 4
DB Init checks to ensure the source server's NDS database is not currently being created.

Ø If the database is being created, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 5
DB Init determines if the source server's operator has specified that the local database should not be initialized.

Ø If the source server's operating system was started with the "-NDB" command line switch, then the
following DSTrace message displays:

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ERR_NO_ACCESS

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 6
DB Init requests the source server's local database files be opened by the operating system's file services.

Ø If an error is returned in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.
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Step 7
DB Init determines if the source server's local database files have improper file sizes.  DB Init verifies a file size
is equally divisible by the file’s record size.

Ø If a database file has an improper file size, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 8
DB Init attempts to initialize several tables and variables used globally by NDS.  These tables are initialized using
information that exists in the source server's local database.

Ø If an error is encountered during the attempt to initialize this information, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 9
DB Init sets the source server's NDS database state to “Open” and then retrieves the code page and country
code information used by the source server's operating system.
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Step 10
DB Init initializes the source server's use of NDS CRC Checking on all data exchanged between servers using
DS.NLM v5.01 or higher.

Step 11
The following DSTrace message displays:

(YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS) Janitor: Scanning for moved entries ...

Step 12
DB Init examines each record in the source server's object database file, beginning with the last record, and
identifies those objects involved in a Move Object operation.  This information is used to initialize the Inhibited
Objects list.

Note: A server uses the Inhibited Objects list to track objects involved in a Move Object operation.  This list
is used by various NDS processes and operations.

Step 13
DB Init attempts to retrieve the object record being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object record, the following DSTrace messages display:

Janitor: Scan failed on [LocalEntryID]<ObjectName> error = ErrorCode

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.
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Step 14
DB Init determines if the object represented by the object record being examined exists in a user defined
partition held by the source server.

Ø If the object exists in a system, external reference, schema, or bindery partition, then DB Init skips the
object and continues with Step 20.

Ø Otherwise, if the object exists in a user defined partition, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 15
DB Init attempts to retrieve the replica type information for the partition encompassing the object record being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server's local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Scan failed on [LocalEntryID]<ObjectName> error = ErrorCode

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 16
DB Init checks the replica type held by the source server of the partition encompassing the object being
examined.

Ø If the replica type is Subordinate Reference, Read-Only, or Read/Write, DB Init skips the object and
continues with Step 20.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica of the partition, DB Init continues with the next
step.
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Step 17
DB Init attempts to retrieve any Obituary attribute values existing on the object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object's Obituary attribute values, the following
DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Scan failed on [LocalEntryID]<ObjectName> error = ErrorCode

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 18
DB Init examines the object's Obituary attribute values to determine if they are Move or Inhibit Move obituary
types.

Ø If the object being examined does not have any Move or Inhibit Move obituary types, DB Init skips the
object and continues with Step 20.

Ø Otherwise, if the object has either a Move or an Inhibit Move Obituary type, DB Init continues with the
next step.
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Step 19
DB Init attempts to add the object record being examined to the source server's Inhibited Object list.

Ø If an error is encountered during the attempt to add the object to the list, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Janitor: Scan failed on [LocalEntryID]<ObjectName> error = ErrorCode

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 20
DB Init determines if additional records in the source server's object database file need to be examined.

Ø If the current record is the first record in the source server's object database file, then there are no
previous records and DB Init continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init uses the previous record as the object record being examined and continues with Step
13.

Step 21
DB Init initializes the value of the Next Flat Cleaner Start Time.  This variable is used by the NDS Janitor
background process to determine when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process should be executed.  The
default value of the variable will be equivalent to the current time plus two minutes.

Step 22
DB Init schedules the NDS Janitor background process to execute immediately.
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Step 23
DB Init initializes the source server's bindery partition for storing dynamic bindery objects received by the source
server.  The following message displays on the source server's console:

Bindery open requested by the SERVER

Step 24
DB Init schedules the NDS Limber background process to execute in five seconds.

Step 25
DB Init schedules the NDS Backlinker background process to execute in two minutes.

Step 26
DB Init attempts to initialize NDS Auditing for use by NDS on the source server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to initialize NDS Auditing, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSAgentOpenLocal failed, error ErrorCode

DB Init continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, DB Init continues with the next step.
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Step 27
DB Init attempts to verify the value of the DS Revision attribute by attempting to retrieve the current value from
the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

LocalSetServerVersion setting version of [SourceServersObjectsLocalEntryID]
 <SourceServersObjectName> to NDSVersionInUse

LocalSetServerVersion encountered error ErrorCode for server [SourceServersObjectsLocalEntryID]
 <SourceServersObjectName>

DB Init then continues with Step 30.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute's existing value was retrieved successfully, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 28
DB Init compares the current DS Revision attribute value with the version of NDS being used on the source
server.

Ø If the two values are equal, then DB Init continues with Step 30.

Otherwise, if the values are not equivalent, the following DSTrace message displays indicating the current
NDS version in use:

LocalSetServerVersion setting version of [SourceServersObjectsLocalEntryID]
 <SourceServersObjectName> to NDSVersionInUse

DB Init continues with the next step.
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Step 29
DB Init attempts to update DS Revision attribute value of the source server's own object.

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to update the attribute value on the source server's local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

LocalSetServerVersion encountered error ErrorCode for server [SourceServersObjectsLocalEntryID]
 <SourceServersObjectName>

DB Init continue with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value was updated successfully, DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 30
DB Init schedules the NDS Schema Synchronization background process to execute in 15 seconds.

Note: The Schema Sync All Servers flag is set to True.  This flag is used to force the process to synchronize
with all qualifying servers, instead of only those qualifying servers that have not been successfully
synchronized in the last 25 hours.

Step 31
DB Init schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to execute in two minutes.

Step 32
DB Init continues with Step 36.
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Step 33
Replica Sync examines the error encountered.

Ø If the error was either ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE or ERR_DATABASE_FORMAT, the following
message displays on the source server's console:

Directory Services:  Could not open local database, it is inconsistent
Try to correct the error with DSREPAIR.NLM

DB Init continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the following message displays on the source server's console:

Directory Services:  Could not open local database

DB Init continues with the next step.

Step 34
The following DSTrace message is only displayed if the request to initialize the source server's local database
was issued as part of the automatic response to the mounting of the source server's SYS volume.

Unable to open directory services agent, error ErrorCode

Step 35
DB Init concludes the execution of the NDS Database Initialization background process.

Step 36
The following DSTrace message displays:

End DSAgentOpenLocal
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Step 37
The following message displays on the source server's console:

Directory Services:  Local database is open

Step 38
DB Init concludes the execution of the NDS Database Initialization background process.
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Replica Purger
The primary purpose of the NDS Replica Purger background process (referred to as “Purger”) is to:

• Purge any unused objects and/or attributes that exist in a user defined partition.

• Process obituaries assigned to objects that exist in a user defined partition.

Purger is scheduled to execute by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.  For additional on the NDS
Replica Synchronization background process, see “Replica Synchronization” earlier in this section.

To better understand Purger, you should use DSTrace on the source server with the Janitor flag set.

This process review assumes you are using DSTrace with the flag mentioned above, as appropriate.

Occurrences of an error while executing an NDS background process may result in the process concluding prematurely.
In this case, an error code may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the review.  By comparing the message
on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this manual, you can identify conditions where this has occurred.
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Step 1
Purger clears the Replica Purger Error variable.

Note: The Replica Purger Error variable holds error codes that occur during the execution of Purger.  By
clearing this variable, Purger ensures the consistency of the ordering of the DSTrace messages
presented during this execution of Purger.

Step 2
Purger attempts to retrieve the partition root object’s information from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged 0 entries and 0 values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 3
Purger attempts to establish the values for the current purge time using the information retrieved from the
partition root object.  (For information on purge time, see Section I).

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to establish the current purge time, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: purged 0 entries and 0 values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the current purge time is established, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 4
Purger attempts to retrieve partition control information for the partition root object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition control information from the source server’s
local database, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged 0 entries and 0 values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if partition control information was retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 5
The following DSTrace message displays using the current time provided by the operating system’s time services:

(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss)

Step 6
Purger checks the replica type held by the source server of the partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Start purge on NON  MASTER partition <PartitionRootObjectsName>

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Start purge on  MASTER partition <PartitionRootObjectsName>

Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 7
Purger ensures at least one purge time value was established.

Ø If no  purge time values were established, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged 0 entries and 0 values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if at least one purge time value was established, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 8
Purger checks the replica state for the replica held by the source server for the partition.

Ø If the replica state is not On, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is On, Purger continues with Step 12.

Step 9
Purger checks the replica type of the replica held by the source server.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType], Postponing cleanup.

Purger: purged 0 entries and 0 values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica for the partition, Purger continues with the next
step.
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Step 10
Purger checks the partition control information retrieved for the partition.

Ø If the partition is involved in a Split partition operation, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition is involved is some other partition operation, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: Partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType], Postponing cleanup.

Purger: purged 0 entries and 0 values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.

Step 11
Purger checks the replica state of the replica held by the source server.

Ø If the replica state is Split State 0, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition is involved in a Split partition operation and is no longer at Split State 0, the
following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType], Postponing cleanup.

Purger: purged 0 entries and 0 values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.
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Step 12
Purger checks the replica type of the replica for the partition held by the source server.

Ø If the source server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the partition, Purger uses the partition root
object as the object to be purged and continues with Step 131.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a readable replica of the partition, Purger uses the partition root
object as the object to be purged and continues with the next step.

Step 13
Purger attempts to retrieve the first child of the object to be purged.

Ø If the object does not have a subordinate object, Purger continues with Step 18.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object’s first child, Purger continues with Step
17.

Ø Otherwise, if the first child object is retrieved, Purger uses the object as the one to be purged and
continues with the next step.

Step 14
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not a partition root object for another partition.

Ø If the object is not a partition root object for another partition, Purger continues with Step 13.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is a partition root object for another partition, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 15
Purger attempts to retrieve the sibling of the object to be purged.

Ø If the object does not have a sibling object, Purger continues with Step 20.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the sibling of the object to be purged, Purger
continues with Step 19.

Ø Otherwise, if the sibling of the object is retrieved, Purger uses the sibling object as the object to be purged
and  continues with the next step.

Step 16
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not a partition root object for another partition.

Ø If the object is a partition root object for another partition, Purger continues with Step 15.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not a partition root object, Purger continues with Step 13.

Step 17
Purger examines the error that occurred during the attempt to retrieve the first child object.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the partition root object has no subordinate objects in the
source server’s NDS database.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, Purger stores the error code in the Replica Purger Error
variable and continues with Step 216.
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Step 18
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not the partition root object for the partition.

Ø If the object is not the partition root object, Purger uses the object as the one to be purged and continues
with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is the partition root object for the partition, Purger uses the object as the one to be
purged and continues with Step 131.

Step 19
Purger examines the error that occurred during the attempt to retrieve the sibling of the object to be purged.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the object to be purged has no sibling objects in the source
server’s NDS database.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, Purger stores the error code in the Replica Purger Error
variable and continues with Step 216.

Step 20
Purger attempts to retrieve the parent of the object to be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the parent object, Purger stores the error code in the
Replica Purger Error variable and continues with Step 216.

Ø Otherwise, if the parent object is retrieved, Purger uses the object as the one to be purged and continues
with the next step.
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Step 21
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not the partition root object for the partition.

Ø If the object is not the partition root object for the partition, Purger uses the object as the one to be purged
and continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is the partition root object for the partition, Purger uses the object as the one to be
purged and continues with Step 131.

Step 22
Purger requests the use of the transaction services of the source server’s operating system.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace messages display:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 23
Purger examines the flags for the object being purged.

Ø If the object is not a New Entry, Purger continues with Step 25.

Ø Otherwise, if the object has been flagged as a New Entry, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 24
Purger attempts to remove the New Entry flag from the object to be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the information on the source server’s local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the New Entry flag is removed, Replica Sync continues with the next step.

Step 25
Purger attempts to retrieve the first value of the attribute assigned to the object to be purged.

Ø If the object has no attributes assigned, Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the first value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the first value of the first attribute is retrieved, Purger uses the attribute value as the attribute
value to be purged in the subsequent steps.  Purger then continues with the next step.
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Step 26
Purger determines if the attribute value to be purged is a Reference attribute value.

Ø If the attribute value is a Reference attribute, Purger skips all values of the attribute type and continues
with Step 100.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is not a Reference attribute, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 27
Purger determines the syntax of the attribute value to be purged by retrieving the schema attribute definition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute definition from the source server’s local
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the schema attribute definition is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 28
Purger examines the attribute value to be purged and determines if it is an Obituary attribute value.

Ø If the attribute value is not an Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is an Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 29
Purger compares the modification timestamp of the attribute value to be purged with the corresponding purge
time.

Ø If the corresponding purge time is newer than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the purge time is older than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 30
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Purged, Valueless, or Non-Synchronizing, Purger continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 31
Purger examines the replica type for the source server’s replica of the partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, Purger continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the object to be
purged, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 32
Purger examines the obituary type and state specified in the attribute value to be purged.  The following
conditions are verified:

• The obituary type is a Move Object obituary.
• The obituary state is Notified.

Ø If one or both of the conditions above are not true, Purger continues with Step 98.

Ø Otherwise, if both of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 33
Purger attempts to add the object to be purged to the “Release Move Entries list.”  The Release Move Entries list
is used by other background processes to identify objects whose Inhibit Move obituary should be removed.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the object, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is added to the list, Purger continues with Step 98.

Step 34
Purger compares the modification timestamp of the attribute value to be purged with its corresponding purge
time.

Ø If the corresponding purge time is newer than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with Step 98.

Ø Otherwise, if the purge time is older than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 35
Purger determines if the attribute value to be purged is a Backlink attribute value.

Ø If the attribute value is a Backlink attribute value, Purger continues with Step 39.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 36
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as a deleted attribute, Purger continues with Step 39.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 37
Purger examines the Backlink attribute value to be purged.  The following conditions are verified:

• The specified server holding the external reference is the source server.
• The specified remote entry ID matches the local entry ID of the object being purged.

Ø If either of the conditions above are not true, Purger continues with Step 98.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: Purger has determined the source server holds a replica of the partition encompassing its object.
That object has a Backlink attribute value identifying the source server as holding an external
reference of its own object.

Step 38
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the Backlink attribute value, the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with 98.
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Step 39
Purger examines the attribute value to be purged to determine if it is an Obituary attribute value.

Ø If the attribute value is not an Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is an Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 40
Purger examines the flags on the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as either Purged or Valueless, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 42.

Step 41
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is successfully purged, Purger continues with 98.
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Step 42
Purger examines the obituary type and state for the attribute value to be purged.  The following conditions are
verified:

• The obituary state is Purgeable.
• The obituary type is Rename Partition obituary.

Ø If both the conditions above are not true, Purger continues with Step 50.

Ø Otherwise, if either of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 43
Purger examines the obituary type and verifies the following conditions:

• The obituary type is Rename Object obituary.
• The object being purged has the original relative distinguished name (RDN).

Ø If either of the conditions above are not true, Purger continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if both conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 44
Purger attempts to retrieve from the source server’s local database the sibling object whose RDN is specified in
the attribute value to be purged (which is OBT_NEW_RDN).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the sibling object with the new name is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 46.
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Step 45
Purger examines the error received when attempting to locate the sibling object.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with Step 47.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates there is no sibling object with the specified name.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Step 46
Purger attempts to remove the corresponding Rename Object obituary (OBT_OLD_RDN) from the sibling object
with the new RDN.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the corresponding Obituary attribute value, the following
DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the corresponding value is removed or if no corresponding value is found, Purger continues
with the next step.
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Step 47
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 48
Purger verifies the obituary specified in the attribute value just purged is a Move Object or Inhibit Move Object
obituary.

Ø If the obituary is not a Move Object or Inhibit Move Object obituary, Purger continues with Step 98.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 49
Purger attempts to remove the object being purged from the source server’s Release Move Entries list.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the object from the list, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is removed from the list, Purger continues with Step 98.
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Step 50
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents an obituary with an obituary state of Purgeable.

Ø If the obituary state is not Purgeable, Purger continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 51
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents a Rename Object obituary and the object being
purged has the new relative distinguished name (RDN).

Ø If the attribute value does not represent a Rename Object obituary, Purger continues with Step 56.

Ø However, if the attribute value is an OBT_NEW_RDN obituary, Purger continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if it is an OBT_OLD_RDN obituary, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 52
Purger attempts to retrieve, from the source server’s object database, the object information for the object to be
purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 53
Purger verifies the object being purged is a partition root object.

Ø If the object is not flagged as a partition root object, Purger continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is a partition root object, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 54
Purger compares the creation timestamp for the object to be purged with the creation timestamp specified in the
attribute value to be purged.

Note: Creation timestamps are compared to ensure the obituary represented by the attribute value is
intended for the partition root object.

Ø If the timestamps are not the same, Purger continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the timestamps are the same, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 55
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is successfully purged, Purger continues with Step 98.
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Step 56
Purger examines the source server replica type for the partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica for the partition, Purger continues with Step 98.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica for the partition, Purger continues with the next
step.

Step 57
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents a Backlink (or secondary) obituary.

Ø If it is not a Backlink obituary, Purger continues with Step 62.

Ø Otherwise, if it is Backlink obituary, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 58
Purger attempts to locate the object’s attribute value that represents the primary obituary for the Backlink
obituary.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the specified attribute value, Purger continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the corresponding primary obituary is located, Purger continues with Step 61.
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Step 59
Purger examines the error received in the attempt to locate the primary obituary.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicate no corresponding primary obituary was found.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Step 60
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state specified in the attribute value to Purgeable (State 4).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value on the source server’s local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged] failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is set to Purgeable, Purger continues with Step 98.

Step 61
Purger attempts to add the object being purged to the source server’s “Obituary Notification” list.  The Obituary
Notification list identifies the Backlink (or secondary) obituaries requiring processing.

Purger continues with Step 98.
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Step 62
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents one of the following obituary types:

• Restored obituary (OBT_RESTORED, Type 0)
• Delete Object obituary (OBT_DEAD, Type 1)
• Move Object obituary (OBT_MOVED, Type 2)
• Rename Object obituary (OBT_NEW_RDN, Type 5)

Ø If the attribute value to be purged does not represent one of the obituaries listed above, Purger continues
with Step 98.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 63
Purger utilizes the following flags during the following steps:

Flag Description

Unprocessed Secondary Obituary This flag indicates a Backlink (or secondary) obituary was found
whose obituary state is Issued (State 0).  This flag is initialized, at this
point, as False.

Advance Obituary To Purgeable This flag indicates each Backlink (or secondary) obituary is at an
obituary state of OK To Purge (State 2).  This flag is initialized, at this
point, as True.

Step 64
Purger attempts to retrieve the first attribute value on the object being purged.  (This attribute value is an
Obituary attribute.)

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute, Purger continues with Step 72.

Ø Otherwise, if the first Obituary attribute value is retrieved, Purger uses it as the Obituary attribute value to
be examined in the following steps.
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Step 65
Purger verifies the Obituary attribute value being examined has the following conditions:

• It is flagged as either Purged or Valueless.
• It is not a Backlink (or secondary) obituary.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with Step 70.

Ø Otherwise, if the Obituary attribute value is a Backlink obituary not flagged as Purged or Valueless, Purger
continues with the next step.

Step 66
Purger verifies the obituary type specified in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the obituary
type specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary types are not the same, then the Obituary attribute value does not correspond with the
primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 70.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 67
Purger verifies the creation timestamp specified in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the
creation timestamp specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the creation timestamps are not the same, then the Obituary attribute value being examined does not
correspond with the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 70.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps are the same, the Obituary attribute value being examined is a
Backlink ( or secondary) obituary for the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger
continues with the next step.
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Step 68
Purger checks the obituary state for the Obituary attribute value being examined.

Ø If the following conditions exist:

• The obituary state is Issued (State 0),
• The Unprocessed Secondary Obituary flag is set to True, and
• The Advance Obituary To Purgeable flag is set to False,

then Purger continues with Step 73.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is Notified (State 1), OK To Purge (State 2), or Purgeable (State 4), Purger
continues with the next step.

Step 69
Purger checks the obituary state for the Obituary attribute value being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is Purgeable (State 4), the Advance Obituary To Purgeable flag is set to False.  Purger
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is either Notified (State 1) or OK To Purge (State 2), Purger continues with
the next step.

Step 70
Purger determines if there are additional Obituary attribute values assigned to the object to be purged.

Ø If there is another attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional Obituary attribute values, Purger continues with Step 73.
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Step 71
Purger attempts to retrieve the next Obituary attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value from the source server’s local database,
Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute value is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 65.

Step 72
Purger examines the error that occurred when attempting to retrieve the specified attribute value.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates either the specified attribute value does not exist on the object
being purged or no additional attribute values exist.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Step 73
Purger examines the following conditions:

• The Advance Obituary To Purgeable flag is set to False.
• The Unprocessed Secondary Obituary flag is set to True.
• The obituary state for the attribute value to be purged is not OK To Purge (State 2).

Ø If all the conditions above are not true, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any of the conditions above is found to be true, Purger continues with Step 75.
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Step 74
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state for the attribute value to be purged to Purgeable (State 4).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state in the attribute value to be purged is advanced, Purger continues with Step
98.

Step 75
Purger examines the Unprocessed Secondary Obituary flag.

Ø If the flag is False, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has been set to True, Purger continues with Step 98.

Step 76
Purger examines the obituary state specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary state is Issued (State 0), Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 80.

Step 77
Purger examines the obituary type specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary is a Move Object obituary, Purger continues with Step 79.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 78
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state of the attribute value to be purged to OK To Purge (State 2).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state of the attribute value to be purged is advanced, Purger continues with Step
80.

Step 79
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state in the attribute value to be purged to Notified (State 1).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state in the attribute value to be purged is advanced, Purger continues with the
next step.

Step 80
Purger attempts to retrieve the first Obituary attribute value on the object to be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the first Obituary attribute value is retrieved, Purger uses it as the Obituary attribute value
being examined and continues with Step 82.
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Step 81
Purger examines the error that occurred during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, Purger continues with Step 70.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates either the specified attribute value does not exist on the object
to be purged or no additional attribute values exist.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Step 82
Purger verifies the Obituary attribute value being examined has the following conditions:

• It is flagged as either Purged or Valueless.
• It is not a Backlink (or secondary) obituary.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the Obituary attribute value is a Backlink obituary not flagged as Purged or Valueless, Purger
continues with the next step.

Step 83
Purger verifies the obituary type specified in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the obituary
type specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary types are not the same, then the Obituary attribute value being examined does not
correspond with the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 84
Purger verifies the creation timestamp in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the creation
timestamp in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the creation timestamps are not the same, then the Obituary attribute value does not correspond with
the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps are the same, the Obituary attribute value is a Backlink obituary for
the primary obituary (attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with the next step.

Step 85
Purger checks the obituary state for the Obituary attribute value being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is not Notified (State 1), Purger continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is Notified (State 1), Purger continues with the next step.

Step 86
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state in the attribute value to be purged to OK To Purge (State 2).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value on the source server’s local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is set to Purgeable, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 87
Purger determines if there are additional Obituary attribute values assigned to the object to be purged.

Ø If there is another Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional Obituary attribute values, Purger continues with Step 98.

Step 88
Purger attempts to retrieve the next Obituary attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value from the source server’s local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 82.

Step 89
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Purged, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 91.
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Step 90
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the Backlink attribute value, the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is successfully purged, Purger continues with 98.

Step 91
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Valueless, Purger continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 92
Purger determines if the attribute value to be purged contains a reference to another object in the source
server’s local database.

Ø If the attribute value to be purged does not reference other objects, Purger continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value references another object, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 93
Purger attempts to build a list with the local entry IDs of the objects referenced in the attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to build the list, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if a list of the objects is built, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 94
Purger uses the first local entry ID on the list as the referenced object in the subsequent steps.

Step 95
Purger attempts to remove the Reference attribute value from the referenced object.  The Reference attribute
value on the referenced object identifies the object being purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the Reference attribute, the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 96
Purger determine if other local entry IDs exist in the list.

Ø If another local entry ID exists in the list, Purger uses that ID as the referenced object and continues with
Step 95.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 97
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the Backlink attribute value, the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 98
Purger determines if the object being purged has additional values of the same type as the purged attribute
value.

Ø If no additional values of this attribute type exist, Purger continues with Step 100.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 99
Purger attempts to retrieve the next value of this attribute type.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the next value, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, if the next value of this attribute type is retrieved, Purger uses the value as the attribute value
to be purged and continues with Step 28.

Step 100
Purger determines if the object being purged has additional attributes.

Ø If no additional attributes exist, Purger continues with Step 102.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 101
Purger attempts to retrieve the first value of the next attribute.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the first value, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the first value of the next attribute is retrieved, Purger uses the value as the attribute value to
be purged and continues with Step 26.
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Step 102
Purger attempts to retrieve the object being purged from the source server’s database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 107.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 103
To determine whether this object can be purged from the source server’s local database, Purger verifies the
following conditions:

• The object being purged has no subordinate objects.
• The object being purged has no attribute values assigned.
• The object being purged is flagged as a deleted object.

Ø If any of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with Step 107.

Ø Otherwise, if all the conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 104
The following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Processing [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingPurged>
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Step 105
Purger attempts to purge the object from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the object, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object from the source server’s local database is purged, Purger continues with Step 107.

Step 106
Purger examines the error received during the attempt to purge the object.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_RECORD_IN_USE was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with the next step.

Step 107
Purger determines if the source server’s database is available for use.

Ø If the source server’s local database is closed, Purger stores the error code in the Replica Purger Error
variable and continues with Step 216.

Note: The NDS error code stored in the variable is ERR_DS_LOCKED (-663).

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 108
Purger references the object being purged as the object to be purged in the subsequent steps.

Step 109
Purger attempts to retrieve the sibling of the object to be purged.

Ø If the object to be purged has no sibling objects, Purger continues with Step 116.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the sibling, Purger continues with Step 115.

Ø Otherwise, if the sibling of the object to be purged is retrieved, Purger uses that object as the one to be
purged and continues with the next step.

Step 110
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not a partition root object for another partition.

Ø If the object is a partition root object for another partition, Purger continues with Step 109.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not a partition root object, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 111
Purger attempts to retrieve the first child of the object to be purged.

Ø If the object has no subordinate objects, Purger continues with Step 114.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the first child, Purger continues with Step 113.

Ø Otherwise, if the first child object is retrieved, Purger uses the object as the one to be purged and
continues with the next step.
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Step 112
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not a partition root object for another partition.

Ø If the object is not a partition root object, Purger continues with Step 111.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is a partition root object for another partition, Purger continues with Step 109.

Step 113
Purger examines the error that occurred during the attempt to retrieve the first child object.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the partition root object has no subordinate objects in the
source server’s database.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, Purger stores the error code in the Replica Purger Error
variable and continues with Step 216.

Step 114
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not the partition root object for the partition.

Ø If the object to be purged is the partition root object, Purger uses the object as the object to be purged and
continues with Step 131.

Ø Otherwise, Purger uses the object as the object being purged and continues with Step 117.
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Step 115
Purger examines the error that occurred during the attempt to retrieve the sibling of the object to be purged.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the object to be purged has no sibling objects in the source
server’s database.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, Purger stores the error code in the Replica Purger Error
variable and continues with Step 216.

Step 116
Purger attempts to retrieve the parent of the object to be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the parent object, Purger stores the error code in the
Replica Purger Error variable and continues with Step 216.

Ø Otherwise, if the parent object is retrieved, Purger uses that object as the one to be purged and continues
with the next step.

Step 117
Purger determines if it should relinquish control of the source server’s CPU to another process.

Ø If control should not be relinquished at this time, Purger continues with Step 130.

Ø Otherwise, if control is to be relinquished, Purger relinquishes control and pauses execution until control is
returned to it.  Once control has been returned, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 118
Purger attempts to retrieve the object information for the object to be purged.

Note: After relinquishing control, Purger ensures no changes have occurred to object to be purged or to the
source server’s replica of the partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server’s local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 119
Purger determines if the object to be purged exists in a user defined partition.

Ø If the object no longer exists in a user defined partition, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = -699

Note: The NDS error code  ERR_FATAL is shown above.

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 120
Purger attempts to retrieve the partition root object’s information for the partition from the source server’s local
database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieve, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 121
Using the information retrieved, Purger attempts to establish new values for the current purge time (for more
information on purge time, see Section I).

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to establish the current purge time, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the current purge time is reestablished, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 122
Purger attempts to retrieve any partition control information for the partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition control information from the source server’s
local database, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if partition control information existing for the partition is retrieved, Purger continues with the
next step.

Step 123
Purger verifies the following conditions:

• The parent of the object to be purged has not been changed.
• The object to be purged exists in the partition.

Ø If either of the conditions above are false, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = -654

Note: The NDS error code  ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is shown above.

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if both conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 124
Purger checks the replica state for the replica held by the partition’s source server.

Ø If the replica state is not On, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is On, Purger continues with Step 128.

Step 125
Purger checks the replica type of the replica held by the source server.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType], Postponing cleanup.

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica for the partition, Purger continues with the next
step.
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Step 126
Purger checks the partition control information retrieved for the partition.

Ø If the partition is involved a Split partition operation, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition is involved in another partition operation, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: Partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType], Postponing cleanup.

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.

Step 127
Purger checks the replica state of the replica held by the source server.

Ø If the partition is involved in a Split partition operation and is no longer at Split State 0, the following
DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Partition <PartitionRootObjectsName> state:[SourceServersReplicaState]
 type:[SourceServersReplicaType], Postponing cleanup.

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is Split State 0, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 128
Purger ensures at least one purge time value was established.

Ø If no purge time values were established, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if at least one purge time value was established, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 129
Purger checks the replica type of the replica held by the source server.

Ø If the source server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the partition, Purger continues with Step 131.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a readable replica of the partition, Purger continues with the next
step.

Step 130
Purger ensures the object to be purged is not the partition root object for the partition.

Ø If it is not the partition root object for the partition, Purger continues with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is the partition root object for the partition, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 131
Purger attempts to retrieve, from the source server’s local database, the object information for the partition root
object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 132
Purger requests the use of the transaction services of the source server’s operating system.

Ø If an error was received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace messages display:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 133
Purger utilizes the Purge Partition Root Failed flag during the subsequent steps.  This flag indicates the attempt to
purge the attribute values for partition root object failed.  This flag is initialized, at this point, as False.
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Step 134
Purger attempts to retrieve the first value of the attribute assigned to the partition root being purged.

Ø If the partition root being purged has no assigned attributes, Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the first value, the Purge Partition Root Failed
flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the first value of the first attribute is retrieved, Purger uses the attribute value as the one to
be purged in the subsequent steps.  Purger continues with the next step.

Step 135
Purger determines if the attribute value to be purged is a Reference attribute value.

Ø If the attribute is a Reference attribute, Purger skips all values of this attribute type and continues with Step
209.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute is not a Reference attribute, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 136
Purger retrieves the schema attribute definition to determine the syntax of the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute definition from the source server’s local
database, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger
Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the definition is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 137
Purger examines the attribute value to be purged to determine if it is an Obituary attribute value.

Ø If the attribute value is not an Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with Step 143.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is an Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 138
Purger compares the modification timestamp of the attribute value to be purged with its corresponding purge
time.

Ø If the corresponding purge time is newer than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with Step 143.

Ø Otherwise, if the purge time is older than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 139
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Purged, Valueless, or Non-Synchronizing, Purger continues with Step
143.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 140
Purger examines the replica type for the source server’s replica of the partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica, Purger continues with Step 143.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica of the partition root being purged, Purger
continues with the next step.

Step 141
Purger examines the obituary type and state specified in the attribute value to be purged and verifies the
following conditions:

• The obituary type is a Move Object obituary.
• The obituary state is Notified.

Ø If at least one of the conditions above is not true, Purger continues with Step 207.

Ø Otherwise, if both conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 142
Purger attempts to add the partition root being purged to the “Release Move Entries” list.  The Release Move
Entries list is used by other background processes to identify objects whose Inhibit Move obituary should be
removed.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the partition root to the source server’s Release Move Entries
list, then the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger
Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root is added, Purger continues with Step 207.

Step 143
Purger compares the modification timestamp of the attribute value to be purged with its corresponding purge
time.

Ø If the corresponding purge time is newer than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with Step 207.

Ø Otherwise, if the purge time is older than the modification timestamp, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 144
Purger determines if the attribute value to be purged is a Backlink attribute value.

Ø If this attribute value is a Backlink attribute value, Purger continues with Step 148.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 145
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If this value is flagged as a deleted attribute, Purger continues with Step 148.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 146
Purger examines the Backlink attribute value being purged and verifies the following conditions:

• The specified server holding the external reference is the source server.
• The specified remote entry ID matches the local entry ID of the partition root being purged.

Ø If either of the conditions above are not true, Purger continues with Step 207.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: At this point, Purger has determined the source server holds a replica of the partition
encompassing its own object.  In addition, the object has a Backlink attribute value identifying the
source server as holding an external reference of its own object.

Step 147
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the Backlink attribute value, then the Purge Partition Root
Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following
DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with Step 207.
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Step 148
Purger examines the attribute value to be purged to determine if it is an Obituary attribute value.

Ø If the attribute value is not an obituary attribute value, Purger continues with Step 198.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is an obituary attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 149
Purger examines the flags on the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the value is flagged as either Purged or Valueless, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 151.

Step 150
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the attribute value, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is
set to True and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged] failed, error =
ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with 207.
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Step 151
Purger examines the obituary type and state for the attribute value to be purged and verifies the following
conditions:

• The obituary state is Purgeable
• The obituary type is Rename Partition obituary.

Ø If both conditions above are not true, Purger continues with Step 159.

Ø Otherwise, if at least one of the conditions above is true, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 152
Purger examines the obituary type and verifies the following conditions:

• The obituary type is Rename Object obituary
• The partition root being purged has the original relative distinguished name (RDN).

Ø If both conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if at least one of the conditions above is not true, Purger continues with Step 156.

Step 153
Purger attempts to retrieve from the source server’s local database the sibling object whose RDN is specified in
the attribute value to be purged (which is OBT_NEW_RDN).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the sibling object with the new name is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 155.
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Step 154
Purger examines the error received to locate the sibling object.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with Step 156.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates there is no sibling object with the specified name.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the
error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Step 155
Purger attempts to remove the corresponding Rename Object obituary (OBT_OLD_RDN) from the sibling object
with the new RDN.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the correspond Obituary attribute value, the Purge
Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the
following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the corresponding value was removed or if no corresponding value was found, Purger
continues with the next step.
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Step 156
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the attribute value, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is
set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 157
Purger verifies the obituary specified in the purged attribute value is a Move Object or Inhibit Move Object
obituary.

Ø If the obituary is not a Move Object or Inhibit Move Object obituary, Purger continues with Step 207.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 158
Purger attempts to remove the partition root being purged from the source server’s Release Move Entries list.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the partition root, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set
to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is removed, Purger continues with Step 207.

Step 159
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents an obituary with an obituary state of Purgeable.

Ø If the obituary state is not Purgeable, Purger continues with Step 165.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 160
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents a Rename Object obituary and the partition root
being purged has the new relative distinguished name.

Ø If the attribute value does not represent a Rename Object obituary, Purger continues with Step 165.

Ø However, if the attribute value is an OBT_NEW_RDN obituary, Purger continues with Step 165.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is an OBT_OLD_RDN obituary, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 161
Purger attempts to retrieve from the source server’s object database the object information for the partition root
being purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set
to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 162
Purger verifies the partition root being purged is a partition root object.

Ø If the object is a partition root object, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not flagged as a partition root object, Purger continues with Step 165.

Step 163
Purger compares the creation timestamp for the partition root being purged with the creation timestamp
specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Note: The creation timestamps are compared to ensure the obituary represented by this attribute value is
intended for this partition root object.

Ø If the timestamps are not the same, Purger continues with Step 165.

Ø Otherwise, if the timestamps are the same, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 164
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the attribute value, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is
set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is successfully purged, Purger continues with Step 207.

Step 165
Purger examines the source server replica type for the partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold the Master replica for the partition, Purger continues with Step 207.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica for the partition, Purger continues with the next
step.

Step 166
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents a Backlink (or secondary) obituary.

Ø If the attribute value is not a Backlink obituary, Purger continues with Step 171.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is a Backlink obituary, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 167
Purger attempts to locate the attribute value representing the primary obituary for the Backlink (or secondary)
obituary.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the corresponding primary obituary is successfully located, Purger continues with Step 170.

Step 168
Purger examines the error received in the attempt to locate the primary obituary.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates no corresponding primary obituary was found.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the
error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.
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Step 169
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state specified in the attribute value to Purgeable (State 4).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set
to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged] failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is set to Purgeable, Purger continues with Step 207.

Step 170
Purger attempts to add the partition root being purged to the source server’s “Obituary Notification list.”  The
Obituary Notification list is used later in this process to identify the Backlink (or secondary) obituaries requiring
processing.

Purger continues with Step 207.

Step 171
Purger verifies the attribute value to be purged represents one of the following obituary types:

• Restored obituary (OBT_RESTORED, Type 0)
• Delete Object obituary (OBT_DEAD, Type 1)
• Move Object obituary (OBT_MOVED, Type 2)
• Rename Object obituary (OBT_NEW_RDN, Type 5)

Ø If the attribute value to be purged does not represent one of the obituaries listed above, Purger continues
with Step 207.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 172
Purger utilizes the following flags during the following steps:

Flag Description

Unprocessed Secondary Obituary This flag indicates a Backlink (or secondary) obituary was found whose
obituary state is Issued (State 0).  This flag is initialized, at this point,
as False.

Advance Obituary To Purgeable This flag indicates the Backlink (or secondary) obituaries are at
obituary states of OK To Purge (State 2).  This flag is initialized, at this
point, as True.

Step 173
Purger attempts to retrieve the first attribute value, which is an Obituary attribute, on the partition root being
purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute, Purger continues with Step 181.

Ø Otherwise, if the first obituary attribute value is retrieved, Purger uses it as the obituary attribute value
examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 174
Purger verifies the obituary attribute value being examined has the following conditions:

• It is flagged as either Purged or Valueless.
• It is not a Backlink (or secondary) obituary.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with Step 179.

Ø Otherwise, if the Obituary attribute value being examined is a Backlink obituary not flagged as Purged or
Valueless, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 175
Purger verifies the obituary type specified in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the obituary
type specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary types are not the same, then the Obituary attribute value being examined does not
correspond with the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 179.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 176
Purger verifies the creation timestamp specified in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the
creation timestamp specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the creation timestamps are not the same, then the obituary attribute value being examined does not
correspond with the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 179.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps are the same, the Obituary attribute value being examined is a
Backlink (or secondary) obituary for the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger
continues with the next step.

Step 177
Purger checks the obituary state for the obituary attribute value being examined.

Ø If the following conditions exist:

• The obituary state is Issued (State 0),
• The Unprocessed Secondary Obituary flag is set to True, and
• The Advance Obituary To Purgeable flag is set to False,

then Purger continues with Step 182.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is Notified (State 1), OK To Purge (State 2), or Purgeable (State 4), Purger
continues with the next step.
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Step 178
Purger checks the obituary state for the Obituary attribute value being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is Purgeable (State 4), the Advance Obituary To Purgeable flag is set to False and
Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituaries state is Notified (State 1) or OK To Purge (State 2), Purger continues with the
next step.

Step 179
Purger determines if there are additional Obituary attribute values assigned to the partition root being purged.

Ø If there are no additional Obituary attribute values, Purger continues with Step 182.

Ø Otherwise, if there is another attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 180
Purger attempts to retrieve the next Obituary attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value from the source server’s local database,
Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute value is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 174.
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Step 181
Purger examines the error that occurred while attempting to retrieve the specified attribute value.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the attribute value does not exist or no additional attribute
values exist on the partition root being purged.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the
error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Step 182
Purger examines the following conditions:

• The Advance Obituary To Purgeable flag is set to False.
• The Unprocessed Secondary Obituary flag is set to True.
• The obituary state for the attribute value to be purged is not OK To Purge (State 2).

Ø If all the conditions above are not true, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with Step 184.
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Step 183
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state for the attribute value to be purged to Purgeable (State 4).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value on the source server’s local database,
the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error
variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is advanced, Purger continues with Step 207.

Step 184
Purger examines the Unprocessed Secondary Obituary flag.

Ø If the flag is False, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has been set to True, Purger continues with Step 207.

Step 185
Purger examines the obituary state specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary state is Issued (State 0), Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 189.
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Step 186
Purger examines the obituary type specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary is a Move Object obituary, Purger continues with Step 188.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 187
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state in the attribute value to be purged to OK To Purge (State 2).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value on the source server’s local database,
the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error
variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state in the attribute value is advanced, Purger continues with Step 189.

Step 188
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state in the attribute value to be purged to Notified (State 1).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value on the source server’s local database,
the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error
variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is advanced, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 189
Purger attempts to retrieve the first attribute value on the partition root being purged.  (This attribute value is an
Obituary attribute.)

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the first Obituary attribute value is retrieved, Purger uses it as the Obituary attribute value
being examined and continues with Step 191.

Step 190
Purger examines the error that occurred when attempting to retrieve the specified attribute value.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, Purger continues with Step 179.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the attribute value does not exist or no additional attribute
values exist on the partition root being purged.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the
error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.
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Step 191
Purger verifies the Obituary attribute value being examined has the following conditions:

• It is flagged as either Purged or Valueless.
• It is not a Backlink (or secondary) obituary.

Ø If either of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with Step 196.

Ø Otherwise, if the Obituary attribute value being examined is a Backlink obituary not flagged as Purged or
Valueless, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 192
Purger verifies the obituary type specified in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the obituary
type specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the obituary types are not the same, then the Obituary attribute value being examined does not
correspond with the primary obituary (attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 196.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 193
Purger verifies the creation timestamp specified in the Obituary attribute value being examined matches the
creation timestamp specified in the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the creation timestamps are not the same, then the Obituary attribute value being examined does not
correspond with the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with Step 196.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps are the same, the Obituary attribute value being examined is a
Backlink obituary for the primary obituary (the attribute value to be purged).  Purger continues with the
next step.
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Step 194
Purger checks the obituary state for the Obituary attribute value being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is not Notified (State 1), Purger continues with Step 196.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is Notified (State 1), Purger continues with the next step.

Step 195
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state in the attribute value to be purged to OK To Purge (State 2).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value on the source server’s local database,
the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error
variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is set to Purgeable, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 196
Purger determines if there are additional Obituary attribute values assigned to the partition root being purged.

Ø If there are no additional Obituary attribute values, Purger continues with Step 207.

Ø Otherwise, if there is another Obituary attribute value, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 197
Purger attempts to retrieve the next Obituary attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value from the source server’s local database,
the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error
variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute value is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 191.

Step 198
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Purged, Purger continue with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 200.

Step 199
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the Backlink attribute value, the Purge Partition Root Failed
flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with Step 207.
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Step 200
Purger examines the flags for the attribute value to be purged.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Valueless, Purger continues with Step 206.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 201
Purger determines if the attribute value to be purged contains a reference to another object in the source
server’s local database.

Ø If the attribute value references another object, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value to be purged does not reference other objects, Purger continues with Step
206.

Step 202
Purger attempts to build a list with the local entry IDs of the objects being referenced in the attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to build the list, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the
error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if a list of the objects referenced in the attribute value is built, Purger continues with the next
step.
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Step 203
Purger uses the first local entry ID on the list as the referenced object in the subsequent steps.

Step 204
Purger attempts to remove from the referenced object the Reference attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs while removing the Reference attribute, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True,
the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 205
Purger determines if other local entry IDs exist in the list.

Ø If another local entry ID exists in the list, Purger uses that ID as the referenced object and continues with
Step 204.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 206
Purger attempts to purge the attribute value from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the Backlink attribute value, the Purge Partition Root Failed
flag is set to True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace
message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is purged, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 207
Purger determines if the partition root being purged has any additional values of the same type as the purged
attribute value.

Ø If no additional values of this attribute type exist, Purger continues with Step 209.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 208
Purger attempts to retrieve the next value of the attribute type.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the next value, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to
True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, if the next value is retrieved, Purger uses that value as the attribute value to be purged and
continues with Step 137.

Step 209
Purger determines if the partition root being purged has any additional attributes.

Ø If no additional attributes exist, Purger continues with Step 211.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 210
Purger attempts to retrieve the first value of the next attribute.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the first value, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to
True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the first value is retrieved, Purger uses that value as the attribute value to be purged and
continues with Step 135.

Step 211
Purger attempts to retrieve the partition root being purged from the source server’s database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to
True, the error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message
displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 216.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 212
Purger verifies the following conditions to determine if the object can be purged from the source server’s local
database:

• The partition root being purged has no subordinate objects.
• The partition root being purged has no attribute values assigned.
• The partition root being purged is flagged as a deleted object.

Ø If any of the conditions above are true, Purger continues with Step 216.

Ø Otherwise, if all the conditions above are true, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 213
The following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Processing [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]<RDNOfTheObjectBeingPurged>

Step 214
Purger attempts to purge the partition root object from the source server’s local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the object, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object from the source server’s local database is purged, Purger continues with Step 216.
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Step 215
Purger examines the error received during the attempt to purge the object.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_RECORD_IN_USE was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the Purge Partition Root Failed flag is set to True, the
error code is stored in the Replica Purger Error variable, and the following DSTrace message displays:

JANITOR: AttemptEntryPurge for entry [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectBeingPurged]
 failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with the next step.

Step 216
Purger examines the Release Move Entries and Obituary Notification lists.

Ø If both lists are empty, the Reschedule Replica Synchronization flag is set to False.

Ø Otherwise, if either list contains entries, the Reschedule Replica Synchronization flag is set to True.

Step 217
Purger examines the Release Move Entries list, which identifies objects whose Inhibit Move obituary should be
removed.

Ø If the list is empty, Purger continues with Step 234.

Ø Otherwise, if the list is not empty, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 218
The following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Processing Released ID List . . .
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Step 219
Purger uses the first entry in the Release Move Entries list as the object being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 220
Purger attempts to retrieve the object information from the source server’s database for the object being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 222.

Step 221
Purger examines the error received during the attempt to retrieve the object information.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with Step 233.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the object being examined no longer exists in the source
server’s local database.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not process move inhibit markers, error ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 234.

Step 222
The following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Processing OBT_MOVED obituary for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined>
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Step 223
Purger attempts to retrieve the first value of the first Obituary attribute assigned to the object being examined.

Ø If the object has no Obituary attribute values, Purger continues with Step 233.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value, Purger continues with Step
232.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved, Purger uses that value as the one examined in the
subsequent steps.

Step 224
Purger verifies the attribute value flags for the obituary being examined.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Purged or Valueless, Purger continues with Step 233.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 225
Purger verifies the obituary being examined is a Move Object obituary.

Ø If the obituary is not a Move Object obituary, Purger continues with Step 233.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is a Move Object obituary, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 226
Purger verifies the obituary state for the obituary being examined is State 1 (Notified).

Ø If the obituary state is not Notified (State 1), Purger continues with Step 233.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is Notified (State 1), Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 227
Purger attempts to retrieve the object information for the object in the “destination name context.”  The
destination name context is the location in the Directory tree to which this object was moved.  The object being
examined is the object in its original name context.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server’s database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

MoveEntry: SRC [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> releasing move inhibit for
[LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationObject]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheDestinationObject> failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 231.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved, Purger uses the object as the destination object in the
subsequent steps.

Step 228
Using an NDS Resolve Name Request, Purger attempts to locate the server holding the Master replica of the
partition encompassing the destination object.

Ø If the target server is located, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if an error was received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

MoveEntry: SRC [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> releasing move inhibit for
[LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationObject]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheDestinationObject> failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 231.
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Step 229
Purger requests the target server release the Inhibit Move obituary from the destination object.

Ø If an error is received from the target server, the following DSTrace message displays:

MoveEntry: SRC [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> releasing move inhibit for
[LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationObject]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheDestinationObject> failed, error = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 231.

Ø Otherwise, if the Inhibit Move obituary is released from the destination object, the following DSTrace
message displays:

MoveEntry: SRC [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> releasing move inhibit for
[LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationObject]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheDestinationObject> succeeded

Purger continues with the next step.

Step 230
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state of the obituary being examined to OK To Purge (State 2).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the obituary state on the source server’s local database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Error ErrorCode processing move inhibit markers on entry
[LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is set to OK To Purge, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 231
Purger attempts to retrieve the next Obituary attribute value assigned to the object being examined.

Ø If the object has no additional Obituary attribute values, Purger continues with Step 233.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value, Purger continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved, Purger uses that value as the obituary being examined and
continues with Step 224.

Step 232
Purger examines the error received during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, Purger continues with the next step.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the attribute value does not exist on the object being
examined.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Error ErrorCode processing move inhibit markers on entry
 [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]

Purger continues with Step 234.

Step 233
Purger examines the Release Move Entries list to determine if another object exists in the list.

Ø If another object exists in the list, Purger uses that object as the one being examined and continues with
Step 220.

Ø Otherwise, if no more objects exist in the list, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 234
Purger clears the Release Move Entries list.

Step 235
Purger examines the “Obituary Notification” list, which identifies the Backlink (or secondary) obituaries requiring
processing.

Ø If the list is empty, Purger continues with Step 277.

Ø Otherwise, if the list is not empty, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 236
The following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Notifying External References . . .

Step 237
Purger uses the first entry in the Obituary Notification list as the object being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 238
Purger attempts to retrieve the object information from the source server’s database for the object being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 240.
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Step 239
Purger examines the error received during the attempt to retrieve the object information.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was received, Purger continues with Step 276.

Note: This error, in this instance, indicates the object being examined no longer exists in the source
server’s local database.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Notify External References failed, error=ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 277.

Step 240
The following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Skulking Ext Refs for entry [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined>

Step 241
Purger determines if the object being examined has any Obituary attribute values.

Ø If this object has no Obituary attribute values, Purger continues with Step 276.

Ø Otherwise, Purger uses the first value as the obituary being examined in the subsequent steps.
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Step 242
Purger attempts to retrieve from the source server’s local database the attribute value for the obituary being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the obituary, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved, Purger continues with Step 244.

Step 243
Purger examines the error received during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value.

Ø If the NDS error code was either ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601) or ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602), Purger
continues with Step 276.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Notify External References failed, error=ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 277.

Step 244
Purger inspects the attribute flags for the obituary being examined.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as Purged or Valueless, Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 245
Purger verifies the obituary being examined is a Backlink (or secondary) obituary.

Ø If the obituary is not a Backlink obituary, Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 246
Purger inspects the obituary state for the obituary being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is Issued (State 0) or OK To Purge (State 2), Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is either Notified (State 1) or Purgeable (State 4), Purger continues with
Step 275.

Note: A Backlink (or secondary) obituary contains the following information:

• A server holding a copy of the object to which the obituary is assigned
• A local entry ID for the object to which the obituary is assigned
• A creation timestamp of the object to which the obituary is assigned
• The obituary type of the corresponding primary obituary
• The obituary state of the obituary being examined

Step 247
Purger inspects the attribute value flags for the obituary being examined.

Ø If the attribute value is flagged as either Purged or Valueless, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> succeeded.

Purger continues with Step 270.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 248
The following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: OBT_BACKLINK Start [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> type = ObituaryType,
flags=ObituaryState

 Purger: OBT_BACKLINK Target server [LocalEntryIDForTheTargetServer]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheTargetServer>

Note: The target server is the server holding a copy of the object to which the obituary is assigned.
This information is obtained from the obituary being examined.

Step 249
Purger verifies the obituary being examined is one of the following obituary types:

• Restored obituary (OBT_RESTORED, Type 0)
• Delete Object obituary (OBT_DEAD, Type 1)
• Move Object obituary (OBT_MOVED, Type 2)
• Rename Object obituary (OBT_NEW_RDN, Type 5)

Ø If the obituary being examined is not one of the obituary types listed above, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Purger: Ignoring non skulkable obituary, type=[ObituaryType] for [Undefined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined>

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> succeeded.

Purger continues with Step 270.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 250
Purger attempts to retrieve the value for the DS Revision attribute on the target server’s object in the source
server’s database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the attribute value, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Purger uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Obituary (Purger) Process
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  ObituaryTypeOfTheObituaryBeingExamined
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Object: ObjectBeingExamined
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 251
Purger examines the retrieved DS Revision attribute value.

Ø If the target server’s NDS version is reported as Version 0, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server’s NDS version is identified, Purger continues with Step 255.
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Step 252
Purger attempts to establish an NCP connection with the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Purger uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Obituary (Purger) Process
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  ObituaryTypeOfTheObituaryBeingExamined
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Object: ObjectBeingExamined
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, if an NCP connection with the target server is established, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 253
Purger submits an NDS Ping Request to the target server.  For more information on Ping Requests, see “NDS
Ping” in Section III.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Additionally, if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Purger uses the server status features to track the error. The following
information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Obituary (Purger) Process
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  ObituaryTypeOfTheObituaryBeingExamined
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Object: ObjectBeingExamined
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply is received from the target server, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 254
Purger attempts to assign a DS Revision attribute value to the target server’s object on the source server’s
database.

Note: Purger uses the information received in reply to the NDS Ping Request to identify the version of NDS
used by the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the source server’s local database, the following DSTrace
message displays:

NDS Background Process: Obituary (Purger) Process
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  ObituaryTypeOfTheObituaryBeingExamined
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Object: ObjectBeingExamined
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is updated, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 255
Purger inspects the state of the obituary being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is not OK To Purge, Purger continues with Step 263.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 256
Purger attempts to retrieve the corresponding primary obituary for the Backlink (or secondary) obituary being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the corresponding primary obituary, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 262.

Ø Otherwise, if the corresponding primary obituary is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 257
Purger determine if the obituary being examined in a Move Object obituary.

Ø If the object is a Move Object obituary, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> succeeded.

Purger continues with Step 270.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 258
Purger verifies the obituary type of the obituary being examined is one of the following:

• Restored obituary (OBT_RESTORED, Type 0)
• Delete Object obituary (OBT_DEAD, Type 1)
• Move Object obituary (OBT_MOVED, Type 2)
• Rename Object obituary (OBT_NEW_RDN, Type 5)

Ø If the obituary type is not one of the types listed above, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = -699

Note: The NDS error code ERR_FATAL is shown above.

Purger continues with Step 262.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 259
Purger attempts to establish an NCP connection with the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect to the target server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 262.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is connected, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 260
Purger attempts to authenticate with the target server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the authentication attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 262.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is authenticated, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 261
Purger submits an “NDS Synchronize External Reference Request” to the target server.  This request contains the
information pertaining to the obituary being examined and instructs the target server to modify the obituary
state to Purgeable (State 4)

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply to the request is received, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> succeeded.

Purger continues with Step 270.
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Step 262
Purger determines if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher).

If the source server is using NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Purger uses the server status features to track
the error. The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Obituary (Purger) Process
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  ObituaryTypeOfTheObituaryBeingExamined
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Object: ObjectBeingExamined
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 275.

Step 263
Purger attempts to retrieve the corresponding primary obituary for the Backlink (or secondary) obituary being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 269.

Ø Otherwise, if the corresponding primary obituary is retrieved, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 264
Purger determines if the obituary being examined is a Move Object obituary.

Ø If the obituary is a Move Object obituary, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> succeeded.

Purger continues with Step 270.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 265
Purger verifies the obituary type of the obituary being examined is one of the following:

• Restored obituary (OBT_RESTORED, Type 0)
• Delete Object obituary (OBT_DEAD, Type 1)
• Move Object obituary (OBT_MOVED, Type 2)
• Rename Object obituary (OBT_NEW_RDN, Type 5)

Ø If the obituary type is not one of the types listed above, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = -699

Note: The NDS error code ERR_FATAL is shown above.

Purger continues with Step 269.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 266
Purger attempts to establish an NCP connection with the target server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect to the target server, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 269.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is connected, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 267
Purger attempts to authenticate with the target server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the authentication attempt, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 269.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is authenticated, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 268
Purger submits an “NDS Synchronize External Reference Request” to the target server.  This request contains
information pertaining to the obituary being examined and instructs the target server to modify the obituary
state to Notified (State 1).

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> failed, err = ErrorCode

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply to the request is received, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [LocalEntryIDForTheObjectBeingExamined]
<DistinguishedNameOfTheObjectBeingExamined> succeeded.

Purger continues with Step 270.
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Step 269
Purger determine if the source server is using the IntranetWare or the NetWare v4.11 operating system with
NDS version 5.95 (or higher).

If the source server is using NDS version 5.95 (or higher), Purger uses the server status features to track
the error. The following information is tracked:

NDS Background Process: Obituary (Purger) Process
NDS Background Process Activity Tag:  ObituaryTypeOfTheObituaryBeingExamined
Partition Root Object: PartitionRootObjectsName
Object: ObjectBeingExamined
Target NDS Server Local Entry ID: TargetServersLocalEntryID
Target NDS Server Name: TargetServersObjectName
Error Code Received: ErrorCode

Purger then continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with Step 275.

Step 270
Purger inspects the obituary state for the obituary being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is not OK To Purge (State 2), Purger continues with Step 272.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 271
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state of the obituary being examined to Purgeable (State 4).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the obituary state, Purger continues with Step 274.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is set to Purgeable, Purger continues with Step 275.
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Step 272
Purger inspects the obituary state for the obituary being examined.

Ø If the obituary state is not Issued (State 0), Purger continues with Step 275.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 273
Purger attempts to advance the obituary state of the obituary being examined to Notified (State 1).

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the obituary state, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary state is set to Notified, Purger continues with Step 275.

Step 274
Purge examines the error received during the attempt to advance the obituary state.

Ø If the NDS error code was either ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601) or ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602), Purger
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error code was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Notify External References failed, error=ErrorCode

Purger continues with Step 277.

Step 275
Purger determines if the object being examined has additional Obituary attribute values.

Ø If no additional Obituary attribute values exist, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger uses the next value as the obituary being examined and continues with Step 242.
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Step 276
Purger determines if another object exists in the Obituary Notification list.

Ø If no additional objects exist in the list, the following DSTrace message displays:

Janitor: Notify External References succeeded

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger uses the next object as the object being examined and continues with Step 238.

Step 277
Purger clears the Obituary Notification list.

Step 278
The following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Checking for Root Rename . . . .
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Step 279
Purger determines whether the partition is involved in a rename partition operation.

Ø If the partition has not been renamed, Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if this partition is involved in a rename operation, Purger attempts to perform the following
operations:

• Establish an NCP Connection with each of the servers holding external references of the
partition root object

• Authenticate with the identified servers

• Notify each of the identified servers the partition root object has been renamed

• Notify each of the identified servers the rename operation has completed

Note: The partition root object has the NEW name.  The determination that the partition has been
renamed is based on the presence of a rename obituary (OBT_OLD_RDN) on the partition root
object.

These operations do not return any DSTrace messages and are not tracked by the background server status
tracking features found in NDS v5.95 or higher.  Any error occurring during the attempt to perform the
above operations does not affect the continuation of this process.
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Step 280
The following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: Checking for Expired Expectations . . .

The “Expired Expectations” list in this DSTrace message identifies objects on which a Move Object operation was
attempted.  This message indicates the source server is examining its Expired Expectations list to determine
whether any partially-attempted Move Object operations have not received concluding requests from the client.
If an entry exists that is older than the default time-out, its attempted move operation is aborted.

The request to move an object to another name context is submitted in two parts.  First, when a client submits
the initial request, the specified object is added to the Expired Expectations list on the server holding the Master
replica of the partition encompassing the object.  Second, a concluding request within the default time-out is
submitted (the default time-out is 10 minutes).  If the client does not submit the concluding request within the
time-out, the attempted operation is aborted.

When processing the Expired Expectations list, no DSTrace messages display, and errors occurring during the
processing of this list do not affect the continuation of the process.  In addition, the processing of this list is not
tracked by the background server status tracking features found in NDS v5.95 or higher.

Step 281
Purger examines the Replica Purger Error variable.

Ø If an error code has been stored in this variable, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge failed, error = ReplicaPurgerError

Note: The NDS error code above was retrieved from the Replica Purger Error variable.

Purger continues with Step 283.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.
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Step 282
Purger examines the Purge Partition Root Failed flag.

Ø If the flag is set to true, the following DSTrace message displays:

Purger: purged ObjectRecordsPurged entries and ValueRecordsPurged values
Purger: End partition purge succeeded

Purger continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 283
Purger examines the Reschedule Replica Synchronization flag.

Ø If the flag is set to true, Purger schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to execute
immediately.

Ø Otherwise, Purger continues with the next step.

Step 284
Purger concludes this execution.

The NDS Replica Synchronization background process, currently paused, now resumes.
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Step 1
Justin will request a piece of Nathan’s candy.

Ø If the reply from Nathan indicates that he may have a piece of candy, then Justin will continue
with Step 4.

Ø However, if the reply from Nathan indicates that Justin may NOT have a piece of candy, then
Justin will continue with Step 3.

Ø Otherwise, having received no reply from Nathan, Justin will continue with the next step.

Step 2
Justin will prepare to reissue the request by increasing his volume and will then continue with Step 1.

Step 3
Justin will submit an appeal to Klane requesting a piece of Nathan’s candy.

Ø If the reply from Klane indicates that he must request the candy from Nathan, then Justin will
continue with Step 1.

Ø Otherwise, having received parental authorization, Justin will modify his request to include a
reference to his new authorization and will continue with Step 1.

Step 4
Justin will eat the candy.

This section will review the logic used within NDS during the processing of various
requests that can be received from the NDS Background Processes.

Before continuing, however, the sample shown below shows the format used to represent
the logic of the background process.

The individual steps
which comprise the logic
are separated and
enumerated for easy
reference.

Conditionals within the
logic, which determine
the logic branches (steps)
that are taken, are
tagged with this symbol:

Ø

Branches within the logic
are presented as
hyperlinks to the
destination step.

Hyperlinks to steps which
are on the same page
are blue, while the
hyperlinks to steps which
are on different pages
are red.

These hyperlinks are not
active and are colored
for reference only.
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NDS Ping
The primary purpose of the NDS Ping Request is to retrieve the following information
from the server to which the request is sent:

• The target server’s [Root]-most replica depth
• The target server’s replica type of its [Root]-most replica
• The major NDS™ version used by the target server
• The minor NDS version used by the target server
• The name of the source server’s Directory tree

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Inbound
• DSA
• Miscellaneous
• DSA Buffers

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Ping Request may result in the process
concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step of the
review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in this
section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client that
submitted the request.
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Step 1
The Agent determines if the request is smaller than 8 bytes.

Ø If the request is smaller than 8 bytes, the Agent continues with the next step

Ø Otherwise, because the request is larger than, or equal to, 8 bytes, the Agent continues with Step 3.

Step 2
The Agent places the following information pertaining to the source server in a reply message that will be sent to
the requesting server:

• The name of the Directory tree to which the source server belongs
• The replica depth of the [Root]-most partition held by the source server
• The version of NDS used by the source server
• A flag indicating the source server holds the Master replica of its [Root]-most partition, if true.

The Agent sends the reply message to the requesting server as a response to the NDS Ping Request received
and then continues with Step 19.

Step 3
The Agent examines the version of the NDS Ping Request received from the requesting server.

Ø If the version specified in the request is not supported by the version of NDS used by the source server, the
NDS error code ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the version specified in the request is supported, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent verifies the specified information requested in the NDS Ping Request is supported by the version of
NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the information being requested is not supported by the version of NDS used by the source server, the
NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the information being requested is supported, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 5
The Agent examines the request to determine if the replica depth of the source server's [Root]-most partition is
being requested.

Ø If the [Root]-most replica depth is being requested, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the [Root]-most replica depth is not being requested, the Agent continues with Step 7.

Step 6
The Agent attempts to place the source server's [Root]-most replica depth into the reply message that will be
sent to the requesting server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to place the specified information in the reply message, the error  is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is successfully placed in the reply message, the Agent continues
with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent examines the request to determine if the version of NDS used by the source server is being
requested.

Ø If the version of NDS used by the source server is being requested, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's NDS version is not being requested, the Agent continues with Step 9.

Step 8
The Agent attempts to place the source server's NDS version into the reply message that will be sent to the
requesting server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to place the specified information in the reply message, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is successfully placed in the reply message, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Step 9
The Agent examines the request to determine if the source server's replica type for its [Root]-most partition is
being requested.

Ø If the source server's [Root]-most partition's replica type is being requested, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's [Root]-most partition's replica type is not being requested, the Agent
continues with Step 12.
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Step 10
The Agent determines if the source server holds the Master replica of its [Root]-most partition.

Ø If the source server holds the Master replica of its [Root]-most partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server does not hold the Master replica of its [Root]-most partition, the Agent
continues with Step 12.

Step 11
The Agent attempts to place a flag in the reply message that will be sent to the requesting server.  This flag
indicates the source server holds the Master replica of its [Root]-most partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to place the flag in the reply message, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag is successfully placed in the reply message, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent examines the request to determine if the minor (letter code) version of NDS used by the source
server is being requested.

Ø If the minor version of NDS used by the source server is being requested, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's NDS minor version is not being requested, the Agent continues with Step
14.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to place the source server's NDS minor (letter code) version into the reply message that will
be sent to the requesting server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to place the specified information in the reply message, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is successfully placed in the reply message, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent examines the request to determine if the Directory tree name being advertised by the source server,
using SAP protocols, is being requested.

Ø If the source server's Directory tree name being advertised using the SAP protocols is being requested, the
Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with Step 16.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to place the source server's Directory tree name, being advertised by using SAP protocols,
into the reply message that will be sent to the requesting server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to place the specified information in the reply message, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is successfully placed in the reply message, the Agent continues
with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent examines the request to determine if the Directory tree name being advertised by the source server,
using NDS advertising protocols, is being requested.

Ø If the source server's Directory tree name, being advertised using NDS advertising protocols, is being
requested, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent sends the reply message to the requesting server as a response to the NDS Ping
Request that was received and continues with Step 19.

Step 17
The Agent attempts to place the source server's Directory tree name into the reply message that will be sent to
the requesting server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to place the specified information in the reply message, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent sends the reply message to the requesting server as a response to the NDS Ping
Request that was received and continues with Step 19.

Step 18
The Agent sends the error that  was copied into the Agent Error Reply variable to the requesting server as a
response to the NDS Ping Request that was received.

Step 19
This concludes the source server's processing of the NDS Ping Request that was received.
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NDS Start
Update
Replica

The primary purpose of the NDS Start Update Replica Request is to:

• Request a synchronization lock be placed on the server’s replica of the partition
being synchronized

• Retrieve the Synchronized Up To attribute values for the partition root object of the
partition being synchronized.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Inbound
• Replica Synchronization
• Inbound Replica Synchronization
• DSA
• Miscellaneous
• DSA Buffers
• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Start Update Replica Request may result
in the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client that
submitted this request.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from an NDS client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is replied to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known to this version of NDS, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, having received a known request, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported this version of NDS, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API.  The Agent then continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by this version of NDS, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action requires the emulated bindery and it is not available for use, the Agent replies to
the client with the NDS error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 48.

Ø However, if the requested action requires the emulated bindery and it is available for use, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action does not require the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent then continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action does not require that partition, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION.  The Agent then continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request for the use of the transaction services, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent replies to the client with the ErrorCode that was received and continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
 client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent ensures the source server is accepting inbound NDS Replica Synchronization Requests.

Ø If the source server's inbound replica synchronization has been disabled, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SKULKER: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED!

The NDS error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the request is not smaller than the minimum allowable size for an NDS Start Update Replica
Request.

Note: Based on the minimum required data that must be presented in an NDS Start Update Replica Request,
the minimum size for the request is 28 bytes.

Ø If the request is smaller than the minimum size, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent ensures the version of the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source
server.

Ø If the version of the requested action is not supported by the version of NDS used, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent verifies the requesting server was not the source server.

Ø If the source server is attempting to synchronize with itself, the NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent retrieves the following information from the request that was received:

Epoch Number The epoch number used by the server that submitted the request.

Replica Type The replica type for the source server, as specified in the NDS database of the server
that submitted the request.

Partition Root Object The local entry ID in the source server's local database for the partition root object of
the partition being synchronized.

Step 15
The Agent verifies the specified entry ID for the partition root object is valid.

Note: An entry ID will be considered invalid, in this case, if the ID is blank.

Ø If an invalid entry ID was specified, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a valid entry ID was specified, the Agent continues with Step 18.
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Step 16
The Agent attempts to retrieve the distinguished name for the partition being synchronized from the request that
was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the name from the request, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the name is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent prepares a response message for the requesting server.  This message contains the valid local entry
ID for the partition being synchronized.  The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with
Step 40.

Step 18
The Agent attempts to retrieve the distinguished name for the partition being synchronized from the request that
was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the name from the request, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the name is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the specified partition root object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The Agent determines if the partition root object, specified in the request, is flagged as a partition root object.

Note: The specified object does not have to be a partition root object in the source server's NDS database at
this time.

Ø If the object is not a partition root object, the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 21
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition information for the specified partition root object from the source
server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the error is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent verifies the partition being synchronized is not in a New replica state in the source server's local
database.

Ø If the replica held by the source server has a replica state of New, the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 23
The Agent verifies the server that submitted the request exists in the replica ring of the partition being
synchronized.

Ø If the requesting server was not found in the replica ring, as held by the source server, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if that server exists in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The Agent verifies the specified partition root object is available for receiving inbound NDS Replica
Synchronization Requests.

Ø If the partition is currently being synchronized with another server, the NDS error code
ERR_REPLICA_IN_SKULK is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
40.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent places a lock on the partition to indicate it is being synchronized with another server.
The Agent then continues with the next step.

Step 25
The Agent determines if the source server's replica of the partition being synchronized has a replica state of
New.

Ø If the replica state is New, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with Step 27.
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Step 26
The Agent verifies the server that submitted the request holds the Master replica for the partition being
synchronized.

Ø If the requesting server does not hold the Master replica for the partition, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Note: A server that holds a replica with a replica state of New will only accept inbound synchronization
from the server that holds the Master replica for the partition.

Ø Otherwise, if the server holds the Master replica, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 27
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object specified in the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 28
The Agent verifies the partition root object is not flagged as a deleted object.

Ø If the object is flagged as deleted, the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is present, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 29
The following DSTrace message displays:

(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss)
* SYNC: Start inbound sync from server <RequestingServersName> for

 partition <PartitionBeingSynchronized>

Step 30
The Agent compares the epoch number specified by the requesting server with the source server's epoch
number.

Ø If the epochs are the same, the Agent continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the epochs are different, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 31
The following DSTrace message displays:

UNMATCHED EPOCHS on <PartitionBeingSynchronized> --> LOCAL EPOCH: SourceServer'sEpoch
 <RequestingServer'sName> EPOCH: RequestingServer'sEpoch

Step 32
The Agent determines which server holds the highest epoch.

Ø If the source server's epoch is higher than the requesting server's epoch, the NDS error code
ERR_NEW_EPOCH is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server has the higher epoch, the following DSTrace message displays:

 TO BE UPDATED TO NEWER EPOCH.

The Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 33
The Agent attempts to change the replica state for the source server's replica to New.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's local database, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is successfully set to New, the NDS error code ERR_OLD_EPOCH is retained
for use and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Step 34
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the partition information for the specified
partition root object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the error is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 35
The Agent determines if the source server's replica of the partition being synchronized has a replica state of
Dying.

Ø If the source server's replica has a replica state of Dying, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's replica does not have a replica state of Dying, the Agent continues with
Step 37.
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Step 36
The Agent verifies the requesting server holds the Master replica of the partition being synchronized.

Ø If the requesting server does not hold the Master replica, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server holds the Master replica, the Agent continues with Step 39.

Step 37
The Agent determines if the source server's replica of the partition being synchronized has a replica state of
New.

Ø If the source server's replica has a replica state of New, the Agent builds an NDS Synchronized Up To
attribute value with the timestamp, replica number, and event number set to zero.  The Agent then
continues with Step 39.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's replica does not have a replica state of New, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 38
The Agent attempts to retrieve all the Synchronized Up To attribute values from the partition root object for the
partition being synchronized.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the source server's NDS database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø Otherwise, having successfully retrieved the information from the source server's local database, the Agent
continues with the next step.
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Step 39
The Agent prepares a response message for the requesting server.  This message contains the Synchronized Up
To attribute values for the partition being synchronized.  The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent
continues with the next step.

Step 40
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData."  The Agent's reply to the
client, indicating success or failure, is not displayed at this time.

Step 41
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is successfully processed, the Agent sends a reply to client that contains
any response message and an indication that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent then
continues with Step 48.

Step 42
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client.  This reply contains the error code that was copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable.  The Agent then continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 43
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by this version of NDS, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is still supported by this version of NDS, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Step 44
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available for use, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
 to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 45
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action required the use of the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action did not require the use of the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply
to client.  This reply contains the error code that was copied into the Agent Error Reply variable. The Agent
then continues with Step 48.
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Step 46
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 47
The Agent sends a reply to client that contains the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.

The Agent then continues with the next step.

Step 48
This concludes the Agent’s handling of this request.
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NDS End
Update
Replica

The primary purpose of the NDS End Update Replica Request is to:

• Request the synchronization lock be released on the server’s replica of the
partition being synchronized.

• Provide the target server with the Synchronized Up To attribute values for the
partition root object of the partition being synchronized.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set.

• Inbound
• Replica Synchronization
• Inbound Replica Synchronization
• DSA
• Miscellaneous
• DSA Buffers
• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes that DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned
DSTrace flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS End Update Replica Request may result in
the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting the request.

Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies that the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS used, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent then replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and continues with
Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS used, the Agent replies to the client
with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used, the Agent continues with the
next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action requires the emulated bindery and it is not available for use, the Agent replies to
the client with the NDS error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 49.

Ø However, if the requested action requires the emulated bindery and it is available for use, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action does not require the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
 client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent verifies the synchronization lock was placed on the partition in response to an NDS Start Update
Replica Request received from the requesting server.

Ø If the synchronization lock was placed on the partition in response to an NDS Start Update Replica Request
received from a different server, the NDS error code ERR_SYSTEM_FAILURE is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the synchronization lock was placed on the partition in response to an NDS Start Update
Replica Request received from the requesting server, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the request is not smaller than the minimum allowable size for an NDS End Update Replica
Request.

Note: Based on the minimum required data that must be presented in an NDS End Update Replica Request,
the minimum size for the request is 12 bytes.

Ø If the request is smaller than the minimum size, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent ensures the version of the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source
server.

Ø If the version of the requested action is not supported by the version of NDS used, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to extract various information from the request that was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information from the request that was received, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the expected information is successfully extracted from the request, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Step 14
The Agent verifies the “expected” partition root object is specified in the NDS End Update Replica Request.

Note: The expected partition is the partition that had a synchronization lock placed on it in response to an NDS
Start Update Replica Request received from the requesting server.

Ø If the partition specified in the request does not match the partition being synchronized with the requesting
server, the NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the expected partition is specified in the request, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's NDS database the partition root object information for
the partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent determines if the source server's replica of the partition has a replica state of New.

Ø If the replica state is New, the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is not New, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent verifies the server that submitted the NDS End Update Replica Request exists in the replica ring of the
partition being synchronized.

Ø If the requesting server is not found in the replica ring held by the source server, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø However, if an error occurred during the attempt to verify the requesting server exists in the replica ring,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the server exists in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 18
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's NDS database the object information for the requesting
server's object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the Replica attribute value assigned to
the partition root object identifying the source server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with Step 21.

Step 20
The Agent examines the error that occurred during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the
source server's NDS database.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, the following DSTrace message displays:

PartitionRootObjectDN does not have a replica pointer for local server.

The Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with Step 35.

Step 21
The Agent determines if the source server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the partition.

Ø If the source server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the partition, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server does not hold a Subordinate Reference replica of the partition, the Agent
continues with Step 23.
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Step 22
The Agent attempts to determine if the Subordinate Reference replica of the partition is still required by the
source server.

Ø If the replica is no longer needed by the source server, the Agent reschedules the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process on the source server to synchronize the partition.

Note: The NDS Replica Synchronization background process is rescheduled to execute in x seconds.  The
value of x is equivalent to the replica number assigned to the source server for the partition.  For
example, if the source server holds replica number four of the partition, then the background
process will be rescheduled to execute in four seconds.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the necessity of the Subordinate Reference replica,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica is still required by the source server, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 23
The Agent examines the information received in the NDS End Update Replica Request to determine if the source
server should adjust its Synchronized Up To attribute values.

Ø If the requesting server has specified the source server should adjust its Synchronized Up To attribute
values, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server has not been instructed to adjust those attribute values, the Agent
continues with Step 28.
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Step 24
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the NDS Replica attribute value assigned
to the partition root object identifying the requesting server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 25
The Agent attempts to extract the Synchronized Up To attribute values from the NDS End Update Replica
Request that was received.

Ø If an error occurs while extracting the specified information from the request, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully extracted, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 26
The Agent recalculates the source server's Transitive Vector attribute value assigned to the partition.
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Step 27
The Agent attempts to update the source server's Synchronized Up To attribute values assigned to the partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute values, the following DSTrace message
displays:

MergeVector returned err ErrorCode

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, having successfully updated the attribute values, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 28
The Agent examines the information received in the NDS End Update Replica Request to determine if the source
server should reschedule the next execution time of its NDS Replica Synchronization background process.

Ø If the requesting server has indicated the source server should reschedule its NDS Replica Synchronization
background process, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server has not been instructed to reschedule that background process, the Agent
continues with Step 32.

Step 29
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the partition from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the Replica attribute values from the partition root object
for the partition, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring for the partition is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with Step 31.
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Step 30
The Agent examines the error that occurred during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring for the partition.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE was received, the Agent ignores the error and continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Step 31
The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server to synchronize
the partition in x minutes.

Note: The value of x varies, based on the number of entries in the replica ring for the partition.

Step 32
The Agent examines the replica state of the replica held by the source server.

Ø If the source server's replica has a replica state of New, the NDS Replica Synchronization background
process on the source server is rescheduled to synchronize the partition immediately.  The Agent then
continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's replica does not have a replica state of New, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 33
The Agent examines the information received in the NDS End Update Replica Request to determine if the replica
type of the replica held by the source server is changing.

Ø If the requesting server has indicated the source server's replica type is changing, the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process on the source server is reschedule to synchronize the partition
immediately.  Additionally, the Agent continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's replica type is not changing, the Agent continues with Step 37.
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Step 34
The following DSTrace message displays:

ABORTING DSAEndUpdateReplica returned err AgentErrorReplyVariable

Step 35
The Agent examines the information received in the NDS End Update Replica Request to determine the number
of objects and/or attribute values received from the source server.

Ø If at least one object and/or attribute value was received from the source server, the following DSTrace
message displays:

* SYNC: Objects received: NDSObjectCount, from server <RDNForTheRequestingServer>
 partition DNOfThePartitionRootObject.

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 36
The Agent displays one of the following DSTrace messages to indicate an error occurred during the attempt to
process the NDS End Update Replica Request.

The following DSTrace message displays to indicate a "valid" NDS End Update Replica Request was
received from the requesting server; however, an error occurred during the attempt to process that
request.

* SYNC: End inbound sync from server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 partition DNOfThePartitionRootObject. ERROR: AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 41.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays to indicate an "invalid" NDS End Update Replica
Request was received from the requesting server.

* SYNC: End inbound sync. ERROR: AgentErrorReplyVariable

Note: The DSTrace message above indicates the error occurred prior to Step 10, during the processing
of the NDS End Update Replica Request.

The Agent continues with Step 41.
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Step 37
The Agent examines the information received in the NDS End Update Replica Request to determine the number
of objects and/or attribute values received from the source server.

Ø If at least one object and/or attribute value was received from the source server, the following DSTrace
message displays:

* SYNC: Objects received: NDSObjectCount, from server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 partition DNOfThePartitionRootObject.

The Agent then continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 38
The following DSTrace message displays:

* SYNC: End inbound sync from server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 for partition DNOfThePartitionRootObject

Step 39
The Agent examines the replica state of the replica held by the source server.

Ø If the source server's replica has a replica state of Transition On, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's replica does not have a replica state of Transition On, the Agent continues
with Step 41.
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Step 40
The Agent examines the information received in the NDS End Update Replica Request to determine if the source
server should adjust its Transitive Vector attribute values.

Ø If the requesting server has specified the source server should adjust its Transitive Vector attribute values,
the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server is rescheduled to synchronize
the partition immediately.  The Agent then continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server has not been instructed to adjust those attribute values, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Step 41
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 42
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any
reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent
then continues with Step 49.
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Step 43
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 44
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 46.

Step 45
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
 to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 46
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery be available.

Ø If the requested action does not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
49.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 47
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 48
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 49
This concludes the Agent's handling of this request.
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NDS Update
Replica The primary purpose of the NDS Update Replica Request is to submit all updates to a

specified object.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Inbound
• Replica Synchronization
• Inbound Replica Synchronization
• DSA
• Miscellaneous
• DSA Buffers

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
the WANMAN flag also be set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Update Replica Request may result in the
process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step
of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in
this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client
submitting the request.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent then replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues
with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether or not the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this
check examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server’s emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the requested action requires the source server's emulated bindery and it is not available for
use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with
Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server’s emulated bindery and it is available for use,
the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent then continues
with the next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber
for client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent ensures the source server is accepting inbound NDS Replica Synchronization Requests.

Ø If the source server's inbound replica synchronization has been disabled, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SKULKER: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED!

The NDS error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the Agent continues with Step 16.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the requesting server was not the source server.

Ø If the source server is attempting to synchronize with itself, the NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 16.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent verifies the synchronization lock was placed on the partition in response to an NDS Start Update
Replica Request received from the requesting server.

Ø If the synchronization lock was placed on the partition in response to an NDS Start Update Replica Request
received from a different server, then the NDS error code ERR_SYSTEM_FAILURE is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 16.

Ø Otherwise, if the synchronization lock was placed on the partition in response to an NDS Start Update
Replica Request received from the requesting server, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent determines if the source server's replica of the partition being synchronized has a replica state of
New.

Ø If the source server's replica has a replica state of New, the Agent continues with Step 15.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent verifies the server that submitted the NDS Update Replica Request exists in the replica ring of the
partition being synchronized.

Ø If the requesting server is not found in the replica ring held by the source server, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 16.

Ø However, if an error occurred during the attempt to verify the requesting server exists in the replica ring,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 16.

Ø Otherwise, if the server exists in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 15
The Agent attempts to apply the update to the object specified in the NDS Update Replica Request.

Note: This update will be applied to the source server's NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's local database, the following DSTrace
message displays:

  *(hh:mm:ss) <RDNOfTheRequestingServer> error ErrorCode
updating RDNOfTheNDSObjectToBeUpdated

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the update is successfully applied to the source server's local database, the following DSTrace
message displays:

  *<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> updated [LocalEntryIDOfTheNDSObjectToBeUpdated]
RDNOfTheNDSObjectToBeUpdated

The Agent continues with the next step.

Step 16
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":
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Step 17
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any
reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent
then continues with Step 24.

Step 18
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 21.
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Step 20
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable to
<ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 21
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
24.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 23
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE and then
continues with the next step.

Step 24
This concludes the Agent's handling of this request.
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NDS Start
Update
Schema

The primary purpose of the NDS Start Update Schema Request is to:

• Request a synchronization lock be placed on the source server's schema.
• Retrieve the Synchronized Up To  attribute values for the source server's schema.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set.

• Inbound
• Schema Synchronization
• Inbound Synchronization
• DSA
• Miscellaneous
• DSA Buffers
• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag also be set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Start Update Schema Request may result
in the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Note: The Agent uses the following variable and/or list during the processing of this
request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS Client
that submitted the request.

Subordinate NDS Servers This list identifies those servers not present in the replica
ring of the source server's [Root]-most partition.
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Step 1
Upon receiving an NDS Start Update Schema Request from another server, the Agent verifies the request size
does not exceed the maximum allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then
continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the use of the source server’s bindery emulator, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery emulator is not available for use, the Agent replies to the
requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server’s bindery emulator is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the requesting server with the
NDS error code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the requesting
server with the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the requesting server with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber
for client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent ensures the source server is accepting inbound NDS Schema Synchronization Requests.

Ø If the source server's inbound schema synchronization has been disabled, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED!

The NDS error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the requesting server is not the source server.

Ø If the source server is attempting to synchronize with itself, the following DSTrace message displays:

* WARNING! rejecting DSAStartUpdateSchema client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>

The NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 12
The Agent verifies the request is not smaller than the minimum allowable size for an NDS Start Update Schema
Request.

Note: Based on the minimum required data that must be presented in an NDS Start Update Schema Request,
the minimum size for the request is 8 bytes.

Ø If the request is smaller than the minimum size, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 13
The Agent ensures the version of the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used by the
source server.

Ø If the version of the requested action is not supported by the version of NDS being used, the NDS error
code ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent determines if the source server holds any replicas of partitions.

Ø If the source server does not hold any replicas, the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the source servers holds at least one replica of a partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring from the replica of its [Root]-most partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 16
The Agent verifies the requesting server exists in the replica ring of the source server's [Root]-most partition.

Ø If the requesting server does not exist in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server exists in the replica ring, the Agent continues with Step 18.

Step 17
The Agent attempts to add the requesting server’s name to the source server's Subordinate NDS Servers list.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the requesting server's name to the list, the following DSTrace
message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server is successfully added to the list, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 18
The Agent attempts to retrieve the epoch number for the source server's schema.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the epoch number from the source server's local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent verifies the epoch number for the source server's schema matches the epoch number specified in the
request received from the requesting server.

Ø If the epoch numbers match, the Agent continues with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, if the epoch numbers do not match, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The Agent determines which server has the newest epoch information for the schema.

Ø If the requesting server's epoch is older than the source server's, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error -664 in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_OLD_EPOCH (-664).

The NDS error code ERR_OLD_EPOCH is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server's epoch is newer than the source server's, the following DSTrace
message displays:

* DSAStartUpdateSchema: Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
 New Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch

The Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The Agent attempts to perform the following actions in its local NDS database:

• Zero the values of the Synchronized Up To attribute values for the source server's schema.

• Zero the creation and modification timestamps for each of the source server’s schema class and
attribute definitions.

• Update the source server's schema epoch information to match the requesting server's epoch number.

• Place a lock on the source server's schema to indicate it is receiving a new epoch for the schema.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to perform the actions above, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the action above is successfully performed, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 22
The Agent attempts to retrieve the Synchronized Up To attribute values for the source server's schema.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 23
The Agent verifies the reply message does not exceed the maximum allowable reply message size expected by
the requesting server.

Ø If the reply message exceeds the maximum reply message size, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error -649 in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER (-649).

The NDS error code ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the
Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply message does not exceed the maximum reply message size, the Agent continues
with the next step.
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Step 24
The Agent requests the source server's operating system allocate memory to hold the reply message that will be
sent to the requesting server.

Ø If an error is received from the operating system in reply to the memory allocation request, the following
DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error -150 in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

Note: The operating system error code above is INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY (-150).

The NDS error code ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the
Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the memory was successfully allocated by the operating system, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 25
The following DSTrace message displays:

(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss)
* SCHEMA: Start inbound sync from server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>

 version NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer
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Step 26
The Agent attempts to place each of the source server's Synchronized Up To attribute values for the schema into
the reply message.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to place the attribute values into the reply message, the following
DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
 Version: NDSStartUpdateSchemaRequestVersion,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:SchemaReplicaNumberOnSourceServer

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values are placed successfully into the reply message, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Step 27
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the requesting server is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 28
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the NDS Start Update Schema Request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the
requesting server containing any reply message and an indicator informing the server that its request was
processed successfully.  The Agent then continues with Step 35.
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Step 29
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to requesting server containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 30
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 32.

Step 31
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
 to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 32
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the requesting
server containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with
Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 33
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 34
The Agent sends a reply to the requesting server containing the operating system error code
ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The Agent continues with the next step.

Step 35
This concludes the Agent's handling of this request.
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NDS End
Update
Schema

The primary purpose of the NDS End Update Schema Request is to:

• Notify the source server that the requesting server is concluding the NDS
Schema Synchronization background process with this server.

• Provide the source server with the requesting server's Synchronized Up To
attribute values.

• Inform the source server that the synchronization lock on the source server's
schema is no longer needed.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Backlinker
• Schema Synchronization
• Inbound Synchronization
• DSA
• DSA Buffers
• Backlinker
• Bindery Emulation

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag also be set.

This operation review assumes that DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned
DSTrace flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS End Update Schema Request may result
in the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variables and/or list during the processing of this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting the
request.

Schedule Schema Synchronization This flag is set to True when the source server's NDS Schema
Synchronization background process should be scheduled to execute.
By default, this flag is set to False.

Schema Sync All Servers This flag indicates that the NDS Schema Synchronization background
process should attempt to synchronize with the appropriate servers,
regardless of previous successfully synchronization attempts.

Subordinate NDS Servers This list identifies those servers that are not present in the replica ring
of the source server's [Root]-most partition.

Step 1
Upon receiving an NDS End Update Schema Request from another server, the Agent verifies the request size
does not exceed the maximum allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent then replies to the requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then
continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the requesting server
with the NDS error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the requesting server with the
NDS error code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the requesting
server with the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the requesting server with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information for the NDS End Update Schema Request received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request received, then
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the version information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent ensures the version of the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used by the
source server.

Ø If the version of the requested action is not supported by the version of NDS being used, the NDS error
code ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the following information from the NDS End Update Schema Request received.

• The name of the requesting server
• The requesting server's schema epoch information

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information specified above, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the information was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent verifies the requesting server is not listed in the source server's Subordinate NDS Servers list.

Ø If the requesting server is NOT found in that list, the Agent continues with Step 15.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server is listed, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent performs both of the following actions:

• The requesting server is removed from the source server's Subordinate NDS Servers list.
• The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared.

The Agent will continue with Step 28.

Note: The Agent will not accept NDS Update Schema Requests from servers that exist within their
Subordinate NDS Servers list.

However, because the requesting server may be using an older version of NDS, it will expect that
its request will be processed.  Therefore, the Agent will ignore the request by returning a reply to
the requesting server indicating the request was processed successfully.  This is accomplished by
clearing the Agent Error Reply variable and continuing with the specified step.

Step 15
The Agent determines if the source server holds any replicas of partitions.

Ø If the source server does not hold any replicas, the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the source servers holds at least one replica of a partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 16
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring from the replica of its [Root]-most partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = ErrorCode

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent verifies the requesting server exists in the replica ring of the source server's [Root]-most partition.

Ø If the requesting server does not exist in the replica ring, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = -672

Note: The NDS error code above is ERR_NO_ACCESS.

The NDS error code ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server does exist in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 18
The Agent attempts to retrieve the epoch number for the source server's schema.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the epoch number from the source server's local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent verifies the epoch number for the source server's schema matches the epoch number specified in the
request received from the requesting server.

Ø If the epoch numbers match, the Agent continues with Step 21.

Ø Otherwise, if the epoch numbers do not match, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The Agent determines which server has the newest epoch information for the schema.

Ø If the requesting server's epoch is older than the source server's, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = -664

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_OLD_EPOCH (-664).

The NDS error code ERR_OLD_EPOCH is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent then
continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server's epoch is newer than the source server's, the following DSTrace
message displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = -665

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_NEW_EPOCH (-665).

The NDS Error Code ERR_NEW_EPOCH is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 29.

Step 21
The following DSTrace message displays:

(yyyy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss)
* SCHEMA: End inbound sync from server <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>

version VersionOfTheNDSEndUpdateSchemaRequest,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch
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Step 22
The Agent verifies the source server's schema is not locked.

Note: The existence of a lock on the source server's schema indicates the source server is receiving a new
epoch for its schema.

This lock is placed during the processing of an NDS End Update Schema Request.

Ø If the source server's schema is not locked, the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's schema is locked, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 23
The Agent attempts to delete from the source server’s local database all schema class and attribute definitions
that have creation timestamps of zero seconds, replica number one, and event zero.

Note: After receiving a new copy of the schema, any definitions with a creation timestamp of "0/0/0 0:0:0,
#1, 0" are not received during the update and are flagged as deleted.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to flag the specified definitions in the source server's local database as
deleted, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified definitions are flagged successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: End receiving New Epoch for schema.

The Agent continues with Step 25.
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Step 24
The Agent verifies the source server's schema has no partition control operations being performed on it.

Ø If the source server's schema has no partition control operations outstanding, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's schema has at least one outstanding partition control operation, the
following DSTrace messages display:

* SCHEMA: WARNING! Illegal Partition Control for schema.
* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,

Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = -699

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_FATAL (-699).

The NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 28.

Step 25
The Agent attempts to retrieve the Synchronized Up To attribute values for the schema on the requesting server.

Note: These values were received as part of the NDS End Update Schema request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the values from the request that was received, the
following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = ErrorCode

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Schedule Schema
Synchronization flag is set to False.  The Agent then continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values are retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 26
The Agent attempts to merge the requesting server's Synchronized Up To attribute values with the source
server's attribute values.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to merge the attribute values, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: DSAEndUpdateSchema, Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer: ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch,
Error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values are merged successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 27
The Agent verifies the Schedule Schema Synchronization flag is set to True.

Ø If the flag is set to False, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag is set to True, the source server's Schema Sync All Servers flag is set to True and the
NDS Schema Synchronization background process is reschedule to start within the next 31 minutes.

Step 28
The Agent sets the Schedule Schema Synchronization flag to False.

Step 29
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the requesting server is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":
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Step 30
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the requesting server containing
any reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The
Agent then continues with Step 37.

Step 31
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to requesting server containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 32
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 34.
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Step 33
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 34
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the requesting
server containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with
Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 35
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 36
The Agent sends a reply to the requesting server containing the operating system error code
ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The Agent continues with the next step.

Step 37
This concludes the Agent's handling of this request.
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NDS Update
Schema The primary purpose of the NDS Update Schema Request is to update the following:

• Deleted schema class definitions
• Deleted schema attribute definitions
• New or modified schema attribute definitions
• New or modified schema class definitions

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Inbound
• Schema Synchronization
• Inbound Synchronization
• DSA
• Miscellaneous
• DSA Buffers

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag also be set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Update Schema Request may result in
the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variables and/or list during the processing of this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error that will be returned to the NDS client that
submitted this request.

Schedule Schema Synchronization This flag is set to True when the source server's NDS Schema
Synchronization background process should be scheduled to execute.
By default, this flag is set to False.

Subordinate NDS Servers This list identifies those servers that are not present in the replica ring
of the source server's [Root]-most partition.

Step 1
Upon receiving an NDS Start Update Schema Request from another server, the Agent verifies the request size
does not exceed the maximum allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then
continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's bindery emulator, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery emulator is not available for use, the Agent replies to the
requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's bindery emulator is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the requesting server with the
NDS error code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the requesting
server with the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the requesting server with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.
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Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber
 for client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the number of schema updates that are included in the NDS Update Schema
Request received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request that was
received, the error code is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
48.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the requesting server does not exist in the source server's Subordinate NDS Servers list.

Ø If the requesting server does not exist in the list, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server exists in the list, the Agent clears the Agent Error Reply variable and
continues with Step 48.

Note: The Agent will not accept NDS Update Schema Requests from servers that exist in its Subordinate
NDS Servers list.

However, because the requesting server may be using an older version of NDS, it will expect its
request will be processed.  Therefore, the Agent ignores the request by returning a reply to the
requesting server, indicating the request was processed successfully.  This is accomplished by
clearing the Agent Error Reply variable and continuing with the specified step.
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Step 12
The Agent determines if the source server holds any replicas of partitions.

Ø If the source server does not hold any replicas, the Agent continues with Step 15.

Ø Otherwise, if the source servers holds at least one replica of a partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring from the replica of it's [Root]-most partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the error is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent verifies the requesting server exists in the replica ring of the source server's [Root]-most partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting server exists in the replica ring, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø However, if the requesting server does not exist in the replica ring, the NDS error code ERR_NO_ACCESS
is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server exists in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the epoch number for the source server's schema.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the epoch number from the source server's local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

* DSAUpdateSchema: Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>,
 Epoch: SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch
 Error: ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is successfully retrieved, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 16
The Agent verifies the epoch number for the source server's schema matches the epoch number specified in the
request received from the requesting server.

Ø If the epoch numbers match, the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the epoch numbers do not match, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 17
One of the following DSTrace messages displays:

Ø If the requesting server's epoch is older than the source server's, the following DSTrace message displays:

* DSAUpdateSchema: Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>, Epoch:
SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch Error: -664

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_OLD_EPOCH (-664).

The NDS error code ERR_OLD_EPOCH is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting server's epoch is newer than the source server's, the following DSTrace
message displays:

* DSAUpdateSchema: Client <RDNOfTheRequestingServer>, Epoch:
SchemaEpochOnSourceServer:ReplicaNumberThatIssuedTheEpoch Error: -665

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_OLD_EPOCH (-665).

The NDS error code ERR_NEW_EPOCH is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 48.

Step 18
The Agent begins applying the updates to the source server's schema by using the first update in the request as
the updated definition in the subsequent steps.
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Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve the updated definition from the NDS Update Schema Request that was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieved the updated definition, the error code is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent then continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent verifies the updated definition is an update to a schema class definition.

Ø If the updated definition is an update to a schema attribute definition, the Agent continues with Step 33.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 21
The Agent verifies the updated definition is not a deleted schema class definition.

Ø If the updated definition is not a deleted definition, the Agent continues with Step 30.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition is a deleted definition, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent attempts to retrieve the current schema class definition that matches the updated definition.

Ø If no definition is found in the source server's schema that matches the updated definition, the Agent
continues with Step 24.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the current definition, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the current definition was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 23
The Agent verifies the current definition has an older, or equal, creation timestamp, when compared with the
updated definition's creation timestamp.

Ø If the updated definition's creation timestamp is older than the current definition's creation timestamp, the
Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Note: Because the updated definition is older than the current definition, the Agent ignores the update
and indicates the update was successfully applied by clearing the Agent Error Reply variable and
then continuing with the specified step.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition's creation timestamp is equal to, or newer, than the current definition's
creation timestamp, the Agent continues with Step 26.

Step 24
The following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Inserting deleted class UpdatedDefinitionsName

Step 25
The Agent attempts to create a schema class definition to match the updated definition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to create a new,  deleted schema class definition in the source
server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the new, deleted schema class definition is created successfully, the Agent continues with
Step 46.
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Step 26
The Agent verifies the current definition is marked as a deleted schema class definition.

Ø If the current definition is not flagged as a deleted definition, the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if the current definition is flagged as a deleted definition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 27
The following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Updating deleted class UpdatedDefinitionsName

Step 28
The Agent attempts to apply the updated definition onto the source server's local database.

Note: Because the current definition is already flagged as a deleted definition, only the creation and
modification timestamps will be updated.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's schema, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition is applied successfully, the Agent continues with Step 46.
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Step 29
The Agent attempts to apply the updated definition onto the source server's local database.

Note: Because the current definition is flagged as a present schema class definition, this update will flag it as a
deleted definition and will update the creation and modification timestamps.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's schema, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode Deleting class UpdatedDefinitionsName

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition is applied successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error 0 Deleting class UpdatedDefinitionsName

The Agent continues with Step 46.

Step 30
The Agent attempts to retrieve the current schema class definition that matches the updated definition.

Ø If no definition matching the updated definition is found in the source server's schema, the Agent continues
with Step 32.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the current definition, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the current definition was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 31
The Agent verifies the current definition has an older, or equal, creation timestamp, when compared with the
updated definition's creation timestamp.

Ø If the updated definition's creation timestamp is older than the current definition's creation timestamp, the
Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Note: Because the updated definition is older than the current definition, the Agent ignores the update
and indicates the update was successfully applied by clearing the Agent Error Reply variable and
then continuing with the specified step.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition's creation timestamp is equal to, or newer, than the current definition's
creation timestamp, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 32
The Agent attempts to update the source server's schema using the updated definition.

Note: If a schema class definition currently exists with the same name as the updated definition, it will
be overwritten if its creation timestamp is older than the creation timestamp specified in the
updated definition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's schema, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode Updating class UpdatedDefinitionsName

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the update definition is applied successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Updated class UpdatedDefinitionsName

The Agent continues with Step 46.
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Step 33
The Agent verifies the updated definition is an update to a schema attribute definition.

Ø If the updated definition is not an update to a schema attribute definition, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
48.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 34
The Agent verifies the updated definition is not a deleted schema attribute definition.

Ø If the updated definition is not a deleted definition, the Agent continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition is a deleted definition, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 35
The Agent attempts to retrieve the current schema attribute definition that matches the updated definition.

Ø If no definition is found in the source server's schema that matches the updated definition, the Agent
continues with Step 37.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the current definition, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the current definition was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 36
The Agent verifies the current definition has an older, or equal, creation timestamp when compared with the
updated definition's creation timestamp.

Ø If the updated definition's creation timestamp is older than the current definition's creation timestamp, the
Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Note: Because the updated definition is older than the current definition, the Agent ignores the update
and indicates the update was successfully applied by clearing the Agent Error Reply variable and
then continuing with the specified step.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition's creation timestamp is equal to, or newer, than the current definition's
creation timestamp, the Agent continues with Step 39.

Step 37
The following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: inserting deleted attribute UpdatedDefinitionsName

Step 38
The Agent attempts to create a new schema attribute definition to match the updated definition that is flagged
as deleted.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to create a new, deleted schema attribute definition in the source
server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the new, deleted schema attribute definition is created successfully, the Agent continues with
Step 46.
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Step 39
The Agent verifies the current definition is marked as a deleted schema attribute definition.

Ø If the current definition is not flagged as a deleted definition, the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the current definition is flagged as a deleted definition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 40
The following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Updating deleted attribute UpdatedDefinitionsName

Step 41
The Agent attempts to apply the updated definition onto the source server's local database.

Note: Because the current definition is already flagged as a deleted definition, only the creation and
modification timestamps are updated.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's schema, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition is applied successfully, the Agent continues with Step 46.
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Step 42
The Agent attempts to apply the updated definition onto the source server's local database.

Note: Because the current definition is flagged as a present schema attribute definition, this update flags it as a
deleted definition and updates the creation and modification timestamps.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's schema, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode Deleting attribute UpdatedDefinitionsName

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition is applied successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error 0 Deleting attribute UpdatedDefinitionsName

The Agent continues with Step 46.

Step 43
The Agent attempts to retrieve the current schema attribute definition that matches the updated definition.

Ø If no definition is found in the source server's schema that matches the updated definition, the Agent
continues with Step 45.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the current definition, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the current definition is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 44
The Agent verifies the current definition has an older, or equal, creation timestamp, when compared with the
updated definition's creation timestamp.

Ø If the updated definition's creation timestamp is older than the current definition's creation timestamp, the
Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Note: Because the updated definition is older than the current definition, the Agent ignores the update
and indicates the update was successfully applied by clearing the Agent Error Reply variable and
then continuing with the specified step.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated definition's creation timestamp is equal to, or newer, than the current definition's
creation timestamp, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 45
The Agent attempts to update the source server's schema using the updated definition.

Note: If a schema attribute definition currently exists with the same name as the updated definition, it will be
overwritten if its creation timestamp is older than the creation timestamp specified in the updated
definition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the source server's schema, the following DSTrace message
displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode Updating attribute UpdatedDefinitionsName

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the update definition is applied successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

* SCHEMA: Error ErrorCode Updating attribute UpdatedDefinitionsName

The Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 46
The Agent verifies there are no additional updates to the schema in the request.

Ø If another update exists, the Agent uses it as the updated definition and continues with Step 19.

Ø Otherwise, if no additional updates exist, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 47
The Agent attempts to re-initialize the source server's cached copy of its schema.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to re-initialize the schema cache, the following DSTrace message
displays:

Unable to initialize schema cache.

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's schema cache is re-initialized successfully, the Schedule Schema
Synchronization is set to True and the Agent continues with the next step.

Note: At this point, because no errors have occurred during the processing of this request, the Agent
Error Reply variable remains empty.

Step 48
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the requesting server is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":
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Step 49
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the requesting server
containing any reply message and an indicator informing the requesting server that its request was
processed successfully.  The Agent then continues with Step 56.

Step 50
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply containing the error code to the requesting server.  The Agent then continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 51
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 53.
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Step 52
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable to
<ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 53
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply containing the error
code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable to the requesting server .  The Agent then continues with
Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 54
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 55
The Agent sends a reply containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE to the requesting
server.  The Agent continues with the next step.

Step 56
This concludes the Agent's handling of this request.
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NDS Sync
External

Reference
The primary purpose of the NDS Sync External Reference Request is to notify servers of
NDS obituaries that have been placed on objects that are externally referenced by those
servers.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the Backlinker flag set.

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag also be set.

This operation review assumes that DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned
DSTrace flag set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Start Update Schema Request may result
in the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client
submitting the request.
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Step 1
Upon receiving an NDS Sync External Reference Request from another server, the Agent verifies the
request size does not exceed the maximum allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the requesting
server.  The Agent then continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then
continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this
check examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's emulated bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the
requesting server with the NDS error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's emulated bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the requesting server with the
NDS error code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the requesting
server with the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the requesting server with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

Step 10
The following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: BEGIN DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
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Step 11
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version of the NDS Sync External Reference Request from the request that
was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the version information from the request, the following
DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and then the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the version information was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent verifies that Version 0 of the NDS Sync External Reference Request was received.

Ø If the version of the request is not zero, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = -683

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683).

The NDS error code ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and then
the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request is zero, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to identify the parent of the object specified in the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to identify the parent, using the information provided with the
request, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed getting parentID, error = ErrorCode

The error that occurred is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the parent is identified successfully, the Agent continues with Step 15.

Step 14
The Agent examines the error that occurred during the attempt to identify the parent object.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601) was received, the following DSTrace message
displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 81.
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Step 15
The Agent examines the information contained in the request to determine if the request is instructing the source
server to purge an obituary.

Ø If the request is not indicating an obituary should be purged, the Agent continues with Step 21.

Ø Otherwise, if the request is indicating an obituary should be purged, the following DSTrace message
displays:

*Backlink: DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> to purge obituary

The Agent continues with the next step.

Step 16
The Agent attempts to locate the object in the source server's local database, which has the obituary to be
purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the object, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and the Agent continues with Step 18.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is located successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the object with the obituary that will be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object from the source server's local database, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with Step 19.
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Step 18
The Agent examines the error that was copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was copied into the variable, the following DSTrace message
displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 19
The Agent confirms the object is an external reference in the source server's local database.

Ø If the object is not an external reference, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is an external reference, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The Agent attempts to purge the obituary from the external reference object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the obituary from the external reference, the following
DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is purged successfully, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 21
The Agent attempts to locate the object in the source server's local database, which is specified in the NDS Sync
External Reference Request.

Note: The Agent attempts to locate the object using the object's “Tuned Fully Qualified Distinguished Name.”
For additional information on tuned and fully qualified distinguished names, see Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the object, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and then the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is located successfully, the Agent continues with Step 27.
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Step 22
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was copied into the variable, the Agent Error Reply variable
is cleared and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error was copied into the variable, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 23
The Agent attempts to locate the object in the source server's local database, which is specified in the NDS Sync
External Reference Request.

Note: The Agent attempts to locate the object using its “Typeless Fully Qualified Distinguished Name.”
For additional information on typeless and fully qualified distinguished names, see Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the object, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is located successfully, the Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent
continues with Step 25.
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Step 24
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY was copied into the variable, the Agent Error Reply variable
is cleared and the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if any other error was copied into the variable, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 25
The Agent confirms the object meets the following conditions:

• The object is not flagged as deleted.
• The object's creation timestamp is zero.

Ø If the object does not meet at least one of the conditions above, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object meets both of the conditions above, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 26
The Agent attempts to set the object’s creation timestamp using the timestamp received in the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to set the object's creation timestamp in the source server's local
database, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object's creation timestamp was set successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 27
The Agent verifies that the object has not been deleted from the source server's local database.

Ø If the object has been deleted, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object has not been deleted, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 28
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the following DSTrace message
displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 29
The Agent verifies that the object exists in a replica of a partition held by the source server.

Ø If the object does not exist in a replica held by the source server, the Agent continues with Step 32.

Ø Otherwise, if the object exists in a replica on the source server, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 30
The Agent attempts to determine the replica state for the source server's replica of the partition encompassing
the object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to determine the replica state, the following DSTrace message
displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is determined successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 31
The Agent verifies the source server's replica does not have a replica state of either New or Dying.

Ø If the source server's replica has a replica state of either New or Dying, the following DSTrace message
displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = -654

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

The NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 32
The Agent examines the obituary received in the request.

Ø If the obituary is an NDS Restored Obituary (Type 0), the Agent continues with Step 34.

Ø If the obituary is an NDS Dead Obituary (Type 1), the Agent continues with Step 40.

Ø If the obituary is an NDS Move Obituary (Type 2), the Agent continues with Step 57.

Ø If the obituary is an NDS New RDN Obituary (Type 4), the Agent continues with Step 70.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 33
The following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = -699

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_FATAL.

The NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 81.

Step 34
The following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: OBT_RESTORED for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary>
suggestID=[SuggestedEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary] request from
[LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]<RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
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Step 35
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the object information for the object with
the obituary.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the following DSTrace messages
display:

*Backlink: OBT_RESTORED for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information was retrieved successfully, then the Agent will continue with the next
step.

Step 36
The Agent verifies the object with the obituary is flagged as a deleted object in the source server's local
database.

Ø If the object is flagged as a deleted object, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_RESTORED for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 37
The Agent verifies the object with the obituary is an external reference in the source server's local database.

Ø If the object is an external reference, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not an external reference, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_RESTORED for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 38
The Agent compares the object's creation timestamp in the source server's local database with the creation
timestamp received in the NDS Sync External Reference Request.

Ø If the creation timestamps are the same, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_RESTORED for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps are different, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 39
The Agent attempts to change the object's creation timestamp in the source server's local database to match the
creation timestamp received in the NDS Sync External Reference Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the object's creation timestamp, the following DSTrace
messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_RESTORED for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object's creation timestamp is updated successfully, the following DSTrace messages
display:

*Backlink: OBT_RESTORED for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.
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Step 40
The Agent verifies the creation timestamp of the object with the obituary is zero.

Ø If the creation timestamp is zero, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = -699

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_FATAL (-699).

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamp is not zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 41
The Agent verifies the object has not been deleted from the source server's local database.

Ø If the object has been deleted, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object has not been deleted, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 42
The Agent verifies the object's local entry ID in the source server's object database matches the entry ID
provided in the request that was received.

Ø If the entry IDs do not match, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Warning local ID [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> does not match
suggestID [SuggestedEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary] from
server [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]<RDNOfTheRequestingServer>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry IDs do match, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 43
The following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> suggested ID
[SuggestedEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]<RDNOfTheSuggestedEntryID>
request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]<RDNOfTheRequestingServer>
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Step 44
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the object information for the object with
the obituary.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the following DSTrace messages
display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 45
The Agent verifies the object with the obituary is flagged as a deleted object in the source server's local
database.

Ø If the object is flagged as a deleted object, the Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 46
The Agent verifies the object with the obituary is an external reference in the source server's local database.

Ø If the object is an external reference, the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not an external reference, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 47
The Agent verifies the object already has an obituary that matches the obituary type and creation timestamp
provided in the NDS Sync External Reference Request.

Ø If there are no matching obituaries already assigned to the object, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=-601.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = -601

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601).

The NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 81.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the existence of the specified obituary, the
following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

This step continues on the next page.
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This step is continuing from the previous page.

Ø Otherwise, if a matching obituary is found, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 48
The Agent compares the object's creation timestamp in the source server's local database with the creation
timestamp received in the NDS Sync External Reference Request.

Ø If the creation timestamps are the same, the Agent continues with Step 50.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps are different, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 49
The Agent attempts to add an NDS Dead Obituary to the object in the source server's local database.

Note: The obituary that will be added references the creation timestamp provided with the NDS Sync
External Reference Request.

Therefore, the object to which the obituary is being added will not be deleted.  The object will
have an NDS Dead Obituary that references a previous instance of the object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the obituary, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is added successfully, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.
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Step 50
The Agent verifies the object does not have any subordinate objects in the hierarchical structure of the Directory
tree.

Ø If the object has at least one subordinate object, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object does not have any subordinate objects, the Agent continues with Step 56.

Step 51
The Agent attempts to purge all of the subordinate objects from the source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the object's subordinates, the following DSTrace messages
display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the subordinate objects are purged successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 52
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the object information for the object with
the obituary.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the following DSTrace messages
display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 53
The Agent verifies the object does not have any subordinate objects in the hierarchical structure of the Directory
tree.

Ø If the object has at least one subordinate object, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object does not have any subordinate objects, the Agent continues with Step 56.
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Step 54
The Agent attempts to add an NDS Dead Obituary to the object in the source server's local database.

Note: The object to which the obituary is being added will be flagged as a deleted object and all of the object's
attribute values will be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the obituary, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is added successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 55
The Agent attempts to set the object's creation and modification timestamps to zero.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to set the specified timestamps to zero, the following DSTrace
messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the timestamps were successfully modified, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.
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Step 56
The Agent attempts to add an NDS Dead Obituary to the object in the source server's local database.

Note: The object to which the obituary is being added will be flagged as a deleted object and all of the object's
attribute values will be purged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the obituary, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is added successfully, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Note: During the processing of an NDS Sync External Reference Request for an NDS Move Obituary, the
following objects are involved:

Source Object This is the object in the original, or source, name context.  This is the object being
moved.

Destination Object This is the object in the new, or destination, name context.
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Step 57
The following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
suggested ID [SuspectedLocalEntryOfTheSourceObject] to
[LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationObject]<RDNOfTheDestinationObject>
request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]<RDNOfTheRequestingServer>

Step 58
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the object information for the source
object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the following DSTrace messages
display:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
failed, error=ErrorCode.

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 59
The Agent compares the source object's creation timestamp in the source server's local database with the
destination object's creation timestamp, which was received in the NDS Sync External Reference Request.

Ø If the creation timestamps are the same, the Agent continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps are different, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 60
The Agent compares the local entry ID of the source object with the entry ID of the destination object.

Ø If the entry IDs are the same, the following DSTrace messages displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
failed, error=-632.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_SYSTEM_FAILURE (-632).

The NDS error code ERR_SYSTEM_FAILURE is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry IDs are not the same, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
succeeded.

The Agent continues with Step 68.

Step 61
The Agent verifies the source object is flagged as a deleted object in the source server's local database.

Ø If the source object is flagged as a deleted object, the Agent continues with Step 63.

Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 62
The Agent verifies the source object is an external reference in the source server's local database.

Ø If the source object is an external reference, the Agent continues with Step 64.

Ø Otherwise, if the source object is not an external reference, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 63
The following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
succeeded.

The Agent continues with Step 68.

Step 64
The Agent attempts to relocate the source object to the destination name context and the destination object to
the source name context.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to relocate the objects in the source server's NDS database, the
following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
failed, error=ErrorCode.

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the objects are relocated successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 65
The Agent attempts to change all local references for the moved object to reference the destination object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the local references in the source server's NDS database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
failed, error=ErrorCode.

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, if the local references are updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 66
The Agent attempts to add an NDS Move Obituary to the moved object in the source name context.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the obituary, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
failed, error=ErrorCode.

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 68.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 67
The Agent attempts to remove any attribute values and to zero the creation and modification timestamps of the
moved object in the source name context.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to zero the timestamp values in the source server's local database,
the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
failed, error=ErrorCode.

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Source [LocalEntryIDOfTheSourceObject]<RDNOfTheSourceObject>
succeeded.

The Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 68
The Agent requests the server that holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the moved object in
the destination name context to create a Backlink attribute value (on that object), identifying the source server as
holding an external reference of the object.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request to create the Backlink attribute value, the following DSTrace
messages display:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Create Backlink for [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationObject> failed, error = ErrorCode

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply to the request indicates the Backlink attribute values are created successfully, the
following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink OBT_MOVED: Create Backlink for [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationObject> succeeded

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent continues with the next step.

Step 69
The Agent reschedules the NDS Backlinker background process to begin processing on the source server
immediately.

The Agent continues with Step 81.
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Step 70
The following DSTrace message displays:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary>
suggestID=[SuggestedEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary], new
name NewRDNOfTheObject request
from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]<RDNOfTheRequestingServer>

Step 71
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the object information for the object
referenced by the obituary.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 72
The Agent verifies the object referenced by the obituary is flagged as a deleted object in the source server's NDS
database.

Ø If the object is not flagged as a deleted object, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is flagged as a deleted object, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 73
The Agent verifies the object referenced by the obituary is an external reference in the source server's NDS
database.

Ø If the object is not an external reference in the source server's local database, then the following DSTrace
messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is an external reference, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 74
The Agent compares the creation timestamp of the object referenced by the obituary with the creation
timestamp received in the NDS Sync External Reference Request.

Ø If the timestamps are the same, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the timestamps are different, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Step 75
The Agent compares the relative distinguished name (RDN) of the object referenced by the obituary with the
RDN provided with the NDS Sync External Reference Request that was received.

Ø If the names are the same, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary>, already renamed.

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with Step 81.
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Step 76
The Agent attempts to change the current RDN for the object referenced by the obituary to match the new RDN
provided in the NDS Sync External Reference Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the object's RDN, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object's RDN was changed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 77
The Agent attempts to add an NDS Old RDN obituary to object renamed in the previous step.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the obituary to the object, the following DSTrace messages
display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary is added successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 78
The Agent attempts to create an object that matches the original RDN of the object that was renamed.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to create the object, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the object was created successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 79
The Agent attempts to add an NDS New RDN obituary and any required secondary obituaries to object created
in the previous step.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the obituary, or obituaries, to the object, the following DSTrace
messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 81.

Ø Otherwise, if the obituary, or obituaries, are added successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 80
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's local database the object information for the object
referenced by the obituary.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> failed, error=ErrorCode.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> failed, error = ErrorCode

The error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the information was retrieved successfully, the following DSTrace messages display:

*Backlink: OBT_NEW_RDN for [LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheObituary]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheObituary> succeeded.

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [LocalEntryIDOfTheRequestingServer]
<RDNOfTheRequestingServer> succeeded

The Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 81
The Agent schedules the NDS Backlinker background process to begin execution on the source server
immediately.
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Step 82
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the requesting server is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 83
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the requesting server
containing any reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed
successfully.  The Agent then continues with Step 90.

Step 84
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply containing the error code to the requesting server.  The Agent then continues with Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 85
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the
following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Step 86
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <RequestingServersNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 87
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the requesting
server containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with
Step 90.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 88
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 89
The Agent sends a reply to the requesting server containing the operating system error code
ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The Agent continues with the next step.

Step 90
This concludes the Agent's handling of this request.
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Add Replica
The primary purpose of the NDS™ Add Replica Request is to add a replica of a partition
to a server.

The secondary purpose of the NDS Add Replica Request is to add Subordinate Reference
replicas of any partitions found to be immediate children partitions of the partition to
which a replica is being added.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Schema Synchronization
• Resolve Name
• DSA

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes that DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned
DSTrace flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Add Replica Request may result in the
process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step
of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in
this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting
the request.

Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available This flag is used to instruct the Agent to establish a connection with
all the servers that exist in the replica ring of the partition being
manipulated, prior to beginning this partition operation.

Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Add Replica Request:

• The source server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the partition being
manipulated by the request.

• The partition for which a new replica is being added is referred to as the "specified partition."

• The server that is to receive the new replica of the specified partition is referred to as the "specified
server."

Note: The NDS Client, which submitted the NDS Add Replica Request, must provide the following information
when submitting the request:

• The API version of the NDS Add Replica Request
• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag
• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the source server, for the specified partition
• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the source server, for the specified server
• The replica type of the specified partition that will be added to the specified server.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies that the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS used, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS Error Code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the use of the source server’s emulated bindery, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Add Replica Request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 53.

Ø Otherwise, if the information was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies that Version 0 of the request is received.

Ø If the version of the NDS Add Replica Request that was received is not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 53.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request was zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
that was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 53.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the source server's local database, for the partition root
object of the partition for which a new replica is being added.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 53.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the specified partition root object to prevent any other partition operations
from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 53.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the following information from the request that was received:

• The Replica Type to be added

• The entry ID, specific to the source server's local database, for the server to which the replica is being
added

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information specified above, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent attempts to locate any address referral information for the specified server using an NDS Resolve
Name Request.

Note: The resolve name request may require the source server to retrieve the information from another
server's database.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the attempt to locate any address referral information, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the address referral information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 17
The Agent verifies that no negating conditions exist and that the requesting client has the appropriate privileges
to add a replica of the specified partition to the specified server.

Note: Write privileges to the NDS ACL attribute of the partition root object are required to add a replica of a
partition to a server.

Additionally, the following conditions must exist for the operation to be allowed:

• The replica state of the Master replica must be On.  If the replica state is not On, the NDS error
code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is received.

• The partition root object, for the specified partition, must be flagged in the source server's NDS
database as an NDS Partition.  If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root
object, the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION is received.

• The partition root object for the specified partition must not be involved in an NDS Rename
partition operation.  If the partition root object is involved in an NDS Rename partition
operation, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting client's privileges or while verifying the
conditions shown above, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 52.

Ø However, if the requesting client does not have the appropriate privileges, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
52.

Ø However, if any of the conditions shown above do not exist, the corresponding NDS error code is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting client has the appropriate privileges, and each of the conditions shown above
exist, then the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 18
The Agent examines the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag.

Note: The default setting, made by the requesting client, is False.

Currently, the NDS Client APIs do not support the manipulation of this flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to False, the Agent continues with Step 20.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has been set to True, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP™ connection with, and to authenticate to, each of the servers existing in
the replica ring of the partition for which a replica is being added.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with any of the target servers, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Note: An occurrence of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) during the attempt to
connect with any of the target servers will be changed to the NDS error code
ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636).

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent verifies the replica type being added, as specified by the requesting client, is either Read-Write or
Read/Only.

Ø If any other replica type was specified by the requesting client, the NDS error code
ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The Agent verifies the server specified to receive the replica is not the source server.

Ø If the requesting client has specified that the new replica should be added to the source server, the NDS
error code ERR_CRUCIAL_REPLICA is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting client has specified any other server as the server to receive the new replica,
the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent verifies the specified server does not currently exist in the replica ring of the partition to which the
replica is being added.

Ø If the specified server does not currently exist in the replica ring, the Agent continues with Step 25.

Note: The NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE will be received if the specified server was not found
in the replica ring.  An occurrences of that error, in this event, is anticipated and will be ignored.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the existence of the specified server in the replica
ring, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server is found in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 23
The Agent verifies that the specified server currently holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the specified
partition.

Ø If the specified server holds a readable replica of the specified partition, the NDS error code
ERR_REPLICA_ALREADY_EXISTS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server holds a Subordinate Reference replica of the specified partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 24
The Agent verifies the Replica State of the Subordinate Reference replica held by the specified server is On.

Ø If the specified server's replica has a replica state other than On, the NDS error code
ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server's replica has a replica state of On, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 25
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP connection with the specified server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with the server, then ONE of the following DSTrace
messages display:

Failed to connect to IPX address IPXNetworkNumber IPXNodeNumber IPXSocketNumber,
error ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above displays if the address referral information provided an IPX™
Address.

Failed to connect to address type AddressType, length AddressLength, error ErrorCode

Note: The DSTrace message above displays if the address referral for the specified server provided a
NON-IPX Address.

Regardless of the DSTrace message displayed, the Agent continues with Step 52.

This step continues on the next page.
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This step is continuing from the previous page.

Ø Otherwise, if the attempt to connect was successful, then ONE of the following DSTrace messages displays:

Connected to IPX address IPXNetworkNumber IPXNodeNumber IPXSocketNumber

Note: The DSTrace message above displays if the address referral information provided an IPX Address.

Connected to address type AddressType, length AddressLength

Note: The DSTrace message above displays if the address referral for the specified server provided a
NON-IPX Address.

Regardless of the DSTrace message displayed, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 26
The Agent sends the specified server an NDS Ping Request to determine the version of NDS used by that server.

Ø If an error is received from the specified server in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if a successful reply is received from the specified server, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 27
The Agent attempts to authenticate with the specified server.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to authenticate with the specified server, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server is successfully able to authenticate with the specified server, the Agent
continues with the next step.
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Step 28
The Agent attempts to add the specified server to the source server's remote ID list.

Note: This list can be viewed using DSREPAIR.NLM.  For additional information regarding this list or
DSREPAIR.NLM, see Section V.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the specified server to the list, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the server is successfully added to the list, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 29
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the NDS database of the specified server the creation timestamp for the
partition root object of the specified partition.

Ø If an error is received from the specified server in reply to the read request, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamp is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 30
The Agent verifies the specified server is using NDS Version 3.49 or higher.

Ø If the specified server's NDS version is 3.49 or lower, the NDS error code
ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server's NDS version is 3.50 or higher, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 31
The Agent attempts to retrieve from the source server's NDS database the creation timestamp for the partition
root object of the specified partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 32
The Agent verifies the specified partition is not the [Root] partition.

Ø If the specified partition is the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 34.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified partition is not the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 33
The Agent verifies the creation timestamp for the partition root object in the source server's NDS database
matches the creation timestamp for the same object in the target server's NDS database.

Ø If the creation timestamps do not match, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the creation timestamps match, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 34
The Agent identifies which partitions are immediately subordinate to the specified partition by using the first
partition held by the source server as the partition being examined in the subsequent steps.
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Step 35
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the partition being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the error that occurred is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is retrieved from the source server's local database successfully, the
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 36
The Agent verifies the partition being examined is not the specified partition.

Note: The specified partition is the partition of the replica being added.

Ø If the partitions are the same, the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the partitions are not the same, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 37
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the parent object of the partition being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified information is retrieved from the source server's local database successfully, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 38
The Agent verifies the partition encompassing the parent object of the partition being examined is the specified
partition.

Ø If the partition encompassing the parent object is not the specified partition, the Agent continues with Step
48.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition encompassing the parent object is the specified partition, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Note: Because the partition encompassing the parent object of the partition being examined is the
specified partition, the partition being examined is an immediate child partition of the specified
partition.

Step 39
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring of the partition being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring for the partition being examined from the
source server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 40
The Agent verifies the specified server exists in the replica ring of the partition being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the specified server exists in the replica ring, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 49.

Ø However, if the specified server does not exist in the replica ring of the partition being examined, the Agent
continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server exists in the replica ring of the partition being examined, the Agent
continues with the next step.
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Step 41
The Agent verifies the replica of the partition being examined has a replica state of either Dying or New.

Ø If the replica state is either Dying or New, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with Step 48.

Step 42
The Agent attempts to locate the server that holds the Master replica of the partition being examined.

Ø If there is no Replica attribute value in the replica ring of the partition being examined that identifies the
server that holds the Master replica, the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602) is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if the server that holds the Master replica of the partition being examined is located in the
replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 43
The Agent verifies the replica state of the Master replica of the partition being examined is Move State 0.

Ø If the replica state is Move State 0, the following DSTrace message displays:

Creating subref for <ChildPartition> on <SpecifiedServer> err = 0

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is not Move State 0, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 44
The Agent sends an NDS request to the specified server, instructing the specified server to create a Subordinate
Reference replica of the partition being examined.

Note: This request also provides the name of the server that holds the Master replica of the partition being
examined.

Ø If an error is received from the specified server, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply from the specified server indicates it is successfully able to create a Subordinate
Reference replica of the partition being examined, the following DSTrace message displays:

Creating subref for <ChildPartition> on <SpecifiedServer> err = 0

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Step 45
The Agent verifies the error that was copied into the Agent Error Reply variable was the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION was not copied into the variable, the following DSTrace
message displays:

Creating subref for <ChildPartition> on <SpecifiedServer> err = AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 46
The Agent examines the version of the NDS request sent to the specified server.

Ø If the oldest API version for that request currently supported by the version of NDS used by the source
server was sent to the specified server, the following DSTrace message displays:

Creating subref for <ChildPartition> on <SpecifiedServer> err = -683

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION.

The NDS error code ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the
Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent uses the next oldest API version for that request and continues with Step 44.

Step 47
The Agent verifies no error has been copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the Agent Error Reply variable, the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if no error has been copied into the Agent Error Reply variable, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 48
The Agent verifies the source server holds no additional replicas of any partitions.

Ø If the source server holds an additional replica, the partition for that replica used as the partition being
examined and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional replicas held by the source server, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 49
The Agent verifies that no error has been copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the Agent Error Reply variable, the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if no error has been copied into the Agent Error Reply variable, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 50
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the specified partition from the source server's local
database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 51
The Agent attempts to add a Replica attribute value to the replica ring of the specified partition.

Note: The replica will identify the specified server as holding a replica of the specified partition with its replica
state being New.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the replica ring, the error is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute was successfully added to the replica ring of the specified partition, the following
DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAAddReplica <SpecifiedPartition> to <SpecifiedServer> ***

The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to execute immediately on the
source server for the specified partition.  The Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 52
The Agent attempts to remove the lock on the partition root object of the specified partition, which was placed
earlier to prevent any other partition operations from being attempted.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is removed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step  53
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 54
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any
reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent
then continues with Step 61.
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Step 55
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 61.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 56
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 58.

Step 57
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 58
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
61.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 59
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 60
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 61
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Add Replica Request.
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Delete Replica
The primary purpose of the NDS Delete Replica Request is to remove a replica of a
partition from a server.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the Replica Synchronization and DSA DSTrace flags set.

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Delete Replica Request may result in the
process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step
of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in
this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting
the request.

Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available This flag instructs the Agent to establish a connection with all the
servers that exist in the replica ring of the partition being
manipulated, prior to beginning this partition operation.

Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Add Replica Request:

• The source server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the partition being
manipulated by the request.

• The partition of which a replica is being removed is referred to as the "specified partition."

• The server from which the replica is being removed is referred to as the "specified server."

Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Add Replica Request must provide the following information when
submitting the request.

• The API version of the NDS Add Replica Request
• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag
• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the source server, for the specified partition
• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the source server, for the specified server.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the use of the source server’s emulated bindery, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Delete Replica Request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies that Version 0 of the NDS Delete Replica Request was received.

Ø If the version of the NDS Add Replica Request received was not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request was zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the source server's local database, for the partition root
object of the partition from which a replica is being removed.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the specified partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the source server's local database, for the server whose
replica is being deleted.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the information specified above, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent verifies that no negating conditions exist and that the requesting client has the appropriate privileges
to remove a replica of the specified partition from the specified server.

Note: The Write privilege to the ACL attribute of the partition root object is required to remove a replica of a
partition from a server.

Additionally, the following conditions must exist for the operation to be allowed:

• The replica state of the Master replica must be On.  If the replica state is not On, the NDS error
code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is received.

• The partition root object, for the specified partition, must be flagged in the source server's NDS
database as a partition.  If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root object, the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION is received.

• The partition root object for the specified partition must not be involved in a Rename partition
operation.  If the partition root object is involved in a Rename partition operation, the NDS error
code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting client's privileges or while verifying the
conditions shown above, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 42.

Ø However, if the requesting client does not have the appropriate privileges, then the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
42.

Ø However, if any of the conditions above are do not exist, the corresponding NDS error code is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting client has the appropriate privileges and each of the conditions above exist,
the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 17
The Agent examines the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag.

Note: The default setting, made by the requesting client, is False.

Currently, the NDS Client APIs do not support the manipulation of this flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to False, the Agent continues with Step 19.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has been set to True, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 18
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP connection with, and authenticate to, each of the servers existing in the
replica ring of the partition for which a replica is being added.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with any of the target servers, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Note: An occurrence of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) during the attempt to
connect with any of the target servers will be changed to the NDS error code
ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636).

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring of the specified partition from the source server's NDS database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieved the replica ring, the error is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The Agent verifies the replica state of the replica held by the specified server is either On or Transition On.

Ø If the replica state of the replica held by the specified server is not On and it is not Transition On, the NDS
error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state of that replica is either On or Transition On, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 21
The Agent verifies the specified server is not the source server.

Ø If the specified server is the source server, the NDS error code ERR_CRUCIAL_REPLICA is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server is any other server, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent verifies the replica type of the replica held by the specified server is either Read-Write or Read/Only.

Ø If the replica type of the replica held by the specified server is neither Read-Write or Read/Only, then the
NDS error code ERR_CRUCIAL_REPLICA is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 23
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the specified partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The Agent attempts to change the replica state of the specified server's Replica attribute value in the replica ring
for the specified partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the attribute value in the source server's local database, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 25
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the specified partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 26
The following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSARemoveReplica <SpecifiedPartition> from <SpecifiedServer> ***
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Step 27
The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server to synchronize
the specified partition immediately.

Step 28
The Agent verifies the partition root object of the specified partition has at least one subordinate object.

Ø If the specified partition has no subordinate objects, the Agent continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified partition has at least one subordinate object, the Agent uses the first
subordinate object as the object being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 29
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 30
The Agent verifies that the object being examined is encompassed in the specified partition.

Ø If the object being examined is encompassed in another partition, the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined is encompassed in the specified partition, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 31
The Agent verifies the object being examined has at least one subordinate object.

Ø If the object being examined has no subordinate objects, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has at least one subordinate object, the Agent uses the first
subordinate object as the object being examined and continues with Step 29.

Step 32
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not flagged as a deleted object in the source server's local
database.

Ø If the object being examined is flagged as a deleted object, the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 33
The Agent verifies that a Backlink attribute for the specified server is present on the object being examined.

Ø If a Backlink attribute for the specified server is not found on the object being examined, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a Backlink attribute is found, indicating the specified server holds an external reference of the
object being examined, the Agent continues with Step 35.

Step 34
The Agent attempts to add a Backlink attribute value to the object being examined, identifying the specified
server as holding an external reference of this object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the attribute value to the source server's local database, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value was added successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 35
The Agent verifies the object being examined has a sibling object in the source server's local database.

Ø If the object being examined does not have a sibling object, the Agent uses the object's parent object as
the object being examined and continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has a sibling object, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with Step 29.

Step 36
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 37
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not the partition root object of the specified partition.

Ø If the object being examined is the partition root object of the specified partition, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined is not the partition root object of the specified partition, the Agent
continues with Step 32.

Step 38
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the specified partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 39
The Agent verifies the partition root object is not flagged as a deleted object in the source server's local
database.

Ø If the partition root object is flagged as a deleted object, the Agent continues with Step 42.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 40
The Agent verifies a Backlink attribute for the specified server is present on the partition root object.

Ø If a Backlink attribute for the specified server is not found on the partition root object, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if a Backlink attribute is found that indicates the specified server holds an external reference of
the object being examined, the Agent continues with Step 42.

Step 41
The Agent attempts to add a Backlink attribute value to the partition root object, identifying the specified server
as holding an external reference of the partition root object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the attribute value to the source server's local database, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is added successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 42
The Agent attempts to remove the lock on the partition root object of the specified partition, which was placed
earlier to prevent any other partition operations from being attempted.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock was removed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 43
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 44
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any
reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent
then continues with Step 51.
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Step 45
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 51.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 46
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 48.

Step 47
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 48
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
51.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 49
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 50
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 51
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Delete Replica Request.
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Split Partition
The primary purpose of the NDS Split Partition Request is to create a new partition by
splitting an existing partition into two separate partitions.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the Replica Synchronization and DSA DSTrace flags set.

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes that DSTrace is used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Split Partition Request may result in the
process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step
of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in
this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting
the request.

Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available This flag instructs the Agent to establish a connection with all the
servers existing in the replica ring of the partition being manipulated,
prior to beginning this partition operation.

Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Add Replica Request:

• The source server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the partition being
manipulated by the request.

• The partition, which a replica is being split, is referred to as the "original partition."

• The partition formed from an existing partition is referred to as the "new partition."

Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Add Replica Request must provide the following information when
submitting the request:

• The API version of the NDS Add Replica Request
• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag
• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the source server, for the object that is to be the new

partition root object.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent continues with Step 37.

Ø If the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 37.

Ø If a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 37.

Ø If the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 37.

Ø If the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø If the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent
continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 37.

Ø If the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Split Partition Request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the of the NDS Split Partition Request received was Version 0.

Ø If the version of the NDS Add Replica Request received was not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 29.

Ø If the version of the request was zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the source server's local database, for the object that is to
be the new partition root object.

Note: This object is referred to as the new partition in this review of the steps taken while processing the NDS
Split Partition Request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the object that will become the partition root object of
the new partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the original partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent attempts to retrieve the expanded schema class definition for the base class of the object that will
become the partition root object of the new partition.

Note: For additional information on schema class definitions, and base and expanded class definitions, see
Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the expanded class definition from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the expanded class definition is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent verifies the container class flag is set for the expanded class definition.

Ø If the container class flag is not set, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_ENTRY_FOR_ROOT is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the container class flag is set, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 18
The Agent verifies the object that will become the partition root object of the new partition is not flagged as a
“reference object” in the source server's local database.

Note: A reference object is created when the object does not exist in the local database, but is required due to
a local reference in an existing attribute value.

Ø If the object is flagged as a reference object, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_ENTRY_FOR_ROOT is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the object is not flagged as a reference object, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 19
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the original partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent verifies the object that will become the partition root object of the new partition is not flagged as a
partition root object in the source server's local database.

Ø If the object is flagged as a partition root object, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_ALREADY_EXISTS  is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø If the object is not flagged as a partition root object, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The Agent verifies that no negating conditions exist and that the requesting client has the appropriate privileges
to split the original partition.

Note: The Write privilege to the ACL attribute of the original partition's partition root object is required to
remove a replica of a partition from a server.

Additionally, the following conditions must exist for the operation to be allowed:

• The replica state of the Master replica must be On.  If the replica state is not On, the NDS error
code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is received.

• The partition root object for the original partition must be flagged in the source server's NDS
database as a partition.  If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root object, the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION is received.

• The partition root object for the original partition must not be involved in a Rename partition
operation.  If the partition root object is involved in a Rename partition operation, the NDS error
code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is received.

• All servers that hold replicas of the original partition must use NDS version 4.34 or higher.  If a
server existing in the replica ring of the original partition is using an NDS version older than 4.35,
the NDS error code ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is received.

Please note that this step continues on the next page ...
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Please note that this step is continuing from the previous page ...

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting client's privileges or while verifying the
conditions shown on the previous page, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the
Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø If the requesting client does not have the appropriate privileges, then the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
28.

Ø If any of the conditions shown on the previous page are found to not exist, the corresponding NDS error
code is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø If the requesting client has the appropriate privileges and each of the conditions shown on the previous
page exist, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent examines the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag.

Note: The default setting, made by the requesting client, is False.

Currently, the NDS Client APIs do not support the manipulation of this flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to False, the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø If the flag has been set to True, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 23
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP connection with, and to authenticate to, each of the servers existing in
the replica ring of the partition for which a replica is being added.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with any of the target servers, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Note: An occurrences of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) during the attempt to
connect with any of the target servers will be changed to the NDS error code
ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636).

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The Agent attempts to modify the partition control information for the partition root object of the original
partition to the following:

Partition Operation: NDS Split Partition
Partition Control State: Split State 0

Partner Partition Root Object: The NDS Object that will become the partition root object of the new
partition.

Note: For additional information on partition control information, see Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition control information in the source server's local
database for the original partition, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 28.

Ø If the partition control information is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 25
The Agent attempts to change the replica state of each entry in the replica ring of the original partition to have a
replica state of Split State 0.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 28.

Ø If the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 26
The following DSTrace message will be displayed:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSASplitPartition <OriginalPartition> - <NewPartition> ***

Step 27
The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server to immediately
begin synchronizing the replicas held by the source server in order of occurrence in the source server's NDS
partition database file.

Step 28
The Agent attempts to remove the lock on the partition root object of the original partition, which was placed
earlier to prevent any other partition operations from being attempted.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø If the lock was removed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 29
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 30
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any reply message
and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent then continues
with Step 37.

Step 31
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 32
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø If the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 34.

Step 33
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 34
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did NOT require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
37.

Ø If the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 35
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 36
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 37
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Split Partition Request.
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Merge
Partition The primary purpose of the NDS Merge Partition Request is to merge a child partition

with its parent partition to form one partition.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the Replica Synchronization and DSA DSTrace flags set.

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Merge Partition Request may result in the
process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step
of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in
this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable, flags, and lists during the processing of this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting
the request.

Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available This flag instructs the Agent to establish a connection with all the
servers existing in the replica ring of the partition being manipulated,
prior to beginning this partition operation.

Partition Busy List This list identifies which partitions are locally preparing to begin a
partition operation.  All partition root objects of partitions placed on
this list will reject modifications to their replica rings and partition
control information.  This prevents other servers from initiating
partition operations that require the use of a partition placed on this
list.

Partition Added to the Busy List This flag is used during the processing of an NDS Merge partition
operation to indicate the partition root object of the merging partition
has been added to the source server's Partition Busy List.

Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Merge Partition Request.

• The source server must hold the Master replica of the partition that is being merged with its parent
partition.

• The server that holds the Master replica of the partition that is merging with its child partition is
referred to as the "parent master server."

• The partition that is to be merged with its parent partition is referred to as the "merging partition."

• The partition that is merging with its child partition is referred to as the "parent partition."
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Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Add Replica Request must provide the following information when
submitting the request.

• The API version of the NDS Add Replica Request

• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag

• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the source server, for the partition root object of the
partition being merged with its parent partition.

Note: An NDS Merge partition operation may also be referred to as an NDS Join partition operation.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent continues with Step 39.

Ø If the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 39.

Ø If a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 39.

Ø If the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø If the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 39.

Ø If the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 39.

Ø If the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø If the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent
continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 39.

Ø If the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 39.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent then continues
with the next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Merge Partition Request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the version of the NDS Merge Partition Request received is Version 0.

Ø If the version of the NDS Merge Partition Request is not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 31.

Ø If the version of the request was zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø If the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the source server, for the partition root object of the
partition being merged with its parent partition.

Note: This partition is referred to as the "merging partition" in this review of the steps taken while processing
the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the merging partition from the request, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø If the information was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the merging partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø If the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 15
The Agent verifies that no negating conditions exist and that the requesting client has the appropriate privileges
to merge the partitions.

Note: The Write privilege to the ACL attribute of both the child and the parent partition root objects are
required to merge a partition.

Additionally, the following conditions must exist for the operation to be allowed:

• The replica state of the Master replica for the merging partition must be On.  If the replica state is
not On, the NDS error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is received.

• The partition root object for the merging partition must be flagged in the source server's NDS
database as an NDS Partition.  If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root object,
the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION is received.

• The partition root object for the merging partition must not be involved in a Rename partition
operation.  If the partition root object is involved in a Rename partition operation, the NDS error
code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is received.

• All servers holding replicas of the original partition must be using NDS version 4.34 or higher.  If a
server existing in the replica ring of the original partition uses an NDS version older than 4.35, the
NDS error code ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is received.

Please note that this step continues on the next page ...
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Please note that this step is continuing from the previous page ...

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting client's privileges or while verifying the
conditions on the previous page, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 29.

Ø If the requesting client does not have the appropriate privileges, then the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
29.

Ø If any of the conditions shown in the previous page are found to not exist, the corresponding NDS error
code is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the requesting client has the appropriate privileges and each of the conditions shown on the previous
page are found to exist, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 16
The Agent verifies the merging partition is not the [Root] partition of the Directory tree.

Ø If the partition to be merged with its parent partition is the [Root] partition, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
29.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 17
The Agent examines the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag.

Note: The default setting, made by the requesting client, is False.

Currently, the NDS Client APIs do not support the manipulation of this flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to False, the Agent continues with Step 19.

Ø If the flag has been set to True, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 18
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP connection with, and to authenticate to, each of the servers existing in
the replica ring of the partition for which a replica is being added.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with any of the target servers, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Note: An occurrence of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) during the attempt to
connect with any of the target servers will be changed to the NDS error code
ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636).

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 19
The Agent attempts to locate the server that holds the Master replica of the parent partition using an NDS
Resolve Name Request.

Note: The resolve name request may require the source server to receive the information from another
server's local database.

The server that holds the Master replica of the parent partition is referred to as the "parent master
server" in this review of the steps taken while processing the request.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the attempt to locate the specified server, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the server that holds the Master replica of the parent partition is located successfully, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent requests the entry ID, specific to the NDS database on the parent master server, for the partition root
object of the parent partition.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the entry ID is received successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 21
The Agent attempts to add the entry ID of the partition root object for the merging partition to the source
server's Partition Busy list.

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to add the entry ID to the specified list, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø If the entry ID was successfully added to the specified list, the Partition Added To The Busy List flag is set to
True and the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 22
The Agent attempts to change the replica state of each entry in the replica ring of the merging partition to have
a replica state of Join State 0.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, then the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 29.

Ø If the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 23
The Agent attempts to modify the partition control information for the partition root object of the original
partition to the following:

Partition Operation: NDS Merge Partition
Partition Control State: Join State 0

Partner Partition Root Object: The parent partition of the partition being merged.

Note: For additional information on partition control information, see Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition control information in the source server's local
database for the original partition, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 29.

Ø If the partition control information is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAJoinPartition <MergingPartition> to <ParentPartition> ***
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Step 25
The Agent sends an NDS Start Merge Request to the parent master server.

Note: For a review of the NDS Start Merge Request, see Section III.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the NDS Start Merge Request sent to the parent master server, the
following DSTrace message displays:

*** DSAJoinPartition: Child [LocalEntryIDOfTheMergingPartition]<RDNOfTheMergingPartition>
joining with [LocalEntryIDOfTheParentPartition]<RDNOfTheParentPartition>,
parent returned error ErrorCode ***

The error received is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If the reply from the parent master server indicates the request was processed successfully, the Agent
continues with Step 28.

Step 26
The Agent attempts to remove the partition control information that was added to the partition root object of the
merging partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the partition control information, the Agent continues with
Step 28.

Note: An occurrence of an error while attempting to remove the partition control information is not
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Additionally, the partition control information and the replica ring states are left alone.

Ø If the partition control information is removed successfully, then the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 27
The Agent attempts to change the replica state of each entry in the replica ring of the merging partition to have
a replica state of On.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, then the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 28
The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server to immediately
begin synchronizing the replicas held by the source server in order of occurrence in the source server's NDS
partition database file.

Step 29
The Agent examines the Partition Added To The Busy List flag.

Ø If the flag is set to False, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If the flag is set to True, the entry ID of the partition root object for the merging partition is removed from
the list.  The Agent then continues with the next step.

Step 30
The Agent attempts to remove the lock on the partition root object of the merging partition, which was placed
earlier to prevent any other partition operations from being attempted.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø If the lock is removed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 31
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 32
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any reply message
and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent then continues
with Step 39.

Step 33
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 39.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 34
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø If the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 36.

Step 35
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 36
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did NOT require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
39.

Ø If the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 37
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 38
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 39
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Merge Partition Request.
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Start Merge
The primary purpose of the NDS Start Merge Request is to notify the parent partition that
one of its child partitions is being merged with it.

This request is submitted by the server that holds the Master replica of the partition that
is being merged with its parent partition.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• Replica Synchronization
• DSA
• Partition Control

Additionally, if the source server is using the WAN Traffic Manager, it is recommended
that the WANMAN flag be set.

This operation review assumes that DSTrace is used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flags set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Start Merge Request may result in the
process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step
of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in
this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable and flag during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting
the request.

Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available This flag is used to instruct the Agent to establish a connection with
all the servers existing in the replica ring of the partition being
manipulated, prior to beginning this partition operation.

Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Add Replica Request:

• The server that holds the Master replica of the partition that is merging with its child partition is referred to
as the "parent master server."  This is also the source server that is processing this request.

• The server that submits the request must hold the Master replica of the partition that is being merged with
its parent partition.  This server is referred to as the "requesting server."

• The partition that is merging with its child partition is referred to as the "parent partition."

• The partition that is to be merged with its parent partition is referred to as the "merging partition."
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Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Add Replica Request must provide the following information when
submitting the request:

• The API version of the NDS Add Replica Request

• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag

• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the parent master server, of the partition that is the parent of
the partition being merged.

• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the parent master server, of the partition that is being
merged with it's parent.

Note: An NDS Merge partition operation may also be referred to as an NDS Join partition operation.

http://www.novell.com/
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowable request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

http://www.novell.com/
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Step 10
The Agent verifies the request is not smaller than the minimum allowable size for an NDS Start Merge Request.

Note: Based on the minimum required data that must be presented in an NDS Start Merge Request, the
minimum size for the request is 24 bytes.

Ø If the request is smaller than the minimum size, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the request is equal to or larger than the minimum size, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 11
The Agent retrieves the following information from the NDS Start Merge Request that was received:

• The version of the NDS Start Merge Request received
• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag

Step 12
The Agent verifies the version of the NDS Start Merge Request received is either Version 2 or Version 3.

Ø If the version of the NDS Merge Partition Request received is not two or three, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request is either two or three, the Agent continues with the next step.

http://www.novell.com/
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the parent master server, of the
partition that is the parent of the partition being merged.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the parent master server, of the
partition being merged with its parent.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the parent partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 28.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

http://www.novell.com/
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Step 16
The Agent verifies that no negating conditions exist that would prevent partitions from being merged.

Note: The following conditions must exist for the operation to be allowed:

• The replica state of the Master replica for the parent partition must be On.  If the replica state is not
On, the NDS error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is received.

• The partition root object for the parent partition must be flagged in the source server's NDS database
as an NDS Partition.  If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root object, the NDS error
code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION received.

• The partition root object for the parent partition must not be involved in a Rename partition operation.
If the partition root object is involved in a Rename partition operation, the NDS error code
ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is received.

• All servers that hold replicas of the parent partition must be using NDS version 4.34 or higher.  If a
server using an NDS version older than 4.35 exists in the replica ring of the original partition, the NDS
error code ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting client's privileges or while verifying the
conditions above, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
27.

Ø However, if any of the conditions above are found to not exist, the corresponding NDS error code is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting client has the appropriate privileges and each of the conditions above are
found to exist, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 17
The Agent examines the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag.

Note: The default setting, made by the requesting client, is False.

Currently, the NDS Client APIs do not support the manipulation of this flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to False, the Agent continues with Step 19.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has been set to True, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 18
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP connection with, and to authenticate to, each of the servers that exist in
the replica ring of the parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with any of the target servers, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 27.

Note: An occurrence of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) during the attempt to
connect with any of the target servers will be changed to the NDS error code
ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636).

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the merging partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the NDS database of the
parent master server, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the merging partition in the parent master server's local database
is flagged as an NDS Partition.

Ø If the partition root object is not flagged as an NDS Partition, the NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is flagged as an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 21
The Agent attempts to locate the server in the replica ring of the merging partition, which holds the Master
replica of that partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to locate the specified server in the replica of the merging partition,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the server that holds the Master replica of the merging partition is located in the replica ring,
the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent verifies the NDS Start Merge Request is received from the server that holds the Master replica of the
merging partition.

Ø If the request is received from a server other than the server that was identified in the parent master
server's copy of the replica ring for the merging partition, the NDS error code ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the request is received from the server that  is identified as holding the Master replica of the
merging partition (according to the parent master server's copy of the replica ring), the Agent continues
with the
next step.
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Step 23
The Agent attempts to change the replica state of each entry in the replica ring of the parent partition to have a
replica state of Join State 0.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
parent master server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The Agent attempts to modify the partition control information for the partition root object of the parent partition
to match the following:

Partition Operation: NDS Merge Partition (Joining Down)
Partition Control State: Join State 0

Partner Partition Root Object: The partition being merged.

Note: For additional information on partition control information, see Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify in the source server's local database the partition control
information for the original partition, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control information is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 25
The following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAStartJoin <RDNOfTheMergingPartition> to <RDNOfTheParentPartition> ***
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Step 26
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable to determine if an error code has been copied into the
variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if no error has been copied into the variable, the Agent schedules the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process on the source server to immediately begin synchronizing the replicas
held by the source server in order of occurrence in the source server's NDS partition database file.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 27
The Agent removes the lock on the partition root object of the parent partition, which was placed earlier to
prevent any other partition operations from being attempted.

Step 28
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData":

Step 29
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any
reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent
then continues with Step 36.
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Step 30
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 36.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 31
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 33.

Step 32
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 33
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
36.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 34
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 35
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 36
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Start Merge Partition Request.
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Move Partition
The primary purpose of the NDS Move Partition Request is to move a partition root object
and its subordinates from one context to another non-subordinate context.

The secondary purpose of the NDS Move Partition Request is to inform the server that
holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the destination context that a new
subordinate partition is inbound.

Note: An NDS Move partition operation is submitted in two parts.  The NDS Move
Partition Request is the first of two request which must be provided by an NDS
Client to successfully schedule a partition to be moved.  The second request is
the NDS Finish Move Partition Request.  For more information on this request,
see “Finish Move Partition” later in this section.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the DSAgent DSTrace flag set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flag set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Move Partition Request may result in the
process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final step
of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those presented in
this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable, flags, and lists during the processing of this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting
the request.

Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available This flag instructs the Agent to establish a connection with all the
servers existing in the replica ring of the partition being manipulated,
prior to beginning this partition operation.

Expired Expectations This list identifies the objects that have had an NDS Move Object or
Move partition operation attempted.  Each entry in the list has an
expiration time that, when reached, indicates to the source server the
attempted move should be aborted.

Partition Busy List This list is used by NDS to identify which partitions are locally
preparing to begin an partition operation.  All partition root objects of
partitions placed on this list reject modifications to their replica rings
and partition control information.  This prevents other servers from
initiating partition operations that require the use of a partition placed
on this list.
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Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Add Replica Request.

• The source server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the partition encompassing
the destination context involved in the NDS Move partition operation.

• The partition that is to being moved is referred to as the "moving partition."

• The object that will become the parent object of the partition root object for the moving partition is referred
to as the "destination parent object."

• The object that is currently the parent object of the partition root object for the moving partition is referred
to as the "source parent object."

• The partition that encompasses the destination parent object is referred to as the "destination parent
partition."

• The partition that encompasses the source parent object is referred to as the "source parent partition."

Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Add Replica Request must provide the following information when
submitting the request.

• The API version of the NDS Add Replica Request
• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag
• The entry ID, specific to the NDS database of the source server, for the destination parent object.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowed request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Move Partition Request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the information was retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the version of the NDS Move Partition Request received is Version 0.

Ø If the version of the NDS Move Partition Request received is not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request is zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
that was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the object that will become the new
parent object for the partition root object being moved.

Note: This object is referred to as the "destination parent object" in this review of the steps taken while
processing the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the destination parent object, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to retrieve the new relative distinguished name (RDN) of the partition root object being
moved.

Note: This name is referred to as the "destination RDN" in this review of the steps taken while processing the
request.

An object's RDN may be changed during a move operation.  However, during an NDS Move partition
operation, the RDN remains the same.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the destination RDN from the request, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the destination RDN is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the destination parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 16
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition information for the partition encompassing the destination parent
object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent verifies the partition root object of the destination parent partition is not found on the source server's
Partition Busy List.

Ø If the partition root object is found on the source server's Partition Busy List, the NDS error code
ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object was not found on that list, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 18
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition control information from the partition root object for the destination
parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition control information, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 19
The Agent verifies the destination parent partition is not currently involved in a partition operation.

Ø If the partition control information indicates the destination parent partition is currently involved in a
partition operation, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable
and the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the destination parent partition is not involved in a partition operation, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the destination parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 21
The Agent examines each entry in the replica ring by using the first Replica attribute value and the replica ring
entry being examined in the next step.
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Step 22
The Agent verifies the replica ring entry being examined has a replica state of On.

Ø If the replica state of the Replica attribute value is not On, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state of the replica ring entry being examined is On, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 23
The Agent verifies that no additional Replica attribute values exist in the replica ring of the destination parent
partition.

Ø If there is another entry in the replica ring, then that entry is used as the replica ring entry being examined
and the Agent continues with Step 22.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional entries in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The Agent verifies the NDS client that submitted the NDS Move Partition Request has the Create [Object Rights]
privilege on the destination parent object.

Note: For additional information on NDS rights, privileges, protected objects, and trustees, see Section I.

Ø If the client does not have the required privileges, the NDS error code ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the client's rights, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø Otherwise, if the client has the required rights, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 25
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the destination parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 26
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the destination parent partition is not flagged as a deleted object
in the source server's NDS database.

Ø If the partition root object is flagged as a deleted object, the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is not flagged as a deleted object, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 27
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the destination parent partition is not an external reference in the
source server's NDS database.

Ø If the partition root object is an external reference in the source server's local database, the NDS error
code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 31.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is not an external reference, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 28
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica type of the source server's replica of the destination parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica type from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica type is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 29
The Agent verifies that the source server's replica of the destination parent partition does not have a replica
state of either New or Dying.

Ø If the source server's replica of the destination parent partition has a replica state of either New or Dying,
the NDS error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 31.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 30
The Agent verifies the source server holds the Master replica of the destination parent partition.

Ø If the source server's replica of the destination parent partition does not have a replica type of Master, the
NDS error code ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 32.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica of the destination parent partition, the Agent Error
Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 31
The Agent verifies the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY has been copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable.

Ø If the error code in the Agent Error Reply variable is not ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY, the Agent continues with
Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the variable, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_PARENT is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable (replacing the previous error code)
and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Step 32
The Agent verifies the destination parent object has a subordinate object whose Relative Distinguished Name
(RDN) matches the destination RDN of the partition root object being moved.

Ø If the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is received during the attempt to verify the existence of the
specified object, the Agent Error Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the existence of the specified object, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if an immediate subordinate of the destination parent object is found with an RDN that matches
the destination RDN, the NDS error code ERR_ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the Agent continue with Step 35.

Step 33
The Agent verifies that no error has been copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if no error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 34
The Agent attempts to add an entry to the source server's Expired Expectations list.

Note: The entry will contain the destination parent object, the destination RDN, the source server's own object,
and an expiration time of ten minutes.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add an entry to the Expired Expectations list, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry is successfully added to the list, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 35
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData".

Step 36
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the client's request is fully processed, the Agent sends a reply to the client containing any
reply message and an indicator informing the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent
then continues with Step 43.
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Step 37
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 43.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 38
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 40.

Step 39
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 40
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
43.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 41
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 42
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 43
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Move Partition Request.
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Finish Move
Partition The primary purpose of the NDS Finish Move Partition Request is to move a partition root

object and its subordinates from one context to another non-subordinate context.

The secondary purpose of the NDS Finish Move Partition Request is to inform the server
that holds the Master replica of the partition being moved that the partition is moving to
another name context.

Note: To submit an NDS Move partition operation, the NDS Client sends the following
separate requests:

• The NDS Move Partition Request.  This is the first request that must be
sent.  This request is submitted to the server that holds the Master
replica of the partition encompassing the object that will become the
new parent object of the partition being moved.  For more information,
see “Move Partition” earlier in this section.

• The NDS Finish Move Partition Request.  This is the second request
which must be sent.  This request is submitted to the server that holds
the Master replica of the partition being moved.

Additionally, the NDS Start Move Partition Request is issued by the server that
received the NDS Finish Move Partition Request.  This request is sent to the
same server that received the NDS Move Partition Request.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the Miscellaneous and DSAgent DSTrace flags set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flag set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Finish Move Partition Request may result
in the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable, flags, and lists during the processing of this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting the
request.

Expired Expectations This list identifies the objects that have had an NDS Move Object or Move
partition operation attempted.  Each entry in the list has an expiration
time that, when reached, indicates to the source server that the
attempted move should be aborted.

Partition Busy List This list is used by NDS to identify which partitions are locally preparing to
begin a partition operation.  All partition root objects of partitions placed
on this list reject modifications to their replica rings and partition control
information.  This prevents other servers from initiating partition
operations requiring the use of a partition placed on this list.

Partition Added to the Busy List This flag is used during the processing of an NDS Merge partition
operation to indicate the partition root object of the merging partition has
been added to the source server's Partition Busy List.

Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Finish Move Partition Request must provide the following
information when submitting the request.

• The API version of the NDS Finish Move Partition Request
• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag
• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the source parent object
• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the destination parent object
• The relative distinguished name of the partition root object being moved
• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the destination server.
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Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Finish Move Partition Request.

• The source server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the partition that is being
moved.

• The server that holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the destination parent object is
referred to as the "destination server."

• The object that will become the parent object of the partition root object for the moving partition is
referred to as the "destination parent object."

• The object that is currently the parent object of the partition root object for the moving partition is
referred to as the "source parent object."

• The partition encompassing the destination parent object is referred to as the "destination parent
partition."

• The partition encompassing the source parent object is referred to as the "source parent partition."

• The partition that is being moved is referred to as the "moving partition."
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowed request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, then the Agent will continue
with the next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Finish Move Partition Request that was
received from the requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the version of the NDS Finish Move Partition Request received is Version 0.

Ø If the version of the NDS Finish Move Partition Request received is not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request is zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent requests the use of the transaction services provided by the source server's operating system.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the NDS error code ERR_TRANSACTIONS_DISABLED is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the object that is currently the parent
object of the partition root object being moved.

Note: This object is referred to as the "source parent object" in this review of the steps taken while processing
the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the source parent object from the request,
then the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the object that will become the new
parent object of the partition root object being moved.

Note: This object is referred to as the "destination parent object" in this review of the steps taken while
processing the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the destination parent object from the
request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the new relative distinguished name (RDN) of the partition root object being
moved.

Note: This name is referred to as the "destination RDN" in this review of the steps taken while processing the
request.

An object's RDN may be changed during a move operation.  However, during an NDS Move partition
operation, the RDN remains the same.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the destination RDN from the request, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the destination RDN is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 16
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the server that holds the Master
replica of the partition encompassing the destination parent object.

Note: This server is referred to as the "destination server" in this review of the steps taken while processing the
request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the destination server from the request,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the source parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 18
The Agent identifies the partition in the source server's local database that encompasses the source parent
object.

Note: This object is referred to as the "source parent partition" in this review of the steps taken while processing
the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to identify the source parent partition, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the source parent partition is identified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition information for the source parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the source parent partition is not found on the source server's
Partition Busy List.

Ø If the partition root object is found on the source server's Partition Busy List, the NDS error code
ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is not found on that list, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition control information from the partition root object for the source
parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition control information, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 22
The Agent verifies the source parent partition is not currently involved in a partition operation.

Ø If the partition control information indicates the source parent partition is currently involved in a partition
operation, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the
Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the source parent partition is not involved in any partition operations, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Step 23
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the source parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The Agent examines each entry in the replica ring by using the first Replica attribute value and the replica ring
entry being examined in the next step.
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Step 25
The Agent verifies the replica ring entry being examined has a replica state of On.

Ø If the replica state of this Replica attribute value is not On, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state of the replica ring entry being examined is On, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 26
The Agent verifies that no additional Replica attribute values exist in the replica ring of the source parent
partition.

Ø If there is another entry in the replica ring, then that entry is used as the replica ring entry being examined
and the Agent continues with Step 25.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional entries in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 27
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the source parent partition is not flagged as a deleted object in
the source server's NDS database.

Ø If the partition root object is flagged as a deleted object, the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is not flagged as a deleted object, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 28
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the source parent partition is not an external reference in the
source server's NDS database.

Ø If the partition root object is an external reference in the source server's local database, the NDS error
code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is not an external reference, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 29
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica type for the source server's replica of the source parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica type from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica type is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 30
The Agent verifies the source server's replica of the source parent partition does not have a replica state of
either New or Dying.

Ø If the source server's replica of the source parent partition has a replica state of either New or Dying, the
NDS error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 31
The Agent verifies the source server holds the Master replica of the source parent partition.

Ø If the source server's replica of the source parent partition does not have a replica type of Master, the NDS
error code ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 89.

Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica of the source parent partition, the Agent Error
Reply variable is cleared and the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 32
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the source parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 33
The Agent attempts to build the distinguished name of the partition root object for the partition being moved.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to build the distinguished name, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the distinguished name is built successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 34
The Agent verifies the NDS client that submitted the NDS Finish Move Partition Request has the Supervisor or
Delete [Object Rights] privilege on the partition root object of the partition being moved.

Note: For additional information on NDS rights, privileges, protected objects, and trustees, see Section I.

Ø If the client does not have the required privileges, the NDS error code ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the client's rights, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the client has the required rights, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 35
The Agent verifies the partition root object of the partition being moved does not currently have an NDS Inhibit
Move obituary.

Note: The NDS Inhibit Move obituary is assigned to any object moved from another context.  This obituary is
removed during the processing of the NDS Move obituary, which was assigned to a deleted version of
the object in the previous context.

Ø If an Inhibit Move obituary was found on the partition root object, the NDS error code
ERR_PREVIOUS_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 89.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the existence of the specified obituary, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object does not have an Inhibit Move obituary, the Agent continues with the
next step.
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Step 36
The Agent verifies that none of the subordinate objects of the partition root object for the partition being moved
have an NDS Inhibit Move obituary.

Ø If an Inhibit Move obituary is found on any of the subordinate objects of the partition root object for the
partition being moved, the NDS error code ERR_PREVIOUS_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the existence of an Inhibit Move obituary on any of
the subordinate objects, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if none of the subordinate objects have an Inhibit Move obituary, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 37
The Agent attempts to retrieve the value of the Revision attribute assigned to the destination server's object, as
held in the source server's local database.

Note: The value of a Revision attribute represents the version of NDS being used by the server represented by
the object to which the attribute is assigned.

Ø If no Revision attribute is found, the Agent assumes the destination server is using Version 0 of NDS and
the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

LocalGetServerVersion for server [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationServer]
<RDNOfTheDestinationServer> failed. error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 38
The Agent sets the Partition Added to the Busy List flag to False.

Step 39
The Agent verifies the partition root object of the moving partition is not the partition root object for the [Root]
partition of the Directory tree.

Ø If the moving partition is the [Root] partition, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -641.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the moving partition is not the [Root] partition of the Directory tree, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Step 40
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the moving partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 89.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is placed successfully, then the Agent will continue with the next step.
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Step 41
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the moving partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 42
The Agent verifies the partition root object of the moving partition is flagged as an NDS partition in the source
server's local database.

Ø If the partition root object is not flagged as an NDS partition, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST
is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -641.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is flagged as an NDS partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 43
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring from the partition root object of the moving partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring, the error is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved> failed,
error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 44
The Agent uses the first Replica attribute value in the replica ring of the moving partition as the replica ring entry
being examined in the subsequent steps.
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Step 45
The Agent attempts to retrieve the Revision attribute value assigned to the object that represents the server
specified in the replica ring entry being examined.

Note: The value of a Revision attribute represents the version of NDS being used by a server.

Ø If no Revision attribute is found, the Agent assumes the specified server is using Version 0 of NDS and the
Agent continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 46
The Agent verifies the server specified in the replica ring entry being examined is using NDS version 4.63 or
higher.

Ø If the specified server is using NDS version 4.62 or lower, the NDS error code
ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the server is using NDS version 4.63 or higher, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 47
The Agent verifies that no additional Replica attribute values exist in the replica ring of the moving partition.

Ø If another attribute value exists, then that value is used as the replica ring entry being examined and the
Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if no additional attribute values exist, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 48
The Agent verifies the partition root object of the moving partition has at least one NDS Backlink attribute value.

Ø If there are no Backlink attribute values assigned to the partition root object, the Agent continues with Step
53.

Ø Otherwise, if at least one Backlink attribute value is assigned to the partition root object, the Agent uses
the first attribute value as the Backlink attribute being examined in the subsequent steps and continues with
the next step.

Step 49
The Agent verifies the server specified in the Backlink attribute being examined is not the source server.

Ø If the specified server is the source server, the Agent continues with Step 52.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server is any other server, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 50
The Agent attempts to retrieve the Revision attribute value assigned to the object representing the server
specified in the Backlink attribute being examined.

Note: The value of a Revision attribute represents the version of NDS used by a server.

Ø If no Revision attribute is found, the Agent assumes the specified server is using Version 0 of NDS and the
Agent continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 51
The Agent verifies the server specified in the Backlink attribute being examined is using NDS version 4.63 or
higher.

Ø If the specified server is using NDS version 4.62 or lower, the NDS error code
ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the server is using NDS version 4.63 or higher, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 52
The Agent verifies that no additional Backlink attribute values are assigned to the partition root object of the
moving partition.

Ø If another attribute value exists, then that value is used as the replica ring entry being examined and the
Agent continues with Step 49.

Ø Otherwise, if no additional attribute values exist, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 53
The Agent verifies that the source server is listed in the replica ring of the moving partition.

Ø If the source server was not found in the replica ring of the moving partition, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -641.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server is found in the replica ring of the moving partition, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 54
The Agent verifies the source server holds the Master replica of the moving partition.

Ø If the replica entry for the source server in the replica ring has a replica type other than Master, the NDS
error code ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following
DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -631.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica of the moving partition, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Step 55
The Agent attempts to identify a server that holds a replica of the partition encompassing the object for the
destination server.

Note: This is accomplished using an NDS Resolve Name Request.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 56
The Agent requests the destination server to assign a Backlink attribute value to the destination server's own
object.

Note: If the source server already holds an external reference of the destination server's own object, the source
server still submits the request to the destination server to ensure it is aware that the source server holds
an external reference of that server's object.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply from the destination server indicates the Backlink attribute was created successfully,
the Agent continues with the next step.

Note: If the destination server already holds a Backlink attribute on its own object for the source server,
then it replies that the attribute value was created successfully.
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Step 57
The Agent requests the destination server verify that its own object does not have any NDS Move or Inhibit
Move obituaries.

Ø If the reply from the destination server indicates its own object in its NDS database has either a Move or
Inhibit Move obituary, the NDS error code ERR_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -685.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø However, if an error is received from the destination server in reply to the request, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply from the destination server indicates no such obituary exists on its own object, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 58
The Agent attempts to authenticate with the destination server.

Ø If an error occurs during or in reply to the authentication request, the error is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server successfully authenticates with the destination server, the Agent continues
with the next step.
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Step 59
The Agent requests the destination server assign an NDS Backlink attribute value to the destination parent
object.

Note: If the source server already holds an external reference of the destination parent object, the source
server still submits the request to the destination server to ensure it is aware that the source server holds
an external reference of that object.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply from the destination server indicates the Backlink attribute was created successfully,
the Agent continues with the next step.

Note: If the destination server already holds a Backlink attribute on the destination parent object for the
source server, it replies that the attribute value was created successfully.
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Step 60
The Agent requests the base class of the destination parent object from the destination server.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the base class of the destination parent object is received successfully, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Step 61
The Agent verifies the replica state of the Master replica for the moving partition is On.

Ø If the replica state is not On, the NDS error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -673.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state is On, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 62
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the moving partition is flagged in the source server's NDS
database as an NDS partition.

Ø If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root object, the NDS error code
ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -647.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition root object is flagged as a partition root object, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 63
The following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: DSAMoveTree [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> moving

to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject>
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Step 64
The Agent attempts to add the entry ID of the partition root object for the moving partition to the source server's
Partition Busy List.

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to add the entry ID to the specified list, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID is successfully added to the specified list, the Partition Added To The Busy List
flag is set to True and the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 65
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the destination parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 66
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the moving partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses the partition root object of the
moving partition as the object being examined in the subsequent steps and continues with the next step.

Note: A partition cannot be moved to a name context that is subordinate to its existing distinguished
name.

For example, the NDS Partition OU=NDS.OU=Services.O=Parker cannot be moved into the
name context OU=Provo.OU=NDS.OU=Services.O=Parker because the destination parent
object is subordinate to the moving partition.
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Step 67
The Agent compares the local entry ID of the object being examined with the local entry ID for the destination
parent object.

Ø If the entry IDs are the same, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into the Agent Error
Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -641.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry IDs are different, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 68
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the parent object of the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with the next step.
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Step 69
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not the [Root] object of the Directory tree.

Ø If the object being examined is the [Root] object, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined is not the [Root] object, the Agent continues with Step 67.

Step 70
The Agent attempts to retrieve the schema class definition for the base class of the moving partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the definition from the source server's local database, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the definition is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 71
The Agent verifies the base class of the moving partition is present in the containment list of the destination
parent object's base class.

Ø If the base class for the moving partition was not found in the containment list of the destination parent
object's base class, the NDS error code ERR_ILLEGAL_CONTAINMENT is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -611.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_ILLEGAL_CONTAINMENT.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify the containment, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the base class for the moving partition is found in the specified containment list, the Agent
continues with the next step.
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Step 72
The Agent verifies the new distinguished name for the partition root object of the moving partition, once moved,
will not exceed the maximum number of characters allowed in an object's distinguished name.

Note: The maximum length for an object's distinguished name is 256 unicode characters.

Ø If the new distinguished name exceeds the maximum length, the NDS error code ERR_ILLEGAL_DS_NAME
is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -610.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_ILLEGAL_DS_NAME.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the new distinguished name is smaller than the maximum length, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 73
The Agent verifies the NDS Move partition operation will not cause any of the objects encompassed in the
moving partition to have a distinguished name that exceeds 256 unicode characters.

Ø If the distinguished name of any object encompassed in the moving partition exceeds the maximum length,
after the move, then the client error code ERR_DN_TOO_LONG is copied into the Agent Error Reply
variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error -353.

Note: The client error code shown above is ERR_DN_TOO_LONG.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the distinguished names of each object encompassed in the moving partition do not exceed
the maximum length, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 74
The Agent sends an NDS Start Move Tree Request to the destination server.

Note: For additional information on the NDS Start Move Tree Request, see Section III.

Ø If an error is received from the destination server in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply from the destination server indicates the request was processed successfully, the
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 75
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the destination parent partition.

Note: If the source server does not hold a replica of the destination parent partition, the replica ring retrieved
from a server that holds a readable replica type of the destination parent partition.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 76
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the moving partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 86.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 77
The Agent attempts to change the replica state for each entry in the replica ring of the moving partition to a
replica state of Move State 0.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 86.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 78
The Agent attempts to modify the partition control information for the partition root object of the moving
partition to the following:

Partition Operation: NDS Move Partition
Partition Control State: Move State 0

Partner Partition Root Objects: The destination parent object and the partition root object of the
moving partition.

Note: For additional information on partition control information, see Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition control information in the source server's local
database for the original partition, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 86.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control information is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 79
The Agent attempts to remove any NDS Move Sub-Tree obituaries from the partition root object of the moving
partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove existing Move Sub-Tree obituaries, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 86.

Ø Otherwise, if any Move Sub-Tree obituaries are removed successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 80
The Agent attempts to add an NDS Move Sub-Tree Obituary to the partition root object of the moving partition
for each server in the replica ring of that partition and for each server specified in the NDS Backlink attribute
values assigned to the partition root object of that partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the Move Sub-Tree obituaries, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 86.

Ø Otherwise, if the NDS Move Sub-Tree obituaries are added successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 81
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the source parent partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace message
displays:

MoveTree: [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> moving
to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> aborted,  Unable to lock parent,
error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with Step 83.
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Step 82
The Agent attempts to abort the NDS Move partition operation.

Note: Aborting an NDS Move partition operation requires the following information be removed:

• The NDS Move Sub-Tree obituaries on the partition root object of the moving partition
• The partition control information on the partition root object of the moving partition
• The locks placed on the partition root objects for the source parent partition and the moving partition

Note: The destination parent partition aborts the partition operation because the move operation was placed
on that server's Expired Expectations list.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to abort the partition operation, the following DSTrace message
displays:

MoveTree: AbortMoveTree for [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]<RDNOfTheMovingPartition>
failed, error = ErrorCode.

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error AgentErrorReplyVariable.

Note: This error is not copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  This is done to preserve the error that
was previously copied into that variable.

The Agent continues with Step 87.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition operation is aborted successfully, the following DSTrace messages display:

MoveTree: AbortMoveTree for [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]<RDNOfTheMovingPartition>
 succeeded.

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

failed, error AgentErrorReplyVariable.

The Agent continues with Step 87.
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Step 83
The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server to immediately
begin synchronizing the replicas held by the source server in order of occurrence in the source server's NDS
partition database file.

Step 84
The Agent triggers the NDS Backlinker background process on the source server.

Note: The processing of this request is suspended until the NDS Backlinker background process completes
execution.

Step 85
The following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>

request accepted.

The Agent continues with Step 87.
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Step 86
The Agent requests the destination server remove the partition control information from the partition root object
of the destination parent partition.

Ø If an error is received from the destination server in reply to the request, the following DSTrace messages
display:

CNTL: <RDNOfTheDestinationParentPartition> on <RDNOfTheDestinationServer> failed,
error = ErrorCode

MoveTree: ABORTED ! Unlocking Destination [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationObject>, for source
[LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved> failed,
error = ErrorCode

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved> failed,

error AgentErrorReplyVariable.

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If the reply from the destination server indicates the partition control information is removed successfully,
the following DSTrace messages display:

CNTL: <RDNOfTheDestinationParentPartition> on <RDNOfTheDestinationServer> succeeded
MoveTree: ABORTED ! Unlocking Destination [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]

<RDNOfTheDestinationObject>, for source
[LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved>
succeeded

(hh:mm:ss)
MoveTree: Moving [LocalEntryIDOfThePartitionBeingMoved]<RDNOfThePartitionBeingMoved> failed,

error AgentErrorReplyVariable.

The Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 87
The Agent examines the state of the Partition Added To The Busy List flag on the source server.

Ø If the flag is set to True, the Agent removes the partition root object for the moving partition from that list
and continues with the next step.

Ø If the flag is set to False, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 88
The Agent removes the lock previously placed on the partition root object for the moving partition and continues
with the next step.

Step 89
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData".

Step 90
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø If no error was copied into the variable, then the client's request is fully processed and the Agent sends a
reply to the client containing any reply message, for the request, and an indicator informing the client that
its request was processed successfully.  The Agent then continues with Step 97.
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Step 91
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 97.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 92
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø If the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 94.

Step 93
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 94
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
97.

Ø If the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 95
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 96
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 97
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Finish Move Partition Request.
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Start Move
Partition The primary purpose of the NDS Start Move Partition Request is to inform the server that

holds the Master replica of the partition, which is to become the new parent partition of
the partition being moved, that the operation has been validated and prepared by the
server that holds the Master replica of the partition being moved.

Note: To submit an NDS Move partition operation the NDS client sends the following
requests:

• The NDS Move Partition Request.  This is the first request that must be
sent.  This request is submitted to the server that holds the Master
replica of the partition encompassing the object that will become the
new parent object of the partition being moved.  For more information,
see “Move Partition” earlier in this section.

• The NDS Finish Move Partition Request.  This is the second request that
must be sent.  This request is submitted to the server that holds the
Master replica of the partition being moved.  For more information, see
“Finish Move Partition” earlier in this section.

Additionally, the NDS Start Move Partition Request is issued by the server
receiving the NDS Finish Move Partition Request.  This request is sent to the
same server that received the NDS Move Partition Request.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the following DSTrace flags set:

• DSAgent
• Replica Synchronization
• Partition Control

This operation review assumes DSTrace is used with the aforementioned DSTrace flag
set.
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Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Start Move Partition Request may result
in the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Note: The Agent uses the following variable, flags, and lists during the processing of
this request.

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to
the NDS client submitting the request.

Expired Expectations This list identifies the objects that have had
an NDS Move Object or Move partition
operation attempted.  Each entry in the list
has an expiration time that, when reached,
indicates to the source server that the
attempted move should be aborted.

Partition Busy List This list is used by NDS to identify which
partitions are locally preparing to begin a
partition operation.  All partition root
objects of partitions placed on this list will
reject modifications to their replica rings
and partition control information.  This
prevents other servers from initiating
partition operations that require the use of
a partition placed on this list.

Partition Added to the Busy List This flag is used during the processing of
an NDS Merge partition operation to
indicate the partition root object of the
merging partition has been added to the
source server's Partition Busy List.
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Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Start Move Partition Request must provide the following
information when submitting the request:

• The API version of the NDS Start Move Partition Request
• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag
• The revision of the NDS Start Move Partition Request
• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the destination parent object
• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the source parent object
• The relative distinguished name of the partition root object being moved.

Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Start Move Partition Request:

• The source server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the partition
encompassing the destination context involved in the NDS Move partition operation.

• The server that holds the Master replica of the partition that is being moved is referred to as the
"source master server."

• The object that will become the parent object of the partition root object for the moving partition is
referred to as the "destination parent object."

• The object that is currently the parent object of the partition root object for the moving partition is
referred to as the "source parent object."

• The partition encompassing the destination parent object is referred to as the "destination parent
partition."

• The partition encompassing the source parent object is referred to as the "source parent partition."

• The NDS Partition that is being moved is referred to as the "moving partition."
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowed request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Move Partition Request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the information was retrieved successfully, then the Agent will continue with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the revision information from the NDS Move Partition Request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 13
The Agent verifies the version of the NDS Move Partition Request received is Version 0.

Ø If the version of the NDS Move Partition Request received is not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -683.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request was zero, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 14
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the object that will become the new
parent object of the partition root object being moved.

Note: This object is referred to as the "destination parent object" in this review of the steps taken while
processing the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the destination parent object from the
request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the partition root object of the
partition being moved.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the destination parent object from the
request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent attempts to retrieve the new relative distinguished name (RDN) of the partition root object being
moved.

Note: This name is referred to as the "destination RDN" in this review of the steps taken while processing the
request.

An object's RDN may be changed during a move operation.  However, during an NDS Move partition
operation, the RDN remains the same.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the destination RDN from the request, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the destination RDN is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 17
The Agent attempts to identify the partition that encompasses the destination parent object.

Note: The partition that encompasses the destination parent object is referred to as the "destination parent
partition" in this review of the steps taken while processing the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to identify the specified partition in the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified partition is identified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 18
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the moving partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the destination parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 20
The Agent verifies the destination parent object is listed in the source server's Expired Expectations list.

Ø If the destination parent object was not found in the Expired Expectations list, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -672.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_NO_ACCESS.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to verify that the destination parent object exists in the
specified list, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the destination parent object was found on the source server's Expired Expectations list, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The Agent verifies the partition root object for the destination parent partition is not found in the source server's
Partition Busy List.

Ø If the destination parent partition was found in the Partition Busy List, the NDS error code
ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -654.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring for the destination parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 23
The Agent examines each entry in the replica ring by using the first Replica attribute value as the replica ring
entry being examined in the next step.

Step 24
The Agent verifies the replica ring entry being examined has a replica state of On.

Ø If the replica state of this Replica attribute value is not On, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -654.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state of the replica ring entry being examined is On, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 25
The Agent verifies that no additional Replica attribute values exist in the replica ring of the destination parent
partition.

Ø If there is another entry in the replica ring, then that entry is used as the replica ring entry being examined
and the Agent continues with Step 24.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional entries in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 26
The Agent verifies the source server holds the Master replica of the destination parent partition.

Ø If the replica ring entry for the source server has a replica type other than Master, the NDS error code
ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -631.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds the Master replica, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 27
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition control information from the partition root object for the destination
parent partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition control information, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 28
The Agent verifies the destination parent partition is not currently involved in a partition operation.

Ø If the partition control information indicates the destination parent partition is currently involved in a
partition operation, the NDS error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable
and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -654.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the destination parent partition is not involved in a partition operation, the Agent continues
with the next step.
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Step 29
The Agent verifies that there is not currently an object that is an immediate subordinate of the destination parent
object, whose relative distinguished name (RDN) matches the RDN of the partition root object for the moving
partition.

Ø If an object already exists whose RDN matches the RDN of the moving partition, the NDS error code
ERR_ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> found duplicate entry
[LocalEntryIDOfTheObjectWithTheSameName]
<RDNOfTheObjectWithTheSameName>

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -606.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if no object with an RDN matches the RDN of the moving partition, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Step 30
The Agent uses the first Replica attribute value in the replica ring of the destination parent partition as the
replica ring entry being examined in the subsequent steps.
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Step 31
The Agent attempts to retrieve the Revision attribute value assigned to the object that represents the server
specified in the replica ring entry being examined.

Note: The value of a Revision attribute represents the version of NDS being used by a server.

Ø If no Revision attribute is found, the Agent assumes the specified server is using Version 0 of NDS and the
Agent continues with the next step.

Otherwise, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 32
The Agent verifies the server specified in the replica ring entry being examined is using NDS version 4.63 or
higher.

Ø If the specified server is using NDS version 4.62 or lower, the NDS error code
ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server is using NDS version 4.63 or higher, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 33
The Agent verifies that no additional Replica attribute values exist in the replica ring of the destination parent
partition.

Ø If another attribute value exists, then that value is used as the replica ring entry being examined and the
Agent continues with Step 31.

Ø Otherwise, if no additional attribute values exist, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 34
The Agent verifies the partition root object of the destination parent partition has at least one Backlink attribute
value.

Ø If there are no Backlink attribute values assigned to the partition root object, the Agent continues with Step
39.

Ø Otherwise, if at least one Backlink attribute value is assigned to the partition root object, the Agent uses
the first attribute value as the Backlink attribute being examined in the subsequent steps and continues with
the next step.

Step 35
The Agent verifies the server specified in the Backlink attribute being examined is not the source server.

Ø If the specified server is the source server, the Agent continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server is any other server, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 36
The Agent attempts to retrieve the Revision attribute value assigned to the object that represents the server
specified in the Backlink attribute being examined.

Note: The value of a Revision attribute represents the version of NDS used by a server.

Ø If no Revision attribute is found, the Agent assumes the specified server is using Version 0 of NDS and the
Agent continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 37
The Agent verifies the server specified in the Backlink attribute being examined is using NDS version 4.63 or
higher.

Ø If the specified server is using NDS version 4.62 or lower, the NDS error code
ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = -666.

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified server is using NDS version 4.63 or higher, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 38
The Agent verifies that no additional Backlink attribute values are assigned to the partition root object of the
destination parent partition.

Ø If another attribute value exists, then that value is used as the replica ring entry being examined and the
Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if no additional attribute values exist, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 39
The Agent attempts to change the replica state for each entry in the replica ring of the destination parent
partition to a replica state of Move State 0.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following
DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continue with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 40
The Agent attempts to modify the partition control information for the partition root object of the moving
partition to the following:

Partition Operation: NDS Move Partition
Partition Control State: Move State 0

Partner Partition Root Objects: The destination parent object and the partition root object of the
moving partition.

Note: For additional information on partition control information, see Section I.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition control information in the source server's local
database for the original partition, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following
DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition control information is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 41
The Agent attempts to remove the destination parent object from the source server's Expired Expectations list.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to remove the object from the list, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is removed successfully from the list, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 42
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the source parent object.

Note: The object that is currently the parent object of the partition root object for the moving partition is
referred to as the "source parent object" in this review of the steps taken while processing the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the Object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 43
The Agent verifies the source server holds a replica of the partition encompassing the source parent object.

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the partition encompassing the source parent object or if it
holds a Subordinate Reference replica of that partition, the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> request accepted.

The Agent continues with Step 45.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a readable replica of the partition encompassing the source parent
object, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 44
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the partition encompassing
the source parent object.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*MoveTree: DSAStartMoveTree - moving [LocalEntryIDOfTheMovingPartition]

<RDNOfTheMovingPartition> to [LocalEntryIDOfTheDestinationParentObject]
<RDNOfTheDestinationParentObject> failed, error = ErrorCode.

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 45
The Agent requests the NDS Backlinker background process on the source server to executed immediately.

Note: The processing of this request is suspended until the NDS Backlinker background process completes
execution.

The occurrence of an error during the NDS Backlinker background process is not passed to the Agent.
Therefore, an occurrence of an error during the execution of that process will not be reported by the
Agent.

Step 46
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData".

Step 47
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if no error was copied into the variable, then the client's request is fully processed and the
Agent sends a reply to the client containing any reply message, for the request, and an indicator informing
the client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent then continues with Step 54.
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Step 48
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 54.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 49
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 51.

Step 50
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 51
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
54.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 52
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 53
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 54
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Start Move Partition Request.
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The primary purpose of the NDS Change Replica Type Request is to inform the server that
holds the Master replica of the specific partition that the replica type of a replica for that
partition is being changed.

Note: Only the following replica types, and the replica types they can be changed to,
can be changed using this operation:

Existing
Replica Type Allowed Replica Types

Read/Write Read-Only or Master

Read-Only Read/Write or Master

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the Replica Synchronization, DSAgent, and Miscellaneous
DSTrace flags set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flag set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Change Replica Type Request may result
in the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Change
Replica Type
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Note: The Agent uses the following variable, flags, and lists during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to the NDS client submitting
the request.

Partition Busy List This list is used by NDS to identify which partitions are locally
preparing to begin a partition operation.  All partition root objects of
partitions placed on this list reject modifications to their replica rings
and partition control information.  This prevents other servers from
initiating partition operations that require the use of a partition placed
on this list.

Target Server's Replica Ring Entry This variable is a cached version of the replica ring entry for the
server whose replica ring is being changed.

Master Replica Ring Entry This variable is a cached version of the replica ring entry for the
server that holds the Master replica of the partition for the replica
being changed.

Note: The NDS Client that submitted the NDS Start Move Partition Request must provide the following
information when submitting the request:

• The API version of the NDS Start Move Partition Request

• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag

• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the partition root object of the
source partition

• The new replica type being assigned to the server whose replica type is being changed

• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the server whose replica type is
being changed.
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Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Change Replica Type Request:

• The partition of the replica that is being changed is referred to as the "source partition."

• The server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the source partition.  This
server is referred to as the "source server."

• The server whose replica type is being changed is referred to as the "target server."

• The replica type that is being assigned to the target server is referred to as the "new replica type."

• The existing replica type for the target server is referred to as the "existing replica type."
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies that the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowed request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent then continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS Error Code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether the source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Move Partition request received from the
requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, then the error
is  copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the version of the NDS Change Replica Type Request received is Version 0.

Ø If the version of the NDS Move Partition Request received is not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request was zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
that was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the partition root object of the
source partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the partition root object from the request,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to retrieve the new replica type that is being assigned to the server whose replica type is
being change.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica type from the request, the error is copied into
the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID specific to the source server for the server whose replica type is
being changed.

Note: The server whose replica type is being changed is referred to as the "target server" in this review of the
steps taken while processing the request.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the target server from the request, the
error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the source partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the source partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 18
The Agent verifies that no negating conditions exist and that the requesting client has the appropriate privileges
to change the replica type of the target server's replica.

Note: The Write privilege to the NDS ACL Attribute of both the child and the parent partition root objects is
required to change the replica type of a partition.

Additionally, the following conditions must exist for the operation to be allowed:

• The replica state of the Master replica for the source partition must be On.  If the replica state is
not On, the NDS error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is received.

• The partition root object for the source partition must be flagged in the source server's NDS
database as an NDS Partition.  If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root
object, the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION is received.

• The partition root object for the source partition must not be involved in a Rename partition
operation.  If the partition root object is involved in a Rename partition operation, the NDS error
code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting client's privileges or while verifying the
conditions shown above, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Please note that this step continues on the next page...
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Please note that this step is continuing from the previous page...

Ø However, if the requesting client does not have the appropriate privileges, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -672

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_NO_ACCESS.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø However, if any of the conditions shown on the previous page are found to not exist, the corresponding
NDS error code is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting client has the appropriate privileges and each of the conditions shown on the
previous page are found to exist, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 19
The Agent examines the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag.

Note: The default setting, made by the requesting client, is False.

Currently, the NDS Client APIs do not support the manipulation of this flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to False, the Agent continues with Step 21.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has been set to True, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP connection with, and to authenticate to, each of the servers existing in
the replica ring of the partition for which a replica is being added.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with any of the target servers, the error occurred is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Note: An occurrence of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) during the attempt to
connect with any of the target servers will be changed to the NDS error code
ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636).

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The Agent verifies the new replica type is not Subordinate Reference.

Ø If the new replica type is Subordinate Reference, the NDS error code ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -631

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the new replica type is Read/Only, Read-Write, or Master, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 22
The Agent verifies the target server is not the source server.

Ø If the target server is the source server, the NDS error code ERR_CRUCIAL_REPLICA is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -656

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_CRUCIAL_REPLICA.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is any other server, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 23
The Agent attempts to retrieve the value of the Revision attribute assigned to the target server's object in the
source server's NDS database.

Note: The value of a Revision attribute represents the version of NDS used by the specified server.

Ø If no Revision attribute is found, the Agent assumes the target server is using Version 0 of NDS and the
Agent continues with the next step.

Ø However, if an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied
into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

LocalGetServerVersion for server [LocalEntryIDofTargetServer] <RDNOfTheTargetServer>
failed. error = ErrorCode

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 24
The Agent verifies that a value for a Revision attribute was found on the target server's object in the source
server's NDS database.

Ø If an attribute value was found on the specified object, the Agent continues with Step 26.

Ø Otherwise, if no attribute value was found on the specified object, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 25
The Agent sends an NDS Ping Request to the target server to determine the version of NDS being used.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and
the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the reply from the target server is successful, the Agent extracts the version of NDS being
used by that server from the reply received and then continues with the next step.

Step 26
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition information for the source partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continue with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 27
The Agent attempts to retrieve the replica ring from the partition root object of the source partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the replica ring from the source server's local database,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 28
The Agent examines each entry in the replica ring, beginning with the first Replica attribute value that will be
used as the replica ring entry being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 29
The Agent verifies the server identified in the replica ring entry being examined is the target server.

Ø If the server identified in the replica ring entry being examined is not the target server, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the server identified in the replica ring entry being examined is the target server, the replica
ring entry being examined is copied into the Target Server's Replica Ring Entry variable and the Agent
continues with the next step.
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Step 30
The Agent verifies the replica type identified in the replica ring entry being examined is Master.

Ø If the replica type identified in the replica ring entry being examined is not Master, the Agent continues
with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica type identified in the replica ring entry being examined is Master, the replica ring
entry being examined is copied into the Master Replica Ring Entry variable.  The Agent then continues with
the next step.

Step 31
The Agent verifies the replica state identified in the replica ring entry being examined is On.

Ø If the replica state identified in the replica ring entry being examined is not On, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica state identified in the replica ring entry being examined is On, the Agent
continues with Step 33.
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Step 32
The Agent verifies the server identified in the replica ring entry being examined is the source server.

Ø If the server identified in the replica ring entry being examined is not the source server, the NDS error code
ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -654

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_PARTITION_BUSY.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the server identified in the replica ring entry being examined is the source server, the NDS
error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -673

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON.

The Agent continues with Step 47.
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Step 33
The Agent verifies no additional Replica attribute values exist in the replica ring of the source partition.

Ø If there is another entry in the replica ring, then that entry is used as the replica ring entry being examined
and the Agent continues with Step 29.

Ø Otherwise, if there are no additional entries in the replica ring, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 34
The Agent verifies a replica ring entry exists for the source server in the source partition's replica ring.

Ø If no replica ring entry exists for the source server, the NDS error code ERR_FATAL is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -699

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_FATAL.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if a replica ring entry is found for the source server in the source partition's replica ring, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 35
The Agent verifies that a replica ring entry was copied into the Master Replica Ring Entry variable.

Ø If no replica ring entry was copied into the Master Replica Ring Entry variable, the NDS error code
ERR_FATAL is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_FATAL.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if a replica ring entry was copied into that variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 36
The Agent verifies that a replica ring entry was copied into the Target Server's Replica Ring Entry variable .

Ø If no replica ring entry was copied into the Target Server's Replica Ring Entry variable, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -641

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if a replica ring entry was copied into that variable, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 37
The Agent verifies the replica type identified in the Target Server's Replica Ring Entry variable is not Subordinate
Reference.

Ø If the target server's replica of the source partition as specified within the Target Server's Replica Ring Entry
variable has a replica type of Subordinate Reference, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -641

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INVALID_REQUEST.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server's replica type is either Read-Only or Read/Write, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Step 38
The Agent verifies the new replica type is not Master.

Note: When the new replica type is Master, the Agent assumes the Master replica of the source partition is
being assigned to target server.

Ø If the new replica type is Master, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the new replica type is not Master, the Agent continues with Step 40.
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Step 39
The Agent verifies the version of NDS being used by the target server is version 4.40 or higher.

Ø If the target server is using version 4.39 or lower of NDS, the NDS error code
ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = -666

Note: The NDS error code shown above is ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION.

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Note: Versions 4.40 and higher of NDS do not allow the Master replica to be assigned to a server using
version 4.39 or lower of NDS.

Ø Otherwise, if the target server is using version 4.40 or higher of NDS, the Agent continues with the next
step.
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Step 40
The Agent attempts to change the replica type specified in the replica ring entry for the target server to the new
replica type.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica type specified in the replica ring entry for the
target server, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages
display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica ring for the source partition is updated successfully in the source server's local
database, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 41
The Agent prepares to update the partition control information for the source partition based on the new replica
type.

Ø If the new replica type is Master, the Agent defines the updated partition control information as follows:

Partition Operation: NDS Change Replica Type
Partition Control State: Change Replica Type 0

Partner Partition Root Object: The target server

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the new replica type is not Master, the Agent defines the updated partition control
information as follows:

Partition Operation: NDS Change Replica Type
Partition Control State: Change Replica Type 0

Partner Partition Root Object: (None)

The Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 42
The Agent attempts to apply the updated partition control information to the partition root object for the source
partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to apply the updated partition control information to the source
server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace
messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated partition control information is applied successfully, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 43
The Agent attempts to change the replica state for each entry in the replica ring of the source partition to a
replica state of Change Replica Type 0.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the following
DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 44
The Agent attempts to add the entry ID of the partition root object for the source partition to the source server's
Partition Busy List.

Ø If an error occurred during the attempt to add the entry ID to the specified list, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the following DSTrace messages display:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***failed, error = ErrorCode

The Agent continues with Step 47.

Ø Otherwise, if the entry ID is successfully added to the specified list, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 45
The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server to immediately
begin synchronizing the source partition.

Step 46
The following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSAChangeReplicaType of <RDNOfTheSourcePartition> on <RDNOfTheTargetServer>

from ExistingReplicaType to NewReplicaType ***succeeded

Step 47
The Agent removes the lock that was placed earlier on the partition root object of the source partition.
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Step 48
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData"

Step 49
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if no error was copied into the variable, then the client's request is fully processed and the Agent
sends a reply to the client containing any reply message, for the request, and an indicator informing the
client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent then continues with Step 56.

Step 50
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 51
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 53.

Step 52
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 53
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
56.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 54
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 55
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 56
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Change Replica Type Partition Request.
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Repair
Timestamps The primary purpose of the NDS Repair Timestamps Request is to instruct the server that

holds the Master replica of the specified partition that the modification timestamps for all
objects and their attributes, which are encompassed in the specified partition, must be
replaced.

Note: The existing value of each modification timestamp is not examined during this
operation.  All modification timestamps encompassed in the partition are
replaced.

If you are going to follow the steps in this section, you should use DSTrace on the server
that received the request, with the Replica Synchronization and DSAgent DSTrace flags
set.

This operation review assumes DSTrace is being used with the aforementioned DSTrace
flag set.

Occurrences of errors while processing an NDS Repair Timestamps Request may result in
the process concluding prematurely.  This may indicate the need to proceed to the final
step of the review.  By comparing the message on the DSTrace screen with those
presented in this section, you can identify conditions when the error occurs.

Note: The Agent uses the following variable during the processing of this request:

Agent Error Reply This variable holds any error returned to
the NDS client submitting the request.

Next Timestamp to be Issued This timestamp holds the next timestamp
to be issued during the processing of this
request.
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Note: The following conditions and terms apply to the processing of an NDS Change Replica Type request:

• The partition whose timestamps are to be repaired is referred to as the "target partition."

• The server that processes the request must hold the Master replica of the target partition and is
referred to as the "source server."

Note: The NDS client that submitted the NDS Start Move Partition Request must provide the following
information when submitting the request:

• The API version of the NDS Start Move Partition Request

• The setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag

• The entry ID, specific to the source server's NDS database, for the partition root object of the
target partition.
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Step 1
Upon receiving a request from a client, the Agent verifies the request size does not exceed the maximum
allowed request size of 64K.

Ø If the request is larger than 64K, the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST is sent to the client.  The
Agent then continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, if the request size is less than 64K, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 2
The Agent verifies the requested action is known to the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is not known by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace message
displays:

DSACommonRequest BAD VERB 0xRequestedAction

The Agent replies to the client with the NDS error code ERR_INVALID_REQUEST and then continues with
Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, if a known request is received, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 3
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent replies to the
client with the NDS error code ERR_OBSOLETE_API and continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.
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Step 4
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the emulated bindery to be available.

Note: This check is not based on whether or source server has a bindery context specified.  Rather, this check
examines the state of the bindery services provided by NDS.

Ø If the requested action does not require the source server's emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Ø However, if the source server's bindery is not available for use, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS
error code ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED and continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, if the bindery is available for use, the Agent continues with Step 6.

Step 5
The Agent determines if the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is not available, the Agent replies to the client with the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED.  The Agent continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, if the local database is available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 6
The Agent determines if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition.

Ø If the requested action does not require the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with Step 8.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action requires the source server to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the
Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 7
The Agent determines if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition

Ø If the source server does not hold a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent replies to the client with the
NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION and continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Step 8
The Agent requests the use of the source server's transaction services.

Ø If an error is received in reply to the request, the following DSTrace message displays:

Could not access name base, error ErrorCode

The Agent then replies to the client with the ErrorCode received and continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, having secured the use of the source server's transaction services, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 9
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction) conn:ClientConnectionNumber for
client <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>
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Step 10
The Agent attempts to retrieve the version information from the NDS Repair Timestamps Request received from
the requesting client.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 72.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 11
The Agent verifies the version of the NDS Repair Timestamps Request received is Version 0.

Ø If the version of the NDS Repair Timestamps request received is not Version 0, the NDS error code
ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION (-683) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues
with Step 72.

Ø Otherwise, if the version of the request is zero, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 12
The Agent attempts to retrieve the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag from the request
that was received.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified information from the request, the error is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 72.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 13
The Agent attempts to retrieve the entry ID, specific to the source server, for the partition root object of the
target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the entry ID for the partition root object from the request,
the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 72.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 14
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the partition root object of the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 72.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 15
The Agent attempts to place a lock on the partition root object of the target partition to prevent any other
partition operations from being attempted at this time.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 72.

Ø Otherwise, if the lock is placed successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 16
The Agent verifies that no negating conditions exist and that the requesting client has the appropriate
privileges to perform a repair timestamps operation on the target partition.

Note: The Write privilege to the ACL attribute of the partition root object for the target partition is required to
repair the timestamps of a partition.

Additionally, the following conditions must exist for the operation to be allowed:

• The replica state of the Master replica for the target partition must be On.  If the replica state
is not On, the NDS error code ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON is received.

• The partition root object for the target partition must be flagged in the source server's NDS
database as a partition.  If the partition root object is not flagged as a partition root object,
the NDS error code ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION is received.

• The partition root object for the target partition must not be involved in a Rename partition
operation.  If the partition root object is involved in a Rename partition operation, the NDS
error code ERR_PARTITION_BUSY is received.

• All servers that hold replicas of the target partition must be using NDS version 4.35 or higher.
If a server exists in the replica ring of the original partition that is using an NDS version older
than 4.35, the NDS error code ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION is received.

Please note that this step continues on the next page ...
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Please note that this step is continuing from the previous page ...

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to verify the requesting client's privileges or while verifying the
conditions shown on the previous page, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the
Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø However, if the requesting client does not have the appropriate privileges, then the NDS error code
ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672) is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
71.

Ø However, if any of the conditions shown on the previous page are found to not exist, the corresponding
NDS error code is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the requesting client has the appropriate privileges and each of the conditions shown on the
previous page are found to exist, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 17
The Agent examines the setting for the Ensure Replica Ring Servers Available flag.

Note: The default setting, made by the requesting client, is False.

Currently, the NDS Client APIs do not support the manipulation of this flag.

Ø If the flag has been set to False, the Agent continues with Step 19.

Ø Otherwise, if the flag has been set to True, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 18
The Agent attempts to establish an NCP connection to, and to authenticate with, each of the servers existing in
the replica ring of the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to connect with any of the target servers, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Note: An occurrence of the NDS error code ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) during the attempt to
connect with any of the target servers will be changed to the NDS error code
ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636).

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 19
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition information for the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 20
The Agent attempts to purge the existing NDS Synchronized Up To attribute values that are assigned to the
partition root object of the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the specified attribute values in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values are purged successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 21
The Agent attempts to add an NDS Synchronized Up To attribute value to the partition root object of the target
partition.

Note: The replica number specified in the timestamp will be the source server's replica number for its replica of
the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to add the specified attribute value in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute value is added successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 22
The Agent attempts to purge the existing NDS Transitive Vector attribute values assigned to the partition root
object of the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the specified attribute values in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values are purged successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 23
The Agent attempts to purge the existing NDS Replica Up To attribute values assigned to the partition root object
of the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to purge the specified attribute values in the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the attribute values are purged successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 24
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition information for the target partition.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition information from the source server's local
database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 25
The Agent initializes the value of the Next Timestamp To Be Issued to be equivalent to the current time provided
by the operating system's time services, the replica number to be the replica number assigned to the source
server's replica of the target partition, and the event to be zero.

Step 26
The Agent prepares to examine each object encompassed in the target partition by using the partition root object
for the partition as the object being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 27
The Agent determines if the object being examined has any subordinate objects.

Ø If the object being examined does not have any subordinate objects, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has at least one subordinate object, the Agent continues with the
next step.
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Step 28
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the first subordinate object of the object being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 35.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with the next step.

Step 29
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not flagged as an NDS Partition.

Ø If the object is flagged as the partition root object for an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not flagged as an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with Step 27.

Step 30
The Agent determines if the object being examined has a sibling object.

Ø If the object being examined does not have a sibling object, the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 32.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has a sibling object, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 31
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the sibling object of the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with Step 34.

Step 32
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the parent object of the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with the next step.

Step 33
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not the partition root object for the target partition.

Ø If the object being examined is the partition root object for the target partition, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined is not the partition root object for the target partition, the Agent
continues with Step 38.
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Step 34
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not flagged as an NDS Partition.

Ø If the object is flagged as the partition root object for an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with Step 30.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not flagged as an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with Step 27.

Step 35
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable to determine if the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY
has been copied into that variable.

Ø If no error code is found in the Agent Error Reply variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the error code found in the Agent Error Reply variable is not the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY, the Agent continues with Step 37.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 36
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not the partition root object for the target partition.

Ø If the object being examined is the partition root object for the target partition, the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next
step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined is not the partition root object for the target partition, the Agent
continues with Step 38.
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Step 37
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable to determine if the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY
has been copied into that variable.

Ø If no error code is found in the Agent Error Reply variable, the Agent uses the partition root object of the
target partition as the object being examined and continues with the next step.

Ø However, if the error code found in the Agent Error Reply variable is not the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY, the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the error code found in the Agent Error Reply variable is the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY, the Agent uses the partition root object of the target partition as the object being
examined and continues with the next step.

Step 38
The Agent attempts to retrieve the first value of the first attribute assigned to the object being examined in the
source server's local database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses the attribute value as the
attribute value being examined in the subsequent steps.

Step 39
The Agent verifies the value in the event field of Next Timestamp To Be Issued is not equal to 65535.

Ø If the value in the event field of Next Timestamp To Be Issued is equal to 65535, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with Step 42.
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Step 40
The Agent pauses processing of this request until the current time being provided by the operating system's time
services is greater than the time specified in the Next Timestamp To Be Issued.

Note: Once the current system time is greater than the time specified in the Next Timestamp To Be Issued, the
Agent continues processing this request by continuing with the next step.

Step 41
The Agent changes the time specified in the Next Timestamp To Be Issued to be equivalent to the current time
provided by the operating system's time services.  Additionally, the Agent changes the value of the event field in
the Next Timestamp To Be Issued to 0.

Step 42
The Agent attempts to change the modification timestamp for the attribute value being examined to match the
Next Timestamp To Be Issued.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the attribute value being examined in the source server's
local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step
71.

Ø Otherwise, if the modification timestamp of the attribute value being examined is updated successfully, the
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 43
The Agent increments the value of the event field in the Next Timestamp To Be Issued.
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Step 44
The Agent verifies that another value of the same attribute type as the attribute being examined exists.

Ø If no additional attribute values of the same attribute type exist on the object being examined, the Agent
continues with Step 46.

Ø Otherwise, if another attribute value exists, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 45
The Agent attempts to retrieve the next attribute value of the same attribute type as the attribute being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 58.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute value is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that attribute value as
the attribute value being examined and continues with Step 39.

Step 46
The Agent verifies that another attribute exists on the object being examined.

Ø If the object being examined has no additional attributes, the Agent continues with Step 48.

Ø Otherwise, if another attribute exists, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 47
The Agent attempts to retrieve the next attribute assigned to the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that attribute as the attribute
value being examined and continues with Step 39.
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Step 48
The Agent attempts to change the modification timestamp for the object being examined to match the Next
Timestamp To Be Issued.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the entry record for the object being examined in the source
server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the modification timestamp of the object being examined is updated successfully, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Step 49
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not the partition root object for the target partition.

Ø If the object being examined is the partition root object for the target partition, the Agent continues with
Step 59.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined is not the partition root object for the target partition, the Agent
continues with the next step.

Step 50
The Agent verifies the object being examined has a sibling object.

Ø If the object being examined does not have a sibling object, the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is
copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has a sibling object, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 51
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the sibling object of the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 56.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with the next step.

Step 52
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not flagged as an NDS Partition.

Ø If the object is flagged as the partition root object for an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with Step 50.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not flagged as an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 53
The Agent verifies the object being examined has at least one subordinate object.

Ø If the object being examined does not have any subordinate objects, the Agent continues with Step 38.

Ø Otherwise, if the object being examined has at least one subordinate object, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 54
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the first subordinate object of the object being
examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 58.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with the next step.
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Step 55
The Agent verifies the object being examined is not flagged as an NDS Partition.

Ø If the object is flagged as being the partition root object for an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with
Step 50.

Ø Otherwise, if the object is not flagged as an NDS Partition, the Agent continues with Step 53.

Step 56
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable to determine if the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY
has been copied into that variable.

Ø If the error code found in the Agent Error Reply variable is not the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY,
the Agent continues with Step 58.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 57
The Agent attempts to retrieve the object information for the parent object of the object being examined.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the object information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the object information is retrieved successfully, the Agent uses that object as the object being
examined and continues with Step 38.
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Step 58
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable to determine if the NDS error code ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE
has been copied into that variable.

Ø If the error code found in the Agent Error Reply variable is not the NDS error code
ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE, the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 59
The Agent attempts to retrieve the partition information for the target partition from the source server's NDS
partition database.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the partition information, the error is copied into the Agent
Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the partition information is retrieved successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 60
The Agent increments the value of the event field in the Next Timestamp To Be Issued.

Step 61
The Agent attempts to update the timestamp stored in the partition information for the target partition to match
the Next Timestamp To Be Issued.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to modify the partition information for the target partition in the
source server's partition database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the information is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 62
The Agent attempts to change the replica state for each entry in the replica ring of the target partition to a
replica state of New.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 63
The Agent attempts to change the replica state of the source server's entry in the replica ring of the target
partition to a replica state of On.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to change the replica states of the entries in the replica ring on the
source server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent
continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the replica states are modified successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 64
The Agent attempts to retrieve the Partition Creation Time attribute from the partition root object of the target
partition.

Note: The value of a Partition Creation Time attribute provides the epoch information for a server's replica of
an partition.

Additionally, the modification timestamp of the attribute value indicates when the epoch was issued.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to retrieve the specified attribute value, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute value is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 65
The Agent increments the epoch number found in the value of the Partition Creation Time attribute.

Step 66
The Agent places the source server's replica number for its replica of the target partition in the value of the
Partition Creation Time attribute.

Note: The replica number found in the value of a Partition Creation Time attribute indicates which replica
issued the new epoch.

Step 67
The Agent attempts to replace the existing Partition Creation Time attribute value on the partition root object for
the target partition with the updated attribute value.

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to update the specified attribute value, the error is copied into the
Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the specified attribute value is updated successfully, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 68
The Agent attempts to change the partition control information for the partition root object of the target partition.

Note: The partition control information will be set as follows:

Partition Operation: NDS Repair Timestamps
Partition Control State: 0

Partner Partition Root Object: (None.)

Ø If an error occurs during the attempt to apply the updated partition control information to the source
server's local database, the error is copied into the Agent Error Reply variable and the Agent continues with
Step 71.

Ø Otherwise, if the updated partition control information is applied successfully, the Agent continues with the
next step.

Step 69
The Agent schedules the NDS Replica Synchronization background process on the source server to immediately
begin synchronizing the target partition.

Step 70
The following DSTrace message displays:

(hh:mm:ss)
*** DSARepairTimeStamps on <RDNOfTheTargetPartition> ***

Step 71
The Agent removes the lock that was placed earlier on the partition root object of the source partition.
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Step 72
The following DSTrace message displays:

DSA REPLY BUFFER:
Agent'sReplyData

Note: Any data returned to the client is displayed in place of "Agent'sReplyData"

Step 73
The Agent examines the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If an error has been copied into the variable, the Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if no error was copied into the variable, the client's request is fully processed and the Agent
sends a reply to the client containing any reply message, for the request, and an indicator informing the
client that its request was processed successfully.  The Agent then continues with Step 80.

Step 74
The Agent examines the error copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.

Ø If the error is either ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION or ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION, the Agent
sends a reply to client containing the error code.  The Agent then continues with Step 80.

Ø Otherwise, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 75
The Agent verifies the requested action is supported by the version of NDS used by the source server.

Ø If the requested action is no longer supported by the version of NDS being used, the Agent continues with
the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action is supported by the version of NDS being used, the following DSTrace
message displays:

DSA: DSACommonRequest(RequestedAction): returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable

The Agent continues with Step 77.

Step 76
The Agent verifies the source server's NDS database is available for use.

Ø If the source server's local database is available, the following DSTrace message displays:

DSA: RequestedActionName returning ERROR AgentErrorReplyVariable
to <ClientNameFromConnectionTable>

The Agent continues with the next step.

Ø Otherwise, if the source server's local database is not available, the Agent continues with the next step.

Step 77
The Agent determines if the requested action required the emulated bindery to be available.

Ø If the requested action did not require the emulated bindery, the Agent sends a reply to the client
containing the error code copied into the Agent Error Reply variable.  The Agent then continues with Step
80.

Ø Otherwise, if the requested action required the emulated bindery, the Agent continues with the next step.
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Step 78
The following DSTrace message displays:

attempt to return DS error code AgentErrorReplyVariable thru bindery emulator

Step 79
The Agent sends a reply to the client containing the operating system error code ERR_HARD_FAILURE.  The
Agent continues with the next step.

Step 80
This concludes the Agent's handling of this NDS Repair Timestamps Partition Request.
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NDS
Diagnostics

Trace Screen
NDS™ can display various status and diagnostics messages during the execution of NDS
background processes and while processing NDS requests that have been received from
servers and clients.  These messages are known as the Directory Services Trace (DSTrace)
messages.  To successfully identify or resolve an NDS issue requires a basic familiarity
with DSTrace.

In addition to the displaying of messages, DSTrace can be used to adjust various NDS
parameters and to initiate, enable, and disable various NDS background processes.  All
interaction with DSTrace is performed through the use of a command entered at the
console of a server.  This review of DSTrace assumes the operating system being used is
either NetWare® v4.x or IntranetWare™ v4.11.

All DSTrace commands are entered at the console prompt of a server, as a "SET
DSTRACE=" console command.  The following example shows the command to turn on
DSTrace when used on a NetWare file server:

Note: DSTrace commands are not case-sensitive.  Therefore, the above command may
also have been entered as “Set DSTrace=On”.

In addition to the DSTrace command, the example above also contains the name
of the file server upon which the command is being entered.

After successfully entering any “SET” command at the console prompt of a NetWare or
IntranetWare file server, the following success response is received:

NDS-SERVER:SET DSTRACE=ON

DSTrace is set to: ON
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However, if an invalid “SET” command is entered at the console prompt of a NetWare or
IntranetWare file server, the following “Unknown set parameter” response is received:

Note: This command failed because neither the operating system nor any of the
currently-loaded modules (such as DS.NLM) recognized the specified “SET”
command.

It is important to note that if a valid “SET” command is entered with an invalid parameter,
no error message displays.

The messages display by DSTrace are shown on the “Directory Server” DSTrace screen.
This screen, along with DSTrace, are activated with the use of the console command “SET
DSTRACE=ON”.  An example of the default screen is shown below:

NDS-SERVER:SET DS TRACE=ON
Unknown set parameter name DS TRACE=ON
(type SET for a list of valid parameter names)
Correct set command usage is:
  SET                             Displays all settable parameters
  SET <parameter name>            Displays parameter's current setting
  SET <parameter name> = <value>  Sets parameter to specified value
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The only DSTrace flags enabled by default are the On and Minimum Display flags.  These
flags allow some NDS Replica Synchronization background process messages to display.
The following sample screen shows output from the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process with these default flags set.
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To better understand DSTrace, the figure below provides a sample DSTrace screen with
an explanation of some of the key points pertaining to DSTrace.

Some DSTrace information is color-coded to make the information more visible.  The NDS Replica
Synchronization background process is one of the processes that uses color-coded DSTrace messages.

The majority of DSTrace
messages contain a
“process identifier”
reference at the
beginning of the
message to indicate
which NDS background
process displayed the
message.

In addition to displaying static unchanging text, DSTrace can incorporate information used
to identify the object with which the process is working.
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The following figure provides another sample DSTrace screen.

The reference at the beginning of this message indicates the NDS Limber background process displayed
this message.

Additionally, the next line identifies the process as “Lumber”.  With the NDS Limber background process,
the process identifier changes to indicate where in the logic of the Limber process the message is coming
from.

Not all DSTrace messages contain a process identifier.  In this
example, an NDS function received an unexpected message.  Since
this function may be called upon by any of the NDS background
processes, no specific process identifier is used.

Some DSTrace messages display purely for
status information.  In this case, the message
indicates the address of the Replica
TIME.IS.PRV.Novell is OK!
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The following figure provides a final view of a DSTrace screen.

Some DSTrace messages indicate an error condition has occurred.  However, not all error
conditions require action to be taken.

In the example above, the NDS error code -601 ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY is being
returned in response to a request from the user object Admin.Novell.  A closer look at
the packet information being provided reveals the user attempted to perform an action
on the object Server.Services.Novell.  However,  when verified through the administration
tools, this object actually does not exist.

Therefore, the NDS error code -601 indicates, in this case, a correct response.

The following example shows the final message from the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process.  In this case, the message is indicating the process did not complete
successfully.

However, the DSTrace screen is not displaying an error code.  This may be because the
error code was previously displayed and scrolled off the screen or the proper DSTrace
flag in not enabled to allow that message to be displayed.
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Due to the speed at which hardware operates, it is highly likely that an error code will
scroll off of the DSTrace screen before it is seen or its meaning is identified.

In addition to the DSTrace screen, NDS also provides a capture file that can capture all of
the DSTrace messages for viewing with a text editor.  This file is referred to as the
“DSTrace debug file” and can be activated using the console command “SET TTF=ON”.

The DSTrace debug file is stored on the source server’s SYS volume, in the SYSTEM sub-
directory.  The file name, by default, is DSTRACE.DBG.

This file holds any DSTrace messages displayed on the DSTrace screen, in addition to the
event timing information used to identify which messages should be grouped together.

The following example shows a sample DSTrace message as it would appear on the
DSTrace screen:

The next example shows the same DSTrace message as it would appear in the DSTrace
debug file:

The difference between the two examples is the addition of the three sets of numbers,
separated by colons, in the second example.  These numbers are referred to as the
“timing information.”

SYNC:[01000333][(06:10:19), 67, 01] Kelley (User)

310509EE:597:FB032000  SYNC:[01000333][(06:10:19), 67, 01] Kelley (User)
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The different numbers provided with the timing information in the DSTrace debug file
include the following:

310509EE The first number represents the date and time when this DSTrace
message displayed.  This hexadecimal value is the number of
seconds that have elapsed since January 1, 1970.

597 The second number represents the number of events that have
occurred in this second.  In this example, the displaying of the
DSTrace message was the 597th event to occur.  This decimal
value returns to 0 if 999 events have occurred in one second.

FB032000 The third number represents the operating system thread
assigned to the NDS background process or function that
displayed this DSTrace message.  Because DSTrace messages
come from various sources in NDS, it is possible that the
messages become intermixed.  The thread number can be used
to determine which messages belong together.

It is important to note, however, the thread number is reused
after the completion of the process, or function.  Therefore, care
should be taken to not group messages that are separated by a
extreme period of time, which can be determined using the first
number presented.

The default file size for the DSTrace debug file is 500,000 bytes.  If the end of the file is
encountered while capturing messages, the newest messages is placed at the beginning
of the file.  Whenever you examine a DSTrace file, note the hexadecimal time values for
the messages at the beginning of the file and compare them with the messages at the
end of the file.

If the messages at the beginning of the file are newer than the messages at the end of
the file, then you know the file “wrapped” and some data may have been overwritten.

The file size for the DSTrace debug file can be adjusted using the DSTrace Action
command “*M#”, which is presented later in this section.
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The DSTrace screen and debug file represent the methods used by DSTrace to deliver
information.  In addition to delivering messages, DSTrace can control which messages
display, adjust various NDS parameters, or issue commands that trigger NDS events.
These activities are performed by adding the appropriate parameter to the “SET
DSTRACE” console command.

The valid parameters that may be provided as part of the “SET DSTRACE” command are
based upon the type of parameters specified.  The following three categories of
parameters can currently be provided with the command:

Category Description

Actions The DSTrace actions enable, disable, or initiate various NDS
background processes.

Flags The DSTrace flags control which types of messages are
displayed by DSTrace.

Settings The DSTrace settings modify the values of various variables
used globally by NDS.  These variables are often referred to
as the “tunable NDS parameters.”
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The following DSTrace actions are available:

AGENT
This action instructs NDS to activate the following DSTrace flags:

• On
• Janitor
• Backlinker
• Resolve Name
• DSA Agent
• Virtual Client

Additionally, this action instructs NDS to activate a global variable used by the
NDS Flat Cleaner background process.  This variable causes the local entry IDs
of the records being examined to display.

ALL
This action instructs NDS to activate all DSTrace flags, with the exception of the
“Buffers” DSTrace flag.

CHECKSUM
This action, which is only available on Version 4.94 and higher of NDS, instructs
NDS to begin using Transport Dependent Checksumming (TDC).

This command does not support the Ethernet 802.3 pack type and is, therefore,
not generally recommended for use by Novell®.

Additionally, this action sets an indicator in the source server’s local database
that instructs NDS, upon subsequent loads, to continue using TDC.

DSTrace Actions
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DEBUG
WARNING!  This action instructs NDS to activate several NDS debugging
routines that instruct the source server to enter the operating system’s debugger
in the event of certain error conditions.

This action instructs NDS to activate the following DSTrace flags:

• On
• Database Initialization
• Fragger
• Miscellaneous
• Streams
• Limber
• Janitor
• Backlinker
• Replica Synchronization
• Schema Synchronization
• Inspector
• Errors
• Partition Control
• Bindery Emulation
• Virtual Client
• Record Manager
• Repair

It is not recommended that this action be used and then the source server be
allowed to operate for an extended period of time without using the DSTrace
action that deactivates the debugging instructions.

NOCHECKSUM
This action, which is only available on Version 4.94 and higher of NDS, instructs
NDS to discontinue using TDC.

Additionally, this action removes the indicator that instructs NDS to use TDC
after reloading.
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NODEBUG
This action instructs NDS to deactivate the NDS Debugging routines, as well as
any DSTrace flags currently used.

OFF
This action instructs NDS to turn off the DSTrace screen and retain the current
DSTrace flags being used.

ON
This action instructs NDS to turn on the DSTrace screen and active specific
DSTrace Flags.  The flags that are activated are based upon the following
conditions:

• If DSTrace has not been used on the source server since NDS was
last loaded, the “Minimum” DSTrace flag will be activated.

• If DSTrace has been used on the source server since the last time
NDS was loaded, the DSTrace flags that were active at that time will
be used.

*. (Asterisk-Period)
This action instructs NDS to close the source server’s local database, and then
unload and then reload DS.NLM.  After successfully reloading DS.NLM, the local
database will be reopened.

= *B (Asterisk-B)
This actions instructs NDS to schedule the NDS Backlinker background process to
begin execution on the source server in one second.
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= *C (Asterisk-C)
This action instructs NDS to display the statics information for the source server’s
outbound connections to other servers.

These statistics do not reflect any information pertaining to the inbound
connections that other servers or clients have to the source server.

The following is an example of the type of information that display:

Connections:   Total   :    16  Active  :     1  Idle      :    15
     Sockets:  Current :   184  Allowed :   900  Maximum   :   388
        Idle:  Maximum :  7472  Average :  2978
Statistics : (1998/02/28 16:12:31)
        Open:  Opened  :   674  Refused :     0
      Reused:  Avg Time:    94  Total   : 475027
       Close:  Expired :   593  Total   :   613
       Early:  Avg Time:     0  Total   :     0
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*CT (Asterisk-C-T)
This action instructs NDS to display the source server’s outbound connection
table, as well as the current statistical information for the table.

These statistics do not reflect any information pertaining to the inbound
connections that other servers or clients have to the source server.

The following is an example of the type of information that displays:

TABLE   CONN   NETWORK   FLAGS    IDENTITY
ENTRY   NUM    ADDRESS
    0      1  01010821  0000000C  00000000
    1     48  01010821  0000000C  00000000
    2    112  01010802  00000008  00000000
    3      8  0101019D  00000008  00000000
    4  16249  0101AED6  00000008  FFFFFFFF
    5    333  0101001C  00000008  00000000
    6    114  0101A446  00000008  FFFFFFFF
    7      6  01010037  00000008  00000000
    8     10  01010161  00000008  00000000
    9   1192  0101001B  00000008  00000000
   10     62  01010811  00000008  00000000
Connections:   Total   :    16  Active  :     1  Idle      :    15
     Sockets:  Current :   184  Allowed :   900  Maximum   :   388
        Idle:  Maximum :  7533  Average :  2919
Statistics : (1998/02/28 16:12:31)
        Open:  Opened  :   674  Refused :     0
      Reused:  Avg Time:   145  Total   : 475040
       Close:  Expired :   593  Total   :   613
       Early:  Avg Time:     0  Total   :     0
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*CI (Asterisk-C-I)
This action instructs NDS to display the source server’s outbound connection
table, the current statistical information for that table, and the idle information
for the entries in that table.

These statistics do not reflect information pertaining to the inbound connections
that other servers or clients have to the source server.

The following is an example of the type of information that displays:

TABLE   CONN   NETWORK   FLAGS    IDENTITY   TASK   LAST ACCESS TIME     IDLE
ENTRY   NUM    ADDRESS                      COUNT                        TIME
    0      1  01010821  0000000C  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:23:28)     15
    1     48  01010821  0000000C  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:17:22)    381
    2    112  01010802  00000008  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:23:26)     17
    3      8  0101019D  00000008  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:22:36)     67
    4  16249  0101AED6  00000008  FFFFFFFF  1      (1998/03/05 20:23:43)      0
    5    333  0101001C  00000008  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:22:43)     60
    6    114  0101A446  00000008  FFFFFFFF   IDLE  (1998/03/05 18:16:36)   7627
    7      6  01010037  00000008  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:22:40)     63
    8     10  01010161  00000008  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:12:58)    645
    9   1192  0101001B  00000008  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:23:40)      3
   10     62  01010811  00000008  00000000   IDLE  (1998/03/05 20:22:39)     64
Connections:   Total   :    16  Active  :     1  Idle      :    15
     Sockets:  Current :   184  Allowed :   900  Maximum   :   388
        Idle:  Maximum :  7627  Average :  2933
Statistics : (1998/02/28 16:12:31)
        Open:  Opened  :   674  Refused :     0
      Reused:  Avg Time:   135  Total   : 475076
       Close:  Expired :   593  Total   :   613
       Early:  Avg Time:     0  Total   :     0
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*CR (Asterisk-C-R)
This action instructs NDS to display the source server’s outbound connection
table, the current statistical information for that table, and the IPX routing
information being used.

These statistics do not reflect information pertaining to the inbound connections
that other server or clients have to the source server.

The following is an example of the type of information that displays:

TABLE   CONN   NETWORK   FLAGS    IDENTITY  PACKET   RECV    IPX
ENTRY   NUM    ADDRESS                        SIZE   TOUT   COST
    0      1  01010821  0000000C  00000000    4202      2      1
    1     48  01010821  0000000C  00000000    4202      2      1
    2    112  01010802  00000008  00000000    1496      8      2
    3      8  0101019D  00000008  00000000    1496     12      4
    4  16249  0101AED6  00000008  FFFFFFFF    1496     32     14
    5    333  0101001C  00000008  00000000    1496     12      4
    6    114  0101A446  00000008  FFFFFFFF    1496     28     12
    7      6  01010037  00000008  00000000    1496     12      4
    8     10  01010161  00000008  00000000    1496     12      4
    9   1192  0101001B  00000008  00000000    1496     12      4
   10     62  01010811  00000008  00000000    1496     24     10
Connections:   Total   :    16  Active  :     1  Idle      :    15
     Sockets:  Current :   184  Allowed :   900  Maximum   :   388
        Idle:  Maximum :  7892  Average :  2767
Statistics : (1998/02/28 16:12:31)
        Open:  Opened  :   674  Refused :     0
      Reused:  Avg Time:   126  Total   : 475211
       Close:  Expired :   593  Total   :   613
       Early:  Avg Time:     0  Total   :     0
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*CE (Asterisk-C-E)
This action instructs NDS to display the source server’s outbound connection
table, the current statistical information for that table, and the WAN Manager
expiration information for each connection in the table.

These statistics do not reflect information pertaining to the inbound connections
that other servers or clients have to the source server.

The following is an example of the type of information that displays:

TABLE   CONN   NETWORK   FLAGS    IDENTITY  EXPIRATION    TIME
ENTRY   NUM    ADDRESS                       INTERVAL     LEFT
    0      1  01010821  0000000C  00000000       8100     8067
    1     48  01010821  0000000C  00000000       8100     7276
    2    112  01010802  00000008  00000000       8100     8042
    3      8  0101019D  00000008  00000000       8100     8020
    4  16249  0101AED6  00000008  FFFFFFFF       8100     8064
    5    333  0101001C  00000008  00000000       8100     8020
    6    114  0101A446  00000008  FFFFFFFF       8100       30
    7      6  01010037  00000008  00000000       8100     8020
    8     10  01010161  00000008  00000000       8100     8020
    9   1192  0101001B  00000008  00000000       8100     8020
   10     62  01010811  00000008  00000000       8100     8020
Connections:   Total   :    16  Active  :     1  Idle      :    15
     Sockets:  Current :   187  Allowed :   900  Maximum   :   388
        Idle:  Maximum :  8070  Average :  2848
Statistics : (1998/03/05 20:30:53)
        Open:  Opened  :   674  Refused :     0
      Reused:  Avg Time:   126  Total   : 475211
       Close:  Expired :   593  Total   :   613
       Early:  Avg Time:     0  Total   :     0
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*C0 (Asterisk-C-Zero)
This action instructs NDS to display the source server’s outbound connection
table and the current statistical information for that table, and then to reset the
statistical information (after being displayed).

These statistics do not reflect information pertaining to the inbound connections
that other servers or clients have to the source server.

The following is an example of the type of information that displays:

TABLE   CONN   NETWORK   FLAGS    IDENTITY
ENTRY   NUM    ADDRESS
    0      1  01010821  0000000C  00000000
    1     48  01010821  0000000C  00000000
    2    112  01010802  00000008  00000000
    3      8  0101019D  00000008  00000000
    4  16249  0101AED6  00000008  FFFFFFFF
    5    333  0101001C  00000008  00000000
    6    133  0101D0F4  00000008  FFFFFFFF
    7      6  01010037  00000008  00000000
    8     10  01010161  00000008  00000000
    9   1192  0101001B  00000008  00000000
   10     62  01010811  00000008  00000000
Connections:   Total   :    16  Active  :     1  Idle      :    15
     Sockets:  Current :   169  Allowed :   900  Maximum   :   190
        Idle:  Maximum :  8164  Average :  2034
Statistics : (1998/03/05 20:31:06)
        Open:  Opened  :     2  Refused :     0
      Reused:  Avg Time:     3  Total   :   267
       Close:  Expired :     8  Total   :     8
       Early:  Avg Time:     0  Total   :     0
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*D# (Asterisk-D-LocalEntryID)
This action instructs NDS to remove the specified local entry ID from the source
server’s Send All Object list.  The specified local entry ID must be a partition
root object for a partition specific to the source server’s local database.

For additional information on the Send All Objects list, see DSTrace Action “*I”
presented on the next page of this section.

*E (Asterisk-E)
This action instructs NDS to re-initialize the source server’s entry cache.

*F (Asterisk-F)
This action instructs NDS to set the source server’s Force Flat Cleaner flag to
True.  Additionally, this action instructs NDS to schedule the NDS Janitor
background process to begin execution on the source server in five seconds.

*G (Asterisk-G)
This action instructs NDS to set the source server’s Give Up On Target Server
flag to True.

Note: The Give Up On Target Server flag is examined each time a reply is
received from the target server.  If the reply from the target server is
“server busy,” the source server examines the number of consecutive
“server busy” replies that have been received.

If more than 64 replies of this type have been received and the Give
Up On Target Server flag is set to True, the source server quits
attempting to communicate with the server and returns the NDS error
code ERR_DS_LOCKED to the NDS process that is awaiting a reply from
the target server.
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*H (Asterisk-H)
This action instructs NDS to schedule the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process to begin execution on the source server immediately.

Note: All replicas held by the source server will be synchronized.

Additionally, this action instructs NDS to schedule the NDS Schema
Synchronization background process to begin execution on the source server,
based upon the current value of the source server’s Schema Synchronization
Interval variable.  This variable has a default setting of four hours, but can be
changed using a DSTrace Settings command.

*I# (Asterisk-I-LocalEntryID)
This action instructs NDS to place the specified local entry ID onto the source
server’s Send All Object list.  The specified local entry ID must be a partition
root object for a partition specific to the source server’s local database.

Note: The Send All Objects list is comprised of partition root objects for NDS
partitions.  The NDS Replica Synchronization background process checks
the entries specified in this list to determine if the partition root object
of the partition being synchronized is found in the list.

If the partition root object is specified on this list, the process
synchronizes all objects and attributes encompassed in the partition,
regardless of any NDS Synchronized Up To attribute values.

*L (Asterisk-L)
This action instructs NDS to schedule the NDS Limber background process to
begin execution on the source server in five seconds.
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*M# (Asterisk-M-Number)
This action instructs NDS to change the maximum file size used by the source
server’s DSTrace TTF debug file.  This command may be used regardless of the
state of the DSTrace TTF debug file.

The value specified must be a hexadecimal value between 10000 bytes and
50Mb.  If the value specified is lower or higher than the specified ranges, then
no change occurs.

*P (Asterisk-P)
This action instructs NDS to display the current values of the NDS tunable
parameters.  The following example shows the output provided with this action
(in a reduced font).

TUNEABLE PARAMETER VALUES
   ServerStateUpThreshold = 30 minutes
   External Reference Life Span = 192 hours
   JanitorInterval = 2 minutes
   FlatCleaningInterval = 60 minutes
   BacklinkInterval = 780 minutes
   Heartbeat Data = 30 minutes
   Heartbeat Schema = 240 minutes
   Requests In Progress threshold = 1000
   Request IPX checksums =  DISABLED
   IPX:RIPDelay = 20 ticks
   IPX:Retries = 3
   IPX:TimeOutScaleFactor = 2
   IPX:TimeOutShiftFactor = 4
   Disk accesses before yield = 10
   Connection Expriation Timeout = 135 minutes
   NDS Packet CRC checking = ENABLED
   Maximum Sockets Threshold = 75%
   Outbound Synchronization = DISABLED until (1998/01/06 19:24:19)
   Inbound Synchronization = DISABLED until (1998/01/06 19:24:19)
   Schema Outbound Synchronization = ENABLED
   Schema Inbound Synchronization = ENABLED
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*R (Asterisk-R)
This action instructs NDS to reset the source server’s DSTrace TTF debug file
back to zero bytes.

*S (Asterisk-S)
This action instructs NDS to reschedule the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process to begin execution on the source server in three seconds.

Note: Only those replicas already scheduled to be synchronized will be
synchronized.

*ST (Asterisk-S-T)
This action, which is only available on servers using DS.NLM v5.93 or higher,
instructs NDS to display the source server’s background process status
information.

The following example shows the headers for each of the four processes that are
tracked and provided by this screen.

Note: The example below indicates no errors have occurred.

*=== External Reference Status ===*

*=== Schema Status ===*

*=== Obituary Status ===*

*=== Limber Status ===*
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*STX (Asterisk-S-T-X)
This action, which is only available on servers using DS.NLM v5.93 or higher,
instructs NDS to display the source server’s Backlinker background process
status information.

The example screen shown below indicates the type of information which may
be displayed.

version:0, flags:0001, time:36F39BF1, error:-634, activity:EXTREF_CREATE_BACKLINK
   replicaRootID:0200303F, valuePosition:0, remoteEntryID:0
   targetServer   ID:23000111
   targetServer name:NDS-SERVER
   entry   ID:02000756
   entry name:Annaleis

*STS (Asterisk-S-T-S)
This action, which is only available on servers using DS.NLM v5.93 or higher,
instructs NDS to display the source server’s NDS Backlinker background process
status information.

The following example shows the type of information that may display:

version:0, flags:0001, time:36F39CA3, error:-625, activity:SCHEMA_PING
   replicaRootID:0100004C, valuePosition:0, remoteEntryID:0
   targetServer   ID:23000111
   targetServer name:NDS-SERVER
   entry   ID:
   entry name: (empty)
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*STO (Asterisk-S-T-O)
This action, which is only available on servers using DS.NLM v5.93 or higher,
instructs NDS to display the source server’s Backlinker background process
status information.

The following example shows the type of information that may display:

version:0, flags:0001, time:36F39CD1, error:-621, activity:LIMBER_RESOLVE_ENTRY
   replicaRootID:0100004C, valuePosition:0, remoteEntryID:0
   targetServer   ID:23000111
   targetServer name:NDS-SERVER
   entry   ID:03001020
   entry name:Tyler

version:0, flags:0001, time:36F39CA3, error:-665, activity:NEW_RDN
   replicaRootID:0200303F, valuePosition:0, remoteEntryID:0
   targetServer   ID:23000111
   targetServer name:NDS-SERVER
   entry   ID:01000201
   entry name:Brandon

*STL (Asterisk-S-T-L)
This action, which is only available on servers using DS.NLM v5.93 or higher,
instructs NDS to display the source server’s Backlinker background process
status information.

The following example shows the type of information that may display:
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*SS (Asterisk-S-S)
This action instructs NDS to schedule the NDS Schema Synchronization
background process to begin execution on the source server immediately.

Note: Only those target servers with which the background process has not
successfully synchronized in the last 24 hours will be synchronized.

*SSA (Asterisk-S-S-A)
This action instructs NDS to set the Schema Sync All Servers flag to True and
then schedule the NDS Schema Synchronization background process to
immediately begin schema synchronization.

Note: The Schema Sync All Servers flag instructs NDS that, during the NDS
Schema Synchronization background process, the process should
synchronize with all potential servers.

For additional information on the Schema Sync All Servers flag, see
Section II.

*SSD (Asterisk-S-S-D)
This action instructs NDS to reset the source server’s Target Schema Sync list.

Note: The Target Schema Sync list identifies which server the source server
should synchronize with during the execution of the NDS Schema
Synchronization background process.

Any server that does not hold a replica of any partition will request to
be added to the Target Schema Sync list of a server that holds a replica
of the partition encompassing its own object.

For additional information on this list, see Section II.
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*U# (Asterisk-U-LocalEntryID)
This action, when used in specifying a value, instructs NDS to change the status
of any servers that have been identified as “Down” to “Up.”

This action, when used in conjunction with a specified local entry ID, instructs
NDS to change the status of the specified server from “Down” to “Up.”

Note: The specified entry ID is specific to the source server’s local database
and must identify an object that represents a server.
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NDS displays a specific DSTrace message only if DSTrace has been turned on and the
message’s corresponding flag has been activated or enabled.

As with the DSTrace actions, all DSTrace flags are enabled and disabled using the console
set command “SET DSTRACE=”.  However, where the DSTrace actions use the “*”
(asterisk character), the DSTrace Flags are enabled and disabled using one of the
following characters:
:

Character Description

+ The “plus” character enables a DSTrace flag.

| The “pipe” character enables a DSTrace flag.

- The “minus”, or dash, character disables a DSTrace flag.

& The ampersand character disables a DSTrace flag.

( The “left parenthesis” character is used to exclusively enable one
DSTrace flag while simultaneously disabling all currently-enabled
DSTrace flags.

Note: When used, this character requires the “right parenthesis” be
specified after the single DSTrace flag.

Examples of the usage of these characters can be found on the subsequent pages.

DSTrace Flags
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To enable the Miscellaneous DSTrace flag, either of the following console commands
could be issued:

SET DSTRACE=+MISC

or

SET DSTRACE=|MISC

To disable the Miscellaneous DSTrace flag, either of the following console commands
could be used:

SET DSTRACE=-MISC

or

SET DSTRACE=&MISC

To turn off DSTrace and then turn it on again with all previously-enabled flags disabled
and only the Miscellaneous DSTrace flag enabled, the following console command would
be used:

SET DSTRACE=(MISC)
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To enable or disable multiple DSTrace flags in one console command requires each flag
be separated from the previous flag, with at least one space.

For example, to enable the Miscellaneous, Limber, and Backlinker DSTrace flags, the
following console command could be used:

SET DSTRACE=+MISC +LIMBER +BLINK

It is possible to enable and disable various flags with one console command.

For example, to enable the Schema Synchronization flag, disable the Janitor and
Miscellaneous flags, and enable the Resolve Name flag, the following console command
could be used:

SET DSTRACE=+SCHEMA -JANITOR -MISC +RESNAME

It is important to note that only the DSTrace enabled and disabled flags can be combined
on one console command line.  If multiple commands are placed on the same line of
different types, only the first command listed will be used.

For example, the following console command results in only those DSTrace messages that
are checked against the Schema Synchronization DSTrace flag being displayed:

SET DSTRACE=+SCHEMA (LIMBER) -MIN

Another example, would be the following console command:

SET DSTRACE=!D !EI !G32

In the example above, only the “!D” will be carried out to disable inbound and outbound
replica synchronization.
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The following DSTrace flags and the types of messages they enable are available:

Flag Title: Auditing
Flag: AUDIT

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning NDS Auditing.

Flag Title: Authentication
Flag: AUTHEN

Description: Various messages and error reports concerning NDS Authentication.

Flag Title: Backlinker
Flag: BACKLINK

BLINK
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the NDS Backlinker

background process and inbound NDS obituaries.

Flag Title: Packet Buffers
Flag: BUFFERS

Description: Displays the inbound and outbound packet buffers that contain the
data being received in conjunction with, or in response to, an NDS
request.

Flag Title: Update Collisions
Flag: COLLISION

COLL
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the receipt of an

update for an object when the update has been received previously.
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Flag Title: Directory Services Agent
Flag: DSAGENT

DSA
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning inbound requests from

other servers or clients.

Flag Title: Bindery Emulator
Flag: EMU

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the bindery emulation
services provided by, or serviced by, the source server.

Flag Title: Errors
Flag: ERRORS

ERR
E

Description: Various error reports from different sources in NDS.

Flag Title: Debug Errors
Flag: ERRET

Description: No DSTrace messages display in conjunction with this flag.

Flag Title: Fragger
Flag: FRAGGER

FRAG
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning inbound request from

other servers.

Currently there are no DSTrace messages that check for this flag.
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Flag Title: Inbound
Flag: IN

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning inbound requests and
processes.

Flag Title: Initialization
Flag: INIT

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the NDS Database
Initialization background process.

Messages that check for this flag also commonly check for, and
require, the Miscellaneous DSTrace flag.  Therefore, it is
recommended that this flag be used in conjunction with the
Miscellaneous DSTrace flag.

Flag Title: Inspector
Flag: INSPECTOR

I
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the integrity of objects

in the source server’s local database.

WARNING!  Use of this flag will increase the demands on the source
server’s disk storage system, memory, and processor.  It is
recommended that this flag not be left enabled unless an issue is
being experienced.

Flag Title: Janitor
Flag: JANITOR

J
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the NDS Janitor,

Replica, Purger, and Flat Cleaner background processes.
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Flag Title: Limber
Flag: LIMBER

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the NDS Limber
background process.

Flag Title: Database Locking
Flag: LOCKING

LOCKS
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the use and

manipulation of the source server’s local database locks.

Flag Title: Merge Tree
Flag: MERGE

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the processing of
requests issued during an NDS Merge Tree operation.

Flag Title: Minimum Display
Flag: MIN

Description: Generic messages or error reports from different sources in NDS.

Flag Title: Miscellaneous
Flag: MISC

Description: Various message and error reports from different sources in NDS.

Flag Title: Partition Control
Flag: PART

Description: Status message and error reports from NDS background processes,
and request processing, pertaining to NDS partition operations.
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Flag Title: Record Manager
Flag: RECMAN

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the manipulation of the
source server’s database.

Flag Title: Repair
Flag: REPAIR

Description: Status messages pertaining to the interaction of NDS with
DSRepair.NLM.

Flag Title: Resolve Name
Flag: RESNAME

RN
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the processing of NDS

Resolve Name Requests.

Flag Title: NDS SAP
Flag: SAP

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the use and
transmission of various Service Advertising Protocol information and
packets.

Flag Title: Schema Synchronization
Flag: SCHEMA

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the NDS Schema
Synchronization background process.
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Flag Title: Replica Synchronization
Flag: SKULKER

S
SYNC

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the NDS Replica
Synchronization background process.

Additionally, this flag enables the display of the specific objects that
are being synchronized with the target server.

Flag Title: Streams
Flag: STREAMS

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the handling of NDS
attributes with an attribute type of Stream.

Flag Title: Threads
Flag: TH

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the scheduling of
different NDS background processes.

Flag Title: Time Vector
Flag: TIMEVECTOR, or, TV

Description: Various messages pertaining to NDS Synchronized Up To, Replica Up
To, and Transitive Vector attribute values.

Flag Title: Virtual Client
Flag: VCLIENT

VC
Description: Status messages and error reports concerning the connections being

established with other servers or being deleted.
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Flag Title: WAN Manager
Flag: WANMAN

Description: Status messages and error reports concerning WAN Manager.
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NDS uses several tunable, or adjustable, parameters to control the restrictions, time-outs
and limits placed on specific NDS activities.  Several of these parameters can be adjusted
using a DSTrace settings command.

As with the DSTrace action and flag commands, all DSTrace settings are manipulated
using the console set command “SET DSTRACE=”.  However, the DSTrace settings use
the “!” (exclamation character).

For example, to change the default interval used by the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process, from its current value to sixty minutes, the following console
command could be used:

SET DSTRACE=!H60

Additionally, to change the default interval used by the NDS Janitor background process,
from its current value to ten minutes, the following console command could be used:

SET DSTRACE=!J10

Note: These commands cannot be used in conjunction with any other DSTrace
command,  including other DSTrace settings commands.  The following console
command instructs NDS to change the current value for the NDS Janitor
background process interval, but not the NDS Replica Synchronization
background process interval.

SET DSTRACE=!J15 !H45

The current values for these settings can be viewed using the DSTrace action command
“*P” (Asterisk-P).

DSTrace Settings
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The following NDS parameters can be adjusted using the corresponding DSTrace settings
console command.

Settings Title: Backlink Interval
Settings Command: !B# (ExclamationPoint-B-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 13 hours
Description: This setting can be used to adjust the interval used by the NDS

Backlinker background process to reschedule itself.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to 10080 (7
days).

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then the interval will be changed to 1500
minutes (25 hours).
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Setting Title: Maximum Sockets Threshold
Setting Command: !C# (ExclamationPoint-C-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 75
Description: This parameter is used by NDS to determine the maximum

percentage of currently-allocated NCP™ sockets, which must be
in use before NDS will stop allocating new sockets.

Each time an internal request is made to NDS to open an NCP
socket, NDS determines if the maximum socket threshold has
been reached.  If it has, NDS will not open any additional sockets
and attempts to recycle any currently open sockets not being
used.

However, if the maximum socket threshold has not been
reached, NDS opens the additional sockets and attempts to
recycle any currently open sockets not being used.

Note: If the source server is using DSTrace with the Virtual
Client flag enabled, then the following DSTrace message
will be displayed to indicate that NCP Sockets have
been recycled.

NCLIENT: recycling sockets not used for IdleTime seconds

Settings Range: The specified number, a percentage, must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 26 and less than or equal to 100.

Note: If no number is specified or if a space is placed between
the “C” and the number, then no change will occur.
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Settings Title: Connection Expiration Time-out
Settings Command: !CE# (ExclamationPoint-C-E-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 135 (2 hours, 15 minutes)
Description: Periodically, NDS will examine each of the source server’s

outbound connections to other servers.  If any connection is
found that is older than the Connection Expiration Time-out, the
connection is closed if it is not being used.

However, if the connection is being used or if the connection is
newer than the Connection Expiration Time-out, the connection is
left alone and will be reexamined at the next scheduled interval.

Note: If the source server is using DSTrace with the Virtual
Client flag enabled, the following DSTrace message
displays to indicate NCP connections have been closed:

NCLIENT: connection timed out

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 600 and less than or equal to 86400.
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Settings Title: Disable Replica Synchronization
Settings Command: !D# (ExclamationPoint-D-Number)

NDS Startup Default:
Description: This setting disables inbound and outbound replica

synchronization on the source server.

Before processing an inbound replica synchronization request or
issuing an outbound replica synchronization request, the source
server determines if its inbound or outbound replica
synchronization has been disabled with this setting.

Note: If replica synchronization has been disabled, the NDS
error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701)
is received.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to 10080.

Note: If no number is specified or if the number is not in the
specified Settings Range, the value 1440 (24 hours) will
be used.
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Settings Title: Disable Inbound Replica Synchronization
Settings Command: !DI# (ExclamationPoint-D-I-#)

NDS Start-up Default:
Description: This setting disables inbound replica synchronization on the

source server.

Before processing inbound replica synchronization requests
received from other servers, the source server determines if its
inbound replica synchronization has been disabled with this
setting.

Note: If replica synchronization has been disabled, the NDS
error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701)
is received.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to 10080.

Note: If no number is specified or if the number is not in the
specified Settings Range, the value 1440 (24 hours) will
be used.
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Settings Title: Disable Outbound Replica Synchronization
Settings Command: !DO# (ExclamationPoint-D-O-Number)

NDS Start-up Default:
Description: This setting disables outbound replica synchronization on the

source server.

Before issuing outbound replica synchronization requests to other
servers, the source server determines if its outbound replica
synchronization has been disabled with this setting.

Note: If replica synchronization has been disabled, the NDS
error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701)
is received.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to 10080.

Note: If no number is specified or if the number is not in the
specified Settings Range, the value 1440 (24 hours) will
be used.

Settings Title: Enable Replica Synchronization
Settings Command: !E (ExclamationPoint-E)

NDS Start-up Default:
Description: This setting enables both inbound and outbound replica

synchronization on the source server.

Settings Range: None.
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Settings Title: Enable Inbound Replica Synchronization
Settings Command: !EI (ExclamationPoint-E-I)

NDS Startup Default:
Description: This setting enables inbound replica synchronization on the

source server.

Settings Range: None.

Settings Title: Enable Outbound Replica Synchronization
Settings Command: !EO (ExclamationPoint-E-O)

NDS Startup Default:
Description: This setting enables outbound replica synchronization on the

source server.

Settings Range: None.

Settings Title: Flat Cleaning Interval
Settings Command: !F# (ExclamationPoint-F-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 1 hour
Description: This setting can adjust the interval used to determine when the

NDS Flat Cleaner background process should be scheduled to
execute.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to 10080 (7
days).

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then the interval will be changed to 240
minutes (4 hours).
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Settings Title: Requests In Progress Threshold
Settings Command: !G# (ExclamationPoint-G-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 1000
Description: After sending a request to another server, the source server

awaits the reply from that server.  If the target server is unable
to process the request quickly, it sends back a “server busy”
reply, indicating the processing of the request is in progress.

This parameter determines the maximum number of such replies
that the source server will accept before abandoning the request
and using the NDS error code ERR_DS_LOCKED as the reply.

Settings Range: The specified number must be a decimal value greater than or
equal to 2 and less than or equal to 199999.

Note: If the source server is using DSTrace with the Virtual
Client flag enabled, the following DSTrace message
displays once for each 64 requests in progress packets
received from the target server.

RECEIVED RIPSReceived RIPs from
InternalIPXNetworkNumber and still going . . .
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Settings Title: Heartbeat Data Interval
Settings Command: !H# (ExclamationPoint-H-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 30 minutes
Description: This setting adjusts the interval used by the NDS Replica

Synchronization background process to reschedule itself.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to 1440.

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then the interval will be changed to 30
minutes.

Settings Title: Heartbeat Schema Interval
Settings Command: !I# (ExclamationPoint-I-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 4 hours
Description: This setting adjusts the interval used by the NDS Schema

Synchronization background process to reschedule itself.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 2 and less than or equal to 1440.

Note: If no number is specified, or an invalid number is
specified, then the interval will be changed to 30
minutes.
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Settings Title: Janitor Interval
Settings Command: !J# (ExclamationPoint-J-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 2 minutes
Description: This setting adjusts the interval used by the NDS Janitor

background process to reschedule itself.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to 10080.

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then the interval will be changed to 2
minutes.

Settings Title: Disk Accesses Before Yield
Settings Command: !R# (ExclamationPoint-R-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 10
Description: NDS determines the number of consecutive times that it has

accessed the source server’s NDS database without yielding the
CPU to another process.

If the number of consecutive accesses has surpassed the value of
this setting, NDS pauses and yields the processor for use by
another process.  Once the processor has been returned to NDS
for use, then NDS resumes.

Settings Range: The specified number must be a decimal value less than 10000.

Note: If no number is specified, then the setting will be
changed to 10.  However, if an invalid number is
specified, then the setting will be changed to 20.
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Settings Title: Enable Schema Synchronization
Settings Command: !S (ExclamationPoint-S)

!S1 (ExclamationPoint-S-One)
NDS Start-up Default:

Description: This setting enables both inbound and outbound schema
synchronization on the source server.

Settings Range: None.

Settings Title: Disable Schema Synchronization
Settings Command: S0# (ExclamationPoint-S-Zero-Number)

NDS Start-up Default:
Description: This setting disables both inbound and outbound schema

synchronization on the source server for the number of minutes
specified.

Before processing an inbound schema synchronization request or
issuing an outbound schema synchronization request, the source
server determines if its inbound schema synchronization has
been disabled with this setting.

Note: If schema synchronization has been disabled, the NDS
error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701)
is received.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to 10080.

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then schema synchronization will be disabled
for 24 hours.
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Settings Title: Enable Schema Inbound Synchronization
Settings Command: !SI (ExclamationPoint-S-I)

!SI1 (ExclamationPoint-S-I-One)
NDS Start-up Default:

Description: This setting enables inbound schema synchronization on the
source server.

Settings Range: None.

Settings Title: Disable Schema Inbound Synchronization
Settings Command: !SI0# (ExclamationPoint-S-I-Zero-Number)

NDS Start-up Default:
Description: This setting disables inbound schema synchronization on the

source server for the number of minutes specified.

Before processing an inbound schema synchronization request
received from another server, the source server determines if its
inbound schema synchronization has been disabled with this
setting.

Note: If schema synchronization has been disabled, the NDS
error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701)
is received.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to 10080.

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then schema synchronization will be disabled
for 24 hours.
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Settings Title: Enable Schema Outbound Synchronization
Settings Command: !SO (ExclamationPoint-S-O)

!SO1 (ExclamationPoint-S-O-One)
NDS Start-up Default:

Description: This setting enables outbound schema synchronization on the
source server.

Settings Range: None.

Settings Title: Disable Schema Outbound Synchronization
Settings Command: !SO0# (ExclamationPoint-S-O-Zero-Number)

NDS Start-up Default:
Description: This setting disables outbound schema synchronization on the

source server for the number of minutes specified.

Before issuing a schema synchronization request to another
server, the source server determines if its outbound schema
synchronization has been disabled with this setting.

Note: If schema synchronization has been disabled, the NDS
error code ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED (-701)
is received.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to 10080.

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then schema synchronization will be disabled
for 24 hours.
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Settings Title: Server State Up Threshold
Settings Command: !T (ExclamationPoint-T)

NDS Start-up Default: 30 minutes.
Description: NDS will change the state of a server that is Down to Up if that

server has been listed as Down for more than the value of this
setting.

Note: If a packet is received from a server that is listed as
being Down, then the state is changed to Up.

Additionally, the state is stored in the NDS Status
attribute value assigned to the object representing the
specified server.

Settings Range: The specified number of minutes must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 1 and less than or equal to 720.

Note: If no number is specified or an invalid number is
specified, then the interval will be changed to 30
minutes.
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Settings Title: Restricted Versions List
Settings Command: !V#, (ExclamationPoint-V-Number-Comma)

NDS Start-up Default: v2.90, v2.91, v2.96, v3.32, v4.63, v4.77
Description: This list is used by NDS to determine the versions of NDS the

source server should not interact with.  If a server is using a
version specified on this list, the source server will not interact
with that server and will display console alert messages to
identify the restricted server.

This list is not displayed on the DSTrace action *P “Tunable
Parameters” page.

Note: This setting is entered using the standard “!”
(exclamation point), followed immediately by “V,” the
version number, and then a comma.  This version
number and comma pattern should be repeated for
each version being added to the list, for example,
“!V290,291,292,293,”.

The list must end with a comma, regardless of the
number of versions specified.

Settings Range: The specified NDS version number must be a decimal value
greater than or equal to 290 and less than or equal to 600.

Note: The use of this setting will replace the current restriction
list with a new list containing only those versions
specified on the console command.

If no versions are specified or if an invalid version is
specified, then the use of the restriction list will be
disabled.
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Settings Title: IPX:RIP Delay
Settings Command: !W# (ExclamationPoint-W-Number)

NDS Startup Default: 20
Description: This interval is used by NDS to determine the length of time, in

ticks, the source server should wait for a reply from a server
after having received a “server busy” reply from that server.

Settings Range: The specified number of ticks must be a decimal value less than
or equal to 1999.

Note: If no number is specified or if an invalid number is
specified, then the setting will be changed to 20.

Additionally, if this value is set to zero, the source server
will not wait for the reply and will immediately resend
the request.  However, if the source server has resent
the request based on the value of the IPX:Retries
setting, the request will be abandoned and the following
DSTrace message displays (if the source server is using
DSTrace with the Virtual Client flag set):

NCLIENT: conn ConnectionNumber retries exceeded,
error 0xErrorCode (Exit ConnRequest)
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Settings Title: IPX:Retries
Settings Command: !X# (ExclamationPoint-X-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 3
Description: This setting is used by NDS to determine the number of times

the source server should resend a request to a server after
receiving a “server busy” reply from that server.

Settings Range: The specified number of retries must be a decimal value less
than or equal to 49.

Note: If no number is specified or if an invalid number is
specified, the value will be changed to 3.

Once the source server has resent the request the
number of times specified, the request will be
abandoned and the following DSTrace message will be
displayed (if the source server is using DSTrace with the
Virtual Client flag set):

NCLIENT: conn ConnectionNumber retries exceeded,
error 0xErrorCode (Exit ConnRequest)
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Settings Title: IPX:Time Out Scale Factor
Settings Command: !Y# (ExclamationPoint-Y-Number)

NDS Start-up Default: 2
Description: This setting is used to calculate the maximum anticipated delay in

receiving a reply from another server.

Note: The following formula calculates the anticipated delay
time for a specific NCP connection with a server (where
T is equal to the number of Ticks required for the
request to reach the target server):

Delay = (T * IPX:TimeOutScaleFactor) + IPX:TimeOutShiftFactor

Settings Range: The specified number must be a decimal value less than or equal
to 529.

Note: If no number is specified or if an invalid number is
specified, then the value will be changed to 2.
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Settings Title: IPX:TimeOutShiftFactor
Settings Command: !Z# (ExclamationPoint-Z-Number)

NDS Startup Default: 4
Description: This setting calculates the maximum anticipated delay in

receiving a reply from another server.

Note: The following formula calculates the anticipated delay
time for a specific NCP connection with a server (where
T is equal to the number of Ticks required for the
request to reach the target server):

Delay = (T * IPX:TimeOutScaleFactor) + IPX:TimeOutShiftFactor

Settings Range: The specified number must be a decimal value less than or equal
to 499.

Note: If no number is specified or if an invalid number is
specified, then the value will be changed to 4.
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DSRepair
for NetWare 4

and IntranetWare
This section reviews the options that are provided by DSREPAIR.NLM for the NetWare
v4.1x and IntranetWare operating system.

Note: The information presented within this section is specific to version 4.43 of
DSREPAIR.NLM for the specified operating systems.

However, the information presented within this section may be used as a
reference to either older, or newer, versions of DSREPAIR.NLM.
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The DSRepair utility checks for and corrects problems in the Directory database on an
individual server basis.

DSRepair is implemented as a NetWare Loadable Module™ and is written with the C-
Worthy™ user interface using the NWSNUT.NLM library module, which is loaded when
DSRepair is loaded.   You can load DSRepair on any server in the Directory tree.

The current version of DSRepair is 4.47, which works with all versions of DS.NLM for
4.10 and 4.11 to date (4.63 to 5.81).

From the DSRepair Main Menu, you can choose the following operations (see the figure
below).  Each operation is described on the following pages.

• Unattended full repair
• Time synchronization
• Report synchronization status
• View repair log file
• Advanced options menu

Overview
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The “Unattended Full Repair” operation performs repair operations that do not require
operator assistance.   You can change the parameters or items to be checked or repaired
using the “Repair Local DS Database” option in the “Advanced Repair Options” menu.

During the local database repair portion of the operation, the NDS database is locked,
making it inaccessible until the repair is completed.  After completing the “Local NDS
Database Repair” operation and saving the repaired database, this operation unlocks the
local database files.

The Unattended Full Repair operation goes through four major repair procedures:

• Repair local NDS database (database is locked)
• Repair of all network addresses (database is unlocked)
• Checks remote server ID (database is unlocked)
• Repairs replica ring (database is unlocked)

For more information on these procedures, see “Advanced Repair Options” later in this
section.

When the repair operation is complete, the log file opens so that you can see what
repairs were done and the state of the database.

Unattended Full Repair
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This operation contacts every server known to a specified server’s local database and
requests information about Directory Services, time synchronization, and server status.  If
the server contains a replica of the [Root] partition, the operation lists every server in the
Directory tree.  Each server’s information displays on the screen and is written to the log
file as a table.  The following figure shows an example of the log file.

Time Synchronization

Field Name Description

Server Name This field reports the Distinguished Name of the server
responding to the Directory Services request.

DS.NLM Version This file reports the NDS version running on the reporting
server.

Servers in the
Directory tree

(Continued on next page.)
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Field Name Description

Replica Depth This field reports replica depth as “-1 if no replicas are stored
on the server, “0” if the server contains a replica of the [Root]
partition, or a positive integer indicating the number of objects
separating the first replica on the reporting server from the
root object.

Time Source DSRepair cannot report the time source for each server, but
reveals the time source server type, which can determine
whether time synchronization has been configured properly. All
servers in the tree must be synchronized to the same time
source, or NDS cannot resolve synchronization collisions
properly.

(Continued on next page.)
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Field Name Description

Time is in Sync This field reports the local time synchronization status on the
reporting server, which should be “Yes.”  A “No” status
indicates the server cannot contact its time source.  This should
not cause problems over short periods of time because the
server’s internal clock will not drift significantly.

Time Delta This field reports time differences relative to the server.  All
servers should be within one second of each other, otherwise,
they have not been configured properly.  This field reports up
to 999 minutes and 59 seconds (approximately 16.5 hours) in
the form MINUTES:SECONDS.  If the time difference is
greater, the maximum value displays as 999:59.
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Report Synchronization Status

This operation checks the synchronization status all partitions having replicas stored on
the local server.  This operation contacts each server in the replica ring and reads the
partition status attribute of the partition root object.  DSRepair displays any errors found
and writes them to the log file (see the following figure).

In the figure above, the  partitions are broken into sections based on the number of
replicas the local server contains (in this case, the local server contains more than one
replica).  The server contains a replica of the partition “Novell” and another replica of the
partition “PRV,” which is a child of “Novell”.  Each replica known to the local server is
identified by server name.

Note: A synchronization status is only available for the servers holding replicas
according to the local database.

Partition Name

Replicas known to
the server

Date and time of last successful
synchronization
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The log file displays errors encountered.  For example, the following figure shows the
date and time of the last successful synchronization with an error code (i.e. -625) and a
designation of whether the error was local or remote to the server in question.

The first error listed has an error code of -625, which indicates the local server cannot
obtain a replica synchronization status at this time.  The -625 error is a communication
error.

The second and third errors indicate PRV-WWS-RELLIK was last successfully synchronized
@ 00:55:39, and failed to synchronize at 01:04:31 with both other replicas.

Error

Errors
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View Repair Log File

This option allows you to view the DSRepair log file, which contains the results of
operations performed by the utility.  The log files’s default location is:
SYS:SYSTEM\DSREPAIR.LOG.

When DSRepair is loaded, the log file becomes active and appends the results of the
operations to it; thus, the size of the log file increases with each repair operation
performed.  The log file size displays in parenthesis at the end of the log file title line.

You can turn the log file off, turn it on, change its name to write to any local DOS or
NetWare® volume, or delete it using the “Log File and Login Configuration” option in the
“Advanced Repair Options” menu (see “Advanced Repair Options” for more information).

Advanced Repair Options

This option allows you to manually control the individual repair operations and global
repair functions on the Directory tree.   You can also access diagnostic information about
the Directory database to analyze the status of the tree.

This option provides advanced repair operations, several of which are the same as in the
main menu options discussed above.

The Advanced Options Menu provides the following operations:

• Log file and Login configuration
• Repair local DS database
• Servers known to this database
• View remote server ID list
• Replica and partition operations
• Check volume objects and trustees
• Security equivalence synchronization
• Global Schema update
• View/Edit repair log file
• Create a database dump file

Each operation is described on the following pages.
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Log File and Login Configuration

This option provides two functions:

• Configuration of the DSRepair log file
• Login to the Directory tree

When configuring the DSRepair log file, you can turn it off, delete it, or change the file
name to any local DOS drive or NetWare volume.

When a function requires you to log in, a Login screen appears for you to enter your
user name and password.  Once you have logged in, the prompt no longer appears
and the system uses the last user’s Login name.

The “Login” option is useful for other global functions of DSRepair, such as the “Security
Equivalence Synchronization” operation.  This function allows you to change the logged
in user and set rights to a different part of the Directory tree.

The following page lists the parameters available for the “Log File Configuration”
options.
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The following parameters are available for the “Log File Configuration” options.

Field Name Description

Current file size This parameter is provided for information only.

Reset the log file This parameter resets the file size to zero.  When the file is
deleted, you lose all log information previously sent to the file.

Log output to a file Selecting “Yes” saves the output of DSRepair operations and
error messages to a log file.  Selecting “No” writes the output
to a temporary buffer displayed in place of the log file.  The
information is erased at the end of each operation.

Log file filename You can replace the default path and filename with a different
path and filename, including any local DOS drive or NetWare
volume.

If file already exists This option adds to the end of the existing log file, if it exists for
the path indicated.  To write over the existing file, select the
“Overwrite Existing File” option.

Administrator Name Enter the full NDS path (complete name context) for the
Administrator.  This user needs the Supervisor object right to
the root object of this tree.

Password Enter the Administrator’s password for this tree.
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Repair Local DS Database

This function repairs the database files stored on the server and allows you to manually
control repair operations.  All the database checks and repairs described in this section
are included in the “Unattended Full Repair” option in the main DSRepair menu, using
the default parameter settings.

The following options are available on the “Repair Local Database” menu.

Option

Pause on errors?

Validate mail
directories?

Validate stream
syntax files?

Description

Choose “Yes” to pause after each error message.  Choose
“No” if you don’t want DSRepair to stop on errors.  After the
repair has completed, you can view all actions it performed in
the log file.

Choose “Yes” to check the mail directories on volume SYS for
users who no longer exist after repairs have been made.  NDS
does not require mail directories.

Chose “Yes” to check for valid stream syntax files after the
repairs have been made.  Stream syntax files contain data for
a property with the syntax of stream.  In this operation, a list of
stream syntax files that do not have entries in the database is
made.  The stream syntax files are then deleted.

(This table is continued on the next page.)
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Option

Check
local references?

Rebuild
operational schema?

Conserve disk space?

Exit automatically
upon completion?

Description

Chose “Yes” to check the local references in the database for
valid IDs and missing references.  If any local references are
missing, they are added.  If any references have invalid IDs,
they are purged.

Choose “Yes” to rebuild the predefined base schema on the
server.  The operational schema is the schema required for
base operations of NDS.  If the operational schema becomes
damaged, you must rebuild it (this should rarely be the case).

Choose “Yes” to remove noncritical files before and after
repairs.  These files can help recover a damaged database, but
they use disk space.

Choose “Yes” to immediately exit the DSRepair utility upon
completion.  This also unlocks and opens the local NDS
database files.  Choosing “No” allows you to look at the repair
operations before saving the repaired database.

During the repair operations, the NDS database is temporarily locked to prevent users
from logging in.  This option requires you to confirm the local database repairs.  All
repairs are performed on a temporary copy of the files.  The files are renamed at the
end when committing to save the database on which repairs have been made.

During the local NDS database repair operations, checks are made and repairs done
where errors are found.   You have the option of saving the changes when DSRepair is
done or you can view the log  file before saving or exiting.  Under most circumstances,
it is a good idea to view the log file before saving.

When DSRepair saves the database, it simply copies the previous database set to a
“.OLD” naming convention and then writes out the new changes to the new  “.NDS”.

Note: The “.OLD” files are not preserved or copied if a “.OLD” file set exists that is
less than 72 hours old.
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DSRepair checks the following items and repairs any errors it finds.

• Entry value, block, and partition records.  DSRepair checks for invalid
partitions and partition roots.  It also checks for invalid checksum and links in
records.  DSRepair fixes any errors it encounters, then checks again for invalid
partitions and partition roots.

During these operations, DSRepair creates a temporary database file set with
the extension “.TMP”.  At the end of the repair operations, this temporary
database file set becomes the permanent database file set, unless you choose
not to accept the repairs made.

• The Directory tree structure.  DSRepair checks the Directory tree structure to
ensure all records are linked to the root object and all properties are linked to
the respective entry records.

• The schema.  DSRepair checks the schema for valid object class and attribute
definitions.  If the Rebuild Operational Schema option is set to “On,” DSRepair
rebuilds any invalid classes and attributes found.

• Object level repairs.  For each replica root, DSRepair performs the following
tasks:

• Checks all objects in the partition (replica ring) for valid containment
and for consistency with the schema

• Deletes any illegal optional attributes

• Changes any object class missing a mandatory attribute to an Unknown
class

• Changes If it finds any illegal containment, it changes the parent class
to Unknown

• Checks all attribute syntaxes for consistency.
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Servers Known to This Database

This feature lists all servers known to the local NDS database.   If the specified server
contains a replica of the [Root] partition, this list most likely contains all the servers in
the Directory tree.   However, if the server does not contain a replica of the [Root]
partition, the list is a subset of the servers in the Directory tree.

This feature lists the local status and the local ID for each server in the list.   The Local
Status field reports the state of a server as seen from the server.   If the server is up,
then it is active.   If it is down, a communication problem has occurred.  If the server
has recently become active, polling it for status changes its state to Up.  After a period
of time, the server on which you are running DSRepair tries to contact the down server.
The contacted server’s state is then changed to Up.

If servers appear that no longer belong to the tree, you must delete their server object
using the client utilities PARTMGR or NDS Manager.  Eventually the server object is
purged from all the servers remaining in the Directory tree.

Upon selecting a server displayed in the list, the following server options become
available:

• Time Synchronization and Server Status
• Repair all Network Addresses
• Repair Selected Server’s Network Address
• Update Schema on All Servers
• Update Schema on the Selected Server
• View Entire Server’s Name

Each option is described on the following pages.

• All mail directories.  DSRepair checks all mail directories for valid IDs and
deletes any invalid IDs.  The option “Yes” must be set for this repair operation.

• Any illegal stream syntax files.  DSRepair deletes invalid stream syntax files.
The option “Yes” must be set for this repair operation.
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• Time Synchronization and Server Status
This operation contacts every server known to the specified server’s local database
and requests information about NDS, time synchronization, and server status.  If
the server contains a replica of the [Root] partition, it polls every server in the
Directory tree to collect this information.  The information on each server displays
on the screen and is written to the log file.

• Repair all Network Addresses
This operation searches three places to find all possible server objects known to
the local database:

• Server object IDs from the remote server ID table
• Server object IDs from the replica table
• NCP™ server class objects in the database

This operation searches for the server’s name in the local SAP table for every
server object known to the local database.  If it finds an address in the SAP table,
it compares this address to the server object’s network address attribute and the
address in each replica property of every partition root object.  If the address it
finds in the SAP table differs from these addresses, it updates the other table
addresses to match the address found in the SAP table.  It assumes the address
from the SAP table is correct.  If it cannot find a SAP name-to-network-address
mapping, it does not do any other repairs.

This operation repairs the server’s network address in replica rings and server
objects in the local database.  It is also included in the “Unattended Full Repair”
option in the DSRepair main menu.  When this option completes the repairs,  the
log file opens, if the Log File Creation option is turned on.  Otherwise, the
operation results screen opens.
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• Repair Selected Server’s Network Address
This operation is identical to the “Repair all Network Addresses” function, except it
checks and repairs only the selected server.

This operation repairs the selected server’s network address in replica rings and
server objects in the local database.  It checks the network address of the selected
server in the local database by searching for the server’s name in the local SAP
table.  If it finds an address in the SAP table, it compares this address to the server
object’s network address attribute and the address in each replica attribute of
every partition root object.  If the address it finds in the SAP table differs from
these address, it uses the network address in the SAP table to update the network
address in the other tables.  If it cannot find a SAP name-to-network-address
mapping, it does not do any other repairs.

When this option completes the repairs,  the log file opens, if the Log File Creation
option is turned on.  Otherwise, the operation results screen opens.

• Update Schema on All Servers
This operation verifies the operational schema on all servers known to the local
database and updates the base schema if needed.

This is the same operation as in the “Advanced Menu Option” for “Global Schema
Update,” except it checks only servers known to the local server.  This includes all
servers holding replicas of partitions  also held by the local server.

This operation is faster than the “Global Schema Update” option because it does
not have to walk the tree.

• Update Schema on the Selected Server
This operation verifies the operational schema and updates the base schema, if
needed, on the selected server.  This option is the same as the “Advanced Menu
Option” for “Global Schema Update”, except it checks only the selected server.

This operation is faster than the “Global Schema Update” because it does not have
to walk the tree and is faster than the “Update Schema on All Servers” option
because it operates only on the selected server.
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View Remote Server ID List

This option displays the remote server ID list, allowing the remote IDs to be verified
and edited.

In a Directory Services tree, an object’s ID is unique on each server.  The remote
server ID list contains a list of the server’s object IDs as they are found on the
remote server’s database.  If the remote ID is incorrect, this server returns a -632
error, indicating it cannot authenticate to the remote server.  This option list gives you
tools to repair the remote ID and authenticate to the remote server so you can verify
the ID is correct.

Remote server’s name
Local ID for
remote servers

Local server’s ID
on the remote server
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Upon selecting a server from the list, the following remote ID repair options display:

• Delete the Selected Remote Server ID
• Verify All Remote Server IDs
• Verify Selected Remote Server ID

A description of each option follows:

• Delete the Selected Remote Server ID
This operation removes the selected server’s ID pair from the remote server ID
list.

Perform this operation only if you are certain the entry is incorrect and DSRepair
does not fix it.

• Verify All Remote Server IDs
This operation use the remote server ID cache table on the selected server to
locate servers known to it.

In addition, this operation contacts each server in the table to verify its ID on the
server is correct in table.

This operation also checks all remote server IDs in the table and repairs or deletes
any that are incorrect.  This action could be slow on networks that must contact
many remote servers.

This operation is included in the Unattended Full Repair option in the main
DSREPAIR menu.

• Verify Selected Remote Server ID
This operation is identical to the “Verify All Remote Server IDs” option, except the
action involves only the selected server in the remote server ID table.
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Replica and Partition Operations

This option displays a list of all partitions that have a replica stored on the local server’s
database.

Each partition is shown in table form with the replica type (Master, Secondary, or Read-
only) and replica state (On or Off) as it is stored on the server.  After selecting a
partition, this option displays a list of partition and replica operations from which you
can choose.

These replica and partition operations allow you to repair replicas and perform
diagnostic synchronization to reveal any problems with servers involved in partition
operations.  Once you select a partition, the replica options menu appears (see the
following figure).

Each menu option is described on the following pages.
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View Replica Ring
This option lists all the severs containing replicas of the selected partition (called the
replica ring).

The replica ring list shows the replica type and replica state information for each
server in the ring.  When you select a server in the replica ring, this option displays a
list of six replica ring operations shown in the following figure.

A description of each options follows

• Report Synchronization Status on the Selected Server
This operation checks the synchronization status of the selected server.

In addition, this option performs the same operation as the main menu option
Report Synchronization Status, except it checks only for the selected server in the
replica ring.

After the operation is completed, this option displays the results and stores them in
the log file, if the file is turned on.
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• Synchronize the Replica on the Selected Server
This operation determines the synchronization status of the selected partition on
the selected server.

If the selected server can synchronize properly to all other servers containing a
replica of the selected partition, the replica on that server is functioning correctly.
This operation contacts the selected server and has it immediately synchronize to
all other server in the replica ring.

After the operation is completed, this option displays the results and stores them in
the log file, if the file is turned on.

• Send all Objects to Every Replica in the Ring
This operation sends all objects from the selected server in the replica ring to all
other servers containing a replica of its partition.  This ensures a replica
synchronizes to all other replicas of the partition.

Note: Execution of this function can create high network traffic.

• Receive All Objects from the Master to This Replica
This operation copies all objects from the Master replica to the replica on the
selected server, which can be a Secondary (Read/Write) or Read-only replica.  This
ensures the selected partition synchronizes with the Master replica.  The replica on
the selected server is marked as a new replica.

This operation also destroys all objects in the server’s replica and sends a new
copy of the Master replica to the server.  Any modifications made to the server’s
replica that have not been synchronized to the Master replica are lost.

• View Entire Server Name
This  feature allows you to view the entire Directory Services Distinguished Name,
which can be as long as 256 characters.  Use this when the NDS name is longer
than that allowed by the DSRepair options menu field.
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Report Synchronization Status of all Servers

This operation checks the synchronization status all partitions with a replica stored on
the local server.

This operation contacts each server in the replica ring and reads the partition status
attribute of the partition root object.  DSRepair displays any errors found and writes
them to the log file.

Synchronize the Replica on All Servers

This operation determines the synchronization status for every replica stored on the
local server.

If all the replicas on each server synchronize properly, the tree is functioning correctly.
This operation contacts each server in the replica ring and has that server immediately
synchronize to every other server in the replica ring.  Servers do not synchronize to
themselves, so the status for a server’s own replica is shown as “host.”

Repair All Replicas

This operation repairs all replicas displayed in the replica table for the selected
partition.

Repairing a replica consists of checking the replica ring information on each server
containing a replica and validating the remote partition root ID (the ID of the partition
root on the target server).

This option is identical to the “Unattended Full Repair” operation.  Perform the “Repair
Local Database” operation before initiating this option, if that operation has not been
done within the previous 30 minutes.
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Repair Selected Replica

This operation checks and repairs only the selected replica.

Repairing a replica consists of checking the replica ring information on each server
containing a replica and validating the remote partition root ID (the ID of the partition
root on the selected remote server).

This option is identical to the previous “Repair All Replicas” option, except the “Repair
Selected Replica” operation acts on only the selected replica rather than on all of this
server’s replicas.

Schedule Immediate Synchronization

This operation immediately synchronizes all replicas.

This is useful when you are viewing the DS. NLM trace screen and would like to see
the synchronization trace information without waiting for the normally scheduled
synchronization process.

Repair Timestamps and Declare a New Epoch

This operation provides a new point of reference to the Master replica, so that all
replicas of the selected partition are updated.

This operation is always performed on the Master replica, which does not need to be
the local replica on the current server.  In this operation all timestamps in the Master
replica are examined.  If any timestamps are ahead of the current time, they are
replaced with the current one that is unique and will not be reissued.  After the
timestamps have been made consistent in time, a new epoch is declared.
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An “epoch” is an instant in time that is arbitrarily selected as a point of reference.  It is
used here to mean a new version.  An epoch controls replica synchronization.  When a
new epoch is declared, it begins on the Master replica.  Other replicas cannot send
updates to a replica with a new epoch, but they can receive updates from the Master
replica until they become fully synchronized with it.  When this process completes, all
replicas have the same epoch, and bidirectional synchronization is allowed again.

Before using this option, make sure that all servers in the replica ring are
communicating properly.  To do this, choose the “Synchronize the Replica on all
Servers” option from the “Replica Ring Options” menu.  Use this option if you notice a
discrepancy between objects in a replica or in an object’s property.

The following is true of the Repair Timestamps and Declare a New Epoch operations:

• The Master replica does not have to be on the local server, but you must have
rights to the Master replica to make the repairs.

• All timestamps are examined and repaired as required.

• A new epoch is declared on the Master replica, affecting all objects in the
replica.

• A replica receives a copy of all the objects from the Master replica or from
another replica that has received the new epoch.

• As the replicas synchronize, they do not accept updates from replicas with a
prior epoch.

• The replica becomes the same epoch as the Master.

• Any modifications from a previous epoch will be lost.
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Cancel Partition Operation

Use this option to cancel a partition operation in progress on the selected partition.

This operation always resolves to the Master replica of the partition.  You might have to
cancel an operation that does not complete by itself or because of damage to the tree,
such as a missing server.

Note: You might not be able to cancel an operation if it has progressed too far.

Destroy the Selected Replica on this Server

This operation destroys the local replica of the selected partition.  All objects in the
local replica are destroyed and the replica is either removed completely or changed to
a Subordinate Reference if needed.

The objects that are destroyed are converted the external references that require a
backlink to the real object.  This is done to preserve any ID that may be needed for
trustee assignments.  If the external reference is not needed, it will eventually die.

Designate This Server as the New Master Replica

This operation designates the replica (Secondary or Read-Only) of the selected partition
on the local server as the Master replica.  This operation sets a replica on the local
server as a Master and cannot operate remotely to designate another server’s replica
as a Master.

Each partition can have only one Master replica, so if another Master replica exists, this
operation changes it to a Secondary.

Use this operation to designate a new Master replica if the original one is lost.  This
could occur if the server that contained the Master replica has a hardware failure and
has to be replaced.
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Display Replica Information

This operation generates a detailed report on all the replicas found on the local server.

The report lists replica ring information, remote IDs, network addresses,
synchronization properties, and other detailed information not found elsewhere.  This
information is useful for diagnostic purposes when detailed information about the
partition and replication state of a server is needed.  This diagnostic information is
written to the log file, if the file is active.

Delete Unknown Class Leaf Objects

This operation kills all objects of the class type Unknown, as long as they do not have
subordinate objects.

This operation can be harmful because it will only look at the local replica for unknown
objects.  The local replica may contain an unknown server object that is perfectly fine
on another replica; however, if you run this option, it will delete the local unknown
server and attempt to send out an obituary notifying the other replicas.

View Entire Replica Name

This feature allows you to view the entire Directory Services Distinguished Name of the
replica, which can be as long as 256 characters.  Use this option when the replica
name is longer than what the display field allows.
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Check Volume Objects and Trustees

This option checks the association of all mounted volumes on the current server with
volume objects in the Directory tree.

The physical volume is stamped with the ID of its corresponding volume object.  DSRepair
checks the ID it finds on the volume to verify the ID corresponds to a volume object for
the local server.

If it does not find a volume object using the ID, it searches the server’s context (not
bindery context, the context where the NCP server object resides) for the volume object
SERVER_VOLUME.  If it finds a volume object in the server context, it references the
physical volume to that volume object ID.  If no volume object can be found, DSRepair
attempts to create one.

Once the association between the volume and its object are verified, trustee assignments
for that volume are verified.

Check External References

This option validates all entries in the external reference partition and attempts to locate
a backlink.

After running this option, the log file displays the number of external references along
with the number of errors found.  (The server will get errors if it is having tree-walking
problems.  Typical errors include -626 all referrals failed and -634 no referrals.)

In addition, the Check External References option displays obituary information for all
obituaries contained in the local server’s database.  This information is very useful for
troubleshooting obituary problems.  The following figure shows output from  server
PRV-WWS-RELLIK.

The following page shows an example of a log file containing output from the Check
External References option.
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/****************************************************************************/
NetWare 4.1 Directory Services Repair 4.47 , DS 5.81
Log file for server "PRV-WWS-RELLIK.SERVERS.PRV.Novell" in tree "PRV-WWS-NDS"
External Reference Check
Start:  Tuesday, July 29, 1997  12:12:05 pm Local Time
01 Found obituary at VID: 0028F440, EID: 180000E9, DN: CN=test.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS
02 TV: 1997/07/29 12:11:38 0007, Type = 0001 DEAD, Flags = 0000
03 Found obituary at VID: 0024E880, EID: 180000E9, DN: CN=test.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS
04 TV: 1997/07/29 12:11:38 0007, Type = 0006 BACKLINK, Flags = 0000
05 Backlink: Type = 00000001 DEAD, RemoteID = FFFFFFFF, ServerID = B3000138, CN=PRV-WWS-DELILAH.OU=SERVERS.OU=PRV.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS
06 Found obituary at VID: 00284E80, EID: 180000E9, DN: CN=test.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS
07 TV: 1997/07/29 12:11:38 0007, Type = 0006 BACKLINK, Flags = 0000
08 Backlink: Type = 00000001 DEAD, RemoteID = FFFFFFFF, ServerID = 91000100, CN=PRV-WWS-VALERIA.OU=SERVERS.OU=PRV.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS
Checked 1 external references

Line 01 lists an obituary for the object “CN=test.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS”.

On line 02, the “Type = 0001 DEAD” field designates a primary obituary of the type
Dead.  This means the “CN=test.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS” object has been deleted.

On line 02, the “Flags = 0000” field designates how far through the notification process
this primary obituary has advanced.  In this case the obituary has not advanced at all.

On line 03 there is another obituary value for the test object.

On line 04, the “Type = 0006 BACKLINK” indicates this value is a backlink obituary.  A
backlink obituary is used as a notification list, and you can see at the end of line 05 at the
ServerID followed by the name of the server to be notified.

From this report sample report, you can see that two servers have not been notified
regarding the deletion of the “CN=test.O=Novell.PRV-WWS-NDS”.  In order to
troubleshoot this case further, you should use DSTrace to get error code information.  For
more information on using DSTrace, see Section V.
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Security Equivalence Synchronization

This operation allows synchronization of security equivalence attributes throughout the
global tree.

The operation walks the Directory tree and checks each object for an Equivalent To Me
attribute and for the corresponding object referenced by this attribute for a Security
Equals attribute.

You must log in with rights to walk the Directory tree and read/validate Security Equals
and Equivalent to Me attributes on all objects in the tree.  You are given the option of
logging in upon initiating this operation, unless you have already logged in using the “Log
File and Login Configuration” option.

The Equivalent To Me attribute, used in optimizing security equivalence operations, was
introduced in NetWare 4.1™. This attribute is properly managed and synchronized with
the Security Equals attribute on NetWare 4.1 servers, but NetWare 4.01 and 4.02
servers do not manage this attribute, and, thus, they must be synchronized manually.

Note: If the logged in user does not have rights to read both attributes, this option will
first report that the attributes are out of sync and then will fail if an update is
requested.

Upon logging in to the server as the Admin user, the following “Scan Equivalence”
options are given:

• Prompt Before Adding Equivalent To Me?
• Prompt Before Adding Security Equals?

These options control how DSREPAIR security equivalence synchronization will be done.
A description of these options follows.
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Prompt Before Adding Equivalent To Me?
When set to “Yes,” DSREPAIR forces a prompt before adding the Equivalent To Me
attribute.  This option also required a prompt when an object’s Security Equals
attribute contains equivalence to another object, and that other object does not have
this object in its Equivalent To Me attribute.  You must then decide to update the
Equivalent To Me attribute on the other object, delete the Security Equals attribute on
this object, or do nothing.

When set to “No,” DSREPAIR assumes the Security Equals attribute to be correct and
updates the Equivalent To Me attribute on the other object to contain this object.

Prompt Before Adding Security Equals?
When set to “Yes,” DSREPAIR forces a prompt before adding the Security Equals
attribute.  It also requires a prompt when an object’s Equivalent To Me attribute
contains equivalence to another object, and that other object does not have this
object in its Security Equals attribute.  You must then decide to update the Security
Equals attribute on the other object, delete the Equivalent To Me attribute on this
object, or do nothing.

When set to “No,” DSREPAIR assumes the Equivalent To Me attribute to be correct
and updates the Security Equals attribute on the other object to contain this object.

DSREPAIR displays the results of these operations and stores them in the log file, if the
file is active.
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Global Schema Operations

The Directory Services operational (base) schema for NetWare 4.1 has been extended to
allow for new services.  When you create a NW 4.1 tree it loads the new operational
schema.  Also, installing the first NetWare 4.1 server into an existing Directory tree loads
the new operational schema into the tree.  When NetWare 4.01 and 4.02 servers are
updated to NetWare 4.1, the schema updates automatically.  Loading the new
operational schema does not affect any user-defined schema.  However, if a server does
not have the new schema, it may not synchronize properly.  This option provides functions
to update the schema in the tree.

The “Global Schema Operation” provides the following options:

• Update All Server’s Schema
This operation updates the schema on all servers in the Directory tree.

Use this option to update the schema on 4.0x servers in a 4.1 tree.  If a
4.0x server is updated to 4.1, it automatically receives the 4.1 schema.
Other 4.0x servers in the tree may not receive the updated schema
information.  This may result in No Such Attribute (-603) and No Such Class
(-604) errors during synchronization.

• Update the Root Server Only
This operation updates only the schema on the server that contains the
Master replica of the [Root] partition.

• Import Remote Schema
This operation allows the server to obtain the schema from a remote tree.

It is good idea to rebuild the operational schema on the Master of the [Root]
partition for both trees before running this option. After selecting this option
you will be asked to select the remote tree.  After selecting the remote tree,
this option will extend the schema of current tree to the same level as the
remote or target tree.  This operation is primarily used when performing a
tree merge with DSMERGE.
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DSREPAIR displays the results of these operations and stores them in the log file, if the
file is active.

View/Edit DSREPAIR Log File

This option allows you to view the DSREPAIR log file.  The default location of the file is:
SYS:SYSTEM\DSREPAIR.LOG.

When DSREPAIR is loaded, the log file becomes active and the results of the operations
performed by DSREPAIR are appended to it.  Thus, the file size grows with each repair
operation.  The log file size is displayed in parenthesis at the end of the log file title line.
You can turn off the log file, turn it on again, change the name to write to any local DOS
or NetWare volume, or delete the file by using the “Log File Configuration” option in the
“Advanced Options Menu.”

(This is the same option as in the DSREPAIR “Main” options menu.)

Create a Database Dump File

This feature allows you to copy the Directory Services database files to disk in
compressed format to be used for off-line diagnostics and repairs.

Creating a dump file will record the state of the database, which can be useful in
troubleshooting.  Upon selecting this option, you are asked to enter the path name for
the dump file, with the default as: SYS:SYSTEM\DSREPAIR.DIB.  The dump file can only
be written to a NetWare volume, not to a DOS drive.  If the file already exists you are
then given the options to overwrite the existing file or to enter a different file name.
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Understanding
NDS Errors NDS™ errors occur during the processing of an NDS request or the execution of an NDS

background process.  These errors can occur due to a hardware or software failure, data
inconsistency, or unexpected response received from another server.  To correctly resolve
an NDS error requires the conditions that caused the error be identified and then
corrected.

There are several factors that can greatly increase your ability to identify the root cause
of the error and then eliminate or correct the error.  These factors include the following:

• An understanding of NDS concepts and terms

• An understanding of NDS processes

• An understanding of NDS process initiated requests or operations

• An understanding of NDS client-initiated requests

• A familiarity with DSTrace and DSRepair

• An understanding of NDS error code definitions

• A familiarity with the Directory tree that is experiencing the error

• A familiarity with the location and purpose of the servers existing in the
Directory tree.

• A familiarity with the placement of the replicas for the partitions existing in
the Directory tree.
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This manual provides the information required to meet the first six factors.  The
remaining factors require you to familiarize yourself with their Directory tree.

You should be familiar with the following sections of this manual prior to continuing with
this section:

Section I Understanding Novell® Directory Services™
This section provides the reader with an understanding of the
concepts and terms used by NDS and in supporting NDS.

Section II Novell Directory Services Background Processes
This section provides the reader with an understanding of the logic
used by NDS while executing various NDS background processes.

Section III Novell Directory Services Background Process Operations
This section provides the reader with an understanding of the logic
used by NDS while processing NDS requests and operations
initiated by various NDS background processes.

Section IV Novell Directory Services Partition & Object Operations
This section provides the reader with an understanding of the logic
used by NDS while processing partition operation requests initiated
by NDS clients.

Section V Resources for Supporting NDS for NetWare® or IntranetWare™
This section provides the reader with an understanding of the
usage of DSTrace and DSRepair on servers using the NetWare or
IntranetWare operating systems.

Section VII Novell Directory Services Error Codes
This section provides the reader with an understanding of the
meanings and occurrences of NDS error codes.

If you have not yet familiarized yourself with the information presented in these sections,
you should do so before proceeding.
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To begin understanding NDS errors, this section presents several fundamental concepts
that are critical to successfully identifying and resolving NDS errors.

The first step in successfully supporting NDS is to understand the different natures of
NDS errors.  NDS errors can be referenced as being either “transitory” or “recurring.”
These designations refer to the conditions that cause an NDS error to occur and not to
the NDS error code reported in response to the conditions.

Recurring NDS errors are those errors that occur due to permanent conditions that cannot
be resolved without intervention.  Errors of this type will continue to occur until the root
cause for the error is identified and resolved.  It is important to keep in mind that not all
recurring NDS errors are due to issues in NDS or the NDS databases.

An example of a recurring NDS error is the error received by a server during an attempt
to synchronize updates with a server no longer existing.  The resulting errors continue to
occur until the object that represents the missing server is deleted from the tree.

Another example of a recurring error is the errors received by an NDS user who attempts
to access a nonexistent NDS volume object.  The user will continue to receive the NDS
error code ERR_NO_SUCH_OBJECT after each attempt.

Transitory and
Recurring NDS

Errors
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Transitory errors are those errors that occur on an intermittent basis or that occur briefly
and do not reoccur.  Errors of this type generally occur due to conditions external to the
server that reports the error.  However, transitory errors may occur due to data
discrepancies between different replicas of the same partition.

An example of a transitory error is the NDS error code ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER.  This
error occurs when a server receives more data than was anticipated.  The server will
automatically allocates additional memory to store the incoming information.
Consequently, the error occurs only once and will not occur again.

Another example of a transitory error is a communications failure between two servers
that hold replicas of the same partition.  The communications error may be due to a
failure in a WAN circuit or a disruption of the LAN.  Both of these conditions are outside
the control of NDS and cannot be resolved by NDS.  However, once the communications
issue is resolved, the NDS error will no longer continue to occur.

In addition to understanding the nature of an NDS error, an understanding of the types of
conditions that can cause an NDS error to occur is essential to successfully supporting
NDS.
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The following conditions can cause an NDS error code to be received:

• Informational
• Communication Issues
• Data Consistency Issues

Informational errors are those errors that are returned to the requesting client to inform
it of the following:

• An outstanding operation is preventing a request from being processed.
The NDS error codes commonly returned due to this condition are:

• ERR_PREVIOUS_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS (-637)
• ERR_PARTITION_BUSY (-654)
• ERR_SCHEMA_SYNC_IN_PROGRESS (-657)
• ERR_SKULK_IN_PROGRESS (-658)
• ERR_NEW_EPOCH (-665)

Note: These error codes represent a sample of the NDS error codes that can
occur due to this issue.

• The requesting client does not have sufficient rights to perform the request.
The NDS error codes commonly returned due to this condition are:

• ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (-601)
• ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602)
• ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE (-603)
• ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672)

Note: These error codes represent a sample of the NDS error codes that can
occur due to this issue.

NDS Errors
Conditions
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• The information provided in the request is invalid, references a nonexistent
object, or contains improperly formatted information (such as object names).
A few of the NDS error codes commonly returned due to these conditions
are:

• ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS (-604)
• ERR_ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS (-606)
• ERR_NOT_EFFECTIVE_CLASS (-607)
• ERR_ILLEGAL_ATTRIBUTE (-608)
• ERR_MISSING_MANDATORY (-609)
• ERR_ILLEGAL_NDS_NAME (-610)
• ERR_SYNTAX_VIOLATION (-613)

Note: These error codes represent a sample of the NDS error codes that can
occur due to this issue.

• An unexpected response was received while processing the client's request.
A few of the NDS error codes commonly returned due to these conditions
are:

• ERR_TRANSACTIONS_DISABLED (-621)
• ERR_REMOTE_FAILURE (-635)
• ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636)
• ERR_INVALID_REQUEST (-641)

Note: These error codes represent a sample of the NDS error codes that can
occur due to this issue.
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Communications errors are those errors that result from failures that occur in the LAN or
WAN environment.  Since NDS uses an object-oriented, global, distributed, partitioned
and replicated nth-level hierarchical database, NDS must be able to communicate with
other servers existing in the same Directory tree.

Disruptions in the underlying software and hardware that provide the ability to
communicate result in the disruption of NDS processes and operations.  The resolution of
these errors requires the underlying communications problems be resolved.  Generally,
NDS errors that occur due to communications issues are transitory and are resolved once
the underlying communications issue is resolved.

Errors of this type can occur due to problems with any of the following:

• Outdated, faulty, or incompatible LAN drivers used by a server.

• Faulty LAN hardware or cabling including the network interface cards used
in any server.

• Unreliable LAN/WAN connectivity between servers in the Directory tree.

• Incorrect network address information contained in the NDS database of a
server.

With the exception of the last item, each of these issues exists outside of NDS and
requires that the communications environment be restored.

Additionally, it is possible for a server to experience what appears to be a
communications problem, however, the actual issue is the network address information
being used by that server to communicate with the target server.  In cases where an
unexplained communications error appear, the network address information being used
by the server experiencing the error should be validated against the actual network
address information used by the other servers.
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Note: The database repair utility "DSREPAIR.NLM" offers functions that can compare
the source server's network address information for other servers against the
actual network address information being received from the LAN by the source
server.

A few of the NDS error codes commonly returned due to communications issues are:

• ERR_INVALID_TRANSPORT (-622)
• ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625)
• ERR_ALL_REFERRALS_FAILED (-626)
• ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER (-636)
• ERR_SECURE_NCP_VIOLATION (-684)
• ERR_CHECKSUM_FAILURE (-715)

Note: These error codes represent a sample of the NDS error codes that can occur due
to communications issue.
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Data consistency issues are caused by a server that has incorrect or contradicting
information when compared with another server's NDS database.  Generally, NDS errors
that are occurring due to inconsistent information are not transitory and will occur
consistently.

A few of the NDS error codes commonly returned due to data consistency issues are:

• ERR_NO_SUCH_OBJECT (-601)
• ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE (-602)
• ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE (-603)
• ERR_ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS (-606)
• ERR_ILLEGAL_ATTRIBUTE (-608)
• ERR_ILLEGAL_CONTAINMENT (-611)
• ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE (-618)
• ERR_SYSTEM_FAILURE (-632)
• ERR_PARTITION_ROOT (-667)
• ERR_NO_ACCESS (-672)

Note: These error codes represent a sample of the NDS error codes that can occur due
to communications issue.

By identifying the nature of the NDS error that is occurring and the type of condition
causing the error, you can begin to formulate an understanding of the root cause for the
error.  The next step is to identify the source of the NDS error code being received.

Note: There is a distinct difference between an "NDS error" and an "NDS error code."
NDS error codes are used to represent the occurrence of an error.  These error
codes should be used as clues to identify the type of condition causing the error
code to be reported.
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To correctly identify the type of condition that is occurring requires the following
information be reviewed:

• The definition for the error code being received.  This information is
presented in Sections VII and VIII.

• The source of the error code being received.  This information is presented
below.
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As previously stated, NDS errors occur during the processing of an NDS request or the
execution of an NDS background process.  These errors result in an NDS error code
being returned to NDS, another server, or an NDS client.

There are a variety of NDS functions that can encounter an error and then reply with an
NDS error code.  However, they can be separated into one of the following categories:

Operational Errors These are the errors which can occur while processing an inbound
request from an NDS client or another NDS Server.

An example of an operational error is the error received by a client
workstation in reply to its request to merge a partition with its
parent.

Additionally, these sources include the NDS functions that process
the requests received from a background process that is executing
on another server.  However, not all errors returned as a reply to
an NDS request received from a background process are
operational errors.  The possibility exists that the request contained
invalid or contradicting information.

Process Errors These are the errors which can occur during the execution of an
NDS background process.  These processes include the NDS
Janitor, Flat Cleaner and Replica Purger background processes.  It is
important to note that a process error can result from an
operational error occurring on another server.  In such an event,
the operational error is returned to the source server that will then
report it as a process error.

An example of a process error is the error received during the
execution of the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.

NDS Error Sources
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The first step in accurately identifying the source of an NDS error is to determine if the
error is an operational error or a process error.  Once the general source is determined,
the specific source of the error can be identified using the recommendations provided
below.

Operational Errors

To identify the specific source, or root cause, of an operational error requires the location,
in the logic used to process the request, be identified.

The logic used to process the common requests issued to a server during the execution of
an NDS background process is presented in Section III.  If the error is being received in
reply to a request issued by a background process on another server, then the logic for
the specific request should be reviewed.

The logic used to process partition operation requests received from an NDS client is
presented in Section IV.  If the error is being received by a client workstation in reply to a
partition operation request issued by that workstation, then the logic for the specific
request should be reviewed.

Note: A summary of the information that the client must locate prior to submitting the
request appears at the beginning of the logic review for each of the partition
operation requests.  If the client is unable to locate the specified information or if
it encounters an error while attempting to retrieve that information, then the
request cannot be submitted and the client will present the error received.
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Process Errors

To identify the specific source, or root cause, of a process error requires that the location
in the logic used by the background process be identified.

The logic used by the NDS background processes is presented in Section II.  If the error is
occurring during the execution of an NDS background process, then the logic for that
specific background process should be reviewed.

Note: If the error is being received in reply from another server to a request issued by
the background process, then the logic for the specific request should be
reviewed.  This information is presented in Section III.
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Resolving an NDS error requires the nature, type, and source of the error be identified.
Once this information has been identified, it is possible to formulate an accurate
resolution strategy.

When determining the resolution strategy to be used, it is important to consider not only
the error itself, but also the impact of the resolution and status of other servers may be
used in solving the error.  Simply put, the best solution for any given error condition is the
one that best addresses the error and has the least consequences.

For example, a server that is causing errors due to the fact that it holds an inaccurate
replica ring for one of its replicas can be resolved by sending the server a new copy of
the affected replica ring from another server holding a replica of the same partition.
There are several methods for accomplishing this task, including:

• Remove and re-add the Replica

This solution can be performed from a authenticated workstation.  The
replica on the affected server can be removed using the partition
management tools and then re-added.

One drawback to this solution is that it requires the affected server's replica
ring to list the server that holds the Master replica.  If that copy of the
replica ring does not have the Master replica listed, this solution will not
work.

• Receive All Objects

This solution can only be performed on the affected server.  An option in
DSRepair instructs the server to change its replica state from its current
value to New.  This change is then sent to the server that holds the Master
replica of the partition.

One drawback to this solution is that it requires the affected server's replica
ring to list the server holding the Master replica.  If that copy of the replica
ring does not have the Master replica listed, this solution will not work.

Resolving NDS
Errors
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• Send All Objects

This solution can be performed from any server that holds an accurate
replica of the partition.  An option in DSRepair instructs the server to send
all objects and attributes, for every object in the partition, to every other
servers existing in the replica ring of the partition.  The receiving servers will
only apply those updates that they do not already have or those updates
that are newer than their information.

One drawback to this solution is the amount of information sent to those
servers functioning properly.

Given the situation described in the example above and the potential solutions shown
above, the best solution for the specific variations shown below, would be:

Variant #1 The NDS server in question has the Master replica listed in its replica
ring.  Therefore, the best solution for this variation is to perform a
"Send All Objects" from one of the known servers that holds a Read/
Write replica.

While the amount of traffic generated may be significant, this solution
has the greatest chance for success given this variation.

Additionally, if this solution fails to resolve the issue, the DSRepair
option to "Receive All Object" can be used on the affected server to
reset its replica back to a new state.  However, this will result in the loss
of any changes held exclusively by the affected server.
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Variant #2 The NDS server in question does not have the Master replica listed in
its replica ring.  However, it does identify several of the servers that
hold Read/Write replicas.  Therefore, the best solution for this variation
is also to perform a "Send All Objects" from one of the known servers
holding a Read/Write replica.

While the amount of traffic  generated may be significant, this solution
has the greatest chance for success given this variation.

Additionally, if this solution fails to resolve the issue, the Master replica
can be forced onto a server using DSRepair, which is listed in the replica
ring of the affected server.  After the affected server has been notified
that the Master replica has been moved, the DSRepair option to
"Receive All Object" can be used on that server to reset its replica back
to a new state.  However, results in the loss of any changes held
exclusively by the affected server.

There are commonly various solutions to resolve an error.  However, selecting the "best"
requires consideration of all of the facts regarding the error and its root cause.

Presented on the following pages are various solutions for several conditions that can
cause an error to occur.
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Replica Rings

The first step in successfully resolving replica ring inconsistencies is to document
the replica rings for each of the servers that hold replicas of the partition.  This
can be done quickly and accurately using the features available in DSRepair.

After documenting the replica rings, examine them to determine if any
commonalities exist.  For example, each of the servers in the replica ring have
server FS1 and FS2 present in their rings with the correct replica types.

If no commonalities exist, the non-Master replicas will have to be destroyed
using DSRepair.

After identifying any commonalities, begin using the DSRepair "Send All Objects"
option to reintegrate the rings.

For example, the replica rings for a partition that exists on four servers are as
follows:

FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4
FS1 RW M SR
FS2 RW M RW
FS3 RW SR
FS4 RW SR M

Replica Type
Held By Server

Se
rv

e
r 

N
a

m
e
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This replica rings can be reintegrated by performing a "Send All Objects" for the
partition in question from FS1.  After completion, the rings will be as follows:

FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4
FS1 RW M SR
FS2 RW M SR RW
FS3 RW M SR
FS4 SR M

Next, you need to perform a "Send All Objects" for the same partition from FS2.
After completion, the rings will be as follows:

FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4
FS1 RW M SR RW
FS2 RW M SR RW
FS3 RW M SR RW
FS4 RW M SR M

Replica Type
Held By Server

Se
rv

e
r 

N
a

m
e
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Finally, you can resolve the duplicate Masters by performing a Designate a New
Master ,using DSRepair on FS4 to designate FS1 as the new Master.  This will
reissue new timestamps for the Replica attribute values used to determine the
replica ring.  These new values will overwrite the existing values, and the replica
ring will be as follows:

FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4
FS1 M RW SR RW
FS2 M RW SR RW
FS3 M RW SR RW
FS4 M RW SR RW

Replica Type
Held By Server

Se
rv

e
r 

N
a

m
e
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Network Address Referrals
The first step in successfully resolving inconsistencies with network addresses is
to document the internal IPX™ addresses in use by the server in question.  This
can be done quickly and accurately using the console command "CONFIG".

After identifying the server's with inconsistent address referral information you
will need to reset its replica using either the DSRepair option "Send All Object"
or the DSRepair option "Receive All Object".  For additional information on these
commands, see Section V.

Note: If the affected replica is the Master replica, then the option to receive
all objects will not work.  However, the option to send all objects will
work when initiated on an server that holds a replica of the same
partition.

Additionally, the replica may be removed and then re-added to the server,
unless the affected replica is the Master replica.  If the affected replica is the
Master replica, the Master will need to be reassigned to another server using
DSRepair.  For additional information on DSRepair, see Section V.
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NDS Schema
The first step in successfully resolving NDS schema inconsistencies is to identify
which server’s schema is incomplete.  Viewing the schema can be done using
tools available for download from Novell, such as  DSView.NLM, which is often
included as part of the DS.NLM update files.

After identifying the server with the incomplete schema, you need to determine
the course of action to take.  Currently, there are three options for resetting a
server's schema:

1. A new epoch can be declared on the schema for the Directory tree using
DSRepair.  It is important to ensure that all communications issues are
resolved prior to performing this operation.

Note: WARNING!  ALL IntranetWare and NetWare v4.11 servers must be
using NDS v5.95 (or higher) and ALL  NetWare v4.10 servers must be
using NDS v5.11 (or higher) for this operation to succeed.

2. The server can be uninstalled and reinstalled using either Install (for
IntranetWare or NetWare v4.11) or DSMaint.NLM (for NetWare v4.10).
Both of these tools provide options that can be used to temporarily assign
any references to server to another object.  The server can then be un-
installed and reinstalled.  After reinstalling, the references can be
reassigned back to the server object, thereby minimizing the user impact.
See the documentation provided with DSMaint for specific instructions on
using DSMaint, or Install.

3. The assistance of Novell Technical Servicessm can be used to clear the
Synchronized Up To and Modification timestamps for the schema definitions
in the affected servers’ database.  This allows the affected server to receive
the newer schema definitions from other NDS servers.

Note: Newer versions of DSRepair allow the user to clear the Synchronized
Up To and Modification timestamps for the schema definitions in the
affected servers database.  However, at this time, this operation is only
available with the assistance of Novell Technical Services.
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NDS Objects and Attribute values
The first step in successfully resolving object or attribute value issues is to
identify which servers have inconsistent information in their replicas of a
partition and which servers have the correct data.  Viewing the objects and their
attribute values on a specific server can be accomplished by using one of several
tools available for download from Novell, such as DSView.NLM, which is often
included as part of the DS.NLM update files.

Note: Another method that can be used to evaluate the contents of one
replica versus another, is to close the NDS database on the servers with
the suspected corruption and then examine the remaining servers by
logging into that server and then examining the information using one
of the administration tools.  It is important to ensure that at least one
replica of any superior and subordinate replicas is still available.

To close the NDS database of a server, you can unload DS.NLM and then reload
it with the "-NDB" switch.  An example of this command is "LOAD DS.NLM -
NDB".  This causes the NLM™ to be loaded without initializing or opening the
local database.  To reopen the database, simply unload and reload DS.NLM.

Additionally, the database may be closed by loading DSRepair and then
beginning a local database repair using the advanced options menu.  Once the
repair has begun, simply press the escape key and a prompt appears asking if
the repair should be aborted.  While this prompt is up, the local database
remains closed.  To reopen the database, select "Yes" to abort the repair and
then exit DSRepair.  The database reopens.

After identifying the servers with inconsistent object information, you will need to
reset its replica using either the DSRepair option "Send All Object" or the
DSRepair option "Receive All Object".  For additional information on these
commands, see Section V of this manual.
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Note: If the affected replica is the Master replica, then the option to receive
all objects will NOT work.  However, the option to send all objects
works when initiated on an server that holds a replica of the same
partition.

Additionally, the replica may be removed and then re-added to the server,
unless the affected replica is the Master replica.  If the affected replica is the
Master replica, the Master will need to be reassigned to another server using
DSRepair.  For additional information on DSRepair, see Section V.
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Repairing Timestamps

Due to the fact that all non-Master replica’s of a partition are assigned a replica state of
New during the processing of an NDS Repair Timestamps partition operation, the
following warnings must be considered prior to initiating this operation.

• This operation should NEVER be performed unless all replicas of the
partition contain creation, or modification, timestamps which are ahead of
the correct time.

Furthermore, the amount of time required to complete this operation and
the impact upon the performance of the servers which holds replicas of the
partition should be weighed against the impact of the future timestamps.
Several of the possible consequences of future timestamps are:

• Attribute values with future modification timestamps cannot be
modified or deleted and will be synchronized regularly by the NDS
Replica Synchronization background process.

• Objects with future creation timestamps will be synchronized
regularly by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.

• NDS Partition operations can be stalled by attribute values with
future creation timestamps.

• Any object modifications which have NOT been synchronized to the Master
replica, prior to the operation, will be lost.

Therefore, before initiating this operation, it is strongly recommended that
the Master replica’s contents be verified for accuracy.

• Any name contexts, which are encompassed within the partition, that are
being used for bindery emulation by an NDS server, which holds a non-
Master replica, will be unavailable until that server’s replica has been
assigned a replica state of On.
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• Since the replica’s are assigned a replica state of New, when the operation
is initiated, all objects and attributes must be resent to each NDS server that
holds a replica, of the partition, at the time the operation is scheduled.

Additionally, only the Master replica will be available to respond to requests
from other NDS servers, or NDS clients, until the other replicas have been
assigned a replica state of On.

The significance of the following observations depend upon the number of
objects and attributes which are encompassed within the partition.

• A large amount of traffic between the NDS server which holds the
Master replica and the NDS servers which hold replicas of the
partition may occur.

• While synchronizing with the other NDS servers within the replica
ring, the NDS server that holds Master replica may experience
degradation in response time.

In conclusion, it is recommended that this operation only be performed when required.  If
one, or few, replicas contain modification timestamps which are ahead of the correct
time, then those replicas should be replaced using the DSREPAIR.NLM feature “Receive
all objects from the Master to this replica”.

However, if all replicas contain creation, or modification, timestamps which are ahead of
the correct time, including the Master replica, then this operation should be performed if
those timestamps are significantly ahead of the correct current time.
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Error Codes
This section describes NDS™ error codes, the conditions in which they occur and observations
on situations in which they have occurred.

To better understand the information presented here, it is strongly recommended that you
review Sections I, II, III, IV, and VI of this manual.  Additionally, you should be familiar with
the usage of the NDS Diagnostics Trace (DSTrace) screen (see Section V for more information
on DSTrace).
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-601 ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY 0xFFFFFDA7
Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

This field provides a general description of the meaning for the error.

This field provides additional information for the error.

This field provides information regarding the error as it pertains to servers’ and/or clients’
attempts to communicate with one another.

This field provides information regarding the error as it pertains to NDS background
processes and/or partition operations and/or object operations.

This field provides observations regarding the error and any information pertaining to
historical occurrences of the error.

Additional information for any of the above fields also displays here.

The decimal representation of the
error code:

The hexadecimal representation
of the error code:

The verbose representation of the error code is shown here

Reading the NDS Error Code Templates

The following figure is a sample of the template used to display information pertaining to NDS error codes.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

-601 ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY
The specified object does not exist on the server replying to the request; or the requestor does not have sufficient rights
to the specified object.

This error, in response to an NDS or bindery API, can occur during normal handling of a Directory tree.  However,
continuous occurrence of this error may indicate a program fault with the application used.  Contact the application
manufacturer for additional assistance.

This error may indicate the replicas of a partition are inconsistent.  For information on handling suspected Replica
Inconsistencies, see Section VI.

0xFFFFFDA7

If this error occurs during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process, in response to a request to the target
server to start replica synchronization, then the specified partition root object on the target server is not present.

An attempt was made to read object information on an object not existing on the server replying to the request.

An attempt was made to finish authentication for a deleted object.  This error, in this instance, indicates the object being
authenticated was deleted before the authentication process finished.

If this error occurs during the NDS Backlinker background process, the external reference may have been removed or
overwritten by an incoming replica while waiting for the Backlink attribute to be created on a server holding a replica of
the partition encompassing the externally-referenced object.  Transitory occurrences of this error, in this instance, may be
ignored.
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Description:

Functional:

Observations:

An occurrence of this error during the NDS Janitor background process, while processing obituaries after a successful
completion of the NDS Replica Synchronization background process, indicates that, in response to a Dead or Rename
obituary, the target server does not hold an external reference of the object being deleted due to the fact that the
external reference was either removed or overwritten by an incoming replica.

Additionally, if using DSTrace on the source server with the Backlinker flag set, the message "Backlink:
DeleteExternalReference [ObituaryObjectEntryIDOnTargetServer] on server TargetServerName failed, error -601" will
be displayed; and with the Janitor flag set, the following message will be displayed:

Purger: End Backlink Obit for [ObituaryObjectEntryID]<ObituaryObjectName> failed, err = -601

Finally, if using DSTrace on the target server with the Backlinker flag set, the following message will be displayed:

*Backlink OBT_DEAD: Source [ObituaryObjectEntryIDOnTargetServer]<ObituaryObjectName> suggested ID
[EntryIDSuggestedBySourceServer]<ObjectNameOfSuggestedEntryID> request from

[TargetServersLocalEntryID]<TargetServerName>

An occurrence of this error, during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process, indicates that an attempt was
made to apply an update to an object:

1. and the object being updated has been marked as deleted on the target server.
2. where the update (an attribute value) references an object that the target server was unable to locate.

An auditing error has occurred. Additional information can be obtained by using DSTrace on the source and target
servers with the Auditing flag set. For information on using DSTrace, see Section V of this manual.

-601 ERR_NO_SUCH_ENTRY (Continued from the previous page.) 0xFFFFFDA7
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-602 ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE
A value of the specified attribute does not exist on the specified object on the server replying to the request.

Or, the requestor does not have sufficient rights to the specified object's attributes.

0xFFFFFDA6

If the error is seen when trying to add a replica, or perform a replica operation, verify that a
master of that partition, or a Master of the children to that partition, exist.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-603 ERR_NO_SUCH_ATTRIBUTE
The specified schema attribute definition does not exist on the server replying to the request.
Or, the specified object does not have the specified attribute.

A request references a schema attribute definition that does not exist on the specified server.  The request may be for
one of the following:

• Read the schema attribute definition
• Remove the schema attribute definition
• Update a schema attribute definition

0xFFFFFDA5
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-604 ERR_NO_SUCH_CLASS
The specified schema class definition does not exist on the server replying to the request.

A request references a schema class definition that does not exist on the specified server.  The request may be for one of
the following:

• Read the schema class definition
• Remove the schema class definition
• Add the attribute to the schema class definition's optional attribute list
• Add ACLs to the schema class definition's default ACL (template) list
• Add classes to the schema class definition's containment list where the class to modify, and not the classes
referenced in the containment list, was not found.

An attempt was made to add a class to the containment list of another schema class definition where the class to be
added does not exist on the server replying to the request.

An attempt was made to create an object using a schema class definition that does not exist.

An attempt was made to mutate an object to an object with an schema class definition that does not exist.

0xFFFFFDA4
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-605 ERR_NO_SUCH_PARTITION
The specified partition does not exist on the server replying to the request.

An attempt to locate the parent partition of the specified partition failed.  Occurrences of this error may indicate
communications issues between servers in the Directory tree.

Additionally, this error may indicate inconsistent data is being returned from the local database.  Instances of this error
may be resolved using DSRepair.  For information on DSRepair, see Section V.

An internal auditing error has occurred. Additional information can be obtained by using DSTrace on the source and
target servers, with the Auditing flag set. For information on using DSTrace, see Section V.

Additionally, this error may be due to an error in the application used.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for
assistance.

0xFFFFFDA3
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-606 ERR_ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS
An attempt was made to create, restore, or rename an object when an object with the same relative distinguished name
(RDN) already exists in the Directory tree.  This error can occur in response to either APIs or bindery APIs.

An attempt was made to move an object when an object with the same RDN already exists in the destination context.

This error, in response to an API or Bindery API, can occur during normal handling of a Directory tree.  However,
continuous occurrences of this error may indicate a program fault with the application used to create, restore, or rename
objects.  Contact the application manufacturer for additional assistance.

0xFFFFFDA2
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-607 ERR_NOT_EFFECTIVE_CLASS
An attempt was made to create an object using a schema class definition not flagged as a base class.

Only a schema class definition with its Effective Class flag set can be used as the base class for a new object.  To review
which operational class definitions are flagged as effective classes, see Appendix F.

Additionally, you may use the schema manager to determine which class definitions in the Directory tree’s schema are
flagged as effective classes (see Section V for more information).

This error can occur while attempting to perform the following tasks:

• Create a new object.  Select a schema class definition that is flagged as an effective class.

• Restore an object.  The schema currently used by the Directory tree differs from the schema used by the original
Directory tree.  Restore the schema prior to attempting to restore the objects.  This may require reinstalling
any software extending the schema.

• Mutate a bindery object into an NDS object.  This indicates an internal error in NDS occurred.  Contact Novell
Technical Servicessm for further assistance.

0xFFFFFDA1
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-608 ERR_ILLEGAL_ATTRIBUTE
An attempt was made to add to an object an attribute not listed as optional or mandatory in the expanded schema class
definition of the object’s base class.

The only attributes supported for an object are listed in the expanded schema class definition of the object’s base class.

For more information on determining which attributes are supported on an operational schema class definition, see
Appendix F.  Additionally, you may use the NDS schema Manager to determine which attributes are supported for a
given schema class definition in the Directory tree’s schema (see Section V for more information).

An occurrences of this error during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process indicates the following:

• The schema class definition used by the source server differs from the definition used by the target server.  This
situation should be handled as an NDS Schema Synchronization issue.  Additionally, this error indicates the
schema on the source server contains additional information.

• The database on the source server is damaged and repair should be attempted using DSRepair.NLM.

This error can occur during an attempt to perform the following tasks:

• Add an attribute to an object; see “Informational” above.

2. Add an attribute to an alias object.  You need to add the attribute to the alias object; NDS does not support
attributes on alias objects.

For information on handling NDS Schema Synchronization failures, see Section VI.

0xFFFFFDA0
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-609 ERR_MISSING_MANDATORY
An attempt was made to modify an object without specifying values for all the mandatory attributes listed in the
expanded schema class definition of the object’s base class.

All attributes listed as mandatory attributes in the expanded schema class definition of the object’s base class must have
values provided when modifying the object.

For more information on determining which attributes are mandatory on an operational schema class definition, see
Appendix F.  Additionally, you may use the Schema Manager to determine which attributes are mandatory for a given
schema class definition in the Directory tree’s schema (see Section V for more information) .

An occurrence of this error during a background process indicates the following:

• The schema class definition used by the source server differs from the definition used by the target server.  This
situation should be handled as an NDS Schema Synchronization issue.  Additionally, this error indicates the
schema on the target server contains additional information.

• The database on the source server is damaged and repair should be attempted using DSRepair.NLM.

For information on handling NDS Schema Synchronization failures, see Section VI.

0xFFFFFD9F
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-610 ERR_ILLEGAL_DS_NAME
This error indicates a supplied relative distinguished name, or distinguished name, was improperly formatted or the
distinguished name exceeded the maximum number of characters (the current maximum number of characters is 256).

For additional information on the proper format for object names, see Section I.

0xFFFFFD9E
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-611 ERR_ILLEGAL_CONTAINMENT
An attempt was made to add an object or schema class definition that violates the schema containment rules.

When creating an object, the object can be created only as a child of an object whose base class is specified in the
containment list of the new object’s expanded schema class definition.

For more information on determining which operational class definitions are specified in the definitions containment list,
see Appendix F.  Additionally, you may use the Schema Manager to determine which class definitions are specified in the
containment list of an schema class definition in the schema in use by the Directory tree (see Section V for more
information) .

An occurrence of this error during the Backlinker background process indicates an attempt was made to Backlink an
external reference whose parent object, which is also an external reference, was un-backlinked.  This error, in this
instance, can be resolved by the NDS Backlinker background process.  However, continuous occurrences of this error in
this instance should be handled as an Backlinker issue (see Section VI for more information).

An occurrence of this error during any other background process could indicate the following.
• The NDS Backlinker background process, on the source or target servers, has not completed successfully (see
above).

This error can also occur during an attempt to perform the following tasks:

• Create an object whose parent object is an alias.  This represents an alias de-referencing problem.

• Create a new schema class definition containing itself while its Container class flag is not set.  For a schema
class to contain itself or to be specified in the containment list of any other class definition, the Container class
flag must be set.

• Create an schema class definition with a non-container schema class specified in the definitions containment
list.  Only class definitions that have their Container class flag set can be specified in a schema class definition’s
containment list.

0xFFFFFD9D
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-612 ERR_CANT_HAVE_MULTIPLE_VALUES
An attempt was made to add an attribute value to an object of an attribute whose schema attribute definition is
constrained as single valued, without overwriting or deleting the existing attribute value.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to manipulate an object’s attributes.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD9C
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-613 ERR_SYNTAX_VIOLATION
A request was made to modify an attribute using data that does not conform to the syntax specified in the schema
attribute definition for the attribute.

For information on schema attribute definitions and their syntaxes, see Section I and Appendices B, D, and E.

An attempt was made to modify an attribute whose syntax is distinguished name.  One of the following events occurred:
• The source server was unable to locate the object’s distinguished name.

• The distinguished name provided refers to a deleted object.  Additional information on this instance of the error
can be obtained by using DSTrace on the source server with the Collisions flag set.

• The distinguished name provided is an illegal name.

This error may indicate a fault with the application used to manipulate attribute values.  Contact the manufacturer of the
application for assistance.
This error may indicate that the bindery object is not being created successfully, usually a third party application.  Delete
the objects created by the program causing this error and then reinstall the program, or the object.  Or contact the
manufacturer of the application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD9B
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-614 ERR_DUPLICATE_VALUE
An attempt was made to add an attribute value to an object that already has an instance of that attribute with the same
value; without overwriting or deleting the existing attribute value.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to manipulate an object’s attributes.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD9A
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-615 ERR_ATTRIBUTE_ALREADY_EXISTS
An attempt was made to create an schema attribute definition in an schema where an attribute definition  with the same
name already exists; without requesting the existing definition be overwritten.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema attribute definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD99
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-616 ERR_MAXIMUM_ENTRIES_EXIST
An attempt was made to add an object to the NDS database, while the maximum number of entries in the Object
database already exist.  The current maximum number of entries allowed in the Object database for each server is
16,777,215.

This error indicates the Object database on the source server is full.  By partitioning the Directory tree and removing
unneeded partitions from the source server, entries in the Object database will be freed.

0xFFFFFD98
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-617 ERR_DATABASE_FORMAT
The record structure of the NDS database does not match the structure expected by the version of NDS (DS.NLM) being
used; therefore, the local database cannot be used.

The record structure of the NDS database is checked when loading NDS (DS.NLM) and during any attempts to abort an
NDS activity.

All versions of NDS for NetWare 4™ and IntranetWare™ use the same record structure.  Therefore, this error would
indicate the local database is damaged.

Additionally, because DSRepair.NLM requires a valid record structure, resolution of this error will require the assistance
of your Novell Authorized Service Centersm.

0xFFFFFD97
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-618 ERR_INCONSISTENT_DATABASE
An unexpected error condition has occurred on the source server.  This may be due to the following:

• Problems with the local NDS database
• Unexpected data returned from the local NDS database

An attempt to initialize (open) the local NDS database failed.  For additional information on repairing an NDS database
that won't open, see error code “ERR_DS_LOCKED”.

This error, in this instance, can be resolved using DSRepair.  For additional information on DSRepair, see Section V.

An occurrence of this error during the NDS Limber background process can indicate replica ring discrepancies, in that the
source server:

• Does not have a replica attribute value for itself in at least one of the replica rings of the partitions held by the
source server, or

• Was unable to locate the replica attribute value identifying the server holding the Master replica of a partition
held by the source server.

For information on handling suspected replica ring discrepancies, see Section VI.

An attempt was made to change the Directory tree name to a name longer than 128 characters.

An attempt was made to restore an object as the [Root] of the Directory tree, when the existing object overwritten is not
the [Root] object or does not have a base class of Top.

An attempt was made to access a record in the local NDS database that does not exist.  This error, in this instance, can
be resolved using DSRepair.  For additional information on DSRepair, see Section V.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-619 ERR_INVALID_COMPARISON
An attempt was made to compare the values of two attributes whose syntaxes are not comparable.

To determine which schema attribute syntaxes are comparable, see Appendix A and Appendix B.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to manipulate an object’s attributes.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-620 ERR_COMPARISON_FAILED
The values of two attributes submitted for comparison do not match based on the submitted comparison criteria.

To review the schema attribute syntax comparison rules, see Appendix A.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to manipulate an object’s attributes.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-621 ERR_TRANSACTIONS_DISABLED
NDS is unable to service the request because the transaction service provided by the operating system is disabled.

An occurrence of this error during an attempt to establish communication indicates the operating system’s transaction
service is disabled on either the source or the target server.

An occurrence of this error during a background process indicates the operating system’s transaction service is disabled
on the target server.

To resolve this error, you will need to use the appropriate operating system commands to enable the transaction service
on the server .  For the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare operating systems, the console command to enable the transaction
tracking system is “ENABLE TTS”.
The  maximum transaction tracking is also settable.  Lower the maximum transaction tracking until the server is able to
perform the transactions without disabling.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-622 ERR_INVALID_TRANSPORT
An attempt was made to use a non-IPX™ referral.

An occurrence of this error during an attempt to establish communication indicates the local server was unable to
identify an IPX address referral for the target server.  To resolve this error, ensure the referral is available, use DSRepair’s
advanced menu option “Server known to this database” to select the target server, then select the option “Repair
selected server’s network address.”

NDS for the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare operating systems use only IPX address referrals.  Support for other protocols,
such as TCP/IP, is performed via encapsulation using an additional product.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-623 ERR_SYNTAX_INVALID_IN_NAME
An attempt was made to create a schema class definition that specifies a naming attribute whose schema attribute
definition is not constrained as a string.

To identify the definition constraints, see Appendix D.  Additionally, use the schema manager to identify which schema
attribute definitions in the schema in the Directory tree are constrained as strings (see Section V for more information).

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-624 ERR_REPLICA_ALREADY_EXISTS
An attempt was made to add a replica to a server already holding a non-subordinate reference replica of the same
partition.

An occurrence of this error in an NDS background process could indicate discrepancies in the replica rings of the server
holding replicas of the partition (see Section VI and “Observations” below for additional information).

This error could indicate discrepancies between the replica ring on the server holding the Master replica of the partition
and the target server.  Use DSRepair’s advanced menu option “Replica and partition operations” on the target server to
determine if it already holds a replica.  If it does and the replica is not listed in the replica ring on the server holding the
Master replica, you will need to destroy the replica on the target server.

For assistance in performing this operation, see Section V (specifically, the review of DSRepair’s advanced menu options
for “Replica and partition operations”) and Section VI (specifically, the discussion on replica ring discrepancies).

Additionally, you can contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Description:

Informational:

-625 ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE
The source server is unable to communicate to the target server.

An attempt to communicate with a server failed due because of the following events:

• The Status attribute on the server's object is "Down."  NDS periodically checks the status of a server.  If the
server is found to be unavailable due to a downed server condition or a LAN/WAN issue, the Status attribute on
the object representing the server is changed to "Down."  Once the server is found to be available again, its
object's Status attribute is set to "Up."

• An attempt to use an existing NCP™ connection to the target server failed.  Occurrences of this error in this
instance indicate a problem exists with the target server (being down) or with the LAN/WAN environment.

• An error occurred while attempting to create a connection to the target server.  Occurrences of this error in this
instance indicate a problem exists with the target server (being down) or with the LAN/WAN environment.

• The source server has an incorrect address referral for the target server.  Occurrences of this error in this
instance can be resolved using DSRepair's "Repair Network Address" options.  For information on using DSRepair,
see Section V.
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-626 ERR_ALL_REFERRALS_FAILED
All attempts to connect to the available servers during a Directory tree walking or NDS Resolve Name request have
failed

An attempt to either walk the Directory tree or to resolve an object name failed because the source server was unable to
connect to any of the available referrals (NDS Servers) or because the referrals had no instance of the object in question
while they held replicas of the target partition.

An occurrence of this error during an attempt to connect to the target server could indicate LAN/WAN issues, such as
SAP/RIP filtering, or discrepancies that exist in the connectivity between partition boundaries.  (See Observations below.)

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process could indicate discrepancies exist in the connectivity
between partition boundaries.  (See Observations below.)

On both the source and target servers, use DSRepair’s advanced menu options to verify all network addresses and
remote server ids.  See Section V for additional assistance on DSRepair.

To verify partition connectivity,

1. Start at the [Root] partition and ensure consistency between the replica rings of the servers holding a replica of the
partition.

2 Continue this process downward through the Directory tree, examining each partition root, until the targeted
partition is reached.

3 Ensure each replica ring has a Master replica and required subordinate reference replicas are in place.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-627 ERR_CANT_REMOVE_NAMING_VALUE
An attempt was made to remove the attribute value flagged as the naming attribute.

To determine the naming attributes for an operational schema class definitions, see Appendix F.  Additionally, you may
use the NDS Schema Manager to determine the naming attributes for an extended schema class definition (see Section
V for more information).

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to manipulate an object’s name.  Contact the manufacturer of
the application for assistance.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-628 ERR_OBJECT_CLASS_VIOLATION
An attempt was made to add an object without specifying the schema class definition used as the object’s base class.

This error could indicate a program fault in the application used to create an object’s name.  Contact the manufacturer of
the application for assistance.  Additionally, review the Observations below.

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process could indicate the base class specified for the object
being processed differs between the source and target servers.  (See Observations below.)

To identify which server has an invalid, or Unknown, base class for the object, you can examine the DSTrace debug screen on
the source server (see Section V of this manual).  Use DSRepair’s advanced  menu option “Repair local database” on the
source and target servers.  Save any changes made by DSRepair.  After DSRepair has been run, examine the DSRepair Log file
(see Section V) and check the replica summary information stated after each replica name to determine if any Unknown
objects are being reported.

If DSTrace indicates the object is using a proper base class on the source server and DSRepair indicates one or more objects
with a base class of “Unknown,” then perform a “Receive all updates from the master to this replica” on the target server (see
the note below).

If DSTrace indicates the object has a base object class of “Unknown” on the source and DSRepair indicates there are no
objects with a base class of “Unknown” on the target server’s replica, then perform a “Receive all updates from the master to
this replica” on the source server (see the note below).

If DSTrace indicates the object has a base object class of “Unknown” on the source and DSRepair indicates both the source
and target servers have objects with a base object class of “Unknown,” you need to perform a “Send all object to every
replica in the ring” using DSRepair on both the source and the target server. This operation, when performed on large
partitions or on partitions with numerous replicas, can generate a large amount of traffic.

NOTE:  The DSRepair advanced option “Receive all updates from the master to this replica” effectively removes and re-adds
the replica back on the server.  This operation cannot be performed on the server holding the Master replica.  Should this
operation need to be performed on the server holding the Master replica, reassign the Master to another replica using
DSRepair prior to starting this operation.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-629 ERR_ENTRY_IS_NOT_LEAF
An attempt was made to remove an object that has a nonzero subordinate count.

This error could indicate a program fault in the application used to remove the object.  Contact the manufacturer of the
application for assistance.  Additionally, review the Observations below.

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process could indicate discrepancies between replicas of a
partition.

This error could occur due to discrepancies between replicas of a partition.  Perform a database repair on the target
server using DSRepair (see Section V for more information).

If DSRepair is able to resolve the issue and the target server does not hold the Master replica of the partition, use
DSRepair to perform a “Receive all updates from the master to this replica” on the source server (see the note below.)

If DSRepair is able to resolve the issue and the target server holds the Master replica of the partition, use DSRepair to
perform a “Send all object to every replica in the ring” on the target server.  This operation, when performed on large
partitions or on partitions with numerous replicas, can generate a large amount of traffic.

If DSRepair is unable to resolve the issue, remove the replica from the target server using the administration utilities,
provided the target server does not hold the Master replica.
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-630 ERR_DIFFERENT_TREE
An attempt was made to perform an operation or submit a request to a server that exists in a different Directory tree.

An occurrence of this error during an attempt to communicate with an server indicates the target server has an object
that exists in the source server’s Directory tree; however, the target server now exists in a different tree.  (See Observations
below.)

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process indicates the target server has an object that exists in the
source server’s Directory tree; however, the target server now exists in a different tree.  (See Observations below.)

In the event a server has been lost and reinstalled into a Directory tree other than the its original tree, the server’s
object must be removed from the original Directory tree.  Perform the following steps to remove a server installed into
another Directory tree.

1. Confirm the server actually claims to belong to a different tree.  This can be done on a NetWare 4 or IntranetWare
file server by issuing the console command “CONFIG”.  Note the Directory tree name displayed, if it is different,
proceed to Step 2.  Otherwise, contact Novell Technical Servicessm.

2. Either down the target server or temporarily disconnect it from the LAN.  This is necessary to allow the administration
utilities to attempt to ping the server and not receive a ping reply.  If the utility receives a ping reply when attempting
to remove a server’s object from the tree, the utility will not allow the object to be removed.  If the utility does not
receive a ping reply, the object will be removed.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

-631 ERR_ILLEGAL_REPLICA_TYPE
The requested operation cannot be performed on the server because the replica type held by the server cannot be used
to service the request.  Specific partition operations and object operations require varying replica types.

For information on the prerequisites for a partition operation or object operation, see Section II and Section III, respectively.

A request was received (to modify an Object and/or its attributes) by a server that does not hold a replica of the specified
object’s partition.  This error, in this instance, indicates a fault in the application issuing the request.  Contact the
manufacturer of the application for assistance.

An attempt was made to initiate a partition operation using a server that does not hold the Master replica.  Ensure the
partition being manipulated has a Master replica and the replica rings of each of the servers holding a replica of the
partition are consistent.

An attempt was made to add a replica to a server; however, the replica type being added was not Read-Only or Read
Write.  Only Read-Only and Read Write replica types can be added to a server by a client.  Replica types of subordinate
reference are automatically placed by NDS.  This error, in this instance, indicates a program fault with the application
used to add the replica.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for assistance.

An attempt was made to modify the replica ring of a partition by a server that does not hold the Master Replica.  Only
the server holding the Master replica of the partition can modify the partition's replica ring.  This error, in this instance,
indicates a program fault with the application used to add the replica.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for
assistance.

The bindery context was tried to be set on a server that does not hold a writable copy of the partition in which the bindery
context is trying to be set.  Bindery context requires either a Master or a Read/Write copy of the partition in which you are
attempting to set a bindery context.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

-632 ERR_SYSTEM_FAILURE
An unexpected error has occurred on the source server.

Occurrences of this error may be due to:
• Problems with the local NDS database.  This error, in this instance, can be resolved using DSRepair (for

additional information on DSRepair, see Section V).
• Unexpected data returned from the local NDS database.  This error, in this instance, can be resolved using

DSRepair.
• Errors occurring during an attempt to build a reply to an NDS request.
• Memory corruption on the server.

An attempt was made during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to advance a replica whose replica
state is Transition On to a replica state of On.  However, the number of child partitions on the source server differs from
the number of child partitions on a server in the replica ring.  While using DSTrace on the source server with the
Synchronization or Partition Operation flags set, this error, in this instance, displays the following message:

WARNING! Partition boundaries are different. local LocalChildPartitionCount, remote RemoteChildPartitionCount

An attempt was made to abort a Merge partition operation and an error occurred while attempting to read the partition
control values from the server holding the Master replica of the parent partition.

An attempt was made to change the Directory tree name to a name longer than 128 characters.

An attempt was made to perform a Move SubTree partition operation on an object that is not a partition root object on
the receiving server.  This error, in this instance, can indicate discrepancies between NDS partition boundaries.    For
information on NDS partitions and partition boundaries, see Section I.  For information on handling partition boundary
issues, see Section VI.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

Additional information regarding the conditions leading to this error may be obtained by using DSTrace on the source
server with the following flags set:

• Synchronization
• Miscellaneous
• Collisions
• Partition Operations
• Schema Synchronization
• Backlink

An attempt was made to add an object to the source server's remote ID list; however, the object has a base class other
than NCP™ Server.  If using DSTrace on the target server, the following message displays:

WARNING! Attempt to add [ObjectEntryID] <ObjectName> with base class (BaseClass) to server list.

An internal error has occurred in NDS (DS.NLM).  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

Additionally, occurrences of this error may result from the following NDS error codes (review these errors for additional
information):

ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER
ERR_INVALID_REQUEST

-632 ERR_SYSTEM_FAILURE (Continued from the previous page.) 0xFFFFFD88
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-633 ERR_INVALID_ENTRY_FOR_ROOT
An attempt was made to:

• Restore an object as the [Root] of the Directory tree; however, the object’s base class was not “Top.”
• Assign an object as a partition root object; however, the object’s base class is not flagged as a Container in the

class’ schema class definition.

This error could indicate a program fault in the application used to restore or manipulate the object.  Contact the
manufacturer of the application for assistance.  Additionally, review the Observations below.

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process could indicate discrepancies between replicas of an NDS
partition.

This error, when occurring during NDS background processes, could result from discrepancies between replicas of an
NDS partition.  Perform a database repair on the target server using DSRepair (see Section V for more information).

If DSRepair is able to resolve the issue and the target server does not hold the Master replica of the partition, use
DSRepair to perform a “Receive all updates from the master to this replica” on the source server (see the note below).

If DSRepair is able to resolve the issue and the target server holds the Master replica of the partition, use DSRepair to
perform a “Send all object to every replica in the ring” on the target server.  This operation, when performed on large
partitions or on partitions with numerous replicas, can generate a large amount of traffic.

If DSRepair is unable to resolve the issue, remove the replica from the target server using the administration utilities,
provided the target server does not hold the Master replica.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-634 ERR_NO_REFERRALS
An attempt to walk the Directory tree or to resolve an object name failed because no referrals to servers holding replicas
of the object were found.

An attempt to either walk the Directory tree or to resolve an object name failed because the source server was unable to
locate any servers holding replicas of the object.

An occurrence of this error during an attempt to connect to the target server could indicate LAN/WAN issues, such as
SAP/RIP filtering, or discrepancies existing in the connectivity between partition boundaries (see Observations below).

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process could indicate discrepancies exist in the connectivity
between partition boundaries (see Observations below).

On both the source and target servers, use DSRepair’s advanced menu options to verify all network addresses and
remote server Ids.  See Section V for additional assistance on DSRepair.

To verify partition connectivity,

1. Start at the [Root] partition and ensure consistency between the replica rings of the servers holding a replica of the
partition.

2 Continue this process downward through the Directory tree, examining each partition root, until the targeted
partition is reached.

3 Ensure each replica ring has a Master replica and required subordinate reference replicas are in place.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-635 ERR_REMOTE_FAILURE
An unexpected error has occurred on the target server.

Continuous occurrences of this error may indicate the following:

• The requestor is using an invalid, or unsupported, request format, or a packet corruption has occurred.  Continuous
occurrence of this error, in this instance, may indicate a program fault in the application issuing the NDS
request.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for additional assistance.

• An invalid reply was received from the target server.

Occurrences of this error may result from the following NDS error codes (review these errors for additional information):

ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER
ERR_INVALID_REQUEST
ERR_INVALID_RESPONSE

Occurrences of this error when performing a check external references via DSRepair indicates that the Master of the
partition for that external reference can not be found.  Verify the replica ring consistency and that there is a Master
replica that can found for communication.
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-636 ERR_UNREACHABLE_SERVER
An attempt was made to perform a partition operation, flagged to ensure all servers in the replica ring of the partition
root object are available, failed because one of the servers in the replica ring was unavailable due to an
ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625).

To resolve this error, you need to resolve the communications error between the server responding to the client request
(for a partition operation) and the server in the replica ring that is unavailable.  Examine the Replica Synchronization
status on the server holding the Master replica and resolve any ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625) errors.

(See Informational above.)

(See Informational above.)

The following partition operations can be flagged when submitting the request to ensure each of the servers in the
replica ring are available.

• Add Replica
• Remove Replica
• Split Partition
• Merge Partition
• Change Replica Type
• Repair Timestamps
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error  Codes

Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-637 ERR_PREVIOUS_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS
An uncompleted Object Move operation is still in progress.

All Object Move operations must be completed prior to the object being moved again (see Observations shown below).

To resolve this error, you need to resolve any errors being received by the NDS Janitor background process on the server
that holds the Master replica of the partition that encompasses the object’s original location (while processing that
partition).
To resolve this error, the object move obituaries can be seen through check external references in DSRepair and
review the NDS Replica Purger background process in Section II.

0xFFFFFD83

All Object Move operations must be completed prior to a partition operation being initiated on the partition encompassing
the moved object destination location (see Observations shown below).
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-638 ERR_NO_CHARACTER_MAPPING
NDS (DS.NLM) was unable to map a character specified in a supplied relative distinguished name, or distinguished
name to its Uni-Code representation.

An occurrence of this error in NDS is returned to the client as DSERR_ILLEGAL_NAME (-239).
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-639 ERR_INCOMPLETE_AUTHENTICATION
An error occurred during the final process of the NDS Authentication process.

Additional information on this error can be obtained by using DSTrace on the target server with the Authentication flag
set.

This error indicates packet corruption is occurring when an NDS client uses an undefined packet format.  This may be
due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source and target servers.
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-640 ERR_INVALID_CERTIFICATE 0xFFFFFD80
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-641 ERR_INVALID_REQUEST
A request was received that is invalid, or unsupported, by the version of NDS (DS.NLM) used.

This error can occur during the normal operation of NDS (DS.NLM); however, it is handled during the normal operation
of NDS (DS.NLM) and is considered a transitory error.  Conditions that may result in a continuous occurrence of this error
are reviewed below.

Continuous occurrences of this error in an NDS background process may indicate an internal fault in NDS (DS.NLM).
Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

Continuous occurrences of this error in reply to an NDS API may indicate a program fault in the application issuing the
request.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-642 ERR_INVALID_ITERATION
The iteration handle in a message fragment of an NDS request was higher than the current maximum iterations in use
on the server.

This error indicates when packet corruption is occurring or when an NDS client uses an undefined packet format.  This
may be due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source and target
servers.

0xFFFFFD7E
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-643 ERR_SCHEMA_IS_NONREMOVABLE
An attempt was made to remove a schema class constrained as non-removable, or an attempt was made to remove a
schema attribute definition flagged as non-removable.

All operational schema class and attribute definitions are constrained/flagged, respectively, as non-removable.

To review the concepts of “operational” and “extended” schema definitions, see Section I.

To review the operational schema class definitions, see Appendix F; to review the operational schema attribute definitions,
see Appendix D.

0xFFFFFD7D
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-644 ERR_SCHEMA_IS_IN_USE
An attempt was made to remove a schema class definition that is used in the expanded class definition of an object or
that is specified in the containment list of another schema class definition.

Alternately, an attempt was made to remove an schema attribute definition specified in a naming, mandatory, or
optional attribute list of a schema class definition.

An occurrence of this error during the NDS Schema Synchronization background process can indicate significant
discrepancies between the schema in the NDS databases on the servers.  This issue should be handled as an NDS
Schema Synchronization process error (see Section VI for additional information).

To remove a schema class or attribute definition, the dependencies mentioned in the Description field above must be
removed prior to an attempt to remove the schema definition.  However, remember that operational schema class and
attribute definitions cannot be removed (see ERR_SCHEMA_IS_NONREMOVABLE -643 on the previous page).
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-645 ERR_CLASS_ALREADY_EXISTS
An attempt was made to create an schema class definition in a schema where a class definition  with the same name
already exists.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-646 ERR_BAD_NAMING_ATTRIBUTES
An attempt was made to create a schema class definition whose naming attribute list contains an attribute that is not
specified as a mandatory or optional attribute in the base definition or that is inherited as a mandatory or an optional
attribute from any of the schema class definitions of the base class’ super classes.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-647 ERR_NOT_ROOT_PARTITION
An attempt was made to perform an NDS partition operation on a non-partition root object.

The object specified in the client request is not a partition root object on the server that received the request.

A server received a request to assign a subordinate reference replica to another server.  However, the partition root
object specified in the request is not a partition root object on the server.

A request was received by a server to begin NDS Replica Synchronization on the specified partition.  However, the
partition root object specified in the request is not a partition root object on the server.

0xFFFFFD79
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Observations:
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-648 ERR_INSUFFICIENT_STACK
NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

0xFFFFFD78
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-649 ERR_INSUFFICIENT_BUFFER
A request was received where the buffer provided with the request was not large enough for the requested data.

Occurrences of this error will be handled by NDS (DS.NLM) or the application issuing the request to NDS (DS.NLM).

Continuous occurrences of this error in an NDS background Process may indicate an out-of-memory condition on the
server or an internal fault in NDS (DS.NLM).  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

Continuous occurrences of this error in reply to an NDS API may indicate a program fault in the application issuing the
request.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-650 ERR_AMBIGUOUS_CONTAINMENT
An attempt was made to create a new schema class definition where:

• The new class definition does not specify any class definitions in its containment list, and
• The schema class definitions of the new definition’s super classes do not specify any containment or conflicting

containment.

For additional information on schema class definition’s containment lists, super classes, and super class inheritance, see
Section I.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-651 ERR_AMBIGUOUS_NAMING
An attempt was made to create a new schema class definition where:

• The new class definition does not specify attribute definitions in its naming list, and
• The schema class definitions of the new definition’s super classes do not specify any naming or conficting

naming.

For additional information on schema class definitions’ naming lists, super classes, and super class inheritance, see
Section I.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-652 ERR_DUPLICATE_MANDATORY
An attempt was made to create a new schema class definition that specifies a mandatory attribute in its own class
definition, which was also specified as a mandatory attribute in one of the new definitions’ super class’ schema class
definition.

For additional information on schema class definitions’ mandatory attribute lists, super classes, and super class inheritance,
see Section I.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create an schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-653 ERR_DUPLICATE_OPTIONAL
An attempt was made to create a new schema class definition that specifies an optional attribute in its own class
definition and that also specifies a mandatory or optional attribute in one of the new definitions’ super class’ schema
class definition.

For additional information on schema class definitions’ mandatory and optional attribute lists, super classes, and super
class inheritance, see Section I.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

-654 ERR_PARTITION_BUSY
Occurrences of this error indicate the specified partition is currently involved in an NDS partition operation or the replica
state of the server is not On.

This error will occur if one of the following partition operations is running when a request for a partition operation is
received:

• Merge Tree
• Change Replica Type
• Split Partition
• Merge Partition
• Repair Timestamps
• Move SubTree

An attempt was made during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to synchronize with the target server
when its replica's replica state is Dying.  The source server does not hold the Master replica.

An attempt was made while object obituaries were being processed in the NDS Janitor background process (after the
successful completion of the NDS Replica Synchronization background process) to notify the target server of the obituary.
The target server's replica of the partition encompassing the object with the obituary is in a New or Dying replica state.

An attempt was made to perform a partition operation on a partition:
• That is already involved in an existing partition operation.  No additional partition operations can be performed

on the specified partition until the existing operation is completed.
• While the source server's replica state or Master replica's replica state is not On.
• That is being renamed.
• Where the Master replica is On and at least one of the non-Master replica's replica state are not On.  Instances

of this error occur during the NDS Change Replica Type partition operation.
• Where the target server's replica state is not On and it is not Dying.  Instances of this error occur during the

Receive All Updates from the Master Replica operation initiated by DSRepair.

0xFFFFFD72
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Observations: An attempt was made to create a replica on a server that already has:
• An existing replica of the same partition, and its replica is in a replica state of Dying or New.
• An existing replica of the same partition, and its replica is not in a Dying replica state.
• A subordinate reference replica of the same partition, and its replica is in a New replica state.

An attempt was made to transition a new replica on the source server to a replica state of On, while the replica state of
one of the child partitions is still in a New replica state.  When creating an NDS partition on a server, before the new
replica can be set to a replica state of On, a subordinate reference replica for each of the child partitions must be created
and turned on.

An attempt was made to send schema updates to the target server while the target server's schema was locked due to
a new schema epoch.  A server receiving a new schema epoch cannot receive schema updates until after the epoch has
completed.  Continuous occurrences of this error, in this instance, should be handled as an NDS Schema Synchronization
Issue (see Section VI for more information).

A request was received to begin replica synchronization with the specified server while the specified partition on the
target server is already being synchronized by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.  Continuous
occurrences of this error should be handled as a NDS Partition Operation Issue, as described in Section VI.

-654 ERR_PARTITION_BUSY (Continued from the previous page.) 0xFFFFFD72
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-655 ERR_MULTIPLE_REPLICAS
An attempt was made to add a new replica attribute value to a partition root object that already has a replica attribute of
the same value and without requesting that the existing value be overwritten or removed.

For additional information on schema attribute comparison rules and schema attribute definitions, see Appendix A and
Appendix D, respectively.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create a schema class definition.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-656 ERR_CRUCIAL_REPLICA
An attempt was made to perform an illegal NDS partition operation.

The following partition operations are illegal:

• Add a Read-Only or Read Write replica to the server holding the Master replica of the same partition.

• Remove the replica from the server holding the Master replica of the partition.

• Change the replica type of the Master replica without specifying a new server to hold the Master replica of the
partition.

• Request a “Receive All Updates from the Master Replica” on the server holding the Master replica of the
partition.

• Remove the replica from a server holding a subordinate reference replica of the partition.

0xFFFFFD70
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-657 ERR_SCHEMA_SYNC_IN_PROGRESS
An attempt was made to perform a schema synchronization with a server whose schema is currently in a new epoch
state.

When an IntranetWare or NetWare 4.11 NDS server, running DS.NLM v5.95 or higher, begins receiving a new epoch
on the schema, its schema is locked to prevent other servers from synchronizing any schema information until after the
epoch has completed.

A continuing occurrence of this error should be handled as an NDS Schema Synchronization failure.

0xFFFFFD6F
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Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-658 ERR_SKULK_IN_PROGRESS
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-659 ERR_TIME_NOT_SYNCHRONIZED
The time synchronization provided for use by NDS is not synchronized between the source and target servers.

This error could indicate an attempt to modify an object, via a NDS background processes, failed because the modification
timestamp of the attribute value on the target server was higher than the modification timestamp of the attribute value
on the source server.  Additional information regarding the objects and attributes involved can be obtained by using
DSTrace on the target server with the Collisions flag set.  For information on DSTrace, see Section V.

An occurrence of this error during a Change Replica Type partition operation indicates the server targeted to become the
new Master replica has modification timestamps in its replica that are higher than its current time being provided by time
synchronization.  If using DSTrace on the server targeted to become the new Master with the Synchronization or Partition
Operation flags set, the following message displays:

*CNTL: SetNewMaster for [PartitionRootObjectEntryID] <PartitionRootObjectName>, old highest is Timestamp,
current time is CurrentTime, ERR_TIME_NOT_SYNCHRONIZED

By comparing the time difference between Timestamp and CurrentTime on the server, you can determine the amount of
time that must pass before the operation will process.  If the time difference is significant, attempt to abort the partition
operation and resolve the issue using Repair Timestamps  AFTER reviewing the cautions associated with Repairing
Timestamps as presented in Sections IV and VI.

0xFFFFFD6D
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-660 ERR_RECORD_IN_USE
An attempt was made by NDS to purge an NDS database record that was still in use.

An occurrence of this error should be handled by repairing the NDS database using DSRepair.  For information on
DSRepair, see Section V.
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Functional:

Observations:

-661 ERR_DS_VOLUME_NOT_MOUNTED
This is an internal error used by the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare operating systems to indicate DS.NLM should not be
loaded at this time because the SYS Volume is not mounted.

0xFFFFFD6B
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

-662 ERR_DS_VOLUME_IO_FAILURE 0xFFFFFD6A
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Functional:

Observations:

-663 ERR_DS_LOCKED
An attempt was made to perform an NDS operation or background process on an server whose database is not open.

An occurrence of this error during an NDS operation indicates the NDS database on the server responsible for handling
the operation is not open.  To information on identifying the responsible server, see Section IV and review the Observations
below.

Occurrences of this error have been found due to UNICODE.NLM error -497 being returned to NDS (DS.NLM).  See
Section VIII for more information.

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process indicates the NDS database on the target server is not
open (see the Observations below).

Additionally, occurrences of this error can indicate the target server's Directory tree name is null. A server will return a
null Directory tree name if its local database is not open.

To open an NDS Database on a server running on the NetWare 4 or IntranetWare operating system the following points
apply:

• DS.NLM attempts to open the local database when the SYS volume is mounted.
• DS.NLM attempts to open the local database when DS.NLM is reloaded.  To reload the DS.NLM issue the

console command “SET DSTRACE=*.”.
• DSRepair.NLM requests DS.NLM to attempt to open the local database after a database repair or upon exiting

the NLM.

If DS.NLM is unable to open the local database and reports an initialization error on the console of the server, you can
attempt to resolve the issue using DSRepair.NLM.  For additional information on DSRepair, see Section V.

0xFFFFFD69
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Functional:

Observations:

-664 ERR_OLD_EPOCH
An attempt was made to manipulate objects on a server that is using an older epoch of the data.

For additional information on NDS partition epochs, see Section I.

An occurrence of this error during the inbound Replica Synchronization process indicates the target server has an older
epoch than the source server.  The following DSTrace messages display while using DSTrace with the Synchronization
flag set on the source server:

UNMATCHED EPOCHS on <ReplicaRootEntryID> --> LOCAL EPOCH: EpochNumber <TargetServerEntryID> EPOCH: EpochNumber
ReplicaRootEntryID TO BE UPDATED TO NEWER EPOCH.

This error is transitory and is handled by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.

An occurrence of this error during the NDS Schema Synchronization background process indicates the target server has
a newer epoch on its schema than the source server.  The following DSTrace messages display while using DSTrace with
the Schema Synchronization flag set on the target server:

* SCHEMA: Error -664 in DSAStartSchemaUpdate for server <SourceServerEntryID>
Version: DSARequestVersion Epoch: Timestamp:ReplicaNumber

This error is transitory and is handled by the NDS Schema Synchronization background process.

0xFFFFFD68
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Observations:

-665 ERR_NEW_EPOCH
An attempt was made to manipulate objects on a server that is using an newer epoch of the data.

For additional information on NDS partition epochs, see Section I.

An occurrence of this error during the NDS Replica Synchronization process, with the following DSTrace message being
displayed while using DSTrace with the Minimum or the Synchronization flag set, on the source server; indicates that the
target server has a newer epoch than the source server.

SYNC: <TargetServerName> has newer epoch. Delaying sync.

An occurrence of this error during the inbound NDS Replica Synchronization process indicates the source server has an
older epoch than the source server.  The following DSTrace messages display while using DSTrace with the Synchronization
flag set on the source server:

UNMATCHED EPOCHS on <ReplicaRootEntryID> --> LOCAL EPOCH: EpochNumber <TargetServerEntryID> EPOCH: EpochNumber

This error is transitory and is handled by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.

An occurrence of this error during the NDS Schema Synchronization process indicates the source server has a newer
epoch on its schema than the source.  The following DSTrace messages display while using DSTrace with the Schema
Synchronization flag set on the target server:

* DSAStartUpdateSchema: Client <SourceServerEntryID>, New Epoch: Timestamp:ReplicaNumber

This error is transitory and is handled by the NDS Schema Synchronization background process.

0xFFFFFD67
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Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-666 ERR_INCOMPATIBLE_DS_VERSION
The version of NDS on the target server is either incompatible with the source server’s version or is on the source
server’s restricted versions list.

For more information on the NDS version restrictions list, see the DSTrace discussion presented in Section V.

An occurrence of this error during communication indicates the target server’s version is either incompatible with the
source server’s version or is on the source server’s restricted versions list.

An occurrence of this error during an NDS background process indicates the target server’s version is either incompatible
with the source server’s version or is on the source server’s restricted versions list.

The following NDS versions are incompatible with all NDS versions 5.01 and higher when performing any of the
following operations:

• An attempt to add a replica to a server running DS.NLM v3.50 or older.

• An attempt to assign the Master replica to a server running DS.NLM v4.40 (NetWare v4.0x) or older when the
Master is currently held by a server running DS.NLM v4.63 (NetWare v4.1x) or higher.

• An attempt was made to perform a Move SubTree partition operation when one of the servers involved is
running v4.62 or older; or the server (which holds the Master replica of the partition that will become the new
parent partition) reports one of the servers involved is running v0.00.

0xFFFFFD66
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Observations:

-667 ERR_PARTITION_ROOT
An attempt was made to perform an operation on an NDS partition that is not supported.

The following NDS operations are not supported on a partition root object:

1. Delete Object.  To delete the partition root object, it must be merged with the parent partition first.

2. Delete a SubTree that contains a partition root object.

An occurrence of this error during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process indicates the target server is
missing from the replica ring of one of the child partitions (of the partition root being synchronized) on the source
server’s database.  This triggers an attempt by the source server to instruct the target server to request a subordinate
reference replica from the Master replica of the child partition.  However, the target server already holds a replica of the
child partition.  This should be handled as a NDS Partition Replica Ring Discrepancy issue (see Section VI for additional
information).

An occurrence of this error in reply to an Inspect Entry request or when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process is
executing (with DSTrace active and the DSTrace Inspector flag set) indicates a non-partition root object claims to exist in
a partition other than its parent’s partition.  In this event, the following message displays:

INSPECTOR: partitionID of entry ObjectEntryID is invalid

0xFFFFFD65
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Observations:

-668 ERR_ENTRY_NOT_CONTAINER
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.
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Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-669 ERR_FAILED_AUTHENTICATION
An attempt to authenticate an NDS client or to authenticate to a server has failed.

An invalid password was received during an authentication attempt.

An occurrence of this error during an attempt to establish communication to a server indicates either the remote IDs on
the source and/or target servers are invalid or the source and/or target server is using an invalid RSA Public Key (see
Observations provided below).

To resolve a suspected remote ID issue, use the DSRepair advanced menu option “View remote server ID list.”  Select
any server listed, then select the option to repair all remote IDs.  This operation should be performed on both the source
and target servers.  This operation should be repeated until neither the source server nor the target server report any
errors while performing the operation.  If the ERR_FAILED_AUTHENTICATION error continues to be reported, the issue
may be invalid RSA Public Keys.  To resolve a suspected RSA Public Key issue, see Section VI.
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Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-670 ERR_INVALID_CONTEXT
This is an internal error in NDS connection and task management handling.

Attempt to reset the connection and task management tables by reloading DS.NLM.  On the NetWare 4.1x or IntranetWare
platforms this can be accomplished using the console command “SET DSTRACE=*.”.
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Functional:

Observations:

-671 ERR_NO_SUCH_PARENT
An attempt was made to create or modify an object whose parent object is no longer present or the specified parent
object does not exist.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create or modify an object.  Contact the manufacturer of
the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

-672 ERR_NO_ACCESS
The requestor does not have sufficient rights to the information specified in a request.

A request was received by NDS (DS.NLM) to return object and/or attribute information when the requestor does not
have sufficient rights to the specified objects and/or attributes of an object.

For additional information on NDS rights, see Section I.

A request was received to perform an partition operation when the requestor does not have sufficient rights to the
specified partition root objects.

A request was received from a server to set its RSA Keys when its object already has an RSA Public Key.

A request was received to start inbound Replica Synchronization on a partition in a New replica state; however, the
source server (requestor) does not hold the Master replica of the partition.  This error can occur due to multiple Master
replicas in a replica ring.  In this event, the issue should be handled as a Replica Ring Discordancy issue as described in
Section VI.

A request was received to synchronize a partition; however, the source server's object is not present in the local database
of the target server.

A request was received to synchronize the schema; however, the source server's object is not present in the local
database of the target server.

0xFFFFFD60
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Observations:

-672 ERR_NO_ACCESS (Continued from the previous page.) 0xFFFFFD60
An attempt was made by a server to begin inbound replica synchronization where the source server does not exist in the
replica ring of the specified partition as held by the target server.  This error should be handled as a Replica Ring
Discordancy issue as described in Section VI.

An attempt was made by a server to update the schema when:

• the source server's replica depth is higher than the target server.
• the source server does not exist in the replica ring of the [Root]-most partition on the target server.

Updates to a server's schema can only be made by source servers with lower replica depths than the target servers, and
when the target server holds any partition, the source server exists in the replica ring of the target servers [Root]-most
partition.

An attempt was made by a server to modify the replica type of a partition held by the target server; however, the source
server does not exist in the target server’s NDS database.  Additionally, if using DSTrace on the target server with the
Synchronization flag set, the following message displays:

LinkReplica: DSALinkReplica for partition [PartitionRootObjectEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectName> from
[SourceServerEntryID]<SourceServerName> failed, error = -672
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-673 ERR_REPLICA_NOT_ON
An NDS partition operation or object operation was requested from a server whose replica of the targeted partition is
not currently in an ON state.

During partition operations, replicas of the affected partitions are disabled and not available for participation in other
partition operations until the current operation has completed.

An attempt was made to perform one of the following:

• Initiate a partition operation on a partition whose Master replica state is not On.
• Remove a replica from a server where that server’s replica state is not On.
• Change the Master replica to another server, while the current Master replica’s replica state is not On.
• Add, Delete, or Rename an object on a server whose replica state is not On.

Any occurrence of this error should be handled by examining the replica state of the replica and identifying the corresponding
partition operation that involves that state.  You may review information on handling partition operation issues in Section
VI.

0xFFFFFD5F
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-674 ERR_INVALID_NAME_SERVICE
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-675 ERR_INVALID_TASK
An attempt to use Task ID 0 of an NCP connection was made.

This is an internal error in NDS connection and task management handling.

Attempt to reset the connection and task management tables by reloading DS.NLM.  On the NetWare 4.1x or IntranetWare
platforms this can be accomplished using the console command “SET DSTRACE=*.”.

0xFFFFFD5D
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-676 ERR_INVALID_CONN_HANDLE
An attempt to use an invalid NCP connection handle or an invalid Task ID of an NCP connection.

This is an internal error in NDS connection and task management handling.

Attempt to reset the connection and task management tables by reloading DS.NLM.  On the NetWare 4.1x or IntranetWare
platforms this can be accomplished using the console command “SET DSTRACE=*.”.

This error can also be resolved by finding out the problem server’s connection to the server and deleted the connection
through monitor.  This will reestablish the server to server connection.

0xFFFFFD5C
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-677 ERR_INVALID_IDENTITY
An attempt to use an invalid identity internal to NDS.

This is an internal error in NDS identity management handling.

Attempt to reset the NDS identity tables by reloading DS.NLM.  On the NetWare 4.1x or IntranetWare platforms this
can be accomplished using the console command “SET DSTRACE=*.”.

0xFFFFFD5B
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-678 ERR_DUPLICATE_ACL
An attempt was made to add an ACL attribute value to an object that already has an ACL attribute value for the specified
trustee and privilege; without overwriting or deleting the existing attribute value.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to manipulate an object’s attributes.  Contact the manufacturer
of the application for assistance.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-679 ERR_PARTITION_ALREADY_EXISTS
An attempt was made to create a new partition, using the split partition operation, on a server that already has the
specified object as a partition root object.

This error indicates a discrepancy exists between the partition boundaries on two servers.

For information on handling NDS partition boundary issues, see Section VI.

0xFFFFFD59
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-680 ERR_TRANSPORT_MODIFIED
An inconsistency occurred when attempting to connect to the target server.

An attempt to establish a connection with the target server returned ERR_TRANSPORT_FAILURE (-625).  However, an
auxiliary attempt succeeded by renegotiating the NCP connections IPX Maximum Packet Size, IPX Packet Signature, and/
or IPX Packet Checksumming.

This error may be due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source and
target servers.

0xFFFFFD58
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-681 ERR_ALIAS_OF_AN_ALIAS
An attempt was made to create or restore an object with a base class of Alias.  The aliased object is also an object with
a base class of Alias.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used to create or restore objects.  Contact the manufacturer of the
application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD57
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-682 ERR_AUDITING_FAILED
An error occurred during NDS Auditing.

An internal auditing error has occurred.  Additional information can be obtained by using DSTrace on the source and
target servers with the Auditing flag set.  For information on using DSTrace, see Section V.

This error may indicate an attempt to reset the DS Auditing file failed.

This error may indicate an attempt to audit an NDS activity that has not been flagged as Audited by the auditor.

0xFFFFFD56
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-683 ERR_INVALID_API_VERSION
A request (NDS API) was received by NDS (DS.NLM) where the version specified in the request was invalid or unsupported
by the version of NDS (DS.NLM) used.

0xFFFFFD55
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-684 ERR_SECURE_NCP_VIOLATION
An attempt to connect to an NDS client or server failed due to lack of support for IPX Packet Signatures.

An attempt was made to authenticate to a client or server, where the target client/server does not support, or use, IPX
Packet Signatures; however, the source client/server requires the use of IPX Packet Signatures.  To resolve this issue, the
target must enable support for IPX Packet Signatures.

This error indicates packet corruption is occurring and may be caused by faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/
WAN equipment existing between the source and target servers.

0xFFFFFD54
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-685 ERR_MOVE_IN_PROGRESS
The specified object is currently involved in an NDS Move object operation.

This error is returned to the NDS client or server that submitted a DSA Control request inquiring as to an object’s move
status; if the specified object has a Move Obituary or an Inhibit Move Obituary.

0xFFFFFD53
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-686 ERR_NOT_LEAF_PARTITION
An attempt to perform an Move SubTree partition operation was requested on a partition that has a child partition.

The Move SubTree partition operation can only be performed on partitions that have no subordinate partition root
objects and that are leaf partitions.  To perform a Move SubTree partition operation on a non-leaf partition root object,
you first need to merge any subordinate partition root objects with the parent partition(s).

0xFFFFFD52
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-687 ERR_CANNOT_ABORT
An attempt was made to abort a partition operation that has progressed beyond a specific operation state.

An attempt was made to abort:

• A Change Replica Type partition operation that has advanced any replica beyond the replica state CRT_0.
• A Split Partition operation that has advanced any readable, or better, replica beyond replica state SS_0.
• A Merge partition operation that has advanced the partition control state beyond JS_0.
• A Move SubTree partition operation that has advanced any of the Move Tree obituaries to Notified, OK To

Purge, or Purgeable.

If a partition operation has advanced beyond the initial stages identified above in the Informational field, it cannot be
aborted.  For information on handling stuck partition operations, review the specific partition operation that is failing,
found in section three.

0xFFFFFD51
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Description:

Observations:

-688 ERR_CACHE_OVERFLOW
An internal error has occurred in the cache used by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.

This error is not currently used in NDS for IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 v5.95 or higher.

0xFFFFFD50
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-689 ERR_INVALID_SUBORDINATE_COUNT
This error indicates the number of present child objects of the specified object differs from the subordinate count
specified on the object’s object database record.

This error occurs as a reply to an Inspect Entry request or when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process is executing
(with DSTrace active and the DSTrace Inspector flag set).  In the case of the latter event occurring, the following message
displays:

INSPECTOR: Bad subordinate count on entry ObjectEntryID, is EntryRecordCount, should be ActualCount

This error can be resolved by using DSRepair to repair the local database of the server reporting the error.  For additional
information on using DSRepair, see Section V.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-690 ERR_INVALID_RDN
This error indicates the following:

• The relative distinguished name specified by the object database record of the specified object differs from the
name provided by the object naming attribute.

• The specified object’s parent object, as identified by the object database record, is invalid.

This error occurs as a reply to an Inspect Entry request or when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process is executing
(with DSTrace active and the DSTrace Inspector flag set).  In the case of the latter event occurring, the following message
displays:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID ObjectName RDN does not match values

This error can be resolved by using DSRepair to repair the local database of the server reporting the error.  For additional
information on using DSRepair, see Section V.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-691 ERR_MOD_TIME_NOT_CURRENT
This error indicates the modification timestamp of an attribute assigned to the specified object is higher than the
modification timestamp on the object’s object database record.

This error occurs as a reply to an Inspect Entry request or when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process is executing
(with DSTrace active and the DSTrace Inspector flag set).  In the case of the latter event occurring, the following message
displays:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID ObjectName RDN modification time is not current

This error can be resolved by using DSRepair to repair the local database of the server reporting the error.  For additional
information on using DSRepair, see Section V.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-692 ERR_INCORRECT_BASE_CLASS
This error indicates the base class indicated by the specified object’s object database record is not the same as the base
class listed on the specified object’s object class attribute.

This error occurs as a reply to an Inspect Entry request or when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process is executing
(with DSTrace active and the DSTrace Inspector flag set).  In the case of the latter event occurring, the following message
displays:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID ObjectName RDN base class is incorrect

This error can be resolved by using DSRepair to repair the local database of the server reporting the error.  For additional
information on using DSRepair, see Section V.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-693 ERR_MISSING_REFERENCE
This error indicates the specified object has an attribute value that references another object in the local database and
the referenced object does not have a reference attribute indicating the specified object references it.

This error occurs as a reply to an Inspect Entry request or when the NDS Flat Cleaner background process is executing
(with DSTrace active and the DSTrace Inspector flag set).  In the case of the latter event occurring, the following message
displays:

INSPECTOR: ObjectEntryID ObjectName missing reference opposite this value

This error occurs when attempting to manipulate an object whose creation timestamp is zero.  This occurrence can only
be resolved by running DSRepair on the server that holds the Master replica of the partition encompassing the specified
object.  For additional information on using DSRepair, see Section V.

Other occurrences of this error can be resolved by using DSRepair to repair the local database of the server reporting
the error.  For additional information on using DSRepair, see Section V.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-694 ERR_LOST_ENTRY
This error indicates the object being updated using NDS background processes, that has not yet been received.

This error can occur during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process if the target server does not hold a copy
of the object, or if the object on the target server has its Reference entry flag set.  When using DSTrace on the source
server with the Synchronization flag set, the following message displays:

SkulkEntry: LOST ENTRY (ObjectName) creationTime = ObjectCreationTimestamp with ReplicaNumber and Event

Occurrences of this error are handled by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process which resends the lost
entry.

0xFFFFFD4A
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Description:

Observations:

-695 ERR_AGENT_ALREADY_REGISTERED
An attempt was made to load NDS (DS.NLM) for the NetWare 4.1x or the IntranetWare operating system; however,
another NLM has already registered itself with the operating system as the NDS Agent.
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Description:

Observations:

-696 ERR_DS_LOADER_BUSY
An attempt was made to unload and reload NDS (DS.NLM) for the NetWare 4.1x or the IntranetWare operating system;
however, the operating system’s DS Loader was busy.

An occurrence of this error would require the request to be resubmitted later.
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Description:

Observations:

-697 ERR_DS_CANNOT_RELOAD
An attempt was made to unload and reload NDS (DS.NLM) for the NetWare 4.1x or the IntranetWare operating system;
however, an NDS (DS.NLM) dependent NLM was loaded.

Occurrences of this error results in the following message displaying on the console of the NetWare v4.1x or IntranetWare
file server:

DS.NLM cannot be unloaded at this time because another NLM™ has registered
with DS.  Try unloading DSREPAIR.NLM, DSMERGE.NLM or DSI.NLM

If the NLMs mentioned in the above console message are not loaded, check for other NDS (DS.NLM) dependant NLMs.
If other NLMs are loaded, unload them prior to reloading DS.NLM.
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-698 ERR_REPLICA_IN_SKULK
An attempt was made by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to start synchronizing with the target
server; however, another server has already begun the NDS Replica Synchronization background process with the target
server.

A server can only receive inbound NDS Replica Synchronization from one server at a time.  This error will occur should
two servers in the replica ring attempt to synchronize to the server at the same time.

Occurrences of this error are transitory and are resolved by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process.
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Description:

Functional:

-699 ERR_FATAL
Below are conditions which may result in a continuous occurrence of this error.

Note: If this error occurs during the normal operation of NDS (DS.NLM), it is considered a transitory error and is
handled during the normal operation of NDS (DS.NLM).

Occurrences of this error during the NDS Schema Synchronization background process, in response to the request to
start schema synchronization, indicates the source server and the target server are the same server, or the target server
is the special identity "Public."  If using DSTrace on the source server with the Schema flag set, the message "WARNING!
rejecting DSAStartUpdateSchema client <TargetServerName>" displays.  This error, in this instance, indicates an internal
error in NDS (DS.NLM).  Contact your Authorized Service Center for assistance.

Occurrences of this error during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process, in response to the request to start
replica synchronization, indicates the source server and the target server are the same server.  This error, in this
instance, can indicate duplicate replica attribute values in the partition root object's replica ring.

Occurrences of this error during the NDS Replica Synchronization background process, in response to an update
request, can indicate one of the following:

• The specified partition root object has a different parent object on the target server than the
parent object of the partition root object on the source server, or it is an external reference on the
target server.  For this instance of this error, the following DSTrace message displays on the target
server (using DSTrace with the Synchronization flag set):

"SKULKER: invalid replica root message"

• The leaf object being updated exists in a different partition or is an external reference on the
target server.

• The source server and the target server are the same server.  This error can indicate duplicate
replica attribute values in the partition root object's replica ring.

0xFFFFFD45
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Observations:

-699 ERR_FATAL 0xFFFFFD45
Occurrences of this error during the NDS Janitor background process, while processing NDS object obituaries, can
indicate the following:

• An attempt was made to process an unidentified type 1 obituary.  The standard type 1 obituaries are
Restored (0), Dead (1), Moved (2), and New RDN (4).

• The obituary received by the target server was a type 1 (Dead) obituary and specified a zero creation
timestamp for the targeted object.

Additionally, if using DSTrace on the target server with the Backlinker flag set, the following message displays:

*Backlink: END DSASyncExternalReference request from [SourceServerEntryID]<SourceServerName> failed, error = -699

Occurrences of this error during the NDS partition operation Move SubTree indicates the server holding the Master
replica of the parent partition (of the partition being moved) was not found in the Master replica's replica ring of the
partition being moved.

A server that holds a non-subordinate reference replica of a partition must have, minimally, a subordinate reference
replica of each of the child partitions.  This condition should be handled as a Replica Ring Discrepancy issue as described
in Section VI.

Additionally, if using DSTrace on the server that holds the Master replica of the partition being moved, the following
message displays:

CNTL: Partition <SourcePartitionRoot> entry not found on server <SourcePartitionRootParentsMasterReplicaServerName>

Occurrences of this error during the NDS Janitor background process, while purging the local NDS database after
successfully completing the NDS Replica Synchronization background process, indicates an attempt was made to purge
an invalid entry record.  Continuous occurrences of the error in this instance can be resolved by running a local database
repair using DSRepair.  For additional information on using DSRepair, see Section V.
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Section VII, Novell Directory Services Error Codes

Observations:

-699 ERR_FATAL 0xFFFFFD45
Occurrences of this error during the NDS Limber background process can indicate an out-of-memory condition occurred
while attempting to update the source server's referral information on the Master replica of each of the partitions held by
the source server.

Occurrences of this error during the Merge partition operation, as a response from the server holding the Master replica
of the parent partition of the partition being merged and while attempting to initiate the operation, indicates the child
partition root object on the server holding the Master replica of the parent partition is not a partition root object.

Occurrences of this error during the Merge partition operation, in preparation to advance the replica state to Join
State 1 and while using DSTrace on the source server with either the Synchronization or the Partition Operation
flags set, indicates the source server has not yet received a readable replica, or better, of the parent partition.
Additionally, the following message displays:

JOINING UP: <ChildPartition> Child's ring did not match parent's. Wait for parent replica.

If the aforementioned message is not being displayed, the error is occurring because at least one of the replicas in
the replica ring has already advanced to Join State 1.

Continuous occurrence of this error indicates an NDS Replica Synchronization issue on the server holding the Master
replica of the parent partition.

Occurrences of this error during an attempt to initialize the schema cache, indicates an unspecified error occurred during
the initialization routines.  If using DSTrace on the source server with the Schema Synchronization flag set, the following
message displays:

Unable to initialize schema cache. opSchema is now invalid.

For additional information on the unspecified error, use DSTrace (on the source server) with the Schema Synchronization,
Miscellaneous, and Errors flags set.
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Observations:

-699 ERR_FATAL 0xFFFFFD45
Occurrences of this error may indicate a packet corruption is occurring or a server or client made an attempt to utilize an
invalid, or unsupported, request format.  This may be due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN
equipment existing between the source and target servers.

An attempt was made to open the local database; however, it was already opened.  Contact the manufacturer of the
NLM that issued the request for assistance.

An attempt was made during the NDS Merge Tree operation, to assign a replica of the [Root] partition using replica
number zero.

An attempt was made to request a subordinate reference replica without being able to identify the server holding the
Master replica of the partition being requested.  The request to receive a subordinate reference replica can occur while
processing a dying replica, if the replica's parent partition exists on the server holding the dying replica or while receiving
a replica if the new replica has child partitions.  If using DSTrace on the source server with the Synchronization flag set,
the following message displays during some occurrences of this error:

SYNC: ProcessDyingReplica - <PartitionRootObjectName>. Master not found in local ring.

An attempt was made to assign a new Master replica using the NDS Change Replica Type operation, where the source
server:

• Did not hold a replica of the specified partition
• Did not have a replica attribute value, identifying the server holding the Master replica, in its copy of the

replica ring for the specified partition

A request was received to synchronize a partition that:

•  Does not exist on the source server
•  Came from a server that does not exist in the replica ring on the source server for the specified partitionA
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Observations:

-699 ERR_FATAL 0xFFFFFD45
A request was received to begin processing the Move SubTree partition operation;  however, the source server was
unable to locate the Master replica in the replica ring for the specified partition.  If using DSTrace with the Synchronization
or the Partition Operation flags set, the following message displays:

MoveTree: End Notify for [PartitionRootObjectEntryID]<PartitionRootObjectName> failed, error -699

A request was received to register an NLM for an NDS event where the requestor specified an invalid priority.  Contact
the manufacturer of the NLM for assistance.

An internal, or unexpected, error has occurred in NDS (DS.NLM).  Contact your Authorized Service Center for assistance.

Occurrences of this error during the initialization of NDS (DS.NLM) may indicate the following:

• An internal problem with the DSLoader that requires NDS (DS.NLM) be reloaded
• A corrupted file

Continuous occurrence of this error, after replacing the aforementioned files, can indicate an internal error in NDS
(DS.NLM or the DSLoader) and will require the assistance of your Authorized Service Center.
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-700 ERR_OBSOLETE_API
An NDS API request was received that is not supported by the version of NDS running on the server.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD44
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-701 ERR_SYNCHRONIZATION_DISABLED
An attempt was made by the NDS Replica Synchronization background process to start synchronization with the target
server while the target server’s inbound NDS Replica Synchronization is disabled.

An attempt to initiate inbound NDS Replica Synchronization while the process is disabled on the target server results in
the following DSTrace message displaying (that is, if the target server is using DSTrace with the Synchronization and
Inbound flags set):

* SKULKER: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED

An attempt was made to audit NDS on a server whose auditing is not currently open.

An attempt to initiate outbound NDS Replica Synchronization while the process is disabled on the source server results in
the following DSTrace message displaying (that is, if the source server is using DSTrace with the Minimum or
Synchronization flags set):

SYNC: SYNCHRONIZATION DISABLED

NDS inbound and/or outbound Replica Synchronization can be enabled or disabled on a NetWare v4.1x or
IntranetWare file server using the console commands identified in Section V.

0xFFFFFD43
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-702 ERR_INVALID_PARAMETER
An attempt to register for an unsupported DS event or to unregister an unregistered DS event was received by the
server.

This error indicates a program fault in the application used.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD42
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-703 ERR_DUPLICATE_TEMPLATE
The default ACLs for the specified operational schema class definition exist and are correct.

During the initialization of the schema, each operational schema class definition is examined, and, in this case, the
default ACL list (or template) for the specified class already exists and is correct.

This is an internal error and is expected during the initialization of the schema.  If the default ACL List for the specified
class is nonexistent or incorrect, the initialization routines reassigns it to the operational schema class definition.

0xFFFFFD41
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-704 ERR_NO_MASTER_REPLICA
The server is unable to identify the Master replica of the partition.

This error occurs during the:

• NDS Backlinker background process after receiving a request to change the Directory tree name
• NDS Limber background process on a server that holds a replica of the [Root] partition

This error indicates the source server holds a replica of the [Root] partition and there is no Master replica specified in its
replica ring.

Resolving this error requires each of the servers that hold a readable replica of the [Root] partition be examined.  Verify
that none of the servers currently holds the Master replica; if a server is found to hold a replica of the [Root] partition, this
error should be handled as a Replica Ring Discrepancy situation, as described in Section VI.

If the replica rings are consistent between the servers holding readable replicas of the [Root] partition and none of the
servers holds the Master replica, then one of the servers must be assigned as the Master replica.  This operation can be
performed using DSRepair.NLM.  For information on using DSRepair.NLM, see Section V.

0xFFFFFD40
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-705 ERR_DUPLICATE_CONTAINMENT
The default containment list for the specified operational schema class definition exists and is correct.

During the initialization of the schema, each operational schema class definition is examined, and, in this case, the
default containment list for the specified class already exists and is correct.

This is an internal error and is expected during the initialization of the schema.  If the default containment list for the
specified class is nonexistent or incorrect the initialization routines reassign it to the operational schema class definition.

0xFFFFFD3F
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Description:

Informational:

Functional:

Observations:

-706 ERR_NOT_SIBLING
The objects specified in a Merge Entries request are not siblings to one another.

Occurrences of this error are returned in response to the Merge Entries request.  The objects specified in the request are
considered to be non-siblings when one of the following conditions exist:

• The creation timestamps of the specified objects are the same.
• The specified objects do not have the same parent object.
• The specified objects are the same object because they have the same object entry ID in the server’s NDS

database.

An occurrence of this error could indicate the following:

• Problems with the local NDS database.  This can be resolve using DSRepair.NLM to repair the local database.
For information on using DSRepair.NLM, see Section V.

• A program fault in the application used.  Contact the manufacturer of the application for assistance.

0xFFFFFD3E
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-707 ERR_INVALID_SIGNATURE
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

0xFFFFFD3D
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-708 ERR_INVALID_RESPONSE
The data retrieved by NDS (DS.NLM) from a packet was invalid or contained unexpected information.

This error indicates a packet corruption is occurring or a server or client made an attempt to utilize an unknown packet
format.  This may be due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source
and target servers.

0xFFFFFD3C
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-709 ERR_INSUFFICIENT_SOCKETS
An attempt was made to identify any unneeded NCP sockets, and all sockets were found to be in use.

After successfully opening or closing an NCP connection with a server or client, NDS will attempt to identify and recycle
any unneeded NCP sockets.  If all open sockets are in use, this error will be returned to indicate no NCP sockets are
available to be recycled.

This error is transitory and appears and disappears as NCP connections are opened and closed and while all opened
sockets are in use.  However, if this error occurs continuously, you should consider increasing the maximum number of
open sockets allowed by the operating system.

0xFFFFFD3B
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-710 ERR_DATABASE_READ_FAIL
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

0xFFFFFD3A
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-711 ERR_INVALID_CODE_PAGE
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

0xFFFFFD39
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-712 ERR_INVALID_ESCAPE_CHAR
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

0xFFFFFD38
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-713 ERR_INVALID_DELIMITERS
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

0xFFFFFD37
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-714 ERR_NOT_IMPLEMENTED
The request received by the server is requesting a function or operation not implemented in the version of NDS in use by
the server.

This error could indicate a newer version of NDS is required by the application or a program fault has occurred in the
application.  For additional information, contact the manufacturer of the application.

0xFFFFFD36
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-715 ERR_CHECKSUM_FAILURE
A packet was received from a server that was using NDS Checksumming; however, the packet was identified as corrupt
because the checksumming verification failed.

NDS for NetWare v4.1x does not, by default, utilize NDS Checksumming because checksumming is not support by all
frame types.  However, the source and target servers are using NDS Checksumming.

This error indicates packet corruption is occurring and may be caused by faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/
WAN equipment existing between the source and target servers.

Generally, it is not recommended that NDS Checksumming be used because current versions of NDS provide transport-
independent CRC checking on all NDS traffic between servers.

To enable or disable support for NDS Checksumming, see the DSTrace commands specified in Section V.

0xFFFFFD35
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-716 ERR_CHECKSUMMING_NOT_SUPPORTED
An attempt was made to negotiate an NCP connection with a server that does not support NDS Checksumming;
however, the source server has NDS Checksumming enabled.

NDS for NetWare v4.1x does not, by default, utilize NDS Checksumming because checksumming is not support by all
frame types.  However, the source server is using NDS Checksumming and the target server is not.

Generally, it is not recommended that NDS Checksumming be used because current versions of NDS provide transport-
independent CRC checking on all NDS traffic between servers.

To enable or disable support for NDS Checksumming, see the DSTrace commands specified in Section V.

0xFFFFFD34
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-717 ERR_CRC_FAILURE
A packet was received from a server that was using NDS CRC Checking; however, the packet was identified as corrupt
because the CRC verification failed.

A server running NDS for NetWare v4.10 (v5.01 and higher) and IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11,  by default, utilizes
NDS CRC Checking for all data exchange.  This is done to prevent database corruption due to packet corruption.

This error indicates packet corruption is occurring.  This may be due to faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards, or other LAN/
WAN equipment existing between the source and target servers.

The use of NDS CRC Checking is available only between servers running DS.NLM v5.01 or higher.

0xFFFFFD33
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:

-718 ERR_INVALID_ENTRY_HANDLE 0xFFFFFD32
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.
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Description:

Informational:

Communication:

Functional:

Observations:
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NDS for NetWare v4.10 or IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 do not currently utilize this error code.

-719 ERR_INVALID_VALUE_HANDLE 0xFFFFFD32
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Description:

Informational:

Observations:

-720 ERR_CONNECTION_DENIED 0xFFFFFD30
The WAN Traffic Manager, according to the policies, restricted an attempt to:

• Begin running an NDS background process
• Open an NCP connection to a server

Occurrences of this error while using the WAN Traffic Manager are expected and should generally be disregarded.  To
review the restrictions placed on NDS and enforced by the WAN Traffic Manager, review the policies used on the source
server or the LAN Area object to which the source server belongs.

The following DSTrace messages display when the corresponding NDS background process is disabled completely:

 NDS Background Process DSTrace Message

Backlinker WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINKS returns DONT SEND (policy)
Schema Synchronization WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC returns DONT SEND (policy)
Limber WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER returns DONT SEND (policy)
Janitor WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR returns DONT SEND (policy)

The operating system periodically checks all connections on the server to verify the connection is still permitted.  For
example, if the authenticated object’s account has been deleted or the allowed connection times restricted, the connection
on the server may need to be terminated.

If the server does not hold a replica of the partition encompassing the object, the server will need to perform a name
resolution operation on the object’s distinguished name to locate a server holding a readable replica of the object.  If the
WAN Traffic Managers policies restrict name resolutions during this account check, the following DSTrace messages
display (if DSTrace is used with the WANMAN flag set):

WANMAN: NDS_CHECK_LOGIN_RESTRICTIONS returns DONT SEND (policy)
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Description:

Observations:

-720 ERR_CONNECTION_DENIED (Continued from the previous page.) 0xFFFFFD30
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In addition to the information provided on the previous page, the following DSTrace messages display when the
corresponding NDS background process is enabled; however, an attempt was made to open an NCP Connection during
the execution of the background process to an address restricted by a WAN Traffic Manager policy.

NDS Background Process DSTrace Message

Replica Synchronization WANMAN: NDS_SYNC returns DONT SEND (policy)
Backlinker WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINK_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_BACKLINK_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)
Schema Synchronization WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_SCHEMA_SYNC_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)
Limber WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_LIMBER_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)
Janitor WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)

WANMAN: NDS_JANITOR_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)

If the WAN Traffic Managers policies restrict name resolutions during the account check mentioned on the previous
page, the following DSTrace messages display (if using DSTrace with the WANMAN flag set):

WANMAN: NDS_CHECK_LOGIN_RESTRICTIONS_OPEN returns DONT SEND (auto)
WANMAN: NDS_CHECK_LOGIN_RESTRICTIONS_OPEN returns DONT SEND (policy)

The use of (auto) or (policy) in any of the messages above is determined by the WAN Traffic Manager policy being used.
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NDS Client
Error Codes The information in this section reviews the NDS™ client error codes, their descriptions,

conditions in which they occur, and observations on situations in which they have occurred.

To better understand the information presented here, it is strongly recommended that you
first review Sections I, II, III, IV, and VI of this manual.  Additionally, you should be familiar
with the NDS Diagnostics Trace (DSTrace) screen (see Section V for more information on
DSTrace).

Certain NDS background processes or operations require functionality from other servers.
Use of these functions, such as bindery services, requires a server to act as a client to the
server providing the functionality.  Consequently, these functions can result in client-specific
error codes returned to NDS background processes and operations.  These error codes
are generated by the NDS Client built into  NDS (DS.NLM).  Occurrences of these errors,
although unusual, should be handled based upon the information presented in the review
of the error code in the subsequent pages.

NDS client error codes fall within the numerical range of -301 and -399.

Note:  Some of the client error codes described in this section have no information
concerning when they occur.  These errors are not currently used by NDS.  They
may, however, originate from other NDS “aware” clients that are not part of the
NDS (DS.NLM).

http://www.novell.com/
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Novell Directory Services Client Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code

-301 ERR_NOT_ENOUGH_MEMORY 0xFFFFFED3

-302 ERR_BAD_KEY 0xFFFFFED2

-303 ERR_BAD_CONTEXT 0xFFFFFED1

-304 ERR_BUFFER_FULL 0xFFFFFED0

-305 ERR_LIST_EMPTY 0xFFFFFECF

-306 ERR_BAD_SYNTAX 0xFFFFFECE
An invalid external auditing request was received.

-307 ERR_BUFFER_EMPTY 0xFFFFFECD

-308 ERR_BAD_VERB 0xFFFFFECC

-309 ERR_EXPECTED_IDENTIFIER 0xFFFFFECB

-310 ERR_EXPECTED_EQUALS 0xFFFFFECA

-311 ERR_ATTR_TYPE_EXPECTED 0xFFFFFEC9

-312 ERR_ATTR_TYPE_NOT_EXPECTED 0xFFFFFEC8

-313 ERR_FILTER_TREE_EMPTY 0xFFFFFEC7

-314 ERR_INVALID_OBJECT_NAME 0xFFFFFEC6

-315 ERR_EXPECTED_RDN_DELIMITER 0xFFFFFEC5

http://www.novell.com/
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Novell Directory Services Client Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code

-316 ERR_TOO_MANY_TOKENS 0xFFFFFEC4

-317 ERR_INCONSISTENT_MULTIAVA 0xFFFFFEC3

-318 ERR_COUNTRY_NAME_TOO_LONG 0xFFFFFEC2

-319 ERR_SYSTEM_ERROR 0xFFFFFEC1

-320 ERR_CANT_ADD_ROOT 0xFFFFFEC0

-321 ERR_UNABLE_TO_ATTACH 0xFFFFFEBF

-322 ERR_INVALID_HANDLE 0xFFFFFEBE

-323 ERR_BUFFER_ZERO_LENGTH 0xFFFFFEBD

-324 ERR_INVALID_REPLICA_TYPE 0xFFFFFEBC

-325 ERR_INVALID_ATTR_SYNTAX 0xFFFFFEBB

-326 ERR_INVALID_FILTER_SYNTAX 0xFFFFFEBA

-328 ERR_CONTEXT_CREATION 0xFFFFFEB8

-329 ERR_INVALID_UNION_TAG 0xFFFFFEB7

-330 ERR_INVALID_SERVER_RESPONSE 0xFFFFFEB6

-331 ERR_NULL_POINTER 0xFFFFFEB5

-332 ERR_NO_SERVER_FOUND 0xFFFFFEB4

http://www.novell.com/
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Novell Directory Services Client Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code

-333 ERR_NO_CONNECTION 0xFFFFFEB3

-334 ERR_RDN_TOO_LONG 0xFFFFFEB2

-335 ERR_DUPLICATE_TYPE 0xFFFFFEB1

-336 ERR_DATA_STORE_FAILURE 0xFFFFFEB0

-337 ERR_NOT_LOGGED_IN 0xFFFFFEAF
An internal auditing error occurred on an IntranetWare™/NetWare® v4.11™ file server.  Contact your Novell
Authorized Service Centersm for assistance.

-338 ERR_INVALID_PASSWORD_CHARS 0xFFFFFEAE

-339 ERR_FAILED_SERVER_AUTHENT 0xFFFFFEAD

-340 ERR_TRANSPORT 0xFFFFFEAC

-341 ERR_NO_SUCH_SYNTAX 0xFFFFFEAB

-342 ERR_INVALID_DS_NAME 0xFFFFFEAA

-343 ERR_ATTR_NAME_TOO_LONG 0xFFFFFEA9

-344 ERR_INVALID_TDS 0xFFFFFEA8
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Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code

-345 ERR_INVALID_DS_VERSION 0xFFFFFEA7
An attempt was made to load a version of NDS (DS.NLM) not supported by the operating system; or
an attempt was made to load NDS (DS.NLM) on an unsupported operating system.

The following operating systems and NDS versions are compatible with each other:

NetWare v4.10 NDS for NetWare v4.10 v4.32 (or higher)
NetWare v4.11 NDS for IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 v5.63 (or higher)
IntranetWare NDS for IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 v5.63 (or higher)

Additionally, this error can result from an attempt to perform a Merge Tree with a server running NDS (DS.NLM)
version 4.00 or lower.

-346 ERR_UNICODE_TRANSLATION 0xFFFFFEA6

-347 ERR_SCHEMA_NAME_TOO_LONG 0xFFFFFEA5

-348 ERR_UNICODE_FILE_NOT_FOUND 0xFFFFFEA4

-349 ERR_UNICODE_ALREADY_LOADED 0xFFFFFEA3

-350 ERR_NOT_CONTEXT_OWNER 0xFFFFFEA2

-351 ERR_ATTEMPT_TO_AUTHENTICATE_0 0xFFFFFEA1

-352 ERR_NO_WRITABLE_REPLICAS 0xFFFFFEA0
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Decimal
Code Verbose
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-353 ERR_DN_TOO_LONG 0xFFFFFE9F
An attempt was made to perform a Move SubTree partition operation resulting in a partition root object, or
subordinate object, whose fully qualified distinguished name (FqDN) exceeds 256 characters in length.

The partition operation Move SubTree can only be performed on partitions whose resulting FqDN of the partition
root object, and all subordinate objects, is less than 256 characters.

-354 ERR_RENAME_NOT_ALLOWED 0xFFFFFE9E
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Operating
System

Error Codes

The information in this section reviews NDS operating system error codes, their descriptions,
conditions in which they occur, and observations on situations in which they have occurred.

To better understand the information presented here, it is strongly recommended that you
first review Sections I, II, III, IV, and VI of this manual.  Additionally, you should be familiar
with the NDS Diagnostics Trace (DSTrace) screen (see Section V for more information on
DSTrace).

Certain NDS background processes  or operations require functionality from the operating
system upon which NDS is running.  Functions, such as communication and transaction
services, can return operating system-specific error codes to NDS.  These errors are then
passed onto the background process or operation that initiated the request.  Operating
system error codes have a positive numerical representation, with the numerical range
being 1 through 255.

In addition, versions of NDS for the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare operating system can
originate, under certain conditions, an operating system error code.  Generally all NDS-
originated operating system error codes have a negative numerical representation, with
the numerical range being -1 through -255.

To provide backwards compatibility with older applications, NDS returns the positive numerical
error code, normally originated by the operating system, rather than the negative numerical
error code normally used by NDS.  Therefore, an occurrence of an error in the range of -1
and -255 or  1 and 255 should be handled as the same error.  For example, an occurrence
of the error 119 or the error -119 should be treated as the same error.

Note: Some of the NDS operating system error codes described in this section have no
information concerning when they occur.  These errors are not currently originated
in NDS.  They may, however, originate from the operating system on which NDS
used and, therefore, are not reviewed in this manual.  See your operating system
manuals for information on these errors.
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Novell Directory Services Operating System Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code Description

-001 ERR_INSUFFICIENT_SPACE 0xFFFFFFFF
An internal auditing error has occurred on an IntranetWare/NetWare v4.11 file server.  Contact your Novell
Authorized Service Center for assistance.

-119 ERR_BUFFER_TOO_SMALL 0xFFFFFF89
This error can indicate the the server has insufficient IPX™ sockets available.  To resolve this issue, increase the
maximum number of open IPX sockets allowed by the operating system.  For the NetWare 4 or IntranetWare
operating systems, this can configure using SPXCONFG.NLM.  See your operating system manuals for information
on adjusting this value.

This error can also occur when the buffer provided is too small for the requested information.  This represents an
internal error.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

-120 ERR_VOLUME_FLAG_NOT_SET 0xFFFFFF88

-121 ERR_NO_ITEMS_FOUND 0xFFFFFF87
A request was made to identify any accounting changes pending on the specified object.  None were found.

-122 ERR_CONN_ALREADY_TEMPORARY 0xFFFFFF86

-123 ERR_CONN_ALREADY_LOGGED_IN 0xFFFFFF85

-124 ERR_CONN_NOT_AUTHENTICATED 0xFFFFFF84

-125 ERR_CONN_NOT_LOGGED_IN 0xFFFFFF83
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Novell Directory Services Operating System Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code Description

-126 ERR_NCP_BOUNDARY_CHECK_FAILED 0xFFFFFF82
An improperly formatted auditing request has been received.

This error could indicate packet corruption has occurred and may have been caused by faulty LAN drivers, LAN
cards,  or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source and target servers.

Additionally, this error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of
the application for additional information.

-127 ERR_LOCK_WAITING 0xFFFFFF81

-128 ERR_LOCK_FAIL 0xFFFFFF80

-129 ERR_OUT_OF_HANDLES 0xFFFFFF7F

-130 ERR_NO_OPEN_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF7E

-131 ERR_HARD_IO_ERROR 0xFFFFFF7D

-132 ERR_NO_CREATE_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF7C

-133 ERR_NO_CREATE_DELETE_PRIV 0xFFFFFF7B

-134 ERR_R_O_CREATE_FILE 0xFFFFFF7A

-135 ERR_CREATE_FILE_INVALID_NAME 0xFFFFFF79

-136 ERR_INVALID_FILE_HANDLE 0xFFFFFF78

-137 ERR_NO_SEARCH_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF77
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Novell Directory Services Operating System Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code Description

-138 ERR_NO_DELETE_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF76

-139 ERR_NO_RENAME_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF75

-140 ERR_NO_SET_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF74

-141 ERR_SOME_FILES_IN_USE 0xFFFFFF73

-142 ERR_ALL_FILES_IN_USE 0xFFFFFF72

-143 ERR_SOME_READ_ONLY 0xFFFFFF71

-144 ERR_ALL_READ_ONLY 0xFFFFFF70

-145 ERR_SOME_NAMES_EXIST 0xFFFFFF6F

-146 ERR_ALL_NAMES_EXIST 0xFFFFFF6E

-147 ERR_NO_READ_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF6D

-148 ERR_NO_WRITE_PRIVILEGE 0xFFFFFF6C

-149 ERR_FILE_DETACHED 0xFFFFFF6B
An internal auditing error has occurred.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

-150 ERR_NO_ALLOC_SPACE 0xFFFFFF6A
An auditing request has failed due to an out-of-memory condition reported by the operating system.  Refer to your
operating system for information on freeing memory.

-150 ERR_TARGET_NOT_A_SUBDIR 0xFFFFFF6A
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Novell Directory Services Operating System Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code Description

-150 ERR_INSUFFICIENT_MEMORY 0xFFFFFF6A
An NDS request, process, or operation has failed due to an out-of-memory condition reported by the operating
system.  Refer to your operating system for information on freeing memory.

-151 ERR_NO_SPOOL_SPACE 0xFFFFFF69

-152 ERR_INVALID_VOLUME 0xFFFFFF68
A bindery API request was received to obtain a bindery-emulated object's file system rights on the specified
volume.  However, the specified volume is not currently mounted.  Refer to your operating system for information
on mounting volumes.

-153 ERR_DIRECTORY_FULL 0xFFFFFF67

-154 ERR_RENAME_ACROSS_VOLUME 0xFFFFFF66

-155 ERR_BAD_DIR_HANDLE 0xFFFFFF65

-156 ERR_INVALID_PATH 0xFFFFFF64
A bindery API request was received to create a bindery-emulated queue object.  However, the file system path
specified in the request was an invalid length.

This error could indicate packet corruption occurred and may have been caused by faulty LAN drivers, LAN cards,
or other LAN/WAN equipment existing between the source and target servers.

Additionally, this error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.   Refer to the manufacturer of
the application for additional information.

-156 ERR_NO_SUCH_EXTENSION 0xFFFFFF64

-157 ERR_NO_DIR_HANDLES 0xFFFFFF63
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-158 ERR_BAD_FILE_NAME 0xFFFFFF62

-159 ERR_DIRECTORY_ACTIVE 0xFFFFFF61

-160 ERR_DIRECTORY_NOT_EMPTY 0xFFFFFF60

-161 ERR_DIRECTORY_IO_ERROR 0xFFFFFF5F

-162 ERR_IO_LOCKED 0xFFFFFF5E

-163 ERR_TRANSACTION_RESTARTED 0xFFFFFF5D

-164 ERR_RENAME_DIR_INVALID 0xFFFFFF5C

-165 ERR_INVALID_OPENCREATE_MODE 0xFFFFFF5B

-166 ERR_ALREADY_IN_USE 0xFFFFFF5A
An attempt was made by the auditor to access an object already accessed by another auditor.

-167 ERR_INVALID_RESOURCE_TAG 0xFFFFFF59
An attempt was made to register an NDS event using an invalid resource tag.

This error could indicate memory corruption has occured.

This error could also indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information .

-168 ERR_ACCESS_DENIED 0xFFFFFF58
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Novell Directory Services Operating System Error Codes

Decimal
Code Verbose

Hexadecimal
Code Description

-190 ERR_INVALID_DATA_STREAM 0xFFFFFF42
An internal auditing error has occurred.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

-191 ERR_INVALID_NAME_SPACE 0xFFFFFF41

-192 ERR_NO_ACCOUNTING_PRIVILEGES 0xFFFFFF40

-193 ERR_NO_ACCOUNT_BALANCE 0xFFFFFF3F

-194 ERR_CREDIT_LIMIT_EXCEEDED 0xFFFFFF3E
An object has requested an action that will exceed its accounting credit limit.

-195 ERR_TOO_MANY_HOLDS 0xFFFFFF3D

-196 ERR_ACCOUNTING_DISABLED 0xFFFFFF3C

-197 ERR_LOGIN_LOCKOUT 0xFFFFFF3B
The specified object is currently locked due to an intruder detection.

-198 ERR_NO_CONSOLE_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF3A

-208 ERR_Q_IO_FAILURE 0xFFFFFF30

-209 ERR_NO_QUEUE 0xFFFFFF2F

-210 ERR_NO_Q_SERVER 0xFFFFFF2E

-211 ERR_NO_Q_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF2D

-212 ERR_Q_FULL 0xFFFFFF2C
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-213 ERR_NO_Q_JOB 0xFFFFFF2B

-214 ERR_NO_Q_JOB_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF2A

-214 ERR_UNENCRYPTED_NOT_ALLOWED 0xFFFFFF2A
A bindery API request was received using an un-encrypted password.  The server, however, is configured to not
allow un-encrypted passwords.  Refer to documentation for the operating system for information regarding
disabling and/or enabling support for un-encrypted passwords.

-215 ERR_Q_IN_SERVICE 0xFFFFFF29

-215 ERR_DUPLICATE_PASSWORD 0xFFFFFF29
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to set an object's password to a password previously used.

-216 ERR_Q_NOT_ACTIVE 0xFFFFFF28

-216 ERR_PASSWORD_TOO_SHORT 0xFFFFFF28
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to set an object's password that was smaller than the required
minimum password length.

-217 ERR_Q_STN_NOT_SERVER 0xFFFFFF27

-217 ERR_MAXIMUM_LOGINS_EXCEEDED 0xFFFFFF27
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to login an object  while the maximum number of allowable
connections for the object has been reached.

-218 ERR_Q_HALTED 0xFFFFFF26

-218 ERR_BAD_LOGIN_TIME 0xFFFFFF26
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to login an object during a time period when the object is not
allowed to login.
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-219 ERR_Q_MAX_SERVERS 0xFFFFFF25

-219 ERR_NODE_ADDRESS_VIOLATION 0xFFFFFF25
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to login an object from a network address not allowed by the
object's network address restrictions.

-220 ERR_LOG_ACCOUNT_EXPIRED 0xFFFFFF24
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to login an object using an object whose account is either
disabled or expired.

-222 ERR_BAD_PASSWORD 0xFFFFFF22
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to login an object or auditor using one of the following:

•  A null password (while not allowed)
•  An expired password (while the object has no grace logins remaining)
•  A new password (the object is not allowed to change its own password)

-223 ERR_PASSWORD_EXPIRED 0xFFFFFF21
An attempt through NDS or bindery APIs was made to login an object or auditor using an expired password.

-224 ERR_NO_LOGIN_CONN_AVAILABLE 0xFFFFFF20

-232 ERR_WRITE_TO_GROUP_PROPERTY 0xFFFFFF18
A bindery API request was received attempting to update a bindery property flagged as a group property with a
non-group value.
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-233 ERR_MEMBER_ALREADY_EXISTS 0xFFFFFF17
A bindery API request attempted to specify an operator for either the console or  print queue.  The specified
object, however, already exist as an operator.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-234 ERR_NO_SUCH_MEMBER 0xFFFFFF16
A bindery API request attempted to remove an operator for either the console or  print queue.  The specified
object, however, does not exist as an operator.

Or, a bindery API request  attempted to remove an object from a trustee assignment.  The specified object,
however, does not exists as a trustee.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-235 ERR_PROPERTY_NOT_GROUP 0xFFFFFF15
A bindery API request attempted to manipulate a bindery-emulated object that is not a group object.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-236 ERR_NO_SUCH_VALUE_SET 0xFFFFFF14
A bindery API request attempted to manipulate a nonexistent value for an emulated object, without creating the
value.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.
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-237 ERR_PROPERTY_ALREADY_EXISTS 0xFFFFFF13
A bindery API request attempted to add a value for an emulated object constrained as singled valued.  The object,
however, already had a value.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-238 ERR_OBJECT_ALREADY_EXISTS 0xFFFFFF12
A bindery API request attempted to create, restore, or rename a bindery object, while an object with that name
already exists.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-239 ERR_ILLEGAL_NAME 0xFFFFFF11
An attempt was made to use an object name that had one of the following:

• An illegal character

• A character that could not be mapped to its Uni-Code representation

• A name length that exceeded the allowed maximum of 15 characters for a bindery object name or 256
characters for an fully qualified distinguished name

-240 ERR_ILLEGAL_WILDCARD 0xFFFFFF10
An attempt was made to use an object name that had one of the following:

• A wildcard character, such as "?" or "*"

• A name length exceeding the allowed maximum of 15 characters for a bindery object name or 256
characters for a fully qualified distinguished name
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-241 ERR_BINDERY_SECURITY 0xFFFFFF0F
A bindery API attempted to use, or assign, an invalid bindery security flag.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application  for additional information.

-242 ERR_NO_OBJECT_READ_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF0E
An attempt either through auditing or a bindery API was made to access an object without sufficient rights.

-243 ERR_NO_OBJECT_RENAME_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF0D
A bindery API attempted to rename a bindery-emulated object.  The object, however, was authenticated as an
object without sufficient rights.

-244 ERR_NO_OBJECT_DELETE_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF0C
A bindery API attempted to delete a bindery-emulated object.  The object, however, was authenticated as an
object without sufficient rights.

-245 ERR_NO_OBJECT_CREATE_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF0B
A bindery API attempted to create an object or alter an object's security.  The object, however, was authenticated
as an object without sufficient rights.

-246 ERR_NO_PROPERTY_DELETE_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF0A
A bindery API attempted to add or remove the properties of a bindery-emulated object.  The object, however, was
authenticated as an object without sufficient rights.

-247 ERR_NO_PROPERTY_CREATE_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF09

-248 ERR_NO_PROPERTY_WRITE_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF08
A bindery API attempted to add a property of a bindery-emulated object that required bindery Supervisor
equivalent rights.  The object, however, was authenticated as a non-bindery Supervisor equivalent object.

-249 ERR_NO_PROPERTY_READ_RIGHTS 0xFFFFFF07
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-250 ERR_TEMP_REMAP 0xFFFFFF06

-251 ERR_UNKNOWN_REQUEST 0xFFFFFF05
An unknown auditing or bindery API request was received.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-251 ERR_NO_SUCH_PROPERTY 0xFFFFFF05
A bindery API requested the value of a property of a bindery-emulated object, where the requested property does
not exist.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-251 ERR_REQUEST_UNKNOWN 0xFFFFFF05
A request was received that is not provided for by the version of NDS (DS.NLM) running on the server.

-252 ERR_MESSAGE_QUEUE_FULL 0xFFFFFF04

-252 ERR_TARGET_ALREADY_HAS_MSG 0xFFFFFF04

-252 ERR_NO_SUCH_OBJECT 0xFFFFFF04
A bindery API attempted to manipulate a nonexistent, or non-present, object.

An attempt to notify a writable replica encompassing the server's object failed during database initialization
because the LAN was not initialized.

An internal auditing error has occurred.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

-253 ERR_BAD_STATION_NUMBER 0xFFFFFF03
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-254 ERR_BINDERY_LOCKED 0xFFFFFF02
The database is closed on the target server.

-254 ERR_DIR_LOCKED 0xFFFFFF02

-254 ERR_SPOOL_DELETE 0xFFFFFF02

-254 ERR_TRUSTEE_NOT_FOUND 0xFFFFFF02

-255 ERR_HARD_FAILURE 0xFFFFFF01
A bindery emulation error has occurred; however, the actual error has been translated into ERR_HARD_FAILURE.
For additional information on the initial error received, use DSTrace on the source server with the Bindery
Emulation flag set (for information on using DSTrace, see Section V).

A bindery emulation error has occurred during an attempt to validate an object's password.  Contact your Novell
Authorized Service Center for assistance.

An attempt was made to use an unsupported bindery API.

This error could indicate a program fault has occurred in the application.  Refer to the manufacturer of the
application for additional information.

-255 ERR_FILE_NAME 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_FILE_EXISTS 0xFFFFFF01
An internal error has occurred.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

-255 ERR_CLOSE_FCB 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_IO_BOUND 0xFFFFFF01
An internal auditing error has occurred.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.
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-255 ERR_NO_SPOOL_FILE 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_BAD_SPOOL_PRINTER 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_BAD_PARAMETER 0xFFFFFF01
An internal error has occurred.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.

-255 ERR_NO_FILES_FOUND 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_NO_TRUSTEE_CHANGE_PRIV 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_TARGET_NOT_LOGGED_IN 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_TARGET_NOT_ACCEPTING_MSGS 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_MUST_FORCE_DOWN 0xFFFFFF01

-255 ERR_OF_SOME_SORT 0xFFFFFF01
An internal error has occurred.  Contact your Novell Authorized Service Center for assistance.
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Other
Error Codes The information in this section reviews error codes that can originate from sources outside

of the operating system or NDS.

To better understand the information presented here, it is strongly recommended that you
first review Sections I, II, III, IV, and VI of this manual.  Additionally, you should be familiar
with the NDS Diagnostics Trace (DSTrace) screen (see Section V for more information on
DSTrace).

Certain NDS background processes require the functionality from NetWare Loadable
Modules™ (NLMs), such as TIMESYNC or UNICODE.  If an NLM encounters an error, the
error can be passed onto NDS (DS.NLM).
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-497 UNI_HANDLE_BAD 0xFFFF
The Uni-Code table in use is not valid.  This error is returned from the UNICODE.NLM on the NetWare 4 and
IntranetWare operating systems.

This error can prevent the NDS database from initializing because the data stored in the database is in unicode
representation.  If the UNICODE.NLM is unable to translate the data for NDS, the data cannot be used.

-499 UNI_NO_DEFAULT 0xFFFF
A character that could not be mapped to the corresponding Uni-Code representation was found in the string
provided.  This error is returned from the UNICODE.NLM on the NetWare 4 and IntranetWare operating systems.
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Appendix A:  NDS Schema Comparison Rules

Equality This primary comparison rule determines whether two attribute
values of the same syntax are identical.  This rule omits leading
spaces before the first printable character and trailing spaces after
the last printable character, and equates multiple internal spaces to
one space.  In addition, in the case of the Facsimile Telephone Num-
ber and the Telephone Number attribute syntaxes, the hyphen is
omitted from the comparison.

Example:  The value “Alphabet Soup” is equivalent to “ALPHABET
soup“ according to the Equality primary comparison rule.

Sub-String This primary comparison rule determines whether two attribute val-
ues contain partial equailty based on a wildcard comparison.  This
rule utilizes the same exceptions pertaining to spaces and hyphens as
the Equality primary comparison rule.

Example:  The value “Alpha*” is a match for the value “Alphabet”
according to the Sub-String primary comparison rule.  Given that * is
a wildcard.

Ordering This primary comparison rule determine less than, greater than, or
equal to ranking for attribute values.

Example:  The value “100” is less than the value “200” according to
the Ordering primary comparison rule.  The value “Z” is greater than
the value “A” according to the same rule.

Approximate This comparison rule determines whether an octet string in an octet
Equals list exists.

Example:  The octet string “InternetProtocoleXchange” exists in the
octet list “NetWareDirectoryServices”, “LocalAreaNetwork”,
“InternetProtocoleXchange”, and “VirtualLoadableModule”.
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Approximate This comparison rule determines whether an equality in a data struc-
Matching ture exists, without specifying the contents of the entire data struc-

ture.

Example:  The data structure “*”; “*”; “0001“ is a match with the
data structure “Bob”; “David”; “0001“, given that * is a wildcard.
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Back Link

Data Structure: Local Entry ID (of the target NCP™ server on local DIB)
Remote Entry ID (of X-Ref object on target NCP™ server)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Back Link

Boolean

Data Structure: 8 bit field (I for True, 0 for False)
Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Allow Unlimited Credit

Detect Intruder
Locked By Intruder
Lockout After Detection
Login Disabled
Password Allow Change
Password Required
Password Unique Required

Case Exact String

Data Structure: Unicode String (The length of the Unicode String is a hex
value.  This value is stored in the Attribute
Value Record length field.)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Sub-String

Used in Attribute:

Case Ignore List

Data Structure: 32 bit field (number [M], in hex, of strings in the list)
32 bit field [M] (length, in hex, of unicode string to follow)
Unicode string[M]

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Language
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Case Ignore String

Data Structure: Unicode String (The length of the Unicode String is a hex
value.  This value is stored in the Attribute
Value Record length field.)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Sub-String

Used in Attribute: Cartridge
CN (Common Name)
C (Country)
Description
Full Name
Generational Qualifier
Given Name
Host Resource Name
Initials
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Messaging Server Type
NNS Domain
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit Name)
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
Queue Directory
SAP Name (Service Advertising Protocol)
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)
Supported Gateway
Supported Services
Supported Typefaces
Surname
Title
Unknown Base Class
Version
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Class Name

Data Structure: Local Entry ID (Schema class definition EID the local DIB)
Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Object Class

Counter

Data Structure: 32 bit field (A number in hex)
Comparison Rules: Equality

Ordering
Used in Attribute: Account Balance

Login Grace Remaining
Login Intruder Attempts
Revision

Distinguished Name

Data Structure: Local Entry ID (Target object’s Relative Distinguished
Name EID on the local DIB)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Aliased Object Name

Default Queue
Device
Equivalent To Me
Group Membership
Higher Privileges
Host Device
Host Server
Mailbox Location
Member
Message Routing Group
Message Server
Messaging Server
Operator
Owner
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Distinguished Name (continued...)
Used in Attribute: Postmaster

Profile
Profile Membership
Reference
Resource
Role Occupant
Security Equals
See Also
Server
User
Volume

E-Mail Address

Data Structure: 32 bit field (Alias identifier; set to 0 for a non-MHS
E-Mail address and 1 for a non-MHS
E-Mail Alias)

32 bit field (Length, in hex, of unicode string to follow)
Unicode string (E-Mail Address Text)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: E-Mail Address

Facsimile Telephone Number

Data Structure: 32 bit field (length, in hex, of unicode string to follow)
Unicode String
32 bit field (Bit Count)
32 bit field (length [M] of data)
Byte[M]

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Facsimile Telephone Number
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Hold

Data Structure: 32 bit field (Local Entry ID)
32 bit field (Amount in hex)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Server Holds

Integer

Data Structure: 32 bit field (A number in hex)
Comparison Rules: Equality

Ordering
Used in Attribute: Bindery Object Restriction

Convergence
DS Revision
GID (Group ID)
Login Grace Limit
Login Intruder Limit
Login Maximum Simultaneous
Memory
Minimum Account Balance
Password Minimum Length
Security Flags
Status
Supported Connections
UID (User ID)
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Interval

Data Structure: 32 bit field (representing, in hex, number of seconds)
Comparison Rules: Equality

Ordering
Used in Attribute: Certificate Validity Interval

High Convergence Sync Interval
Intruder Attempt Reset Interval
Intruder Lockout Reset Interval
Low Convergence Sync Interval
Password Expiration Interval

Net Address

Data Structure: 32 bit field (transport type, IPX™ 0, IP 1, OSI NSAP 4,
AppleTalk 5)

32 bit field (length [M], in hex, of address to follow)
8 bit field [M]

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Login Intruder Address

Network Address
Network Address Restriction

Numeric String

Data Structure: Unicode String (The length of the Unicode String is a hex
value.  This value is stored in the Attribute
Value Record length field.)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Sub-String

Used in Attribute: Bindery Type
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Object ACL

Data Structure: 32 bit field (local Entry ID of privileged object)
32 bit field (local Attribute Entry ID of subject

attribute)
32 bit field (privileges flag)

Comparison Rules: Approximate Matching
Equality

Used in Attribute: ACL Inherited ACL

Octet List

Data Structure: 32 bit field (number [M], in hex, of octet strings to
follow)

32 bit field [M] (length, in hex, of octet string to follow)
Octet String [M] (see Octet String syntax definition for

further decode)
Comparison Rules: Approximate Equals

Equality
Used in Attribute:

Octet String

Data Structure: Byte [M] (The length [M] is a hex value.  This value
is stored in the Attribute Value Record length
field.)

Used in Attribute: Authority Revocation
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Cross Certificate Pair
External Name
External Synchronizer
Login Allowed Time Map
Obituary
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Octet String (Continued...)
Used in Attribute: Passwords Used

Printer Configuration
Private Key
Public Key
Replica Up To

Path

Data Structure: 32 bit field (Name Space Type,
0=DOS
I=Macintosh
2=Unix
3=FTAM
4= OS/2)

32 bit field (Local Entry ID for Volume object)
32 bit field (Length, in hex, of unicode string to follow)
Unicode string

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used By: Home Directory

Messaging Database Location
Path

Postal Address

Data Structure: 32 bit field (Number [M], in hex, of unicode string
to follow)

32 bit field (Length, in hex, of unicode string [M] to
follow)

Unicode String [M]
Comparison Rules: Equality
Used By: Postal Address
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Printable String

Data Structure: Unicode String (The length of the Unicode String is a hex
value.  This value is stored in the Attribute
Value Record length field.)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Sub-String

Used in Attribute: Page Description Language
Serial Number

Replica Pointer

Data Structure: 32 bit field (Local Entry ID of target NCP server)
32 bit field (Replica type denoted by first 16 bits,

replica state denoted by last 16 bits)
32 bit field (Replica number)
32 bit field (Remote Entry ID on target NCP server of

the partition root object)
32 bit field (Number [M], in hex, of referrals)
32 bit field [M] (Transport Type, IPX 0, IP 1, OSI NSAP 4,

AppleTalk 5)
32 bit field [M] (Length [M[K]], in hex, of data to follow)
Byte [M[K]] (Address of referral)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Approximate Matching

Used in Attribute: Replica

Stream

Data Structure: (The absolute offset of the Attribute Value
Record is the filename for the stream file)

Comparison Rules:
Used in Attribute: Login Script

Print Job Configuration
Printer Control
Type Creator Map
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Telephone Number

Data Structure: Unicode String (The length of the Unicode String is a hex
value.  This value is stored in the Attribute
Value Record length field.)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Sub-String

Used in Attribute: Telephone Number

Time

Data Structure: 32 bit field (A number, in hex, representing the sum of
elapsed seconds since midnight,
January 1, 1970, UTC)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Ordering

Used in Attribute: Last Login Time
Login Expiration Time
Login Intruder Reset Time
Login Time
Low Convergence Reset Time
Password Expiration Time
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Time-Stamp

Data Structure: 32 bit field (A number, in hex, representing the sum of
elapsed seconds since midnight,
January 1, 1970, UTC)

16 bit field (Replica number that issued this
timestamp)

16 bit field (Event counter)
(Note: When used by the Partition Creation
Time attribute, the Seconds field repre-
sents the  epoch number)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Ordering

Used in Attribute: Last Referenced Time
Partition Creation Time
Received Up To
Synchronized Up To

Typed Name

Data Structure: 32 bit field (Local Entry ID)
32 bit field (Level indicating the priority)
32 bit field (Interval indicating the number of seconds

between certain events or the frequency
of reference)

Comparison Rules: Equality
Used in Attribute: Notify

Partition Control
Print Server
Printer
Queue
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Unknown

Data Structure: Byte[M] (The length [M] is a hex value.  This value
is stored in the Attribute Value Record length
field.)

Comparison Rules:
Used in Attribute: Unknown
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Hidden This constraint flags the attribute for NDS™ internal use only.

Non-Removable This constraint prevents a schema attribute definition from being
removed from the Operational schema.

Per Replica This constraint indicates the attribute is not synchronized to other
replicas.

Public Read This constraint allows an NDS client to read the attribute without
specified Read privileges.  This constraint cannot be masked using the
Inherited Rights mask.

Read-Only This constraint indicates the attribute is managed by NDS Internally.

Server Read This constraint allows any server class object to read the attribute
without specified Read privileges.  This constraint cannot be masked
using the Inherited Rights mask.

Single Valued This constraint indicates the attribute has a single value.

Sized This constraint indicates a maximum and minimum size (for strings) or
value (for integers).

String This constraint indicates the attribute may contain Unicode string
information.

Sync Immediate This constraint indicates when the attribute is modified the
Replica Synchronization Process should be schedule to begin synchro-
nizing in the fast sync interval or upon the next scheduled start time,
which ever is soonest.

Write Managed This constraint indicates NDS clients must have Managed rights in the
object whose attribute is being modified.
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The schema attribute definitions listed in this appendix appear in the following format:

Attribute Name

The generic purpose of the attribute.
The syntax type used by the attribute.
The constraints used by the attribute.
The classes that use the attribute as either a mandatory or an optional
attribute.

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:
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Account Balance

This attribute specifies the amount of credit (or money) the user can
spend to purchase network services.
Counter
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Server
User

ACL

This attribute contains access control information for the object and its
attributes.
Object ACL
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Top

Aliased Object Name

This attribute is assigned to alias objects in the Directory tree.  The
aliased object is the object to which the alias points.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Alias

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Allow Unlimited Credit

This attribute allows the object to use network services without having
to maintain a minimum account balance.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Server
User

Authority Revocation

This attribute is a time-stamped list of revoked public keys of all the
certification authorities known and certified by the certification authority.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition
Top

Back-Link

This attribute is attached to any object to which a remote server requires
an external.
Back Link
Non-Removable
Read Only
Server Read
Top

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Bindery Object Restriction

This attribute is used by bindery objects.
Integer
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
Bindery Object

Bindery Property

This attribute emulates bindery properties that cannot be represented
by NDS attributes.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Read Only
Top

Bindery Type

This attribute associates a bindery object type with an object of the
Bindery object class.
Numeric String
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
String
Bindery Object
Bindery Queue
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

CA Private Key

This attribute contains the certification authority private key.
Octet String
Hidden
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition
Top

CA Public Key

This attribute contains the certification authority (CA) public key.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition
Top

Cartridge

This attribute contains a list of font cartridges present in the printer.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
String
Sync Immediate
Printer
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Certificate Revocation

This attribute is a time-stamped list of all public keys revoked by the
certification authority.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition
Top

Certificate Validity Interval

This attribute specifies the amount of time that a certificate is valid.
Interval
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sized (60..4294967295)
Sync Immediate
Top
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Common Name (CN)

This attribute specifies the Relative Distinguished Name  or leaf-most
identifier used for the object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (I..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Bindery Object
Bindery Queue
Device
External Entity
Group List
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Person
Profile
Resource
Server

Convergence

This attribute indicates how persistent a partition should be in attempting
to keep its replica up-to-date.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sized (0, 1)
Sync Immediate
Partition
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Country Name (C)

This attribute specifies the Relative Distinguished Name identifier used
for a Country object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sized (2, 2)
String
Sync Immediate
Country

Cross Certificate Pair

This attribute is a pair of public keys that allow public key verification to
circumvent the normal certification hierarchy.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Partition
Top

Default Queue

This attribute specifies a queue where jobs submitted to the  specified
printer will go unless a different queue is specified.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Server Read
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Printer
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description

This attribute specifies text that describes the associated object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..1024)
String
Sync Immediate
Country
Device
External Entity
Group List
Locality
Organization
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit
Person
Profile
Resource
Server

Detect Intruder

This attribute determines if attempts will be made to identify suspicious
login attempts.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Device

This attribute lists all printers that service a specified queue.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Queue

DS Revision

This attribute contains the internal revision number of the NDS™ agent
running on a NetWare® server.
Integer
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
NCP Server

E-Mail Address

This attribute contains the E-mail address of the object holding the
attribute.
E-Mail Address
Non-Removable
Public Read
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Group List
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Equivalent To Me

This attribute is a list of objects that are security equivalent to this
object.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Server Read
Sync Immediate
Top

External Name

This attribute specifies the name of the external entity in the form that
services uses.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
External Entity

External Synchronizer

This attribute is reserved for future use.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Facsimile Telephone Number

This attribute specifies the telephone number and, optionally, the
parameters for a facsimile terminal associated with the object holding
the attribute.
Facsimile Telephone Number
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Full Name

This attribute specifies the full name of the object holding the attribute.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (0..127)
String
Sync Immediate
Group
List
Person
Profile
Server
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Generational Qualifier

This attribute specifies the generation of the object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sized (I..8)
String
Sync Immediate
Person

Group ID (GID)

This attribute specifies a unique group ID for use by UNIX clients.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Group

Given Name

This attribute specifies the given name of an object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sized (1..32)
String
Sync Immediate
Person
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Group Membership

This attribute contains a list of groups to which the object belongs.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Write Managed
User

High Convergence Sync Interval

The value of this attribute is the interval at which the synchronization
process will occur if no updates have scheduled the synchronization
process to begin.
Interval
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition

Higher Privileges

This attribute specifies an alternative set of security access privileges.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Server Read
Sync Immediate
Write Managed
User
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Home Directory

This attribute contains the initial value of a user's current working
directory.
Path
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sized (1..255)
Sync Immediate
User

Host Device

This attribute contains the distinguished name of the device to which an
object is associated.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Printer
Server

Host Resource Name

This attribute contains the name resource known by the local host.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
Resource
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Host Server

This attribute identifies the server to which an object is associated.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Directory Map
Queue
Volume

Inherited ACL

This attribute contains a list of access control information the object is
inheriting from a superior partition.
Object ACL
Non-Removable
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Partition

Initials

This attribute specifies the initials of an object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sized (1..8)
String
Sync Immediate
Person
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Intruder Attempt Reset Interval

This attribute specifies the time frame used to monitor consecutive
failed login attempts.
Interval
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit

Intruder Lockout Reset Interval

This attribute identifies the amount of time the object remains locked
out.
Interval
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit

Language

This attribute contains an ordered list of languages.
Case Ignore List
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Last Login Time

This attribute contains the time of the user's last login.
Time
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
User

Last Referenced Time

This attribute contains the timestamp for the last time the object was
referenced.
Time-Stamp
Non-Removable
Per Replica
Sync Immediate
Top
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Locality Name (L)

This attribute specifies a physical (or geographical) location.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..128)
String
Sync Immediate
Device
External Entity
Group
List
Locality
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit
Profile
Resource
Server

Locked By Intruder

This attribute specifies that a user's ability to login has been disabled
due to intruder detection.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Lockout After Detection

This attribute indicates that an object should be kept from attempting
to login once it is identified as an intruder.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit

Login Allowed Time Map

This attribute specifies a user's allowed login time periods for each day
of the week to a precision of one-half hour.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sized (42, 42)
Sync Immediate
User

Login Disabled

This attribute informs the user that their account has been disabled.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Login Expiration Time

This attribute specifies a date and time after which the user cannot
login in.
Time
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Login Grace Limit

This attribute specifies the total number of times an old password can
be used to access an account after that password has expired.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Login Grace Remaining

This attribute specifies how many grace logins are left before the account
is locked.
Counter
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Login Intruder Address

This attribute specifies the address of the node that was detected as an
intruder.
Net Address
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Login Intruder Attempts

This attribute specifies the number of failed login attempts within the
current attempt interval.
Counter
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Login Intruder Limit

This attribute specifies the number of failed login attempts allowed
before an account is locked due to intruder detection.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Login Intruder Reset Time

This attribute specifies the next time the Login Intruder Attempts attribute
will be reset.
Time
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Login Maximum Simultaneous

This attribute specifies the number of simultaneous logins the user is
allowed.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Login Script

This attribute contains an object's login script.
Stream
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Group
Organization
Organizational Unit
Profile
User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Login Time

This attribute specifies the time the user logged in for the current session.
Time
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Low Convergence Reset Time

The value of this attribute specifies the time of day to start the
synchronization process.
Time
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition

Low Convergence Sync Interval

This attribute specifies the amount of time (in seconds) that must pass
from the start of one replica synchronization cycle to the start of the
next.
Interval
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Mailbox ID

This attribute contains a unique ID associated with the object's mailbox
and messaging server.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sized (1..8)
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Group
List
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Mailbox Location

This attribute contains the name of the messaging server that services
an object's mailbox.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Group
List
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Member

This attribute lists the objects associated with an object.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Group
List

Memory

This attribute specifies the amount of memory, in kilobytes.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Printer

Message Routing Group

This attribute specifies the name of the message routing groups to
which a messaging server can belong.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Messaging Server

Message Server

This attribute specifies the name of a server object that stores and
forwards broadcast type messages.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User
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Messaging Database Location

This attribute contains the location of the messaging file directory
structure.
Path
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Messaging Server

Messaging Server

This attribute identifies a messaging server that is running on an NCP™
Server.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
NCP Server

Messaging Server Type

This attribute contains the type of a messaging server.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sized (1..32)
String
Sync Immediate
Messaging Server

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Minimum Account Balance

This attribute specifies the minimum credit a user must have in their
account to access specified services.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Server
User

Network Address

This attribute contains a network address associated with an object.
Net Address
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Device
Queue

Network Address Restriction

This attribute restricts objects to specific network or node addresses.
Net Address
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
CommExec
Printer
User

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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NNS Domain

This attribute specifies the name of the NNS Domain that has been
upgraded into the container.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..128)
String
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit

Notify

This attribute is a list of objects that are to be notified of a special
event.
Typed Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Printer

Obituary

This attribute is used to avoid name collisions during certain operations
and to propagate specific changes pertaining to the object.
Octet String
Hidden
Non-Removable
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Top

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Object Class

This attribute lists object classes to which the object belongs.
Class Name
Non-Removable
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Top

Operator

This attribute specifies an object with operator privileges to the object.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Server Read
Sync Immediate
Computer
NCP Server
PrintServer
Printer
Queue

Organization Name (O)

This attribute specifies an organization.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Device
Group
List
Organization
Resource
Server

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Organizational Unit Name (OU)

This attribute specifies an organizational unit.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Device
External Entity
Group
List
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit
Profile
Resource
Server

Owner

This attribute specifies the name of an object that has some responsibility
for the associated object.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Device
Group
List

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Page Description Language

This attribute identifies the Page Description Languages (PDLs) supported
by a printer.
Printable String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Printer

Partition Control

This attribute holds the states of split and join operations.
Typed Name
Non-Removable
Public Read
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Partition

Partition Creation Time

This attribute identifies the particular incarnations of the partition replica
list.
Time-Stamp
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Partition

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Partition Status

This attribute provides information on the success or failure of the last
synchronization cycle.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Read Only
Per Replica
Public Read
Partition

Password Allow Change

This attribute determines whether an object may change its password.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Password Expiration Interval

This attribute specifies the next-time interval after which the password
for the object expires.
Interval
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Password Expiration Time

This attribute specifies the date that the object’s password will expire.
Time
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Password Minimum Length

This attribute establishes the minimum length of the object’s clear- text
password.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Password Required

This attribute establishes that the object must have a password.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Password Unique Required

This attribute specifies that when changing the password of an object
the new password must be unique from the passwords stored in the
Passwords Used attribute.
Boolean
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Passwords Used

This attribute specifies passwords that the object has used previously.
Octet String
Hidden
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
User

Path

This attribute specifies a physical location of a file system directory.
Path
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Directory Map

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Permanent Config Parms

This attribute specifies configuration parameters used internally by NDS.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Public Read
NCP Server

Physical Delivery Office Name

This attribute specifies the name of the city, village, and so on where a
physical delivery office is situated.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..128)
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Postal Address

This attribute specifies the address information required for the physical
delivery of postal messages to the object.
Postal Address
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Postal Code

This attribute specifies the postal code of the object.  If this attribute is
present, it is part of the object’s Postal Address.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (0..40)
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Postal Office Box

This attribute specifies the post office box at which the object receives
physical postal delivery.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (0..40)
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Postmaster

This attribute specifies users who have the privileges to manage a
messaging server, such as the privilege to remove a mailbox.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Messaging Server

Print Job Configuration

This attribute contains information on the object’s print job configuration.
Stream
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit
User

Print Server

This attribute designates an object as the host server for a specific
printer.
Typed Name
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Printer

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Printer

This attribute lists Printer objects that are serviced by the print server.
Typed Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Print Server

Printer Configuration

This attribute contains information on the object’s printer configuration.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Printer

Printer Control

This attribute is the NDS counterpart of the DOS printer definition file
NET$PRN.DAT
Stream
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Unit
User

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Private Key

This attribute contains the object’s RSA private key.
Octet String
Hidden
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Server
User

Profile

This attribute identifies the login profile used if the object doesn’t specify
at login time.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Group
User

Profile Membership

This attribute contains a list of profiles that the object can use.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Write Managed
Group
User

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Public Key

This attribute contains the object’s RSA Public Key.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Server
User

Queue

This attribute contains the distinguished name of the queue with which
the object is associated.
Typed Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Printer

Queue Directory

This attribute contains the name of the subdirectory where the queue’s
files are stored.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Server Read
Single Valued
Sized (1..255)
String
Sync Immediate
Queue

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Received Up To

This attribute specifies the last time the replica received an update.
Time-Stamp
Non-Removable
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Partition

Reference

This attribute is a list of objects that reference this object.
Distinguished Name
Hidden
Non-Removable
Read Only
Per Replica
Top

Replica

This attribute identifies the servers that hold replicas of the same
partition.
Replica Pointer
Non-Removable
Public Read
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Partition

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Replica Up To

This attribute contains information pertaining to the updates successfully
received and sent out to servers holding this replica.
Octet String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Partition

Resource

This attribute lists resources associated with an object.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Server

Revision

This attribute specifies an object’s revision number.
Counter
Non-Removable
Public Read
Read Only
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Top

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Role Occupant

This attribute specifies the name of the object that fulfills an
organizational role.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Organizational Role

SAP Name

This attribute contains the name used by a print server when advertising
itself using the NetWare Service Advertising Protocol (SAP).
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sized (1..47)
String
Sync Immediate
Print Server

Security Equals

This attribute lists objects to which the object is security equivalent.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Server Read
Sync Immediate
Write Managed
Server
User

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Security Flags

This attribute specifies the security flags for the object, that is, if the
object is using NCP signing.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Server
User

See Also

This attribute specifies the name of NDS objects that may reflect other
aspects of the same real world object.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
Device
External Entity
Group
List
Locality
Organization
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit
Person
Profile
Resource
Server

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Serial Number

This attribute specifies the serial number of the device represented by
an object.
Printable String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
AFP Server
Device

Server

This attribute specifies a list of servers.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Server Read
Sync Immediate
Computer
Queue

Server Holds

This attribute contains the number of accounting charges pending while
a server performs a chargeable action.  Before fulfilling a request, the
server may determine if there is a sufficient value in the object's Account
Balance attribute to "pay" for the request.  A server may place a hold
against an object's Account Balance that represents what the charge
will be.
Hold
Non-Removable
Sync Immediate
User

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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State or Province Name (S)

This attribute specifies a state or province.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..128)
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Locality
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Status

This attribute specifies the operational state of the object.
Integer
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Computer
Printer
Server
Volume

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Street Address (SA)

This attribute specifies a site for local distribution and physical delivery
in the form of a Postal address, that is, the street name, place, avenue,
and house number.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..128)
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Locality
Organization
Organizational Person
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit

Supported Connections

This attribute identifies the number of concurrent connections a server
allows.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
AFP Server

Supported Gateway

This attribute is a list of gateways supported by an object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..4096)
String
Sync Immediate
Messaging Server

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Supported Services

This attribute is a list of services that an object supports.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Messaging Server
NCP Server

Supported Typefaces

This attribute is a list of typefaces supported by a printer object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Printer

Surname

This attribute specifies the surname by which the individual, represented
by the object, is known.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Person

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Synchronized Up To

This attribute is a list of time stamps representing the last time an
update was received from the server that owns the replica number
specified in the time stamp.  These timestamps are established by
retaining the highest modification timestamp from each update, for
each replica number.
Time-Stamp
Non-Removable
Per Replica
Read Only
Sync Immediate
Partition

Telephone Number

This attribute specifies a telephone number associated with the object.
Telephone Number
Non-Removable
String
Sync Immediate
Organization
Organizational Role
Organizational Unit
Person

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Appendix D:  NDS Operational Schema Attribute Definitions

Title

This attribute specifies the designated position or function of an object
in an organization.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
Organizational
Person

Type Creator Map

This attribute identifies an object as a Macintosh file system client.
Stream
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Unknown

This attribute contains an attribute value for an attribute that is no
longer defined by a directory's NDS schema.
Unknown
Non-Removable
(Special Case)

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Appendix D:  NDS Operational Schema Attribute Definitions

Unknown Base Class

This attribute stores the NDS schema class the object was before it was
changed to the Unknown schema class.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Read Only
Single Valued
Sized (1..32)
String

User

This attribute is a list of users associated with the object.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Server Read
Sync Immediate
Queue
Server

User ID (UID)

This attribute specifies a unique User ID for use by UNIX clients.
Integer
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
User

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Appendix D:  NDS Operational Schema Attribute Definitions

Version

This attribute is a string describing the version identifier the software
associated with the object.
Case Ignore String
Non-Removable
Public Read
Single Valued
Sized (1..64)
String
Sync Immediate
Server

Volume

This attribute contains the Distinguished Name of the volume on which
a queue is located.
Distinguished Name
Non-Removable
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Queue

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Definitions for NRD

NRD:Registry Data

Stream
Single Valued
User

NRD:Registry Index

Stream
Single Valued
User

N
RD
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Definitions for the NetWare Administrator (NetWare v4.11)

Home Directory Rights

Integer

Template

Members Of Template

Distinguished Name

Template

New Object’s DS Rights

Object ACL

Template

New Object’s FS Rights

Path

Template
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

New Object’s Self Rights

Object ACL

Template

Run Setup Script

Single Valued
Boolean
Template

Set Password After Create

Boolean
Single Valued
Template

Setup Script

Stream
Single Valued
Template

Trustees Of New Object

Object ACL

Template
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Volume Space Restrictions

Path

Template
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Definitions for NetWare v4.11 Auditing

Audit:A Encryption Key

Octet String
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Audit:File Object

Audit:B Encryption Key

Octet String
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Audit:File Object

Audit:Contents

Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Audit:File Object

Audit:Current Encryption Key

Octet String
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Audit:File Object
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Audit:File Link

Distinguished Name
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Audit:File Object
Top

Audit:Link List

Distinguished Name
Sync Immediate
Audit:File Object

Audit:Path

Path
Single Valued
Sync Immediate

Audit:Policy

Octet String
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Audit:Type

Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
Audit:File Object
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Definitions for the NetWare Application Launcher v1.0

App Blurb

Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Application

App Contacts

Distinguished Name

Application

App Drive Mappings

Case Ignore String
String
Application

App Flags

Integer
Single Valued
Application
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App Icon

Stream
Single Valued
Application

App Parameters

Case Ignore String
Single Valued String
Application

App Path

Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Application

App Printer Ports

Case Ignore String
String
Application

App Shutdown Script

Stream
Single Valued
Application

N
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App Startup Script

Stream
Single Valued
Application

App Working Directory

Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Application

Auto Start

Typed Name

Group
Organization
Organizational Unit
User

Desktop

Distinguished Name

Group
Organization
Organizational Unit
User
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Launcher Config

Stream
Single Valued
Organization
Organizational Unit
User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Definitions for the NetWare Application Launcher v1.1

App:Associations

Typed Name

User
Organization
Organizational Unit
Group

App:Administrator Notes

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Alt Back Link

Distinguished Name

App:Application

App:Back Link

Distinguished Name

App:Application
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Appendix E:  NDS “Extended” Schema Attribute Definitions

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Caption

Case Ignore String
String
App:Application

App:Contacts

Distinguished Name

App:Application

App:Description

Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
App:Application

App:Drive Mappings

Octet String

App:Application

N
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Fault Tolerance

Typed Name

App:Application

App:Flags

Integer
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Icon

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Launcher Config

Stream
Single Valued
User
Organization
Organizational Unit
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Load Balancing

Distinguished Name

App:Application

App:Parameters

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Path

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Platform

Integer
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Printer Ports

Octet String

App:Application
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Shutdown Script

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Startup Script

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Working Directory

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application
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Definitions for the NetWare Application Launcher v2.0

App:Associations

Typed Name

User
Organization
Organizational Unit
Group

App:Administrator Notes

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Alt Back Link

Distinguished Name

App:Application

App:Back Link

Distinguished Name

App:Application

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Caption

Case Ignore String
String
App:Application

App:Contacts

Distinguished Name

App:Application

App:Copy Files

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Description

Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
App:Application

App:Drive Mappings

Octet String

App:Application
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Error Log Path

Octet String

App:Application

App:Fault Tolerance

Typed Name

App:Application

App:Flags

Integer
Single Valued
App:Application

App:GUID

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Icon

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:INI Settings

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Inventory

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Launcher Config

Stream
Single Valued
User
Organization
Organizational Unit

App:Load Balancing

Distinguished Name

App:Application
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Macros

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Monitor Module

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Parameters

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Path

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Platform

Integer
Single Valued
App:Application
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

App:Printer Ports

Octet String

App:Application

App:Program Groups

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Registry Settings

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Schedule

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Shutdown Script

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application
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App:Startup Script

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Text Files

Stream
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Version String

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

App:Working Directory

Octet String
Single Valued
App:Application

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Definitions for the NetWare Licensing Service

CommonCertificate

Octet String

NLSLicenseCertificate

License Database

Boolean
Single Valued
NLS License Server

LicenselD

Case Exact String
Single Valued
String
NLSLicenseCertificate

Product

Case Exact String
Single Valued
String
NLS License Server
NLSLicenseCertificate
NLSProduct
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Publisher

Case Exact String
Single Valued
String
NLS License Server
NLSLicenseCertificate
NLSProduct

Transaction Database

Boolean
Single Valued
NLS License Server
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Definitions for Novell GroupWise 5

NGW:Access Mode

This attribute indicates the mode in which the GroupWise® Post Office
can be accessed.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Post Office

NGW:Account ID

This attribute specifies the GroupWise Account ID.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise External Entity
User

NGW:Archive Max Size

This attribute specifies the maximum document library archive size that
is allowed.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Library
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

NGW:Blind Copy Member

This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a Blind Copy object in
a distribution list.
Distinguished Name
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Distribution List

NGW:Carbon Copy Member

This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a Carbon Copy object
in a distribution list.
Distinguished Name
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Distribution List

NGW:Distribution List Member

This attribute specifies the distinguished name of an object in a
distribution list.
Distinguished Name
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Post Office

NGW:Document Area Size

This attribute specifies the amount of storage space for Library
documents.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Library
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

NGW:Domain

This attribute specifies a distinguished name in a  GroupWise domain.
Distinguished Name
Single Valued
Sync Immediate

NGW:External Net ID

This attribute specifies a network identifier used with a non-NetWare
User.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise External Entity

NGW:File ID

This attribute is a unique identifier for files and directories associated
with an object.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
Sized (0..16)
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Agent
GroupWise Domain
GroupWise External Entity
GroupWise Gateway
GroupWise Library
GroupWise Post Office
GroupWise Resource
User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

NGW:Gateway Access

This attribute indicates the access to gateways.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
External Entity
User

NGW:GroupWise ID

This attribute is an internal identifier used by the GroupWise Integration
Module.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Agent
GroupWise Distribute List
GroupWise Domain
GroupWise External Entity
GroupWise Gateway
GroupWise Library
GroupWise Post Office
GroupWise Resource
User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

NGW:Language

This attribute specifies the language the object uses.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Domain
GroupWise Post Office
GroupWise Gateway

NGW:Library Display Name

This attribute indicates a GroupWise Libraries object name as it appears
in the GroupWise Address Box.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Library

NGW:Library Member

This attribute is the distinguished name of a GroupWise Library.
Distinguished Name
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Post Office

NGW:Link Configuration

This attribute contains inter-domain link information.
Octet String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Domain
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

NGW:Location

This attribute specifies a file system location.
Octet String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Domain
GroupWise Post Office
GroupWise Gateway

NGW:Mailbox Expiration Time

This attribute specifies the date and time a user’s mailbox is locked.
Time
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise External Entity
User

NGW:Network Type

This attribute indicates the network type, such as NetWare®.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Domain
GroupWise Post Office

NGW:Object ID

This attribute indicates an object name in the GroupWise name space.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
Sized (0..256)
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise External Entity
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

NGW:Owner

This attribute indicates the GroupWise Object ID that owns this object.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
Sized (0..256)
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Resource

NGW:Platform

This attribute indicates the object software operating system platform.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Gateway
GroupWise Post Office

NGW:Post Office

This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a GroupWise Post
Office.
Distinguished Name
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Distribution List
GroupWise External Entity
GroupWise Library
GroupWise Resource
User
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

NGW:Resource Member

This attribute specifies the distinguished name of a GroupWise Resource
object.
Distinguished Name
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Library

NGW:Starting Version Number

This attribute specifies the starting version number for documents stored
in the GroupWise Library.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Library

NGW:Time Zone ID

This attribute identifies the time zone of the object.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Domain
GroupWise Post Office

NGW:Type

This attribute identifies an internal object type.
Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Agent
GroupWise Gateway
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

NGW:Version

Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Domain
GroupWise Post Office

NGW:Visibility

Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
GroupWise Distribution List
GroupWise External Entity
GroupWise Resource
User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Definitions for the Novell Administrator for Windows NT

ASM:Alternate Home Directory

This attribute specifies a path to an alternate home directory.
Case Ignore String
String
Sync Immediate
Template
ASM:NT User
ASM:Hybrid User

ASM:Application Server List

This attribute lists the application servers to which the object has
membership.
Distinguished Name
Sync Immediate
Template
User

ASM:ASM Public Key

Octet String
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Authentication

This attribute contains password information.
Octet String
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT User
ASM:Hybrid
User

ASM:Connection Retry Interval

This attribute specifies the interval of time, in minutes, for the application
server to reestablish a connection to NDS™.
Integer
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Connection Timeout

This attribute specifies the connection time, in minutes, the NDS
authenticated connection should remain in after the last processed event
and before the connection is destroyed.
Integer
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Creation Time Stamp

This attribute specifies the creation time of the object.
Time-Stamp
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Discover Network Address

Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Enabled Workstation List

This attribute lists the NT Workstations from which a user may log in.
Case Ignore String
String
Sync Immediate
Template
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User

ASM:Events

This attribute contains information for use by the Event Monitor.
Octet String
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT System

ASM:Expire Password

This attribute indicates the object’s password has expired.
Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User
Template
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

ASM:Force Logoff

This attribute indicates the object should be forced to log off.
Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT System

ASM:Global Account

Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User
Template

ASM:Home Dir Drive

This attribute specifies the drive letter assigned to the object’s home
directory for login purposes.
Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User Template

ASM:Logon Hours

Octet String
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Logon Required to Change PWD

Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT System

ASM:Machine Running Upload

Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Max File Transfer Size

Integer
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Maximum Password Age

This attribute specifies the maximum number of seconds that must elapse
before requiring an object’s password be changed.
Interval
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT System
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Maximum Ping Retries

Integer
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Minimum Password Age

This attribute indicates the minimum number of seconds that must elapse
before allowing the object’s password to be changed.
Interval
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT System

ASM:Must Change Password

Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User Template

ASM:NDS User

This attribute specifies the name of the corresponding NDS User object.
Distinguished Name
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
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Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:

Syntax:
Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Notification Delay

This attribute indicates the notification delay used by the application
server.
Interval
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Password History Length

This attribute specifies the number of expired passwords retained.
Integer
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT System

ASM:Ping Retry Delay

Interval
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Port Number

This attribute contains the port number that the application server will
listen to for event notification.
Integer
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Primary Group

Distinguished Name
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User

ASM:Profile Path

This attribute specifies the path to the user’s profile.
Case Ignore String
String
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User Template

ASM:Regenerate Key Pair

Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT System

ASM:Replica Timestamp

Time-Stamp
Per Replica
Single Valued
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User
User
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:
Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Script Name

Case Ignore String
String
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User
Template

ASM:Server Update Enabled

Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate

ASM:System Sync Timestamp

Time-Stamp
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:Template Groups

Case Ignore String
String
Sync Immediate
TemplateN
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Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

Description:
Syntax:

Constraints:

Used in Class:

ASM:Template Primary Group

Case Ignore String
Single Valued
String
Sync Immediate
Template

ASM:Time Upload Started

Integer
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Application Server

ASM:UF Lockout

This attributes indicates whether the object’s account is locked out.
Boolean
Single Valued
Sync Immediate
ASM:Hybrid User
ASM:NT User

ASM:Workgroup Name

This attribute contains the name of the corresponding NT Workgroup.
Case Ignore String
String
Sync Immediate
ASM:NT Workgroup System
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

AFP Server

Serial Number
Supported Connections

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

Organization
Organizational Unit

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

Server

X
X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

AFP Server

Server Top
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Alias

(Special Case Handling)

(Special Case Handling)

Aliased Object Name

X
X

X
X
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Bindery Object

Organization
Organizational Unit

Bindery Type
CN (Common Name)

Bindery Object Restriction
Bindery Type
CN (Common Name)

(Special Case Handling)

X
X
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

[Root]; R; All Attributes

Queue Directory

Device
Host Server
Network Address
Operator
Server
User
Volume

Queue

Bindery Type

Bindery Type
CN (Common Name)

[Root]; R; All Attributes

Bindery Queue

X
X
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

CommExec

X
X

Network Address
    Restriction

Server

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]
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Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

Server Top

CommExec
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Computer

X
X

Description
L (Locality Name)
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Owner
See Also
Serial Number

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Operator
Server
Status

Device
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Country

Top

C (Country Name)

C (Country Name)

Description

X
X

X
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Device

X

Organization
Organizational Unit

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Description
L (Locality Name)
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Owner
See Also
Serial Number
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Directory Map

X
X

Description
Host Resource Name
L (Locality Name)
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Host Server

Path

Resource
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

X
X

[Public]; R; External Name

Organization
Organizational Unit

CN (Common Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
     Name)
CN (Common Name)

Description
E-Mail Address
External Name
Facsimile Telephone
    Number
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
    (Continued...)

External Entity
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

External Entity

S (Street or Province Name)
See Also
Telephone Number
Title

Top
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Group

X
X

[Root]; R; Member

Organization
Organizational Unit

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Description
E-Mail Address
Full Name
GID (Group ID)
L (Locality Name)
Login Script
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Member
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Owner
Profile
Profile Membership
See Also
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

List

[Public]; R; Member

Organization
Organizational Unit

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Description
E-Mail Address
Full Name
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Member
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational
    Unit Name)
Owner
See Also

X
X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Locality

X
X

Country
Locality
Organization
Organizational Unit
L (Locality Name)
S (State or Province Name)

Description
L (Locality Name)
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address
See Also

X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Message Routing Group

X
X

Description
E-Mail Address
Full Name
GID (Group ID)
L (Locality Name)
Login Script
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Member
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Owner
Profile
Profile Membership
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Root]; R; Member[Self]; B; [Object Rights]
[Self]; R; All Attributes

Group
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Messaging Server

X
X

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

[Self]; B; [Object Rights]
[Self]; R; All Attributes
[Self]; RW; Status
    (Continued ...)

Server
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

[Public]; R; Messaging Server
    Type
[Public]; R; Messaging
    Database Location

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

TopServer

Messaging Server
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

NCP Server

X
X

Server
[Public]; R; Messaging Server

DS Revision
Messaging Server
Operator
Permanent Config Parms
Supported Services

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

Server Top

NCP Server
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Organization

X
X

[Self]; R; Login Script
[Self]; R; Print Job
    Configuration

Country
Locality
Top

O (Organization Name)

O (Organization Name)

Description
Detect Intruder
E-Mail Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
Intruder Attempt Reset
    Interval
Intruder Attempt Lockout
    Interval
L (Locality Name)
Lockout After Detection
Login Intruder Limit
Login Script
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
    (Continued...)

X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

NNS Domain
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
Print Job Configuration
Printer Control
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)
See Also
Telephone Number

Organization

Top
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Organizational Person

X
X

E-Mail Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)
Title

CN (Common Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Description
Full Name
Generational Qualifier
Given Name
Initials
See Also
Telephone Number

CN (Common Name)
Surname

Person
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Organizational Role

X
X

Description
E-Mail  Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
Role Occupant
S (State or Province Name)
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Organizational Role

SA (Street Address)
See Also
Telephone Number

Top
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Organizational Unit

X
X

Description
Detect Intruder
E-Mail  Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
Intruder Attempt Reset
    Interval
Intruder Lockout Reset
    Interval
L (Locality Name)
Lockout After Detection
Login Intruder Limit
Login Script
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
    (Continued...)

OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)

OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)

Locality
Organization
Organizational Unit

[Self]; R; Login Script

X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Organizational Unit

NNS Domain
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
Print Job Configuration
Printer Control
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)
See Also
Telephone Number
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Partition

Authority Revocation
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Convergence
Cross Certificate Pair
High Convergence Sync
Interval
Inherited ACL
Low Convergence Reset Time
Low Convergence Sync
Interval
Partition Control
Partition Creation Time
    (Continued...)

X
X
X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Partition Status
Received Up To
Replica
Replica Up To
Synchronized Up To

Partition
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Description
Full Name
Generational Qualifier
Given Name
Initials
See Also
Telephone Number

CN (Common Name)
Surname

Person

X
X
X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Print Server

X
X

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

Operator
Printer
SAP Name

[Root]; R; All Attributes

Server
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

Print Server

Server Top
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Printer

X
X

Cartridge
Default Queue
Host Device
Memory
Network Address Restriction
Notify
Operator
Page Description Language
Print Server
Printer Configuration
Queue
Status
Supported Typefaces

Device

Description
L (Locality Name)
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Owner
See Also
Serial Number

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Profile

X
X

Description
Full Name
L (Locality Name)
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
See Also

CN (Common Name)
Login Script

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

X
X

Queue

Device
Host Server
Network Address
Operator
Server
User
Volume

Queue Directory

[Root]; R; All Attributes

Description
Host Resource Name
L (Locality Name)
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Resource
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Resource

X

Description
Host Resource Name
L (Locality Name)
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Server

X

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Server

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Top

X
X

X

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

X
X
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

Unknown

X
X
X

(Special Case Handling)

(Special Case Handling)

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

User

X
X

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Group Membership
Higher Privileges
Home Directory
Language
Last Login Time
Locked By Intruder
Login Allowed Time Map
Login Disabled
Login Expiration Time
Login Grace Limit
Login Grace Remaining
Login Intruder Address
    (Continued...)

[Public]; R; Message Server
[Root]; B; [Object Rights]
[Root]; B; Group Membership
    (Continued...)

E-Mail Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)
Title

CN (Common Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Description
Full Name
Generational Qualifier
Given Name
Initials
See Also
Telephone Number

CN (Common Name)
Surname

Person
Organizational

Person

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

[Root]; R; Network Address
[Self]; R; All Attributes
[Self]; RW; Login Script

Login Intruder Attempts
Login Intruder Reset Time
Login Maximum Simultaneous
Login Script
Login Time
Message Server
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
Network Address Restriction
Password Allow Change
Password Expiration Interval
Password Minimum Length
Password Required
Password Unique Required
Passwords Used
Print Job Configuration
Printer Control
Private Key
Profile
Profile Membership
    (Continued...)

User

Person Top
Organizational

Person

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

[Self]; RW; Print Job
    Configuration

Public Key
Security Equals
Security Flags
Server Holds
Type Creator Map
UID (User ID)

User

Person Top
Organizational

Person

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix F:  NDS “Expanded” Operational Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

This is an operational class definition which is defined by Novell Directory Services.

X
X

Resource

Status

Host Server

[Root]; R; Host Resource
     Name
[Root]; R; Host Server

Description
Host Resource Name
L (Locality Name)
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Volume

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

Template

X
This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare v4.11 File Server
installation utility (INSTALL.NLM).  This class definition enables support for new features
provided by the NetWare Administrator for Windows 95/NT administration utility, as provided
with NetWare v4.11.

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
E-Mail Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
Group Membership
Higher Privileges
Home Directory
Home Directory Rights
L (Locality Name)
Language
Login Allowed Time Map
Login Disabled
Login Expiration Time
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Login Grace Limit
Login Maximum Simultaneous
Login Script
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Member
Members Of Template
Message Server
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address Restriction
New Object’s DS Rights
New Object’s FS Rights
New Object’s Self Rights
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Password Allow Change
Password Expiration Interval
Password Expiration Time
Password Minimum Length
Password Required
    (Continued...)

Template

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Password Unique Required
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
Profile
Run Setup Script
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)
Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Set Password After Create
Setup Script
Trustees of New Object
Telephone Number
Title
Volume Space Restrictions

Template

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

Audit:File Object

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare v4.11 File Server
installation utility (INSTALL.NLM).  This class definition enables support for the auditing
functionality provided with NetWare v4.11.

Audit:A Encryption Key
Audit:B Encryption Key
Audit:Current Encryption Key
Audit:Link List
Audit:Path
Audit:Type
Description

CN (Common Name)
Audit:Policy
Audit:Contents

CN (Common Name)

Country; Locality; Top
Organization
Organizational Unit

X

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

Application

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare Application
Launcher v1.0.

App Blurb
App Contacts
App Drive Mappings
App Flags
App Icon
App Parameters
App Printer Ports
App Shutdown Script
App Startup Script
App Working Directory
See Also

App Path
CN (Common Name)
Description

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

Application (DOS)

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare Application
Launcher v1.0.

App Blurb
App Contacts
App Drive Mappings
App Flags
App Icon
App Parameters
App Printer Ports
App Shutdown Script
App Startup Script
App Working Directory
See Also

App Path
CN (Common Name)
Description

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Application

X
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

Application (Windows 3.x)

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare Application
Launcher v1.0. X

Application

App Blurb
App Contacts
App Drive Mappings
App Flags
App Icon
App Parameters
App Printer Ports
App Shutdown Script
App Startup Script
App Working Directory
See Also

App Path
CN (Common Name)
Description

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

Application (Windows 95)

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare Application
Launcher v1.0.

App Blurb
App Contacts
App Drive Mappings
App Flags
App Icon
App Parameters
App Printer Ports
App Shutdown Script
App Startup Script
App Working Directory
See Also

App Path
CN (Common Name)
Description

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Application

X
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

Application (Windows NT)

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare Application
Launcher v1.0.

App Blurb
App Contacts
App Drive Mappings
App Flags
App Icon
App Parameters
App Printer Ports
App Shutdown Script
App Startup Script
App Working Directory
See Also

App Path
CN (Common Name)
Description

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Application

X
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

App:Application [NAL v1.1]

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare Application
Launcher (NAL) v1.1.

Please note that the name of this class definition is App:Application.  The additional text
shown in the class name listed above is to differentiate this definition from the definition of
the same name introduced by NAL v2.0.

App:Administrator Notes
App:Alt Back Link
App:Back Link
App:Contacts
App:Description
App:Drive Mappings
App:Fault Tolerance
App:Flags
App:Icon
App:Load Balancing
App:Parameters
App:Platform
App:Printer Ports
App:Shutdown Script
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)
App:Caption
App:Path

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

X

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

App:Application [NAL v1.1]

Top

App:Startup Script
App:Working Directory

http://www.novell.com/
http://support.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

App:Application [NAL v2.0]

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare Application
Launcher (NAL) v2.0.

Please note that the name of this class definition is App:Application.  The additional text
shown in the class name listed above is to differentiate this definition from the definition of
the same name introduced by NAL v1.1.

X

App:Administrator Notes
App:Alt Back Link
App:Back Link
App:Contacts
App:Description
App:Drive Mappings
App:Error Log Paths
App:Fault Tolerance
App:Flags
App:GUID
App:Icon
App:INI Settings
App:Inventory
App:Load Balancing
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)
App:Caption
App:Path

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

App:Macros
App:Monitor Module
App:Parameters
App:Platform
App:Printer Ports
App:Program Groups
App:Registry Settings
App:Schedule
App:Shutdown Script
App:Startup Script
App:Text Files
App:Version String
App:Working Directory

App:Application [NAL v2.0]

Top

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

NLS License Server

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare v4.11 File Server
installation utility (INSTALL.NLM).  This class definition enables support for the NetWare
Licensing Service.

Host Server
License Database
Transaction Database

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

Server

X
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

NLSLicenseCertificate

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare v4.11 File Server
installation utility (INSTALL.NLM).  This class definition enables support for the NetWare
Licensing Service.

X

CommonCertificate
LicenseID

LicenseID

NLSProduct

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

NLSProduct

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the NetWare v4.11 File Server
installation utility (INSTALL.NLM).  This class definition enables support for the NetWare
Licensing Service.

X
X

Product
Publisher
Version

Product
Publisher
Version

Organization
Organizational Unit

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

GroupWise Agent

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5.

Description
Network Address
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Platform

CN (Common Name)
NGW: Type

CN (Common Name)

GroupWise Domain
GroupWise Post Office

X
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

GroupWise Distribution List

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5.

Description
Member
NGW: Blind Copy Member
NGW: Carbon Copy Member
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Post Office
NGW: Visibility

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

X
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

GroupWise Domain

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5. X
X

Description
Member
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Link Configuration
NGW: Network Type
NGW: Version

CN (Common Name)
NGW: Language
NGW: Location
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

NGW: Time Zone ID
NGW: Type

GroupWise Domain

http://www.novell.com/
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

NGW: Account ID
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Mailbox Expiration Time
NGW: Object ID
NGW: Visibility

NGW: External Net ID
NGW: Post Office

E-Mail Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)
Title

CN (Common Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Description
Full Name
Generational Qualifier
Given Name
Initials
See Also
Telephone Number

CN (Common Name)
Surname

Person
Organizational

Person

X

GroupWise External Entity

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5.
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

GroupWise Gateway

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5.

NGW: Language
NGW: Network Type
NGW: Time Zone ID

NGW: Domain
NGW: Location

GroupWise Domain

Description
Network Address
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Platform

CN (Common Name)
NGW: Type

CN (Common Name)

GroupWise Domain
GroupWise Post Office

GroupWise Agent

X
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

GroupWise Library

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5.

X

Member
NGW: Archive Max Size
NGW: Document Area Size
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Library Display Name
NGW: Starting Version
    Number

NGW: Post Office

Description
Host Resource Name
L (Locality Name)
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Resource
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

GroupWise Post Office

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5.

Member
NGW: Access Mode
NGW: Distribution List
    Member
NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Library Member
NGW: Network Type
NGW: Resource Member
NGW: Version

NGW: Domain
NGW: Language
    (Continued...)

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

Server

X
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Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

Server Top

GroupWise Post Office

NGW: Location
NGW: Time Zone ID

http://www.novell.com/
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

GroupWise Resource

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by GroupWise 5.

NGW: File ID
NGW: GroupWise ID
NGW: Owner
NGW: Post Office
NGW: Type
NGW: Visibility

Description
Host Resource Name
L (Locality Name)
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Resource

X
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:Application Server

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT.

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

Server

ASM:ASM Public Key
ASM:Connection Timeout
ASM:Connection Retry
    Interval
ASM:Creation Time Stamp
ASM:Discover Network
    Address
ASM:Machine Running
    Upload
ASM:Max File Transfer Size
ASM:Maximum Ping Retries
ASM:Notification Delay
ASM:Ping Retry Delay
ASM:Port Number
    (Continued...)

http://www.novell.com/
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Appendix G:  NDS “Expanded” Extended Schema Class Definitions

Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

Server Top

ASM:Application Server

ASM:Server Update Enabled
ASM:System Sync Timestamp
ASM:Time Upload Started

http://www.novell.com/
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:Hybrid User

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT. X

ASM:Alternate Home
    Directory
ASM:Group Membership
ASM:Authentication
ASM:Creation Time Stamp
ASM:Enabled Workstation List
ASM:Expire Password
ASM:Global Account
ASM:Home Dir Drive
ASM:Logon Hours
ASM:Must Change Password
ASM:NDS User
ASM:Primary Group
ASM:Profile Path
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

ASM:NT Domain
ASM:NT Workgroup System
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Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

ASM:Replica Timestamp
ASM:Script Name
ASM:UF Lockout

ASM:Hybrid User

Top
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S;
    [Object Rights]

ASM:NT Domain

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT.

X
X

ASM:Events
ASM:Maximum Password Age
ASM:Minimum Password Age
ASM:Force Logoff
ASM:Logon Required to
    Change PWD
ASM:Password History Length
ASM:Regenerate Key Pair
Intruder Lockout Reset
    Interval
Intruder Attempt Reset
    Interval
Login Intruder Limit
Password Minimum Length

ASM:ASM Public Key
ASM:Connection Timeout
ASM:Connection Retry
    Interval
ASM:Creation Time Stamp
ASM:Discover Network
    Address
ASM:Machine Running
    Upload
ASM:Max File Transfer Size
ASM:Maximum Ping Retries
ASM:Notification Delay
ASM:Ping Retry Delay
ASM:Port Number
    (Continued...)

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:NT System
ASM:Application

Server Server
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Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

ASM:Server Update Enabled
ASM:System Sync Timestamp
ASM:Time Upload Started

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

ASM:NT System ASM:Application TopServer

ASM:NT Domain
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:NT Global Group

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT. X

ASM:NT Domain

Description
E-Mail Address
Full Name
GID (Group ID)
L (Locality Name)
Login Script
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Member
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Owner
Profile
Profile Membership
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Root]; R; Member

Group

http://www.novell.com/
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:NT Local Group

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT. X

ASM:NT Domain
ASM:Workgroup System

Group

Description
E-Mail Address
Full Name
GID (Group ID)
L (Locality Name)
Login Script
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
Member
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Owner
Profile
Profile Membership
See Also

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Root]; R; Member
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:NT System

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT.

ASM:Events
ASM:Maximum Password
Age
ASM:Minimum Password Age
ASM:Force Logoff
ASM:Logon Required to
    Change PWD
ASM:Password History
Length
ASM:Regenerate Key Pair
Intruder Lockout Reset
    Interval
Intruder Attempt Reset
    Interval
    (Continued...)

ASM:ASM Public Key
ASM:Connection Timeout
ASM:Connection Retry
    Interval
ASM:Creation Time Stamp
ASM:Discover Network
    Address
ASM:Machine Running
    Upload
ASM:Max File Transfer Size
ASM:Maximum Ping Retries
ASM:Notification Delay
ASM:Ping Retry Delay
ASM:Port Number
    (Continued...)

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:Application
Server Server
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Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

ASM:Server Update Enabled
ASM:System Sync Timestamp
ASM:Time Upload Started

ASM:Application
Server

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

Server Top

Login Intruder Limit
Password Minimum Length

ASM:NT System
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S;
    [Object Rights]

Server
ASM:Application

ServerASM:NT System

ASM:Workgroup Name ASM:Events
ASM:Maximum Password
Age
ASM:Minimum Password Age
ASM:Force Logoff
ASM:Logon Required to
    Change PWD
ASM:Password History
Length
ASM:Regenerate Key Pair
Intruder Lockout Reset
    Interval
Intruder Attempt Reset
    Interval
    (Continued...)

ASM:ASM Public Key
ASM:Connection Timeout
ASM:Connection Retry
    Interval
ASM:Creation Time Stamp
ASM:Discover Network
    Address
ASM:Machine Running
    Upload
ASM:Max File Transfer Size
ASM:Maximum Ping Retries
ASM:Notification Delay
ASM:Ping Retry Delay
ASM:Port Number
    (Continued...)

Account Balance
Allow Unlimited Credit
Description
Full Name
Host Device
L (Locality Name)
Minimum Account Balance
Network Address
O (Organization Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Private Key
Public Key
Resource
    (Continued...)

CN (Common Name)

CN (Common Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

[Public]; R; Network Address
[Self]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:NT Workgroup System

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT. X
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Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

ASM:NT Workgroup System

Login Intruder Limit
Password Minimum Length

ASM:Server Update Enabled
ASM:System Sync Timestamp
ASM:Time Upload Started

Security Equals
Security Flags
See Also
Status
User
Version

ASM:NT System
ASM:Application

Server Server Top
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Class Name: Class Flags
Container

Effective

Non-Removable

Ambiguous Naming

Ambiguous Containment

Description:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Top

ACL
Authority Revocation
Backlink
Bindery Property
CA Private Key
CA Public Key
Certificate Revocation
Certificate Validity Interval
Cross Certificate Pair
Equivalent To Me
Last Referenced Time
Obituary
Reference
Revision

Object Class

[Creator]; S; [Object Rights]

ASM:NT User

This class definition was introduced into the NDS schema by the Novell Administrator for
Windows NT.

ASM:Alternate Home
    Directory
ASM:Group Membership
ASM:Authentication
ASM:Creation Time Stamp
ASM:Enabled Workstation List
ASM:Expire Password
ASM:Global Account
ASM:Home Dir Drive
ASM:Logon Hours
ASM:Must Change Password
ASM:Primary Group
ASM:Profile Path
ASM:Replica Timestamp
    (Continued...)

ASM:NT Domain
ASM:NT Workgroup System

E-Mail Address
Facsimile Telephone Number
L (Locality Name)
Mailbox ID
Mailbox Location
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)
Physical Delivery Office Name
Postal Address
Postal Code
Postal Office Box
S (State or Province Name)
SA (Street Address)

CN (Common Name)
OU (Organizational Unit
    Name)

Organization
Organizational Unit

Organizational
Person Person

Description
Full Name
Generational Qualifier
Given Name
Initials
See Also
Telephone Number

CN (Common Name)
Surname

X
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Class Name:

Default ACL:

Contained Within:

Named By:

Mandatory
Attributes:

Optional
Attributes:

Unique to This
Class

Inherited From the Super Classes

Class Definition
Continued

TopPerson
Organizational

Person

ASM:Script Name
ASM:UF Lockout
Language
Login Allowed Time Map
Login Disabled
Login Expiration Time
Password Allow Change
Password Required

ASM:NT User
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Letter from the authors ...
Dear Reader:

LogicSource™ for NDS™  was written with the sole objective of providing you, the reader, with an in-depth understanding of the
terms, concepts, processes and operations which are performed regularly by Novell® Directory Services™.

Before you begin using, and learning, from this manual, we would like to take this opportunity to present you with some background
information.

• Work on LogicSource began in August of 1996 and was completed in March of 1998.  During the course of the ensuing
19 months of development, more than three thousand hours were required to complete the research and development
of the content.

• LogicSource represents a comprehensive review of the technical aspects of NDS.  However, the contents are not all
inclusive.  While the amount of information provided herein is significantly more than has been previously available,
more information remains to be gathered.  Consequently, LogicSource will require periodic updates to reflect the
continuing enhancements and updates to NDS.

• As new updates to LogicSource are being prepared, we would welcome any feedback or suggestions you may have.
Should you find any inconsistencies, or errors, within the text of this manual that should be resolved, please forward
them to the following e-mail address:

LogicSource@Novell.COM (be sure to write ‘feedback’ in the subject line of your e-mail)

We look forward to hearing your comments .... thank you once again, and enjoy.

Sincerely,


